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FOREWORD
This volume of Proceedings contains an archival record of the 10th Minsk International Seminar
“HEAT PIPES, HEAT PUMPS, REFRIGERATORS, POWER SOURCES” (MIS) lectures and
presentations.
This 10th International Conference was dedicated to some other very important International Jubilees:
90th anniversary of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, (1928)
50th anniversary of the International Centre on Heat and Mass Transfer foundation (1968)
45th anniversary of the Invention of popular heat transfer device (heat pipe) by George M. Grover (1963)
35th anniversary of the 1ST International Conference “Heat Pipes”, Stuttgart, (1973)
25th anniversary of the 1ST International Conference “Heat Pipes, Heat Pumps, Refrigerators”, Minsk, (1993).

FOUNDERS OF ICHMT, 1968

E.A. Brun
(1898‒1979)

S.S. Kutateladze
(1914‒1986)

M.A. Styrikovich
(1902‒1995)

W.M. Rohsenow
(1921‒2011)

E.R.G. Eckert
(1904-2004)

A.V. Luikov
(1910‒1974)

U. Grigull
(1912‒2003)

T.F. Irvine
(1922‒2001)

D.B. Spalding
(1923‒2016)

J.P. Hartnett
(1924‒2005)

Photo of Famous Scientists-Founders of the International
Centre of Heat and Mass Transfer (1968)

Photo (from the right to the left): Professor Manfred Groll, Chairman
of the First International Conference “Heat Pipes” (1973); Famous
First Inventor of heat pipes Dr. George Grover, (1963); Professor
Leonard Vasiliev Chairman of the First International Conference
“Heat Pipes, Heat Pumps, Refrigerators (1993)
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All Minsk International Seminars “HEAT PIPES, HEAT PUMPS, REFRIGERATORS, POWER
SOURCES” were organized in Minsk on the base of the Luikov Heat and Mass Transfer Institute and NIS
Countries Association “Heat Pipes” since 1993 up to 2018. The 10th Conference was held 10-13 September
2018 and more than 100 participants from 17 countries attended the Conference. This Conference will bring
together engineers, scientists and industries working persons in the field of heat and mass transfer especially
in heat pipes and heat pumps science and technology. During decades of development, the science and
engineering of heat and mass transfer are continuously being confronted with new challenges in search of
new and improved technologies. Actually it is evident, that there is a necessity to develop new ideas in
fundamental R&D in heat and mass transfer. Some of the new research directions are still awaiting proper
understanding and continue to be in worldwide research focus. Recently, we have witnessed expansion of
micro and nano scales, where some very new technologies are promising (electronic cooling, bio energy),
and into mega- and giga-scales encountered in oceans, interior of the Earth. Atmosphere.
During the Conference it was an enhancing dialogue between the multiple groups and individual
participants involved in different brunches of R&D. In recent years, new electronic cooling components
development, new means of medical treatments of a human body has received much attention. The golden
combination of the modern heat transfer devices (heat pipes and heat pumps, sorption heat machines,
coolers) and the new power sources of energy (fuel cells) is an efficient tool to solve the above mentioned
problems. The market for portable electronics now is much more accessible to new miniature electronic
components and fuel cells than automotive applications. For example, the development of cellular phones
with digital broadcast reception may spur the integration of fuel cells into these devices. The automotive fuel
cells application with hybrid power systems functioning in cars, planes and tracks is also very promising; the
fuel cells converting the fuel directly into electricity are to be functioning without combustion or mechanical
energy. In residential sector with the internal combustion engines, polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs),
and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are welcomed as micro-CHP. In this rapidly changing field, we need to
nurture all means by which we can exchange our ideas in settings that encourage interpersonal and interinstitutional contacts. The Conference provides a forum for persons involved in research, development,
design and operation of heat pipes, heat pumps, refrigerators, cooling and heating systems, power sources,
energy storage and transportation systems and will also be of interest for scientists and engineers.
Developments in computer simulations in synergy with sophisticated experimental and diagnostics
techniques open new frontiers for discoveries and innovation in both conventional and emerging
technologies.
The 10th Minsk Jubilee Conference Proceedings incorporate 78 papers, including 12 invited lectures. I
wish to express my sincere thanks to the International Scientific Committee, Belarusian Honorary Scientific
Committee and the Conference organizers: National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, Luikov Heat & Mass
Transfer Institute, Belorussian National Technical University, Minsk, Belarus, and NIS Scientific
Association “Heat Pipes”. The sponsorship of the Conference is gratefully acknowledged, particularly
National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, Luikov Heat & Mass Transfer Institute.
We gratefully acknowledge the sponsorship of the famous company HUAWEI for its help to organize
this Conference.
We are also very grateful to all participants, who helped us in organizing this Conference and whose
efforts made the Conference a success.

September 2018, Minsk, Belarus
Leonard L.Vasiliev
Conference Chairman
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Abstract
This work summarizes the capabilities of the Gasketed Plate Heat Exchanger Laboratory located at TOBB
University of Economics and Technology in Ankara, Turkey. The laboratory is capable of testing plate heat exchangers
for thermal and hydraulic performance, as well as the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis of the existing
plates and performing new plate designs for several applications with the help of CFD and experiments. Gasketed plate
heat exchangers are widely used in many applications. Due to the increase in energy consumption, attention is paid on
enhancing the heat transfer and reducing the size of the heat exchanger at the same time. Therefore, utilizing nanofluids
as working fluid, is very popular recently. A separate, smaller experimental set-up is also designed and constructed to
test the utilization of nanofluids with gasketed plate heat exchangers. The details of the design and preliminary
experiments of this experimental set-up is the main focus of this work. However, brief information is provided on the
general capabilities of the laboratory as well.

KEYWORDS
Heat transfer, gasketed plate heat exchangers, nanofluids, experimental set-up

INTRODUCTION
When it comes to energy and heat transfer, one of the most important devices is heat exchangers. The
energy demand becomes higher everyday making more heat transfer a necessity. Plate heat exchangers are
widely utilized. They have advantages including high heat transfer coefficients, easily accessible heat
transfer area and their compact nature which make them indispensable in several applications. However,
their design is very complex and involves several parameters. The plates used in the design need to have
unique thermal and hydraulic performance prediction correlations. Therefore, the Plate Heat Exchanger
Laboratory in our university performs the thermal and hydraulic performance tests of plate packs [1, 2] and
plate-specific correlations are developed. CFD is utilized for performance prediction [3]. It can also be used
as a tool for the design of new plates since the geometrical parameters involved in the design can easily be
changed and used for designing plates with better thermal performance and pressure drop characteristics.
Heat transfer enhancement was traditionally achieved by adding fins or using micro channels; however,
studies focused on minimizing the heat exchanger volume while enhancing the heat transfer at the same
time, recently. Therefore the interest of several researchers focused on the working fluids in heat
exchangers. Thermal performance of conventional fluids such as water, oil and ethylene glycol is poor.
Thus, the idea of usage of solid particles in the fluids arose since the thermal conductivities of solid particles
such as aluminum and copper are higher. Even if working with nanofluids have some problems as erosion
and pressure drop increase, investigations show that these problems can be ignored due to the provided
improvement in heat transfer.
Ünverdi et al. [4] investigated the heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of chevron type plate
heat exchangers by using Al2O3/water nanofluids experimentally. They used different flow rates and volume
concentrations. As a result, the increment in Nusselt number is about 42.4% for a volume concentration of 1
%. On the other hand, pressure drop increased by only 6–8% compared with distilled water. Sun et al. [5]
designed an experimental set-up to investigate the effect of nanoparticles on thermal and hydraulic
performance of a plate heat exchanger. They used three different nanoparticles (Cu, Fe2O3, Al2O3) at
different mass fractions. The results show that Al 2O3/water mixture is more stable than the other nanofluids
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and the overall heat transfer coefficient is improved with the nanoparticles. Huang et al. [6] also performed
experiments to investigate the effects of Al2O3/water and MWCNT/water nanofluids on the performance of
chevron type plate heat exchangers. They concluded that enhancement of heat transfer increases with the
volume concentration of the nanofluids.
As a result of the experiments that are carried out by Prashant et al. [7], effect of orientation of plate
heat exchanger with Al2O3/water nanofluids on heat transfer and friction factor are obtained. They found out
that the maximum heat transfer enhancement ratio is 34% when the position of the HEX is horizontal.
Kumar et al. [8] used two different nanofluids in a plate heat exchanger. They investigated the effect of
nanofluids on the heat transfer performance including heat transfer rate, convection heat transfer coefficient,
pumping power, energy losses and exergetic efficiency. The results show that on the basis of heat transfer
performance, ZnO/water is better than CeO2/water by 4%. Kabeel et al. [9] performed experiments to
determine the thermal and hydraulic performance of nanofluids in a plate heat exchanger. They used
Al2O3/water at 4% volumetric concentration. For laminar flow, enhancement ratio on heat transfer
coefficient is obtained as 13%. Unfortunately, pressure drop increases by 45% when compared to water.
Farajollahi et al. [10] made experiments with shell and tube heat exchangers to investigate the effects of
Al2O3/water and Tio2/water nanofluids on heat transfer. They used five different concentrations and as a
result, the overall heat transfer coefficient and Peclet number increase with concentration. The found out
that optimum volume concentrations are 0.5% and 0.3% for Al2O3/water and TiO2/water. The overall heat
transfer coefficient increases 20% and 24% respectively for the optimum concentrations.
In this study, an experimental setup was designed and constructed in order to perform an experimental
investigation to observe the effects of utilization of nanofluids on thermal and hydraulic performance of a
gasketed plate heat exchanger. The details of the design and preliminary experiments of this experimental
set-up is the main focus of this work. However, brief information is provided on the general capabilities of
the laboratory as well.

1. CAPABILITIES OF THE LABORATORY
The laboratory is capable of testing plate heat exchangers for thermal and hydraulic performance [1],
[2], as well as the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis of the existing plates [3, 11] and
performing plate heat exchanger designs [12] for several applications with the help of CFD and experiments.
The experimental facility [1, 2] uses tap water. The water tanks (both hot and cold) are isolated. The
tanks are located 3.15 m above ground to prevent cavitation. The pumps have a capacity of 3 kW. The
Reynolds number is changed between 450 and 5000 to obtain the necessary data to develop plate-specific
correlations. The parameters, the effects of which are tested include the number of plates in the heat
exchanger, plate type, inlet and outlet temperatures for both the cold and hot fluids. The electromagnetic
flowmeter can measure flowrates up to 90 m3/hour. Figs 1 and 2 show the set-up. With the help of this setup different plate heat exchangers composed of varying number of plates can be tested. Nusselt number and
friction coefficient correlations of these plate packs are obtained and can be used for performance
prediction.

Fig.1. Experimental set-up for testing the performance of gasketed plate heat exchangers.
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Fig. 2. Details and 3-D model of the experimental set-up.

One of the important capabilities of the laboratory is Computational Fluid Dynamics analysis of plate
packs and design of new plates based on CFD. Instead of conducting experiments, CFD analyses can be
utilized to determine the thermal and hydraulic performance of plates used in plate heat exchangers,
avoiding the high cost in terms of time and labour of performing experiments. SST k-w turbulence model is
used for analyses shown in Fig. 3, which represents a sample of CFD results for temperature distribution on
the surfaces of the hot and cold plates. [3] Twenty million nonstructural mesh elements are used to ensure
the mesh indepedency.

Fig. 3 Sample CFD results for temperature on cold (a) and hot (b) plates.

As mentioned previously, the main focus of this work is the continuation of the research performed on
experimental and computational investigation of the performance of plate heat exchangers. Therefore, in the
following sections the details of the design of the new set-up for utilization with nanofluids is going to be
explained in detail with the preliminary results obtained from ther set-up.

2. DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The experimental set-up is designed to perform experiments with different types of heat exchangers
with different flow rates and varying nanofluids concentration. Therefore, the chosen measurement devices
need to have a wide range of measurement. The designed set-up consists of a gasketed plate heat exchanger,
electromagnetic flow meters, differential pressure meters, J-type thermocouples, circulation pumps, resistor
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heater and fluid reservoirs. To select the proper pump for the system, system characteristics calculation was
made and compared with the pump characteristics to obtain the intersection point as the working conditions.
Then, to avoid any formation of cavitation in the system, NPSHa value of system is calculated and compared
with the NPSHR provided for the pump. Thus, the maximum flow rate that can be reached in the experiments
is obtained.
Fig. 4 shows the arrangement of the plates. The geometrical properties of the plates tested are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1
Geometrical properties of the tested plates

Fig. 4 Flow arrangement of plate heat exchangers [2]

Dimensional
Parameter.

Value

Dp

0.0211 m

b

0.00255 m

Lp

0.1569 m

Lv

0.178 m

Lw

0.0711 m

Aef

0.02 m2

A

0.0112 m2



1.7928

Lh

0.05 m

t

0.0005 m

System characteristics calculation is made with Bernoulli Equation (Eqn. 1) between the inlet and outlet
of the reservoirs. Then characteristic curve of the system is plotted. In Fig. 5, system and pump
characteristics are shown.

P
i

g



P V2
Vi 2
 zi  H P  o  o  zo  h f  hm  hPHE
2g
 g 2g

(1)

The maximum flow rates reachable for cold and hot cycle in the experiments are obtained as 1 m3/h and
0.8 m3/h respectively.To check the formation of cavitation NPSHA is determined for each cycle and
compared with the required NPSH values of the pumps that is provided by the manufacturer. Eqn. 2 is used
for the calculations and the required minimum reservoir heights are designated as 0.9 m for each cycle.

NPSH A 

P
Patm V22

 h   H L (1 2)  vapor
 g 2g
g

(2)

Fig.6 and 7 show the final design of the experimental set-up as a sketch and the photo of the constructed
set-up.
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6

Pump characteristic
Hot cycle characteristic
Cold cycle characteristic
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0
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Fig. 5. System and pump characteristic curves

Fig. 6. Designed experimental set-up

Fig. 7. Constructed experimental set-up

Initial experiments are performed to test the set-up with water before using nanofluids. Experiments are
performed at several flow rates so that Reynolds numbers varies between 80 and 450 and repeated three
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times to assure the accuracy of the data. As a result of the experiments, new correlations for Nusselt number
and friction factor are obtained and given in Eqn. 3 and Eqn. 4. In Fig. 8, obtained correlation is plotted with
other correlations from literature.

Nu  0.155Re

0,96

1
3

Pr (

f  96.27 Re

b 0.14
)
w

(3)

0.548

(4)
100
New Correlation
90

Focke [13]

80

Thonon [14]

70

Kumar [15]

Nu

60
50
40
30

20
10
0
50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

Re
Fig. 8. Comparison of new Nusselt number correlation with the literature

In Fig.9, pressure drop in the gasketed plate heat exchanger is plotted. The pressure drop curves of each
cycle show similar tendency and increase with the Reynolds number.
3
Hot cycle
Cold cycle

Pressure Drop (kPa)

2,5

2

1,5

1

0,5

0
50

100

150

200

250

300

350

Re

Fig. 9. Pressure drop variation with the Reynolds number
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3. CONCLUSION
In this study firstly, general information about the capabilities of Plate Heat Exchanger Laboratory of
TOBB University of Economics and Technology is provided. The test set-up, details of plate heat exchanger
tests and CFD capabilities are presented.
The design and construction of a set-up to test Al2O3 nanofluids in a gasketed plate heat exchanger is also
performed. In order to avoid cavitation formation in the system, fluid reservoirs are placed 0.9 m above of
the circulation pumps. The maximum flow rates that can be reached in the experiments, are obtained as 1
m3/h for the cold cycle and 0.8 m3/h for the hot cycle. Preliminary experiments are performed with the
constructed set-up using water as working fluid. Nusselt number and pressure drop correlations are obtained.
The set-up is ready for experiments with nanofluids.

Nomenclature
cp

– specific heat at constant pressure, J/(kg°C), J/(kgK)

f
– friction coefficient
g
– accelaration of gravitation, m/s2
H
– head, m
k
– thermal conductivity, W/(m°C), W/(mK)
NPSH– net positive suction head, m
Nu – Nusselt number
– pressure, kPa
P
Pr
– Prandtl number
Re – Reynolds number, non-dimentional
V
– velocity, m/s
z
– height, m
Greek symbols
μ
– dynamic viscosity, m2/s
ρ
– density, kg/m3
Subscripts
1, 2
A
atm
b
f
i, o
L
m
PHE
R
w

– the first point and the second point
– actual
– atmospheric
– bulk
– friction
– inlet and outlet
– loss
– minor
– plate heat exchanger
– required
– wall
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Abstract
The droplet separation from the wet vapour flow is an important phenomenon, which occurs almost in every cooling
and heating cycle. In the engineering studies and practice only droplets from the flow core are being considered. Therefore,
the lift forces acting on a droplet in the boundary layer are not being included. This is an inappropriate approach as the
boundary layer effects are not taken into account. Bearing on mind this fact, the analytical studies presented in this paper
have been carried out to fill in this gap. Movement equations have been considered for a small single droplet flow within
the boundary layer, in which there occur high velocity gradients. The influence of Magnus and Saffman lift forces on a
single droplet flow trajectory and its separation distance have been investigated. A laminar flow of the continuous phase
and a relative flatness of the trajectory within the boundary layer have been assumed. The angular velocity of droplet
rotation has been determined with the droplet moment of inertia neglected. The system of nonlinear differential equations
obtained has been solved numerically, giving the droplet velocity components and the droplet reach, understood in terms of
a distance after which the droplet hits the wall. All calculations have been done in Mathcad environment. The studies have
been carried out for different droplet diameters. The change of the horizontal and vertical velocity component, resulting
from including the gravity or both mentioned lift forces with the gravity, was estimated. Afterwards the conditions of the
droplet separation from the flow along a finite length of the channel has been defined.

KEYWORDS
Droplet separation, Magnus lift force, Saffman lift force.

INTRODUCTION
Bearing in mind new trends in energetics smaller and more efficient equipment is now being designed and
implemented. That is why, the studies presented in this article have been carried out. Additionally, new
buildingtechnologies and thermal modernization of the existing buildings also influence the trends in
energetics. Implementation of a low-energy-consumption buildingsenables reducing the heat carrier
temperature in a district heating system. The low temperature district heating ought to be implemented even for
existing buildings taking into account the energy crisis. In the light of this fact, heating and cooling equipment
working to fulfill the heat and cool demand of the buildings being supplied by a low temperature district
heating network ought to be fully optimized from the effectiveness and small size points of view. That is why,
the analytical work on the mentioned problem of the droplet separation from the vapour-liquid flow is strongly
related to the low temperature district heating.The essence of the current paper is to optimize the process of the
droplet separation which occurs in every refrigeration and heating equipment which may supply the low
temperature district heating net. The article concerns the analytical considerations on this subject.
Droplet separation from the multiphase flow is an important phenomenon, which occurs almost in every
fluid-flow technical device.In this place it should be reminded that Magnus and Saffman lift forces act only
within the boundary layer. Therefore in the hydraulic run-up, when the boundary layers are not fully
developed in the pipe, the droplet flow in the fluid-flow core is not being influenced by the mentioned forces.
However, considering the fully developed flow in the pipe, the boundary layer fills up the whole pipe.
Neglecting Magnus and Saffman lift forces in such a case brings not realistic results when calculating the
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droplet reach. In this paper only the hydraulic run-up was considered and the fluid-flow core was not
included. However, in the engineering practice, concerning gravitational separation of the droplets in a duct,
only droplets from the fluid-flow core are being taken into account. The flow within the boundary layer is
not being considered at the engineering analysis level, what results in a low accuracy of predictions. This
work aims to present a basis for further vapour-liquid separator engineering calculations. Within the
boundary layer, there occur high velocity gradients, which cause Magnus and Saffman forces acting. The
aim of this work is to show the gravity and Magnus and Saffman lift forces influence on the droplet
trajectory and its reach within the boundary layer. When the droplet enters the boundary layer, its flow
trajectory is being changed due to the Magnus and Saffman lift forces. Droplet separation in the field of
Magnus and Saffman lift forces occur in multiple technical issues e.g. in cooling and heating equipment, in
the wet steam flow in the steam turbine channels, in the two phase vapour-liquid flow in steam generators
etc. The droplet separation process is also related with flow boiling crises. The droplet separation process is
complex from both, experimental and theoretical, point of view. That is why only a few works consider
Magnus or Saffman lift force acting on a droplet and influencing its wall separation process. Theoretical
analysis are mostly of an estimational character as they do include many simplifications. Theoretical analysis
difficulties mainly consider the assumption of a droplet treated as a spherical solid particle. Drops size
distribution is not well known what brings problems as it is essential and necessary for every rigorous
theoretical analysis. Information about the drops statistic distribution and the size is difficult to reach on the
way of available standard methods through direct measurement. During the drops flow, the size changes
violently, on the way of nucleation or collapse, what additionally complicates the analysis. In the wet vapour
flow the initial drops size is not big and is quite stable. In our considerations drops may be treated as a solid
particles of a constant or varying diameter. In the calculations the fluid, its velocity, theboundary layer
thickness and drops diameters need to be set. The present calculus has been carried out for the water liquid
and vapour at the pressure of 2.3 kPa and varying drops diameters in the range of (1–100) microns.

1. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The case study presented in this article considers two phase flow in the horizontal channel. The droplet
wall separation overlaps on the way of Magnus and Saffman lift forces acting. The drops are being injected at
the inlet to the vapour flow and their concentration is constant. From the pipe inlet, the hydraulic run-up starts.
On the pipe wall, the turbulent boundary layer starts to create which accumulates until it reaches a stable width.
Drops get into the boundary layer in which they start to swirl, what is caused by the velocity gradients. The
swirl flow induces the pressure gradients on drops surfaces and causes a force acting perpendicular to rotation
vector and relative velocity vector. This force is described in the literature as Magnus lift force. Another force,
which is also meaningful is Saffman shear lift force. This force influences small drops in a shear field and it is
also perpendicular to the flow direction. Saffman lift force is caused by inertia effects in the viscous fluid flow
around a particle and it is completely different from the aerodynamic lift force.

1.1. General equations of two dimensional droplet flow
The single droplet flow was considered for the purpose of the aim of this work. Equations (1) and (2) come
from the work of Mikielewicz [1] and were developed for the purpose of the current paper. Discussed formulas
describe the droplet flow in the field of the Magnus and Saffman lift forces. Obviously, the gravity was also
taken into account. Two equations exposed below (1), (2) are of a general character. This means that they are
applicable to vertical, horizontal and slopping channel, with respect to the given case requirements.
m

m

duh
 Fdf  cos α  g  sin α
dt

uv
  Fdf  sinα + FM  FS  g  cosα
t

The following relations are obvious
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cosα 

u
uh
; sinα  v ; u 2  uh2  uv2
u
u

The drag force may be defined by the following equation (3)
Fdf  C  A 

ρ   u  u  cosα 

2

2

(3)

The Reynolds number is defined as follows (4)
Re =  u  u  cosα  

D  ρ
μ

(4)

The correlation of the Reynolds Number and the drag coefficient was first proposed by Lord Rayleigh
and was defined for spheres, disks and cylinders, and other similar solids, by many other experimenters. For
a sphere the most appropriate correlation is the one proposed in the work of Yeh and Zuber [5] and it is
defined by the following equation (5)

4.8 
C   0.63 +

Re 


2

(5)

However, from the practical point of view, it is easier to use three following correlations, corresponding
to three primary flow characters [5]:
a) for the laminar flow (0.001 < Re < 2.0) – Stokes Law
C

24
Re

b) in the case of a transient flow
C  0.4 

40
or C = 18.5  Re0.5
Re

c) for the turbulent flow – Newton Law
C  0.44

In the case of a spherical droplet there are stated the following assumptions
A

πD 2
πD 3
and m  ρ
4
6

(6)

It was also assumed that the fluid flow is without any flow detachment. Therefore, Magnus pressure
referred to the sphere cross section A = πD2/4 is defined as follows [4]
P

  ρu   u h 
,
D
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where   π  ω 

D2
.
2

Magnus lift force is presented by the equation (7)

FM 

π2
 ρu   u h   D 3ω
8

(7)

Bearing in mind the circulation and the angular velocity (8), the Magnus lift force may be defined by the
equation (9) [1]. Neglecting the droplet moment of inertia, the droplet angular velocity can be presented in a
form of formula (8)
 u   u h 
D
 u   u h 
u 
y
ω

2
D
D
y
2
2

(8)

The final version of the Magnus force is given by the equation (9) [1]
FM 

u   u h 
π2
 ρ  D 3 u   u h  
4
y

(9)

If small droplets occur in the shear field, they experience the inertia shear lift force which is
perpendicular to the flow direction. The lift force acts in the positive perpendicular to the flow direction only
if the following condition is fulfilled: ufluid > udroplet. In this place Saffman lift force is presented by the
equation (10) [5]
FS  1.615  ρ  v  0.5  D 2  u   u v  

u 
t

0.5

 u  

sgn 
 y 

(10)

Substituting (10), (9) and (6) into equation (1) and (2) we get the equations of the droplet motion (11), (12)
u h 3 ρ C
2 u
    u  u   cos α   h  g sin α
t
4 ρ D
u

(11)

uv
3 ρ C
3
u  uh 
2 u
     u  u  cos α   v   u  uh  

t
4 ρ D
u 2
y
ρ v0.5
u
 9.69  
 u  uv  
ρ π  D
t

0.5

 u 
  g cos α
 sgn 
 y 

(12)

The equations presented above have been used for small drops (1–100 microns) which makes that the
flow around them is laminar and the drag coefficient dependent on the Reynolds number is defined as
follows: C = 24/Re. Additionally, as the case discussed in this paper assumes the horizontal channel,
α  0, cos α  1 , we get a simplified set of the droplet equations of motion (13), (14)
u h
μ 
 18
 u   u h 
t
ρ  D 2

16
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u v
 u   u h 
μ 
3
 18
 u v   u   u h  

2
t
2
y
ρ  D
ρ v0.5
u 
 9.69  
 u   u v  

ρ πD
t

0.5

(14)

 u  
  g
 sgn 
 y 

After substituting a set of dimensionless variables, listed below (15), into equation (13) and (14), we get
a set of dimensionless equations of the droplet movement (16), (17)
y 

y  uh  uv
u 
; uh 
; uv 
; u   
δ
u
u
u

u v 

uv 

uv
3
u  uh



18

M

u


π

v
2
y 
uv



u h
 18  M  u    u h
y 

(15)



(16)

 u u  
1
u
    h   S   u  uv 
y 
uv
y 
 y





0.5

 u u 
 sgn       g , (17)
 δ y 

μ   δ
.
ρ  D 2  u
After substituting equation (16) into equation (17) and some mathematical operations, we get the final
version of the set of equations describing the droplet motion (18), (19)

where M 

 u  uh 
uh
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y 
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uv
3
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18
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π

2
y 
uv

where S  9.69 

(18)

 u u  
1
u
    h   S   u  uv 
y 
uv
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 y





0.5

 u u 
 sgn       g , (19)
 δ y 

ρ v0.5
1
0.5
.

 u  δ  
ρ π  D
u

It was assumed that u    y1/ 7 . There were stated the following boundary conditions, y = 10-10,
uh  1, u v  0.01. The problem was solved numerically using Mathcad.

2. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paragraph, Mathcad programme results are exposed. The author’s code solves numerically the set
of two nonlinear differential equations, describing both, the vertical and the horizontal velocity component
change, against dimensionless parameter y+ due to acting Magnus and Saffman lift forces and the gravity.
For the purpose of the comparison, the characteristics refer to two cases, of which the first one (named w1)
includes only the gravity. The second one (named w2) includes the gravity and both, Magnus and Saffman,
lift forces.
Sample characteristics attached below show how does the ratio of the droplet reach, s, and a boundary
layer thickness, δ, s/δ vary with the parameter y+ and included forces. The droplet reachis a valuable
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information as it gives a clear view on the wall separation phenomenon. The results tell how far the droplet
of a given diameter would flow. In this place it is important to emphasise that the model presented in the
work is still under development and in the future it is planned to include the fluid-flow core and
considerations concerning curved pipes and some other interesting aspects just to stay in a good accordance
with reality. As it is commonly known, the smaller the droplet is it reaches the longer distance. This
statement is true but only if the flow within the boundary layer is being neglected, and if only the gravity
force is being taken into account. When including two additional forces (Magnus and Saffman) acting on a
droplet in the area of a boundary layer, the statement presented over is not acceptable any more as it fails.
Fig. 1–2, respectively, show the variation of the horizontal and vertical velocity component against the
dimensionless parameter y+ for both studied cases, w1 and w2. From these figures, it might be seen that both,
Magnus and Saffman, forces influences somehow the droplet flow trajectory. However, only Fig. 3 clearly
shows how does the droplet range vary with included forces. This characteristic shows the range of the error
occurring when the boundary layer is being neglected. The droplet reach is even two orders of magnitude
higher in the case w1 than in the case w2 for the smallest droplet diameter D = 10–6 m.

Fig. 1. Variation of the horizontal velocity component (uh) for two cases: w1 – only the gravity was
included in the droplet equation of motion and w2 – the gravity, Magnus and Saffman lift forces were
included in the droplet equation of motion

Fig. 2. Variation of the vertical velocity component (uv) for two cases: w1– only the gravity was included
in the droplet equation of motion and w2 – the gravity, Magnus and Saffman lift forces were included in
the droplet equation of motion
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Fig. 3. The ratio of the droplet reach, s, and a boundary layer thickness, δ, s/δ, variationagainst the
droplet diameter for both cases w1 and w2

The analysis carried out has led to the assumption that it is important to work on the analytical problem of the
droplet separation in the field of the lift forces and the gravity acting on a droplet. The development of the presented
model is desired from the cognitive point of view with respect to the implementary aspects. In the future it is planned to
do the experiment which is indispensable and for some reasons it could not has been conducted earlier.

Nomenclature
A
C
D
F
G
m
M
S

– droplet cross section, m2
– drag coefficient dependent on the Reynolds number,
– droplet diameter, m
– lift force, N
– gravity, kg/(ms2)
– droplet mass, kg
– the criterion number related with Magnus lift force, defined in the paper,
– the criterion number related with Saffman lift force, defined in the paper,

u

– resultant velocity, m/s

y

– coordinate perpendicular to the channel

Greek symbols
α
– angle between the uh and FM,°
Γ
– circulation,radm2/s
δ
– the boundary layer thickness, m
µ
– viscosity, Pas
ρ
– density, kg/m3
ω
– angular velocity, rad/s

Subscripts
"
– vapour
'
– liquid
+
– non dimensional parameter
∞
– refers to the flow core
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droplet – droplet

df
– drag force
h
– horizontal
M
– Magnus
S
– Saffman
v
– vertical
w1 – the case including only the gravity in the droplet equation of movement
w2 – the case including the gravity and Saffman, and Magnus lift force in the droplet equation of
movement
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Abstract
This paper is focused on heat transfer and single phase flow of ethanol in an asymmetrically heated horizontal
minichannel. The pre-set thermal and flow parameters (pressure and temperature at the inlet and the outlet from the
minichannel, volumetric flow rate, heat flux delivered to the heater) were obtained from the dedicated measurement
system. Thermograms of the heater surface and the surface in the adiabatic part of the minichannel were obtained with
a high resolution thermal imaging camera and used to produce temperature profiles. The stationary temperature
distributions in the insulating foil, heater and ethanol were described with the Laplace equation, Poisson equation and
energy equation with frictional heat, respectively. Solving the differential equation system (and the specified boundary
conditions) led to solving three sequential inverse problems in three adjacent regions with different physical parameters.
These inverse problems were solved using the Trefftz method and the temperature of the flowing liquid was calculated
with the Picard –Trefftz method. The known distributions of the liquid and heating surface temperatures were used to
determine the heat transfer coefficient across the liquid-heater interface. The Trefftz and Picard-Trefftz methods yielded
similar local values of the heat transfer coefficient and ethanol temperature distributions.

KEYWORDS
Minichannel, single phase, inverse heat transfer problem, Picard method, Trefftz method.

INTRODUCTION
The amount of research on mini- and microchannel heat transfer continues to increase owing to the
growing number of applications in engineering where the transfer of large heat fluxes has to proceed at a
small temperature difference between the heating surface and the flowing liquid. The heat transfer process in
single phase flows in minichannels has been investigated for over 30 years, in particular with reference to
microchannel heat exchangers [1-5].The potential use of cooling systems based on minichannels in the
electronics and other systems with small dimensions and high packing density is connected with the
necessity of using pumps forcing smaller size flows with, consequently, lower rates and low Reynolds
numbers, which significantly deviates from the flows in classical cooling systems. Single phase flows with
low Reynolds numbers occur at the startup of industrial systems that contain heat exchangers. They are also
a good reference point for advanced numerical calculations and experiments, where liquid phase change in
boiling or condensing processes is taken into account. Hence, taking up the subject of heat transfer in
minichannel flows with a low Reynolds number seems to be advisable, especially that despite numerous
studies, discrepancies between the results from experiments and numerical simulations are frequent, as
discussed in detail in [4, 6].
Modern research often moves from experimental investigations to numerical simulations, and the results
of the experiment only serve to validate the numerical calculations [7-9]. Numerical simulations use
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commercial CFD codes employing the finite volume method (FVM) to solve and analyze problems that
involve liquid flows, or the finite element method (FEM). Both FVM and FEM require a grid that becomes
more complex with increasing complexity of the area under analysis. However, the CFD codes fail to solve
inverse heat conduction problems (IHCPs). The attempts to apply the codes to IHCPs considered in this
paper were unsuccessful due to insufficient amount of experimental data and the necessity to solve
instantaneous energy equations in the minichannel, insulating foil, heater and liquid with an incomplete set
of boundary conditions on the unheated side of the channel. The IHCPs were successfully solved using the
grid-free methods such as the Trefftz method [10] and the boundary element method (BEM) [11].
The heat transfer problem in three different elements of the test section: the insulating foil, the heater and
the flowing liquid, were described with the Laplace, Poisson and energy equations, respectively. Solving
three partial differential equations with the given boundary conditions leads to solving three sequential
IHCPs. The IHCPs in the three adjacent regions with different physical parameters were solved using the
Trefftz method. The temperature of the flowing liquid was determined with the Picard method used in
conjunction with the Trefftz method as in [12,13]. The local heat transfer coefficients at the heating surfaceworking liquid interface were calculated using the third type boundary condition. The results from the
Trefftz and the Picard- Trefftz combined methods had similar values.

1. EXPERIMENTAL STAND AND RESULTS
The basic element of the experimental stand, Fig. 1, is the measurement section with the minichannel
made by milling and ethanol as the working liquid [14]. At the minichannel inlet and outlet, the measurement
section is fitted with pressure (P) and temperature (T) sensors (1 is for the inlet and 2 is for the outlet of the
minichannel). Type K thermocouples measure the temperature at both ends of the minichannel. The third
thermocouple is mounted at the mid-length of the channel.

Fig.1. Flow loop: 1 – measurement section with the minichannel (described in detail in Fig. 2), 2 – DC power
supply for the heater, 3 – cooler, 4 – rotameter, 5 – filter, 6 – pump, 7 – pressure control, 8 – preheater

The minichannel is closed with a transparent visor on one side and a flat heater on the other side. The
heater is made of resistance alloy FeCrAl 135 and the power source is the programmable TDK Lambda high
voltage DC power supply. The foil insulates the heater on its exterior side. To prevent the incandescent light
from warming up the flowing liquid, proprietary LED lighting is used, Fig. 2. The infrared camera records
the distribution of temperature on the insulating surface, Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Cross section of the measurement section with the horizontal minichannel and the location
of the IR and high speed cameras and lighting (not to scale): 1.1 – hub, 1.2 – heater, 1.3– insulating foil,
1.4 – minichannel with the flowing liquid, 1.5 – glass lid sealing the channel, 9 – IR camera

The heated liquid leaving the minichannel is directed to the cooler, then to the rotameter and through
a filter to the precision micropump. The micropump pumps liquid to the diaphragm pressure source in which
a thin rubber diaphragm separates compressed air from the liquid. The pressure in the flow system is forced
by the appropriate value of the compressed air pressure in the pressure source.
During the tests:
1. the liquid was forced through the minichannel at the preset flow rate, temperature and pressure at the
inlet to the minichannel,
2. the liquid in the minichannel was heated to the pre-set temperature,
3. the temperature at the inlet and outlet of the minichannel, the volume flow of the liquid, the pressure
at the inlet to the minichannel, the pressure drop along the length of the minichannel, and the power of the
electric current supplied to the heater were measured and recorded,
4. the two-dimensional temperature distribution of the external surface of the insulation foil was detected
using the infrared camera.
The relationship between the ethanol temperature increase ΔT (ΔT is equal to the difference between the
minichannel inlet and outlet temperature) and the volumetric flow rate of the liquid entering the minichannel
and the heat flux supplied to the heater, Fig. 3, was investigated for the volumetric flow range of 2.08 ·10-8 1.41 ·10-7 m3/s and heat flux range of 23871 - 79194 W/m2.

Fig. 3. Relationship between the working liquid temperature increase ΔT
in the minichannel and the volumetric flow rate and the heat flux
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It was found that the temperature increase ΔT reduced at the minichannel outlet when the volumetric
flow rate of the liquid increased and that the value of ΔT increased with increasing heat flux.
The complete domain of the minichannel was decomposed into three distinct domains representing
different ways of heat supply. In the first domain, WI, the heat supplied to the liquid was generated by the
electric heater. Due to the design-related reasons, it was impossible to record the temperature field in the
insulating foil in domain WII. The third domain, WIII, was quasi-adiabatic and all heat and flow parameters
were recorded as in domain WI, Fig.4.

Fig. 4. Minichannel division into the heated and the adiabatic parts

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The assumptions of steady state in the section under analysis and small changes in the insulating foil,
heating surface and liquid along the channel length were adopted while modelling the heat transfer problem
for the flow of liquid (ethanol) through the horizontal minichannel [15]. Two dimensions were accounted
for: dimension x in the flow direction and dimension y perpendicular to x and related to the thickness of the
foil ( dF ) and the heater ( d H ), and to the depth of the minichannel ( dM ). Our consideration was limited to
the central part of the measurement section (along its height) so that the physical phenomena on the side
edges could not affect thermodynamic parameters within the investigated section. Due to the test section
design, Fig.3, the mathematical heat transfer model was constructed only for domain W I which included the
heater warming up the liquid flowing into the minichannel. The insulating foil temperature TF in domain
W F ,I = ( x, y ) Î R 2 : 0 < x < LI , 0 < y < d F was assumed to satisfy the Laplace equation

{

}

DTF = 0 ,
where D =

(1)

¶2
¶2
. The following boundary conditions were adopted for Eq. (1)
+
¶x 2 ¶y 2

TF (xk ,0) = Tk for k = 1,2,..., KI,
lF

¶TF
= qloss for y =0, 0 £ x £ LI ,
¶y
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¶TF
= 0 for 0 £ y £ d F , x = 0,
¶x

(4)

where Tk is the discrete temperature of the external side of the foil measured with the IR camera at KI
measurement points (xk ,0) , l F is the foil thermal conductivity, qloss is the heat flux transferred from the
heater into the surroundings and determined as in [16].
We
assumed
that
the
heater
temperature
TH
in
domain
2
W H , I = ( x, y ) Î R : 0 < x < LI , d F < y < d F + d H satisfied the Poisson equation and the adequate
boundary conditions [13]

{

}

D TH = -

qV - qloss
,
lH

(5)

where qV is the volumetric heat flux supplied to the heating foil and l H is the thermal conductivity of the
heater. It was assumed that the layers of the heater and insulating foil were all in perfect thermal contact,
while for x=0 the wall perpendicular to them was isolated

TF (x, dF ) = TH (x, dF )
lF

{

for 0 £ x £ LI ,

(6)

¶T F
¶T H
for y = dF , 0 £ x £ LI ,
= lH
¶y
¶y

(7)

¶TH
= 0 for dF £ y £ dF + dH , x = 0.
¶x

(8)

In W l ,I = (x , y )Î R : 0 < x < L I , d F + d H < y < d F + d H + d M
energy equation
2

ll DTl = wx ( y )c pr l

}

.
the liquid temperature satisfied the

¶Tl
dp
- ml F - wx ( y ) ,
dx
¶x

(9)

2

æ dw ö
dp pout - pin Dp
»
=
.
where function F = çç x ÷÷ was the Rayleigh dissipation function and
dx
L
L
è dy ø
The following boundary conditions were adopted for Eq. (9):
– the flow of the liquid in the minichannel is laminar (Re < 2000) and stationary with a constant
volumetric flow rate,
– the temperature across the heater-liquid interface is continuous, i.e., for y = d F + d H , 0 £ x £ LI the
condition Tl = TF holds,

– the liquid velocity in the minichannel has only one non-zero component, wx = wx ( y ) , parallel to the
heating surface and flow direction, which satisfies the condition resulting from the equation for conservation
of momentum
-

¶ 2 wx
dp
+ ml
= 0,
dx
¶y 2
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–

the liquid temperature at the minichannel inlet (Tin) is known and for x = LI satisfies the condition

that
Tl (LI ) = Tlin (LI ) ,

(11)

Tout - Tin
x.
L
The known heating foil temperature distributions and the temperature gradient were applied to determine
the heat transfer coefficient a( x ) at the foil-liquid interface using the third type boundary condition
and Tlin (x ) = Tin +

¶TH
( x, d F + d H )
¶y
,
a( x ) =
TH ( x, d F + d H ) - T ave ( x )
- lH

(12)

and Tave was the reference temperature taken as an average liquid temperature along the minichannel depth
Tave (x ) =

1
dM

d F +d H + d M

òd

F

+dH

Tl (x, y )dy .

(13)

3. NUMERICAL PROCEDURES
Two numerical computation methods were used: the Trefftz method and the Picard method. In the
Trefftz method [17], the unknown solutions of partial differential equations are approximated with a linear
combination of T-complete functions, that is, the functions that satisfy those equations exactly. The unknown
coefficients of the linear combination are determined based on the boundary conditions [18]. In this study,
T-complete functions for the Laplace equation (harmonic polynomials) and T-complete functions for the
energy equation [15, 19] were applied to compute unknown two-dimensional temperature distributions in the
insulating foil, the heater and the ethanol within the W I domain. Finding the approximate solution of the foil
temperature TF led to solving the first IHCP. The approximate temperature of the heater TH was determined
by solving a consecutive IHCP. Finally, solving the third IHCP helped determine the two-dimensional
approximate temperature of the liquid Tl [13, 15].

3.1. Picard –Trefftz method
To compare the results, the two-dimensional liquid temperature Tl was computed using a combination of
the Picard and Trefftz methods. Equation (9) with boundary conditions can be represented in the operator
notation as

DTl + NTl = -

ml
w ( y ) dp
F- x
ll
ll dx

for (x, y )Î W l ,I ,

for (x, y )Î ¶W l , I ,

BTl = g (x, y )

(14)
(15)

where D is the linear Laplace operator; the N operator is defined by

N = -wx ( y )

c prl ¶
,
l l ¶x

and the B operator describes the boundary conditions satisfied by Tl at the boundary of domain ¶W l ,I .
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The Picard iteration scheme for the solution of system (14), (15) is analogous to the scheme given in [13].
In the first step (k=1), the Trefftz method is applied to determine the approximate solution to the following
equation system
DTl (1) = -

ml
w ( y ) dp
F- x
ll
l l dx

for (x, y )Î W l ,I ,

BTl (1) = g (x, y ) for (x, y )Î ¶W l , I ,

(17)

(18)

and in the consecutive steps (k =2,3,4,…) the Trefftz method is used to solve
DTl (k ) = - NTl ( k -1) -

ml
w ( y ) dp
for (x, y )Î W l ,I ,
F- x
ll
l l dx

BTl ( k ) = g (x, y ) for (x, y )Î ¶W l , I .

(19)

(20)

The Trefftz method employs the system of T-complete functions for the Laplace operator [13] and
particular solutions to equations (17) and (19), which in this case have the form

é
ù
(1)
Tsol
(x, y ) = -D-1 ê ml F + wx ( y ) dp ú ,
l l dx û
ë ll

[

]

(k )
Tsol
(x, y ) = -D-1 NTl(k -1) + Tsol(1) .

(21)

(22)

(1) ( x, y ) is a particular solution to the Poisson equation (17), and T (k ) (x, y ) , for k= 2,3,…, is
Function Tsol
sol

a particular solution to Eq.(19). The inverse operator D-1 is defined as in [13].

4. RESULTS
Numerical calculations of the experimental data were performed for the forced flow of ethanol along the
asymmetrically heated, horizontal, 193 mm long, 1.8 mm deep and 2 mm wide minichannel, Fig 4. The
Trefftz method and the Picard-Trefftz method were applied with the following experimental parameters:
pressure at the inlet 9.7 kPa (average), inlet liquid temperature 304K (average), average mass flow rate
28 kg/(m2×s) and four heat fluxes in the range of 26 ÷59 kW/m2.
Figure 5a shows the thermal camera temperature measurements on the external side of the foil.
The measurements were approximated with a third degree polynomial, Fig.5b.
Approximate temperature distributions in the insulating foil, heater and liquid within domain W I were
determined sequentially. First, the two-dimensional temperature distributions in the insulating foil and in the
heater were determined using the Trefftz method with five T-complete functions for the Laplacian (harmonic
polynomials in this case). In the next step, the Trefftz method with five T-complete functions for energy
equation (9) was used to determine the two-dimensional liquid temperature distribution by analogy with [15].
Comparison of the results involved the use of the Picard-Trefftz method to determine the two-dimensional
liquid temperature distribution with four iterative steps and three T-complete functions for the Laplacian at
each step. The application of the Trefftz method allowed solving three sequential IHCPs in three neighboring
domains.
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a)

b)

Fig. 5. a) Temperature distribution measurements on the external surface of the insulating foil,
obtained from the IR camera, b) polynomial-approximated measurement results

Figure 6a presents two-dimensional temperature distributions in the heater and ethanol (for q3=57.7
kW/m2) determined in domain W I using the Trefftz method. The heater temperature distributions across the
heater-liquid interface for all the heat fluxes considered in this study are shown in Fig.6b.

a)

b)

Fig. 6. a) Two- dimensional temperature distributions for the heater cross-section and ethanol in the minichannel,
determined with the Trefftz method at the heat flux of q3= 57.7 kW/m2, mean velocity of 0.03 m/s, mass flux
of 24.8 kg/(m2×s), and inlet pressure of 9.5 kPa; b) heater temperature distributions across its thickness

Figure 7 shows the influence, most pronounced in domain W I , of the parabolic velocity profile on the
liquid temperature distribution across the three domains of the minichannel. The two-dimensional
temperature of the liquid in domain W III was calculated using the Trefftz method by analogy with [14].
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Fig. 7. 2D ethanol temperature distributions for: a) q2= 26.1 kW/ m2, b) q4= 58.2 kW/ m2, c) scale

The known ethanol and heater temperature distributions allowed defining the heat transfer coefficient on
the basis of boundary condition (12). Figure 8 shows heat transfer coefficients (as the function of the
distance from the minichannel inlet) computed with the Trefftz method in domain W I .

Fig. 8 Heat transfer coefficient vs. the distance from the minichannel inlet x.

The heat transfer coefficient increased slightly along the entire heated length LI of the minichannel
(Fig.8), which resulted in a minor temperature drop in the heating surface (Fig.6b). In the adiabatic segment
of the minichannel (for x>LII), the originally asymmetric liquid temperature distribution became nearly
symmetric where the cooler liquid was flowing along the minichannel axis, Fig. 7. This was a result of the
symmetrisation of the boundary conditions across the transverse section of the minichannel around the
perimeter.
Similar values of the heat transfer coefficient were obtained based on the Picard - Trefftz method, as
confirmed by the values of the maximum relative differences (MRD) calculated as in [13]. For the considered
heat fluxes, MRD between the heat transfer coefficients obtained using the Trefftz method and the PicardTrefftz method was in the range 0.17 to 0.31.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The experiments performed in this study involved the measurement of thermal and flow parameters in
the minichannel. The obtained values were then used in the numerical calculations. The temperature
distribution on the external side of the foil isolating the heater from the environment was calculated from the
thermal camera images. A relatively low heat flux and heat losses to the environment during the liquid flow
were the probable causes of the slight temperature drop at the end of the minichannel heated segment,
a phenomenon that was not observed in the analysis of two-phase flows at much higher heat fluxes [13]. It is
therefore considered that the setup should be modified to reduce the heat loss, but as the same setup is used
for two-phase flow observations through the glass visor, the major factor in heat loss, the modification will
be difficult.
The proposed mathematical model was constructed for the heat transfer in three adjacent elements of the
measurement section: the insulating foil, the heater and the minichannel with the flowing ethanol.
An adequate differential equation with a system of boundary conditions was given to describe the heat
transfer process in each of those elements – domains (Laplace equation, Poisson equation and energy
equation for ethanol). Such a formulation of the problem led to the solving of three sequential IHCPs and
owing to the application of T-complete functions in numerical methods, the IHCPs were solved in three
neighbouring domains. The Trefftz method was applied to determine two-dimensional temperature
distributions in the insulating foil, heater and ethanol. The ethanol temperature was additionally calculated
using the Picard method combined with the Trefftz method, which helped verify the results obtained with the
Trefftz method alone. The Picard-Trefftz method not only allows solving the problems for which T-complete
functions are unknown, e.g., non-linear problems but also uses a small number of T-complete functions.
The Trefftz method and the Picard - Trefftz method give very similar values of the liquid temperature and
the heat transfer coefficient. The values of heat transfer coefficient obtained with the Trefftz method differ
by a maximum of MDR = 31% from those obtained with the Picard-Trefftz method.

Nomenclature
aj
B
cp
g
L
K
k
MRD
N
p
q
Re
T
u
w
V
x
y

– approximation coefficients
– differential operator
– specific heat at constant pressure, J/(kg×K)
– function
– length, m
– number of measurement points
– iteration number
– maximum relative differences
– differential operator
– pressure, Pa
– heat flux, W/m2
– Reynolds number
– temperature, K
– T- complete function
– velocity, m/s
– volume flow rate, m3/s
– distance along the minichannel length, m
– distance along the thicknesses of the foil, the heater and the minichannel, m

Greek symbols
a
– heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2×K)
D
– Laplacian in Cartesian coordinates
F
– Rayleigh dissipation function, 1/s2
l
– thermal conductivity, W/(m×K)
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m
r
W

– dynamic viscosity, kg/(m×s)
– density, kg/m3
– region
Subscripts

I, II, III – domain number
ave – average
F
– foil
H
– heater
in
– inlet
l
– liquid
loss – heat loss
M
– minichannel
out – outlet
sol – particular solution
V
– volumetric
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Abstract
Due to compact heat exchangers unique features, the industries have great interest in maximizing the heat transfer
capacity of these devices without considerably increasing pressure drop. These devices can be simply described as solid
blocks, in which several layers of mini/macro channels in which hot and cold streams flow. Due to its complex
geometry, numerical simulations are usually used in the literature to predict the thermal and hydraulic behavior of such
devices. Although numerical tools are very important for the design of optimized this equipment, they demand large
computational resources. In the present work it is proposed a new method to determine the hydrodynamic behavior of
compact heat exchangers welded by diffusion using porous media approach to model its core. This method requires
much lower computational resources and it still presents very precise results. The commercial software ANSYS-CFX®
is employed on this study. Also, the Darcy and Forchheimer’s law are used to obtain the core permeability, by the
adjustment of macroscopic parameters.

KEYWORKS
Compact heat exchangers, porous media, numerical simulation.

INTRODUCTION
Using a simple explanation, a compact heat exchanger can be described as solid block, with several
layers of parallel mini/macro channels, within which hot and cold streams flow. They are efficient heat
transfer devices mainly characterized by high heat transfer rates in a small volumes. They can be applied in
many different industrial branches, such as food, aeronautics, automobiles and oil (Mortean [1]).
According to Hesselgreaves et al. [2] and Shah and Sekulic [3], diffusion welding is one of the most
successful technologies for the manufacturing of compact heat exchangers and the resulting equipment can
sustain up to 500 bars. In the work of Mortean [4] the current usual welding process can be a problem for the
exchanger core, as it involves material addition that can partially block channels and decrease its efficiency.
Comparing with other technologies, the equipment manufactured with diffusion-bounded system is
usually able to transport more heat in smaller volumes. So, the development of thermal and hydrodynamics
designing tools is fundamental when engineers seek for optimized devices (Mortean (2017) [5]).
Over the past years, several researchers have studied the hydrodynamic characteristics of plate fin heat
exchangers (PFHE) using CFD software. Among them, the works of Zhang and Li (2003) [6]; Wasewar,
Hargunani, Atluri & Kumar (2007) [7]; Habib et al. (2009) [8] and Dong Q.W. et al. (2009) [9] can be cited.
Considering the need of reliable designing tools to predict hydraulic behavior of such devices, simulation
presents itself as an economical and solid alternative. The main problem of the use of numerical procedures
relies on the complexity of the geometries that generates a considerable number of elements, demanding,
therefore, a great amount of computational resources. Actually, porous media analogy to simulate compact
heat exchangers was used in various works such as: Patankar and Spalding (1974) [10]; Baker and Tabor
(2010) [11]; Barigou, Deshpande & Wiggers (2003) [12]; Lappalainen, Gorshkova, Manninen & Alopaeus
(2011)
[13];
Glazar
et
al.
(2015)
[14];
Yang
et
al.
(2014)
[15];
Musto
et al. (2016) [16].
In the present paper, a numerical methodology approach, which is used in the conception of a
hydrodynamic model, is proposed to predict pressure drop along the fluid streams in compact heat
exchangers. The results are validated using literature correlations and experimental data.
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Compact heat exchangers are considered as a permeable porous media. The macroscopic parameters that
characterize this “equivalent porous media” are porosity (ratio between the channel volume and the solid
volume) and permeability (determined by Darcy’s Law and Forchheimer’s Law). These are the input
parameters used in the present hydrodynamic model, which was solved using ANSYS-CFX® software.
The major contribution of this work to the state of the art lies in the application of “porous media
concept” for the prediction of pressure drop in hot and cold streams of compact heat exchangers. The model
can be applied for the evaluation of the hydrodynamic characteristics of a wide range of compact heat
exchanger sizes: from laboratory to industrial scale. In Figs. 1a and 1.b one can observe the heat exchanger
studied in this work, which left image shows the heat exchanger tested in the laboratory by Mortean [5] and
the right a schematic CAD image of the device.

a

b

Fig. 1. Compact Heat Exchanger: a) tested device [5] (left), b) CAD computer model.

Summarizing, in the present paper it is proposed a methodology for a hydrodynamic model that is able to
predict the compact heat exchanger pressure drop along the fluid streams, considering the core as porous
media. The results are validated using the literature state of the art correlations and experimental data.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW ON NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF COMPACT
HEAT EXCHANGERS
Considering that the main purpose of this work is to simulate numerically the compact heat exchanger,
the literature review is focused in three major approaches that are recurrent on the literature to evaluate the
head loss on these devices.
The first and that costs the most computationally is the full simulation, i. e., the whole real core is
simulated, with the exact number of channels, same size and complexity. The work from Mortean et al. [4]
and Peukert et al. [17] are examples that apply this approach.
Mortean et al. [4] carried out three different simulations. Firstly they simulated pressure drop in a single
channel (2.5E+5 elements). Secondly they have made the simulation of the entire equipment with core and
headers (1.3E+6 elements). And lastly two layers of the core were simulated (symmetry conditions where
applied resulting in 2.91E+5 elements). The comparison between their theoretical results (based on literature
correlations) and the numerical data, for all the cases, presented an average difference of 2% for pressure
drop, which validated the analytical model proposed.
Peukert et al. [17] made a simulation of a cross-flow configuration heat exchanger, to evaluate the heat
transfer between air and water flows inside of the channels, using a total of 10.5E+6 elements. Only the heat
exchanger took 6.5E+6 elements. They did not take the advantage of using of any symmetry or other
simplifying conditions because their study purpose was to capture the uneven flow that their heat exchanger
could undergo.
The second way of simulating these devices is to use symmetry and periodicity resources available in
CFD soft wares. This procedure consists in using a smaller part, i. e. a single cell, the whole core is
represented. This technique, adopted by Kim et al. [18] and Kumar et al. [19], requires elements, hence less
computational resources.
Kim et al. [18] studied the heat transfer and pressure drop in a printed circuit heat exchanger (PCHE)
operating with supercritical CO2 flow. They compared numerical results with experimental data and the
maximum deviation observed on inlet and outlet temperature was 10%. As a result of their study and aiming
the optimization of the thermal-hydraulic performance, a new configuration was proposed, consisting of
adding airfoil shaped fins. The comparison of heat exchangers with regular zigzag channels and with airfoil
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shaped fins showed that both transferred the same amount of heat per volume, however the pressure drop of
the airfoil devices decreases by a ratio of 1/20.
Kumar et al. [19] also used the symmetrical approach to study closed air circuit air cooled (CACA) type
heat exchanger, equipment mostly used to remove high heat dissipation rates (500 kW and above). This
device has a cross-flow design and so it can be simulated as a single layer heat exchanger element that
repeats periodically. With this procedure these authors were able to simulate large overall dimensions heat
exchangers (1760100765 mm³) using around 6E+5 elements. The results from the simulations were
compared favorably with experimental data, mainly regarding the temperature distribution and outlet
temperature level.
However, Wang et al. [20] made a numerical study of the fluid distribution along the channels, for
parallel heat exchanger design. They showed the streamlines distribute on a squared cross section header and
the velocities observed in each of the 9 channels studied. They concluded that, increasing the flow rate, the
more evident is the jet flow in the channels entrance, generating an uneven distribution within the channels.
In the study of Kalidasan et al. [21], layers with parallel flow configuration are also used as a cell.
Several geometries for the header (circular, squared, rectangular and triangular) were examined. They
concluded that the flow disorder is more prominent for the circular header and that the triangular header
presented better uniformity.
A work from Zhang et al. [22] presented a study of across-flow heat exchangers comparing flows within
different channel heights. They concluded that for plate-fin cores, distribution is function of the pitches. For
small channel heights (lower than 2 mm) the uneven distribution can be neglected, otherwise the nonuniformity becomes a serious issue.
Therefore, from these works, it can be concluded that the use of periodicity and similarity can simplify
simulation very much by saving computational resources, but it is only precise when the flow within the
compact heat exchanger is well distributed in any configuration, which is an exceptional situation.
The third form of simulation is the application of the porous media approach, a technique which use is
increasing in the literature. In this methodology, the core is modeled as a porous media, and normally its goal
is to evaluate the nozzles behavior, but in these studies the core performance was not evaluated. Zhang et al.
[22] employed porous media approach to examine flow distribution in the headers. They utilized
approximately 2E+5 cells in the most refined mesh. Other authors also used this approach, such as: Shi et al.
[23], Hayes et al. [24], Kritikos et al. [25], and Venkatarathnam et al. [26].
The objective of the present work is to propose a methodology to be used in the porous media simulation
approach, a powerful technique able to simplify the numerical evaluation of compact heat exchangers. The
main idea is that no physical information is missed during the application of this technique.

2. GEOMETRY
As stated by F. D. Rocamora Jr et al. [27], an elementary volume can represent well regular porous
media periodicity and symmetries. Therefore, it is necessary to define a single cell in which the repetition by
reflection covers the exact geometry of the porous media. Figure 2 shows the single cell that represents the
whole exchanger.

Fig. 2. Overall core dimensions.
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3. NUMERICAL MODEL
The default solution of ANSYS-CFX® software consists is solving iteratively the differential equations
of conservation of mass, momentum and energy, which are discretized by the finite volume method. These
equations can be generically written as:
V      S ,

(1)

where  corresponds to the transported property for which the balance equations are solved, including the
components of velocity u, v, w and the temperature T, while  is the product between the diffusivity and the
specific mass of the transported property, and S  is the source term [28].
In this work, the porous media will be considered a fluid domain to be added to the momentum
conservation model. The porosity effects are loss terms and all other terms that describe the movement do
not change. This is called Superficial Velocity Model. The equations that are solved by ANSYS-CFX are:
S M ,i  


K perm

U i  K loss


U Ui ,
2

(2)

where i will be the Cartesian coordinates, Kperm is permeability and Kloss is the inertial resistance factor. This
terms can be compared to the analytical models of Darcy and Forchheimer on Section 6.2.

4. THEORETICAL MODEL
The pressure drop inside a porous media can be modeled as composed by two terms, one that concerns to
the wall friction and drag effects, and other that involves momentum variation and considers heating or
cooling of the fluid, resulting in an acceleration or deceleration. The first one is evaluated according to the
expression proposed by Shah [3] and is given by:
Pfriction 

G2
A 1
f
  ,
2
Ac    a

(3)

where:

A d h 4l 4l
 2 
Ac
dh
dh
and G = u is the mass velocity, and f is the friction factor, A is the area of heat transfer, Ac is the crosssection area of the flow, l is the length of the channel, i is the inlet density, and a is the average fluid
density considering the whole volume. The term that involves momentum variation given by:
Pmomentum 


G 2  i
2   1 .
2i  0 

(4)

This equation was evaluated in the works of Shah and Sekulic [3], Kays and London [29], and
Mylavarapu [30], who used the same terms as before except for the parameter 0 ,which is the outlet density.

5. PARAMETERS
To simulate a porous domain, two main macroscopic parameters, porosity and permeability, must be
defined for the geometry considered. In the literature, some expressions that permit the evaluation of these
parameters are available.
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5.1. Porosity
Dullien [31] defines porosity ε as the relation between total pore volume Vp and total bulk volume, and
so varying between 0 to 1. The equation that represents porosity ε is:


Vp
V

,

(5)

where V and Vp are respectively the bulk and pore volumes.

5.2 Permeability
Permeability is the capacity of a material to transport fluids. In the present work, the Darcy´s law issued.
Darcy verified that the u velocity was proportional to the negative of the pressure gradient [31] and proposed
the following expression:



dP 
 ud ,
dx K

(6)

dP
is the pressure
dx
gradient on the x direction and ud is the Darcy’s velocity, that can be determined by the following expression:

where K is the media permeability [m2], µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid [Pas],

ud 

m
,
 An

(7)

in which An is the cross-section area of the flow. Considering an incompressible fluid and unidimensional
flow and integrating Equation (6) over a rigid and uniform porous media, the resulting equation is:
K

m  L
,
P An

(8)

where L is the porous media length (perpendicular to An). It can be highlighted that for low flow velocities,
Darcy’s Law describes correctly the flow in a porous matrix. As velocity increases there is a relevant
difference between experimental data and data obtained by Darcy’s Equation. This error is related to inertial
forces. Thus, a term is added to Equation (8) to better represent the pressure drop behavior resulting in the
following Forchheimer expression:
P


,
 ud
 ud2
L
K1
K2

(9)

where K1 is the viscous permeability constant (m2), K2 is the inertial permeability constant (m), ρ is the fluid
density, and ∆P is the pressure variation along the porous media.

6. METHODOLOGY
The methodology is summarized as the following items presented.
 STEP 1: Selection of a unitary cell to represent the whole core and perform a numerical simulation
of one channel of fluid, subjected to a single mass flow, representing all the channels of the core;
 STEP 2: Comparison between the results of the simulation with literature analytical model
predictions, in order to ensure that the simulation can represent the present studied phenomena, validating the
numerical study performed;
 STEP 3: Once validated the simulation of STEP 1 unitary cell, the macroscopic parameters which
characterize the core “equivalent porous media”, such as porosity, permeability, etc are selected;
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 STEP 4: Based of the macroscopic parameters selected, a simulation is performed to calculate the
pressure drop in the core, considering it as a porous media;
 STEP 5: The results from the STEP 4 are compared with those of STEP 1;
 STEP 6: Taking the best parameters (obtained from STEPs 4, 5 and 6), a simulation of the complete
heat exchanger equipment takes place, including the core (considered as a porous media), and the inlet and
outlet nozzles;
 STEP 7: The results from the previous step are compared with the experimental data, validating the
simulation final results.

7. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The compact heat exchanger selected as the present work case, was fabricated with 15 layers of
channels, with a total of 450 channels for each hot or cold flow. The channels have squared cross sections of
33 mm2 and fins of 32 mm2. The external dimensions of the full exchanger are 167 mm of width, 111 mm
of height and 167 mm of length (see Fig. 2).
All tests were made with water as both fluid streams, with the cold and hot side entrance temperatures of
17.5 and 70 °C, respectively. The mass flows were varied for both sides. Following the set of experiments
established in the experiment planning. The inlet pressure, pressure drop, mass flow, inlet and outlet
temperatures of both sides were measured.

8. RESULTS
As stated in the methodology section the first step consisted of a single cell simulation where the channel
was subjected to several flow conditions. On Figs. 3 and 4 it is shown the pressure drops per channel length
obtained by conventional numerical simulation as well as the curve adjustment for the values obtained for
P L versus Darcy’s velocity. The value of µ/K1 is obtained by linear fitting (Darcy’s Model), using Eq.
(8), and µ/K1 and ρ/K2 are obtained by quadratic fitting (Forchheimer’s Model), based on Eq. (9).
It is important to highlight that the numerical simulation on ANSYS-CFX requires, as input parameters,
the value of µ/K1, when using Darcy’s Model and of µ/K1 e ρ/K2, when using Forchheimer’s Model.

Linear

Fig. 31. ΔP/L graph per Darcy Velocity with linear fitting.
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Fig. 4. ΔP/L graph per Darcy velocity with quadratic fitting.

As established on Step 2, the results of the simulation must be compared with literature analytical model
predictions. On Table 1 it is shown a comparison between different analytical models of pressure drop in a
micro channel with results obtained by the single channel simulation. It can be seen form this Table that the
comparisons did not presented relevant difference.
In Step 3, the macroscopic properties must be evaluated. Actually, the permeability was approximated on
Step 1 by curve fitting. And the porosity is evaluated through the single cell geometry using Equation (1),
resulting in a value of 0.2205.
Step 4 is the actual simulation of the core using the porous media approximation adopting the same
boundary conditions used in the experiments for the core which geometry as is shown on Fig. 6.
In Step 5 the comparison of results obtained in Steps 1 and 4 was performed. Considering the single cell
conventional simulation as a reference, one can infer that among the analytical models Yilmaz is the one that
best represented the numerical simulation results with an average difference of 1.2%. In other hand, Darcy’s
Law presented 14.6% of average difference when compared to the conventional simulation. As for
Forchheimer’s Law this value was of 1.2%.
Table 1.
Analytical methods comparison with conventional simulation
mdot [kg/s]
0.264
0.393
0.524
0.656
0.787
0.917
1.049
1.173
1.307

ΔP_Muzychka
5.5%
2.9%
0.7%
0.9%
1.8%
2.2%
2.3%
2.5%
2.1%

ΔP _Shah
4.9%
2.9%
1.5%
1.2%
1.6%
2.5%
3.9%
5.2%
7.0%

ΔP _Yilmaz
5.3%
3.0%
1.2%
0.1%
0.3%
0.3%
0.0%
0.2%
0.8%

ΔP _Darcy
40.7%
31.1%
20.9%
14.6%
8.4%
3.6%
0.7%
4.1%
7.6%

ΔP _Forchheimer
4.7%
3.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.7%
0.7%
0.5%
0.1%
0.5%

The last two steps consist in performing a complete simulation of core and nozzles, so that numerical
results can be compared with experimental data. In Fig. 5 it can be seen the complete geometry of the heat
exchanger considered, and, in Fig. 6, the results comparison of Darcy’s Law, Forchheimer’s Law and
experimental data presented by Mortean et al. [4], are presented.
Once again, Forchheimer’s results are closer to the average experimental value for all the Reynolds
Number data considered, since this model considers both viscous and inertial effects. Also, all theoretical
results lie within the experimental uncertainties boundary.
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Therefore, one can see that both models can be used to predict the hidrodynamic behavior of the fluid
inside compact heat exchangers.

Fig. 5. Geometry for all performed simulations (Steps 1, 4 and 6).

Fig. 6: Comparative graph between Experimental data, Forchheimer and Darcy Results.

9. CONCLUSION
In the present study, a porous media analogy is proposed to represent the core of compact heat exchange
in numerical simulation in order to substitute the complete simulation. The main advantage of this procedure
is the great decrease of computational effort: while the conventional simulation of one channel needed
3,15E+05 elements for a good convergence, using the porous media approach needed only 1,5E+03 elements
for an excellent reproduction of fluid distribution.
For validation purposes, the porous media pressure drop results compared quite well with literature
correlations and data for a selected case. Forchheimer’s Law represents the phenomena better, as it considers
both viscous and inertial effects, with an average difference of 1.2% when compared to a single channel
simulation.
Concluding, from the present work, one can see that the numerical simulation using the porous media
analogy, can reproduce actual data very well, which means that the porous media approximation is able to
capture the physical phenomena observed in the exchanger, even though the necessary computational
resources is considerably lower. Moreover, the application of the porous media concept proposed for the
numerical simulation of diffusion bonded heat exchanger cores showed to be a powerful design tool as the
validation of the methodology developed at LABTUCAL guarantees its application for the design of
compact heat exchangers of any dimensions, from laboratory to industrial scale.
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PHENOMENON OF MEHANODIFFUSION IN NANO-DIMENSIONAL
STRUCTURES UNDER CONDITIONS OF ADDRESSED POWER SUPPLY
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Kanatna, 112, str., Odessa, Ukraine, 65039
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Abstract
A new phenomenon in heat and mass transfer, called mechanodiffusion, is considered. This phenomenon occurs
under the influence of a microwave field. As the results of experimental studies show, the mechanodiffusion effect
makes it possible to improve the quality of food products and reduce energy costs in the extraction, dehydration and
drying processes. With the help of a specialized camera and a capillary model of food raw materials, the of
mechanodiffusion effect is fixed on video. The visualization of the process confirms the hypotheses put forward by the
authors of the research on the model of the mechanodifusion effect.

KEYWORDS
Mechanodiffusion effect, microwave energy, energy efficiency, food technologies, extraction, dehydration,
evaporation.

INTRODUCTION
Food technologies in industrially developed countries are characterized by two problems: high energy
intensity and significant losses of target components. The first problem is due to ineffective processes of
heat transfer and mass transfer during dehydration of food raw materials. The second problem is the specific
structure of raw materials. As a rule, these are cellular and capillary-porous structures, and the contents of
pores, capillaries and cells are the goal of food technology. Since these objects are of a nanoscale scale,
traditional technologies do not fully extract the contents of raw materials and rationally use energy. The
processes of transport take place in extremely cramped conditions. This leads to the formation of significant
thermal and diffusion resistances. Scientific and technical contradictions between the growing requirements
to the quality of the food product, the energy intensity of its production and the technology of heat and mass
transfer are obvious.
To solve these contradictions, it is necessary to search for new principles for the organization of heat
and mass transfer processes, use of unique opportunities for combined effects on transport processes, and
the formation of complex combinations of driving forces aimed at efficiently extracting target components
from raw materials. Particular attention should be paid to micro- and nanoscale structures of raw materials.
These elements in traditional technologies are practically not considered. In the food industry and
pharmaceutical technologies, the tasks of dehydration and extraction of target components are relevant. In
this connection, the phenomena that arise when a liquid interacts in micro- and nanocapillaries under the
conditions of an electromagnetic field are of interest. The effectiveness of food technologies (productivity,
specific energy intensity, quality of the finished product, the degree of extraction of valuable components of
raw materials, etc.) is largely determined by the possibilities of direct effects on cell membranes,
microorganisms, pores, capillaries, etc. The objective is to find effective principles, approaches for local
actions aimed at intensive, low-energy operations with food raw materials, and even with individual
nanoscale elements of this raw material. It is important to create the fundamental foundations of
evolutionary nanometric phenomena and processes.
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1. ANALYSIS OF LITERARY SOURCES AND THE FORMULATION OF THE
PROBLEM
In the laboratory of food nanotechnology [1], a new scientific direction is developing: technologies for
targeted delivery of energy in the processing of raw materials. It is on such principles that the improvement of
food technologies is carried out, the main idea of which is to organize a directed, selective supply of energy to
those elements of raw materials that require energy impact. The basis for implementing the idea is the
specificity of food raw materials and biological objects: the walls of the capillaries are radio transparent, and
the liquid contains polar molecules. A hypothesis is advanced that it is expedient to search for the possibilities
of controlling transport processes at the level of nanoscale elements of food raw materials by means of the full
utilization of surface phenomena. The means for implementing the idea is considered generators of
electromagnetic energy. The paradigm and scientific foundations of food nanotechnologies (NTs) developed in
ONAFT include: the hypothesis of barodiffusion transfer from nanoscale elements [2], the thermodynamic
scheme of the nanoprocess, the thermomechanical model of the cell and the kinetic model of mass transfer [3].
The experiments carried out in this direction revealed facts that can only be explained from the positions
of nanoscience (changes and transformations in the structure of the flavor and aromatic complexes of the
product, sterilization of microorganisms at low temperatures, etc.). The reason for these facts is the general the effect of the electromagnetic field (EMF) [2]. A number of identified inconsistencies with the adopted
provisions are given in Table 1.

Table 1.
Comparison of experimental facts with literary data
System
"Wood-water-alcohol
solutions"
"Wood-water-alcohol
solutions"
"coffee beans-water"
"coffee beans-water"
"Amaranth seeds-alcohol"

Information about the
process parameters
Into the solution passes to
46% of wood
–

Facts in the electromagnetic field
Into the solution passed more than 80% of wood
Increased content of aromatic components

Into the solution passes up
to 30% of the contents of
grains
–
Alcohol practically does not
dissolve squalene

Into the solution passed more than 40% of the
contents of grains
Increased content of aromatic components
In the obtained amaranth oil up to 4% squalene

The conclusion is unambiguous: a greater number of components pass into the solution than can be
dissolved. These facts are explained on the basis of the hypothesis: “Under the conditions of EMF, a
specific flow can be organized that contains highly soluble components of the solid phase (diffusion flux),
and practically insoluble components of the solid phase, the bonds of which are weak with it”. It is assumed
that this is a purely mechanical flow, the power of which is determined by the difference in pressure. It can
be initiated; it can be controlled by EMF parameters. The proposed hypothesis requires a physical,
mathematical justification and a visual fixation of a new phenomenon.

2. THE MECHANISM OF THE TRANSFER PROCESS FROM THE INTERCELLULAR
STRUCTURE, CAPILLARIES
Consider the physical model of a separate capillary (Fig. 1), which is filled with a liquid and is in an
electromagnetic field.
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Fig. 1. Statement of the modeling problem

The task is to develop a mathematical model for the interaction of a microwave electromagnetic field
with a liquid in a capillary 1 (Fig. 1). The energy supply N is volume at the PG of the second kind.
The modeling is based on the first law of thermodynamics and the Fourier – Kirchhoff equations, which
reflect the thermal interactions between the elements of the system under consideration.
Since the work done by the body, in accordance with the problem posed, is zero, the first law of
thermodynamics for this case will be written in the form
Qst  QV  U ,

(1)

where Qst is the amount of heat received (or given) by the body through the surface of the capillary (S); QV is
the amount of heat that is absorbed by the solution from electromagnetic energy sources; ΔU – change of
internal energy.
The amount of heat Qst, QV and the change in the internal energy of the body can be calculated by the
formulas (2)


Qst 



τ

dQd,

QV 

S 0


V 0

τ

qV dVdτ,

U 

t

 c ρ  dVdτ,
V

(2)

V 0

where qv is the specific power of internal sources (sinks) of heat, W/m3.
Taking into account (2), the Fourier equation, the first law of thermodynamics in a cylindrical
coordinate system takes the form



τ
so

   t  λ t 1   t    t  
dQdτ   VOτ   λ  
 2
 λ    λ   dVdτ
 r  r  r r r φ  φ  z  z  

(3)

Substituting further (3) in (1), we have

τ



t


1   t    t 
 λ    λ   qV dVdτ  0
2
φ  φ  z  z 


  t  λ t

 c ρ τ  r  λ r   r r  r
V

V 0

(4)

If all the characteristics in (4) are continuous functions of coordinates and time, then the integral
vanishes when the integrand is zero. Consequently
cV ρ

t   t  λ  1   t    t 

λ


λ
 qV
λ  
τ r  r  r r r 2 φ  φ  z  z 

(5)

Equation (5) establishes the relationship between the temporal and spatial variation of temperature at
any point of the body. For constant thermal conductivity, equation (5) is simplified and reduced to a linear
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partial differential equation of the second parabolic type.
For the task (Fig. 1) is known: the volume of the product V1; energy consumed by the product Nητ;
temperature – t1. The process takes place in the pressure ranges Pa  P  Pev. The analysis can be performed
separately for stage 1 (heating the product from the initial temperature t1 = tb to the evaporation temperature
t1 = tev) and for the 2 stage (actual evaporation).
At the first stage, the steam output is absent (W = 0), and energy is consumed only to increase the
product temperature.
For the length 0 ≤ z ≤ z1; radii 0 ≤ r ≤ r1; Initial conditions (τ = 0): t1 = tb; V1 = Vb.
  2t 1 t1 1  2t1  2t1 
t1
Nη
 a1  21 
 2 2  2 
τ
r r r φ
z  V1c1V ρ1
 r

(6)

For the second stage, directly evaporation, the process is characterized by the constancy of the phase
transition temperature (tev = const), and the energy supplied (Nητ) is expended on increasing the internal
energy upon changing the heat capacity, transferring the water to steam. The result is an increase in the
concentration of the solution, or an increase in the pressure in the capillary. The energy equation takes the form
N  Vevtev (c11  c22 )

(7)

During evaporation, the pressure in the capillary increases
P()  Pa  P

(8)

V1 (τ)  Vb  Vev ( τ)

(9)

and the volume of liquid decreases

Moreover, a decrease in volume may be a consequence of the ejection of a part of the liquid from the capillary.
In the relations (2)–(9): c – specific heat; λ – the coefficient of thermal conductivity; а – the coefficient
of thermal diffusivity; N – power of the electromagnetic generator; η – the efficiency of the magnetron; τ –
time of work; z, r, and φ are coordinates.
Thus, the system of relations (2)–(9) determines the nonstationary temperature field, the material and
energy balances of processes. However, the practical implementation of the model is complicated. To obtain
the engineering method, we will use methods of the theory of similarity.
The total consumption of evaporated moisture is determined by the power of the electromagnetic
generators (N); the volume occupied by the raw material (Vr), and the volume of moisture in it (Vm);
thermophysical properties of the solvent, the main of which is the energy necessary for the phase transition, i.e.
Specific heat of evaporation (r). It is (r), most likely, is a complex characteristic of the properties of the solvent.
When a process of traditional mass transfer is combined with the action of a pulsed electromagnetic
field, a flow of liquid from the capillaries is initiated. The frequency of emissions and the number of
functioning capillaries increase with increasing N-radiation power. The influence of the electromagnetic
field is proposed [1] to take into account the number of energy actions, the number of Burdo (Bu). The
number Bu determines the ratio between the energy of radiation and the energy required for similar
processes in traditional technologies, determines both the energy efficiency of the equipment and the mass
transfer regime. Up to certain values of the Bu number, laminar flow regimes exist in the capillary channels
of the solid phase. The number Bu can show the conditions of transition to a more intensive mass transfer,
which it is logical to call the regime turbulent barodiffusion.
Then the ratio of energy required for evaporation in the basic technology (Qev), and energy (N),
expended on the process according to the scheme (Fig. 1), will be determined
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Qe  W0 r and Bu 

N
W0 r

(10)

Since the specific heat of evaporation (r) is a function of pressure, the number (Bu) must take into
account the effect of the pressure at which the evaporation process passes.
The intensity of evaporation should depend on the ratio of volumes of raw materials and moisture in it. It is
proposed to introduce for this purpose a parametric complex – a dimensionless volumetric moisture content (V)
V = (Vr)/(Vm)

(11)

Since the influence of (V) starts at some critical value (Vcr), the calculation procedure should include an
estimate of the current values (V), a comparison with the critical value (Vcr) and determine the time (τ) when
the correction for (V) should be taken into account.
The current performance of the device is proposed to be calculated by the criterial model
W

Wс
 A  Bu nV m
W0

(12)

Dimensionless performance (W) makes sense of the ratio of current performance (Wс) to the base (it is
assumed, W0 = 1 g/s). Calculated for individual time intervals (τ).
The liquid in the raw capillaries is a multicomponent system. It seems that in general, we are dealing
with a new phenomenon, a new effect, the name of which can be given the “mechanodiffusion effect in the
gradientless wave supply of electromagnetic energy to polar molecules”. As a result of the generation of
vapor bubbles 2, the pressure in the depth of the microcapillary 1 increases, a hydraulic flow arises that
carries with it an extract from the boundary layer 5, insoluble 3 and slightly soluble 4 components (Fig. 2).
Thus, from the capillary 1, a diffusion flow of the solution emerges, which is supplemented by the flow of a
whole complex of components that are not characteristic in general for classical diffusion processes [6].

1

5
4

2

3

Fig. 2. Physical scheme of interaction of components and flow

The structure of the flow from the capillary (1) is explained by an equivalent electrical circuit (Fig. 3).

Y(S)
YB

RNC

RMC

RMT

RG

ХRD
ХР
ХΣ

СС

RHR

ХС

СN

RHB

ХN

Fig. 3. Equivalent electrodiffusion scheme of conjugate processes
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Here, Y(S) and YB – respectively, flowing in the solid phase and the boundary value of the concentration
of soluble components; XΣ – the total value of all components transferred to the extract; CC and CN,
respectively, concentrations in the solid phase of the poorly soluble and insoluble in the extractant
components; XC and XH – the same, but in the extract. Based on the classical thermophysical mass transfer
scheme [1], the diffusion transport mechanism from the fibrous structure to the flow corresponds only to the
part of the circuit (Figs. 2, 3). The successive chain of diffusion resistances consists of the sum: RNC
(nanocapillaries), RMC (microcapillaries) and RMT (mass transfer).
The total flow of all components in the integral form is determined
М I  ( М Р1  М Р2  М С  М H ) F 1 

 Р  Р0 РС  Р0 РС  Р0 
Y  X RD
 ρ С



RD
RHR
RHB 
 RG

13

The intensity of the transfer of individual components is determined by the balance of the corresponding
forces that are formed in the capillary of the intercellular space [1]. The resultant of these forces will
determine the flow rate of a particular component. The flow of solution from the capillaries turbulizes the
boundary layer, the resistance to mass transfer by barodiffusion (RRM and RPB) (Fig. 3) can be several orders
of magnitude lower than in traditional mass-transfer schemes.
The corresponding mechanisms and models are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2.
Mechanisms of components transfer from intercellular space
Flow
characteristics
Convective diffusive
mass transfer
Mechanical transfer of
soluble substances
from the boundary
layer
Mechanical transfer of
poorly soluble
substances from
capillaries
Mechanical transfer of
insoluble substances
from capillaries

Driving
force
Concentration
difference
Y – ХRD

Flow resistance

Component
weight

Process model

Diffusion
resistance,
RD

МР1
(flow j1)

dМ Р1 Y  Х RD

Fdτ
RD

Differential
pressure
PС – Р0

Hydraulic
resistance,
RG

МР2
(flow j2)

dМ Р2 РС  Р0

ρSdτ
RG

Differential
pressure
PС – Р0

Hydraulic
resistance,
RHR

МС
(flow j3)

dМ C РС  Р0

ρSd
RHR

Differential
pressure
PС – Р0

Hydraulic
resistance,
RHB

МН
(flow j4)

dМ Н РС  Р0

ρSdτ
RHB

The results of the experiments indirectly confirm the formulated hypothesis. But more convincing
evidence can be made by visual studies.

3. VISUAL STUDIES OF THE MECHANODIFFUSION PHENOMENON
Visual studies of the barodiffusion phenomenon were carried out on the model of a capillary-porous
product. A simplified model (Fig. 4) contained a shell (1) and glass capillaries filled with a colored liquid
(2). The shell is made of a radio-transparent material, which had a low thermal conductivity.
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Fig. 4. Simplified model of capillary-porous food raw materials

The model was placed in a thermostat heated up to 90°C during 2 hours. After the model was removed
by the FLIR TG167 thermal imager, the temperature field was measured and capillaries were photographed.
The temperature field was homogeneous, and the contents of the capillaries practically did not decrease
(Fig. 4). When the model was processed in an electromagnetic field, the results were different. To fix the
phenomenon, a screened endoscopic digital camera was used. It can be seen (Fig. 5) that after 60 seconds of
treatment in the microwave field, the contents of the capillaries decreased substantially. If the capacity of
the capillary was 1,7 ml, then as a result of the treatment in the EM field the volume of liquid in the
capillaries was: 1.65 ml; 1.3 ml; 0.7 ml (Fig. 5).

а)

b)

Fig. 5. The results of the model processing in the microwave field: a) photography; b) thermogram

Single-frame analysis of the received video allowed to fix the moment of “ejection” of the contents of
the capillary. Regular discharges of liquid were observed. The first ejection was fixed already at 16 seconds
(Fig. 6). Fixed, as from the capillary, which was closest to the magnetron, a stream of colored liquid was
ejected. With an interval of 20 seconds, there were 2 such ejections. There is an intense formation of
bubbles in all capillaries. After 50 seconds, emissions were observed in all capillaries.
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00:06 s

00:16 s

00:26 s

00:46 s

00:36 s

00:56 s
Fig. 6. Single-frame analysis of video

It is likely that the process is similar in the capillaries of food raw materials.
Analysis of the results obtained led to the following conclusions:
1. The thermograms indicate that the heating of the liquid in the capillaries is significantly different. It is
evident (Fig. 6) that the highest temperatures are in the centers of the capillaries. And this is the prerequisite
for the concentration of energy, local overheating of the liquid in the depth of the capillary.
2. Comparison of the thermogram with a photograph shows that large overheating was achieved in
capillary No. 3 (Fig. 6, b), and the first liquid discharges were observed from the same capillary (Fig. 6, a).
To fix the phenomenon of barodiffusion, a screened endoscopic digital camera was used. Single-frame
analysis of the video made it possible to fix the moment of “ejection” of the contents of the capillary.
Successive discharges from capillaries 3 and 2 were observed successively. The capillary No. 1 was
launched last.
Thus, the treatment of the model in the thermostat for 2 hours was without result, and in the CF field the
liquid discharges were fixed at 26 seconds. As a result of the experiment, the capillaries, which were under
the influence of the MW field, were almost completely emptied.

4. THE MECHANISM OF THE TRANSFER PROCESS FROM THE CELL
Consider the reaction of the cell membrane under a sequential energy and mechanical action. At the
heart of the analysis is a continuously heterogeneous model of the system [2].
At the first stage, the change in the volume of the cell Vc, the temperature Tc, the pressure Pc, and the
concentration of the soluble components Cc in it are as follows.
τ0 < τ < τv;

Р0 < Ра ≤ Рv;
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ρ
dVc
1 ε
 К  ε  Fc l Cl ( τ)  Сc ( τ)  Fc  εw 
  qv  dF
dτ
r  ρv
ρc

(14)

In the ratio (14), the first term takes into account the mass transfer effect, the second is the volume change due
to infiltration, and the third is the volume change due to partial evaporation. In (14) the following designations are
accepted: K – mass transfer coefficient; Fc is the surface area of the cell membrane; ε is the fraction of channels in
the shell; ρl, ρc, ρv – the density, respectively, of the liquid in the intercellular volume, in the cell and the vapor
formed in the cell; qv is the heat flux density; w is the flow rate; C is the fraction of dry matter.
At the second stage, exposure is necessary to complete the mass transfer processes. In the third stage, a
sudden release of pressure occurs, which leads to an intensive release of the contents through the pores of
the cell membrane. Under certain conditions, a partial or complete rupture of the shell is possible.
The possible mechanisms of transport processes in the system “cell volume-shell-intercellular spaceenvironment” are identified (Table 3).
Table 3.
Mechanisms and stages of the transfer processes of components from plant raw materials in the gradientless
supply of electromagnetic energy
Raw material
elements

Mode and mechanism of the
process

Processes stages

Intercellular
space

Mass transfer during extraction due to
diffusion mechanisms

Intercellular
space

Mass transfer of soluble and insoluble
components from channels into the
medium due to inertial forces

Cell volume

Combined energy, filtration and
diffusion effects on cell contents,
mechanical action on the cell membrane

Cell sheath

Deformation of the cell membrane due
to internal pressure forces

1) Extraction of the extractant into the channels;
2) Diffusion of soluble substances in the cramped
conditions of the capillary;
3) Convective diffusion from the interface into the
medium
1) Formation of the center of vaporization;
2) Growth of pressure in the channel;
3) The release of components from the channels
into the medium
1) Formation of the center of vaporization;
2) The growth of pressure in the cell, and its
volume;
3) Transition of components from the cell volume
into the intercellular space
1) Increase in the degree of stress state of the cell
membrane;
2) Increase in the diameters of the permeable
channels of the membrane;
3) Rupture of the membrane

The above material is the scientific basis of mechanodiffusion processes in conditions of directional
action of electromagnetic energy sources.

5. EXPERIMENTAL MODELING OF MEHANODIFFUSION PROCESSES
Experimental studies were carried out at the stand (Fig. 7), the main units of which are: evaporator
chamber (1), chamber body (2), product (3), vacuum pump (4) condenser (CD) (5), refrigerating machine
(RM), a condensate collector (CC) (6), and a scale (7).
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Cold water
Measuring channels
Control channels

Fig.7. Scheme of the experimental stand

Steam volumes of the evaporator and condenser are connected by a steam pipe, vacuum control in
the system is carried out by a model vacuum gauge (VG). The electromagnetic energy supply is carried
out by the power electronics unit according to the commands of the control unit, which contains a
timer and a power regulator. The water cooler consists of a steam compressor refrigeration machine, a
container with cooled water, a water temperature regulator and a circulating pump that supplies cold
water to the condenser (5). The stand is computerized, current information from electronic scales, the
temperature meter of the emerging steam and the product in the evaporator chamber through the
interface is fed, registered and processed by the processor. In the stand we used electronic scales of the
type TBE-0,21-0,01 and temperature sensors (S2, S3) of the Dallas DS 18b20 type. Information was
collected on a laptop or a tablet CHUWI CW1506. The developed program provided for display of
thermograms on the display screen, moisture loss from the camera and instantan eous rates of moisture
removal (% per minute).
To study the effect of the microwave field on food raw materials, products with various properties,
including thermolabile ones, were chosen (Table 4).

Table 4.
Objects of experimental research
Product
Echinacea juice

Type
MPRM (medicinal plant raw
material)

Coffee slurry

Alcohol system

Extract of coffee oil

Alcohol solution

Seafood
Tomato paste
Pomegranate juice

Mussels
Food product
Food product

Structure
Liquid homogeneous system
Disperse heterogeneous
composition
Liquid heterogeneous
composition
Solid fractions and water
Liquid heterogeneous structure
Liquid homogeneous system

In the experiments, the following were recorded: power consumption, vacuum, product temperature and
steam output.
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The current values of W were determined from the indications of electronic scales (by the mass of the
condensate in the collection).
Thus, the yield of steam was determined with high accuracy. Operating temperatures did not exceed 50°C.
Typical dependencies for 4 product types are shown in Fig. 8.

Echinacea juice

Tomato paste

Coffee oil

Coffee slurry

Fig. 8. Change in condensate mass at the output of their MWA

The experimental results allowed to determine the evaporation rate, the change of which is shown in
Fig. 9.

Echinacea juice

Tomato paste

Coffee oil

Coffee slurry

Fig. 9. Lines of vaporization rate in MWA

Based on the results of the analysis of the correspondence between the rate of evaporation and the
concentration of the product, a relationship is constructed in the apparatus (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Dependence of steam production on concentration

From Fig.10 can be seen that the rate of evaporation in a vacuum MW apparatus is practically constant.
Insignificant fluctuations can be explained by the error of the experiment.

6. DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH RESULTS
Analysis of the results of the experiments leads to the following conclusions:
– the evaporation rate in MWA is practically constant (minor fluctuations can be explained by the error
of the experiment);
– high values of product concentrations (up to 80 °brix) are achieved;
– the coffee slurry at the outlet practically did not contain a liquid phase;
– the effect of the volume of liquid in the product is noticed after concentrations of more than 80 °brix;
– alcohol-containing systems are characterized by the rate of evaporation at times higher than watercontaining ones.
As a result of processing the experiments, the criterial equation is obtained
W

Wс
 0.76  Bu1,13
W0

(15)

The ratio (15) allows, with an error of no more than 20%, to calculate the capacity of the microwave
vacuum evaporator in the range of the energy action numbers 0.4 ≥ Bu ≥ 0.04 (Wс and – the current
productivity of the apparatus, W0 – the basic capacity of the apparatus (1 kg/sec)).
Scientific hypotheses are confirmed in practice. Under the conditions of cognac production, the
electromagnetic extractor provided an intensification of mass transfer thousands of times. In coffee
technology, the degree of extraction of components from grains increased by 15%, and energy costs were
reduced by 50%. Experimental samples of 60% of coffee concentrate have high taste characteristics. Using
nanotechnological approaches, it was possible to obtain pure water with a salt content of less than 4 mg/kg,
an ecologically clean concentrate of liquid smoke and oil [3]. The mechanisms considered can significantly
intensify the processes of activation of raw materials, activation and inactivation of microorganisms [1].
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Tests of the microwave vacuum evaporator showed the possibility of obtaining high-quality products with a
concentration of up to 90 °brix.

CONCLUSIONS
Local action on nanoscale elements of food raw materials will allow to give fundamentally new
approaches to the organization of processes in the agroindustrial complex. A new scientific direction is
developing in food nanotechnologies-control of transfer processes at the boundary of the phases of
nanometric food structures [5]. An instrument of such management may be the energy impact. In EMF
conditions, a specific flux may arise from the intercellular space of the components insoluble by the
extractant. This effect was discovered for the first time and was given the name “mechanodiffusion effect”.
In the dehydration of capillary-porous structures, with certain combinations of raw material parameters and
MW field, the liquid from the capillary volume can be removed as a two-phase system. The mechanism of
this phenomenon is as follows. The concentration of energy in the depth of the capillary, overheating of the
liquid, the partial transition of liquid into vapor, the growth of pressure in the capillary and the mechanical
release of the contents of the capillary. The process is determined not by diffusion moving forces, but by
hydrodynamic forces, whose potential can be orders of magnitude higher.
To initiate mechanodiffusion, the structural characteristics of the raw materials, the characteristics of
the liquid phase and the parameters of the EMF must be closely coordinated. The result of the organization
of such processes can be: an increase in the yield of the target components, the transition to a solution of
valuable components that have not been extracted by traditional methods (aromatic complexes, taste
components, etc.), improving energy efficiency.
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MINI- AND MICRO-SYSTEMS WITH ULTRA-HIGH
HEAT DISSIPATION
Oleg A. Kabov
Kutateladze Institute of Thermophysics SB RAS
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

One of the global problem of thermal physics is the problem of finding new methods for improving the
energy efficiency of technologies, including finding some new methods of significant enhancement of heat
transfer. Today the problem of cooling of high-performance electronic systems, such as computers, RF
electronics, and solid-state lasers is one of the most complex problems of thermal physics. Technical
processes with a resolution of 20-28 nm (Qualcomm's Snapdragon processors 808/810, 20 nm) are used in
the production of modern processors. The number of transistors in a chip reaches several billion (e.g. in
NVIDIA GTX-TITAN it is 7x109). The heat flux density in electronic converters and inverters of hybrid
cars now reaches values of up to 100-200 W/cm2. The average heat flux density in chips of commercially
available computers and other electronic devices is up to 200-300 W/cm2, [1]. For some military electronic
systems heat removal is needed on the chip-level in excess of 1 kW/cm2 heat flux and 10 kW/cm3 heat
density with thermal control of local submillimeter hot spots with heat flux exceeding 5 kW/cm2, [2,3]. The
situation with heat removal becomes even more complicated due to the transition of the electronic industry
to production of 3D chips, where several substrates with electronic components are installed in parallel with
a distance of 50-100 microns. In March 2014 GLOBALFOUNDRIES has already announced the creation of
three-dimensional processors architecture.
Even the most effective conventional cooling systems are unable to provide heat removal from
mentioned above microelectronic components, which is some kind of technological barrier preventing the
further development of high-performance microelectronics. It is expected that these thermal limitations will
be alleviated by integrating some new thermal management techniques into the chip layout, substrate
structure, and/or package design. Evaporation of micro-droplets and evaporation near contact lines are very
promising processes for the thermal management of advanced semiconductor devices. It is well-known from
both experimental and theoretical studies, reviewed e.g. in [4,5], that evaporation rate increases significantly
in the contact line region. One of the major hypothesis to improve the heat transfer efficiency also may be a
creation of specifically structured self-organized flows that can be achieved by applying the relevant microand/or nanostructured surfaces, [6]. To implement a new concept of cooling is essential achieving a new
level of understanding of interfacial phenomena under conditions of high and ultrahigh surface and/or
volumetric heat generation, as well as achieving a better understanding of the fundamental laws of
functioning of multiphase systems with phase transitions in mini and micro sizes. The present work gives an
overview of the achievements in this field obtained by a team led by the author of the lecture, over the past
few years. The challenges of new research are being discussed.
There are three “classical” methods of heat removal from localized heat sources of high intensity: 1)
boiling in microchannels, 2) spray cooling, and 3) micro-jets cooling. The author proposes the fourth
method of effective cooling, in which heat removal is due to intensive evaporation of a thin liquid film,
moving in a flat micro-/minichannel under the action of gas flow [7,8]. The talk deals with systematic
experimental studies of the flow and destruction of a water film, shear-driven in the channel, under heating
from a local heat source with size of 1x1 cm2. The influence of the liquid and gas flow rates and channel
height on the heat transfer and crisis have been investigated. Figure 1 shows the design of the test section.
Its main part is a stainless steel plate with a pressed-in copper rod. The rod surface has a shape of a square
head 1x1 cm2, imitating the surface of a computer chip. With the help of high-speed imaging, it was found
that the maximum intensity of heat removal from the heater is achieved in the mode, when the film flow
continuity is broken. The heater is covered with small (of about 100 microns in size) dry spots with the
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lifetime of about 1/100 – 1/1000 s. At that, the number of spots that exist simultaneously on one square
centimeter of the surface can reach several hundred (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Sketch of the test section: 1 – source of local heating; 2 – stainless steel plate; 3 – channel height
regulator; 4 – knife; 5 – liquid nozzle; 6 – thermal stabilizer; 7 – copper rod; 8 – textolite plate. Locations
and distances for thermocouples are shown.

Fig. 2. The flow of a water film moving under the action of gas in a 1.5 mm high channel with a heater of 1x1
cm2. Reynolds number of liquid Rel = 14, superficial gas velocity USg = 34 m/s, heat flux q = 240 W/cm2,
temperature of the heater surface is T w=126°C. The flow is directed from top to bottom.

The dynamics of formation and disappearance of dry spots has been investigated. The shooting
frequency was 100,000 frames per second. At the initial moment, we can observe a continuous film of
liquid, then an inhomogeneity arises in the film, then film rupture occurs very rapidly, which leads to the
formation of a dry spot. Then further development of this spot is observed, and then the spot is washed out.
The lifetime of the spot is about 1-2 ms. It was found that at the heat flux of 450 W/cm2, during 1 s up to 1
million dry spots appear and disappear at the area of 1 cm2 (the surface of the heater). With increasing heat
flux, the number of dry spots and the frequency of their formation increase. The mechanism of formation of
dry spots remains unclear. The development of instability in the film and the formation of a dry spot occur
so rapidly (timescale is tens of microseconds) that the shooting frequency of 100,000 frames per second is
not enough.
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There is another interesting phenomenon connected with the total area of dry spots on the heater
surface. During the experiment, the total area of dry spots increases with increasing heat flux and heater
temperature, but when the heater reaches a certain temperature (≈100°C), the total area begins to decrease.
In contrast to the area of dry spots, the length of contact line increases with increasing heat flux and reaches
a maximum in the pre-crisis regime. Intensive evaporation in the region of the contact line [9] may explain
the achievement of high heat fluxes using thin shear-driven liquid films. Experiments have resulted in the
values of heat flux and heat transfer coefficient, which are a record for a thin liquid film (1200 W/cm 2 and
350 000 W/m2K, respectively). The value of the critical heat flux is by an order of magnitude higher than the
corresponding values for falling water films and several times higher than CHF for channel flow boiling
obtained on the same test section. The CHF values reached for shear-driven liquid film are close to the CHF
for full evaporation of liquid. This confirms the prospects of using thin liquid films, moving under the
influence of the gas flow friction in modern systems of equipment cooling with high local heat release.
Acknowledgements The study was financially supported by the Russian Science Foundation, project no. 14_19_01755.
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Abstract
Efficiency of spray cooling is determined by the average rate of droplet evaporation on a substrate and the huge
value of latent heat of phase transition for water. The number density of droplets per unit of substrate surface is also
important parameter. It was shown that for a flow of water-ethanol droplets with diameter about 100 μm, which incident
on the substrate, the coefficient of heat transfer can reach 1.2 kW/(m2∙K) .
We present our experimental and theoretical results about evaporation of femtoliter and picoliter droplets on the
metal substrate. The evaporation of the single picoliter droplet on different substrates has been investigated theoretically
in the free molecular regime. It is shown that spray cooling efficiency strongly depends on ambient pressure.

KEYWORDS
Limiting temperature, nozzle diameter, substrate thickness, total pressure, humidity, droplets deposition.

INTRODUCTION
Effective, cheap and ecologically acceptable cooling of many modern devises is currently urgent
challenge before scientists and engineers. The water spray cooling is very promising process which allows
removing a large heat flux for relatively small temperature difference. Efficiency of spray cooling is
determined by the average rate of droplet evaporation on a substrate and the huge value of latent heat of
phase transition for water. Approaches to theoretical research on the evaporation of a droplet on a substrate
can differ significantly depending on the size of the droplets. So when evaporation of sub milliliter droplets,
it is necessary to consider the changing contact angle of wetting and the convective flux that arise inside
them [1, 2]. Convective flux into droplets can be neglected under evaporation of femtoliter and picoliter
droplets, as such droplets evaporate in the pinning regime [4]. The number density of droplets per unit of
substrate surface is also very important parameter. It was shown that for a flow of water-ethanol droplets
with diameter about 100 μm, which incident on the substrate, the coefficient of heat transfer can reach
1.2 kW/(m2∙K) [4].
We present our experimental and theoretical results about evaporation of femtoliter and picoliter
droplets on the metal substrate. The evaporation of the single picoliter droplet on different substrates has
been investigated in [3, 4]. The rate of the droplet evaporation strongly depends on ambient pressure and we
discussed our results about intensification of the evaporative cooling [4].

1. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS
For research of spray cooling of substrate was made the special setup. For atmospheric pressure
condition and with use of 5–10 μm droplets it was experimentally obtained that the heat flux J removed
from substrate can reach 0.5 МW/m2 for initial temperature of substrate 65 С. Interestingly that for the
substrate with initial temperature 40 оС J is about 0.1 МW/m2 (the substrate thickness was 20 mm). The
reason of such difference is well known exponential dependence of saturated vapor pressure of temperature.
For reduced pressure 150 Tor the value of the heat flux J was increased approximately threefold.
For the same water flow rate experimental results of evaporative cooling of the thin cupper substrate
(2mm) are shown in Fig. 1 as substrate temperature versus time.
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Fig. 1. Spray cooling of thin cupper substrate. Temperature vs time. Left picture
for atmospheric pressure and the right picture is for ressure 300 Torr.

One of basic problem of spray cooling is the deposition of femtoliter droplets from gas flow on the
substrate. It can be shown that flow rate of the number deposited droplets N on the flat substrate is

N ~ n0u0

L2d 03
,
H3

(1)

here n0 is the number density of droplet in the gas jet, u0 is the initial velocity of gas jet, L is the diameter of
substrate, d0 is the nozzle diameter, H is the distance from nozzle to substrate (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Sketch of the flow on the substrate
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It is seen from the estimation (1), that for big enough value L (L > 10d0) the number of deposited
droplets N per unit of time decreases if the distance L increases. It is worthy to emphasize that the value of N
is directly proportional to the initial flow rate of droplets through the nozzle. It is clear that for larger values
of N the removed power by a spray cooling is larger. For given flow rates of droplets and gas we determined
the optimal value L experimentally by measuring maximum of spray cooling efficiency.
Let us introduce the limiting temperature of evaporative cooling Tl by the following relationship
s Tl   s Ta 

P
,
Pat

(2)

where ρs is the density of saturated water vapor, Ta is the temperature of ambient gas,  is the relative
humidity, P is the pressure of ambient atmosphere, Pat is the pressure of the normal atmosphere.
Below we present simulation results for evaporating cooling of the substrate by thin water film and by a
set of picoliter droplets. We used two non-stationary heat equations for the substrate and film (droplet) with
corresponding boundary conditions. The Stefan condition was applied to the evaporating surface of film
(droplet). Our result shows that during evaporative cooling the temperature of evaporation surface very
quickly reach value of Tl. For droplet evaporation one-dimensional simulation results about evolution of the
interface temperature are shown in Fig. 3. The results were obtained for conditions: pressure P = 400 Torr,
 = 0.6, Ta = 298 K, substrate thickness was 200 μm and its initial temperature is 313 K. The initial height
of the water droplet was 5 μm. For evaporation kinetics the free molecular approximation was used.
Tw,K
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Fig. 3. The temperature of evaporating surface droplet versus time. Curve 1 is for t = 0 s,
2 is for t = 0.001 c (evaporated 8.4 %), 3 is for t = 0.003 c (evaporated 29 %), 4 is for
t = 0.006 s (evaporated 74.8 %), 5 is for t = 0.0067 s (full evaporation).

For evaporation of thin water film the average heat flux can be estimated as

J  ρw vU w ,
where ρw is the density of water, Uw is the latent heat of water evaporation, v is speed of the film
evaporation. Calculated density of the heat flow removed from the substrate during film evaporation J is
shown in Fig. 4. Obviously it is higher than experimental data, which are about 1 MW/m2.
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Fig. 4. The heat flux density during thin film evaporation

However, creating of a thin water film on the substrate is a quite complex engineering problem,
therefore in the experimental researches we used a system of femtoliter droplets. Below we present some
results of the simulation evaporative cooling of the substrate by two the same neighboring droplets. The
thermal tail of droplets is displayed in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Two-dimensional temperature field in copper substrate after droplet evaporation.
Bottom droplet radii Rd = 100 m and height 5 m, total pressure was 400 Torr, humidity
air 0.6, the substrate was the copper cylinder with with initial temperature 40 С, thickness
z = 400 m and radius r = 500 m

Averaged heat flux for such condition is about 0.85 MW/m2.
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Nomenclature
d
H
J
L
N
n
P
T
U
u

– nozzle diameter, m
– distance from nozzle to substrate, m
– heat flux density, W/(m2K)
– diameter of substrate, m
– number deposited droplets
– number density of droplet in the gas jet, 1/m3
– pressure of the ambient atmosphere, Pa
– temperature, K
– latent heat of water evaporation, J/kg
– initial velocity of gas jet, m/s

Greek symbols
v
ρ
φ

– speed of the film evaporation, m/s
– density, kg/m3
– relative humidity

Subscripts
a
at
l
s
w
0

– ambient gas
– normal atmosphere
– limited value
– saturated vapour
– water
– initial value
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Abstract
An experimental research is performed to investigate theinterface characteristic of steam jet condensation in
subcooled water flow in a vertical pipe.The interface behavior of the condensing jet was measuredviautilizing a
visualization window and a high-speed camera. Quantitative analyses of the interface behavior of the condensing jet are
performed by exploring the transient and statistical characteristics of the jet penetration length. The waveforms of the
transient jet penetration length exhibits that in the bubbling regime the period is approximately constant, while in the
jetting regime the period varies a lot. The statistical analysis of the transient jet penetration length confirms that
significant variations of the power distribution function (PDF) between the bubbling and jetting regimes occur at the
transonic condition. The ratio of steam mass fluxto critical steam mass fluxat ambient pressure is found to have good
linearity with the mean of the jet penetration length. And a linear correlation is fitted with a maximum absolute
deviation of 5.5 % between the measured and predicted values of mean of the jet penetration length. The relative
unsteadiness of jet penetration length are approximately invariable in the bubbling and jetting regime. The bubbling
regime contains more relative unsteadiness, while the jetting regime yield less relative unsteadiness.

1. INTRODUCTION
Vapor jet condensation in liquid has drawn lots of research interest due to its enormous energy transfer
ability, so a variety of thermal engineering systems (e.g., water-cooled nuclear reactors, liquid propellant
rocket engines, and solar refrigeration systems employed that to heat removal or transport. While the vapor
jet condensation plays a crucial role in the above thermal engineering applications, its fundamental
understanding and energy transfer performance evaluation has been greatly limited by its own complex
physical features (i.e., multiphase interfaces and fast transient process). In aerospace industry, these
multiphase and transient phenomena are important for the liquid propellant rocket engines as the staged
combustion cycle involves the penetration of gas oxygen into liquid oxygen flow. The depth understanding
of the physics of the interfacial behavior and penetration length of the vapor jet into a liquid flow is of
utmost importance to allow for flow assurance of the rocket engine.
This study is focused on the bubbling and jetting regime, namely the study of the interfacial stability of a
steam jet condensation in subcooled water flow and its transition from a bubbly plume to a jet. Using the
high-speed videos, Chan and Lee (1982) [1] were the pioneers to define a simple method to describe the
boundary between bubbling and jetting, which is marked based on the distance between the location of
bubble detachment and the nozzle exit. de With et al. (2007) [2] reported that the steam mass flux at the
boundary between bubbling and jetting growths gradually with increase of nozzle diameter. Hong et al.
(2012) [3] found that in the bubbling regime the dominant frequency of the pressure oscillation is
proportional to steam mass flux, and in the jetting regime it is inversely proportional to steam mass flux.
However, the aforementioned descriptions of the boundary of the bubbling and jetting regime are generally
based on either subjective judgement from visualization experiments or frequency and amplitude of pressure
oscillation induced by interface oscillation.
As an importantcharacteristic parameters of the steam-water interface, penetration length of the steam jet
condensation in subcooled water has been studied enormously in the literature in decades. Kerney et al.
(1972)[4]was amongst the first to define a quantitative metric to denote the average penetration length of
steam jet condensation in pool. The dimensionless average penetration length was found to be proportional
to (Gs /Gm,atm)0.6446. After that, many penetration lengths have been correlated by many researchers using this
Gs /Gm,atm, in which the index varies from 0.34 to 1.86 for different test conditions [5–8]. As is known, the
elevation of ambient pressure will cause a significant shrink of the steam-water interface, and thus the
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penetration length is expected to be shorter at elevated ambient pressure. Until now, however, it is not clear
whether this term Gs /Gm,atm, where Gm,atm = 275 kg/m2 s at the atmosphere pressure, is still valid to normalize
the experimental data at elevated ambient pressure. But it might be limited by the capability of high-speed
camera and the technique of digital image process, the past work has been mainly focused on the average
penetration length, where the steam-water interface was assumed to have a stable and constant size. In this
paper the transient and statistical jet penetration length will be explored to reveal the mechanisms of the
transition from bubbling to jetting regime, with special emphasis on the influence of ambient pressure
elevation.
The purpose of this work is to investigate the interface characteristic of steam jet condensation in
subcooled water in pipes. The interface behavior of the condensing jet will be measuredviautilizing a
visualization window and a high-speed camera. Quantitative analyses of the interface behavior of the
condensing jet will be performed by exploring the transient and statistical characteristics of the jet
penetration length. The results would allow for further investigation on the physics of regime transition
ofsteam jet condensation in subcooled waterflow in pipes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The experiments were conducted on the steam/water two-phase flow loop in the State Key Laboratory of
Multiphase Flow in Power Engineering, P. R. China. The experimental set-up of the steam/water two-phase
flow loopisdisplayed in Fig. 1, and consists mainly of a water supply line, a steam supply line, a test section
and a data acquisition unit. The water flow rate is adjustedwith valves and measured through an
electromagnetic flowmeter with relative deviationof 0.5%. With several electric heaters and a double-pipe
cooler, the temperature oscillation of subcooled water could be limited below 0.5 C during each test. Steam
is generated from an electric steam boiler. The steamflow rate is controlledwith valves and metered using a
vortex flowmeter withrelative deviation of 0.5%. To guarantee the produced steam saturating during a test,
the steam supply line is covered with tap heaters and fiberglass.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup: (1) water tank; (2) centrifugal water pump; (3) buffer
cylinder; (4) control valve; (5) magnetic flowmeter; (6) pressure transducer; (7) thermocouple; (8) heater; (9)
check valve; (10) buffer tank; (11) test section; (12) cooler; (13) control valve; (14) vortex flowmeter;(15)
electric steam generator; (16) boiler feed pump; (17) deionized water tank.

The interfacial characteristics of the steam jet condensationin subcooled water are visualized through a
customized test section, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The vertical pipe is made of stainless steel and has an inner
diameter of 80 mm and a total length of 4100 mm. The interface of the steam jet could be observed through
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two quartz glass windows with thickness of 5 mm. The convergent-divergent nozzle has an inlet diameter of
8.0 mm, throat diameter of 3.0 mm, and exit diameter of 3.8 mm. A pressure transmission tube with diameter
2 mm is inserted inside the nozzle to get its inlet pressure.
Temperature is measured bythermocouples (K-type, nickel chrome-nickel silicon), which are in the
range of 0–200 °C with accuracy of ±0.25 °C.Pressure is measured bypressure transducers, which are in the
range of 0–1.0 MPa with accuracy of ±0.1%. All the signals are gathered by Labview data acquisition unit.
The temperature signals are gathered using a SCXI-1102E module, and the flowmeter and pressure signals
are gathered using a PCI-6259 module.
A Photron Fastcam Mini-UX100 in conjunction with a Nikon prime lens is used to digitally record
shadowgraph images of the test section at 8000 Hz for 1.0 s. The steam jet is illuminated using a LED plane
light source. The typical magnification employed in this work is approximately 41 μm/pixel. Acquired
images are processed using MATLAB to identify the jet boundary. The jet boundary is detected using the
steps shown in Fig. 3. First the true color image (Fig. 2 (a)) is converted from gray scale to binary mode
based on Otsu’s (1979) threshold segmentation method, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Next the jet boundary
isidentified by Cannon edge detecting operation, as shown in Fig. 2 (c).

Fig. 2. Local schematic diagram of the test section: (1) stainless steel pipe; (2) steam inlet; (3) LED plane light
source; (4) transparent glass windows; (5) flat membrane pressure transducer; (6) water inlet; (7) thermocouple;
(8)pressure transducer; (9) convergent-divergent nozzle; (10) high-speed camera.

Fig. 3. Steps for calculating the jet boundary. (a) original image, (b) binary image, (c) edge image.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At low steam flow rates (Gs = 269 kg/m2 s), a bubble plume forms, characterized by the generation of
bubbles that break near the nozzle exit and travel in the direction of the steam flow due to the inertial force.
The bubbling cycle initiates from a small bubble attached at the nozzle exit, while another bubble has already
broken off, as shown at t = 0 in the first graph of Fig. 4. From time t = 0 to t = 0.75 ms, the bubble attached
at the nozzle exit grows gradually from a minimum length of about 1de (i.e., 1 times inner diameter of the
nozzle exit) up to a maximum length of about 3de. Meanwhile, the bubble that has broken off condenses
gradually and eventually annihilates at t = 0.75 ms. From t = 1.00 to t = 1.50 ms, another bubble cycle
repeats itself with growth of the attached bubble and condensation of the broken bubble, exhibiting slightly
different cycle period and bubble size from those of the first cycle.
In Fig. 4, the waveforms of transient penetration length varies essentially for the bubbling and jetting
regimes, so the PDF of the transient penetration length of the two regimes might also differ dramatically
from each other. The PDF for the two typical regimes is given, and aslo the fitting profile of the PDF for
each regime is deduced, as presented in Fig. 5. For the bubbling regime, the PDF is a unimodal and
unsymmetrical distribution. And it is found that fitting a Pearson IV profile is more appropriate for the
bubbling regimes. The Ltransient varies from 0.5de to 3.9de and it peaks at about 1.3de. By comparing the range
of Ltransient in the two typical condensation regimes, it is easily found that although the average value of
Ltransient differs a lot between the two regimes, the difference of the maximum and minimum of Ltransient for the
two regimes are very close to each other.

Fig. 4. Condensation regimes classification. Bubbling, Tw = 50 C, Gs = 269kg/m2 s, pw = 120 kPa.

Fig. 5. The variation of the PDF of transient penetration length with Gs /Gm,amb .
Bubbling, Rew = 26181, Tw = 50 C, Gs = 269 kg/m2 s, pw = 120 kPa.
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Therefore, critical steam mass fluxes Gm, ambat ambient pressure of each test conditions are employed to
normalize the experimental data in this work. The steam mass fluxes are then scaled with the critical steam
mass fluxesof different ambient pressure respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 6. It is straightforwardly seen that
the Lm shows good linearity with (Gs/Gm,amb).

Lm

0.6208 3.0317

Gs
Gm, amb

.

(1)

The multiple correlation coefficient for Equation (1) is 0.95 with a maximum absolute deviation of 5.5 %
between the measured and predicted values of dimensionless penetration length.

Fig. 6. The variation of Lm with Gs/Gm,amb.

The relative unsteadiness (LSD/Lm) of jet penetration length are approximately invariable in both bubbling
regime and jetting regime, and the bubbling regime contains more relative unsteadiness while the jetting
regime yield less relative unsteadiness, as shown in Fig. 7. Because absolute instability exists in the subsonic
region while no absolute instability occurs in the supersonic region, the transition from the bubbling to
jetting regime occurs in the transonic region.

Fig. 7. The variation of (a) LSD and (b) LSD /Lmean with Gs /Gm,amb at different ambient pressure.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Experimental researcheson the interface characteristic of steam jet condensation in subcooled water flow
in a vertical pipe are performed. The interface behavior of the condensing jet, with steam mass velocities
ranging from subsonic to supersonic, was measuredviautilizing a visualization window and a high-speed
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camera. Quantitative analyses of the interface behavior of the condensing jet are performed by exploring the
transient and statistical characteristics of the jet penetration length. The following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) At low steam flow rates a bubble plume forms, which is characterized by the generation of bubbles that
break near the nozzle exit and travels in the direction of the steam flow due to the inertial force. (2) The
waveforms of the transient jet penetration length exhibits that in the bubbling regime the period is
approximately constant. The statistical analysis of the transient jet penetration length shows that significant
variations of the PDF between the bubbling and jetting regimes occur at the transonic condition. (3) The ratio
of steam mass fluxesto critical steam mass fluxesat ambient pressure is found to show good linearitywith the
mean of the jet penetration length. (4) The relative unsteadiness (LSD/Lm) of jet penetration length are
approximately invariable in both bubbling regime and jetting regime, and the bubbling regime contains more
relative unsteadiness while the jetting regime yield less relative unsteadiness.
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Abstract
A numerical method is developed to predict the heat transfer rate in a shell and thermosyphon heat exchanger.
Boiling and condensation inside the two-phase thermosyphon are modeled with the thermal resistance network
approach, while fluid flow and convection heat transfer outside the two-phase thermosyphon is described by a 3D
coupled k - ϵ numerical simulation. Predictions for the overall heat transfer rates and for the thermosyphon, vapor and
wall temperatures are compared with analytical models. The numerical simulation is also compared with experimental
correlations from literature for forced convection across a tube bundle. The results show good agreement between the
numerical and the semi analytical models.

KEYWORDS
Thermosyphons, Heat exchangers, Thermal coupling, Numerical and semianalytical methods.

1. INTRODUCTION
Two-phase thermosyphon heat exchangers are highly efficient equipment, as they can transfer large heat
flux rates between two fluid streams with low overall thermal resistances and low operational risks [1, 2].
Depending on the application, they can present several geometry configurations, including cross-flow, shell
and tube heat exchangers. These equipment are normally designed using literature empirical correlations for
both convection heat transfer and friction factors, in crossflow streams over tube banks [3].
Another approach to analyze two-phase heat pipe or two-phase thermosyphon equipment is the use of
numerical simulations. In the literature, the numerical simulations are developed for a unique heat pipe,
where the interior boiling and condensation phenomena are treated numerically. However, it is limited to
idealized external thermal boundary conditions [3, 4]. Stark et al. [4] developed a numerical methodology to
couple 2D internal and 3D external simulations for a unique finned heat pipe, showing a good agreement
with experimental data. For the analysis of thermosyphons bank, Mroue et al. [5] developed an experimental
and numerical investigation of a heat pipe air - water heat exchanger, where boiling and condensation were
replaced by an equivalent thermal conductivity of a solid rod. Ramos et al. [6] developed a numerical
simulation for a cross-flow air - water heat exchanger where, as the previous work of Mroue et al. [5], the
thermosyphon was modeled as a solid rod of high constant thermal conductivity. Moreira et al. [7]
developed a simplified numerical model for a thermosyphon shell-and-shell heat exchanger. The simulations
of the two fluid streams were carried out independently, with the thermosyphon wall temperature evaluated
through energy balances between the two-streams. Numerical results were then compared with analytical
predictions from semi-empirical models based on Bell’s method for shell and tube heat exchangers. The
results showed a difference of approximately 27% between evaporator and condenser absolute heat transfer
rates. This difference was attributed to the uncoupled nature of the numerical simulation.
In this work, it is proposed a CFD-based numerical methodology to predict the thermal coupling
between two fluid streams at different temperatures in a shell and thermosyphon heat exchanger. Empirical
correlations for the internal thermal resistances, which are associated to the phase change in the evaporator
and in the condenser, are coupled with the 3D numerical simulations of the single-phase external flows over
the tube banks. Two unmixed currents (one across the evaporators and the other across the condensers
external tube walls) in cross-flow were simulated. ANSYS-CFX software was used in this work. The results
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are then compared with the semi analytical approach of Bell´s Method. The obtained results show good
agreement between the numerical and the analytical models.

2. NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
The proposed numerical model consists of two coupled sub-models. The first describes the two-phase
heat transfer inside the thermosyphon trought the use of a thermal resistance network. The second submodel describes heat convection process over external thermosyphon walls. The two sub-models are
coupled as described in the following section.

2.1. Two-phase thermosyphon model
The thermosyphon sub-model is used to account for the internal two-phase heat transfer mechanisms.
Figure 1a shows the thermal model adopted for the thermosyphons, which transfer heat between two fluid
streams. The external surfaces of the evaporator and the condenser sections are considered to be at uniform
temperatures. The boundary conditions are forced convection for the evaporator (0 < y ≤ Le, r=r0) and
condenser (Le + La < y ≤ L, r=r0) external surfaces. The radial temperature gradient, over the adiabatic
section of the two-phase thermosyphon (Le < y ≤ Le + La, r=r0) is also considered negligible.
2.1.1. Two-phase thermosyphon thermal resistance network
The two-phase thermosyphons promote the thermal coupling between the two fluid streams in shell and
thermosyphon heat exchangers. The electrical circuit analogy is an accurate model to be applied to represent
the thermosyphon [3, 8]. Figure 1 shows the analyzed shell and thermosyphon heat exchanger. Figure 1a
shows the equivalent thermal resistance model for the two-phase thermosyphons. The thermosyphon overall
thermal resistance is computed as the difference between the external condenser and evaporator
temperatures divided by the heat transfer rate across the device. In the adopted model, it is considered
constant vapor temperature Tv inside both the evaporator and the condenser (this hypothesis is reasonable,
because the pressure drop is small and therefore, the saturation temperature is practically constant, or a low
variation of vapor pressure exists). The thermal resistances associated to convection and to radial
conduction heat transfer are computed as [8]:
1
1
R1 
; R9 
(1)
hevap A evap
hcond A cond

 do 
d 
ln  o 

 di  ; R   di 
R2 
8
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where R1 and R9 are forced convection resistances over the evaporator and the condenser, respectively. R2
and R8 are radial heat conduction through the evaporator and the condenser walls, respectively. The boiling
and the condensation heat transfer literature correlations are used as input parameters for the boiling (R3)
and condensation (R7) thermal resistances, respectively [3]. A list of correlations for boiling and
condensation can be found in reference [9]. The expressions used to estimate these thermal resistances are
presented in [10] and reproduced here as:
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Fig. 1. Shell and thermosyphon heat exchanger. (a) Equivalent thermal resistance model (b)
shell and thermosyphon heat exchanger boundary conditions.

where R3p is the thermal resistance associated to pool boiling and R3f is the resistance associated to the
falling film, located above the evaporator pool. The thermophysical properties are evaluated at the vapor
temperature Tv. The thermal resistances that appear at the liquid - vapor interface and at the adiabatic section
(axial heat conduction) can be ignored, as they present values of one order of magnitude smaller than other
thermal resistances. The evaporator (Req,evap), the condenser (Req,cond) and the total (Req,total) equivalent
thermal resistances are calculated by:
R eq,evap  R 1  R 2  R 3
R eq,cond  R 7  R 8  R 9

(4)

R eq,total  R eq,evap  R eq,cond

2.2. Shell side sub-model
The heat transfer coefficients, hevap , and hcond , used in Equation 1, are determined by numerical
simulation of the tridimensional flow through the tube bundle on the shell-side, using a k - ϵ turbulence
model. This model was chosen because of the relatively low computational cost and accurate obtained
results [11]. Various approaches may be taken in order to quantify the 3D external convection processes. In
this work, a 3D k - ϵ numerical simulation is first developed, to predict the shell-side heat convection
process.
2.2.1. Governing equations
The differential equations of mass, momentum and energy conservation were discretized by the finite
volume method and solved in an iterative process [12]. The following hypotheses are adopted:
multidimensional and incompressible flow, temperature variable physical properties, no internal heat
generation and radiation and buoyancy forces are neglected. These equations can be written as:
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Mass conservation:




 u j   0
t x j

(5)

Momentum conservation:
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Energy conservation:
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where xj are cartesian components (x, y, z), xi are velocity components (u, v, w) and F are volume field
forces. For turbulent regime, the standard k - ϵ turbulence model was used. This turbulence model belongs to
the Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes Equations (RANS) class. This is a semi empirical model based on the
diffusion gradient hypothesis that is used to relate the Reynolds tensor with the average velocity gradient
and the turbulent viscosity. Turbulence kinetic energy k is related to the variations of velocities and ϵ is the
fluctuation dissipation rate of k.
For k:
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For ϵ:

where turbulent viscosity is defined as μt = ρCμ k2/ϵ and C1ϵ = 1.44; C2ϵ = 1.92; Cμ = 0.09 and σϵ = 1, 3 are
model constants. Pkb and Pb represent the buoyancy forces influence and Pk is turbulence production, due to
viscous forces [11].
2.2.2. Assumptions and boundary conditions
The following assumptions were made: constant mass flow rate across the heat exchanger in both flow
sides. No heat transfer across the heat exchanger walls, nozzles and baffles. All thermosyphons have the
same value of heat transfer rate, equal to the total heat exchange rate divided by the number of
thermosyphons, i.e., qth = qhx/Nt,. The evaporator Tw,evap, and the condenser Tw,cond temperatures are the same
for all thermosyphons and are computed as the averages Tw,evap , Tw,cond .
Commercial software ANSYS CFX was used to develop the numerical model for the shell and
thermosyphon heat exchanger. The boundary conditions used in the CFD simulation are presented in Table
1. The numerical domain of this heat exchanger is shown in Figure 1b.
Table 1. Boundary conditions for shell and thermosyphon heat exchanger used in simulation
Boundary conditions
Inlet
Outlet
Thermosyphon wall
Baffle
Body
Nozzle

Type
T=Ti
T=To
T=Tw
T
xi
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Condenser
Evaporator
Tcond
Tevap
Desired output
f (qth, Tv)
-
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Parameters

Type
Constant
mass flow
-

mi

Turbulence
Fluid

Condenser

Evaporator

mi ,evap

mi ,cond

k - ϵ model
Water
Oil

2.3. Thermal coupling of sub-models
The CFD model calculates the forced convection heat transfer coefficients at both fluid flows for each
thermosyphon iteration. Figure 2 presents a simplified flow chart of the procedure. The input parameters are
geometry, fluid properties and an initial guess value for the vapor and the thermosyphons wall temperatures
of the thermosyphons. The CFD model then simulates the flows and the temperature fields of both fluids.
The heat transfer rates at both the evaporators and the condensers are then computed and compared to each
other. If they agree within a predefined difference, convergence is achieved. If not, a new value for the
thermosyphon vapor temperature is estimated and the CFD model runs again in order to obtain new flow and
temperature fields in both fluid streams. The thermophysical properties of the fluids were obtained from
polynomial interpolation curves for each property. The following section describes this procedure in more
details.

Fig. 2. Flow chart used in thermal coupling of shell and thermosyphon heat exchanger

The numerical procedure used to emulate the thermosyphon thermal coupling between the two streams,
basically consists of the interaction between the thermosyphon internal resistance network (TRN, Fig. 1a)
and the external convection single-phase heat transfer coefficients obtained from the CFD model (Fig. 1b).
Convergence of the numerical procedure is reached when evaporator - condenser heat flux difference is
lower than a specified tolerance [13]. The sub-models described in subsections 2.1 and 2.2 are coupled as
shown in Figure 2. The simulation starts by setting geometrical and physical parameters as well as the
boundary conditions for both evaporator and condenser domains. The initial guess for the vapor temperature
is calculated as follows:
mi ,evapTi ,evap c p ,evap  mi ,condTi ,cond c p ,cond
Tv 
(10)
mi ,evap c p ,evap  mi ,cond c p ,cond
With a guess for vapor temperature, the fluid properties inside the thermosyphon are evaluated and then
thermal resistances are calculated with Equations 2 and 3. The thermosyphon wall temperatures, which are
boundary conditions for the flow simulations, are calculated as a function of vapor temperature and heat
transfer per tube with the following equations:
Tw,evap  Tv  (R 2  R 3 ) qth
Tw,cond  Tv  (R 7  R 8 ) qth

(11)

After this, the area-averaged convection heat transfer coefficient, the outlet and the average
temperatures for both the evaporators and the condensers are obtained by solving numerically the two fluid
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flows. The heat transfer rates into the thermosyphon evaporator and out of the condenser are then computed
by:
qevap 
qcond 

Tavg,evap  Tv
R eq,evap

(12)

Tv  Tavg,cond
R eq,cond

where Tavg,evap and Tavg,cond are the average temperature of the two fluid flows across the heat exchanger,
calculated as follows [7]:
Tavg,evap  Tv 

T

v

 Ti ,evap   Tv  To,evap 
 Tv  Ti ,evap
ln 
T T
o ,evap
 v





; Tavg,cond  Tv 

T

v

 Ti ,cond   Tv  To,cond 
 T T
ln  v i ,cond
 Tv  To,cond





(13)

If the heat transfer rates difference between the evaporator and the condenser is lower than a specified value,
in this case, 



qevap  qcond

 1% ,

thermal coupling is considered reached. If this criterion is not reached, new

qevap

vapor temperature and heat transfer per tube is estimated, as follows:
Tv* 

R eq,condTavg,evap  R eq,evapTavg,cond
R eq,evap  R eq,cond

; qhx 

Tavg,evap  Tavg,cond
R eq,total

 qth* 

qhx
Nt

(14)

2.3. Bell – Delaware based analytical model
The numerical model described above was validated against the well-known Bell – Delaware method
for shell and tube heat exchangers. A computational algorithm was developed using the commercial
software Engineering Equation Solver® (EES) [7]. This tool solves, by means of an iterative process, the
equivalent resistance model (Figure 1a), which predicts the thermal behavior of the two-phase
thermosyphons. Bell - Delaware method was used to determine the external heat exchanger heat transfer
coefficients necessary for the determination of resistances R1, R9 and the pressure drop as well.

3. STUDY CASE
The shell and thermosyphon heat exchanger selected as the study case in the present work is designed to
remove heat from evaporator from an oil hot stream and use it to preheat water (cold fluid stream). Table 2
shows the geometrical and operational parameters used for this heat exchanger.
Table 2. Geometrical and operational parameters of the shell and thermosyphon heat exchanger under
study
Evaporator Condenser
Ds , m
304 x 10-3
Nb
7
4
-3
Db
304 x 10
Dotl , m
276.15 x 10-3
Bc
20 %
N ss
0
Arrangement
→ 45o
Shell-side fluid
Oil
Water
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Working fluid
dn , m
do , m

Water
50.8 x 10-3
31.75 x 10-3
28
1.32

Nt

X D*

Lb , m

621 x 10-3
420 x 10-3
63 x 10-3
70 x 10-3

Lbi ,o , m

90 x 10-3

Ls , m
La , m

mi , kg/s

1
410.15

Ti , K

0.5
298.15

Initially, two separate numerical simulations were developed for every shell-side, i.e., one simulation for
the fluid flow across the evaporators tube bank and another for the fluid flow across the condensers. These
uncoupled simulations were necessary in order to compare the heat transfer coefficients and the single-phase
pressure drops with correlations from literature. For the uncoupled numerical simulations, the tube wall
temperatures were set to 329.7 K and 350.3 K for condenser and evaporator, respectively. The experimental
correlations considered are based on the Bell – Delaware method for shell-side calculations. For the
calculations of pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient at the tube bank, the models of Colburn, Gaddis
and Gnielinski and Martin were considered [13].

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Comparison between the numerical uncoupled results with the analytical models
The preliminary uncoupled simulations were generated using the computational domain of Figure 1b.
These predictions were compared with experimental correlations from literature as described above. Table 3
shows the numerical results from the uncoupled simulations as well as the results from experimental
correlations.
Table 3. Numerical and theoretical results for single-phase heat transfer and pressure drop
Condenser
p , Pa
h , W/m2K
CFD
Bell - Colburn
Gaddis - Gnielinski
Bell - Martin

927.84
940.29
1313.22
-

78.12
73.15
89.18
93.54

Evaporator
p , Pa
h , W/m2K
152.96
145.24
171.86
-

507.59
435.58
369.80
-

For the fluid flow across the condensers tube bank, the results for heat transfer coefficient show a
maximum difference of ~2% for the Bell – Colburn model and ~40% for the Gaddis and Gnielinski model,
respectively. For the pressure drop in the condensers, the maximum differences are ~6%, ~14% and ~19%
for the Bell – Colburn and Gaddis and Gnielinski and Bell – Martin models, respectively.
The heat transfer coefficient over the evaporators shows a good agreement between the numerical
results and theoretical models from the literature. The Bell – Colburn and Gaddis and Gnielinski models
show a maximum difference of ~5% and ~12%, respectively. For the pressure drop, maximum differences of
~14% and ~27% for Bell – Colburn and Gaddis and Gnielinski models were found, respectively.

4.2. Numerical results for the coupling methodology
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Numerical results of the coupling methodology for shell and thermosyphon heat exchangers are
presented in Figures 3a and 3b. The number of iterations (Nit,th) is presented in the abscissa. The variables of
interest, which are the total heat transfer rate per thermosyphon (qhx) and the thermosyphons vapor (Tv) and
walls temperature (Tw,evap and Tw,cond) are presented in the ordinate. Table 2 shows the geometrical and
operational parameters used for the simulation.

Fig. 3. Numerical results for the coupling methodology. (a) Heat transfer rates. (b) Wall and
vapor temperatures

Figure 3a presents the heat transfer rates at both the evaporator and the condenser, as well as across the
whole heat exchanger. For the first estimate, it is considered that the vapor temperature and the heat transfer
per tube are equal to 340 K and 1100 W, respectively. Large differences between the heat transfer rates at
the condenser and at the evaporator are observed in the first two iterations. After that, the absolute
difference less becomes less than 1% is achieved for heat transfer rates. Figure 3b shows the behavior of the
vapor and wall temperatures as the number of iteration increases. As observed with the heat transfer rates,
the two first iterations shown large variations for the temperature behaviors. The converged values for vapor
and evaporator and condenser temperatures are equal to 327.53 K, 329.69 K and 323.55 K, respectively.
For comparison purposes, equivalent results were calculated from the Bell Method for shell and tube
heat exchangers. The heat transfer rate value obtained was 19,940 W. For the vapor and wall temperatures at
the evaporator and the condenser, the theoretical values obtained are equal to 324.99 K, 328.10 K and
321.75 K, respectively.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A modeling strategy for shell and thermosyphon heat exchanger based on a thermal resistance model
coupled with external 3D single-phase flows model was developed. The 3D external flows sub-model uses
the standard k - ϵ turbulence model. Predictions from numerical shell-side simulations were compared with
theoretical models from literature. The coupling model was validated against the well-known Bell Delaware Method, showing good agreement for overall heat transfer rate and for vapor and thermosyphon
wall temperatures. With appropriate guesses for the vapor and wall temperatures, a small number of
iterations is sufficient to convergence. The proposed model can be employed to calculate the thermal
coupling between two fluid streams with both a single thermosyphon and a thermosyphon bank.

Nomenclature
A

Bc
cp

d

dn

– area, m2
– baffle cut
– specific heat at constant pressure, J/(kgK)
– diameter, m
– nozzle diameter, m
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Db

– baffle diameter, m

Dotl

– outlet tube bank diameter, m

Ds

– shell diameter, m
– filling ratio
– gravity constant, m/s2
– latent heat gravity constant, J/kg

F
g
hlv
k
Lb

– average heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2K)
– thermal conductivity, W/(mK)
– baffle spacing, m

Lbi ,o

– inlet / outlet baffle spacing, m

Ls
m
Nb

– thermosyphon length, m
– mass flow rate, kg/s
– number of baffles

h

N it,th

– iteration number for thermosyphon coupling

N ss

– number of sealing trips

Nt
P
q
R
r
T
u
X D*

– number of thermosyphons
– pressure, Pa
– heat flow, W
– thermal resistance, K/W
– radius, m
– temperature, K
– velocity, m/s
– diagonal dimensionless pitch

Greek symbols
 – thermal coupling tolerance
 – thermophysical properties relation
 – density, kg/m3
 – dynamic viscosity, kg/(ms)
 – mathematical constant
Subscripts
a
– adiabatic section
avg – average
atm – atmospheric
cond – condenser
eq – equivalent
evap – evaporator
f
– falling film
hx – heat exchanger
i
– inlet
l
– liquid
o
– outlet
p
– pool boiling
total – total
th
– thermosyphon
v
– vapor
w
– wall
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Abstract
The widely used simplification for theoretical presentation of the intensive evaporation of overheated liquid from
it bound is to replace the original liquid surface by saturated steam one at the temperature of the liquid. There is a doubt
the still saturation pressure presents well the pressure at the boundary. Boundary structure is a zone of molecular size
order where the density changes from liquid to steam values. The law of the change is the Boltzmann for an equilibrium
system in a force field. We find the steam pressure and density are less than saturated ones of the still media,
diminishing is proportional to Boltzmann exponent {exp[–Ekin/kT]}, where Ekin = mV2/2, V – evaporation velocity, m –
molecular mass, T – surface temperature. The steam temperature equals to liquid temperature and the peak velocity is
the sound speed of the steam.

KEYWORDS
Intensive evaporation, bound, water, steam, high pressure

INTRODUCTION
Intensive evaporation of overheated liquid from it bound appears in technical applications in a few
occasions: low atmosphere density, boiling seeds deficit, extreme heat flux to the surface, evaporation from
meniscus. The widely used simplification for theoretical presentation of the process is to replace the original
liquid surface by saturated steam one at the temperature of the liquid. So the difficult problem of liquid
description is reduced to a simpler calculation of the steam flow from the receiver toward infinity. Going this
way intensive evaporation process model valid for application to power engineering (high pressure steam)
was suggested in [1]. The set of formulae of the model gives all the steam flow parameters: speed, pressure,
temperature, density. The speed appears of steam sound speed order. Is the still saturation pressure presents
well the pressure at the boundary during the intensive evaporation process? Can we estimate peak steam
velocity for the process supposing any like saturated steam existence? We are going to discuss it in the
presented paper.

STATE OF THE ART
Since evaporation looks like a molecular flux, the idea to use Kinetic theory of gases for it presentation
appears organically. Approaches based on Knudsen formula applying grow up. The paper [2] generalizes
experience on question from the second half of XIX century to the first half of XX. The use of Knudsen
formula (Hertz-Knudsen) with accommodation coefficient 0.04 for water evaporation is recommended. The
coefficient diminishes steam flux from those predicted by classic Knudsen formula. The coefficient origins
form special water molecular structure, it value is grounded by estimation based on said structural
considerations. A lot of other factors contribute the coefficient. Especially are the boundary age and purity.
The 0.04 value is used in applications. The overheated water leak from the pipe was calculated in [3],
well correspondence to experiment data was obtained. But this choice is not unique. Accommodation
(condensation) coefficient for water drops evaporation to inert gases atmosphere (He, Ne, Ar) varies in the
limits of 0.25–0.32 [4]. The limits are 0.04–0.1 (most probable 0.06) for water condensation and 0.1–1 (most
probable 0.7) for evaporation [5]. Range 0.1–1 for the coefficient for water evaporation is reviewed in [6]
from last six decades publications. The exact value is discussed. The main three factors contribute to are
molecular structure, molecular collisions in vapor phase, heat transfer limits in liquid phase. The first factor
is thought not significant today. Accommodation coefficient equals to 1 if the atmosphere consists the only
steam, this is true for all temperatures and pressures.
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Coefficients for condensation and evaporation diminish as temperature and pressure grow [7].
Coefficient for condensation is higher than evaporation one for water as usual. It exceeds 0.1 for dynamically
renewed surface and less than 0.1 for still surface. Coefficients for condensation and evaporation are equal
[8]. Vapor molecules speed at the surface spectra is isotropic Gaussian at the temperature of liquid.
Coefficient is 0.0586–0.1247 for evaporation [9]. The coefficient in Hertz formula is 0.844 that is due to
back scattering of evaporated molecules [10]. Back particle flux is 0.14–0.16 [11].
Evaporation (condensation) depends on energy and mass fluxes. One flux is not enough for description
[12]. Condensation coefficients may depend on the flux. There is a temperature jump across the surface
between phases. It depends on surface curvature.
It is mathematically impossible to construct equilibrium boundary condition using Hertz formula [13].
There are several variants of non equilibrium boundary conditions that account for Knudsen layer structure
and media parameters. The one from the several gives extreme steam flux at Mach number 1 (M=1).
The peak steam velocity is a discussed question. The upper limit is sound speed (M=1). A real limiting
speed is thought rather lower [1, 14]. It may be М=0.9325 for evaporation [15], or M=0.88–1 according the
citation list from [15]. Steam flow may be subsonic, sonic or supersonic when phase transition [16–18].
A wise consideration of evaporation, especially intensive, requires description of liquid, vapor and
liquid bound. Statistical mechanics reveals a scope of new contributing factors [19]. The phase bound is the
transiting layer density changes smoothly across from liquid to gas. This concept is supported by optical
investigation results [20].
Boundary structure between liquid and gas is complicated [21]. Transition layer is formed by adsorbed
gas molecules. The molecules differ from liquid ones by energy and mobility along the bound. The layer
thickness is 10–8 cm, it density one order higher the vapor density, the both and adsorbing energy are
Boltzmann formula connected by [22].
Some authors think bound wavy [23, 24]. Experimentally studied is the surface between water solution
of ethanol and air. Density profile is fitted by error function. This structure is formed by capillary waves
[23]. Evaporation of overheated propane drop suspended in higher boiling temperature liquid was considered
experimentally. Bubble growth speed appears higher than heat and lower than dynamical limiting regimes
speed. Accounting for the real area of wavy surface, the author finds bubble growth speed equals to
dynamical speed [24].
Evaporation is often nonequilibrium. Steam flow from liquid surface to vacuum is nonequilibrium
except for small Knudsen number flows [25]. Nonequilibrium problem is not local and depends on additional
parameters [19, 26, 27]. Intuitively unexpected phenomena appear [26, 28]. Temperature and pressure may
be a function of mass and heat fluxes and deviate form equilibrium saturated values. The vapor temperature
inversion between the evaporation and condensation surfaces may be observed in the system liquid – vapor –
liquid caused by mass transfer [26]. Temperature distribution inclination in vapor is opposite to the common
temperature difference between the liquid surfaces. It was found experimentally [28]. Modeling accounting
for nonequilibrium presents the result theoretically. Various manner of additional parameters choice gives
several true theories.
The bound from the liquid side stays equilibrium [29]. The direct molecular dynamic modeling of
evaporation shows the details [30, 31]. Energy fluctuations play a significant role near the bound. Atoms of
mean heat energy order contribute a lot to evaporated flux due to fluctuations [30]. This effect differs from
traditional expectance that even particle having near binding energy participates the phase transfer. Transfer
layer between the bulk liquid and gas phases demonstrates the size and the structure. Evaporation coefficient
is 0.8 and depends on temperature not. Energy in the transfer layer is proportional to the density.
Evaporating molecular flow from Lennard-Jones fluid is 3.6 times higher than that according to Hertz
formula [31]. The flow is constant in spite of high pressure fluctuations. Resulting flow speed is found twothree orders lower than heat speed. Velocity spectrum is Maxwell even in boundary zone.
We cannot use the above information for engineer calculations of intensive evaporation at high pressure
because it presents a lot of contradictive data of comparable evidence.

SCALES OF THE PROBLEM
Boundary is infinite thickness object from a macroscopic point of view. A microscopic approach
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suspects the thickness about the distance of attractive force between molecules action. High density of liquid
changes to low density of vapor one passes the distance [19, 20]. Usually attraction is valid beyond the
neighbor molecules so the distance may be admitted of a molecular diameter order.
The number of molecular collisions is z = n sv, the time between collisions is 1/z, here n – volume
molecules concentration, s – collision cross section, s= d2; v – molecule velocity. The value of 1/z sets a
scale of time, sound speed is a speed scale. For saturated steam at a high pressure (0.1–16 MPa) scales are:
linear 2–3∙10–10 m; time 10–10–10–12 s, speed 500 m/s. If the equilibrium state is adjusted by one collision in a
dense media of equal molecules, it should take more than 10–15 s, this value correlates well with estimations
of [25, 29, 30].
Saturated steam differs a bit from ideal gas. The difference may be described quantitatively by the
relation =(P/ T)/460, table 1, where P, , T are from the database for saturated water and steam,
460=P/ T=R/ for ideal gas, here P, , T – pressure, density and temperature, R = 8.31 J/mol∙K,
= 0.018 kg/mol (water); = 1 for ideal gas.
Table 1.
Difference between steam and ideal gas
ts, ºС
20
50
100
150
200
1
1
0,97
0,96
0,91
Water molecule diameter is not well determined item, nevertheless it may be introduced as dВ. Molecule
mean free path according to Sutherland formula is = ∞T/(T+550), and dВ2~ 1/ . Taking dВ = 3,05∙10–10 m
at ts = 50 ºС, we obtain table 2 data.
Table 2.
Water molecule diameter as temperature function
ts, ºС
20
50
100
150
200
dВ∙1010, m
3,15
3,05
2,92
2,81
2,75
The boundary molecules of a liquid undergo the force directed from steam to liquid, attraction toward
liquid bulk. The correspondent energy fare exceeds the kinetic energy of molecular heat motion. Boundary
structure is a zone of molecular size order where the density changes from liquid to steam values. The law of
the change is the Boltzmann for an equilibrium system in a force field. Local density is determined by
attraction energy per one molecule E to kT ratio, k – Boltzmann constant. The volume dВ of 1 m2 of one
molecule thickness layer has the mass ʹdВ, ʹ – liquid density and contains ʹdВNA/ particles, NA –
Avogadro number, – mole mass. Unpacked layer energy (that is divided into free cubes of dВ size) is – 6 ,
– surface tension coefficient, E = 6 / ʹdВNA, probability to find unpacked molecule (or the one of
steam) is exp[–6 / ʹdВNAkT]. The formula to calculate saturated steam density calc comes
/ ʹdВRT], R = NAk.
calc = ʹexp[– 6
Comparison of calc and values is presented in the table 3. Here is taken from database for saturated
water and steam. A reasonable correspondence illustrates the proper boundary presentation been admitted. A
disagreement at ts = 200 ºС appears from applicability limit of Sutherland formula.
Table 3.
Steam density
ts, ºС
50
100
150
200
3
67.9
58.9
48.7
37.7
∙10 , N/m
988
958
917
865
ʹ, kg/m3
3
0.084
0.59
2.65
9.45
calc, kg/m
0.083
0.6
2.55
7.87
, kg/m3

INTENSIVE EVAPORATION
According the above considerations medium velocity is small in comparison with local sound speed
excluding a very short part close to a steam edge of the zone. So we may adopt the state of equilibrium of the
zone changes not after evaporation flux starts. The density calc diminishes in exp[–Ekin/kT] times, Ekin –
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steam flow kinetic energy; the zone temperature is constant. The sound speed for steam parameters
{ calcexp[–Ekin/kT]}, {T} determines peak steam velocity.
The results for peak steam evaporation parameters according to several theories are presented in table 4,
flow to vacuum is considered for simplicity.
Knudsen theory [1, 2]: evaporation flux j equals to molecular flux from the bulk of liquid to the surface
and form the surface to an infinity j = (n/4)<v>, n – molecular concentration in saturated steam, here a real
surface is changed to a thought surface of saturated steam, <v> – mean molecular speed, <v> = (8RT/ )1/2.
Hydrodynamic theory: j = n*v* stars mark critical values, no condensation admitted. Mach number
M=1, n* = n/(1+( –1)M2/2)1/( –1), v*= aзв/(1+( –1)M2/2)1/2 , aзв= ( RT/ )1/2, – adiabatic index, we use
=1.25 [32].
Labuntsov theory [1]: evaporation is described by the formulae j/ ресcs = 0.6( п/ рес)0.5(1– п/ рес);
(Tрес – Tп)/Tрес = 0.265(1– п/ рес)/( п/ рес)0.5, here рес, Tрес – density and temperature of saturated steam at
the boundary, п, Tрес – the same some distance over the boundary. Peak flux j/ ресcs = 0.226. Substituting
j/ ресcs = 0.226 into the first equation, one can find double solution for п/ рес: 0.25 and 0.4. The last gives a
colder steam over the boundary, but severe oversaturation appears in the both cases. The peak flux is
j/n(RT/ )1/2 = 0.32.
Proposed theory gives j = (n∙exp[– /2])aзв= 0.6naзв. According table 4 all the theories give comparable
values of fluxes and velocities.
Table 4.
Peak steam velocity
theory
parameter
ncalc/n
j/n(RT/ )1/2
v calc/(RT/ )1/2
Knudsen
0.4
0.25
1.60
hydrodynamic
0.66
0.62
1.06
Labuntsov
0.32
0.4 or 0,25
0.8 or 1.28
proposed
0.60
0.54
1.12
At a high pressure more precious than aзв2 = RT/ is aзв2 = Ps/ expression, and we have
exp[–Ekin/kT] = exp[–0,625 Ps/ RT] at the peak steam velocity. For lower velocities V, Ekin = mV2/2,
j = nV exp[–Ekin/kT], m – molecule mass of evaporating substance.

CONCLUSION
Intensive evaporation peak steam velocity is obtained for steam of power plant parameters. The main
features of process are: peak velocity nor exceeds local sound speed of the steam; steam temperature equals
to liquid temperature; steam pressure and density are less than saturated ones, diminishing is proportional to
Boltzmann exponent exp[–Ekin/kT], where Ekin = mV2/2, V – evaporation velocity, m – molecular mass, T –
surface temperature. The advantage of this approach is no need to replace the original liquid surface by
saturated steam one at the temperature of the liquid.
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Abstract
The results of the numerical simulation of pulsations in the Laval – liked vapour channel of short low-temperature
range heat pipes (HPs) are presented. The numerical results confirmed the experimentally obtained increase of the
frequency of pulsations in the vapour channel of short HPs with increasing overheat of the porous evaporator relative to
the boiling point of the working fluid. The occurrence of pressure pulsations inside the vapour channel in a short HPs is
a complex phenomenon associated with the boiling beginning in the capillary-porous evaporator at high heat loads, and
appearance the excess amount of vapour above it, leading to the increase in pressure P to a value at which the boiling
point TB of the working fluid becomes higher than the evaporator temperature Tev . Vapour clot spreads through the
vapour channel and condense, and then a rarefaction wave return from condenser in the evaporator, the boiling in which
is resumed and the next cycle of the pulsations is repeated. Numerical simulation was performed using finite element
method implemented in the commercial program ANSYS Multiphisics 14.5 in the two-dimensional setting of axis
symmetric moist vapour flow with third kind boundary conditions.

KEYWORDS
Numerical simulation, Laval nozzle vapour channel, pulsations in the vapour channel of heat pipes.

1. INTRODUCTION
The occurrence of pressure pulsations inside the vapour channel in a short heat pipes (HP’s) is a
complex phenomenon associated with the boiling beginning in the capillary-porous evaporator at high heat
loads, and appearance the excess amount of vapour above it, leading to the increase in pressure P to a value
at which the boiling point TB of the working fluid becomes higher than the evaporator temperature Tev.
Vapour clot spreads through the vapour channel and condense, and then a rarefaction wave return from
condenser in the evaporator, the boiling in which is resumed and the next cycle of the pulsations is repeated.
In the present work outlines the results of numerical modeling of moist vapour flow in the vapour channel
of short HPs with a Laval – like vapour channel, when the boiling process in the evaporator starts. The HPs
evaporator support at a temperature exceeding the boiling point of the working fluid δТ = T – TB = 0÷20 K.
Numerical simulation was performed using finite element method implemented in the commercial
program ANSYS Multiphisics 14.5 in the two-dimensional setting of axis symmetric moist vapour flow
with third kind boundary conditions. The model examined by both cross-section vapour channel along
longitudinal axis. This helped to keep all the details of evaporation, turbulence and condensation close to the
baffle. The model is applied to 502301 finite elements, density of which was increased near the injection
channels of the evaporator, the critical section of the nozzle and baffle. The results of calculations of the
module of the axial flow velocity of moist vapour is presented in sequential steps in time, which clearly
shows the occurrence of pulsations in the vapour channel and increasing the frequency of pulsations by
increasing the heat load on the evaporator, which is consistent with experimental results.
Intensive development and implementation of short low-temperature range HP`s with increased heat
transfer characteristics raise problems of detailed research of internal flow processes and condensation in
vapour channels. In the case when the vapour channel is made in the form of the Laval – liked nozzle, and
surrounded by the capillary-porous insert along the full length of the short HP`s, leads to increase the
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velocity and frequency of pulsations of moist vapor flow [1–3], and heat transfer coefficient in compared
with the HP`s with standard cylindrical vapour channel and equal overall dimensions.
Occurrence of pulsations of the moist vapour flows inside the vapour channel made in the Laval – liked
form of the nozzle in short HP`s is a complex phenomenon, connected with the beginning of the boiling
process in the capillary-porous evaporator and excess of vapour over it. Pulsation research is discussed in
details in [4–5].
The present paper comprises the results of numerical simulation of the moist vapour flow in the vapour
channel, similar to the Laval nozzle, with the experimental results of measuring the frequency of the
pulsations, which were obtained in the following way. Specially designed HP`s for measuring the frequency
of the pulsations is shown in Fig. 1.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The diethyl ether C4H10O is selected as the main working fluid, which has the boiling temperature under
the atmospheric pressure of TB = 308.65 K (35.5°C), freezing temperature TF = 156.95 K (−116.2°C) and
critical parameters TC = 466.55 K (193.4°C), PC = 3.61 MPa, and dielectric constant ε = 4.3 (298 К).
Successful use of diethyl ether as the working fluid for Wilson chambers, on long liquid phase at 413.15 K
(140°C), shows its heat resistance, and allows its use as the HP’s working fluid. The volume of the working fluid
in the made of a metal mesh capillary-porous insert and evaporator is not less than 18 cm3. The developed sensor
enables us to perform measurements of local characteristics of the film flows primarily, the film thickness and
temperature, without making any major disturbances in the flow. To measure the fluid condensate film thickness,
short HPs were used whose vapour channel was made in the form of a Laval – liked nozzle [4–5].

Fig. 1. HP’s diagram: 1 – top cover; 2 – cylinder body of the HP`s; 3 – coneshaped turbulator; 4 – capillary-porous insert; 5 – bottom cover; 6 – capillary
injector channels, 7 – bottom flat capillary-porous insert-evaporator. There
are capacitive sensors 8, 9 additionally installed inside the top cover [1–5]
and shown in Fig. 2

The micro-thermistor is 0.2 mm in diameter and is electrically insulated from the HP`s lid. The HP`s
condensing surface of the top lid 1 and radially oriented end faces of the gauging electrodes of the
capacitance sensor are also shown here.
Along with complex HPs with vapour channel in the form of the nozzle, HPs with capillary porous
inserts and standard cylindrical vapour channels were fabricated, and the capacitive sensors is also mounted in the
top cover. The outer diameter of the HPs is 20 mm, thickness of the capillary-porous evaporator is 3 mm, and
thickness of the capillary-porous insert is 3 mm.
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Condensation zones of the HP`s with insulated thermocouples are set into the vortex continuous-flow
calorimeter, shown in Fig. 3, with stabilized water flow. The HP’s evaporator, also equipped with
thermocouples, is heated using a resistance heater, and the temperature is maintained at δТ°C higher than the
diethyl ether boiling temperature of 308.55 K (35.4°C) under atmospheric pressure. The heater temperature
is stabilized and HP`s evaporators overheat value is set in the range of δТ = 0÷20 К.

Fig. 2. Layout of the installation of two capacitance sensors into the top lid of the HP `s: 1 – top lid with a
smooth surface made of stainless steel 1Х18Н9Т; 2 – actual capacitance sensors that are laser welded to the
lid 1 along their perimeter, herewith the polished gauging surface of sensors is flush-lined with the lid’s inner
surface; 3 – glass insulators (glass-to-metal seals); 4 – gauging electrodes of both sensors; 5 – fastening nut
of the HP`s filling unit that is welded to the inner surface of the lid 1; 6 – screw plug of the HP`s filling unit;
7 – capacitance sensor's ground electrode; 8 – micro-thermistor that is a sensing element of thermistor CT319 and is laser welded to the tangential oriented end faces of the electrodes of one of the capacitance sensors

Fig. 3. 1 – vortical continuous-flow calorimeter; 2 – HP`s bolting flange; 3 – glass cover; 4 – cover fastening;
5 – heat pipes; 6 – resistance heater; 7 – outlet stub tube for water flow; 8 – inlet stub tube for water flow; 9 –
silicone sealant of the sensing wire; 10 – capacitive sensors for measuring the thickness of the condensed layer
of the working fluid; 11 – small printed circuit board with the measuring (first HP) and reference (second additional
HP) generators; 12 – external digital generator; 13 – phase detector; 14 – low-frequency filter; 15 – computer;
16 – commutation switch; 17 – digital voltmeter; 18 – container for constant water head; 19 – source of air
bubble; 20 – water flow meter; 21 – vacuum-jacketed container for zero point temperature 273.15 K (0°C)
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Pulsation characteristics of HPs measured in the following way. Overheating of the evaporator δΤ
relatively of the boiling point of diethyl ether at atmospheric pressure δΤ = Т – ТB with the aid of resistive
heater 6 and high-precision temperature controller increased in discrete steps on size of 1 K. Electrical pulses
of 100 kHz and amplitude 5 V are applied to the electrodes of the capacitive sensor 10, Fig. 3. The modulation
rate is measured via a gain and filtering circuit 13, whereupon the signal goes to measuring input of digital
oscilloscope 14. The oscilloscope is connected to the computer 15 via USB-interface. Started from specific
overheating δTS = (Т – ТB) of HP’s evaporator, electrical pulses become modulated. The modulation rate is
measured using gain and filtering circuit 13, digital oscilloscope 14 and computer 15. Measuring inaccuracy of
modulation rate does not exceed 3–5 Hz.

Fig. 4. Oscillograms of increase of modulation frequency depending on thermal load on heat pipe. Initial pulsed
flows occur in HP’s with the nozzle, similar to the Laval nozzle, in event of overheating of the evaporator
δT ~ 9 К, frequency (modulation frequency of electromagnetic pulsation) is f1 ~ 386 Hz, lower oscillogram;
δT ~ 20 К, f1 ~ 502 Hz, upper oscillogram .The oscillograms without pulsations in the vapour channel of HP
does not have a low-frequency (400–500 Hz) modulating features

Table 1 shows pulsation rate values (modulation rate), obtained in the HP’s with the vapour channel in
the Laval – liked form, f1, Hz, and in the HP’s with standard cylindrical vapor channel, f2, Hz, depending on
overheating δT, K, of evaporators.

Table 1.
Pulsations rate values
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Overheating of
the evaporator,
δT, K
9.05
10.1
11.03
12.15
13.0
14.07
15.03
16.0
17.1
18.06
19.02
20.12

Pulsation
frequency
f1, Hz
386 ± 5
396 ± 5
426 ± 5
450 ± 5
456 ± 5
474 ± 5
474 ± 5
478 ± 5
490 ± 5
491 ± 5
495 ± 5
502 ± 5
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Pulsation frequency
f2, Hz
–
–
406 ± 5
420 ± 5
437 ± 5
440 ± 5
454 ± 5
453 ± 5
460 ± 5
472 ± 5
473 ± 5
474 ± 5
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Both HPs have equal outer diameters 20 mm and equal sectional areas of capillary-porous inserts near
the condensation region. As the overheating of the evaporator δT ~ 20 К increases, pulsation frequency in
the Laval – liked nozzle goes up to f1 ~ 502 Hz, derivative of the relationship between pulsation frequency
and temperature is approximately 10.5 Hz/K.
While investigating HP’s with standard cylindrical vapour channel and equal outer diameter 20 mm,
length 100 mm and thickness of the evaporator and capillary-porous insert 3 mm, initial pulsed flows occur
in event of overheating of the evaporator δT ~ 11 К, frequency (modulation frequency of electromagnetic
pulsation) f2 ~ 406 Hz.
As the overheating of the evaporator δT ~ 20К increases, pulsation frequency in the cylindrical vapour
channel goes up to 474 Hz, derivative of the relationship between pulsation frequency and temperature is
approximately 7.5 Hz/K.
The insensitivity zone of the capacity sensors in the cylindrical channel, defined by the initial
convective nature of the vapour flow, is greater than in the vapour channel of Laval – liked HPs. Dynamic
range of pulsations in the Laval – liked HP’s vapour channel, is a little greater in frequency, in comparison
to dynamic range of pulsations 406 Hz–474 Hz in cylindrical vapour channel, and equals to 386 Hz–502 Hz.
Measuring inaccuracy does not exceeds 3–5 Hz.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Numerical simulations of the vortex flows inside a Laval – liked vapour channel of short HPs have been
performed in finite element modeling in CFD 10.0 code Fluent 6.3.26 under 2D, double precision axissymmetric conditions. Navier-Stokes equations with measured boundary conditions were solved, i.e. using
fixed temperature values of heat source and heat outlet. In the construction of the design model about
457233 finite elements were used, with increased meshing at injection capillary channels sections, nozzle
throat section and turbulence element. Figs. 3–4 show the calculation results of the vortex flow in the HP `s
upper part, cooled by the flow calorimeter.

Fig. 5. The occurrence of a vortex ring near the condensation surface inside of Laval – liked HPs at low
heat loads. Moving vapour jets due to the impact of the Coanda effect sticks to the HPs walls and vortex
ring formed from the periphery to the center of the vapour channel
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Fig. 5. The occurrence of a vortex ring near the condensation surface inside of Laval – liked HPs at low
heat loads. Moving vapour jets due to the impact of the Coanda effect sticks to the HPs walls and vortex ring
formed from the periphery to the center of the vapour channel.
The numerical analysis of flow in the Laval – liked HP`s condensation zone shows that the vapour
toroidal ring vortex structure has a spatial nature, at the same time the flow asymmetry becomes apparent
being determined by non-linear friction against the underlying surface and the two-dimensional
compressibility of the moist condensing vapour as well. Overheating of the evaporator in reference to the
boiling temperature of diethyl ether at atmospheric pressure is 15 K, the temperature difference between the
evaporator and the condensation surface is equal to 25 K.

Fig. 6. The occurrence of a vortex ring near the condensation surface inside of Laval – liked HPs at
higher values heat loads entering to the HPs evaporator. In this case, the vortex ring formed from the
center to the periphery of the vapour channel

In the Fig. 7 shows the results of numerical analysis of the longitudinal component of compressible
moist vapour velocity distribution within the Laval – like HP`s vapour channel at high heat loads. The
formation of a condensing vapour toroidal ring vortex near the condensation surface inside of Laval – liked
HP`s leads to quite interesting results. Toroidal vortex ring is a highly gradient zone of the condensable
moist vapour velocity with the opposite directions inside and outside the vortex ring. The numerical analysis
of the velocity distribution along the centerline of the vapour channel in the Laval – liked HP`s including
the vortex ring shows the occurrence of two positive peaks of the velocity, one of them is in the critical
section of the nozzle and the other near the condensation surface. In a critical section of the nozzle the axial
component of velocity reaches 85 m/s, and near the condensation surface the counter-flow reaches the
velocity of 33 m/s. The distribution of the axial component of the moist vapour velocity shows the presence
of a counter current due to the formation of a ring vortex within the vapor channel near the HPs
condensation surface. This figure of the velocity distribution, shown in Fig. 7, confirms the fact that the
vortex ring is a zone of sharp velocity gradients, and as a consequence is also a pressure gradient. In the
central part the vortex ring has a noticeable positive dynamic pressure, and it has a negative dynamic
pressure in the peripheral part of the vortex ring. This means that lower static pressure occurs in the central
part of the vortex ring and this leads to additional absorption of moist vapour in the condensation zone of
Laval – liked HPs.
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Fig. 7 The distribution of the axial component of velocity of the moist vapour inside the vapour channel of
Laval – liked HPs along the HPs centerline

Upper pattern with a positive velocity peak near the condensation surface of Laval – liked HP’s
represents the velocity distribution along the longitudinal axis of vapour channel and inside the vortex
ring. The figure on the bottom with a negative velocity value peak near the surface of condensation
represents the velocity distribution along the longitudinal axis and outside of a vortex ring and shows
the presence of a counter current due to the formation of a ring vortex near the HPs condensation
surface. Overheating of the evaporator in reference to the boiling temperature of diethyl ether at
atmospheric pressure is 15 K, the temperature difference between the evaporator and the condensation
surface is equal to 25 K.
Apparently, this means that the static pressure in the vortex center in the Laval – liked HP is less
than the pressure in the axial part of the condensation zone of the HP with standard cylindrical vapor
channel. The appearance of high static pressure in the peripheral part of the vortex ring, where there is
a negative dynamic pressure leads to intensification of the condensation process near the top cap of the
Laval – liked HPs, which leads, apparently, to an increased value of heat transfer coef ficient in the
Laval – liked HPs. This explains the reason why the heat transfer coefficient of Laval – like HPs
becomes greater than HPs with the cylindrical vapor channel at boiling point in evaporator HP and
there is formation of large amounts of vapor and increase in the efficiency of the nozzle in comparison
with a cylindrical channel.
Fig. 8 shows the results of calculation of module of the axial flow velocity in successive steps through
time. When boiling in the capillary-porous insert and the initial velocity of the flow of the two-phase vapour
directly over the surface of the evaporator 0.5–1 m/s in the throat section of the nozzle the axial flow
velocity reaches 5 m/s and more.
Five steps of calculation of the moist vapour flow velocity, from up to down. Obvious occurrence of
pulsations, pulsation frequency rises, what consistent with the experimental results [4–5].
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Fig. 8. The appearance of the moist vapour pulsations inside the vapour channel of Laval – liked HP’s and
further increase in the frequency of pulsations, from the top down

Successive steps for calculating the flow rate of moist vapour from top to bottom. On the left side there
is a model with three steady pulsations in the vapour channel, on the right side with four consecutive
velocity pulsations. Pulsations of the rate of decreasing intensity over the flow of moist vapour and the
increasing duration of the static pressure maxims. Both models are cross-sections along the longitudinal axis
and two injection channels in the short HP’s evaporator.
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1

Thin liquid films are a promising candidate to be used in cooling systems for terrestrial and space
applications, in particular, for thermal management of high-end electronic chips [1, 2]. A reduction in the
film thickness allows one to intensify the heat and mass transfer rates, but thin films are prone to rupture.
This greatly reduces the device efficiency and may lead to its failure. Papers [3, 4] were pioneering in
studying of thermocapillary rupture of a horizontal liquid film heated from below. The authors of [5, 6]
demonstrated that the critical heat flux for a horizontal liquid film can be several times higher than that for
gravity-driven vertical liquid films. In the present work we study the rupture dynamics of a horizontal liquid
film non-uniformly heated from below in a wide range of liquid viscosity. For visualization of the process of
film rupture, we use a high speed schlieren imaging technique. For instantaneous film thickness
measurement, we use a confocal chromatic sensor.
The test section is a textolite plate with an embedded copper rod having the diameter of 12.7 mm (Fig.
1). The substrate has a cooling circuit over the perimeter with the temperature of the cooler kept at 5 С. A
ceramic electrical heater is attached to the bottom edge of the copper rod. In the experiments, the electrical
power on the ceramic heater was 60 W; at that the temperature of the surface of the copper rod, measured
with the thermocouple, did not exceed 85 °C. Four different working liquids with the viscosity changing 200
times were used: ultrapure water (Milli-Q), silicon oils PMS-5, PMS-100 and PMS-200. A predeterminated
volume of the working liquid with the initial temperature of 25 С is fed to the substrate via a syringe pump
to form a liquid film with the initial thickness varied from 400 to 650 m.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup.
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To visualize the liquid surface deformations and disruption of the film, we used a Photron FASTCAM
high-speed camera (shot at 1000 fps) coupled with an optical schlieren system. In order to measure the
instantaneous film thickness, we used the confocal Micro-Epsilon chromatic sensor. For a flat film the
method provides an accuracy in thickness measurement of about 1 μm. The spatial and temporal resolution
of the method is about 0.5 mm and 1 ms, respectively. To minimize light reflection from the substrate, it was
covered with a special black coating with the thickness of about 10 m (not shown in Fig. 1).
Powering on the heater causes thinning of the liquid film and formation of a dry patch in the film within
a period of several tens of second (depending on liquid), Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows the typical change of the
film thickness with time. Please note that data presented in Figs. 2 and 3 were obtained under the same
conditions (water, initial film thickness of 500 m, heating power of 60 W) but for different runs. It was
found that the process of film rupture involves three stages: 1) abrupt film thinning down to a residual film
on the heater (period of 8–9 s in Figs. 2, 3); 2) existence of a stable residual film (period of 9–10 s in Fig. 2
and 9–13 s in Fig. 3); 3) rupture and dryout of the residual film (period of 10–12 s in Fig. 2 and 13–16 s in
Fig. 3). The thickness of the residual film was found to strongly depend on the liquid viscosity: for water it
is about 7-10 m, whereas for PMS-200 it is about 275 m, Fig. 4. It is interesting to note that the residual
film thickness is virtually not dependent on the initial film thickness in the range studied (from 400 to 650
m).

Fig. 2. Sequence of schlieren images showing dynamics of water film rupture (top view). Initial
film thickness is 500 m, heating power is 60 W. Shown are times in seconds. Red circle indicates
position of the heated rod. Blue cross is the point of liquid film measurement by the confocal
sensor (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Change of film thickness with time for water (as measured with the confocal sensor
at the point indicated in Fig. 2). Initial film thickness is 500 m, heating power is 60 W.

Fig. 4. Dependence of the residual film thickness on the liquid viscosity. For each liquid:
initial film thickness is 400-650 m, heating power is 60 W.
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Abstract
Development of variable conductance heat pipes (VCHP) started with the first experiments of the heat pipes
[1, 2 , 3]. It is well known that one of methods of providing passive control of HP conductance is injection of noncondensable gas into HP. Non-condensable gas (NCG) blocks a part of condenser preventing vapor condensation in the
HP zone occupied by NCG [4].
VCHPs designed for the small space craft (SC) “Kanopus-V-IK” are described in this paper. VCHP parameters
were determined during numerous experiments, tests and investigations. Investigation results obtained when carrying
out VCHP autonomous ground tests, VCHP vibration and lifetime tests, tests in exposure to ionizing radiation, ground
tests of VCHP integrated into thermal control system (TCS) and comparison of ground and flight test results of TCS
with VCHP are presented in this paper.

KEYWORDS
Axial groove heat pipe (AGHP); variable conductance heat pipe (VCHP), gas-controlled heat pipe (VCHP ), noncondensable gas (NCG), ammonia, neon.

INTRODUCTION
Often thermal operation conditions of SC systems and payloads are different. Dividing of SC into
separate modules makes it possible to apply autonomous TCS for SC modules. Design modularity was used
when building TCS of "Kanopus-V-IK" SC. The SC was developed on the base of universal platform of SC
"Kanopus-V". SC application and is intended for monitoring anthropogenic and natural emergencies in the
optical and infrared range.
The small SC consists of universal platform and payload (see Fig. 1). Every module has its autonomous
TCS. A frame with the payload consisting of a multispectral scanner of medium and long infrared ranges
(MSU-IR) and adjusting propulsion system (APS) are mounted separately from the platform.
When designing small SC it is necessary to take into account that power consumption of SC is limited.
Therefore, passive thermal control units should be applied. Thermal conditions of the payload and APS of
SC are provided by VCHPs with axial grooves. VCHPs are self-controlled and do not require any special
temperature sensors, actuators and additional power sources.
TCS of MSU-IR consists of: heaters; 2 AGHPs of constant conductivity with radiator; 3 VCHPs with a
passive gas control and radiator. AGHPs of constant conductivity are mounted directly to the payload.
VCHPs are mounted to the payload body. The minimum power value, at which the HP evaporator
temperature must not fall lower than 5 °С, shall be of 7 W.
TCS of APS consists of: honeycomb panel with embedded heat pipes, heaters, 3 VCHPs with a passive
gas control and radiator. APS and VCHPs are mounted directly to the thermal stabilized honeycomb
panel.VCHPs are required to ensure the object temperature of not lower than 10 °С, when the minimum heat
release does not exceed 10 W.
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1. VCHP DEVELOPMENT
1.1 VCHP design
The VCHPs are made of similar aluminum extrusion with axial grooves and differ in reservoir design.
Ammonia is used as a working fluid [5]. Neon is used as a control NCG. APS VCHP has a simple reservoir
which is a continuation of the HP Aluminum body with partially cutting grooves.
Reservoir of MSU VCHP is designed as a stainless steel tank which is welded to VCHP condenser
through bimetallic adapter. Bimetallic adapter decreases heat flow from condenser to reservoir that has a
positive impact on accuracy of VCHP control [6]. Capillary structure made of poultry netting is placed into
VCHP reservoir. The capillary structure is necessary for returning liquid phase of working fluid from
reservoir to VCHP axial grooves. Liquid phase of working fluid can come to reservoir if any manipulations
are made with the HP in gravity conditions or due to diffusion of the working fluid vapor through NCG [7].
Reservoir configuration was developed taking into account dimensional constraints of SC layout design. The
designed VCHPs are shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. General view VCHPs
1.2 VCHP technical performance
1.2.1 Calculation of VCHP. Calculations of the volume of NCG reservoir and NCG filling mass were
carried out using flat front model without taking into account gravity conditions, diffusion, walls thermal
conductivity and convection.
We supposed that NCG complies with the ideal gas laws, and the state equation is as follows [1]:

(1)
From the equation (1) we can obtain the charging mass of NCG:

(2)
In a balance state, NCG pressure РNCG will be equal to the pressure of vapor in the active part of the
condenser Рva. The pressure of saturated vapor is a temperature function Tva. Accepting “flat front” model of
vapor/gas, and neglecting vapor diffusion in NCG, let’s assume that NCG occupies a part of reservoir
volume Vr and a part of condenser:
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(3)
By putting the equation (3) into the equation (2) we have:

(4)
Calculations make it possible to determine the VCHPs reservoir volumes, necessary for controlling with
required accuracy. The parameters of VCHP are shown in the table 1.
Table 1.
Basic design parameters of VCHP
Qmax, W Тmin, °С

Name

Qmin, W

VCHP APS

7

35

VCHP MSU-IR

10

40

Тmax, °С

Vres, cm3

5

30

9

10

25

62

Inaccuracy of calculations caused by using the flat front model was eliminated by NCG filling when
thermal testing.
1.2.2 Working fluid and NCG. To obtain required heat power transfer capacity and to block
condensation zone at set temperature and minimum heat release, VCHP shall be charged with precise
amount of working fluid and NCG.
Ammonia was chosen as the working fluid, because in set temperature range, it has the best parameters
in comparison with other working fluids and is compatible with aluminum body and metallic reservoir with
its wick.
Operating temperature range of the working fluid shall be higher than critical temperature of NCG and
NCG shall not be in contact with HP working fluid and its surface. Also, it is advisable to have NCG molar
mass close to ammonia molar mass in order to decrease diffusion of concentration. Neon boiling temperature
is of -245,9 °C. Neon molecular mass is of 20,18 g/mole, that is mostly close to Ammonia molecular mass
(17,03 g/mole).

2. VCHP AUTONOMOUS GROUND TESTS
2.1 VCHP vibration tests, lifetime tests and tests in exposure to ionizing radiation
Stability of VCHP parameters after external action typical for ground and space VCHP operation was
proved by tests. Climatic tests including thermal action, tests in exposure to mechanical loads when VCHP
transporting and putting into orbit, tests in exposure to ionizing radiation were carried out.
In terms of saving VCHP operation ability and lifetime, action of temperature and ionizing radiation are
the most critical factors. It is known that decomposition of working fluid due to the action of these factors
leads to NCG generation and degradation of VCHP performance. Experimentally, it was determined that
action of ionizing radiation dose of 1·105 rad leads to appearance of essential quantity of NCG (more than
0,06 g of Hydrogen and 0,27 g of Nitrogen) that is comparable with quantity of Neon filled into VCHP [9].
Increasing of NCG quantity in VCHP (due to decomposition of working fluid) leads to increasing of gas
plug length and VCHP control temperature. Radiation dose coming to each VCHP of "Kanopus-V" SC can
reach 6·104 rad. To prove stability to radiation VCHP specimens were irradiated by total dose of 6·104 rad.
For imitation of entire spectrum of ionizing radiation absorbed by VCHP working fluid, irradiation by
gamma-ray quantums with power of 1,25 mega-electronvolts was made. When determining imitating
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radiation dose, VCHP protection by components of SC structure was taken into account. Gamma radiation
has high penetration capability and does not leave residual radiation.
The tests showed that ionizing radiation does not exert essential influence on VCHP control
temperature. Variation of VCHP control temperature did not exceed 1 degree that is comparable with
temperature measuring accuracy when carrying out thermal vacuum tests.
After carrying out all the tests described in this chapter no essential variations of VCHP thermal
performance were observed.

2.2 VCHP thermal tests
Autonomous thermal tests made it possible to determine the thermal parameters of 2 types of VCHP
with different volumes of NCG reservoir.
Thermal tests were carried out in different VCHP attitudes in gravity conditions. Different ways of heat
rejection from VCHP condenser were used. Thermal tests included the tests in horizontal position and in
position of “thermosyphon”.
Heat rejection from VCHP condenser was arranged by means of two types of heat exchanges: heat
exchanger (HE 1) with constant surface temperature and heat exchanger (HE 2) providing constant heat flux
on condenser surface. HE 1 used to simulation of boundary conditions of the first kinds and HE 2 used to
simulation of boundary conditions of the second kinds. Thermal sensors were mounted along VCHP
condenser with a pitch of 10 mm. Values of lower and upper control levels of VCHP obtained when testing
are presented in Table 2.
Table 2.
Name of unit
Тmin, °С

VCHP thermal test results.
Thermal parameters
Qmin, W
Тmax, °С

Qmax, W

Horizontal position with HE 1
VCHP APU

7,5

7W

12

35 W

VCHP MSU-IR

11

10 W

12

40 W

Position of thermosyphon with HE 1
VCHP APU

9,9

7W

14,6

35 W

VCHP MSU-IR

12,8

10 W

13,3

40 W

Horizontal position with HE 2
VCHP APU

8

7W

40

35 W

VCHP MSU-IR

7

10 W

33,6

40 W

Analysis of the test results shows that NCG distribution in condenser when thermal testing in horizontal
position and position of “thermosyphon” is different.
Non-uniformity of gas front distribution in VCHP under the influence of convection was studied in
details in the paper [10]. Results of researches showed that gas front boundary is asymmetric and unstable.
These researches proved an assumption about essential influence of radial Reynolds number and applied heat
power on the boundary shape. The test results prove the shape of vapor-NCG front proposed in paper [10] if
VCHP is in horizon (see fig. 2).
Test results confirm definitely that application of “flat front” model adds significant error to calculation
results of VCHP control temperature and location of vapor-NCG front.
Radiation heat exchanger with rather uniform distribution of rejected heat flux along VCHP condenser
(HE 2) was used when carrying out thermal vacuum (TV) tests. Multilayer insulation was used for coating
all surfaces of VCHP except radiation surface.
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TV test results of APU VCHP showed that lower control temperature was of 8 ºC that corresponds to
results of atmospheric thermal tests and calculation predictions. Maximum control temperature was of 40 ºC
and such temperature does not meet test results obtained when TV testing of VCHP with heat exchanger 1
and calculation results. Similar results were obtained when TV testing of MSU-IR VCHP.

Fig 2. Shape of vapor-NCG front in longitudinal and cross sections of VCHP condenser

APU VCHP with reservoir volume of 9 cm3 had control accuracy of ±11,5 ºС in vacuum, and MSU-IR
VCHP with reservoir volume of 62 cm3 had control accuracy of ±8,5 ºС in vacuum.
Thermal atmospheric and vacuum tests showed that temperature difference between lower and upper
control levels of VCHP depends on type of heat exchange in condenser and VCHP location in gravity field.
2.3 Ground tests of VCHP with attached capacity
The next step of TV tests was simulation of dynamic operation conditions. VCHP evaporator was
mounted to the thermal capacity of 24,36 KJ (payload simulator). General view of experimental facility for
simulation of Small SC operation conditions is presented in fig.3.

Reservoir

Radiator
ГРТТ

Evaporator

Heater

Thermal capacity

оемкость
Fig. 3. General view of experimental facility for TV tests of VCHP with thermal capacity.

Cyclic heat power of 50 W was supplied to the heat capacity during 23 minutes. Time-out between heat
cycles was of 72 min (one orbital cycle). After 10 cycles of thermal capacity heating VCHP reached quasi
stationary mode at lower level of temperature control of 6 ºС. Results of APS VCHP dynamic TV tests are
presented in fig. 4.
Main VCHP thermal parameters in non-stationary operation conditions of the system were determined
when testing. Analysis of obtained test results showed that accuracy of VCHP control meets specified
requirements.
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Fig. 4. Results of APS VCHP dynamic TV tests.

Results of MSU VCHP dynamic TV tests are presented in fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Results of MSU VCHP dynamic TV tests.

Also, test results show that values of upper control temperature are rather similar in dynamic and
stationary modes. In comparison with stationary mode lower control temperature in dynamic mode is
essentially higher that increases control accuracy.

3. ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS OF VCHP INTEGRATED INTO TCS
Tests of TCS of universal platform and payload were carried out in vacuum chamber. Simulation of
“cold” space was made by means of thermal shields with minimum temperature of minus 135 °С. Simulation
of external thermal effects was provided by infrared lamps.
VCHPs with mounted radiators were in “thermosyphon” position. General view of TCS with integrated
VCHPs is presented in figure 6.
The tests included several test modes, but in terms of saving VCHPs operation ability the most important
mode is mode of VCHPs cooling with simulation of external thermal effects. Minimum temperature values
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of the assembly components were determined when testing: minimum temperature of MSU-IR body was at
the level of (10-12) °С; minimum temperature of APS panel was at the level of (8-10) °С.

Fig. 6. General view of TCS with integrated VCHPs

Analysis of obtained thermal vacuum test results of TCS with integrated VCHPs showed that VCHPs
performance makes it possible to meet specified design parameters of TCS.
Test results of VCHP with attached thermal capacity in dynamic mode are similar to test results obtained
when testing TCS with integrated VCHP.
Minor differences due to the fact that in each TCS three VCHPs are used (one of which is standby)
against one in dynamic mode did not affect the performance of the system as a whole.

4. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS OF TCS
"Kanopus-V-IK" SC was launched on July 14, 2017. The SC was put into a circular near-earth
synchronous-sun orbit at the altitude of 510 km. Flight test results of TCS obtained on July 28, 2017.
According to flight readings of temperature sensors we can conclude that MSU-IR VCHP operates
normally. In this mode heat power applied to MSU-IR VCHPs evaporators is of 170 W.
When heat release of MSU-IR is minimum (payload is not operating and heaters are switched off) the
body temperature is not lower than 3 оC. Constant temperature of the cooling object at minimum value of the
heat power proves that VCHP operates in the mode of variable conductance.
Large heat capacity of APS components and structure and small time of APS actuation (up to 20
minutes) which is limited by available power of the SC lead to minor change of APS honeycomb panel and
radiation surface temperature of APS VCHP at heat power of 70 W. Before APS actuation and at the
moment of APS switching off temperature difference between honeycomb panel and radiator was of 21,0
and 20,6 оC respectively.
At minimum heat release of APS, VCHPs provided required lower temperature level of honeycomb
panel without heater actuation.
Analysis of telemetric flight data on MSU-IR and APS thermal parameters proves operation ability of
VCHPs. Information obtained from board of "Kanopus-V-IK" SC proves that VCHPs operates as a
controlled heat pipe.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Full cycle of VCHP ground qualification was carried out. Qualification tests included check of VCHP
stability in exposure to external factors and lifetime tests. Proved lifetime of VCHP is not less than 7 years.
Test results confirm definitely that application of “flat front” model adds significant error to calculation
results of VCHP control temperature and location of vapor-NCG front.
When calculating VCHP performance it is necessary to take into account gravity conditions, diffusion,
walls thermal conductivity and convection.
Dynamic test results show that values of upper control temperature are rather similar in dynamic and
stationary modes.
Results obtained when TCS thermal vacuum testing are close to the results obtained during the space
flight. Thus, correctness of ground testing technique is proved.
The telemetric data obtained during flight tests proves the efficiency of VCHP space application.

Nomenclature
Рncg
V
mncg
Mncg
R
Tsc
Lc
Tmin
Tmax
Qmin
Qmax

– NCG pressure, Pa
– NCG volume, m3
– NCG charging mass, kg
– NCG molar mass, mole
– Universal gas constant, J/mole·K
– Heat sink temperature, K
– Length of the condenser, m
– Minimum evaporator temperature, K
– Maximum evaporator temperature, K
– Heat power at Tmin, W
– Heat power at Tmax, W
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Abstract
The report presents mathematical model and computational analysis of dynamic processes in the loop heat pipe, as well
as some ways of regulating its work. This is considered a one-dimensional unsteady model of the loop. For each element of
loop the model contains the energy equation for flow of fluid and to the walls, and the equation of conservation of
momentum of the working fluid. The joint solution of a system of such equations for all elements of the loop allows to
calculate the temperature distribution and pressure contour at any point in time. The calculations showed that under certain
conditions in the loop heat pipe can be auto-oscillations of different nature. Analyzed methods of eliminating these autooscillations. One way to regulate the loop heat pipe is the use of a control valve on the additional bypass line. The analysis
showed that this method can significantly improve the quality of temperature control and reduce energy consumption by
regulation, or do without energy consumption. Presents a model of the dynamics of loop heat pipe gives physically
reasonable results of calculations and is consistent with the results of the tests.

KEYWORDS
Loop heat pipe; Mathematical model; Autooscillation; Thermostabilization

INTRODUCTION
An important feature of loop heat pipes is the self-regulation of their work. It is determined by a
complex of interrelated heat and hydraulic processes. Numerous internal feedbacks, the physical nature of
which is not always clear, make it difficult to use traditional universal methods of calculation.
Separate fragments of the LHP dynamics model and some results of calculations were previously
presented in papers [1]-[5]. This report presents the most complete version of the LHP mathematical model.

1. MODELING OF THE SIMPLEST LHP
1.1. Mathematical model
As a first step we will consider model of LHP dynamics having simplified circuit (Fig.1). For each i-th
element of the loop we will write down the equations of energy for the working fluid flow and for a wall,
and also the conservation of momentum equation of the working fluid:

 2t f


( f i f )  ( f u f i f )   f 2  q f

z
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t w
 2t w
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Boundary conditions for these equations we will write down as:
(i f ) i  (i f ) i 1 , (t w ) i  (t w ) i 1 , ( p f ) i  ( p f ) i 1
At z  0 :
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Fig.1. Simplified circuit LHP. 1 - porous wick; 2 - vapour line; 3 - the condenser; 4 - condenser line,
5 – segment of condenser line inside the reservoir; 6 - reservoir; 7 – pump module head.

For the vapour line at z  0 it is accepted
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2
- the general pressure difference in a LHP.
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For the porous cartridge at z  li it is accepted
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Relation between enthalpy and temperature of the working fluid was determined with the help of the
following ratio:
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Saturation temperatures of working fluids in each section were determined as function of pressure on the
equations describing relation of pressure and temperature on the saturation line. The homogeneous model
according to which the density was determined on the equation was applied to the two-phase working fluid.
Source components in the equations (1) and (2) were determined as follows:
q f   in t w  t f b /  f
(11)









qw   ext t ext  t w bext   in t w  t f bin  ql w

With help of the combined equation of balance of heat and weights for the reservoir
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dt
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it is possible to determine weight of the vapour of working fluid in the reservoir at any moment of time.
The working fluid’s vapour density in the reservoir was determined on the ratio
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Where volume of a vapour phase in the reservoir,
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And weight of the working fluid in the loop
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Temperature t R of working fluid in the reservoir was determined during solution of the written down
system of equations. Density of the vapour calculated on equation (14) is equal to density of saturated
vapour at the temperature t R .
The temperature t 7 of temperature-stabilized item at any moment could be determined from the equation
of thermal balance:

Q7  C7

dt 7
  ext S t 7  t ext   k 7 t 7  t1 
d

(17)

1.2. Modeling of LHP temperature regimes when changing heat load.
On Fig. 2 the results of loading step change calculations (5 W and 15 W) are presented. As it can be seen,
this change at absence of any measures on regulation corresponds to change 4.5 C of the temperaturestabilized item’s temperature. The temperature difference between the cooling object and the environment
varies from 7 to 2.5 degrees. In time there is a redistribution of the working fluid rate. At that the some
periodic filling and draining of the condenser are occurred.
The results of numeric analysis of the LHP startup and transition from one mode to another. It is shown
that these processes are not always successful (curves 1-3 in Fig. 3). The key parameters that determine their
success are the mass of the working fluid charged and a heat capacity of compensation chamber.
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Fig. 2. Behavior in time of the temperature in various
points of the LHP at step change of the power. (1 – pump
module head, 2 - evaporator wall, 3 - saturation in the
evaporator, 4 - saturation in the reservoir, 7 - output from
the condenser).
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Fig. 3. The LHP evaporator time dependencies when
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1.3. Autooscillation at LHP start-up
Results of calculations LHP characteristics with length of a vapor line and liquid line 0.2 m, the
condenser is 0.5 m, diameter of a vapor line and the condenser is 1 mm, liquid line is 0.6 mm are presented
on Fig. 4. The working fluid is ammonia. Evaluation of the evaporator over the condenser is absent. Cooling
of the condenser is convective. A heat load of evaporator is 30 W.
Calculation results is shown, that at small value of a heat transfer factor between evaporator and
reservoir, there can be significant self-oscillations of the liquid, accompanied moving of vapor from the
condenser to reservoir and return liquid flow from reservoir. At increase in a heat transfer between the
evaporator and reservoir autooscillations decrease and become insignificant.

Fig. 4. Start-up of LHP when a heat transfer factor
between the evaporator and reservoir is 0 W/K.
1 – temperature of the evaporator; 2 – saturation
temperature; 3 – temperature on an outlet of condenser.

Fig. 5. Startup LHP with cyclic heat load.

1.4. Autooscillation at cyclic heat load
Replacement of a continuous heat load (30 W, Fig.3) on a cyclic heat load (5 seconds 60 W + 5 seconds 0
W) leads to occurrence of steady autooscillations (Fig.5). Thus general thermal resistance of LHP and
temperature of the evaporator is increase. This increase of thermal resistance is equivalent to increase at heat
load to reservoir as at autooscillations in reservoir gets vapor from the condenser.
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Fig. 6. Change in time (a step 0.5 s) distributions of working Fig. 7. Change in time (a step 0.5 s) distributions of working
fluid temperature along a loop at a stage zero heat load.
fluid temperature along a loop at a stage of a heat load.

Distributions of a working fluid temperature along a loop during the different moments of time with an
interval of 0.5 seconds at a stage of heat load are presented on Fig.6, at a stage zero heat load – on Fig.7.
From schedules it is visible, that at a stage of a heat load the basic changes of temperature are connected
with slow replacement of a liquid from the condenser. At a stage zero heat load filling of the condenser with
a liquid occurs quickly, and the basic changes of temperature are connected with slow cooling the liquid
which are being the condenser. Such asymmetry leads to accumulation of heat and weights at different
stages of a loop work, to delay of change of a loop parameters and occurrence of autooscillations
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2. MODELLING OF THE LHP WITH BYPASS REGULATION
Circuit of the LHP with bypass and a valve - regulator is presented on Fig. 8. As a first approximation
by processes of heat exchange in bypass lines it is neglected. We suppose, that hydraulic resistance bypass is
not enough pipeline in comparison with resistance of the valve.
6

7
1

5

11

9
10
8

4

2

3

Fig. 8. Circuit of the LHP with a valve-regulator.
1 - porous wick; 2 - vapour line; 3 - condenser; 4 - condenser line; 5 - segment condenser line inside
the reservoir; 6 - reservoir; 7 - pump module head; 8 - bypass line; 9 - bellows; 11 - valve.

The working fluid rate through bypass line G8 is determined, on the one hand, by difference of pressure
between vapour line 2 and the reservoir 6, on the other hand - factor of hydraulic resistance of the valve 11.
If we assume that inertia forces have negligible role, the rate could be found from following equation

p2  p6   V 8

G82
G22

282 2 22

(18)

In case of LHP with bypass line the design model presented in section 7.2.1, will contain the following
features.
1. The working fluid rate through vapour line and further - the condenser and condenser line should be
reduced on value G8
2. Pressure losses in vapour line will increases on value of valve – regulator’s local losses that are
approximately equal

p   V 2

G 22
2 22

(19)

3. The equation of balance of heat and weights of the reservoir (13) should take into account additional
working fluid inflow G8 . We will write down this equation as:

 dmfR

dt
r 
 G4 x 4  G8   k R t1  t R    ext  R t ext  t R S R   in R t 4  t R S 4  C R R  G4 c 4 t R  t 4 
d
 d


(20)

The basic problem of calculation is related with determination of the factors  V 2 and  V 2 of hydraulic
resistance for equations (18), (19). Values of these factors could be changed and they are depending on the
valve position.
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Let’s assume that y - is the axis along which the valve moves. The y1 and y 2 - are extreme positions
corresponding the completely closed and completely open bypass valve. Then range of the valve’s change is
y1  y  y 2 . We will assume that factor of the valve local resistance is inversely to degree of the valve opening,
i.e.  8 

1
, where A1 - numerical factor. In view of it from the equation (18) we will receive:
A1 ( y  y1 )


2 
G8  A1  y  y1  p 2  p 6 282  G 22 82 
2 


(21)

Let's assume that gas pressure in bellows is proportional to the absolute temperature, and the value of valve
movement depends linearly on pressure difference between the bellows and loop. Then

A2
t 9  273  p s  A3  y  y0 
y

(22)

Where y 0 - coordinate of the valve position at equality of pressure between the bellows and loop. In case of
ideal gas in bellows A2 

mR
, where - m is gas weight in bellows, R - gas constant, S - area of crossS

section section bellows. A3 - factor of bellows stiffness. From last equation it follows that
2

 1 p S

A S
1 p S
y   s  y 0    s  y 0   2 t 9  273
2  A3
A3
 4  A3


(23)

By solving the equations (20), (21), (23) together with the equations system (1)-(17) it is possible to
determine the valve position, working fluid rate in bypass line and the all LHP characteristics. Operation of
the valve - regulator is determined by the following numerical characteristics: A1 , A2 , A3 , y 0 , y1 , y 2 . At
the using inert gas in bellows and absence of heat supply to the bellows these factors are constants. In case
of use of two-phase agent and heat supply some of them, and first of all, could be changed. It is resulted in
changing parameters of regulation.
Fig. 9 shows the calculation results of LHP parameters change at the cooling temperature 250С and at
heat generation change in the pump module head. Behaviour of power change is presented in the upper
diagram (see Fig. 9). Initial value of the power is 15 W. Gradual decrease of the power by 2 W was
observed in every 20 seconds. After reaching 5 W power was increased up to 15 W. In a minute the process
was repeated. In accordance with the results pressure regulator provides high quality of saturation
temperature stabilization in LHP (curve 4).
Stabilization of evaporator body temperature (curve 3) is quite reasonable too. However, the pump
module head temperature (curve 2) is changed within two degrees due to the thermal contact and heat
capacity and that is above the required normal twice. Working fluid rate at the evaporator outlet (curve 6)
and working fluid rate at the compensation chamber inlet (curve 7) are equal only in the set mode and may
be significantly different when the power is changed that leads to filling condenser with liquid or working
fluid removal from condenser (curve 8).
Thermal-hydraulic auto-oscillations are possible during LHP operation. Fig. 10 shows the example of
the steady LHP operation after single cooling temperature decrease (curve 7) from 0 to –50С. Steady
oscillation process with the oscillation period of 100 seconds is observed. It should be noted that there is no
total closing of the bypass valve. Oscillations are caused by interaction of thermal and hydrodynamical
processes. These oscillations lead to oscillations of the pump module head temperature. Its temperature is
within the range of ±0.20С.
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Fig. 9. Change in time of LHP parameters when changing the
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Fig.10. Change in time of LHP parameters with a change
in the temperature of the cooling medium (designation of
the lines, see Fig. 9).

Calculations showed that with a decrease in the cooling temperature by 1 degree every 10 seconds due to
the regulator, the temperature of the plate does not practically change, while the cooling temperature
decreased by more than 30 degrees. With a stepwise increase in temperature by 1 degree (Fig. 10), reverse
phenomena are observed which have features. At a cooling temperature of more than 34 °C (and adjusting
the regulator to maintain 42 °C), a qualitative change in the occurring phenomena occurs. If at low
temperatures a monotonic opening of the condenser occurs (line 8 in Fig. 10), then at a high temperatures
rapid change in the length of the condensation section at the time of temperature change.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The presented model of the LHP dynamics gives physically grounded calculation results and is
consistent with the test results.
The installation of the bypass line and the regulating valve in the LHP allows to significantly improve
the quality of thermostating in comparison with the traditional methods, with no energy costs for regulation.
Presence of two free border of phases (in the condenser and in a compensatory camber) can cause
moving of a liquid to a direct and return direction at insignificant additional influence. Calculation results is
shown, that under certain conditions there can be autooscillations of the liquid, accompanied moving of
vapor from the condenser to reservoir and return liquid flow from reservoir.
The cyclic heat inload can provoke increase thermo-hydraulic autooscillations of the working fluid in a
loop that can lead to growth of thermal resistance in 1.5 times and to essential rise in temperature of the
evaporator. Thus the LHP continues to work, but essential growth of temperature in comparison continuous
heat load in tests can wrongly be treated, how output LHP out of operation.

Nomenclature
A3
b
C
c
d

– bellows stiffness coefficient (kg/m)
– perimeter of the heat-exchanger surface (m)
– total heat capacity (J/K)
– specific heat capacity (J/(kg·K) )
– diameter (m)
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G
i
k
m
p
R
r
S
Q
q
ql
t
u
V
x
z

– mass flow rate (kg/s)
– specific enthalpy (J/kg)
– heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)
– mass (kg)
– pressure (Pa)
– gas constant; radius of pores (m)
– latent heat (J/kg)
– area (m2)
– heat flow (W)
– specific heat flow (W/m3)
– linear density of heat flow (W/m)
– temperature (0C)
– velocity (m/s)
– volume (m3)
– mass vapor content
– coordinate along the loop (m)

Greek symbols
2
 – heat exchange coefficient (W/(m K) )
 – heat conductivity (W/(m·K))
3
 – density (kg/m )
 – time (s)
 – coefficient of hydraulic resistance
 – surface tension (N/m)
2
 – cross-sectional area (m )
Subscripts
ext – external
f – working fluid
i – sequence number of the section (1 - evaporator, 2 - vapor line, 3 - condenser, 4 - liquid line);
in – internal
w – wall
′ – liquid parameters
″ – vapor parameters
R – reservoir
s – saturation parameters
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Abstract
During past two decades, at temperature 240–265°C, resource tests were carried out on 19 thermosyphons of fullscale sizes: 454 mm in diameter, 4.92 m in length. The thermosyphons were prepared varying (i) preliminary surface
treatment methods, (ii) composition of the aqueous solution to be poured into the thermosyphons, (iii) location of
titanium chips in the perforated capsules under the lid of the thermosyphons. With a period of 1 to 3 years,
thermosyphons were removed from testing system for 30 hours to control the vacuum by thermal method which do not
require depressurization. At the last control experiment, four thermosyphons are depressurized for the following
purposes (i) to check the condition of their internal surface in different zones along the length; (ii) for the chemical
analysis of the aqueous solution poured from them; (iii) to determine the structure and characteristics of the mechanical
properties of the thermosyphon metal. The main aim of the tests is to justify (i) maintaining the structure and mechanical
properties of the metal for a long time, (ii) keeping a vacuum of 90–95% inside the thermosyphon, ensuring high heat
transfer characteristics of the boiling operating mode of thermosyphons.

KEYWORDS
Resource tests, thermosyphons, preservation of heat transfer characteristics and properties of metal, vacuum.

INTRODUCTION
Thermosyphons are hollow tube, sealed from both ends and partially filled with boiling medium, mostly
water. Their work is based on the gravitational principle with counter-current motion of the steam flow up
from the heating zone and the reverse motion of the wall film of the condensate of the vapor.
Thermosyphons have a simple design. Their autonomy and the presence of a double high-heatconductive barrier between the heated and cooled medium increase the reliability of the heat exchangers
consisting of thermosyphons. The depressurization of a small part of the thermosyphon present in the heat
exchanger has practically no effect on its productivity.
In gas-and-gas heat exchangers with low external heat output and high values on the inner surface of
pipes, use of thermosyphon slightly increases the overall surface compared to traditional heat exchangers. In
this case, temperature of the pipes is close to the saturation temperature of two-phase medium in the
thermosyphon and is practically the same in length. By varying the ratio of the lengths of the heating and
cooling zones, it is possible to vary this temperature in the range between the temperatures of the heatexchanging gaseous media. This increases the corrosion resistance of the heat exchanger when working with
aggressive gas.
In works [1, 2], based on experiments with thermosyphons at angles of inclination to the horizon
 = 1.5–90, the following is shown:
– high specific axial heat transfer across the thermosyphon section up to 3–4 MW/m2, independent of the
length of the transport section between the heat transfer zones,
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– displacement of air remaining in the thermosyphon to its upper end by a steam flow having a velocity
exceeding the boundary value of 0.75±0.01 m/s.
The authors [1, 2] proposed relationships for calculation of the intensity of thermal-hydraulic processes
in thermosyphons, which are used in the conventional method of thermal-hydraulic calculation of heatexchange equipment [3].
Up to now, determination of durability of maintaining the high intensity of thermal-hydraulic processes
in thermosyphons and their strength characteristics due to the corrosion process
3Fe  4H2O4  4H2 ,

(1)

occurring inside the thermosyphon with the evolution of hydrogen. Its accumulation reduces the intensity of
steam condensation and the power of the thermosyphon. The diffusion of hydrogen through the steel of the
thermosyphon wall can reduce its mechanical properties.
Based on the resource tests conducted lasting for 1.5–36 thousand hours, [4–6] it is shown:
– high intensity of diffusion of hydrogen through the wall of thermosyphon from carbon steel and its low
intensity through austenitic steel;
– reduction of the intensity of the corrosion process in the first test 1–1.5 thousand hours due to the
formation of Fe3O4 protective oxide film on the inner surface of thermos background. The film leads to a
dynamic equilibrium between the rates of hydrogen accumulation in the volume and diffusion through the
wall.
At present, there are no reliable recommendations for calculating the intensity of these mutually
compensating processes.
In the given works, the dimensions of the thermosyphons tested are miniaturized. The period of their
tests is much lower than the accepted operating life of the heat exchange equipment.

1. TECHNOLOGY FOR MANUFACTURING TESTING THERMOSYPHONS
Joint-Stock Company "I.I. Polzunov Scientific and Development Association on Research and Design of
Power Equipment" in 1996, when designing a heat exchanger for the central aeration station of SUE
"Vodokanal of St. Petersburg" (heat exchange media – aggressive gases), suggested to use 3400
thermosyphons: pipe diameter 454 mm; length 4.92 m, volume 5.25 l, material – steel 20, TU 14-3-190.
For the preparation of thermosyphons were analyzed:
– the optimal variant for passivation of the inner surface of the thermosyphon;
– passivation additive to water, poured into thermosyphon;
– degree of evacuation;
– features of the introduction of the material (getter) that binds the hydrogen formed in thermosyphon under
its lid (in the region with the largest hydrogen content).
The analysis was accompanied by short-term (1121–1507 hours) tests of 35 thermosyphons having
different manufacturing techniques. In 1996–97, with an interval of 5 months, Joint-Stock Company
"I.I. Polzunov Scientific and Development Association on Research and Design of Power Equipment"
manufactured two batches of such heat exchangers for various technologies. After putting them into
operation, in order to analyze the effect of in-tube factors on the durability of the work of thermosyphons,
stand-by resource tests were continued with an increase in the number of thermosyphons under test. These
thermosyphons, respectively, on 05.02.1997 and 16.07.1997 were attached to three thermosyphons of the
search party, put for testing on 09.10.1996.
Assuming an increase in the intensity of corrosion processes with increasing temperature, the
temperature range of the steam-water mixture in the thermosyphon 240–265 °C (saturation pressure 3.3–
5.1 MPa, abs) is chosen.
Taking into account the tests of the vacuum of the vapor-gas medium in the cooled thermosyphons using
the thermal method (see below), which do not require depressurization and carried out with a period of
1–3.5 years, the test duration at 240–265°C at the date of the last inspection is 20.4–21.1 years.
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The difference in the technology of thermosyphon manufacturing for heat exchangers of the second
batch (installation 16.07.1997) consisted in the build-up of the protective film – dense magnetite Fe3O4 on
the internal surface of thermosyphons when they were placed for 8 hours in the atmosphere of superheated
steam (P = 0.11 MPa, abs) at temperature 550–565 °C. The thermosyphon blanks for the first batch heat
exchangers were only blown with saturated steam to remove transport dust.
For both batches of heat exchangers
– 2 liters of an aqueous solution containing in addition to the turbine condensate (specific electrical
conductivity at 25 °C not more than 3 μS/cm), potassium chromate K2CrO4 – 0.5 g/l and NH3 ammonia –
1 mg/l were filled into each thermosyphon;
– under the lid of thermosyphons, steel porous containers filled with titanium shavings (getter) were
introduced to bind hydrogen ( Ti  H2  TiH2 ) formed during the corrosion process. To assess the need for
introducing a getter, some of the thermosyphons for testing were installed without it.
When determining the vacuum value by the thermal method, the lower part of the thermosyphon filled
with the solution was placed in an open vessel tilted ( = 8) with heated water. The temperature of this
water increased, and it was determined at what its value (Tb) the boiling of water in the thermosyphon under
test would begin. This was associated with the beginning of heating the wall above the water level in the
thermosyphon at a distance of 0.2–0.3 m. Prior to the experimental sample of the thermosyphon, under the
vacuum gauge cover, the method was calibrated to the actual duration (less than 20 minutes) of finding the
bottom of the thermosyphon in a vessel with water heated to Tb. Based on the calibration, accompanied by a
vacuum measurement in the thermosyphon (P0), the dependence P0 = f (Tb) was found.
Three thermosyphon were manufactured at the stage of technology development. She was not pulled
out; during the secondary sealing of the upper plug of the thermosyphon No. 24, in addition to the thermal
seal, vacuum control was also carried out by the gravitational method with the depressurization of the
thermosyphon. Both methods gave identical results. The remaining 15 thermosyphons were made at the end
of the waste technology.

2. METHOD OF MEASUREMENTS AND TESTING
Two thermocouples, chromel-alumel, are welded to the thermosyphons under test in the vicinity of the
steam-water mixture level and at the upper end of the thermosyphon. The thermosyphons equipped with
thermocouples were folded into a bundle, which was installed at an angle  = 8. Around the lower part of
the beam, an electric heater with a power of 2 kW of nichrome wire in the insulation of porcelain beads was
spiraled. The outer surface of the beam is covered with thermal insulation. Every day, the thermocouple
readings on thermosyphons were monitored, and the temperature of the thermosyphons was corrected when
it reached the accepted range Tout = 240–265 °C.
Table 1 shows the characteristics of processing and filling of the tested thermosyphons, the presence of
a getter in them, data on the vacuum value both after the manufacture of thermosyphons, and the last test on
7.12.2017, data on the change in vacuum over the twenty-year test period. Wall thicknesses are also given in
different sections along the length of thermosyphon at the last inspection. Measurements were made in the
upper and lower parts of the water volume, as well as in the region of the water level in the thermosyphons
at T = 250°C, i.е. in 2,2 m from the bottom end of the thermosyphon, in the upper part of the steam volume
(0.5 m and 1 m from the upper end). After that, the thermosyphons Nos. 8, 24, 28, 32 were prepared. Of
these, a solution for characterization was poured, see Table 2. Samples of 0.2–0.5 m in length were cut from
the pipes where the thicknesses of their walls were measured. Samples are longitudinally cut to inspect their
inner surface. From the top of the steam volume of 0.05 m and 1 m from the upper end of the thermosyphon
No. 32, samples were obtained for estimating the structure and characteristics of the mechanical properties
of the pipe material during diffusion of hydrogen through it. The remaining 15 thermosyphons were reinstalled for testing.
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Table 1.
Thermosyphon number

Results of long-term resource tests of thermosyphons as of 7.12.2017

Test Start
Date

16.07.97

5.02.97

21
22
25
28
23
24
31
33
32
34
2
6
3
13
16
14
8
12

9.10.96
11

Wall thickness of thermosyphon, mm,
7.12.2017 at a distance

Vacuum, %
Presence of
a getter

Water
regime

chromate

phosphate
there is condensa
not
te

1m

1.9 m

2.2 m

1m

0.5 m

3.74
3.76
3.88
3.90
3.74

3.68
3.80
3.79
3.87
3.76

3.73
3.80
3.86
3.80
3.83

3.84
3.86
3.88
3.82
3.73

3.83
3.83
3.81
3.92
3.89

3.98

3.91

3.84

3.90

97
90
97
96.5
94

2
–5
2
1.5
–10

73

–22

97
97
97
97
89
97
96
87.5
96
97
78

2
2
2
2
–3
0.5
3
–7.5
–1
1.5
–11

3.77
3.82
3.88
3.72
3.80
3.70
3.82
3.88
3.77
3.91
3.87

3.80
3.75
3.86
3.79
3.84
3.94
3.92
3.91
3.80
3.98
3.86

3.77
3.79
3.86
3.80
3.79
3.86
3.81
3.90
3.87
4.0
3.91

3.84
3.80
3.81
3.70
3.98
3.83
3.90
4.01
3.79
4.02
3.96

3.78
3.99
3.88
3.96
3.97
4.03
3.90
3.94
3.96
3.97
4.00

0.125
0.065
0.01
–0.015
0.03
–0.05
0.03
0.025
0.01
–0.025
0.08
0.15
0.11
0.03
0.08
0.09
0.05
0.115

89

–2

3.76

3.72

3.77

3.76

3.94

0.11

87.5

–1.5

3.94

3.80

3.88

3.96

3.96

95

there is

From the top
end

Initial 7.12.17 Change

there is

there is
not

From the bottom end

92
96.5
93
95
97
95.5
89
91
89

Average
thickness
difference top
bottom,
mm

0.06

Table 2.
The results of analysis of the composition of water in thermosyphons taken off the test 7.12.2017.
Thermosyphon
number
8
24
28

рН

Colour

5.2
11.3
9.6

32

11.6

Yellowish
Transparent
Transparent, slightly
clouded
Transparent, slightly
clouded

Electrical Conductivity,
μS/cm

Fe, mkg/l

Transparency, cm

302
797
1100

> 10000
442
2160

<40
>40
>40

1450

1180

>40
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF THE TESTS
Analysis of the data presented in Tables 1 and 2 showed
1. Over the twenty-year test period, eight thermosyphons that do not contain a getter co-stored the initial
vacuum: an average change of +0.9%, with a maximum decrease of 3%. Among them is a prepared
thermosyphon No. 32. Its inner surface has a dense, smooth protective layer along the entire length with a
finely dispersed, easily removable deposit of magnetite-type deposits. Compared to the solution fused from
the remaining thermosyphons but containing the getter, the solution from thermosyphon No. 32 had fewer
insoluble solid inclusions of the same nature as the deposits on its inner surface. Thus, the 8 thermosyphons
listed have retained their heat transfer characteristics, i.e. boiling operation at a water temperature in
thermosyphons exceeding 50 °C. Boiling regime realizes the positive properties of the thermosyphon work:
high intensity of axial heat transfer along the length of all zones of the thermosyphon, high heat transfer at
boiling of water and film condensation of steam.
A small increase in the vacuum, at level of 2%, for thermosyphons Nos. 31–34 is associated with a high
air temperature in the room Tint = 31–33°C for the initial determination of the vacuum. At these
temperatures, the maximum determined value by the thermal method is 95%, which was the case for these
thermosyphons. The last check was carried out at Tint = 13 °C. In addition, the corrosive processes that took
place also captured the air oxygen remaining in the thermosyphon after it was evacuated. So after 1507
hours of search tests in one of the thermosyphons, initially not evacuated, the final value of the vacuum was
18%.
2. 11 thermosyphons containing the getter during the first 13–14 years of testing also kept the initial
vacuum well: an average change of –0.3% with a maximum decrease of 5%. But over the next 7 years,
thermosyphon No. 8 and No. 24 had a sharp decrease in vacuum – by 11% and 22%. The remaining
9 thermosyphons had an average vacuum reduction of 1.4%, which is slightly higher than the value for a
thermosyphon without a getter. This circumstance is associated with an electrochemical reaction between
the wall of a tube made of steel 20 and a capsule of stainless steel with a getter and, to a lesser extent, the
titanium getter itself contained in grids made of carbon-bearing steel for thermosyphons established on
July 16, 1997.
For the seven thermosyphons that do not contain the getter, both the past passivation of the internal
surface (thermosyphons Nos. 31–34) and those that did not pass through it (thermosyphons Nos. 2, 3, 6),
there is no noticeable change in the vacuum. The resulted, and also small thinning of the walls of
thermosyphons during the testing period, indicates that there is no need to use expensive technology of
preliminary passivation of the internal surface of pipes and the insertion of a getter under the lid of a
thermosyphon made of carbon steel.
The electrical conductivity of the solution in the thermosyphon increased by a factor of 100 as compared
with the turbine condensate, which was 99.95% of the volume of the solution poured. The content of
dissolved iron in the solution is also very high. Thermosyphon No. 11, filled only with a turbine condensate,
practically retained the initial vacuum. The thickness of its wall decreased by less than 0.2 mm compared
with the nominal value. The above calls into question the need for passivating additives to water, which is
poured into thermosyphons. Sufficient is only high requirements for water being poured – the specific
electrical conductivity is not more than 3 μS/cm.
The absence of data on the initial thickness of the walls of the thermosyphon tubes and the measured
significant difference in the wall thickness along the perimeter of the cut samples, reaching up to 0.1 mm,
makes it possible to determine only the thickness of the corroded wall layer at the level of the evaluation. It
probably averaged about S=0,02 mm. This value should correspond to the mass of the iron reacted (1), i.e.
mFe = dL(S)Fe = 87 g and the mass of hydrogen formed mH 2 = 3.12 g.
Under the level of boiling water, almost complete degassing takes place. Here one can neglect the
diffusion of hydrogen through the wall of the tube. In studies [4, 5], the dynamic equilibrium between the
rates of hydrogen accumulation in the bulk of the thermosyphon and its diffusion through the thermosyphon
wall is characterized by a hydrogen content in the thermosyphon of 0.6–1.2 mg per m2 of its entire internal
surface. This for the tested thermosyphon corresponds to the mass of hydrogen above the water level
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mH 2 = 0.33–0.66 mg. That is, 99.98% of the hydrogen formed diffused through the wall of the

thermosyphon. During testing, the height of the zone above the water level is Lsteam =2.6 m, and its volume is
2.8 l, which corresponds to its concentration CH 2 = 0.118–0.236 mg/l. In view of the clearly larger wall
thickness of the thermosyphons under consideration, in comparison with those tested in [4, 5], we take only
the second value CH 2 = 0,236 mg/l = 0,236 g/m3.
Assuming an analogy of the processes of heat and mass transfer and neglecting, due to the smallness of
the content of hydrogen in the external air, the specific consumption of hydrogen, which diffuses through
1 m2 of the inner surface of the wall of the steam volume of the thermosyphon ( jH , g/m2s) is determined by
2

the relation:
jH 2  2Ddif.H2  CH 2 d1 lnd 2 d1  ,

(2)

where
Ddif.H2 – the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen through the wall of a pipe made of carbon steel, m2/s;
d1 и d2 – outer and inner diameters of thermosyphon, m.
In the case of mass transfer, the relation (2) is neglected, due to the smallness of the diffusion resistance
of the inner and outer wall boundary layers of the medium inside the thermosyphon and the surrounding air.
According to the data [7] at Т = 300 С for diffusion of hydrogen through steel 12H18N10Т
Ddif.H2 = 3.810–14 m2/s. According to the data [8] increase in chromium content in steel from 1 to 6%
reduces the value Ddif.H2 103 times at temperature 400 С and 45 times at 600 С. Hence we can assume the
fourth order of difference of the above value Ddif.H2 for steel 12H18N10Т and steel 20, at testing
temperature 240–265 С, and take the value for calculation Ddif.H2 = 2.610–10 m2/s.
With the above assumptions, calculation by (2) gives
jH 2 = 1.7210–8 g/m2s,
hydrogen diffusion rate
GH 2 = jH 2 d1Lsteam = 0.510–8 g/s = 0.156 g/year.
In 20 years mH 2 = 3.12 g. This corresponds to the given value of the mass of hydrogen formed.
For all the roughness of the assumptions adopted, the result of the calculation probably reflects the order
of the values taken S; Ddif.H2 and CH 2 .
The systematic excess of the wall thickness in the vapor zone above its value in the water zone (at a
level of 0.01 mm) is associated with the dissolution of iron in water.

4. RESULTS OF METALLOGRAPHIC STUDY
The results of metallographic examination of the samples of pipes from the steam zone of thermosyphon
No. 32 are shown in Table 3 and in Figure 1. The microstructure of the outer and inner surface of a piece of
thermosyphon located 50 mm from the upper end is shown on it with an increase of 500 times. The same
structure was observed in the second section of the thermosyphon, located 1 m from the upper end. This
thermosyphon did not contain a getter. Removal of water from the thermosyphon could only occur through
its diffusion through the wall.
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Table 3.
Mechanical properties of pipe specimens

top

1 m from the
top

Sample
number
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

σ0,2, MPa

σv, MPa

, %

, %

σ0,2/σv

253
265
320
301
322
295
334
360

484
530
496
460
509
493
503
537

27
26
26
24
17
26
23
21

65
60
61
68
56
64
62
63

0.52
0.50
0.64
0.65
0.63
0.60
0.66
0.67

Fig. 1. The microstructure (500) of the surface layer of the metal of the thermosyphon
(50 mm from the upper end): inner surface (on the left) and outside surface (on the right)

The photographs show the ferritic-perlite structure of the pipe wall: white grains of ferrite Fe and grains
of perlite-mechanical mixture of ferrite and cementite Fe3C. When hydrogen diffuses into steel under
conditions of elevated temperature and a certain concentration of hydrogen disolved in the steel, a chemical
interaction of cementite and hydrogen takes place (3):
Fe3С + 2H2 = 3Fe + СH4.

(3)

The result of this interaction in photography is:
– in the presence of a solid white ferrite band;
– in the formation mainly on the grain boundaries of the microcavities of methane CH4, which is not able to
diffuse through the structure of steel 20. At its elevated pressure, the mechanical properties of the metal:
strength (yield strength and tensile strength, σ0.2 and σv) and plasticity deteriorate (elongation and
constriction,  and ). The most sensitive to the effect of hydrogen is the relative narrowing.
The data presented in Tables 3 and 1 do not indicate the presence of the listed negative changes. The
influence of hydrogen on the structure and characteristics of the mechanical properties of steel is absent.
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An additional confirmation of the above is the results of measuring the micro-hardness of the perlite
grains, was the same for both surfaces of the pipe, while the influence of hydrogen had to lead to lower
values of microhardness on the inner surface of the pipe.

CONCLUSIONS
1. The results of twenty-year bench high-temperature resource tests of 19 thermosyphons of full-scale
dimensions made of carbon steel are presented.
2. The permissibility of their long-term operation was demonstrated while maintaining high intensity of
heat-transfer in-tube processes, as well as the structure and characteristics of the mechanical properties of
the thermosyphon metal.
3. The received high indicators are reached also at application of economic methods of manufacturing of
thermosyphons:
– cleaning of the internal surface of pipes – billets of thermosyphons – steam flow;
– partial filling of thermosyphons with an aqueous condensate having a conductivity at 25°C of less than
3 μS/cm;
– evacuation of the volume of thermosyphons above the water level to create in it at operating temperatures
the boiling operating and a small effect of non-condensing gases on the isothermicity of the surface of
thermosyphons in the cooling zone and the heat transfer rate in this zone. For industrial heat exchangers,
normally, 90% of vacuum is sufficient.
– sealing of thermosyphons: high-quality argon-arc electric welding;
– control of vacuum not lower than the required value as described in the article by thermal or other method,
not requiring depressurization of thermosyphons.
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Abstract
The scope of this study is an experimental evaluation of the evaporation and condensation heat transfer in a loop
thermosyphon with porous coating of the evaporator (LTCE), its thermal resistance, temperature field along the
thermosyphon, and critical heat flux (CHF). Compared with conventional loop heat pipes (LHP) and loop
thermosyphons (LT) suggested loop thermosyphon (LTCE) with porous coating of the evaporator ensures a shortened
start-up time, decreases the evaporator wall temperature, has small hysteresis during the increasing/decreasing of the
heat load and suppresses the temperature instability. The thermal resistance of LTCE does not exceed 0.36 K/W
(evaporator – R = 0.1–0.05 k/W).

KEYWORDS
Heat pipe, heat transfer, phase change, wick, thermal resistance, cooling system, heat sink

INTRODUCTION
A modern trend in microelectronic, MEMS and optoelectronic devices is increasing the level of
integration by minimizing the device size (high density packaging) and increasing the performance of the
device (higher frequency). Since there is a strong demand for miniaturization in commercial applications,
emphasis was also placed on physical size during the design stage of the new systems. Two-phase thermal
control systems such as loop heat pipes (LHP), loop thermosyphon (LT) heat exchangers and evaporative
spray cooling play a vital role in heat dissipation and recently have been widely used in the electron
components cooling and the energy applications [1, 2]. In these devices, a considerable amount of heat is
produced within a small space, and its heat generation is difficult to dissipate by natural or forced convection
to the surroundings. Two-phase loop thermosyphons were used for several applications [2–5]. Cryogenic
loop heat pipes (LHP) are of interest as thermal devices devoted for cooling and control demand in low
temperature applications (medical treatments, infrared sensors, superconductive magnetic materials), [6].
Heat transfer enhancement in heat pipes and thermosyphons are analyzed in detail in some publications using
different technologies including nanofluids, nanocoatings and nano- composites [7–12].
The scope of this study is a “special type” of thermosyphon (LTCE) development and an experimental
evaluation of the evaporation and condensation heat transfer inside such LTCE. Thermosyphon thermal
resistance, temperature field along the evaporator and condenser for different heat loads and critical Qmax
with uniformly heated evaporator surface are the subject of this research.

1. LOOP THERMOSYPHON (LTCE) WITH EVAPORATOR POROUS COATING
LTCE is suggested for its adoption in medicine as a “cold finger” to cool human body, solar photovoltaic
and hot water systems, due to its unique features such as high effective thermal conductivity and flexible
design embodiments, for example thin, long and flexible cylinder. Cryogenic infrared sensors, based on
LTCE coolers application ensure the precise thermal control demand in low temperature. LTCE could solve
the problem with cooling down the superconductive magnetic materials directly or indirectly. It is interesting
to note, that a start-up of the LTCE has some advantages to compare with conventional LHP and LT (the
transport distance and heat release capacity). LTCE as an advanced electronic cooling device has the ability
to handle multiple heat sources (chips, LED emitters, etс.) simultaneously situated along the single
evaporator surface. Based on the above mentioned problem, this study is focused to carry out the work on the
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developing, design and testing LTCE system in order to provide a robust solution for significant enhance the
ability energy transfer. Specifically, it is shown that the system can reach a maximum heat transfer rate of
140 W with an overall thermal resistance of 0.36 K/W. The corresponding heat flux is 18.9 W/cm2.
The copper LTCE (Fig. 1) has a thin and long horizontal evaporator (length 100-200 mm, diameter 1012 mm) and liquid cooled cylindrical condenser. Miniature copper sintered powder porous coating less 1 mm
thick is placed inside the evaporator. LTCE is made self-priming by carefully controlling condenser, vapor
line and liquid line and the volume of the compensation chamber, Fig. 2. The compensation chamber and
fluid charge are set so that there is always fluid in the compensation chamber even if the condenser, vapor
line and liquid line are completely filled with the liquid. LTCE is thus reliable inherently self priming
system.

Fig. 1. LTCE with cylindrical horizontally disposed evaporator and condenser. Points 1–8
are the thermocouple positions on the thermosyphon surface.

The wick porosity, which is the ratio of the volume occupied by the wick material to the total volume, is
an important parameter of the porous structure and has a decisive influence on its thermal and hydraulic
characteristics. A higher porosity due to the presence of different size of pores (mini and macro) enables a
higher mass flow rate of liquid through porous structure. The wick permeability is another important
parameter responsible for the high value of the liquid motion through porous structure. Two-phase heat
transfer (evaporation + mini boiling cycle), filtration and capillary pumping of the working fluid are
available in annular mini channel inside the evaporator. However, in this case, only the evaporator chamber
is lined with porous wick. The transport lines for liquid and vapor are regular pipes and do not have a porous
coating, which significantly reduces the pressure drop. A part of liquid line from the condenser of LTCE is
inserted into the LTCE evaporator from one end, organizing an annular mini gap between the liquid line and
the envelope of the evaporator, Fig. 2. The LTCE condenser envelope is cooled by the liquid (water)
transferred from the cooling Bath through the annular liquid heat exchanger. The cooling liquid flow is
maintained via a thermostat with its flow rate being measured by a flow meter. The temperature of the
cooling liquid is regulated from 20 up to 80 C to give a possibility to change the temperature of the vapor
condensation inside the LTCE thus changing the boundary conditions of the heat transfer inside the
condenser.

Fig. 2. Longitudinal-section of the LTCE evaporator

The condenser of LTCE is made as a straight copper tube 105 mm long, 6 mm diameter disposed inside
the liquid/liquid heat exchanger. The total length of LTCE including vapor line and liquid line is about 500
mm. significantly reduces the pressure drop.
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The pressure drop during a working fluid circulation inside LTCE is calculated as:
∆Pcap + ∆Pg + ∆Pbg ≥ ∆PL + ∆Pv + ∆Pe + ∆Pc.

(1)

The notation ∆Pcap is a capillary pressure of the wick; ∆Pg is the gravitational pressure drop; ∆Pbg is the
bubble generation pressure drop in the evaporator; ∆PL is the pressure drop of the liquid flow; ∆Pv is the pressure
drop of the vapor flow, ∆Pe and ∆Pc are the preassure drop due to evaporation and condensation at the liquidvapour interface respectively. To ensure the heat pipe functioning properly, the ∆Pcap + ∆Pg +∆Pbg ought to be
larger or at least equal to the sum of all the pressure losses mentioned above. To increase the capillary pressure
and permeability of the wick, the wick ought to have a heterogeneous porous structure (micro, mesa and macro
pores). The wick will require a high liquid surface tension coefficient , low contact angle  (i.e. high liquid
wettability) and small powder particle size for low effective pore size radius Reff.

Fig. 3 Subcooled liquid (condensate) heating near
the entrance of the annular mini-channel of LTCE
evaporator (Phase 1)

Fig. 4 Beginning of nucleate boiling of the saturated
liquid in the annular mini-channel of LTCE evaporator
(Phase 2)

LTCE evaporator has some important features of design. The intensive two-phase heat and mass transfer
inside the annular mini channel of the evaporator is available (boiling and evaporation of the working liquid
inside the annular gap and porous wick) during the heat load application (combine action of pressure
difference along the annular gap due to the bubble generation and capillary forces action in the porous
media).
The heat transfer along the evaporator can be divided on four zones, Fig. 5:
1) subcooled liquid flow pre-heater zone (Fig. 3); 2) transient zone of liquid boiling, Fig. 4; 3) zone of the
developed liquid boiling (Fig. 5); 4) zone of the liquid evaporation inside the porous wick.
There is inside a zone 4 a capillary pumping of the liquid from the rivulet disposed at the bottom of the
evaporator by the annular porous wick with intense liquid evaporation.

Evaporation inside the wick.
Capillary pumping is aviable
from the liquid rivulet at the
bottom of evaporator

Bubble flow
boiling on the wick

Fig. 5. Developed bubble flow and liquid evaporation from the wick inside the annular mini-channel
of the LTCE evaporator
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The average temperature difference between the evaporator and condenser, ∆Tavg, is found by subtracting
the average, front-end condenser temperature, Tc, from average front-end evaporator temperature, Te. Both
the evaporator and condenser temperatures were found using Eqs. (2), (3):
Te 

1
3 T1  T2  T3 

(2)

Tс 

1
,
3 T5  T6  T7 

(3)

and

where, T1, T2, T3 and T5, T6, T7 are the temperatures occurring at the respective thermocouples locations on the
evaporator and condenser; T4 and T8 are the temperatures occurring at the respective thermocouples locations
on the vapor and liquid lines of LTCE, Fig.1. The effective thermal conductivity, keff, of LTCE was
calculated using:

keff 

QLeff
,
A  Tavg

(4)

where Q is the heat load and A is the cross sectional area of the LTCE evaporator.
The heat transfer intensity along the LTCE evaporator depend on the heat flow (rate of liquid flow from
the condenser to the evaporator), and the porous structure of the wick, Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Heat transfer rate along the evaporator as the function of the height h of the liquid
inside the annular mini-gap: 1–5 – h = 7; 2; 1.5; 1; 0.5 mm correspondingly.

LTCE evaporators up to 200 mm in length and 10-12 mm diameter can maintain the temperature of a
cooled object (heat generator) at a level below 80С even at the heat loads from 100 to 200 W and more.
LTCE insures a short start-up time, decrease the evaporator wall temperature, and suppress the temperature
instability inside the thermosyphon. One of the outstanding features of LTCE is its long distance transporting
ability. The heat transfer of LTCE occurs due to self exciting oscillation which may be driven by fast
fluctuating pressure wave engendered from nucleate boiling of the free liquid entered from the condenser to
the evaporator.
An analysis of the results obtained by various authors [10, 11] on trials of copper-water LHPs provided
with both copper and some other less heat-conducting wicks shows that (due to a low pressures of water at
the room temperature) the minimum value of the vapor temperature ought to be at the level above 40C even
at minimum heat loads to guarantee the successful start up.
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Thermal resistance of LTCE decreases with an increase in the temperature of the liquid used for heat
removal from the condenser (liquid line). The condenser/radiator is the component with the highest mass and
surface area. The rate of the fluid accumulation in the condenser depends on several factors and processes
such as:
 sink temperature variation;
 heat load (vaporization rate) variation;
 variation of the absolute temperatures and pressures;
 variation of the fluid thermophysical properties;
 conduction in the face sheets;
 back conduction;
 vapor breaking through the condenser into the evaporator;
 variation of the liquid subcooling coming to the evaporator due to the fluid accumulation and changes in
the radiator temperature.
The ability to use a “hot” cooling liquid has an important practical prospect in particular for “free
cooling” technology for example in cooling systems of data-centers, utilization of heat dissipated inside datacenters.
The cooling capacity of LTCE condenser is calculated from the following expression:
Qout = mcp (Tout – Tin),

(5)

where m, cp, Tout and Tin is represent the flow rate, specific heat at the constant pressure, outlet temperature
and inlet temperature of chilled water, respectively.
Rtotal = ∆T/Q = (Te – Tc)/Qactual ,

(6)

where Te and Tc is an average temperature of the evaporator and condenserб Qactual is representing the average of
the heat removal form of the condenser and supplied input power (Qinput = (IV).

2. EXPERIMENTS
Many factors such as optimal geometric parameters, liquid filling ratios, heat load, tilt angle affect, the
start-up time, were considered in the experiments.
An electric heater was applied as a source of energy. Absorbed heat in the evaporator during two-phase
heat transfer is transporting by the vapor flow from the evaporator to condenser through the vapor line. The
heat flow is released by vapor condensation inside the condenser. The heat sink is Thermostatic Bath. In the
set of experiments the temperature of the cooling liquid is increasing inside the Circulating Thermostatic
Bath from 20 up to 80 C. The temperature field along the LTCE is registered by thermocouples, type K, that
are placed on the main parts of evaporator and condenser, Fig. 1. The low temperature water flow is
maintained via a thermostat with its flow rate being measured by a flow meter.
Thermocouples are used to measure the surface of thermosyphon and working fluid temperature. A total
of eight thermocouples are placed underneath the test section for measuring the average surface temperature
whereas two thermocouples are used to record the inlet and outlet temperature of cooling water across the
condenser.
The thermal resistance of the evaporator Re, condenser Rc and total Rt for LTCE are calculated following
the formula:
Re = (Тe – Тv)/Q,
Rc = (Тv – Тc)/Q,
Rt = (Тe – Тc)/Q,
where Te, Tc are the temperatures of evaporator, condenser, Rt is the total thermal resistance of LTCE.
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Heat is absorbing by the water cooling system. The liquid temperature inside the Circulating
Thermostatic Bath Carbolite Gero Limited, Julabo FP-89 was regulated from various “cold” to “hot”
temperature diapasons and has a flow rate of 10 l/min; the precision of the liquid temperature maintenance in
the Bath was ±0.10С. Furthermore, measured data were recorded using a data acquisition system Agilent
34970A, which was subsequently processed using. The LTCE working vapor pressure during the test was
measured using a pressure sensor, PSA-C01, and the NI-9203. The precision of the heat flow Q
measurements was ±5%. To analyze the thermal performance of the LTCE properly, the system had to be
perfectly thermo isolated (sealed) with an insulating material to prevent heat loss to the surrounding
environment. LTCE samples were tested using two types of working fluids: R245fa and R600. In these
experiments the heat load applied to the evaporator starting from 10 W continued to be increased up to 30,
40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, and 120 W and was decreasing back. No hysteresis of LTCE thermal resistance
via heat load decreasing was observed.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In present research a series of experiments were accomplished to study and analyze some LTCE
parameters, including thermosyphon geometry, liquid filling ratios, vapor and liquid line lengths, and heat
load. Two working fluids were used during experiments R245fa and R600.It is known that the operation of
LTCE without temperature and pressure pulsations is impossible in principle, as well as of any other closed
system where joined processes of evaporation/boiling and condensation take place and where there is some
movable interfaces between the vapor and free liquid volume of the working fluid. Difference may lie in the
organization of these processes and the values of pulsations. If the process of heat and mass transfer in LTCE
is organized optimally using the phenomena of evaporation in the porous structure as the main heat transfer
mode, the amplitude of pulsations can be very small and they are of little practical importance.

3.1. Results
3.1.1. Copper-R245fa LTCE #1. The geometric parameters of Copper-R245fa LTCE thermosyphon,
sample #1 are presented in the Table 1.
Table 1.
Dimensions of the LTCE sample #1 components, mm.
Length of the evaporator
Diameter/wall thickness of the evaporator
Length of the condenser
Diameter/wall thickness of the condenser
Length of the vapor line
Diameter/wall thickness of the vapor line
Length of the liquid line
Diameter/wall thickness of the liquid line

130
12/1
105
4/0.5
90
4/0.5
350
3/0.5

Start up and thetemperature evolution of LTCE #1 via the time for different heat input Q is shown on
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.The temperature curves are presented for such LTCE components as: evaporator and
condenser, working fluids in the vapor and liquid lines, heat sink (condenser), temperature of the working
liquid coming out from the condenser. The obtained results show that the copper-R245fa LTCE has a good
dynamics of start up. It starts at sufficiently low heat loads (less than 10 W). LTCE is stable in operation
over a wide range of heat flows (10-100 W). The total thermal resistance Rt of the copper-R245fa LTCE does
not exceed 0.34 K/W (for evaporator Re – 0.1–0.05 K/W) in the heat load range 30–100 W.
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Fig. 7. Start-up of LTCE thermosyphon, sample #1, as a function of time; Te, Tv, Tc and Tl are
the temperatures of evaporator, vapor, condenser and liquid respectively. Working fluid – R245fa.

The temperature distribution along the LTCE is shown on Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Temperature profiles along LTCE (sample #1) as a function of heat load in the evaporator.
Working fluid – R245fa.

The experimental data show that the temperature difference along the length of the evaporator is small.
When the thermal load of the LTCE evaporator is changing from 30 up to 120 W, the heat transfer capacity
of the thermosyphon is high and not deteriorated, Fig. 10.
Thermal resistance R of the evaporator, condenser and total of LTCE evolution via the temperature of
the cooling bath is shown on Figs. 9, 10, depending on the temperature of the cooling water for the constant
heat load Q = 40 W. It should be noted that with increasing of the temperature of the cooling water T0 in the
Circulating Thermostatic Bath the total thermal resistance R of LTCE decreases, Fig. 9. This is very
important, since when providing thermal conditions of equipment disposed in a closed, saturated with the
electronic equipment space, it is not possible to cool the condenser of a thermosyphon with the cold air or
supply the liquid cooling system.
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Fig. 9. Thermal resistances of evaporator Re , condenser Rc , and Rt total of LTCE #1
via the temperature of the cooling bath. Q = 40 W.

Fig. 10. Thermal resistances of evaporator Re , condenser Rc , and Rt total of LTCE #1
via the LTCE heat load.

3.1.2. Copper-R600 LTCE #2. The dimensions of the LTCE#2 thermosyphon charged with R600 are the
same as for LTCE#1, Table 1. Temperature evolution of LTCE #2 via the time and along the LTCE for
different heat input Q is shown on Figs.11 and 12. The temperature curves are presented for such LTCE
components as: evaporator and condenser, phases of working fluids in the vapor and liquid lines, heat sink,
temperature of the working liquid coming out from the condenser.

Fig. 11. Start-up of LTCE thermosyphon, sample #2, as a function of time; Te, Tv, Tc and Tl are
the temperatures of evaporator, vapor, condenser and liquid respectively. Working fluid – R600.
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The thermophysical parameters of the LTCE sample#2 with the working fluid R600 are similar to LTCE
thermosyphon, sample #1. Thermal resistance of the evaporator, condenser and total of LTCE evolution via
the temperature of the cooling bath is shown on Fig. 13, depending on the temperature of the cooling water
for the constant heat load Q = 40 W. It should be noted that with increasing the temperature of the cooling
water T0 in the Circulating Thermostatic Bath the thermal resistance R of LTCE decreases.

Fig. 12. Temperature profiles along LTCE (sample #2) as a function of heat load in the evaporator.
Working fluid – R600.

Fig. 13. Thermal resistances of evaporator Re , condenser Rc , and Rt total of LTCE #2
via the LTCE heat load.

The obtained results show that R245fa and R600 LTCE’s both have a good dynamics of start up. They
are easily start at sufficiently low heat loads (less than 10 W), are very stable in operation over a wide range
of heat flows (10–100 W). The total thermal resistance Rt of LTCE does not exceed 0.35–0.4 K/W (for
evaporator Re – 0.1–0.05 K/W) in the heat load range 30–100 W.

3.2. Discussion
LTCE thermosyphons summarize the advantages of conventional heat pipes, LHP’s and LTs. The
experimental results show that modified system of LTCE is able to prevent the occurrence of dry-out
phenomena and significantly reduce the evaporator temperature.
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According to some authors data [6, 11], a start-up at low heat loads is a problematic operating mode for
conventional LHP. This problem is not available in the case with LTCE. Here it is evident the fact that at low
heat loads a successful start-up of LTCE takes place, i.e. there is good regular circulation of the working
fluid inside LTCE thermosyphon. The porous coating of the evaporator minimizes temperature and the
pressure fluctuations and noise. The application of porous coating in LTCE evaporator increases two-phase
heat transfer intensity nearly 2–3 times to compare with the pool boiling heat transfer in the loop
thermosyphon with smooth wall of the evaporator.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This study is encompassed on the test of the loop thermosyphon with porous coating of the evaporator
(LTCE). The simplest LTCE configuration consists of an evaporator, a liquid-cooled condenser, a
compensation chamber, vapor and liquid line, Figure 1.The concept is to apply a new combined two-phase
pumping of the working fluid in the annular mini channel disposed inside the evaporator together with
capillary pumping. A reliable high performance cooling system is realized. Three cylindrical LTEC
evaporators were made of copper tube (d = 12 mm) with the length 130 mm. The working fluid used is
R245fa and R600. The LTCE model #1 with R245fa is able to attend heat rates as high as 130 W, while
maintaining a junction temperature of the evaporator less than 50 C. All two models of LTCE have the same
wick, which is made of sintered copper powder, have relatively high thermal conductivity and help spreading
the heat uniformly across the evaporation chamber. Increasing the active evaporation zone is expected to
enhance the vaporization rate and improve the effectiveness of heat removal from the hot junction. All these
results suggest that this configuration has a great potential for cooling workstations, servers, and other
electronic devices with high heat density chips. Test results showed that LTCE thermal resistance slightly
decreases with the rise of heating power due to the rise of circulating fluid speed. Because of the passive
capillary phase separation, the hybrid LTCE operation didn’t require any active flow control, even at highly
transient and asymmetrical heat inputs along the evaporator. It is important to note that, unlike a loop heat
pipe, the evaporator of LTCE is not practically limited in length. Consequently, a number of cooled
elements, such as cryogenic infrared sensors, electronic chips, LEDs, etc., can be attached to one unique
evaporator of LTCE. LTCE has a good dynamics of quick reaching the operating mode; it starts at
sufficiently low heat loads (less than 10 W) and is stable in operation over a wide range of heat flows. In this
case, the thermal resistance of the LTCE evaporator is 0.05–0.1 K/W for both tested fluids. The heat flow
density for LTCE #2 (L = 130mm) is equal q = 48 kW/m2.These results represent a certain advance over
state-of-the-art heat pipes, loop heat pipes, loop thermosyphons and evaporative spray cooling devices in
terms of performance, robustness and simplicity. At a heat load of 100 W, the surface temperature of the
LTCE evaporator is 105 C for R245fa, and near 100C for R600.

Nomenclature
P
Q
R
T



Pressure (Pa)
Heat flow (W)
Thermal resistance (K/W)
Temperature (°C)
Contact angle (grad)
Surface tension (N/m)

Subscripts
bg bubble generation
c condenser
cap capillary
e evaporator
eff effective
g gravitation
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l
liquid
t
total
v vapor
w – wall
0 cooling agent, ambient environment
Abbreviations
CTB Circulating Thermostatic Bath
LHP loop heat pipe
LT loop thermosyphon
LTCE loop thermosyphon with porous coating
of the evaporator
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Abstract
Thermal mode of the non-hermetic instrument compartment of the spacecraft "Intergeliozond", developed by
Lavochkin Association on the instructions of Roskosmos state corporation, is discussed. Brief information on the
designation and design features of the spacecraft is given, and relevant references are given. Two spacecraft will operate
on heliocentric orbits and willproduce physical investigations of the Sun from close distances. The conditions of the
spacecraft application are characterized by a significant change in the density of the incoming solar radiation, therefore
in addition to the already existing heat pipes and honeycomb panels it is proposed to apply pumped fluid loop (PFL).
The pumped fluid loop will provide the heating or additional cooling of the instrument compartment. A different level of
complexity, of the process of the pumped fluid loop integration into the spacecraft is presented.

KEYWORDS
Key words: thermal control system, thermal cluster, spacecraft, heat pipe, multifunctional pumped fluid loop.

INTRODUCTION
At present, the leading space agencies, in particular NASA, ESA and ROSCOSMOS, carry out the
design development and production of space vehicles (SC) intended for carrying out physical investigations
of the Sun from close distances [1–3]. In the Russian space program, this kind of research is planned to be
carried out within the framework of the program "Intergeliozond" (IGZ), with the help of two satellites
operating on heliocentric, out-ecliptical orbits. IGZ scientific instruments will conduct a series of different
physical measurements with high sensitivity and resolution such as optical, ultraviolet, X-ray and gammaray measurements [4].
A unique feature of near-sun mission spacecrafts is capability of vehicle structure and equipment to
resist strong solar radiation and a cyclic change in its magnitude. For example, for Russian spacecraft, the
density of the incident solar flux can reach 17.5 kW / m2 at perihelion, and it can drop to 0.95 kW/m2 at
aphelion. The article discusses technical solutions that provide a specified temperature regime for the nonhermetic instrument compartment of the spacecraft "Intergeliozond" (IGZ), developed by Lavochkin
Association (on assignment of ROSCOSMOS).

1. INTERHELIOZOND DESIGN CONCEPT
Let's consider the design concept of Interheliozond spacecraft. Fig. 1 shows that the spacecraft is
equipped with a heat shield (HS) consisting of two disks and connecting frames to keep both discs together.
These elements are made of carbon-carbon material, which is resistant to high temperatures. The
temperature of the shield external surface can reach over 500 degree C. The HS is able to provide necessary
shadow on the spacecraft in case of SC "X" axis is oriented to the Sun.
The solar arrays (SA) never shadowed with the shield and should function in any part of the orbit. The
design and the external coating of SA are purposefully adapted to high temperatures, the choice of the
angular position of the panels during the flight makes the possibility to change their temperature in the
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specified way. The principal technical decisions concerning the organization of the work of the SA in such
conditions under consideration are represented in [5] and [6].
The spacecraft body, shadowed with the shield, assembled from honeycomb thermal panels (HTP),
which form a non-hermetic instrument compartment (IC), which has the form of a regular octagonal prism.
Heat pipes (HPs) are integrated into each HTP. Eight large HTPs (660 1770mm) form the main part of the
instrument compartment, and eight small (660 470mm) – an additional part. The latter part is also the
framework for locating the propulsion system with fuel tanks, see Fig. 1.

1
2

6

3

5
4

Fig. 1. General view of Interheliozond spacecraft: 1) Heat Shield; 2) Radiative Heat
Exchanger; 3) Solar Array; 4) High Gain Antenna; 5) Truster; 6) Instrument Compartment.

The heat generating equipment is installed on both HTP sides and is covered with multilayer vacuum
heat insulation (MLI). The controlled heat rejection (excess) into the environment is provided by radiative
heat exchangers (RHXs) designed on the basis of adjustable loop heat pipes (LHPs). HTPs of the main part
of the instrument compartment are connected in pairs by means of collector heat pipes, which allows to
divide the installed equipment in two separate groups according temperature ranges from minus 20 to
+60°C and from 0 to +35°C.
Fig. 2 shows the connection of heat-transferring units in the main and in additional parts of instrument
compartment namely: between HTPs, collector heat pipes (HPs) and radiative heat exchangers (RHXs).
To provide a comfortable temperature regime of the equipment mounted on the HTPs, the thermal
control system (TCS) of the instrument compartment is equipped with several RHXs on the basis of loop
heat pipes (LHPs). There are also unregulated RHXs (NRHX), whose role is performed by the outer surface
areas of the HTPs, intentionally opened from MLI and having a high emissivity coating. NRHX allow to
remove the heat, "in place", reducing the temperature gradients over the HTP, and reducing the temperature
differences between the HTPs and along the heat transfer paths.
Own energy consumption of the spacecraft is about 1 kW, however, the determination of the parameters
of the RHXs has been carried out, with the margin, taking into account the effect of external heat fluxes on
the radiating surfaces and the heat influxes coming through the different elements of the spacecraft
structure. In total the TCS of Interheliozond instrument compartment (IC) has about 6 m2 of emitting surface
on adjustable RHXs and 1 m2 on unregulated RHXs. The role of NRHX, in part, is performed by the open
parts of some instruments installed on external sides of HTPs.
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Fig. 2. Main (a) and additional (b) parts of instrument compartment, shown schematic:
1) Radiative Heat Exchanger; 2) Thermal Honeycomb Panel; 3) Evaporator of LHP;
4) Collector Heat Pipes.

4
3
2
1
5

Fig. 3. "Thermal cluster" consists of two HTPs, one collector (of 3 heat pipes) and two LHPs
(evaporators of LHPs are shown only). 1) heater; 2) NRHX; 3) Evaporator of LHP;
4) Collector Heat Pipes; 5) Heat Pipe inside of HTP.

Fig. 3 shows the scheme of the thermal connection of two HTPs in the main part of the instrument
compartment. Such schemes are widely used in Lavochkin spacecrafts and allow redistribute the heat
generated by equipment, as well as more rational to use RHXs, NRHXs, the thermal capacity of installed
electronic boxes and the thermal capacity of heat transfer devices to maintain a given temperature level of
several THPs, combined into peculiar "thermal clusters".
There are several through holes in the heat shield of the Interheliozond SC, through which solar
radiation, with a total power of up to ~ 8 kW, can achieve to the lenses and sensory elements of scientific
instruments. The total area of these holes is not less than 0.45 m2, while the largest part (> 65%) of direct
solar radiation passes through one large hole to the lens of a solar multifunction optical telescope [7], which
has its own (local) TCS.
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Most scientific instruments, lenses and sensors that directly work with solar radiation, are installed on
the outer sides of the HTPs, which allows reflecting or dispersing beyond the Instrument Compartment a
significant fraction of the incoming solar energy. At the same time, there is a possibility to close the holes in
heat shield, in emergency, with the help of emergency shutters/flaps. However, even in the case of accidentfree operation of the flaps, it is possible to expect a significant level of parasitic heat inflows in the region of
instrument compartment (according to preliminary estimates up to ~ 1 kW) during the spacecraft perihelion.

2. BACKGROUND OF PFL APPLICATION
Despite the fact that the thermal control concept of instrument compartment is based on sufficiently
proven and reasoned technical solutions, there are some specific technical problems due to Interheliozond
unique operational conditions.
First, taking into account the fact that power which can flow into the zone of the instrument
compartment, substantially exceeds the energy consumption of the spacecraft itself, there is a necessity to
increase the capacity of the TCS, expressed in the increase in the surfaces of the RHXs and the NRHXs.
Secondly, during the spacecraft aphelion, we can confidently expect a shortage of electricity needed to
compensate for heat losses from the NRHXs and through the MLI of the instrument compartment. This kind
of compensation is usually performed with the help of electric heaters, so the deficit occurs in conditions of
a decrease in the local solar constant to ~ 0.78 kW/m2. A similar situation occurred during the flight of the
Messenger spacecraft to Mercury [8].
Finally, the thirdly, for the stages of ground testing, it is difficult to reproduce an adequate temperature
distribution in the Interheliozond hull panels due to the influence of mass forces. In particular, there are
limitations by the heat transfer between HTPs, connected with help of collector heat pipes, as well as in the
heat removal from individual HTP zones. The spatial position of heat pipes embedded in HTPs, as well as
the collector HPs that connect the HTPs and the RHX (in common thermal cluster),they are forced to
operate in the thermosyphon mode, which not ensure the heat transfer along the length of each HP in an
arbitrary direction.
All heat pipes are placed in the same horizontal plane (so called “horizontal sweep”) during the TCS
ground test to provide heat pipes operation under gravity conditions. Thus, the necessary heat redistribution
is achieved within one HTP and between several HTPs which are forming thermal cluster. However, it is
extremely difficult to provide a "horizontal sweep" of all heat pipes on a fully assembled spacecraft.
For full or partial solution of the above-mentioned problems, it is proposed to upgrade the TCS of
spacecraft with a pumped fluid loop designed to transfer heat power of about 1 kW. Such fluid loop should
remove heat load from each HTP by means of a contact heat exchanger (cold plate) and transfer it to an
external contact heat exchanger (cold plate) to which ground thermal control system (GTCS) is connected.
The scheme of such pumped fluid loop is shown in Fig. 4.
With the help of the proposed fluid loop it is possible to ensure the performance of different kinds of
ground thermal simulation of the spacecraft. If during ground operations the spatial position of the
spacecraft "X" axis in the field of mass forces will be horizontal, then the HPs of HTP will operate "along
the entire length", and the heat transfer from the HTP to the HTP will occur in the direction of circulation of
the cooling fluid. With vertical position of the spacecraft "X" axis the placement of the cold plates must be
at the top of the HTP to provide thermosyphon mode for heat pipes embedded in HTP. In this case heat
transfer will occur only in the direction - from the HTP to the fluid loop.
Taking into account the fact that the nominal maximum solar flux couldn`t be reached under laboratory
conditions and, therefore, parasitic heat inflows will not be so great, the heat transfer capacity of the fluid
loop for ground testing can be limited to ~ 1 kW.
The concept of the pumped fluid loop, which can be treated here as a "multifunctional segment of TCS
based on the pumped fluid loop", must meet the following requirements:
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a) the contact heat exchangers (coldplates) connected to fluid loop must be mounted on the HTPs by
analogy with the collector HPs, i.e. according to the technology adopted in the Lavochkin: without loss of
HTP shell integrity, with provision of effective thermal contact of coldplates with HPs (embedded in the
HTP), with possibility multiple remounting of coldplates on the HTP. The width of the contact zones should
be commensurate to the width of the collector heat pipes (i.e. do not exceed 90 mm).
b) the pumped fluid loop of Interheliozond must carry out recuperative heat exchange between GTCS
and SC, by using an external contact heat exchanger, in order to provide a fast (and "dry") connection
between GTCS and SC in performing various operations requiring thermostating;
c) the pumped fluid loop must be equipped with its own pump unit, which has independent control
(different from GTCS). The pump must have flight qualification for possible future use of the pumped fluid
loop on the spacecraft board, as a part of the TCS of instrument compartment. The decision about PFL flight
status can be made, for example, only for one of the two Interheliozond spacecraft.
Figures 4 (a) and 4 (b) show how the elements of the fluid loop can be connected ( or disconnected) to
implement various options for its use in the TCS of instrument compartment, depending on chosen level of
complexity. By the "B" line, the system can be separated or assembled whenever it is necessary to
disconnect or connect the GTCS. This contact connection can be provided with a heat-conducting gasket
using threaded fasteners (disconnection of fluid tubing is not required).
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Fig. 4. Integration of the pumped fluid loop into IGZ-spacecraft thermal control system.
1) HTP; 2) Fluid Loop Lines; 3) Pump Assembly; 4) External Coldplate of PFL (Interface to
the Ground TCS; 5) (coldplate type) HX of GTCS; 6) Connection to FPL Branch for;
7) Solar Thermal Collector Coating; 8) Adjustable Screen.
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By the "A" line, the hydraulic circuit can be divided after all simulations have been completed in case
the liquid circuit is not planned to be used for spacecraft flight operation. In this case, the coolant must be
removed (drained/blown) from the connecting pipes and coldplates of the fluid loop. The coldplates (placed
on THP) can be also dismounted together with the pump unit and the external contact heat exchanger.
In case the pumped fluid loop remains in the spacecraft to enhance the TCS of instrument compartment
(disconnection by the line "B"), then, as shown in Fig. 4 (b), the external contact heat exchanger of the fluid
loop to be "transformed" into a radiator-heater. Those, the contact heat exchanger, which is the thermal
interface for connecting the spacecraft to the ground-based TCS, can function in flight as a radiation heat
exchanger-heater known in industrial heat supply as a "solar-thermal collector" (STK).
To perform the STK functions, the external heat exchanger should be provided with a selective coating
with the characteristics As> 0.9 and <0.1 (see Fig. 4 (c), position-7). STK, with a working surface of 0.5 m2,
is capable to provide heating of instrument compartment in the aphelion (i.e., in the cold mode) with a
power of at least 400 Watts. In the hot mode, this solution will allow to obtain some additional cooling
capacity of the TCS, since the suface area of the NRHX can be increased respectively to STK power margin,
but the STK can be deactivated by its evacuation into the shadow of the heat shield.
Installation of the movable thermal screen-8, shown in Fig. 4 (c) will further increase the functional
potential of the external heat exchanger of the fluid loop. From the solar-thermal collector, it can be
converted to an additional radiator-cooler if a thermooptical coating with a high emissivity is applied to its
opposite side and the screen-8 is opened during the spacecraft hot mode. The surface of such a RHX, will be
equal to 0.5 m2 as well as STC RHX. Movable screen can additionally serve as a regulator of STC
performance.
In the process of defining the concept of a multipurpose PFL, options for automatic adaptation of the
STC spatial position were considered, as well as the possibility of its transforming to the large radiatorcooler with a deployable structure (deployable radiator-cooler). However, in technological terms, this way
will significantly complicate the creation of the TCS with PFL segment, significantly increase its mass and
reduce reliability, since it will require the use of drives, flexible fluid lines, hinge structures, pyrotechnic,
etc.
However, even for the implementation of a simpler and more reliable flight version of fluid loop, it is
necessary to take into account that the operation of the fixed external heat exchanger (in the role of STC)
will require a reorientation of the spatial position of the spacecraft itself, whenever the STC needs to be
activated. I.e. the flight task definition should include a targeted reorientation of the spacecraft in the
aphelion area, with priority given to thermal mode.

3. PFL PRELIMINARY DEFINITION
To estimate the basic parameters of the used fluid loop and the contact heat exchangers, it was assumed
that the pump can develop pressure head up to 0.6 bar at a flow rate of 6 l/min, working with a PMS-1.5p
coolant [9]. The choice of this coolant (silicium-organic) is consistent with the temperature range in which it
is proposed to apply the fluid loop for Interheliozond. To provide PMS-1,5p circulation within the fluid
loop, it is intended to use the pump unit designed and manufactured by RSC Energia and confirmed its
characteristics during operation as a part of the modules of the Russian segment of the International Space
Station.
Table 1 demonstrates the main parameters that should be taken into account when designing the contact
heat exchangers for the TCS part based on the fluid loop. Cold plates mounted on the main part of the
instrument compartment should have at least 34 (parallel) liquid channels and at least 9 channels for an
additional part. It is recommended not to use a hydraulic diameter more than 2mm. The external contact heat
exchanger of the hydraulic circuit (facing the GTCS) is regarded as equivalent to the four heat exchangers
mounted on the HTP of the main part of the instrument compartment.
Laminar flow in the channels of contact heat exchangers allows to have stable heat transfer coefficients
when the flow rate deviates from the calculated value. The flow distribution between the fluid loop branches
in the main and in the additional parts of the instrument compartment is assumed to make permanent, and
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adjusted in advance one time. In the considered example, the liquid flow is distributed in a proportion of
80% to 20% (between the main and additional part of IC).
Table 1.
Cold Plates Basic Parameters (considering application for auxiliary PFL)
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Parameter
Density PMS1,5р
Flow rate of PMS1,5р
Thermal capacity PMS1,5р
Heat Load (total)
Temperature drop (fluid)
Single channel – w
Single channel – h
Hydraulic diameter
Nusselt number
Thermal conductivity PMS1,5р
Heat transfer coefficient
Parallel channels (total)
Total length (single branch)
Tube cross section
Velocity in tubes
Velocity in HX
Viscosity of PMS1,5р
Reynolds number (channels)
Reynolds number (pipes)
Pressure drop (channels)
Local resistances (sum.)
Pressure drop (loc.res.)

Dimension
kg/m3
l/min
J/(kg K)
W
K
mm
mm
mm
–
W/(m K)
W/m2
pieces
m
mm2
m/s
m/s
Pa s
–
–
Pa
–
Pa

Value-A
855
6
1805
990
6.4
1.30
4.00
1.96
4.123
0.106
223
43
9
78.5
1.27
0.45
0.00133
566
8189
44638
20
13875

Value-B
855
5
1805
990
7.7
1.30
4.00
1.96
4.123
0.106
223
43
9
78.5
0.85
0.37
0.00133
472
5460
37198
20
6167

Comments
possible deviation
Cp
Q
Т = Q/(Cp G)
width
depth
4A/Pm
Nu
Nu /d
two branches
fluid loop length

Re
Re
l/d v2 0.5
v2 0.5

Fig. 5 shows the results of a computational experiment performed using a 3D model (of a fragment) of a
contact heat exchanger. The picture represents 1/7-part (by length) of the heat exchanger mounted on a
single HTP. The resulting thermal conductance of the whole heat exchanger is about 16 W/K (for PMS1.5p). Taking into account the obtained value, it can be shown that the total thermal conductance of the heat
transfer path on the basis of the considered fluid loop will have about 45 W/K (from the HTP to the external
contact heat exchanger).
The resulting thermal conductance will allow to dissipate the heat flow up to 1 kW from the spacecraft
IC during ground operation, and also to efficiently supply the instrument compartment with a thermal power
of about 400 W in the heat supply mode during the spacecraft flight operation. In the first case, the
temperature level on the contact heat exchanger of GTCS should be kept 25–35 K below the desired
operating temperature of the HTPs, in the second – the working temperature of the "solar-heat collector"
will exceed the temperature of the HTP by about 10–15 K.
Fig. 6 schematically shows how the TCS-part (segment) based on the pumped fluid loop can be
integrated (with different levels of complexity) to the spacecraft structure to ensure the thermal mode of the
instrument compartment.
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Fig. 5. Cold plate connected to the THP (Fragment 1/7 with single Heat Pipe of HTP).

Fig. 6. Integration of the pumped fluid loop into the spacecraft, step-by-step,
with different complexity level.
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CONCLUDING
The proposed concept of a universal TCS-part based on the pumped fluid loop will significantly expand
the possibilities for providing the thermal mode of the Interheliozond spacecraft. The use of the fluid loop
only for spacecraft ground operations involves the dismounting of the pump unit and the external heat
exchanger connected to the GTCS, upon completion of respective work. Providing RHX operation
conditions (to apply them at gravitation field) is not required in case if the fluid loop is using. The preferred
orientation of the spacecraft is horizontal, but for the vertical orientation the fluid loop can also provide the
necessary temperature mode of equipment (without RHX application).
The expanded package of functional capabilities of the fluid loop will provide the heat supply to the
spacecraft in flight, in case of electric power shortage occurrence. Moreover, if necessary, the fluid loop can
be converted from a heat supply system to an additional heat removal system. With fluid loop it is possible
also to intensify the heat exchange between the HTPs. The flight version of the fluid loop implies that pump
unit and an external heat exchanger will have flight qualification and will not be demounted.
Operational characteristics flight data of the pumped fluid loop main elements will be of a particular
value because IGZ flight environment conditions are undoubtedly the conditions of an unprecedented
technological experiment.
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SPREADING OF A SESSILE LIQUID DROP
UNDER MICRO- AND HYPERGRAVITY
D. Zaitsev, E. Bykovskaya, O. Kabov
Kutateladze Institute of Thermophysics SB RAS
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

Liquid drops moving or spreading over a solid surface are widespread in nature, in various fields of
applications, for example, in the technologies of coating solid surfaces with liquid films and in spraying
fertilizers and pesticides, in steel hardening devices, in spraying cooling systems of electronic equipment,
etc. In the literature, proper attention is given to investigation of various aspects of drop spreading over a
substrate. However, only a few investigations have been fulfilled under conditions of varying gravity [1–2].
The analysis of these works shows that there is no complete understanding of the wetting process under
conditions of varying gravity. The purpose of this work is investigation of the effect of gravity on the shape
of an axisymmetric liquid drop on different substrates. We present experimental results on the dynamics of
sessile water drops, obtained under normal gravity (1g), microgravity (μg) and hypergravity (up to 20g).
The microgravity experiments were conducted during the ESA Parabolic Flight Campaigns in Bordeaux,
France, Fig. 1a. The hypergravity experiment was carried out in the ESA Large Diameter Centrifuge in
Noordwijk, The Netherlands, Fig. 1b. The goal is to study the effect of the gravity on 1) the shape of a static
sessile drop; and 2) on the dynamic advancing contact angle in a growing sessile drop. Eleven different
smooth and rough surfaces are used, with different contact angles (CA) and different contact angle
hysteresis (CAH). Ultra-pure water is used as the working liquid. The main variable parameters are: gravity
(µg–20g); drop volume (1 µl–5 ml); liquid flow rate (0.0625–16 ml/min); CA (30–130º). The drop shape is
visualized from the top with the help of the Phase Schlieren System, and from the side with the help of the
shadow technique with resolution of 6–10 µm/pix. The optical scheme and photograph of the experiment is
presented in Fig. 2. In the shadow technique, we used either a Nikon D300s digital camera (for static drops)
or high-speed CCD camera (for dynamic drop). The DSA10 Contact Angle Measuring System with the
software by KRUSS is also used.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) – schematic of a parabolic flight; (b) – ESA Large Diameter Centrifuge
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Photograph (a) and optical scheme (b) of the experimental setup: 1 – light source; 2 – matt glass; 3 –
coding filter; 4 – collimating lens; 5 – beam splitter; 6 – Schlieren lens; 7 – slot filter; 8 – high-speed
camera; 9 – test substrate; 10 – source of collimated light; 11 – syringe pump

The spreading of a sessile drop under the effect of gravity has been experimentally observed on surfaces
with relatively low CAH, Fig. 3a. For surfaces with relatively high CAH the contact line is pinned while CA
adjusts for different gravity levels, Fig. 3b. Good agreement is obtained between the calculation [3] and
experiment for surfaces with low CAH, Fig. 4. The dynamic advancing CA is found to increase with the
gravity level, Fig. 5. Fig. 6 represents evolution of the drop profile in the centifuge when the gravity level is
increased from 1 to 19.1g. Fig. 7 shows the dependence of dimensionless diameter of wetted spot, on Bo
number for centrifuge experiments. Good agreement is obtained with calculation [3].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Parabolic flight experiments, static drop: gravity effect on the drop shape. (a) – 0.146 ml water
drop on Teflon (CAH = 12.6º); (b) – 0.313 ml water drop on Polyvinylacetate (CAH = 34.5º)

Fig. 4. Parabolic flight experiments, static drop: dependence of dimensionless diameter of wetted spot,
B/L, on Bo number, L2g / for water drops on Teflon under different gravity (B – diameter of wetted
spot, m; L = V1/3, where V is drop volume, m3; – liquid density, kg/m3; – surface tension, N/m).
Experiment: 1 – V = 0.067 ml, 2 – V = 0.146 ml, 3 – V = 0.340 ml. Calculation (line) is for CA = 113º [3]
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Fig. 5. Parabolic flight experiments, dynamic drop: advancing CA vs. time in growing water drop on
Copper under different gravity level. Flowrate is 1 ml/min. Shown are 16 l drops

Fig. 6. Centrifuge experiments, static drop: gravity effect on drop shape. 25 µl drop on Teflon (CAH = 12.6º)

Fig. 7. Centrifuge experiments, static drop: dependence of dimensionless diameter of wetted spot,
B/L, on Bo number, L2g / for water drops on Teflon. Calculation (line) is for CA = 113º [3].
Experimental points: drop volume is from 3 to 300 µl. Gravaty level is indicated in legend
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Abstract
The finite integral transform method has been originally developed by Acad. N. S. Koshlyakov in handling linear
nonhomogeneous diffusion problems, further developed by Acad. A. V. Luikov, and unified by M. D. Mikhailov and M.
N. Ozisik for the analytical solution of different classes of linear problems in heat and mass diffusion. In the last few
decades the classical approach gained a hybrid numerical-analytical extension known as the Generalized Integral
Transform Technique (GITT) to handle a priori non-transformable problems, including nonlinear formulations. Since
the early 90´s the GITT has been employed in the solution of flow problems governed by the full Navier – Stokes
equations, under different formulations and strategies. The present lecture reviews such developments, with emphasis on
convective heat and mass transfer applications. Recent progresses are also discussed which are gradually allowing for
further generalization of the methodology towards a computational-analytical fluid dynamics and heat & mass transfer
simulation tool.

KEYWORDS
Integral transforms, convection, Navier – Stokes equations, heat and mass transfer, single domain formulation,
hybrid methods, computer simulation.

INTRODUCTION
While it is recognized that Leonhard Euler introduced the concept of integral transforms in handling
second order differential equations [1], it appears that in the work of Acad. N. S. Koshlyakov [2], the
integral transform method was first extended to handle linear partial differential equations in finite media
with nonhomogeneous terms, either on the main equation or in the boundary conditions. This finite integral
transform method was studied in further detail by Grinberg [3], extending the approach to multilayer
problems, considering step variations of the material properties along the transformation coordinate. Luikov
[4,5], Mikhailov [6,7], Ozisik [8,9] made some of the most fundamental contributions for the full
establishment of this analytical approach in the heat and mass transfer field. The consolidation of these ideas
was systematically presented in the compendium of Mikhailov and Ozisik [10], who organized the integral
transform analysis of heat and mass diffusion into seven fairly comprehensive classes of problems.
The limitation of the classical integral transform method was recognized in attempts of solving
problems with time-dependent equation or boundary conditions coefficients [11,12], when approximate
analytical solutions were still offered for such non-transformable linear problems. Following this same path,
a hybrid numerical-analytical extension was proposed, first in the realm of moving boundary problems [13],
and soon after, revisiting the time-dependent coefficients formulations [14–15]. This hybrid approach was
named as the Generalized Integral Transform Technique (GITT) and involved the complete solution of the
coupled transformed problem, based on the numerical solution of a truncated version of a transformed
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system of ordinary differential equations. In a short period of time it was extended to different classes of
problems, including nonlinear diffusion and convection-diffusion [16–17] and irregular domains in
parabolic and elliptic formulations [18–19]. It would not take long for the GITT to be challenged by the
solution of fluid flow problems governed either by the boundary layer equations [20] or the Navier – Stokes
equations [21]. Since then, the hybrid method was progressively extended and new classes of problems and
applications have been dealt with, and it has been reviewed at different stages and sources [22–29].
The integral transform analysis of heat and fluid flow problems governed by the Navier – Stokes
equations has been mostly dealt with in the streamfunction-only formulation [21, 30–41], with a few
contributions on the primitive variables formulation [42–43]. In two-dimensional problems, the
streamfunction formulation by itself offers the advantages of automatically satisfying the continuity
equation and of eliminating the pressure field. In addition, it has been observed through the various
applications considered, that the fourth order biharmonic-type eigenvalue problem which is naturally
preferred for the eigenfunction expansion in this formulation, results in improved convergence rates in
comparison to the primitive variables formulation. However, the extension of this concept to threedimensional flows, leading to vector and scalar potentials, has been shown to be less advantageous when
dealt with by the same hybrid approach [44]. Nevertheless, the integral transform method under the twodimensional streamfunction formulation has been applied to various classes of problems, including cavity
and channel flows, rectangular and cylindrical geometries, regular and irregular domains, laminar and
turbulent flows, steady and transient states, natural and forced convection, as well as on
magnetohydrodynamics [21, 30–41]. The integral transformation of the streamfunction formulation is the
first one to be here reviewed, in light of its popularity among the applications that employed this hybrid
approach.
With respect to the primitive variables formulation, which has been more extensively employed in
solving the boundary layer equations [45–46], it is worthwhile mentioning first the approach based on the
proposition of a Poisson equation for the pressure field [42] and more recently, based on the manipulation of
the momentum equations to eliminate the pressure field [43], but without recalling the streamfunction
definition, while the continuity equation is used to determine one of the velocity vector components. This
second approach is also here reviewed in light of its straightforward extension to the three-dimensional
situation.
The present lecture is focused on the GITT solution of fluid flow problems governed by the Navier –
Stokes equations and associated energy (or species) conservation equations. This particular emphasis is here
chosen in light of recent progresses that are allowing for further generalization of this hybrid method. First,
a single domain reformulation strategy has been successfully employed in a number of problems involving
heterogeneous media and complex geometries [47–50], with recent extensions to the solution of fluid flow
and heat or mass transfer within channels and cavities partially filled with a saturated porous medium [51–
54]. Second, a novel interpretation of the eigenfunction expansion proposal for the Navier – Stokes
equations [51], has unified the treatment of the two- and three-dimensional primitive variables formulations
into a vectorial eigenfunction expansion representing all velocity components with one set of transformed
potentials and an appropriately chosen vectorial eigenfunction basis. Through this new interpretation, the
velocity vector field can be represented considering the influence of an infinite number of vortices
disturbing a base flow. This proposition automatically recovers the streamfunction formulation as a special
case for the two-dimensional situation. The combination of these two novel concepts should allow for a
more direct handling of transient flows in complex geometries and flow instabilities in convective heat and
mass transfer within partially porous media, previously analyzed in different physical situations [55–60].

1. THE GENERALIZED INTEGRAL TRANSFORM TECHNIQUE
The Generalized Integral Transform Technique (GITT) [22–29], based on the classical integral
transform method [10], has introduced a hybrid nature to this eigenfunction expansion approach, yielding
error-controlled solutions to a large number of linear and nonlinear convection-diffusion problems. An open
source general purpose symbolic-numerical code was developed, coined as UNIT code (Unified Integral
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Transforms) [61–62], and implemented in the Mathematica platform [63]. It offers all of the basic analytical
and numerical steps in the GITT implementation, allowing for a more straightforward utilization of this
methodology. The basic steps in the GITT approach can be summarized as follows:
a) Select an analytical filtering solution: to improve convergence behavior of the eigenfunction
expansions, if required. Filtering to achieve homogeneous boundary conditions and/or reduce the
importance of equation source terms are often helpful;
b) Choose the associated eigenvalue problem: which should desirably incorporate characteristic linear
behaviors of the original problem formulation represented by the coefficients of the differential operators.
Either diffusive or convective eigenvalue problems may be adopted. More recently, nonlinear eigenvalue
problems have also been employed with marked improvement on convergence [29];
c) Develop the integral transform pair: obtain the transform and inversion, that will define the
transformation operation and the explicit recovering of the potential;
d) Solve the eigenvalue problem: either in analytical form and symbolic computation [40], or through
the GITT approach itself, transforming the chosen differential eigenvalue problem into an algebraic one;
e) Integral transform the original PDE: obtain the transformed differential system, which shall be an
ODE system for a total transformation, when all the independent variables are eliminated except one. It can
result in an initial value problem, for a parabolic or hyperbolic formulation, or in a boundary value problem,
for an elliptic formulation. A partial transformation may also be applied, when two independent variables
are kept in the transformed system, yielding a partial differential transformed system;
f) Compute transformed system coefficients: the coefficients are integrals, single or multiple, which
involve the eigenfunctions. When analytical expressions are not obtainable through symbolic computation
[40], there is a marked advantage in promoting semi-analytical integrations, when the oscillatory nature of
the eigenfunctions is analytically handled while the non-oscillatory portion of the integrand is approximated
by piecewise polynomials;
g) Solve transformed system: numerically (or analytically when possible) solve the resulting coupled
ODE or PDE system for the transformed potentials, which needs to be truncated to a sufficiently large order
for numerical purposes. Reliable automatic solvers are readily available for the numerical solution of stiff
ODE systems, and even for one-dimensional systems of PDE´s with adaptive remeshing, such as in the
routine NDSolve of the Mathematica system [40];
h) Recall inversion formula: to analytically reconstruct the hybrid solution of the desired potential. At
this point, the inversion formula can be employed for accuracy testing, once the intermediate tasks were
error controlled, and then allowing for best selection of the transformed system truncation orders. Error
estimates are then automatically provided at any desired position and time.
This hybrid approach has been extensively used as a benchmarking tool, in conjunction with more
general and flexible numerical codes, but also as a production tool itself, especially in highly intensive
computational jobs and/or very precision demanding applications. The reader should refer to the recent
contributions on the UNIT code for details on the algorithm implementation, both on the total and partial
transformation schemes [61–62].

2. STREAMFUNCTION AND PRIMITIVE VARIABLES FORMULATIONS
The present section illustrates through examples the application of GITT in solving the Navier – Stokes
equations, either on the streamfunction-only formulation or in the primitive variables formulation. In the
first case, it has been chosen to illustrate the transient magnetohydrodynamics and natural convection in a
rectangular cavity, while in the second case, the classical lid driven cavity flow problem is considered with a
transient moving lid. Then, in section 5, a few results are provided to demonstrate the convergence behavior
of the proposed eigenfunction expansions in each case.

2.1. Streamfunction-only Formulation
This section considers the influence of a magnetic field in the momentum and heat transfer in
transient MHD flow in a square cavity, for conditions of moderate and high Grashof numbers [41], as
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illustrated in Fig. 1. The cavity has an infinite extent along the z-axis, the lower and upper walls are
insulated, while the side walls are maintained at different and constant temperatures, namely, the hot (Th)
and cold walls (Tc), respectively. The flow is in transient state and the fluid is Newtonian and electrically
conductive. Moreover, the fluid properties are considered constant throughout the range of temperatures
in the specific example. The temperature difference causes the movement through the onset of the
buoyancy force. This term in the momentum equations is modeled using the Boussinesq approximation
(density variation in the body force term only). The fluid is permeated by a constant magnetic field B0
applied in the x-direction (from the left to the right wall), which creates a force opposing the buoyancy
effect, the Lorentz force, represented by the vector product between the electrical current density and the
magnetic field. Therefore, the equations governing the problem are the continuity, Navier – Stokes and
energy equations, as well as the equation of electric charges conservation, Ohm's Law and AmpereMaxwell's law in a moving medium. Adopting the streamfunction-only formulation, the problem is
written in dimensionless form as [64]

Fig. 1 Geometry and coordinates system for natural convection in square cavity with a transversal magnetic field
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The initial and boundary conditions, in dimensionless form, needed to complete the mathematical
formulation, are
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The usual definition of the streamfunction was adopted, in the form

u* 

ψ*
;
y*

v*  

ψ*
x*

(2.a,b)

together with the following dimensionless quantities
x
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;
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T *  Tc
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; ψ  ; t  T2 ; T 
L
αT
L
Th  Tc

(3.a–e)

where the subscript “*” identifies the dimensional variables, and L is the length of the cavity.
Here, Ha, Ra, Pr, and Gr are the Hartmann, Rayleigh, Prandtl and Grashof numbers, respectively, which
are defined as
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where ν is the kinematic viscosity, βT is the coefficient of thermal expansion, σ is the electrical conductivity
and μ0 is the magnetic permeability of the vacuum. In this study, the effects of polarization and
magnetization were neglected. The magnetic Reynolds number is considered to be very small, as well as the
effects of Joule heating and viscous dissipation. In integral transforming the flow problem, eq. (1.a), the
preferred eigenvalue problem is the biharmonic equation in both space coordinates, as analyzed in [64]. For
the temperature problem, eq. (1.b), the Sturm – Liouville equation with constant coefficients is adopted in
both directions. Then, the transformed system becomes an initial value problem (ODE’s system), which has
been accurately handled by subroutine DIVPAG of the IMSL Library [65].

2.2. Primitive Variables Formulation
Consider the transient two-dimensional Navier – Stokes equations with constant properties for an
incompressible flow with negligible body forces, together with the corresponding continuity equation, for
the classical lid-driven cavity flow problem in primitive variables formulation. The fluid, initially at rest, has
impermeability and no-slip conditions at the walls, except on the top surface where a reference uniform
time-variable velocity, f(t), is imposed. The primitive variables formulation in dimensionless form in the
square region 0 < y < 1 and 0 < x < 1, as presented in Fig. 2, is given by
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with the following initial and boundary conditions
ux, y ,0  0 ;

u1, y ,t   0 ;

u0, y ,t   0 ;

ux,0,t   0 ;

ux,1,t   f t 

(5.d–h)

vx, y ,0  0 ;

v1, y ,t   0 ;

v0, y ,t   0 ;

vx ,0,t   0 ;

vx ,1,t   0

(5.i–m)
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the transient lid-driven cavity flow problem

It has here been chosen to illustrate the integral transformation alternative of handling a modified set of
primitive variables Navier – Stokes equations [43]. The idea is to manipulate the momentum equations, such
as in the case of the streamfunction formulation, so as to eliminate the pressure field. Then, the continuity
equation in Eq. (5.a) is integral transformed and used to express one of the transformed velocity component
in terms of the other component. Thus, the first step in the approach consists in eliminating the pressure
term from the Navier – Stokes equations, which requires that one differentiates Eq. (5.b) with respect to y
and Eq. (5.c) with respect to x, and the results are then subtracted, yielding
  u  v    2u
 2u    2 v
 2v 
1    2 v  2 v  1    2u  2u 


u

v

v

u














Re x  x 2 y 2  Re y  x 2 y 2 
 2 y   yx
x 2 
 y t x t   yx

(6)

Eqs. (5.a) and (6), together with initial and boundary conditions, Eqs. (5.d–m), complete the problem
statement in terms of the primitive variables formulation, without the pressure terms. Here, second order
diffusion-type eigenvalue problems have been preferred, and there is the choice of implementing a total or
partial integral transformation scheme. An application will be reported in section 5, for an oscillating lid
velocity, f  t   cos  ωt  , with ω  2π T , where ω is the oscillating frequency and T is the time period.
The same procedure can be used for a three-dimensional formulation. In this situation, the resulting
system of equations is given by the continuity equation and the other two equations generated in the
manipulation of the three momentum equations to eliminate the pressure field, yielding
u  x, y, z, t 
x



v  x, y, z, t 
y



w  x, y, z, t 
z

0

(7.a)

w  x, y, z , t   v  x, y, z , t  u  x, y , z , t   w  x, y , z , t  u  x, y , z , t  w  x, y , z , t  v  x , y , z , t 
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 u (x, y,z,t ) –
 v(x, y,z,t )
Re y
Re x

(7.b)
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3. VECTORIAL EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSION
Next, recent advances on combining integral transforms with the single domain reformulation strategy
and a vectorial eigenfunction expansion [51] are briefly discussed. The example here considered and
illustrated in Fig. 4 represents a parallel plate channel partially filled with a porous medium. The model for
the fluid flow inside the porous medium is the Darcy – Brinkman, while for the free fluid, are the Navier –
Stokes equations for steady-state incompressible flow. With the main advantage of accomplishing the
coupling between the regions automatically and more conveniently for computational purposes, the single
domain formulation is here employed, through appropriate space variable coefficients. The problem
formulation then becomes [51]

u  0
ρ  u    u  p 

4
4γ
  μu  
u,
Re
Re Da

(8.a)
(8.b)

where u is the dimensionless velocity vector,  is the dimensionless nabla operator, ρ is the dimensionless
density, p is the dimensionless pressure field, µ is the dimensionless dynamic viscosity, Re is the Reynolds number
based on the hydraulic diameter, and Da is the Darcy number. The dimensionless quantities are given by

u

4ρ u h
u*
ρ*
p*
μ*
κ
;   h* ; ρ  ; p 
;
μ

; Re  0 0 ; Da  2 ,
2
u0
ρ0
μ0
μ0
ρ0u0
h

(9.a–g)

where u* is the velocity vector, u0 is the uniform entry longitudinal velocity component, * is the nabla
operator, h is half the height of the channel, ρ* is the density, ρ0 is the fluid density, p* is the pressure field,
µ* is the viscosity, u0 is the fluid viscosity, and κ is the permeability of the porous medium.
In accordance with the single domain formulation, the physical properties of eqs. (8) vary abruptly
across the interfaces between different media. Let Vf and Vp be the regions occupied by the fluid and porous
layers, respectively. Employing the effective viscosity, neglecting the inertial terms within the porous
medium, and disregarding the dissipative term in the fluid layer, the following definitions are adopted

1, in V f
 1, in V f
0, in V f
ρ
; μ  1
;γ
0, in V p
1, in V p
 ε , in V p
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where ɛ is the porosity of the porous medium.
The Brinkman viscous correction allows for the imposition of no-slip boundary conditions at the walls.
At the entrance, a uniform velocity profile was imposed. The outlet boundary condition is prescribed
assuming that the channel is long enough for the flow to be fully developed. Hence, a dimensionless fully
developed velocity profile F(y), as detailed in [51], is considered at the outlet. The adopted single domain
approach eliminates the need to explicitly specify boundary conditions at the interface between the free fluid
and porous layers. Thus, the boundary conditions are given as

u  x, 1  u  x,1  0

(11.a,b)

u  0, y    f  y  0 0  ; u  x0 ,1   F  y  0 0  ,
T

T

(11.c,d)

where x0 is the dimensionless channel length and f is the velocity profile at the entry of the channel.
The first step is then the filtering of the velocity vector, in the form

u  x, y   uˆ  x, y   u f  x, y  , where u f   F  y  0 0 

T

(12.a,b)

The velocity vector field can be determined by taking into account the influence of an infinite number of
vortices disturbing a base flow. Then, this novel interpretation of the eigenfunction expansion is introduced
to represent the filtered velocity vector as [51]
uˆ  x, y  



     x  Φ  y 
i

(13)

i

i 1

Expanding eq. (13) in the Cartesian coordinate system, imposing that the only non-zero component of
the base vector Фi is in the z-direction, and assuming the linearity of the curl operator holds for the infinite
series involved, the following expression is achieved
T

   

 
  
uˆ  x, y     i  x  φi  y     i  x  φi  y  0 ,
x  i 1

 
 y  i 1





(14)

where φi is taken as the z-axis component of Фi. Defining the summation within the derivatives in eq. (14)
as the streamfunction, the correspondence between the present approach and the streamfunction formulation
is fully established. However, the interpretation without recurring to the streamfunction definition allows for
a more straightforward generalization to three-dimensional problems, provided that a proper base for the
expansion (Фi) is made available. In the single domain framework, the integral transform methodology
strongly benefits from the inclusion of the abrupt variation of the physical properties that represent the
media transitions. Therefore, an extension of the classical biharmonic eigenvalue problem has been
preferred in the present situation [51]. This eigenvalue problem with space variable coefficients is itself
handled by the GITT by considering a simpler auxiliary eigenvalue problem [66].
Further extension of the physical concept of a base flow disturbed by an infinite number of vortices is
envisioned, aiming at the solution of the flow equations in its three-dimensional transient form. Thus,
consider the fairly general formulation of the transient Navier – Stokes equations in dimensionless vector
form for an incompressible flow given by
  u  0, x V
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u
1
    u  u   p 
  μu  , x  V ,
t
Re

(15.b)

where V represents the domain occupied by the fluid, u is the dimensionless velocity vector, p is the
dimensionless pressure field, Re is the Reynolds number, µ is the dimensionless viscosity.
Recalling the separation of the flow field into a base flow and an infinite number of disturbing
vortices of eq. (12.a), the latter are represented in a more convenient way for s olving eqs. (15.a,b) as
follows


uˆ  x, t    ui  t    i 

(16)

i 1

Assuming the base flow satisfies the continuity equation (15.a), the definition of eq. (16) is sufficient to
guarantee mass conservation likewise in the streamfunction-only formulation, dropping the need to further
analyze eq. (15.a).
Let Ve be the boundary of V containing the entry region, Vw be the boundary of V containing the
wall region, Vo be the boundary of V containing the outlet region, where V  Ve  Vw  Vo .
Substituting eq. (12.a) into eq. (15.b), applying

       __ dv , using typical boundary conditions for the
i

V

entry, wall, and outlet regions, and using some vector calculus identities, the following transformed system
of ordinary differential equations results


A
j 1

ij

du j
dt







 Bijk u j  t  uk  t     Cij  Dij  Eij  u j  t   g1,i  g 2,i
k 1 j 1

(17.a)

j 1

with integral coefficients given by

Aij      i       j  dv
V

Bijk      j   n     k      i  ds
Vo
     j      k   :     i  dv
V
Cij    u f  n     i      j   ds
Vo
  u f     j   :     i  dv
V
Dij      j   n  u f     i   ds
Vo

     j   u f  :     i  dv
V
1
Eij   
μ     j  :     i  dv
V Re
g1,i   V ˆpe    i   nds  V ˆpo    i  nds
e

o

1

g 2,i      i      μu f      u f  u f   dv ,
V
 Re

where pˆ e and pˆ o are the filtered pressures at the entry and outlet regions, respectively.
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A convenient way to assure the convergence of the eigenfunction expansion of eq. (16) would be to
impose the orthogonality property to    i  , while including physical information into it. A
straightforward way of accomplishing these requirements is to use a vector eigenvalue problem capable of
decoupling system (17.a–h) when Re  0 (Stoke’s flow). The resulting self-adjoint vectorial eigenvalue
problem is given by [67]
    μ    i    ηi2      i   0

(18)

Using eq. (18) and the associated orthogonality property, system (17.a–h) can be further simplified, as
follows
 

dui ηi 2

ui  t    Bijk u j  t  uk  t     Cij  Dij  u j  t   g1,i  g 2,i
dt Re
k 1 j 1
j 1

(19)

whose solution can be translated into the velocity vector through eqs. (12.a) and (16).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The three solution paths above discussed are now exemplified, with emphasis on the demonstration of
convergence behavior of the associated eigenfunction expansions and verification with numerical solutions
available in the literature.

4.1. Streamfunction-only Formulation: Transient Natural Convection with MHD
Test cases were analyzed for Grashof numbers equal to 104 and 106, Hartmann number in the range from
0 < Ha < 100, while the Prandtl number was taken equal to 0.71 in all cases. The steady-state velocity xcomponent at the vertical midplane of the cavity (x = 1/2), for different values of Ha from 0 to 50 and Gr = 104,
is shown in Fig. 3.a, comparing the present results obtained by the GITT approach with those in [68]. For the
lowest Hartmann number analyzed (Ha = 0), the behavior of the velocity field at this plane indicates the
existence of a vortex and a point of zero velocity (y = 1/2). The larger gradients from the center to the vertical
walls indicate the existence of convective currents. On the other hand, for the largest Hartmann number
analyzed (Ha = 50), the behavior indicates that the magnetic field has an effect of suppressing convective
currents inside the cavity. Results for the temperature field obtained by the GITT are also compared with those
of [68] in Fig. 3.b, in the horizontal midplane of the cavity (y = 1/2). Heat transfer by conduction clearly
predominates at the largest Hartmann number (Ha = 50). A marked change in temperature gradients is observed
and the more significant presence of convection is observed as Ha is decreased towards the lowest Hartmann
number (Ha = 0), when magnetic effects cease. Furthermore, Figs. 3.a, b confirm the excellent agreement
between the present GITT results with the numerical solution in [68].
The second Grashof number examined is much larger, Gr = 106, which corresponds to conditions in
which thermal effects are of greater magnitude, with convection evolving much more rapidly and observing
the emergence of marked movements of internal waves. Thus, the magnetic field necessary to suppress the
natural convection must be stronger than those previously considered for Gr = 104. This behavior is shown
in Fig. 4 for the streamfunction isolines with Gr = 106 and Ha = 0 and 100 at four different times. Now, with
the presence of a stronger magnetic field, Ha = 100, with the advancement of the transient process, the axis
of the central vortex is rotated in the counterclockwise sense, and this effect is due to the suppression of
convection by the Lorentz force. Fig. 5 show the isotherms for the cases Gr = 106 and Ha = 0 and 100 at four
different times. Again, it is evident the formation of a distinct vertical boundary layer along the heated wall
early in the process and the formation of at least two vortices at the geometric center of the cavity for the
largest time, t = 0.93. The discharge of a jet by the heated side wall forms an initially horizontal layer of
intrusion that occurs along the upper horizontal wall of the cavity, as shown in Fig. 5.a for t = 0.005. With
the advancement of the transient process, the horizontal flow reaches the center of the cavity resulting in the
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formation of a thermally stratified core, where the temperature increases monotonically as a function of the
coordinate y.
0.3
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the velocity x-component and temperature fields for Gr = 104 at steady state: (a)
velocity component u along the vertical coordinate at the cavity plane x = 1/2; (b) temperature profile
along the horizontal coordinate at the cavity plane y =1/2
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Fig. 4. Transient streamfunction isolines at different times with Gr = 106 and Ha = 0 and 100. (a) t = 0.005;
(b) t = 0.02; (c) t = 0.1; (d) t = 0.93
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(b) t = 0.02; (c) t = 0.1; (d) t = 0.93

4.2. Primitive Variables Formulation: Transient Lid Driven Cavity Flow
Fig. 6.a shows a comparison of the horizontal velocity component for partial and total transformation
for steady-state (t = 12), at the cavity centerline (x = 0.5), for uniform motion of the top lid, against results
found in the literature, with overall good agreement to the graphical scale. Classical benchmark results were
here adopted, including the works of Burggraf [69] and Ghia et al. [70], besides the error controlled GITT
results in [21] and the more recent numerical simulation results in [71]. Fig. 6.b shows a comparison of the
vertical velocity component for partial and total transformation for stationary regime (t = 12), at the cavity
horizontal centerline (y = 0.5), for uniform motion of the top lid, i.e., ω = 0.
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Fig. 6. a) Horizontal and b) Vertical velocity components at the cavity centreline for Re = 100

Fig. 7 a shows a comparison of the horizontal velocity component at the centreline of the cavity with
oscillating lid velocity, at a specific instant of time for Re = 100 and ω = 2π/6, which perfectly matches the
numerical solution of Mendu and Das [72]. One may also note that the magnitude and direction of the
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velocity undergo a number of changes from the bottom to the top of the cavity. The centerline velocity
profile in Fig. 7.a exhibits two local extremes due to the oscillatory motion. These repeated changes in
magnitude and direction of the velocity along the centerline represent the presence of a number of complex
vortices in the cavity. Fig. 7.b shows a comparison for the vertical velocity component at the horizontal
centerline profile for six specific instants of time for Re = 100 and ω = 2π/6, where again one can observe a
very good agreement with the results of Mendu and Das [72].
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the a) horizontal and b)vertical velocity components for the oscillating lid driven
flow problem with Re = 100 and ω = 2π/6

4.3. Vectorial Eigenfunction Expansion: Membraneless Redox Flow Batteries
An application involving the mass transport of species in membraneless redox flow batteries (MRFB) is
here reviewed. Composed of two electrodes in contact with a flowing aqueous solution of ions of different
electrochemical potentials, this device takes advantage of the laminar flow developed in microchannels to
keep the two species separated without the need of a costly and often non-optimized ion selective membrane
[73–74], but still avoiding each chemical substance to reach an undesirable electrode on the opposite side.
To ensure good performance from the MRFB, a careful analysis of the mass transport must be carried out
for both the separation of ions from the opposite electrode and for the effective delivery of ions to the
reactive sites within the porous electrodes.
Fig. 8 displays a model of the MRFB analyzed in the present work, consisting of symmetrically
disposed porous carbon electrodes in flow-by configuration. Table 1 shows the convergence behavior of the
eigenfunction expansion of eq. (13) and a numerical comparison with the results obtained with the
commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics (Burlington, MA). Convergence to at least three significant
digits is observed with a maximum deviation from the finite elements results of ~0.1%. Fig. 9.a depicts
concentration contours to a typical electrochemical species with Schmidt number equal to 200. For Re = 50,
full separation of the ions from the opposite electrode are obtained, which indicates the suitability of these
operational parameters for a good performance of the MRFB. Fig. 7.b shows the horizontal component of
the velocity vector along the vertical direction, including the transition between fluid and porous layers.
Results obtained with COMSOL Multiphysics (Burlington, MA) are offered in a co-verification effort. The
agreement is shown to be perfect to the graph scale, hence demonstrating the capability of the method
described in section 4 of dealing with flow problems in heterogeneous media. Further calculations can be
performed, aiming at determining the current density under mass-transport-limited conditions, for which the
reader is referred to [52].
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the MRFB (Membraneless Redox Flow Battery) analyzed. Battery in flow-by
configuration with porous carbon electrodes disposed symmetrically

Table 1
Convergence behavior and co-verification of the GITT and COMSOL results for the horizontal velocity
component at the channel centerline in selected longitudinal positions

N=3
N=6
N=9
N = 12
N = 15
N = 18
COMSOL

x = 0.1
0.984
1.009
1.027
1.018
1.017
1.019
1.019

Re = 50; Da = 0.002; y = 0
x = 0.2
x = 0.4
1.045
1.182
1.065
1.187
1.067
1.186
1.066
1.186
1.066
1.186
1.066
1.187
1.067
1.187

x = 0.6
1.272
1.273
1.273
1.273
1.273
1.273
1.274

x = 0.8
1.317
1.317
1.317
1.317
1.317
1.317
1.319

Fig. 9. Concentration contours and horizontal component of the velocity vector varying with y for Re = 50 and
Da = 0.002. a) Concentration contours. Horizontal light green lines represent the inteface between fluid and
porous media; b) Profiles of the horizontal velocity profile with a vertical light green line representing the
inteface between fluid and porous medium. COMSOL results given as symbols and GITT results as solid lines
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CONCLUSIONS
The Generalized Integral Transform Technique (GITT) is reviewed as a computational-analytical
approach in the analysis of transport phenomena based on formulations that involve the Navier – Stokes
equations for the flow problem. Three alternative integral transform solution paths are revisited. First, the
more commonly employed streamfunction-only formulation is briefly described for transient twodimensional flows, which automatically satisfies the continuity equation and eliminates the pressure field.
Second, a primitive variables formulation is considered for both two and three-dimensional transient flows,
which manipulates the momentum equations also to eliminate the pressure field, but employs the integral
transformed continuity equation to provide one of the transformed velocity components in terms of the
others. Finally, a recently introduced vectorial eigenfunction expansion is discussed, as applied to both
steady and transient two- or three-dimensional flows. As in the streamfunction formulation, this approach
automatically satisfies continuity and eliminates the pressure field, recovering the streamfunction
eigenfunction expansion for the two-dimensional case. This approach is also combined with a single domain
reformulation strategy which allows for the straightforward treatment of heat (or mass) and fluid flow in
heterogeneous media. The three approaches are demonstrated through examples involving transient natural
convection in magnetohydrodynamics, transient lid driven flow cavity problem, and mass transfer in
membraneless redox flow batteries. These approaches should now be challenged in applications involving
multiphase flow, flow instabilities, and complex fluids, to name a few new possibilities for extension of the
hybrid numerical-analytical methodology.
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Abstract
Based on the analysis carried out, the prospects for using heat–absorbing absorption water–ammonia refrigerators
in systems for obtaining water from atmospheric air are shown in the absence of sources of electrical energy. A
procedure for calculating their cycles has been developed and energy–efficient operating modes have been determined
depending on the temperature of the cooling medium, the temperature of the cooling object, and the temperature of the
heating source. The results are presented in the form of analytical and graphical dependence. New schemes of
refrigeration units with solar collectors for operation in the system of obtaining water from atmospheric air.

KEYWORDS
Water–ammonia absorption refrigeration machine, water from air, solar collector

INTRODUCTION
It is generally known that water will be the most valuable resource on the planet in the near future, and
the struggle for water resources in the world is one of the factors in modern armed conflicts and this trend
will only grow in the foreseeable future.
To help address this problem, in December 2003, the United Nations General Assembly declared 2005–
2015 the International Decade for Action "Water for Life". According to the UN [1]:
• There are more than 1 billion people who do not have sustainable access to clean water. 2.4 billion
people – more than one third of the world's population – do not have access to adequate sanitation. This
situation leads to disastrous consequences.
• Every year more than 2.2 million people, mainly in developing countries, die from diseases associated
with poor water quality and unsatisfactory and hygienic conditions.
• Every day, 6,000 children die from diseases that can be prevented by improving water quality and
improving sanitation and hygiene conditions.
• More than 70 percent of all available freshwater resources are used for agricultural purposes.
However, as a result of the inefficient operation of irrigation systems, particularly in developing countries,
60 percent of this water evaporates or returns to rivers and underground water.
• Since 1960, the volume of water withdrawn for irrigation has increased by more than 60 percent.
• Currently, more than 40 percent of the world's population lives in areas experiencing medium or severe
water shortages (Figure 1). It is estimated that by 2025 approximately two thirds of the world's population –
about 5.5 billion people – will live in areas facing water shortages on such a scale.
• An increasing number of regions of the world, especially in North Africa, as well as in Western and
Southern Asia, are facing water scarcity.
In regions such as the United States of America, China and India, the rate of groundwater consumption
exceeds the rate of their replenishment and there is a constant decrease in the level of groundwater.
About 70 percent of the world's surface is covered with water, but 97.5 percent consists of salt water.
The remaining 2.5 percent falls on fresh water, almost two–thirds of which is frozen in ice caps. Meanwhile,
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the main part of fresh water is in the 1 km layer of the atmosphere. According to [2], the average absolute
humidity near the earth's surface is 11 g / m3, and in the tropical regions it reaches 25 g/m 3 and higher. A
large number of countries in the tropical belt suffer from a lack of fresh water, although its content in the
atmosphere is very significant.
Therefore, one of the most important tasks is the development of technologies that make it possible to
extract water from the air, and directly at the place where it is needed.

1. ANALYSIS OF LITERARY DATA AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Since ancient times, fresh water, in very limited quantities, has been obtained by collecting condensed
droplets from the air as a result of natural daily radiative cooling of the earth's surface (cooling at night
porous stones with dew) [3]. When the temperature is lowered by 10–15 °С, 10–14 g of water can be
isolated from each cubic meter. To increase the efficiency of the process of water vapor condensation,
intensifying elements – cold accumulators (rubble), heat pipes providing heat transfer over considerable
distances and a system of sorbents operating in a cyclic "charge–discharge" mode are used in these
conditions [4].
In our time, the main volume of the market for equipment for the separation of water from the air falls
on systems that include a compression refrigerating unit with an electric drive, which is guaranteed to ensure
a temperature below the dew point. To obtain 1 liter of water, it is required to spend about 1 kWh of
electricity, and on average from the air flow of 1 kg/s to allocate ~ 10 g/s of water. With a refrigerating
coefficient of a compression refrigerating machine equal to 3, an energy of the order of ~0.33 kWh will be
expended on the production of 1 liter of water [5]. At the same time, the use of compression plants is
promising only for productivity up to 3–4 liters of water per hour. At a higher capacity, the overall
dimensions of the installation are significantly increased.
An incomparably greater, in comparison with compression analogs, the productivity of systems for
obtaining water from atmospheric air can be achieved by adiabatic expansion in the turbo–expander of an
air–cooled machine. Such machines are successfully used in space technology when launching aircraft [6].
However, there are many places in the world, and these are the countries of Africa, South–East Asia,
South America, where in addition to water problems there are problems with electricity, and in the light of
global problems with the depletion of the world's oil and gas resources – this problem becomes problematic.
These problems are typical for the southern region of Ukraine [7].
In this regard, the developers of systems for obtaining water from the air give considerable attention to
heat–utilizing refrigeration plants, the source of heat in which is solar energy. One of the promising areas is
the possibility of using the existing infrastructure of solar water heaters, the total volume of collector areas
in the world is more than 200 million m2 [8].
Of all possible types of heat–consuming machines, developers choose their sorption refrigeration
machines – with a solid absorber (adsorption type) [9–10] and a liquid absorber (absorption type) [11–16].
The drawbacks of modern adsorption schemes [9–10] and absorption schemes [11–15] include their
attachment to liquid cooling systems for heat dissipating elements (condenser and absorber), which assume
the presence of a cooling tower and the cost of water for evaporative cooling. Obviously, this makes their
use in arid regions where water scarcity is observed, inappropriate.
At the same time, it is possible to distinguish schemes with an aqueous ammonia solution as a working
fluid among the absorption schemes [14, 15], which are fairly simple to realize even in the case of air
removal of the heat of the cooling cycle from heat dissipating elements, in particular, in pumping schemes
with equalizing inert gas [17, 18].
Nevertheless, absorption air–cooled schematics with air–cooled heat dissipating elements in most cases
cannot be directly used in systems for obtaining water from atmospheric air when working with solar
collectors. This is due to the fact that at present the main solar collector fleet consists of structures with
water as the coolant [8]. The maximum temperature of heating in such systems does not exceed 100 ºС, and
this is not enough for the full realization of the absorption water–ammonia refrigerating cycle even in the
temperate climate zone, both for the pumping scheme (optimal operating range 120–140 ºС) and for the
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pump–free (optimal operating range 150 –170 ºС) [19]. An increased level of temperatures in the non–
suspension scheme is associated with the presence of an inertial gas (traditionally hydrogen), which allows
to get rid of the pumping elements of the structure [20].
It should also be noted that the working body of water–ammonia refrigeration units, both pumping and
non–pumping type, is a natural working medium – a water–ammonia solution (VAS), which does not
adversely affect the ecosystem of the planet [21]. In addition, ammonia makes it possible to expand the field
of application of absorption refrigeration systems in terms of lowering the temperature of a cold source
below 0 °C, for example, for air conditioning or refrigerating storage of food and raw materials.
Thus, research and development of heat–absorbing absorption water–ammonia cooling units with solar
water collectors for systems for obtaining water from atmospheric air in terms of expanding their field of
application can be considered relevant.

2. OBJECT, PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The object of the research is the absorption water –ammonia cooling units of the pumping (AWCU) and
non–pumped type – absorption–diffusion cooling units (ADCU).
The purpose of the study is to determine the prospects for using heat–absorbing absorption–type water–
ammonia refrigerating units with solar water collectors in systems for obtaining water from atmospheric air.
To achieve this goal it is necessary to accomplish the following tasks:
1. To develop a methodology for thermodynamic calculation of AWCU and ADCU cycles in the
extended, in comparison with the traditional, operating temperature range, both in the part of the heating
source, and the environment and the cooling object.
2. Conduct an analysis of the calculation of thermodynamic parameters in AWCU and ADCU in the
extended range of operation parameters.
3. To develop the perspective schemes of AWCU and ADCU in the extended range of operation
parameters when working in systems for obtaining water from atmospheric air.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
One of the features of absorption refrigerators of all types is the interdependence of temperatures in the
characteristic processes of the cycle-the temperature of the heating medium th , the temperature of the
cooling medium toc , and the temperature of the cooling object tob . Of the three temperatures, only two can
be arbitrarily assigned [22].
As practice shows, the operation of the refrigeration unit should provide a given level of cooling ( tob ),
and the installation itself should operate under appropriate climatic conditions, that is, at a given
temperature of the cooling medium. Therefore, the real parameter that can change is only the temperature of
the heating source.
Modern calculation methods [23] do not take into account such interdependence of temperatures in the
absorption refrigeration cycle, since they allow the presence of a source of thermal energy with only the
necessary temperature potential.
At the first stage of the research, an algorithm was developed for calculating AWCU pump cycles for
working with low-potential sources of thermal energy.
In Fig. 1. The simplest scheme of AWCU with two regenerative heat exchangers – solutions (RHS) and
ammonia (RHA) is presented. To the generator 1, which is filled with liquid WAS, low-potential heat is
supplied, as a result of which the low-boiling component (ammonia) with small particles of water vapor will
predominantly boil off from the solution. The steam enters the rectifier 2, in which the cooled saturated
WAS with the RHS 5 and the absorber 4 flows to meet the vapor stream that comes from the generator 1. At
the same time, less volatile water vapor condenses first, thereby increasing the concentration of ammonia in
the stream. Next, WAS pairs fall into the reflux condenser 3. On its cold tubes, the first condensed water
vapor that remained after the rectifier 2. The presence of the rectifier 2 and the refluxer 3 in the AWCU
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circuit allows almost completely to get rid of the water vapor in the ammonia vapor stream that goes to the
condenser 7. Further ammonia vapor enters the condenser 7, liquefies with the removal of the phase
transition heat, enters the RHA 8, where the cold the ammonia vapor that comes from the evaporator 9 to the
absorber 4 is preheated, thereby increasing the thermal coefficient of the AWCU cycle.
Initial data for the calculation were adopted: a) temperature of the cooling medium toc ; b) temperature
of the cooling object tob ; c) temperature differences on elements that do not explicitly take into account heat
exchange conditions and under-recovery of heat: temperature difference between the weak WAS and the
generator's heating source of heat; temperature head in the condenser, absorber, dephlegmator with cooling
medium; temperature head between the fluxes of weak and strong WAS at the cold end of RHS; d)
refrigerating capacity of the evaporator Q0 .

QD

QD

PB 1
PB 1

Fig 1. Scheme AWCU with two regenerative heat exchangers: 1 - generator; 2 - rectifier; 3 - a reflux
condenser; 4 - absorber; 5 – RHS; 6 - the pump; 7 - the condenser; 8 - RHA; 9 - evaporator

The variable parameter is the temperature of the heating source of heat th .
At the first stage of the research on the above algorithm, a search was made for the temperature range of
the heating source ( th ), which would satisfy the conditions of operation of AWCU ( tос ) and the
requirements for the cooling object ( t ob ).
The relevance of this research was due to the fact that some modes of operation of AWCU can not be
organized because of the insufficiently high temperature of the heating source. So, for example, the level of
cooling temperatures in the evaporator requires an appropriate pressure level Po both in the evaporator and
in the absorber. The equilibrium temperature of the strong WAS in the absorber t кр. А should be higher than
the temperature of the cooling medium in order to ensure removal of the heat of absorption. The mass
fraction of ammonia in the strong WAS кр. is determined by the values of Po and t кр. А , and for the
organization of the absorption process, a certain degassing zone is necessary-the difference in the mass
fractions of ammonia in the strong кр. and weak сл. WAS. In turn, the mass fraction of ammonia in the
weak WAS сл. is determined by the values of the condensation-generation pressure and the temperature of
the heating source.
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The algorithm for searching the AWCU operating modes was as follows. At the first stage, the
temperatures of the cooling object were set t ob = minus 30 °C; minus 15 °С; minus 5 °С. For each
value t ob , a calculation was made with a fixed value with a range of 25 ... 43 °C in steps of 1 °C. For the
given values, we calculated the circulation multiplicity with a variable in steps of 1 °C.
In case the multiplicity of the circulation is a positive value, it was concluded that the operation mode of
AWCU can be realized, and otherwise, when the circulation multiplicity was negative, it was concluded that
the operating mode does not exist. An analytical relationship between the temperature of the cooling
medium ( tос ), the temperature of the cooling object ( t ob ), and the temperature of the heating source ( th ) is
obtained under the condition of the maximum value of the thermal coefficient. The dependence has the
following form [24]:

th

2
3
a btoc ctoc2 dtoб etoб
ftoб
, (1)
2
1 ktoc ltoc2 mtoб ntoб

where: а = 47,74648658; b = – 1,01853416; c =0,013464939; d = – 1,12675283; e = 0,02319431; f = –
0,00017897; k = – 0,03803459; l = 0,00049505; m = – 0,00750582; n = 0,000151575; dimension of
temperature – ºС.
The maximum error of the analytical dependence is 5.3%. The average error is 1.1 %.
The form of the surface constructed from the dependences is shown in Fig.2.

Fig.2. Dependence between the temperature of the cooling medium ( tос ), the temperature of the cooling
object ( t ob ) and the temperature of the heating source ( th ) under the condition of the maximum value of
the thermal coefficient.

Analysis of the obtained calculation results allows us to draw the following conclusions.
First, in the range of design parameters with increasing temperature of the outside air (cooling medium),
the necessary temperature of the heating source also increases. So, for example, with an increase from 20 ºС
to 45 ºС at a fixed temperature of 5 ºС the temperature will increase from 65 ºС to 110 ºС.
Secondly, in the range of design parameters, the increase in the temperature of the cooling object, for
example, from minus 30 ºС to 15 ºС at a fixed outdoor temperature of 45 C, will result in an increase in the
required temperature of the heating source from 85 ºС to 138 ºС.
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Thirdly, for operation in a tropical climate (= 35 ... 45 °C) and a cooling object temperature of 5 °C
(guaranteed "dew-point" temperature), the temperature of the heating source should be above 110 °C.
Taking into account the above analysis, and taking into account the simplicity of the design and the
method of implementation for further development, a variant of traditional AWCU with a heat exchanger of
solutions and a booster compressor [25] was chosen on the supply line of ammonia vapor to the condenser
(Fig. 3) [24].
The work of AWCU with the booster compressor is carried out as follows. A heat load is supplied to the
steam generator 1, for example, a heat carrier heated in the SC system.

Fig. 3. Scheme of AWCU with a booster compressor: 1 – generator–boiler; 2 – air condenser; 3 – throttle
of liquid ammonia; 4 – air cooler; 5 – absorber; 6 – air cooler of weak solution; 7 – a pump of strong
solution; 8 – the throttle of a weak solution; 9 – heat exchanger solutions; 10 – booster compressor

The heated water circulates through the heat exchanger inner tubes of the generator 2, transfers heat to
the strong WAS. From liquid WAS at Рг pressure, the low-boiling ammonia component with some parts of
the absorbent-water is evaporated predominantly. The low-density WAS, which is dense in ammonia, has a
high density, moves to the lower part of generator 1, and the steam ammonia mixture rises to the upper part
of generator 1. At the top of the generator, the steam mixture is purified due to the difference in the normal
boiling temperatures of water and ammonia rectification and reflux.
The purified ammonia vapor is supplied to the input of the booster compressor 10, compressed, and
pressurized to the air condenser 2 as compared to the pressure Pk in the generator. In the condenser 2, the
vapor is liquefied with the removal of the heat of vaporization to the ambient air. Liquid ammonia after the
condenser 2 passes through the throttle 3, loses pressure from up Pk to P0 and in the form of wet vapor (a
mixture of vapor and liquid) enters the air cooler 4. In the air cooler, liquid ammonia boils at low
pressure Po and temperature tо to with heat removal from the outside air.
The constant pressure in the Po evaporator is maintained by withdrawing steam of ammonia to the
absorber 5 where it is absorbed by the weak WAS coming from the generator 1 through the throttle 8.
From the absorber 5, the strong ammonia-rich VAP is circulated by the circulating pump 7 to the
generator 1 and the cycle of AWCU repeats.
The scheme provides air cooling of heat dissipating elements, since the work of AWCU is planned in
conditions of water shortage
With the help of the original algorithm for calculating AWCU cycles, the analysis of AWCU cycles
with the booster compressor in front of the capacitor was carried out. Interest represented a kind of
"modified refrigerating coefficient" of the AWCU cycle, which is the ratio of the useful effect (artificial
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cold) with the electric power expended in the circulation pump 7 and the booster compressor. Given that the
thermal energy of the heating source comes from the SC, we did not take it into account, as if received by
the gift.
Analysis of the calculation results shows that with an increase in the temperature of the heating source
from 80 °C to 100 °C, the effectivity of AWCU increases almost twofold.
The comparison of the AWCU cycle with the booster compressor and the cycle of the vapor
compression compressor (VCCU) operating in the same temperature range of the cooling object and outside
air is also of interest. Analysis of the calculations shows that there are energy advantages for AWCU with
the booster compressor even before the ideal Carnot refrigerating cycle, starting from the level of the heating
source temperature of 100 °C −in the considered temperature range it ranges from 11 to 24 %.

Fig. 4. Scheme of the installation of water production from atmospheric air with ADCU

The installation contains an ADCU consisting of: a generator 1, a reflux condenser 2, a condenser 3, an
evaporator 4, a lowering 5 and an elevating 6 channels of the combined cycle, an absorber 7, a solution tank
of the working fluid 8, a "tube-in-tube" heat exchanger of 9 solutions of the working fluid, channels of weak
10 and strong 11 solutions of the working fluid.
The ADCU generator 1 is installed in the focus of a parabolic mirror concentrator of solar thermal
radiation 12. The ADCU is charged with WAS and hydrogen as an equalizing inert gas. The WAS partially
fills the generator 1 and the receiver 8, and the heat exchanger 8 and the channels 10 and 11 – completely.
The natural circulation circuit of the air flow is a U-shaped channel with lowering 13 and lifting 14
parts.
In the downcomer channel 13, a condensate collecting tank 15 is installed, drained from the evaporator
4. From the tank 15, the condensate is withdrawn for further storage in the vessel 16.
In the upper part of the lowering channel 13, the ADCU evaporator 4 is arranged, and in the lower and
upper part of the lift channel 14, respectively, the absorber 7 and the condenser 3.
The operation of the plant for obtaining water from atmospheric air is carried out as follows.
When the sun rises, its thermal radiation hits the concentrator 12, which focuses it and feeds it to the
generator 1. The generator 1 heats up and starts evaporating predominantly from the WAS, the low-boiling
component is ammonia. Due to the insufficiently high difference in the normal boiling temperatures of water
and ammonia, steam is partly present in the resulting steam.
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Purification of ammonia vapor from water takes place in the dephlegmator 2 with the removal of the
heat of the phase transition into the environment. The purified ammonia vapor enters the condenser 3, where
it also liquefies with the removal of the heat of the phase transition into the environment.
To ensure the necessary temperature pressure between the surface of the condenser 3 and the outside air,
the pressure in the internal cavity of the ADA is maintained at 20–22 bar, which corresponds to a condenser
temperature level of about 50 °C.
Liquid ammonia from the condenser 3 flows into the evaporator 4, which is supplied from the lift
channel 5 and partially purified from the steam of ammonia by hydrogen.
Evaporator 4 evaporates liquid ammonia into an inert gas-hydrogen medium at a low partial pressure
and, correspondingly, at a low temperature.
The composition of the working fluid of ADCU is selected in such a way that it would be possible to
provide a temperature on the outside of the evaporator below the dew point temperature.
From the evaporator 4, saturated with ammonia vapor, an inert gas (hydrogen) is lowered through the
channel 6 downwards - to the bottom of the absorber 7 due to the higher density.
At the top of the absorber 7 comes from the generator 1 a weak (with a smaller fraction of ammonia)
WAS, which drains to the bottom of the absorber 7 and accumulates in the receiver 8.
When a weak WAS contact and a saturated mixture of ammonia and hydrogen are contacted, absorption
(absorption) of ammonia vapor takes place by liquid. The weak WAS is saturated and becomes saturated
with ammonia (strong), and hydrogen is partially purified from the ammonia vapor.
Strong WAS through channel 11 flows through heat exchanger 9 to generator 1. In the heat exchanger, a
weak WAS gives off the heat to strong WAS and the cycle of AWCU operation of repeats.
When atmospheric air contacts the surface of the evaporator 4, which has a temperature below the dew
point temperature, the dissolved water vapor condenses, while the atmospheric air is dried and cooled.
The cooled and dried air has a high density and falls into the lower part of the channel 13.
The condensate of water flows from the evaporator 4 and accumulates in the vessel 14, from which it is
then supplied to the vessel 15.
In the lower part of the lifting channel, the dried and cooled air is contacted with the surface of the
absorber 7 heated up to 42–45 ºС.
During the heat exchange process, the air is heated and the absorber 7 is cooled. Heated warm air,
having a smaller density compared to the cold one, is pushed into the condenser zone, where it is
additionally heated when the heat of condensation is removed.
The ascending flow of dried cold air reduces the temperature of the ADCU heat dissipating elements
(absorber and condenser), and this leads to an increase in the cooling capacity of the ADCU evaporator, all
other conditions being equal.
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Abstract
This work summarizes recently developed methodologies for the computational-analytical treatment of conjugated
conduction-convection heat transfer problems, such as the combination of integral transforms with a single domain
formulation strategy, in which the conjugated problem is reformulated by rewriting the governing equations for every
each solid and fluid region, as one single partial differential equation in the whole spatial domain. Another recently
advanced approach here illustrated is the integral transform solution incorporating the convective effects into the chosen
eigenvalue problem that forms the basis of the eigenfunction expansion, bringing new perspectives for more efficient
solution of highly convective formulations. As illustrative examples it is shown the transient analysis of a conjugated
problem with flow inside parallel plates and the theoretical-experimental analysis of a 3D thermal micro-system.

KEYWORDS
Conjugated problems, Internal convection, Integral transforms, Eigenvalue problems, Thermal microdevices

1. INTRODUCTION
The modelling and analytical treatment of conjugated conduction-convection heat transfer, via the full
differential equations for the fluid flow and energy balances in both the fluid and solid regions, is one of the
fundamental mathematical problems in thermal sciences. The goal is to solve the coupled differential
equations and avoid the inherent errors in approximate formulations that, either disregard the solid walls
participation in the thermal process, or oversimplify the fluid participation by accounting for the convective
heat transfer through the adoption of correlated results for heat transfer coefficients under limiting
conditions. The Luikov Heat and Mass Transfer Institute, in Minsk, Belarus, has pioneered and guided the
research efforts in this area, as illustrated by the early works of Perelman [1] and Luikov et al. [2], which
presented analytical solutions for simplified models in both internal and external flow situations.
In recent years, conjugated heat transfer problems have been revisited by Knupp et al. [3-5], mainly
motivated by micro-scale heat transfer applications [6]. A computational-analytical approach for conjugated
problems was then advanced, through a combination of integral transforms and a single domain formulation
strategy. Basically, this strategy involves the reformulation of the problem to be solved by rewriting the
energy balance for every each solid and fluid region, as one single partial differential equation in the whole
spatial domain, where the parameters are represented as space variable functions with abrupt transitions at
the fluid-wall interfaces, so as to take into account the transition of the solid and fluid physical properties.
Then, the Generalized Integral Transform Technique (GITT) [7] is recalled to provide a hybrid numerical-
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analytical solution for this single energy equation defined in the whole domain. In most of the contributions
through this solution path so far, the energy equation is integral transformed only in the transversal direction
to the flow, and the resulting transformed partial differential system is then solved numerically. This partial
transformation scheme has been preferred in order to avoid slower convergence rates of the eigenfunction
expansions in the longitudinal direction, since the convective term would be actually treated as a source
term if the traditional total transformation scheme was employed. In order to overcome the slower
convergence in the total transformation of highly convective formulations, Cotta et al. [8] recently advanced
a computational-analytical integral transforms solution of convection-diffusion problems, incorporating the
convective effects into the chosen eigenvalue problem that forms the basis of the proposed eigenfunction
expansion, bringing a new perspective to the total transformation of conjugated problems under single
domain formulation.
The present work first summarizes the main methodologies involved in the solution process, such as the
single domain formulation with formal solution via the Generalized Integral Transform Technique, and the
derivation of the convective eigenvalue problems eigenfunction expansions. Then, two applications of
conjugated problems are presented, involving the methodologies here described: first, a transient twodimensional conjugated problem is considered, involving the flow inside parallel plates, so as to illustrate
the combination of the single domain formulation with the proposition of convective eigenvalue problems
and the total integral transformation procedure; second, the theoretical-experimental transient threedimensional analysis of a thermal micro-system is considered, illustrating the combination of the single
domain formulation with the partial integral transformation procedure and a diffusive eigenvalue problem.

2. SOLUTION METHODOLOGIES
2.1. Single Domain Formulation and Total Transformation Solution
Consider a general transient diffusion or convection-diffusion problem, defined in a complex
multidimensional configuration that is represented by nV different sub-regions with volumes Vl ,
l  1,2,..., nV , with potential and flux continuity at the interfaces among themselves:
 T (x, t )
(1.a)
wl (x) l
   kl (x)Tl (x, t )  dl (x)Tl (x, t )  Pl (x,t ,T), x Vl , t  0, l  1, 2,..., nV
t
with initial, interface and boundary conditions given, respectively, by
(1.b)
Tl (x,0)  fl (x), x Vl
 T (x, t )
 T (x, t )
(1.c,d)
Tl (x, t )  Tm (x, t ); kl (x) l
 k m ( x) m
, x  Sl , m , t  0
n
n


 
T (x, t )  l (x, t , T), x  Sl , t  0
(1.e)
 l (x)  l (x)kl (x)
 n  l

where n denotes the outward-drawn normal to the interfaces, Sl ,m , and external surfaces, Sl . Equations (1.ae) represent a quite general formulation, including non-linear coefficients and convective terms, which can
be gathered into the equation and boundary source terms.
The Generalized Integral Transform Technique (GITT) can be more effectively applied to solve system
(1) above, by rewriting problem (1) as a single domain formulation with space variable coefficients and
source terms, in the form:
T (x, t )
w(x)
 L T (x, t )  P(x, t , T ), x V , t  0
(2.a)
t
(2.b,c)
T (x,0)  f (x), x V ; BT (x, t )   (x, t , T ), x  S , t  0
where the operators L and B , and the single domain volume and surface, V and S, are given by:
nV
nV
  
L     k (x)     d ( x)   , B   (x)     (x)k (x)
; V  Vl , S   Sl
(2.d-g)
n
l 1
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The space variable coefficients appearing in Eqs. (2), besides the new equation and boundary source
terms and initial conditions, now without the subscript l for the sub-regions Vl , incorporate the abrupt
transitions among the different sub-regions and permit the representation of system (1) as a single domain
formulation, to be directly handled by the Generalized Integral Transform Technique.
The GITT formal solution starts with the proposition of an eigenvalue problem, which is inherently
chosen from the characteristic coefficients, and is given by:
(3.a,b)
L (x)   2 w(x) (x), x V ; B (x)  0, x  S
It is worth noting that the eigenvalue problem is an independent choice, and the recommended choice is
certainly the one that captures as much information as possible about the original operators coefficients, and
still leads to an analytically solvable eigenvalue problem. Then, the transform and inversion formulae are
defined in the form:

 ( x)
Transform: Ti (t )   w(x) i (x)T (x, t )dV , Inversion: T (x, t )   Ti (t ) i (x) , with  i (x)  i 1/ 2
(4.a-c)
Ni
i 1
V
Operating on Eq. (2.a) with  i (x)   dV leads to the following transformed ODE system:
V

dTi (t )
 i2Ti (t )  gi (t , T(t )), i  1, 2,3,...
dt
 (x)


 (x, t , T )  k (x) i
  i ( x) 
n

 dS
gi (t , T(t ))   i (x) P(x, t , T )dV  

(
x
)


(
x
)
V
S



T(t )  T 1 (t ), T 2 (t ), T 3 (t ),...



T

(5.a)

(5.b)
(5.c)

and initial conditions:
Ti (0)   w(x) i (x) f (x)dV  f i , i  1, 2,3,...

(5.d)

V

The inversion formula, Eq. (4.b), is then recalled to represent the potential T (x, t ) , in order to evaluate
the transformed source term, gi (t , T(t )) , leading to the coupled nonlinear system of ordinary differential
equations, Eqs. (5.a-d). The resulting truncated system to a sufficiently large order N is numerically solved
by reliable built-in routines such as NDSolve in the Mathematica system [9]. Once the numerical solution
for the transformed potentials is available, the sought potential T (x, t ) can be constructed by invoking the
inversion formula given by Eq. (4.b), in which the remaining terms retain their analytical nature.

2.2. Partial Transformation Solution
An alternative hybrid solution strategy to the above described full integral transformation is of particular
interest in the treatment of transient convection-diffusion problems with a preferential convective direction.
In such cases, the integral transformation is performed in all but one space coordinate, yielding an infinite
coupled system of one-dimensional partial differential equations for the transformed potentials, to be solved
numerically. This partial integral transformation procedure offers an interesting combination of advantages
between the eigenfunction expansion approach and the selected numerical method for handling the coupled
system of one-dimensional partial differential equations that results from the transformation procedure. To
illustrate this partial integral transformation procedure, again a transient convection-diffusion problem is
considered, but this time separating the preferential direction that is not to be integral transformed. The
vector x now includes the space coordinates that will be eliminated through integral transformation, here
denoted by x*, as well as the space variable to be retained in the transformed partial differential system, here
denoted by x3 . The problem to be solved is now written in the following form:
 T (x, t )
(6a)
w(x* )
*   K (x* )*T (x, t )   d (x* )T (x, t )  g (x,t ,T), x V , t  0
t
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where the operator * refers only to the coordinates to be integral transformed, x* , and with initial and
boundary conditions given, respectively, by

 
T (x,0)  f (x), x V ;  (x* )   (x* ) K (x* ) *  T (x, t )   (x, t , T), x*  S * , t  0
(6b.c)
n 


 
(6d)
 ( x3 )   ( x3 )
 T (x, t )   (x, t , T), x3  S3 , t  0
 x3 

where n* denotes the outward-drawn normal to the surface S* formed by the coordinates x* and S3 refers to
the boundary values of the coordinate x3. The coefficients in eqs. (6) inherently carry the information to the
auxiliary eigenvalue problem that will be chosen forthe eigenfunction expansion, and all the remaining
terms from this rearrangement are collected into the source terms, g (x,t ,T) and  (x, t , T) , including the
existing nonlinear terms and diffusion and/or convection terms with respect to the dimensional variable x3 .

The partial integral transformation of eqs. (6) then yields:
Ti ( x3 , t )
 i2Ti ( x3 , t )  gi ( x3 , t , T), i=1,2,... , x 3 V3 , t>0,
t
*

*
*  i ( x ) 

(
x
)

K
(
x
)
 i
n* dS *
gi ( x3 , t , T)   * i (x* ) g (x, t , T)dV *   *  (x, t , T) 
V
S
 x*   x*



 

 

Ti ( x3 ,0)  f i ( x3 )   * w( x* ) i ( x* ) f ( x)dV *
V


 
*
*
*
 ( x3 )   ( x3 )
 Ti ( x3 , t )   ï ( x3 , t , T)  v* w( x ) i ( x ) ( x, t , T)dV , x3  S3 , t  0
 x3 


(7a)

(7b)
(7c)
(7d,e)

Equations (7) form an infinite coupled system of nonlinear one-dimensional partial differential
equations for the transformed potentials, Tki ( x3 , t ), after truncation to a sufficiently large finite order. The
Mathematica system provides the routine NDSolve, which implements the Method of Lines in the numerical
solution of the PDE system, under automatic absolute and relative error control.

2.3. Convective Eigenvalue Problem
The following nonlinear multidimensional problem, already with the linear characteristic coefficients
identified, and making explicit the convective term out of the general source term, is considered:
T (x, t )
w(x)
 u(x).T (x, t )  .[k (x)T (x, t )]  d ( x)T (x, t )  P( x, t , T ), x V , t  0
(8)
t
where the linear coefficients in each operator, dependent only on the spatial variables, already imply the
choice of characteristic functional behaviors to be accounted for in the eigenfunction expansion basis, while
the remaining nonlinearities are gathered into the redefined nonlinear source term P(x, t , T ) .
Considering that the convective term coefficient vector u can be represented in the three-dimensional
situation by the three components {ux, uy, uz}, here illustrating the transformation in the Cartesian
coordinates system, x ={x, y, z}, and considering the transformed diffusion coefficients, to be derived below,
are functions of only the corresponding space coordinate, or kˆx (x)  kˆx ( x), kˆy ( x)  kˆy ( y ); kˆz ( x)  kˆz ( z ), with
the consequent restrictions on the choices of the characteristic linear coefficients k(x) and u(x), a generalized
diffusion formulation is constructed, which leads to a self-adjoint eigenvalue problem. In such case, Eq. (8)
is rewritten in the form:
T (x, t )
wˆ (x)
 .[kˆ(x)T (x, t )]  dˆ (x)T (x, t )  Pˆ ( x, t , T ), x V , t  0
(9.a)
t
where
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kˆ(x)  kˆx ( x)kˆy ( y )kˆz ( z ); wˆ (x)  w(x) kˆ(x) / k ( x); dˆ (x)  d ( x) kˆ(x) / k ( x);
1
Pˆ (x, t , T )  P(x, t , T ) kˆ(x) / k ( x); u* (x) 
u(x)  k (x) ;
k ( x)

(9.b-i)

 u x ( x ) dx
 u y ( x ) dy
 u z ( x ) dz
and kˆx (x)  e 
; kˆy (x)  e 
; kˆz (x)  e 
;
*

*

*

for which the appropriate self-adjoint eigenvalue problem would be
(10)
.[kˆ(x) (x)]  [ 2 wˆ (x)  dˆ (x)] (x)  0, x V
which can be directly solved by the GITT itself to yield the corresponding algebraic eigenvalue problem for
the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors that reconstruct the desired eigenfunction,  (x) . This
convective eigenvalue problem alternative is expected to provide a convergence enhacement in comparison
to the eigenfunction expansions proposed through the traditional diffusive eigenvalue problem, eqs. (3.a,b).

3. APPLICATIONS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Transient conjugated heat transfer in parallel plates channel
The first example illustrates the total integral transformation approach and the alternative to incorporate
convection effects into the eigenvalue problem within the single domain formulation. Consider the laminar
incompressible internal flow of a Newtonian fluid between parallel plates, undergoing conjugated heat
transfer. The dimensionless single domain formulation of the example here considered is written as:
w( y )

T ( x, y, t ) k ( y )  2T  
T

  k ( y)
2
2
t
Pe x
y 
y

T (0, y, t )  0,

T
x

 0,
x  x

T
y


T
, 0  y  1, 0  x  x , t  0
  u( y)
x


 0, T ( x,1, t )  0, T ( x, y ,0)  1

(11.a)
(11.b-f)

y 0

if 0  y  yi
if 0  y  yi
u f ( y ), if 0  y  yi
1,
1,
u( y)  
, k ( y)  
, w( y )  
if yi  y  1
0,
ks / k f , if yi  y  1
 ws / w f , if yi  y  1

(11.g-i)

The fluid region extends from y  0 to y  yi and the solid region goes from y  yi to y  1 . Thus, one
can choose to incorporate part of the convective effect into the diffusion term, with the transformation
described in Section 2.3. In this scenario, one possible reformulation of the conjugated problem is:
T ( x, y, t )
1 
T    ˆ
T  ˆ
wˆ ( x, y )
 2  kˆ( x, y )
  P( x, y, t , T ), 0  y  1, 0  x  x , t  0 (12.a)
   k ( x, y)
t
Pe x 
x  y 
y 
T

* ˆ
if 0  y  yi
  u ( y )  u  k ( x, y ) x ,

Pˆ ( x, y, t , T )  
(12.b)
ˆ
 ks k ( x, y ) T , if yi  y  1
 k f
x x
*
*
e u x ,
e u x ,
if 0  y  yi
if 0  y  yi
ˆ ( x, y )  
kˆ( x, y )  
w
,
(12.c,d)
*
u x
 u* x
 ks / k f  e , if yi  y  1
 ws / w f  e , if yi  y  1
In Eq. (12.b) it is clear that the chosen reference velocity, u * , reduces the importance of the convective
term in the fluid region, in comparison with Eq. (11.a). Nonetheless, it should also be noted in Eq. (12.b)
that the transformation introduces a source term in the solid region, while in the original formulation the
source term is zero for y  yi . For both possible formulations described above, the solution is obtained with
the total integral transformation procedure described in Section 2.1. In the test case we consider Pe = 10,
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k s / k f  0.25 , ws / w f  0.35 ,

u( y) is the fully developed parabolic profile with unitary mean, and

u  uav  1 . Figures 1 present the temperature profile along the transversal direction ( y ), illustrating the
convergence behaviour for both formulations at x  0.05 and t  0.02 . As expected, it can be observed a
better convergence behaviour in the fluid region ( 0  y  yi  0.5 ) in Fig. 1(b), in which solution the
convective eigenvalue problem has been employed. On the other hand, in the solid region ( yi  0.5  y  1 )
the best convergence behaviour is achieved with the traditional formulation, as consequence of the
introduction of a non-zero source term in solid region during the derivation of Problem (12), as already
discussed. In both cases, it is worth noting the excellent general convergence behaviour, with the solutions
being fully converged to the graph scale with only 16 terms in the eigenfunction expansion.
*

T

T

0.15

0.15

0.10

0.10

0.05

0.05

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

y
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

y

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Transversal temperature profiles for different truncation orders : N = 8 (red), N = 12 (blue), N = 16 (green), N =
20 (black): (a) Diffusive eigenvalue problem, Eqs. (11) ; (b) Convective eigenvalue problem, Eqs. (12).

3.2. Theoretical-experimental analysis of thermal micro-systems
The second example brings an actual micro-thermal system application, comparing experimental results
against theoretical results from the methodology presented in this work, combining the single domain
formulation with the partial transformation procedure. Consider the internal flow of a Newtonian fluid
inside the straight channel of a rectangular thermal micro-system, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Schematics for conjugated heat transfer problem in micro-thermal system (dimensions in mm).

Considering a hydrodynamically fully developed and thermally developing flow, the mathematical
formulation of this problem, considering only the heat exchange section, can be written as:
T  x, y, z , t 
T  x, y, z, t 
w  x, y 
 u  x, y  w f
    k ( x, y )T ( x, y , z , t 
(13.a)
t
z
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T  x, y, z, t 
x

ks

T  x, y, z , t 
y

 0 ; ks

T  x, y, z , t 
x

x 0

 hx T  T  Lx , y, z , t  

 hy ,1 T  T  x,0, z , t   ; ks

T  x, y, z , t 
y

y 0

T  x, y, z, t 

T  x, y,0, t   Te  t  ;

(13.b)

x  Lx

z



 hy ,2 T  T  x, Ly , z , t 



(13.c,d)

y  Ly

 0 ; T  x, y , z ,0   T

(13.e-g)

z  Lz

k f  x, y  , fluid
 w f  x, y  , fluid

u f  x, y  , fluid

, k  x, y   
, w  x, y   
(13.h-j)
u  x, y   


 ws , solid
0, solid
ks , solid
where u is the flow velocity, k is the thermal conductivity and w is the volumetric heat capacity. For a
better convergence behavior, problem (11) is filtered with T in order to yield homogeneous boundary
conditions in the x and y directions :

(14)
T ( x, y, z, t )  T  T * ( x, y, z, t )
Considering the integral transformation of the filtered problem over the transversal directions only, x
and y , the following transform and inverse formulae are employed, respetively:
Ti ( z , t ) 

Ly Lx



0 0

i 1



*
*
 w( x, y) i ( x, y)T ( x, y, z, t )dxdy , T ( x, y, z, t )  Ti ( z, t ) i ( x, y)

(15.a,b)

where the eigenfunctions are obtained from the 2D Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem with variable
coefficients, k ( x, y) and w( x, y) , which is solved via GITT itself.
The integral transformation of the resulting filtered problem yields the following one-dimensional
system of partial differential equations :

Ti ( z , t )
 2Ti ( z , t ) 
T ( z , t )
 i2Ti ( z , t )  Dij
 Cij i
(16.a)
2
t
z
z
j 1
j 1
Cij 

Ly Lx

 u  x, y  w  ( x, y )
f

i

j

( x, y )dxdy , Dij 

0 0

Ti ( z,0)  0 , Ti (0, t ) 

Ly Lx

  k ( x, y) ( x, y)
i

Ly Lx

  T (t )  T  ( x, y)
e

j

( x, y )dxdy

(16.b,c)

0 0



i

j

0 0

( x, y )dxdy ,

Ti ( z , t )
z

0

(16.d-f)

z  Lz

The resulting transformed system, once truncated to a desired order N, is numerically solved using the
NDSolve routine of the Mathematica system [9]. Once the transformed potentials Ti ( z, t ) are computed, the
desired solution T ( x, y, z, t ) is readily available from Eqs. (15.b) and (14).
For this example, an experimental apparatus has also been implemented, with the device walls made of
acrylic (PMMA) and employing water as the working fluid. The water inlet temperature was varied in time
to promote the transient, by a control system with heating from a Peltier plate, and temperature
measurements at the external face of the device were obtained via infrared thermography. Fig. 3(a)
illustrates the inlet temperature variation with time for the case here reported, employing a prescribed
volumetric flow rate of 1 mL/min. Table 1 illustrates the good convergence behavior of the dimensionless
temperature (   T  T  / T ) at the time instant near the first peak ( t  200s ) at the centerheight of the
device ( y  2.087mm ), and at three different x (width) positions, 2.5mm, 5mm and 7.5mm from the
centerline. Figure 3(b) presents the comparison between the measured temperatures at the external top
surface (at the longitudinal position z  36.69mm , at the centerwidth of the device, x  0 ), showing a
general good adherence, with the highest deviations occurring at the peaks ( 3o C representing 8% of the
measured temperature). Considering heat transfer to the solid substrate at the left and right sides of the fluid
ports, should permit and improved agreement between experimental and theoretical findings.
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Table 1. Convergence behavior of the calculated temperature at y  2.087mm and t  200s .
x  2.5mm
x  5mm
x  7.5mm
N
N = 60
0.878515
0.861598
0.850498
N = 70
0.878192
0.861603
0.851002
N = 80
0.877728
0.861665
0.850869
N = 90
0.877596
0.861790
0.850938
N = 100
0.877053
0.861141
0.850430

Fig. 2. (a) Experimental measurements of the inlet temperature; (b) Predicted (black) and measured (green)
temperatures at the external face of the thermal micro-system.
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Abstract
Heat fluxes in computer chips and high heat-load electronic components have reached the current limits of
conventional cooling technology. Some of the applications require heat fluxes well beyond the limit of 10 MW/m2
therefore two-phase cooling that utilize latent heat of vaporization has the potential to meet the requested heat
dissipation demands. The mechanisms of flow boiling heat transfer in microchannels are discussed for refrigerant RC318 at moderate reduced pressures where the contribution of nucleate boiling is decisive. Flow boiling patterns were
identified using an annular microchannel with transparent outer wall for successive flow visualization. The considerable
suppression of nucleate boiling was observed during transition to annular flow and explained by formation of thin liquid
film and dry spots. The characteristics of flow boiling for refrigerants, dielectric fluid and water in microchannel heat
sink are discussed for a wide range of the reduced pressure. A general equation for prediction of two-phase flow boiling
heat transfer inside the circular, annular and rectangular microchannels is proposed and verified using the experimental
data. This equation accounts for the nucleate boiling suppression, forced convection and thin film evaporation in the
form that allows to distinguishing more clearly the contribution of each mechanism of heat transfer under the conditions,
when it is predominant. The application of this equation for the prediction of different modes of flow boiling is
discussed.

KEYWORDS
Flow boiling, micro-scale heat transfer, microchannels, high heat flux removal, nucleate boiling suppression, thin
film evaporation.

INTRODUCTION
The ability of cooling system to remove high heat flux is a major consideration in the design of the
systems, such as high-performance computer chips, plasma-facing components, high heat-load optical
components, laser diode arrays and X-ray medical devices. Nowadays, the advanced electronic components
generate heat fluxes higher then 1 MW/m2, while some future power electronic components, such as highpower laser and electronic radar systems, have been projected to generate heat fluxes over 10 MW/m2 [1, 2].
To dissipate heat energy from the planar surfaces, flow boiling can be organized inside the multiple parallel
microchannels that are formed in a high conductivity substrate, named as microchannel heat sink [3].
Microchannel heat sink provides an efficient way to remove heat from the concentrated heat sources as they
have a large heat transfer surface area per unit fluid flow volume. The channel cross-section may have
different shape, but typically, it is rectangle or circle. Generally, single-phase heat transfer exhibits the lower
heat transfer coefficients than boiling, and the two-phase heat exchangers are basically used at the low mass
fluxes.
Microchannel heat sink that uses refrigerants or water as a coolant allows absorbing high heat fluxes
due to the latent heat of vaporization and maintains the desired temperature control. Considerable limitation
of two-phase cooling is an existence of critical heat flux (CHF) refers to the maximum heat flux just before
the boiling crisis occurs. The CHF can be increased in case of surface (subcooled) boiling [4] or flow
swirling [5] when a sudden increase of surface temperature will occur at higher heat flux than for saturated
boiling. The use of water for electronic equipment cooling is limited by the high boiling point and more
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promising is the use of refrigerants or dielectric fluids, such as FC-72, FC-77 or HFE 7100, that have a
lower boiling point and high wettability of the surface.
When channel size is reduced, a wide variety of phenomena arises that are not typical for conventional
channels [6, 7]. Despite the fact, that this problem was considered in many studies, flow boiling in
microchannel heat sink is still understood incompletely. There is a general agreement that the heat transfer
coefficient increases for water and refrigerants with increasing heat flux [8, 9], but in some experiments it
was shown that the heat transfer depends on the vapor quality, showing growth [10] or reduction [11] of the
heat transfer coefficient when the quality is increased. A strong dependence of the heat transfer coefficient
on the mass velocity and heat flux was obtained for FC-72 [12]. It has been shown in [13] that for a vapor
mass quality higher 0.2, the heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing vapor quality because of
appearance of dry spots on the surface of the channels.
The difficulties in selection of reliable correlations for prediction of flow boiling heat transfer and CHF
constrain the development of two-phase microchannel heat sinks and micro tube evaporators. Despite the
fact that this problem was addressed in several studies, e.g. [9], the flow boiling in microchannels is still
understood incompletely and development of highly efficient two-phase microchannel heat exchangers
requires deep understanding of thermal aspects of the phase change under substantial contribution of
capillary forces. The objective of this paper is the detail consideration of the mechanisms of flow boiling
heat transfer in microchannels based on experimental observations and flow patterns characterization. To
study the relationship between flow characteristics and flow boiling heat transfer, the experiments were
performed with refrigerant R-C318 at moderate reduced pressures, when the contribution of nucleate boiling
becomes decisive. The flow boiling mechanisms were identified using annular microchannel with a
transparent outer wall for successive boiling visualization. A general equation for prediction of two-phase
flow boiling heat transfer inside the circular, annular and rectangular microchannels was proposed and
verified using the experimental data. The application of this equation for the predictions of different modes
of flow boiling is discussed for saturated and subcooled flow boiling of refrigerants, dielectric fluid
perfluorohexane and water.

1. MECHANISMS OF SATURATED FLOW BOILING HEAT TRANSFER
When analyzing flow boiling heat transfer in microchannels, the nucleate boiling characteristics are very
important especially for the moderate and high reduced pressure. The experimental program aimed at
studying the relationship between flow characteristics and nucleate boiling heat transfer was performed with
refrigerant R-C318 (octafluorocyclobutane) using a horizontal annular microchannel with the transparent
outer wall for successive visualization of boiling. This refrigerant is used in the air conditioning systems,
heat pumps and as a replacement for ozone depleting chlorofluorocarbon refrigerants. It has relatively low
critical pressure equal to 2.778 MPa and the experiments were performed for the reduced pressure reaching
0.24, where the contribution of nucleate boiling becomes decisive. The experimental setup was presented in
[14]. It includes the pre-heater and measurement sections, condenser, liquid cooler, liquid pump, and
accumulating tank for suppression of the pressure pulsations. The pressure in the condenser determined the
pressure at the outlet of the test section. An additional evaporator was located at its outlet to exclude the
flooding in the regimes with low vapor quality. The experiments were done for the inlet subcooling
condition, and inlet vapor quality xin was varied from -0.3 to -0.01. The test section is 0.4 m in length and it
is shown in Fig. 1. To visualize the mechanisms of flow boiling, the outer tube is made of quartz glass. The
inner heated tube is made of stainless steel with surface roughness R z = 5 μm and wall thickness of 1 mm.
Inner tube diameter is 7 mm, average gap is 950 m and hydraulic diameter Dh =1.8 mm.
During the experiments, flow temperatures at the channel inlet and outlet as well as the wall
temperatures are measured by the L-type insulated thermocouples (chromel-copel) with 1-mm diameter
stainless steel casing. To measure the local heat transfer coefficients, the central tube is heated by the
alternating current and two isolated L-type thermocouples were placed in the upper and lower parts of the
channel as it is shown in Fig. 1. Thermocouples were pressed by a spring to the tube wall at the distance of
z=0.3 m from the section inlet. To determine temperature of the surface, the correction on thermocouple
reading considering heat release rate per unit volume qv in the tube heater with wall thickness δw was made
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the annular test section with thermocouples.

as follows: Tw  q v w2 2w . All thermocouples are calibrated with the uncertainty of ± 0.2 °C, their
calibrations are controlled in the liquid flow under the adiabatic conditions. The local heat transfer
coefficient is determined via the heat flux and the difference between the wall temperature and saturation
temperature. The saturation temperature is determined from the measured inlet pressure and pressure drop
along the test section using the procedure described in [14]. Static pressure is measured using pressure
transducers with an accuracy of 1 kPa. For the differential pressure measurement, the transducer with an
accuracy of 100 Pa is used. The mass flow rate is measured using a turbine flow meter with an uncertainty
of 2%. The uncertainty of heat balance does not exceed 5%.
The dependence of local heat transfer coefficients on vapor quality for R-C318 flow boiling is shown in
Fig. 2 for mass flux G = 210 kg/m2s, heat flux qw = 30 kW/m2, inlet static pressure pin = 0.5 MPa, the inlet
vapor quality is varied from –0.3 to –0.01. The dashed line shows the pool boiling heat transfer coefficient
[15], solid line presents the result of calculation according to the approach described in the next chapter. The
data in Fig. 2 show that heat transfer coefficient varied slightly before the annular flow is reached. Typical
flow patterns for this case are the isolated bubbles and elongated bubbles with intensive nucleate boiling in
the liquid plugs. Fig. 3 shows the transition of the flow patterns along the test section for xin= –0.26, xz=
0.34, qw = 31.9 kW/m2, G = 252 kg/m2s pin = 0.28 MPa. The visualization shows that intense nucleate boiling
is observed in the liquid plugs and boiling occurs not only in liquid plugs but also in the roll wave on the
liquid film surface. With an increase in vapor quality, the length of liquid plugs decreases, they disappear,
and transition to the annular flow with ripples and few roll waves occurs. The reason of heat transfer
deterioration in annular flow is suppression of nucleate boiling in a liquid film between the waves, reduction
of wave frequency and dry spots formation observed in [16]. It should be noted that heat transfer
deterioration occurs just after transition to the annular flow, when liquid plugs are disappeared. When

Fig. 2. Local heat transfer coefficients depending on vapor quality for R-C318 flow boiling with
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G = 210 kg/m2s, qw = 30 kW/m2, pin = 0.5 MPa.

Fig. 3. Transition of flow patterns along test section for xin = –0.26, xz = 0.34, qw = 31.9 kW/m2,
G = 252 kg/m2s pin = 0.28 MPa.

nucleate boiling is suppressed, transition to the evaporation mode of heat transfer occurs for thin liquid
layers and heat transfer deterioration is enhanced by dry spots formation due to the liquid film rupture.
Figure 4 presents experimental data on the dependence of heat transfer coefficient from the heat flux for
two mass fluxes G = 300 kg/m2s and G = 800 kg/m2s, and two static pressures. Despite significant
suppression of visible nucleate boiling between the liquid plugs while increasing the heat flux, heat transfer
coefficient increases due to high intensity of nucleate boiling in the plugs. When heat flux exceeds the
critical value (the transition to annular flow is reached), heat transfer coefficient decreases significantly and
the CHF depends both on the mass flux and static pressure.
The model of nucleate boiling suppression in annular flow was proposed in [17] using experimental data
[18] for R134a flow boiling in the vertical mini tubes and micro tubes. For the wavy free-falling turbulent
liquid film, it was shown in [19], that the assumption of linear temperature growth is applicable only within
a viscous sublayer. The turbulence prevents significant temperature variation outside a sublayer, and vapor
nuclei with the diameter larger than the sublayer thickness cannot be activated successfully. Therefore, it
was assumed that nucleate boiling suppression occurs, if the diameter of active nucleus [20] and the
thickness of viscous sublayer become comparable. For the experiments with turbulent vapor flow, the
thickness of viscous sublayer for the wavy film can be estimated as that for the turbulent flow
yvis  5 liq   liq , where χ is the wall shear stress [21]. The degree of boiling suppression depends not only
on ratio yvis/dtan, although the latter is decisive, but also on the magnitude of heat flux. Using data [18], the
heat transfer deterioration is determined by boiling suppression parameter [17]:
0.08
13
sup   yvis d tan 0.6 Bo 0.4Weliq
0 Prliq 

(1)

where Bo x  qw G  1  x   h fg  is the Boiling number based on the local liquid flow rate. The dependence
of boiling suppression factor for uniform liquid film thickness around the channel perimeter sup0 from
boiling suppression parameter was proposed in [17] as follows:

Fig. 4. Dependence of flow boiling heat transfer coefficient on heat flux.
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2

sup0  tanh2 2.5 103sup

(2)

Boiling suppression parameter (2) can be used for prediction of the degree of nucleate boiling
suppression in liquid film for micro tubes, where the film thickness is uniform along the channel perimeter.
For the rectangular microchannel, it is necessary to account for the absence of nucleate boiling suppression
in the meniscus area. For three side heating, which is typical for the rectangular channels of microchannel
heat sink, the entire length of this area divided on the channel perimeter is determined as 1-m, where
 m  6Rm 2a  b

(3)

Here b and a are the length of short and long sides of the channel cross-section, accordingly.
For calculation of the meniscus radius Rm, the assumption on flow rate separation between film and
menisci flow is need. Further, the assumption that the liquid flow rates are equal in the liquid film and
menisci flows is used. Then the radius of meniscus can be found from the equation proposed in [22]:
Qm  0.00234

g ef

 liq

Rm4  0.0135

 3
R
liq m

(4)

Here χ is the shear stress at the interface, g ef  g  dp gas dz   liq  is the effective gravity acceleration for
the downward flow (for horizontal flow g = 0).
To use nucleate boiling suppression model, vapor quality that corresponds to the transition to annular
flow is need. The extensive database for three refrigerants R-134a, R-236fa and R-245fa [23] can be used to
determine the transition vapor quality. Another approach suggested in [24] is based on the model of
equivalent film thickness. In this model, it is assumed that the transition to the annular flow occurs, if film
thickness in elongated bubble or transition flow δeb [25] is equal to the film thickness in the annular flow
δfilm [21]:
δeb = δfilm

(5)

Figure 5 presents the transition lines from coalescing bubble flow to annular flow for R-134a at Ts = 31oC,
Tin = 27oC and Dh = 0.5, 0.8 and 1.03 mm [23], the circles and rhombs show the calculations based on Eq.
(5) for micro tubes with the diameter of 0.5 mm and 1.03 mm.

2. GENERAL EQUATION FOR SATURATED FLOW BOILING HEAT TRANSFER
The results presented in previous chapter show that reliable approach for heat transfer prediction should
account for the determining mechanisms of heat transfer selected as follows: nucleate boiling heat transfer is
essential for the high heat flux, low vapor quality, moderate and high reduced pressures and relatively small
mass flux; nucleate boiling suppression occurs in the annular flow if the liquid film thickness becomes
sufficiently small; forced convection heat transfer is essential at high mass flux and vapor quality;
evaporative heat transfer in the annular flow becomes essential for high mass flux and small transverse size
of the channels due to formation of a thin liquid film; evaporative heat transfer in the elongated bubble flow
is essential at small heat flux and vapor quality. The physical basis of the proposed approach consists in
integration of all these mechanisms in one general equation. To account the contribution of nucleate boiling,
forced convection and liquid film evaporative heat transfer on the two-phase heat transfer coefficient htp it is
suggested to use the method proposed in [26] as follows:
htp2  hcon F   hboilsupS   Ehev 
2

2

2

(6)

Here hcon, hboil and hev are the forced convection, nucleate boiling and liquid film evaporative heat transfer
coefficients, accordingly; F and S are the factors of forced convection enhancement and nucleate boiling
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Fig. 5. Flow pattern transition lines CB/A for R-134a for Ts = 31oC, Tin = 27oC from [28],
circles and rhombs show the transition to annular flow according to Eq. (5).

suppression [27]:
F  1  x Prliq  liq gas  1

0.35

0.1
0.16
, S  1  0.055F Reliq0  ,
1

(7)

andsup is the boiling suppression factor in the liquid film.
Nucleate boiling suppression for a thin liquid film is considered by boiling suppression factor in the
liquid film sup as the multiplier for nucleate boiling suppression term S in Eq. (6). For the round tubes, the
boiling suppression factor is not varied along the channel perimeter and sup=sup0, φ =1. For the
rectangular microchannels, it is necessary to take into account the absence of nucleate boiling suppression in
the menisci area. The size of this area is determined by Eq. (3), therefore, φ =1m and sup is as follows:
sup   m  1   m sup0 

(8)

Evaporation factor E corresponds to the relative cross-sectional areas along the flow occupied by the
continuous gas core. For the elongated bubble flow and transition flow, evaporation factor can be estimated
as vapor volume fraction for homogeneous flow model: E  1   gas1  x  liq x 1 1  m  , and for the annular
flow, the gas core is continuous and E  1 . Parameter φ equals to the part of the channel perimeter, where
the liquid film exists (without the area of menisci).
The proposed method of joining all contributions has the privilege over simple summing of
corresponding terms because it allows clearly distinguishing the contribution of each term under the
conditions, when it is predominant. To account the effect of thermo-physical properties of the working fluid
and channel dimensions on forced convection heat transfer, the suitable correlation for heat transfer
coefficients hcon  liq Nucon Dh , can used depending on all-liquid flow Reynolds number. For the laminar
flow in the round tube, the correlating equation [28] for thermally developing laminar flow can be used. For
annular
and
rectangular
channels,
the
equation
[29]
and
equation
[28]
Nucon  8.235  1  2.042  3.085 2  2.4765 3  1.0578 4  0.1861 5  can be used accordingly. For turbulent
flow, the equation [30] can be used for microtubes and rectangular channels, and equation [31] for annular
channels.
The correct selection of nucleate boiling model in Eq. (6) is important for reliable heat transfer
prediction. For calculation of heat transfer coefficient hboil for the refrigerants in metallic microtubes, the
equation [32] can be used (equation [15] for R-C318). For microchannel heat sink made by precise milling,
the equation [33] is recommended as follows:
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hboil  100qwm pr0.45  log pr 

0.8

Ra0.2 M 0.5

(9)

were Ra is surface roughness, m  0.9  0.3 pr0.2 and pr  p pcr is the reduced pressure..
For annular flow and elongated bubble flow, the conduction through a thin liquid film could be the
important mechanism of heat transfer in the case of nucleate boiling suppression. For the elongated bubble
flow, the heat transfer coefficient for evaporating liquid film can be calculated as follows:
hev  liq  eb ,  eb Dh  0.67Ca 2 3 1  3.35Ca 2 3 

(10)

Here, liquid film thickness  eb is determined according to [25], Dh is the hydraulic channel diameter,
Ca=ubliq/is the capillary number defined by bubble velocity ub, liquid viscosity and surface tension. To
determine the heat transfer coefficient for the evaporating wavy-turbulent film, the model of Butterworth
[34] was used with calculation of the shear stress according to [21]. The heat transfer coefficient for the
ruptured film can be calculated according to [22]. For microchannel with cross-section of 335x930 m2, the
heat transfer coefficient for evaporated ruptured film of R134a is estimated as 4000 W/m2.

3. COMPARISON OF PROPOSED CORRELATION WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The solid line in Fig. 1 shows the results of calculation of heat transfer coefficient according to Eq. (6)
in comparison with experimental data for saturated flow boiling of R-C318 in a horizontal annular channel
at reduced pressure of 0.179. The calculation results are in a good agreement with experimental data up to
vapor quality of 0.43 and predict the heat transfer deterioration at transition to annular flow. For vapor
quality higher then 0.43, stronger deterioration was observed in the experiments in comparison with
prediction. The reason of this behavior can be progressive dry spots growth in the heat transfer surface.
The comparison of experimental data [26] for saturated flow boiling of R-134a in copper microchannel heat
sink with predictions according to Eq. (6) is shown in Fig. 6. In experiments, the microchannel plate with
twenty-one channels having cross-section of 335x930 m2 was used. The effect of vapor quality on heat
transfer coefficient is presented in Fig. 5 for average mass flux of 380 kg/m2s, saturation temperature24.2 0C
and heat flux on internal channel’s surface of 22.3 kW/m2. Points in Fig. 6 show the experimental data, the
calculations according to models [7] and [35] are presented as dashed lines. When heat flux is decreased, the
reduction of flow boiling heat transfer occurs. The reason for the growth of heat transfer coefficient at high
quality is the transition to the evaporation mechanism of heat transfer, when the liquid film becomes very
thin due to high interfacial shear stress. The solid line in Fig. 6 shows the calculations according to the Eq.
(6) and reasonably fits the experimental data. Nevertheless, the experimental data exceed the calculation

Fig. 6. Heat transfer coefficient vs. vapor quality for heat flux of 22.3 kW/m2. Points show
experimental data, lines show results of calculations according to models [7], [35] and Eq. (6).
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Fig. 7. Dependence of heat transfer coefficient from heat flux for flow boiling of
perfluorohexane obtained at distance of 35 mm from microchannels inlet.

results showing a higher rate of evaporative heat transfer.
The comparison of experimental data [36] with prediction according to Eq. (6) for flow boiling of
perfluorohexane in copper microchannel heat sink at static pressure of 0.15 MPa is shown in Fig. 7. In
experiments, the experiments, the microchannel plate with twenty-one channels having cross-section of
335x930 m2 was used. The local vapor quality was slightly varied in the experiments near 0.25 and the
measured heat transfer coefficients are in reasonable agreement with calculations. Perfluorohexane is
dielectric liquid (the main component of FC-72) and it can be used for electronic component cooling. This
liquid has low latent heat of vaporization and known correlations for pool boiling heat transfer of the
refrigerants cannot be applied. Therefore, the experimentally determined dependence of pool boiling heat
transfer on heat flux from [37] was used in calculations to account nucleate boiling heat transfer:
qnb  9.95  104 tan 1 Tsat  9.6 3.9  0.68

(11)

The comparison of measured heat transfer coefficients with predictions according to the model [7] and
Eq. (11) is presented also in Fig. 7. As seen, the heat transfer coefficient increases with increasing heat flux,
which indicates the dominant influence of nucleate boiling. When the heat flux reaches 115 kW/m2, the heat
transfer coefficient decreases and follows to the behaviour for pool boiling. As it shown in Fig. 7, the better
agreement with the experimental data has the calculation according to general equation (6). The analysis of
the contributions of different terms in this equation shows that the evaporation is the determining
mechanism at low heat fluxes and causes the enhancement of heat transfer. With heat fluxes higher than
120 kW/m2, the significant effect on heat transfer has an impact of nucleate boiling suppression.

4. SUBCOOLED FLOW BOILING HEAT TRANSFER
In subcooling flow boiling, the wall temperature difference for forced convection, nucleate boiling and
evaporation are different. According to [27], the equation (6) for this case may be rewrite as follows:
qw  hcon F Tw  Tliq   hboilsupS Tw  Tsat   Ehev Tw  Tsat 
2

2

2
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It is assumed that all functions in this equation are the same as for saturated boiling and correspond to
vapour quality equals to zero. Therefore the factors in Eq. (12) are: F = 1.0, E = 0 and S < 1. Solving this
equation for given wall heat flux one can obtain the wall temperature and heat transfer coefficient in the

Fig. 8. Dependence of heat transfer coefficient from heat flux for water boiling, G = 480 kg/m2s.

subcooled boiling region.
The experimental data [38] on dependence of heat transfer coefficient on heat flux are presented in Fig.
8 for subcooled flow boiling of water in copper microchannel heat sink. Two microchannels with cross
section 2×0.36 mm were milled in the block made from oxygen free copper with channel-to-channel spacing
equals to 2 mm. The length of micro-channels is 16 mm, the surface roughness Rp is 1.5 m. The
experimental data were obtained for outlet pressure 100 kPa, the mass fluxes equals to 480 kg/m2s and the
inlet water temperature of 50 oC. For calculations of forced convection heat transfer, the tabular data from
[28] for three-side heating (microchannel aspect ratio is 5) is used, taking into account thermal entry length.
Heat transfer coefficient for pool boiling of water was calculated using the modified equation [35] from [5].
As seen in Fig. 8, the experimental data are in good agreement with calculations using the Eq. (12). Due to
uneven heat flux along the microchannel length, the heat transfer crisis occurs near the outlet of
microchannel, while heat flux is higher near its inlet.

CONLUSIONS
Difficulties in selection of the reliable correlations for prediction of flow boiling heat transfer in
microchannels constrain the development of two-phase microchannel heat sinks for high heat flux removal
and micro tube evaporators. The experimental data of flow boiling of refrigerant R-С318 at moderate
reduced pressure show that reliable correlation for prediction of heat transfer should account for the
determining mechanisms of heat transfer including nucleate boiling suppression, forced convection and thin
film evaporative heat transfer. The proposed method for the accounting all these contributions in one general
equation has the privilege over simple summing of corresponding terms because it allows distinguishing
more clearly the contribution of these terms under the conditions, when they are predominant. A general
equation for prediction of two-phase flow boiling heat transfer inside of the circular, annular and rectangular
microchannels is proposed and verified using the experimental data. The calculations for saturated
refrigerants R-C318, R-134a, dielectric fluid as well as for subcooled water show that predicted heat transfer
coefficients are in agreement with experimental data. Nevertheless, future research is required for the more
accurate account in the model of the evaporative heat transfer for the ruptured liquid film in annular flow.
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Nomenclature
Box
Dh
dtan
E
F
G
h
hfg
Nu
p
pcr
Pr
qw
Ra
Re
S
T
x
yvis

–Boiling number based on local liquid flow rate, non-dimentional
–hydraulic diameter of the channel, m
–diameter of active nucleus, m
–evaporation factor, non-dimentional
–forced convection enhancement factor, non-dimentional
–total mass flux, kg/(m2s)
–heat transfer coefficient, W/ (Km2)
–latent heat of vaporization, J/kg
–Nusselt number, non-dimentional
–pressure, Pa
–critical pressure, Pa
–Prandtl number, non-dimentional
–wall heat flux, W/m2
–roughness, m
–Reynolds number, non-dimentional
–nucleate boiling suppression factor, non-dimentional
–temperature, K
–vapor quality, non-dimentional
–viscous sublayer thickness, m

Greek Symbols
–relative wetted perimeters of the meniscus zone, non-dimentional
m
–liquid film thickness in the annular flow, m
film
–liquid film thickness in elongated bubble, m
eb
–channel aspect ratio, non-dimentional

–boiling suppression parameter, non-dimentional
sup

–heat conductivity, W/(mK)
ν
–kinematical viscosity, m2/s
–density, kg/m3

φ
–part of the channel perimeter with liquid film, non-dimentional
sup –boiling suppression factor for liquid film, non-dimentional
sup0 –boiling suppression factor for uniform liquid film, non-dimentional
Subscripts
boil
–boiling
con
–convection
ev
–evaporation
liq
–liquid
sat
–saturation
tp
–two-phase
w
–wall
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Abstract
Charging of ammonia to heat pipes is one of the most challenging tasks among the integration steps. In this study, a
novel ammonia filing set-up, which eliminates the necessity of using intermediate tanks and extra means for heating and
cooling down the ammonia is proposed. Unlike set-ups available in the literature, all intermediate steps for filling are
performed on the heat pipe itself. For the bake out phase of the heat pipe, IR lamps are used instead of resistive heaters
wrapped on the heat pipe. Liquefaction of gaseous ammonia in the heat pipe is performed by using dry ice on the heat
pipe. The proposed set-up and filling process were applied to 3 different heat pipes with different filling ratios and it
was concluded that it can be used as an effective and economic alternative to existing set-ups in the literature.

KEYWORDS
Ammonia filling, set-up, bake-out, heat pipe.

INTRODUCTION
Heat pipes utilize the latent heat of vaporization of a working fluid to transfer heat efficiently at a nearly
constant temperature. This feature best suits to thermal control of spacecraft and its components. The axially
grooved aluminum heat pipes are widely used for this purpose due to their ease of design and fabrication. In
the operating temperature range of satellites, ammonia was reported to be the most suitable working fluid to
be used with aluminum alloys due to compatibility and high liquid transport factor [1].
The charging of ammonia to heat pipes is not straightforward due to the fact that ammonia, unlike water
or acetone, is gaseous phase at ambient conditions. Moreover, working with ammonia is associated with
serious safety hazards and needs specially designed environment and equipment. On top of that, aluminum is
extremely reactive even with the smallest traces of oxygen. Finally, the purity of ammonia and cleanliness of
the process is of prime importance to avoid short or long terms failure (or performance degradation) of the
heat pipe due to the existence of non-condensable gasses inside the pipe [2, 3].
There have been various of set-ups for the filling of ammonia to heat pipes existing in the literature [4, 5].
In one of these set-ups [4], the anhydrous ammonia is evaporated from the ammonia tank and condensed
inside an intermediate tank whose mass is measured. Then, the ammonia inside the intermediate tank is
evaporated and sent to the heat pipe, which is cooled simultaneously. The necessity of extra tank, heatingcooling means and relatively long dwell time for the filling of the required ammonia are the disadvantages of
this application. On the other hand, in another filling solution [5], ammonia is cooled in a tank (by means of
liquid nitrogen most of the time) and turned into liquid phase. Then it is sent to the heat pipe in the form of
liquid. In this application, the complexities arise due to the extra tank, liquid nitrogen tank and vacuum
isolated pipes required for liquid nitrogen transport. Moreover, flowmeter and metering pump are needed to
determine exact mass of the liquid ammonia inside the heat pipe.
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In this paper, a novel ammonia filing set-up is proposed, which eliminates the necessity of using
intermediate tanks and extra means for heating and cooling ammonia. In what follows, the components of the
set-up and the filling process will be explained.

1. FILLING SET-UP
The proposed ammonia filing set-up is shown in Figs. 1, 2 [6, 7]. The components and their functions are
given below:
A slab of dry ice is placed on top of the end of the heat pipe for liquefying the ammonia. During
the filling process, until reaching this section (end of the heat pipe)ammonia is at gaseous state.
When gaseous ammonia arrives at this section of the pipe, it loses its latent heat to dry ice (the
sublimation temperature of dry ice is -77 °C) and turns into liquid. This way, the required
amount of ammonia is easily and rapidly obtained inside the heat pipe.
The heat pipe is placed in a U-profile container, which enables the concentration of heat flux
from IR lamp onto the heat pipe during the outgassing stage.
The helium leak detector can detect possible leaks in the pipe connections before the filling
process. Furthermore, thanks to the turbomolecular pump inside of the leak detector, the set-up
can be vacuumed before the filling process.
All valves and connections are Swagelok Tube Fitting type providing leak free connections and
enabling the easy detaching of the heat pipe from the system. This further enables the heat pipe
to be weighed and reattached to system until the required mass is obtained.
The Teflon sheet is used under the heat pipe (between heat pipe and U-profile container) in order
to reduce the heat transfer between the two.
IR lamp is used for outgassing of heat pipe before the filling is started.
A precise weighing machine is used to weigh the heat pipe before and after the filling process
(before dumping the excess ammonia).
A gradually opened valve is connected to the filling tube of the heat pipe to control the flow rate
of ammonia entering or exiting the heat pipe.
An exhaust hose (or pipe) and a dedicated valve are installed to vent the excess ammonia from
the set-up.
A heater gun is used to heat the intermediate pipe to maintain its temperature around room
temperature.
A data acquisition unit is used for monitoring the temperature of the heat pipe during outgassing
and the filling process.
In Table 1, the distinctive properties of the proposed set-up are shown.
Table 1. Distinctive properties of the proposed set-up
Handling of Bake-out
Requiring intermediate tank
Liquefaction of gaseous
ammonia

Current literature
Resistive or cartridge heaters
Yes
By means of other cooling units at
the intermediate tank (using
nitrogen, cooled water via chiller
etc.)
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Fig. 1. Isometric view of the filling set-up

Fig. 2. Top view of the filling set-up
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2. FILLING PROCEDURE
Prior to charging, the heat pipe must be evacuated to remove materials that may subsequently appear as
unwanted non-condensable. So the evacuation and filling are the processes that are closely related. The
flowchart shown in Fig. 3illustrates the procedure for filling the heat pipe. In subsequent sections, the steps
explained in detail.

Fig. 3.Flow chart of the ammonia filling process
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2.1. Weighing of the filling tube assembly
The purpose of this step is to determine the amount of ammonia filled into the heat pipe. Filling tube
assembly (the heat pipe, connection pipes and valve A) should be disassembled form the set-up and weighed
by a precise weighing machine to find tare mass. At the end of the charging process, the tare is used to find
the net amount of ammonia in the heat pipe. After weighing, heat pipe is connected to the set-up.

2.2. Flushing of the set-up with gaseous ammonia
At this stage gaseous ammonia is fed to the set-up from the ammonia tank. Since the tank is at room
conditions, the ammonia pressure is about 10 bars which is quiet sufficient for flushing. Firstly, valve A and
D is kept closed in order to vent the air trapped in pipes. After 10 seconds, valve A is also opened for the
flushing of the heat pipe with ammonia. The stage is done one more time after the evacuation when the heat
pipe is at elevated temperatures. This flushing acts as a final cleaning agent aiming at the removal of some
adsorbed molecules.

2.3. Leak Test of the Filling Set-up
Since the interior volumes of the pipes are under vacuum during the evacuation phase, there is a risk of
air penetration into the pipes which might spoil the purity of charged ammonia. In order to ensure that there
is no air penetration, helium leak test is performed. In this test, first pressure is reduced to less than 10 –5 mbar
by using a turbomolecular pump which is integrated to the helium leak tester (see Fig. 4). Then, helium is
purged to the interfaces/connections of the set-up while the helium leak detector is switched on to determine
the helium leak rate in to the pipe through connections and interfaces. During this measurement Valve B and
C should be closed. If the leak rate is less than 10 –7 mbar l/s for each interface, it can be concluded that all
interfaces are secure enough for preventing the air penetration and the evacuation phase can be started.

2.4.Evacuation of the heat pipe
The purpose of this step is to remove the non-condensable present in the pipe not only due to free gas
inside but also the adsorbed molecules. Removal of free gases in the pipe can be done easily by using the
vacuum pump already mentioned. During the pumping down, valve B and C should be kept close, whereas
valve A and D are open. On the other hand, the removal of absorbed gases requires the evacuation of the
pipe at elevated temperatures. Unlike existing set-ups in the literature which uses resistive heaters wrapped
around the pipe [2], temperature increase is achieved by using IR-Lamp directed to the heat pipe located in
the U-shape container (see Fig. 4). As expected, the time required to desorb surface contaminants decreases
with increasing temperature. However, it is possible that some loss of mechanical properties of aluminum
can occur at a temperature equal to or above 160 °C [8], so the recommended bake out temperature is around
150 ±5 °C for 16 hours [8]. When the pressure is less than 10 –5 mbar at the end of 16 hours, the charging can
be started.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4.Leak test (a) and evacuation (b) stages of the set-up
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2.5.Charging of ammonia
Before the charging process, a cube of dry-ice is placed on the top of the heat pipe (see Fig. 5) and the
temperature of this section is monitored by using thermocouples. When the temperature of heat pipe decrease
under 10 °C, which is less than saturation temperature at 7 bar, ammonia can be sent into the heat pipe. To
do this, valve C and D should be closed initially, and then valve A and B should be opened. When gaseous
ammonia arrives at this section, it loses its latent heat to dry ice and turns into liquid. Based on
experimentation, it has been seen that a duration of 1 minute is enough to liquefy 1 gram of gaseous
ammonia by using a 300 100 80 mm slab of dry ice (for a heat pipe with 12.5 mm diameter). Necessary
dwell time depends on the required amount of ammonia to be charged.

Fig. 5. Charging of ammonia

2.6 Removal of excess ammonia
After the charging process, filling tube assembly should be disassembled from the set-up for weighing its
gross mass. If the difference between gross and tare is higher than the required amount of ammonia, filling
tube assembly should be connected to the set-up once again and excess ammonia should be dumped by
opening valves A and C while keeping valves B and D closed. On the other hand, if the difference between
gross and tare is less than the required amount of ammonia, valve A should be connected to the set-up and
the rest of the set-up (the volume closed by valve A, B, C and D should be pumped down to pressures less
than 10 –5mbar followed by another charging sequence.

3. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel ammonia filling set-up and procedure for charging of heat pipes are proposed
which eliminates the necessity of using intermediate tanks and extra means for heating and cooling down the
ammonia. In this set-up, unlike existing set-ups in the literature, all intermediate steps for filling are
performed on the heat pipe itself. For the bake out of the heat pipe, IR lamp is used instead of resistive
heaters wrapped around the heat pipe. Moreover, for liquefying the gaseous ammonia in the heat pipe, dry
ice is used instead which eliminates the necessity of using close-loop circulation based coolers or liquid
nitrogen and its auxiliary equipment such as LN2 tanks vacuum isolated piping. Based on experimentation
performed with heat pipes having different size and filling ratios, it is included that the proposed set-up and
filling process is a reliable and effective method for the charging of heat pipes with ammonia.
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Abstract
A method for controlling the quality of a heat pipe by using a conductive method of supplying heat and an optical
method for measuring temperature at infrared wavelengths as well as digital methods for processing the recorded
brightness contrast of a thermal field is proposed and tested. The quality of the heat pipe is judged by the magnitude of
the asymmetry coefficient of the isothermal surface relative to the heat input zone, and the defect zone is determined
visually by the distortion of the shape of the isothermal lines.

KEYWORDS
TV measuring system, heat pipe, quality, photonic heating, temperature field, coefficient of asymmetry.

INTRODUCTION
In the framework of technology of high factory readiness, methods and IR-TV-measuring systems
(TMS) for quality control of products in hermetic shells, within which phase transitions occur with
absorption and release of heat, are of scientific and practical interest. Among these products, first of all, heat
pipes (HP), which carry out high-speed transport of heat fluxes of high intensity within its own hermetic
shell, beyond the boundaries of localization of various heat sources. Currently, HP have been widely used in
the systems for providing the thermal regime of microwave electronics, as well as in nuclear power
engineering and, of course, in computer technology [1–3]. Therefore, the reliability of the HP is high, and the
methods and means for their diagnosis are constantly evolving and improving. Among the known methods,
under conditions of uniform start-up of the HP and pulsed heat supply to the center, one should distinguish
between probe (thermocouple) and television in the regime of dynamic thermography [4–7]. The competitive
advantages of this TV diagnosis of HP is the ability to visualize thermal brightness contrast in real time, and
simultaneous measurement of other necessary physical quantities within a single frame (scene). As a
disadvantage, it is necessary to consider the dependence of the quality of the detected IR - brightness contrast
of the HP thermal field on the background radiation falling into the input lens of the thermal imaging camera
due to the processes of IR reflection from the pipe surface when reversible heat fluxes are excited in it. The
present work is devoted to the issues of improving the quality of the television method for diagnosing HP.

METHODS OF RESEARCH
Experimental studies were carried out on a laboratory bench, the structural diagram of which is shown in
Fig. It provided for the possibility of pulsed heating of the HP both by radiation (photon heating) and by
means of a resistive heater. For these purposes, a controlled electric pulse generator (1) was used. The
maximum heating time was 120 s. In the conditions of resistive heating, a film resistor on a sitall substrate
was used as the heat flux source (HFS) (2). which was fixed strictly in the center of the HP (3) on the side
(4). The registration of the thermal, brightness contrast of the shadow side (5) of the HP was carried out with
the aid of a TMS consisting of a germanium input lens (7), an IR camera of a television transmission (8)
based on an uncooled IR-113 module (λ = 8–14 μm), the communication channel (9) and the PC (10) with
the software.
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Fig. 1. Structural diagram of the laboratory measuring stand.

The distance from the investigated HP to the input lens did not exceed one meter. The adjustment and
calibration of the TMS was carried out using a sighting line (6) and a black-body model. The developed
technique is oriented to HP with a symmetrical structure. Therefore, for approbation of the technique, we
chose aluminum profile HP with an ammonia coolant, serially manufactured in OJSC “OKB-Planeta”
(Veliky Novgorod, Russia). At the present time, being sufficiently studied objects, they have a symmetrical
structure and, therefore, were considered in this paper as model ones for solving the formulated problems.

RESEARCH RESULTS
Visualization of the morphology of the HP thermal field. To obtain images of the brightness contrast of a
heat-loaded HP from the "shadow side" in the time interval, the TMS operation was used in the "Video"
mode. As shown in the report, the use of the color palette (software "Parus 5.0" [8]) and the calibration mode
allowed to implement the method of field characteristics in image processing and to represent the
morphology of the thermal field with a pseudo-color with the possibility of isolating temperature sections
(Fig. 2), isolines, plotting distribution of temperatures and gradients. Comparison of the morphological
patterns of the thermal field from the HFS side and the "shadow" one is made. General regularities
characteristic for both sides are noted, consisting in the fact that the structure of the nonstationary thermal
field of a HP is formed by a system of isothermal zones. Their length, according to experiments carried out,
underwent significant changes along the HP axis in time, increasing. Such an evolution of the thermal field
corresponded to the known regime of uniform start-up, which was realized automatically due to the large
value of the vapor pressure of ammonia already at room temperature.

Fig.2. An example of the evolution of the morphology of the temperature field of ammonia HP.
Temperature section T = 26 °C, shadow side. Experiment. A photo.
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Defective areas of HP were visualized as separate foci, (for example, Fig. 2, t = 12c - a different color),
which disrupt the homogeneity of the color of the zones. Distinctive features of the morphology of the
"shadow" side were the fragmentation of zones at the initial stage of heating and the delay effect during their
formation.

Figure 3. An example of measuring the asymmetry coefficients of ammonia HP. The shadow
side, t = 12 s. Experiment. A photo.

Evaluation of asymmetry. Using the "Parus-Symmetry 1.0" software developed by us, a measurement
technique was implemented in which, using the level adjuster, the brightness values (u) were sequentially set
in five increments starting from the initial level (the isotherm was visualized at the minimum distance from
the HFS boundaries 3)) to the level with the maximum value (the effect of edge effects was excluded), and,
accordingly, the values of the asymmetry coefficients by the characteristics were calculated. In table the
report gives examples of the measurements performed. An analysis of the statistics obtained showed that for
HPs manufactured in an industrial way and not containing specially introduced defects, the asymmetry
coefficients by the features are predominantly nonzero and their values change mainly in the second decimal
place. In addition, within the two-level criterion (min ÷ max), they have similar values in groups with the
same brightness. The asymmetry coefficients were used to discriminate the HP [5].

CONCLUSION
It has been experimentally established that the quality of the brightness contrast registered with the IR TMS from the "shadow" side of the heat-loaded HP makes it possible to apply the field characteristics
method to visualize the morphology of the thermal field and the method of sliding isotherms for quantitative
estimates of the asymmetry coefficients for the profile aluminum HPs.
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Abstract
The results of experimental studies of the process of condensate microdroplets centering contained in the moving
moist vapour in the vapour channel of short heat pipes (HP’s) for large thermal loads are presented. A vapour channel
formed by capillary-porous insert in the form of the inner Laval-liked nozzle along the entire length of the HP. In the
upper cover forming a condensation surface in the HP, on the diametrical line are installed capacitive sensors, forming
three capacitors located at different distances from the longitudinal axis of the vapour channel.
With increasing heat load and the boil beginning in the evaporator a large amount of moist vapour in the vapour
channel of HP occur the pressure pulsation with frequency of 400–500 Hz and amplitude up to 1∙104 Pa. These
pulsations affect the moving of the inertial droplets subsystem of the vapour and due to the heterogeneity of the velocity
profile around the particle flow in the vapour channel at the diameter of microdroplets occurs transverse force, called the
Saffman force and shear microdroplets to the center of vapour channel. Using installed in the top cover capacitors we
can record the radial displacement of the condensable microdroplets.

KEYWORDS
Heat pipes, moist vapour pulsations, microdroplets condensate centering, capacitive film thickness measurements.

INTRODUCTION
Intense advancement and practical use of short low-temperature range HPs initiates a thorough study of
characteristics of the inner flow inside vapour channel at high heat loads [1–3]. Formation of complex threedimensional flows of moist vapour in the Laval – liked vapour channel of short low temperature range HPs,
presence of a relative motion of phases during movement and condensation cause a generation of
fluctuations, an occurrence of additional shearing and normal stresses at the condensation film and vapour
border, and an instability of the film thickness. At high thermal power, received by the HPs, and boiling in
the grid evaporator, excessive vapour occurs in the convergent part of the nozzle, thus leads to pressure
increase up to the value, at which the average temperature of layers of the flat grid evaporator becomes
lower than the boiling temperature of working fluid, and boiling in the evaporator stops. Excessive vapour
spreads through the divergent part of the vapour channel to the cooled area of the HPs and is partially
condensed. Due to the condensation effect, the pressure in the vapour channel decreases and the boiling
process in the flat evaporator proceeds. Pressure increase period, vapour wave spreading in the condensation
area of the HPs and return expansion wave define the pulsation period in the vapour channel [4–7].
Converging movement of vapour jets in the converging part of the Laval – liked vapour channel lead to
a coagulation of primary droplets at the critical section of the vapour channel and increasing the size and
weight of drops. The main mechanism of coagulation is thermal movement of microdrops in a pair, the
volume and mass of each formed drops by coagulation, respectively, equal to the sum of the volumes and
masses of fused droplets, velocity and internal energy of each new drops are determined from the
momentum conservation law and the conditions of an absolute inelasticity in shock at the confluence. The
main mechanism of formation of droplet size spectrum in one-component moist vapour in the limited
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volume of the HPs vapour channel are coagulation and growth of primary droplets at the critical section to
the size of 100–500 nm and further condensation increase in the diffuser part of the vapour channel to submicron and larger dimensions.
The occurrence of pressure pulsations in the moist vapour flow inside the vapour channel in short HPs is
a complex phenomenon having a strong impact on the movement of the inertial drip subsystem of the twophase vapour.
The thermal power E, W, entering to the flat grid evaporator of the short HPs, when the evaporator’s
temperature Tev, K, exceeds the boiling temperature TB(p), K of the working fluid, is defined according to
the next equation

Tev TB p F ( z )

E

(1)

Rev (T )

It is considered that moist vapour is formed of two subsystems: microdrops system and dry vapour
system. Rate of vaporization of the moist droplet vapour flow is defined in the standard way
M

Gmix

Gvp

Gdr

(2)

For the purpose of simplification of the analytical model construction, the real droplet vapour flow over
the evaporator - having microdrops dimensioned by complicated double-humped distribution function, Lee,
Reges, Almenas, [8], is reported in terms of a mono-dispersal system of spherical microdrops with
arithmetic middling radius ra, m, which is frequently used while analyzing two-phase droplet vapour flows
ra

1
ndr

(3)

rdri ndri
i 0

Considering the accepted assumption over spherical shape of microdrops, the expression for absolute
moisture γ of the droplet vapour flow

γ

M dr
M dr M vp

1

ρ vp
ρdr

1

3 1
4π ra3 ndr

1

(4)

The density of moisture vapour without taking into account the relative motion phases
ρmix
vp

ρdr ρ vp
γρ vp

(5)

(1 γ)ρdr

Synergies between consumable and absolute mass concentrations of microdrops or consumable and
absolute moisture are defined according to the following relation

U
ψ = dr ; γG
U vp

γψ
1 γ γψ

ρ vp

3 1
1
ρdr ψ 4π ra3 ndr

1

1

Gdr
Gmix

(6)

The value γG represents the relation between quantity of the condensed droplet phase and total quantity
of the two-phase droplet vapour.
Mass flow rate of microdrops on the evaporator’s surface are considered to be proportional to
vaporization velocity and mass flow rate of the vapour
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Gdr
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Gvp
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F

,

(7)

where a ~ 0.25 and b ~ 0.17 – numerical coefficients; B ~ 0.11 – coefficient with account for thermophysical
properties of the working fluid and structural parameters of the evaporator (porosity, typical dimension of
channels and pores).
To evaluate the vapour quantity transported from the evaporator to the condensation zone of the HPs,
equation (7) is used, where the microdrops subsystem contribution to the generation of overpressure of the
two-phase droplet mixture over the evaporator p(Tev) in the vapour channel is neglected

Gmix

Gvp

Gdr

A

ρmix
vp Tev F ( z ) p Tev

ρmix
vp F ( z ) pvp

p Tcond

ηmix L

(8)

ηmix L

The Reynolds number of the streamlined ferry drops in the vapour channel can be written in the
following form

Redr

U vp U dr 2ra

(9)

ν vp

For the motion analysis of the drops in HPs vapour channel, we introduce the following notation. Let
the longitudinal component of two-phase vapour velocity Uvp (projection on the longitudinal axis Oz) varies
along the transverse axis Oy. Then vapour velocity as the carrier medium on the opposite sides of the
moving also along the axis Oz drops will be different. According to the Bernoulli equation, the static
pressure in the vapour flow will be greater where velocity less, in addition energy loss in the first
approximation can be neglected. The pressures difference leads to occurrence of the transverse shear force
acting on microdroplets, and which is called the Saffman force. The expression for shear Saffman force fsa
on a little solid sphere at small values Reynolds number to be [9–10]

fsa

6, 46 ρ vp ν vp ra2 U vp U dr

U vp
y

sign

U vp

(10)

y

This model describes plane-parallel shear flow, the direction of shear is perpendicular to the direction of
flow. It is noted that the shear lift force is proportional to the square root of the shear rate. In deriving
equation 10, it was assumed that

Redr

U vp U dr 2ra
ν vp
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U vp (2ra )2
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1; Redr
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(11)

where Ω is the rotational velocity of the drops and ReG is associated with noncentral drops interactions.
On the results of the work [11], the expression for Saffman force for the liquid drops can be obtained by
considering the vapour and the working fluid viscosity as follows
3 2
fsa

C
3 3

μ vp
μ dr
ρ vp ν vp ra2 U vp U dr
μ vp
μ dr
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The effect of inertial focusing of solid and liquid particulates and droplets under the Saffman force in
stationary and oscillating shear flows was noted earlier in several papers [12–15].
In [16] theoretically and experimentally demonstrated the focusing effect of submicron aerosol particles,
moving in slightly tapering capillary of diameter 10-4 m with a speed of 100 m/s. This effect is used for
modification the nozzle block, creating a stationary focused particles beams for the manufacture of
integrated circuits using direct nanotechnology application of substance.
Analysis of real two-phase vapour flow with a complex type of heterogeneity around the inertial
condensate microdroplets in the vapour channels of heat and mass transfer devices, including HPs, is a much
more difficult task and currently cannot be adequately completed with obtaining analytical expressions for
the shear Saffman force. Upon the occurrence of longitudinal pressure pulsations with a frequency of 400–500 Hz
in Laval – liked vapour channel of short HPs when moving moist vapour starts coagulation of droplets at the
critical section and further condensation growth in the diffuser part of the HPs vapour channel. This leads to
the inertial drops lag relative to the flowing vapour and the occurrence of Saffman transverse shear forces.

1. MATERIALS AND METHOD
To measure the droplets condensate centering, short HPs were used whose vapour channel was made in
the form of a Laval – liked nozzle [1–4]. Fig. 1 shows the HP circuit with flat evaporator, convergentdivergent vapour channel, turbulator and capacitive condensation sensors.

Fig. 1. Layout of HPs equipped with capacitance sensors: 1 – flat upper lid
with a smooth surface; 2 – cylinder body of HP; 3 – cone-shaped turbulence
agitator; 4 – capillary-porous insert defining the vapour channel’s form; 5 – flat
bottom lid; 6 – injector channels; 7 – capillary-porous evaporator; 8, 9 – three
capacitance sensors, two of which are intended for a condensate film thickness
pulsations measurement, while the third one has a sensing element of CT3-19
thermistor mounted on its electrodes to measure the film temperature. All the
details of the manufacture of the HPs is given in [7,17]

The diethyl ether C4H10O is selected as the main working fluid, which has the boiling temperature under
the atmospheric pressure of TB = 308.55 K (35.4°C), freezing temperature TF = 156.95 K (−116.2°C) and
critical parameters TC = 466.55 K (193.4°C), PC = 3.61 MPa. The volume of the working fluid in the
capillary-porous insert and the evaporator in such a short HPs is not less than 18 cm3. For the experimental
investigation of radial shear in the condensate microdroplets in the moving moist vapour in the Laval-liked
vapour channel of short HPs in the occurrence of longitudinal pulsations, on the condensation surface were
installed measuring system. Three capacitive sensors installed in the top lid of the HPs at the same distance
from the center, as shown in Fig. 2, the first two of them on a diametrical line, and a third with
microtermistor 8 on the perpendicular line.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the setup of three capacitance sensors in the HPs top lid A–A: 1 – HPs top lid with a
smooth surface made of stainless steel 1Х18Н9Т; 2 – the actual capacitance sensors that are laser welded
to the lid 1 along their perimeter, herewith the polished gauging surface of sensors is flush-lined with the
lid’s inner surface; 3 – glass insulators (glass-to-metal junctions); 4 – measuring electrodes of the sensors;
5 – fastening nut filling node HPs, which is welded to the inner surface of the lid 1; 6 – locking screw HPs
filling node; 7 – the grounding electrode of the capacitance sensors; 8 – micro-thermistor CT3-19

The outer electrodes of the two diametrically installed sensors constitute the external capacitor C1 with a
capacity of C1 = 0.21 ± 0.005 pF; the internal electrodes of the two diametrically installed sensors constitute
the inner capacitor C3 with the capacitance C3 = 0.26 ± 0.005 pF; one of the diametrically installed sensors
as a whole represents the average capacitor C2 with a capacitance C2 = 1.55 ± 0.005 pF. The radii of
installing the electrodes of capacitors C1 : R1 =6 mm, С2 : R2 = 5 mm and C3 : R3 = 4 mm from the
longitudinal axis of the HPs.

2. MEASUREMENT OF FILM THICKNESS
To perform measurements of the radial pulsating of the film thickness due to droplets condensate
centering inside the HPs vapour channel we used the method of detection of electrical capacity ΔС changes
of open capacitive sensor as the thickness of the liquid condensate on its surface changes.
Variating capacity of the open capacitance sensor, in the event of film condensation of the vapour inside
of the main HP, is included in the oscillating counter of the measuring generator ~33 МHz of the
capacitance transducer [7,17], and changes its frequency. Identical capacitive sensor of the reference HP,
filled with noncondensable air, is included in the oscillating counter of the reference generator of the
capacitance transducer. The main HP, called measuring, is filled with diethyl ether and the reference one,
which is completely identical to the main HP, is filled with dehumidified air with dew point temperature
lower than 233.15 К (–40°С).
Switchboards, connecting the installed in the measuring HP the capacitors C1, C2, C3 and installed in the
reference HP capacitors C10, C20, C30 are made on the basis of chip АDG1411 and controlled by a computer.
The duration of the measurement of difference frequencies for each pair of capacitors C1 – C10 , C2 – C20
and C3 – C30 at least 7–10 min to achieve a steady state. The resulting oscillogram reflect the steady state
flow of the moist vapour inside the HPs vapour channel. All the details of the measurement procedures is
given in [7, 17 ]. Fig. 3 shows oscillograms of the appeared radial pulsations with frequency fradial = 85 ± 6 Hz of
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the condensate film thickness on the capacitive sensors С1, С2, С3 surfaces at longitudinal excitatory
pressure pulsation fP = (473 ± 5) Hz.

Fig. 3. Oscillograms of the appeared radial pulsations with frequency fradial = 85 ± 6 Hz of the film
thickness of diethyl ether on the surface of the capacitors С1, С2, С3 at longitudinal excitatory pressure
pulsation fP = (473 ± 5) Hz

The amplitude of the pulsation film thickness systematically increases from the external to the internal
capacitor C1 to the capacitor C3, but the increase is small and within the error of measurement of the
thickness of the capacitive transducer ± 1∙10-3 mm. This means a decrease in the concentration of inertial
microdroplets in a condensing moist vapour near the HP’s side walls and the increase in the microdroplets
concentration in the axial zone of the HP’s vapour channel. Overheating of the HPs evaporators relative to
the boiling point of diethyl ether δT = Tev – TB = 15.03 K, the frequency of the longitudinal pressure
pulsations fP = (473 ± 5) Hz.
By increasing the thermal power E, entering to the HP’s evaporators, the frequency of the radial
pulsations of the condensate film thickness increases and reaches the value of 96 ± 6 Hz, moreover, the
ripple amplitude also increases up to 1.25∙10-3 mm, 1.38∙10-3 mm and 1.52∙10-3 mm, see fig. 4.
Waveforms of radial pulsations of the film thickness of diethyl ether frequency fradial = 95 ± 6 Hz,
which arose on the surface of the capacitors C1, C2, C3 due to the radial movement of the microdroplets in case of
overheating of the evaporator relative to the boiling point of diethyl ether TB = 308.65 K; δT = Tev – TB = 20.1 K,
while the temperature difference between the HP’s evaporator and the condensation surface in the
calorimeter δT = Tev – Tcond = 30.38 K and the frequency of the longitudinal pressure pulsations
fP = (502±5) Hz.
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Fig. 4. Oscillograms of the appeared radial
pulsations with frequency fradial = 95 ± 6 Hz
of the film thickness of diethyl ether on the
surface of the capacitors С1, С2, С3 at
longitudinal excitatory pressure pulsation fP =
(502 ± 5) Hz

The ratio of the frequency of radial pulsations fradial of the film thickness on the HP’s condensation
surface to the pressure pulsation frequency fP in the vapour channel (longitudinal excitation pulsations)
appears to be proportional to the vapour moisture coefficient [18–19] above the evaporator with boiling
working fluid fradial / fP ~ (85–96) Hz / (400–500)Hz ~ 0.17 ÷ 0.24.

Nomenclature
– a numerical coefficient of unity order
– a numerical coefficient of unity order
– surface area of the evaporator inside the HP’s vapour channel, m2
– mass flow of microdrops over the evaporator, kg/s
– mass flow of moist saturated vapour over the evaporator, kg/s
– mass flow of dry saturated vapour over the evaporator, kg/s
– the length of the HP’s vapour channel, m
Ṁ
– the amount of the dry vapour, generated over the evaporator per unit time, kg/s
Мdr – total mass of microdrops per unit volume of the droplet vapour flow over the evaporator, kg
Мvp – vapour mass per unit volume over the evaporator, kg
ndri
– number of microdrops of the working fluid with radius rdri per unit volume of the droplet vapour
medium, 1/m3
ndr
– total number of microdrops of all sizes per unit volume over the evaporator, 1/m3
rdri
– radius of the i microdrops in the unit volume of the droplet vapour flow over the evaporator, m
ra
– the arithmetic mean radius of the drops, m
r(TB) – specific vaporization heat of the working fluid in the HP, J/kg
Rev(T) – heat resistance of the flat evaporator, K/W
Udr
– average velocity of the microdrops movement in the vapour flow, m/s
Uvp – average velocity of the vapour phase, m/s
A
C
F(z)
Gdr
Gmix
Gvp
L
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dUvp/dy – is the shear rate of the mean vapour flow, Pa
Greek symbols
ηmix – coefficient of dynamic viscosity of the moist vapour with microdrops, Pa∙s
μdr
– coefficient of working fluid dynamic viscosity, Pa∙s
μvp
– coefficient of vapour dynamic viscosity, Pa∙s
νvp
– coefficient of kinematic viscosity of the moist vapour with microdrops, m2/s
ρdr
– density of microdrops of the working fluid, kg/m3
ρvp
– density of the dry vapour, kg/m3
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Abstract
We present the mathematical model and the results of 3D numerical simulation of coolant flow and heat transfer in
cylindrical heat pipe with porous wick. The mathematical model includes the Darcy-Forchheimer equation for coolant
filtration in the wick and the heat transport equations in the wick and in the pipe wall; the vapor temperature is adjusted
so that to balance the overall rate of evaporation and condensation. The model is tested against experimental and
numerical data for the case of an axisymmetric copper heat pipe with screen wick and water as the working fluid. The
effect of circumferential non-uniformity of the heat input/output and the influence of the condensate pool at the
condenser region on the heat pipe performance are assessed.

KEYWORDS
Axial heat pipe; 3D numerical simulation; Circumferential non-uniformity; Condensate pool.

INTRODUCTION
Heat pipes are widely used in many heat transfer applications. Numerical simulations of heat pipe flow
have been reported by many authors. Most of these computations have been performed using 2D problem
formulation [1–6]. Results of 3D analyses of loop heat pipe evaporators have been presented in [7–11].
Axial heat pipes with circumferentially non-uniform heat sources have been modeled in [12, 13]. In this
work, the mathematical model and the results of 3D numerical simulation of coolant flow and heat transfer
in cylindrical heat pipe with porous wick are presented. The effect of circumferential non-uniformity of the
heat input/output and the influence of the condensate pool at the condenser region on the heat pipe
performance are assessed.

1. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The mathematical model involves the Darcy-Forchheimer equation (1) for the coolant flow through the
porous wick and the equations for heat conduction/convection in the wick (2) and in the pipe wall (3). It is
assumed that the wick is isotropic and saturated with the working liquid and there is local thermal
equilibrium between the wick material and the liquid.
  p   0
  сTV      wick T   0

where



   wallT   0

  K    CF V K



1

,

(1)
(2)
(3)

V  p

Here K is the wick permeability, CF is the Forchheimer’s inertial resistance coefficient, , , and c are
the working liquid dynamic viscosity, density, and specific heat respectively. An effective heat conductivity
of the wet wick, wick, is weighted from those of the wick structure and the working liquid.
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In the model adopted, the vapor flow and the heat transfer in the vapor region are not simulated. Instead,
the vapor is assumed to be saturated and the vapor temperature Tv is adjusted so that to balance the overall
rate of evaporation and condensation. This equilibrium temperature is applied as the thermal boundary
condition for equation (2) at the wick surface; the resulting heat flux coming to/from the surface is linked
via the latent heat, L, to the evaporation/condensation rate, m, that, in turn, yields the pressure gradient
boundary condition for equation (1):
T  Tv ,

wick surface:

m

wick T
,
L n

p m

n 

(4)

At the wick-wall interface, the thermal coupling boundary conditions are used and the normal pressure
gradient is set to zero (the impermeability condition):
wick-wall interface:

 T 
 T  ,
  


 n wick  n  wall

Twick  Twall ,

p
0
n

(5)

The outer surface of the heat pipe is treated adiabatic except two “windows” representing the heater and
the heat sink. The heater window is exposed to uniform heat flux, qin, and the external heat transfer
boundary condition (6) is applied at the cooler window.
heat sink:

 wall

T
  e T  Te 
n

(6)

2. TEST COMPUTATIONS
The mathematical model was implemented in an in-house finite-volume CFD code SINF/Flag-S capable
of solving various problems of turbulent flow and conjugate heat transfer in complex geometry domains
[14–16]. The heat pipe model was tested against experimental [17] and numerical [18, 19] data for the case
of an axisymmetric copper heat pipe with double-layer copper screen wick and water as the working fluid.
The tested pipe length is 890 mm; the heater, adiabatic, and cooler regions are 600, 90, and 200 mm
long respectively; the pipe outer diameter is 19.1 mm, the wall thickness is 0.15 mm, the wick thickness is
0.75 mm. The physical properties are chosen as follows [18, 19]: K = 1.5∙10−9 m2, wick = 1.965 W/(m∙К),
wall = 390 W/(m∙К), μ = 4.3∙10−4 Pa∙s, ρ = 980 kg/m3, c = 4187 J/(kg∙K), L = 2.4∙106 J/kg. The input heat
flux equals qin = 12.3 kW/m2 (the overall power Q = 443 W). The heat sink parameters (6) are defined as
follows: the external temperature, Te, varies linearly along the cooler region from 294.5 to 303.8 K (as
suggested in [18]) due to warming up the cooling water, the heat transfer coefficient (estimated from
measured mean temperatures of the cooling water and the pipe wall within the cooler region) equals e =
1630 W/(K∙m2).
Fig. 1 presents a comparison of the measured wall (outer surface) and vapor temperature distributions
along the heat pipe [17] with various authors’ numerical predictions (the present simulation results are
superimposed on the plot from [19]). In the large the numerical results agree well with each other and with
the measured values. In particular, one can observe a nearly perfect coincidence between the experimental
data [17], the present computations, and the analytical solution [19] in terms of the heater and the adiabatic
region wall temperature and the average cooler temperature. Some disagreement in the measured and
computed wall temperature slope in the cooler region suggests that the cooler model [18] adopted in the
computations is not very accurate. Despite this minor inaccuracy, the heat pipe performance is predicted
quite well as it can be seen from Table 1 that summarizes the values of the heat pipe thermal resistance
(based on the pipe outer surface temperatures averaged over the heater and cooler regions), R = (Tin – Tout)/Q,
obtained in the present simulation and computed from the experimental data [17], simulation results [18],
and analytical solution [19].
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T, К

––– SINF/Flag-S (wall)
– – SINF/Flag-S (vapor)
Analytical solution [19]
Computations [18]
Experiment [17] (vapor)
Experiment [17] (wall)

x, m
Fig. 1. Experimental and numerical data on the wall and vapor temperature
distributions along the heat pipe

Table 1.
Heat pipe thermal resistance
Source
Experiment [17]
SINF/Flag-S (present)
Computations [18]
Analytical solution [19]

R, K/W
0.0457
0.0446
0.0478
0.0449

Discrepancy, %
–
−2.4
+4.6
−1.8

3. 3D SIMULATION RESULTS
3.1. Circumferential non-uniformity of the heat input/output
To demonstrate and estimate 3D effects associated with non-uniformity of the heat input/output, we
consider a model heat pipe identical to that presented above except for the configuration of the heater and
the heat sink. The heat pipe scheme and principal dimensions are given in Fig. 2. The angular size of the
heater and cooler window is 81 and 108 respectively; the configuration is symmetrical with respect to the
vertical mid-plane. The input heat flux equals qin = 47.5 kW/m2 (the overall power Q = 150 W); the heat sink
parameters are: Te = 299 K, e = 1800 W/(K∙m2).

19.1

y

Heater

x
0

46

725

280

890
Heat sink

Fig. 2. The heat pipe scheme and basic dimensions (mm)
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The computed temperature distribution on the heat pipe outer surface is presented in Fig. 3 (black
frames correspond to the heat input/output regions). One can see that, due to heat conductivity of the pipe
wall, the temperature is spread in the circumferential direction. Consequently, the evaporation/condensation
zones on the wick surface are much wider than the heat input/output regions. The latter is even more evident
from Fig. 4 that presents angular distribution of the heat flux in the mid section of heating zone. As can be
seen, the uniform heat flux applied at the pipe wall outer surface is redistributed over much larger area at the
wick inner surface where the evaporation of the working liquid takes place.
Fig. 5 illustrates the computed temperature distribution at the wick-wall interface along with streamlines
of the working liquid flow inside the wick. One can observe essentially non-uniform flow and temperature
field in the evaporator and condenser section of the heat pipe. The maximum velocity of the liquid is about
1.5 mm/s; the pressure drop along the wick is 278 Pa; the circumferential pressure variation is below 1 Pa.

y, m
0.005
0
-0.005

x, m
T, К

Heat flux, kW/m2

Fig. 3. Temperature map over the heat pipe wall (outer surface)

Angular position, deg.

Fig. 4. Angular distribution of heat flux over the pipe wall and wick surface at section x = 0.15 m

T, K
y
x

Fig. 5. Temperature map at the wick-wall interface and the working liquid stream lines
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To assess the effect of the predicted 3D non-uniformity of the flow and temperature field on the heat
pipe performance, the computations were carried out also for the case of axisymmetric heater and heat sink
assuming the same longitudinal size of the heater and cooler windows and the same input power
(Q = 150 W). For this axisymmetric configuration the computed value of the heat pipe thermal resistance,
R = (Tin – Tout)/Q, is 0.07 K/W whereas the value of 0.17 K/W was obtained for the 3D case.

3.2. Liquid pool in the condenser region
Update of the mathematical model. The mathematical model presented above describes the ideal case
when the liquid coolant presents in the wick only. However typically there is some excessive amount of
coolant that can worsen the heat pipe performance due to “shading” some part of the wick surface. In
particular, such problem is actual for developments of satellite heat pipes that are intended to operate
without gravity but tested in the terrestrial conditions with a weak inclination to the cool end of the pipe (see
Fig. 6).

g
Vapor
Wall

Wick



x

Condensate

h
Fig. 6. Schematics of the condensate pool at the condenser region of an inclined heat pipe

To capture the 3D effects caused by formation of a “pool” of excessive working liquid at the condenser
region of a slightly inclined heat pipe the following simplified approach is used. Assuming the heat
conductivity of the working liquid to be much less than that of the wick, the submerged part of the wick
surface is treated adiabatic (consequently, the condensation rate is zero) and, additionally, the pressure is set
to the saturation one, psat(Tv):
submerged wick surface:

T
 0,
n

p
 0,
n

p  psat Tv 

(7)

Simulation results. Computations were performed for the same heat pipe (Fig. 2) assuming that it is
inclined by angle  = 2. Fig. 7 illustrates the coolant flow and temperature fields obtained for a particular
case of the pool depth h = 4.1 mm (the excessive liquid amount is 5% of the wick volume). One can take
notice that in the condenser section the minimum temperature is 14 K less as compared to data in Fig. 5 (a
cold blue spot due to wick shading by the liquid film is clearly seen in Fig. 7) whereas in the adiabatic and
heater sections the temperature is 12 K higher. As a result, the heat pipe thermal resistance has increased up
to 0.25 K/W.
The effect of wick shading by the condensate pool is additionally illustrated in Fig. 8 that presents the
wall temperature variation along the bottom mid line of the pipe at three values of the pool depth, h = 0.1,
2.1, and 4.1 mm. One can observe that the wall temperature distribution is nearly uniform both in the
adiabatic section of the heat pipe and in the open part of the condenser section (with sharp jump in between)
whereas under the pool the temperature decreases toward the pipe end as there is no condensation heat
release in that region. The condensate pool influence on the heat pipe thermal resistance is shown in Fig. 9.
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T, К
y
x

Fig. 7. Temperature map at the wick-wall interface and the working liquid
streamlines in an inclined heat pipe with condensate pool at the pipe cool end

Condensate
pool

Adiabatic
section

Condenser
section

Fig. 8. Wall temperature profiles along the bottom mid line at different values
of the condensate pool depth

Fig. 9. Heat pipe thermal resistance vs. the condensate pool depth

CONCLUSION
We have performed numerical simulation of 3D coolant flow and heat transfer in a cylindrical heat pipe
with porous wick. The 3D effects under investigation resulted from circumferential non-uniformity of the
heat input/output as well as from presence of condensate pool at the condenser region on the heat pipe with
slight inclination. We have demonstrated that the mathematical model developed is capable of quite
reasonable predicting these 3D phenomena and capturing their effect on the heat pipe performance.
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Nomenclature
c
h
K
L
m
n
p
Q
q
R
T
V

– specific heat, J/(kgK)
– depth of condensate “pool”, m
– wick permeability, m2
– latent heat, J/kg
– evaporation/condensation rate, kg/(m2s)
– normal-to-surface coordinate, m
– pressure, Pa
– applied heat load, W
– heat flux, W/m2
– thermal resistance, K/W
– temperature, K
– superficial velocity of the liquid flow through the wick, m/s

Greek symbols

– heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2K)

– heat conductivity, W/(mK)

– dynamic viscosity, Pas

– density, kg/m3
Subscripts
e
– external
in
– inlet (heater)
out
– outlet (heat sink)
sat – saturation
v
– vapor
wall – wall
wick – wet wick
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Abstract
The report highlights the problems of creating efficient designs of heat accumulators with intermittent activity,
mainly through the use of shape stable reversible dielectric phase change materials. These materials are able to meet
modern requirements for heat accumulators’ parameters and optimization criteria necessary to maintain their
functioning within the satellite electronic energy sources. The heat accumulator development methodology and
mathematical design of the system using an overall non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient, entered into the problem
solution algorithm, have been presented. The content of the report is aligned with the presentation of the monograph [1].

KEYWORDS
Heat accumulator, phase-change material, energy source, effectiveness, optimization, electronic component, heat
flow transformation ratio (), heat pipe, design/technology solution, thermal control system, electronic equipment,
spacecraft.

INTRODUCTION
In late 2016 presentation of the science monograph authored by Prof. V.A. Alekseev [1] took place at
the JSC “Research Institute of the Precision Instruments” (JSC RIPI), Moscow. This monograph was
dedicated to creating satellite’s heat accumulators design baselines, containing development of conceptual
methods for calculating main characteristics for the HA of a wide range of application. Inside these HA a
fusible working substance, housed into pressurized packages, or shape stable one, interacting with the
environment, is repeatedly subjected to short-term phase changes. The thermophysical calculation
methodology has been developed; the ways of selecting the key design parameters for HA constructions of
various types and the technology for their manufacturing have been presented. Besides, the experience
gathered during experiment runs and flight tests inside the spacecraft have been stated. Methods for
calculating parameters of passive systems to maintain thermal conditions for powerful energy sources (ES)
have been worked out. These energy sources contain heat pipes (HP), used as thermal means to transport
energy, accumulated inside the HA, towards sinks.
The
presentation
was
attended
by
leading
engineers,
scientists
from
various
industrial/scientific organizations, experienced in space-related activities, as well as representatives from
thermal power industry, engaged in applying thermal processes with the use of phase-change working
substance. The monograph has attracted practical interest and gained approval and recognition from subjectmatter experts and scientists.
The authors of this report consider it’s useful to inform the participants of the 10th Minsk International
Conference about the results of researches in this area, conducted in JSC RIPI, but not published yet. Here
we’re trying to present a new look at the operational effectiveness of the HA with intermittent activity and
optimization of their design parameters.
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OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS OF HA INSTALLED INSIDE SPACE HARDWARE
The notion “effectiveness” generally refers to an operation, which is understood as a system of actions
united by a single goal. Here the goal is understood as to ensure reliable functioning of the developed
product with the specified technical requirements. The effectiveness of the operation, ensuring the required
thermal regime, is understood as the degree of conformity between the actual result of the operation and the
desired one, i.e. the extent of the achievement of this operation goal, taking into account expenditure in
resources and time. The effectiveness is the most general complex characteristic of the operation and it
depends practically on all factors affecting the course of operation [2]. Still nearer towards our instruments:
effectiveness of the system is understood as meeting the requirements, specified for the HA and electronic
equipment (EE) parameters, as stated in product design specifications.

OPTIMIZATION CRITERIA FOR THE HA, BEING A PART OF ELECTRONIC EC
In accordance with the general methodology of optimum design, the central issue is the selection of the
necessary criteria used to assess the effectiveness of the system: “ES – HA – environment” and optimization
of their design parameters. This selection of criteria is ambiguous. Their number can be very large,
including: weight, dimensions, power consumption, reliability, allowable temperatures for electronic
components (ЕС), permissible session time and pauses between repeat sessions, the optimal ratio between
the density of specific heat flows circulating between the electronic part of the designed product structure
and the HA with the PCM integrated therein and other criteria. They are interdependent, but some of them
are always severely restricted and the whole design process is performed under these restrictions. The system
requires mainly the dynamic optimization depending on the duration of sessions and pauses between them,
which requires solving numerous problems with attracting high-speed computer programs. What's important
and innovative: the monograph highlights a great number of theoretical and experimental studies related to
the EE and the results of their operation inside the spacecraft. It permits us to take into account many of
above mentioned optimization criteria, which allows us to demonstrate in practice the acceptability of the EE
structure with integrated HA therein and ensure the efficiency of their use.

HA DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Thermal designing of the HA with the use of the PCM is a complex thermophysical challenge,
connected with solution of non-stationary thermal conductivity equations with a moving boundary between
the solid and fluid phases of the working substance. At the same time, the thermal interaction with the walls
of the HA package, containing heat sinks, is kept in mind. In this paper, we’re trying to present a new look at
the effectiveness and optimization of design parameters for the shape-stable phase-change HA, being a part
of modern powerful receive/transmit electronic instruments and blocks with intermittent activity. And we
focus at the HA of unpackage type, whose working substance possess the necessary dielectric properties and
can directly be in contact with the EC. For defining research objectives we consider that the HA structure
comprises a ribbed radiator in whose cavities between the ribs the PCM, communicating with the external
environment, is placed [3, 4].
At our Institute the dielectric phase-change materials VTAM-50 and VTA-55M are used as the working
substance in many cases. These materials are delivered by the FSUE “VIAM” (All-Russian Scientific
Research Institute of Aviation Materials), Moscow. The procedure we suppose to follow for defining HA
parameters at various development stages is as follows: at first it’s necessary to select the PCM; afterwards
to perform design and checking calculations of key parameters for the HA, being a part of EE; to determine
the required mass and volume, occupied by the PCM; to select overall dimensions of a package for HA,
integrated inside the structure of the cooled electronic device.
For this purpose, we use the enthalpy method, available for the engineering practice to solve the Stefan
problem. Then the solution of a task for the PCM one-dimensional model comes down to definition of
Dirac's delta function () through introduction of the efficient thermal capacity, depending on the Dirac's
delta function, replaced by -shaped (Т–Тcr, ) and meeting the condition:
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Tcr  

  T  T

cr ,

 dT  1

(1)

Tcr  

where T (С) – smoothing interval for phase change front. The interval of an interface area for the
composite material V-TAM-50 (and for its advanced analogue one VTA-55M TU1-595-28-916-2006 with a
fusible filler – paraffin P-2) was determined experimentally in the FSUE "VIAM", Moscow. The T
smoothing interval for the material usually varies over a range of (2–4)С.
Experiments have also shown that at certain levels of heat flow densities q (W/m2) the HA can be
represented in the form of unified isothermal body. Afterwards, the HA structure is considered to be a
unified isothermal body, i.e. the structure of the package and the phase-change body filled inside its volume
are characterized by the same temperature. Meanwhile, the thermal-loaded or heat-sensitive EC, mounted
directly on the HA and the other blocks or devices have temperatures different from those of the HA.
The thermal model for the system of bodies, containing the HA with thermal-loaded or heat-sensitive ES
with the EC being their parts, is represented in Fig. 1.

j

i

С
EC

HA (k body)

n

Fig. 1. Thermal model for the system of bodies

To estimate thermal storage capacity of the HA, an effective heat capacity of the structure, taking into
account the specific heat capacity of materials and the heat of phase changes, was introduced in the system of
equations.
Then the mathematical model for the EE’s component parts (individual isothermal bodies), including the
HA, can be presented in the form of a system of differential equations of the first order:
 the energy conservation equation for an arbitrary i-body of EE’s constituent parts (except the HA (k
body)):
Ci M i,i  k

 



n
dTi
 Pi  ci Tc  Ti  
ij Tj  Ti  ki Tk  Ti  ;
d
j 1, j  k

(2)

 the energy conservation equation for an electronic block (bodies, containing EC and being in direct
contact with the HA (k body)):
CEC M EC

dTEC
 PEC  EC - HA TEC  Tk  ;
d

(3)

here, for clarity’s sake, the electronic device, comprising EC, is represented by a single body (EC). During
computer modeling it can be replaced by an infinite number of component parts, each one being with its
thermal conductivity and with a k-body (HA);
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 energy conservation equation for the HA body (k-body) with the PCM, as a single isothermal body:

 s
r
f
CconstrM constr   CPCM  CPCM 
Tcr



 Pk  ck Tc  Tk cont
k  EC TEC  Tk  

 dT

 M PCM  k 
 d


n

  T  T  ,
ik

i

k

(4)

i 1,i  k


 s
r
f
 CPCM

where CconstrM constr   CPCM
Tcr


comprising the PCM.



 M PCM  is the effective heat capacity of the isothermal body,



In the equations it was adopted:
s
f
, CPCM
, M constr, CPCM , Ti , , Pi – specific heat of all i-bodies, EC and mass of their
Cconstr, CPCM
structures, solid and fluid phases for PCM, temperature, time, power dissipation, k – serial number of a body,
comprising the PCM mass;
ck , cont
k  EC , ik ,  EC - HA – thermal conductivities of k-body with a surrounding medium, at the point of
contact of the desired thermally-loaded EC on the HA installation surface; between j-body and HA; between
i/j bodies and EC with HA; r – latent heat, released during phase change, respectively.
When calculating thermal conditions for a system of bodies depending on the events, occurring inside
the HA, the following conditions are accepted:
f
for Tk < 0 we accept CPCM
 0,

r
0
Tcr

s
f
 CPCM
 0,
for Tk = 0 we accept CPCM
s
for Tk > 0 we accept CPCM
 0,

r
0
Tcr

(5)

r
0
Tcr

where Tcr  Tcrend  Tcrstart is the temperature range, over which a sudden change in thermal capacity occurs
due to the melting heat.
If the average mass heat capacity of the PСM depending on a temperature is calculated or validated
experimentally, then the expression on the left-hand side of the energy conservation equation within a
selected temperature range can be stated in a simpler form:
Ce TPCM   M PCM  CconstrM constr

(6)

Under known relationship C(TPCM), duration of heating-up process depending on temperatures from Tstart
up to the maximum permissible temperature Tadd can be determined by solving an integral equation in a
form:
Tadd

Tadd

start

Tstart

1
H 
C dT , where
PT



here i is a change in enthalpy of the device.
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Then
H 

i
.
P

(8)

Thus, to make assessments of permissible duration of continuous operation (session) of the ES, cooled
with the PСM, it’s necessary to know enthalpy diagram i = i(). The i value is an indicator of heat-storage
capacity of the HA.

HEAT FLOW TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENT
Application of the presented system of the differential equations of the first order (2)–(6) and the integral
equations (7), (8) allows us to carry out an effective mathematical design by going through the various
embodiments of the HA structure with different basic data. This is implemented by introducing into the
problem-solution algorithm non-dimensional heat flow transformation coefficient . By applying this
coefficient it’s convenient to estimate many optimization criteria for the designed electronic device.
Non-dimensional coefficient , at the same time characterizes the level of its finning (spacing) inside the
PCM volume and it can be written in the form:


qribbedHA
qmount.EC



FribbedHA

(9)

Fmount.EC

where: qribbedHA (W/m2) is the density of the heat flow, supplied from the ribbed HA surface, which is in
direct contact with the PCM; qmount.HA (W/m2) is the density of the heat flow, supplied towards the HA
mounting surface from EC. The value of the  coefficient is proportional to the ratio between the
corresponding areas of qribbedHA and qmount.HA . The  coefficient is convenient to operate during calculation
of complex thermal models and transition to the equivalent one-dimensional models, also when considering
the system of bodies inside the instrument compartments of the spacecraft.
Such a problem definition is realized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, p. 155 in [1], where by varying the values of
the powers, P (W), and densities of heat flows, q = P/Fk (W/m2); various values of mass of HA structure
without the PCM; the mass of the PCM itself; the combined mass of the HA with ES; contact area of the HA
with PCM structure; the sizes of cavities between the adjacent ribs which are filled with form-stable PCM
and the thickness of the PCM equivalent layer. At the same time, the value of the density of heat flow q is
limited and dictated by the permissible temperature values between the ECs, mounted inside the electronic
part of the device and the temperature field across the thickness of the PCM layer. The equivalent thickness
of the PCM layer inside the ribbed HA at first order of approximation is determined from the expression:
leq 

M PCM 
Fk   PCM



VPCM 
Fk

,

(10)

where M PCM  and VPCM  – total amount of the PCM and the volume occupied by it in cavities of the HA
ribbed package with different geometric parameters of the ribs (corrugations), forming cavities for placement
of the PCM in them.
The relationship (9) has been obtained during the analysis of thermal schemes in [1], presented in
nomograms and results of experiments. One of such nomograms is given in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The nomogram for definition of one-dimensional solution-related errors: 1 – HA
package, to which an electronic part of an electronic device (ES with EC) is joined;
2 – ribs, forming cavities for placement of the PCM therein; 3 – area, where the position
of the phase boundary conditionally depends on the shapes and sizes of cavities between
ribs;  – points on the sketch – location of the thermocouples.

Thus far the design calculations used to determine the HA optimal parameters can be considered
completed. During next development stages verification analysis is carried out in 2D or 3D coordinates.
These analyses are performed in accordance with the electronic device drawings. Based on the results of the
analyses and calculations, appropriate corrections are to be made in the documentation.

CONCLUSIONS
To perform calculations of thermal conditions for electronic devices with PCM and to solve optimization
problems depending on a level of construction details and conditions of heat exchange with the environment
and neighboring devices and units, it will be possible to recommend using calculation methods presented in
the monography [1] in Russian, as well as published in the proceedings of the Minsk International
Conferences, the Republic of Belarus, in English, and in the proceedings of other international forums and
scientific publications [5–10].
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Abstract
This article presents a comparison of the experimental performance of three air to air pulsating heat pipe (PHP)
prototypes for electronic cabinet cooling using R1233zd as a working fluid. Each of them is made of two stacked coolers
in the same unit with external dimensions of 36195 cm3 and is constructed with MultiPort Extruded (MPE) tubes
and louvered fins brazed together. The only difference between the prototypes is in the manifold configurations. This
design is based on a concept developed by ABB [1]. The pulsating heat pipe configuration is achieved by having fluid
distribution plates at the evaporator and condenser manifolds to achieve a serial connection of the flow paths. Since
these prototypes are composed of two stacked coolers in the same unit, the air flow goes through both, but the inner fluid
circulation is independent and each cooler can be filled separately. The present study shows results of the experimental
characterization obtained with only one PHP filled out of two in the stack, turned 90° on its narrow side and introduces a
new parameter, the pressure pulsation rate, which is shown to be correlated to the PHP performance.

KEYWORDS
Pulsating heat pipe, two-phase flow, cabinet cooling, electronics

INTRODUCTION
Outdoor cabinets containing power electronics components need to be cooled effectively, and at the
same time, protected from outside air, which may contain moisture and dirt that would reduce the reliability
of the electronics. In this case water cooling is the most effective cooling method, however water is often
undesired due to high voltages or customer requirements. The power electronics market is expanding to
regions of the world where air temperature can go down to -60°C (e.g. in Siberia) and up to 60°C (e.g. in the
Middle-East), where water (and its glycol mixtures) will either freeze or where water may not be available
onsite. In order to provide the required performances at low cost with air cooling ABB patented pulsating
heat pipe cooler proposed by Fabbri and Agostini [1] is based on automotive compact heat exchanger
technology and is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Exploded view of the prototype showing the manifolds structure.
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Figure 2. 3D view and 3 different manifold designs of the studied PHP. From left to right: 3D
view, embossed plates manifolds (EMB), square openings (FLAT-S), U-turn openings (FLAT-U).

Pulsating heat pipes (PHP) have been discovered in the early 90s by Akachi [2, 3]. In such device, the
heat is transferred thanks to the oscillations of liquid slugs and elongated bubbles between the evaporator
and the condenser areas. PHPs like thermosyphons are cheap (no wick structure), compact and entirely
passive with the advantage to operate independently from the orientation allowing higher flexibility on their
mechanical integration. Despite of the significant recent experimental and theoretical efforts made related to
PHPs, there are still unresolved issues on the mechanism of PHP operation. PHPs emerged as interesting
alternatives for modern heat exchangers with the above mentioned advantages compared to conventional
heat pipe systems [4] but due to their complicated thermo-hydrodynamic operation they are not yet wellspread technologies.
The main application found in the literature for pulsating air to air heat exchanger is for heat recovery
systems. Notably, Mahajan et al. [5] have studied the feasibility of using finned oscillating heat pipes
(OHPs), filled with acetone, for heat exchange between counter-flowing air streams in HVAC air systems.
Their results from the heat transfer and pressure drop analysis demonstrated that their OHP, having a height,
width and depth of 122×46×46 cm3 respectively, yielded an effectiveness on the order of 0.48 and a pressure
drop of approximately 40 Pa at a Thi –Tci of 17 K, resulting in a pre-cooling of 8 K of the incoming air.
Rittidech et al. [6] designed and built an experimental prototype to investigate the applicability of a closedended oscillating heat-pipe (CEOHP) air-preheater as a waste-heat recovery device for a drying process.
Their CEOHP, having a height, width and depth of about 38×20×80 cm3 respectively, yielded an
effectiveness of 0.44 at a Thi-Tci of 30 K with R123 as working fluid. No pressure pressure drop was
reported. Both authors concluded to suitability of pulsating air to air heat exchangers for heat recovery
applications.
The present study is the continuation of the work presented by Habert and Agostini [7, 8]. The three
tested prototypes are constructed by using the various types of fluid distribution manifold plates shown in
Figure 2 and are all Open Loop Pulsating Heat Pipes (OLPHP):
FLAT-S: the plate at the condenser manifold will set the fluid distribution thanks to cut-outs so that
the fluid coming from a first group of channels from a given MPE tube will be directed towards
another group of channels of the adjacent MPE tube, and so on. The plate at the evaporator manifold
is an anti-symmetric projection of the condenser plate and achieves the same distribution pattern but
offset by one MPE tube. A plain plate is brazed on top to close the system hermetically.
EMB: same flow path as FLAT-U but it is achieved by embossing the plate rather than cut-outs. No
closing plate is required.
FLAT-U: the condenser side has the same manifold plate as FLAT-S, while the evaporator side has
U-turns on top of each MPE tube.
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Table 1: manifold configurations and dimensions of the 3 tested prototypes.
Prototype
Height
Width
Depth
MPE tube
Fluid channels
Number of channels / MPE
Fin height
Fin pitch
Evaporator height
Evaporator manifold height
Evaporator distribution
Condenser height
Condenser manifold height
Condenser distribution

FLAT-S
358 mm
192 mm
50 mm
2 x 18 mm
2.16 x 1.2 mm2
7
8 mm
3 mm
165 mm
13.5 mm
square openings
164 mm
13.5 mm
square openings

EMB
358 mm
192 mm
50 mm
2 x 18 mm
2.16 x 1.2 mm2
7
8 mm
3 mm
165 mm
13.5 mm
embossed plate
164 mm
13.5 mm
embossed plate

FLAT-U
358 mm
192 mm
50 mm
2 x 18 mm
2.16 x 1.2 mm2
7
8 mm
3 mm
161 mm
17.5 mm
U turns
164 mm
13.5 mm
square openings

1. TEST FACILITY
A schematic of the test facility is shown in
Figure 3. It is composed of different elements:
A PHP with one absolute pressure sensor and fluid thermocouple at the evaporator manifold
two counter flow air tunnels each with a centrifugal fan, an air flow sensor and a pre-heater
two inlet air distribution cones with 1 thermocouple and an air pressure measurement port
two outlet air cones each with 1 thermocouple and an air pressure measurement port
2 differential air pressure sensors

Figure 3. Test setup schematics.
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All signals are acquired through a National Instruments SCXI connected to a laptop running
LabVIEW®. For pressure measurements, the SCXI box is equipped with a 1102C acquisition module
recording signals at 10 kHz frequency. For temperature measurements, a 1102 module with a cut off
frequency at 2 Hz is used. All the thermocouples were calibrated using an Omega DP97 precision
thermometer with platinum probes as the reference temperature and a Lauda R207 chiller to control the
temperature. The uncertainty of the calibrated thermocouples is ± 0.1 K. The measuring devices and their
accuracy are presented in
Table 2. The internal fluid pressure and temperature were measured through the filling port of the
prototype, with a pressure and temperature sensor installed on the port.
Table 2. Measuring devices and accuracy.
Measurement
Temperatures
Evaporator pressure
Hot air flow
Cold air flow

Device
type K, diameter 1 mm
Omega PX409
ABB SensyFlow P
TROX VMR-250

Measured range
25–90 (°C)
0–17.5 (bar)
80–4000 (kg/h)
216–2214 (kg/h)

Accuracy
± 0.1 (°C)
± 0.02 (bar)
± 4 (kg/h)
± 5 (%)

2. DATA REDUCTION
Different parameters are needed for the data analysis. The fluid filling ratio (%)
Fr = mf / (ρf·v)
(1)
is defined as the ratio of the volume of fluid filled (the mass of fluid is measured) in the system divided by
the internal volume of the pulsating heat pipe. The heat capacity (W/K)
Ca = m a ·cp,a
(2)
is defined as a product of the specific heat capacity (J/kg K) estimated at the average air temperature and the
air mass flow rate (kg/s). The heat capacity ratio (-)
Cr = Cc / Ch
(3)
is defined as the ratio between the cold and hot heat capacity respectively calculated at the condenser and
evaporator side. The minimal heat capacity (W/K)
Cmin = min(Cc ,Ch)
(4)
is defined as the minimum of the cold and hot side heat capacity. Finally, the heat exchanger effectiveness ()
= Ch/Cmin·(Thi –Tho)/(Thi –Tci) = Q / Qmax
(5)
represents the actual heat transfer rate for a heat exchanger to the maximum possible heat transfer rate
achievable with an infinite heat exchanger. The effectiveness is the traditional indicator of the performance
of air to air heat exchangers.

3. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF MANIFOLDS CONFIGURATIONS.
The effect of the filling ratio on the heat load changes with the orientation from vertical to side and it is
not the same for the prototypes under investigation.
Figure 4 (left) shows the average effectiveness versus fill ratio at Thi –Tci of 20 K for the three
prototypes (FLAT-S, EMB, FLAT-U) when side oriented (–90°). Side is the orientation required in the final
product, therefore we will focus on the measurements obtained in this orientation. Clearly, FLAT-U
prototype exhibits a fill ratio working range much wider than the others: in fact, a derating on the heat load
lower than 10% can be achieved in the fill ratio range from 28% to 60%. For the FLAT-S prototype, this
limited performance penalization is possible when working with a fill ratio between 25% and 40% while the
EMB prototype is able to maintain good performance in a very narrow fill ratio range from 28% to 33%.
Considering the entire dataset collected for each prototype, the optimum filling ratio corresponding to the
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maximum heat load dissipated is of 37% for the FLAT-U prototype, 33% for the FLAT-S prototype and
31% for the EMB prototype.
Figure 4 (right) shows the transferred heat load versus the maximum air temperature difference at the
optimum filling ratio for the 3 prototypes. The trends is linear for the three prototypes, hence, the operating
limits due to the onset of the dry-out have not been reached during tests in side orientation. The performance
of the three prototypes are very similar when ΔTmax is up to 10 K, the maximum heat load being around 235
W at ΔTmax = 10 K. On the other hand, at ΔTmax = 20 K, the maximum heat load for the FLAT-U prototype is
equal to 450 W, which is 10% higher than that achieved with the FLAT-S prototype (410 W) and 17.5%
higher than that obtained with the EMB prototype (380 W). The superior performances of the FLAT-U
manifold configuration may be due to lower pressure drop in the U turns compared to the square cross
opening. A dedicated measurement setup would be needed to confirm this hypothesis.

Figure 4. Effectiveness versus filling (left) and heat load versus T (right) for the 3 prototypes.

4. PRESSURE PULSATION RATE
Figure 5 shows a typical time series of fluid pressure measurement (left) and the corresponding Fast
Fourier Transform (right). Periodic pressure peaks can be seen, the Fourier transform yielding two main
frequencies at about 0.65 and 1.5 Hz at this operation point. The maximum principal frequency and pressure
amplitude recorded were 1.5 Hz and ±0.5 bar respectively.

Figure 5. PHP internal pressure versus time (left) and corresponding FFT (right) for FLAT prototype
in side position, R1233zd, 55% filling, ∆T = 20 K, 250 m3/h air flow and 50°C inlet air temperature.
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A systematic analysis of the data in the time domain showed that a variable called pressure pulsation
rate defined by Eq. (6) seems to be strongly correlated to the performances of the pulsating cooler:
PPR = <f>  <∆p> (Pa/s)
(6)
where <f> is the average value of all frequency peaks in the FFT of the fluid pressure, and <∆p> is the
average value of the pressure peaks counted over the acquisition time. A typical plot of pressure pulsation
rate versus the temperature difference between the hot and cold streams is shown in Figure 6 for the FLATS and FLAT-U manifold configuration, together with the heat load curves in the same experimental
condition. Figure 7 shows the same variables as a function of the PHP filling ratio. These graphs show in a
qualitative way that the performance of the PHP is correlated with the pressure pulsation rate: a higher heat
load seems to be associated with a higher value of Pa/s. This approach makes sense from a physical point of
view if one considers that to obtain Watts, one just need to multiply Pa/s by a volume. Therefore the
“pumping power” of the PHP could be expressed as
(W)
(7)
PP = <f>  <∆p> V
where V is the internal volume of the PHP and is the void fraction at its operating point. Unfortunately the
void fraction cannot be determined with the current setup since it is a function of the vapor quality and
internal fluid velocity.

Figure 6. Hheat load (left) and pressure pulsation rate (right) versus temperature difference for the FLATS and FLAT-U prototypes.

Figure 7. Heat load (left) and pressure pulsation rate (right) versus filling ratio at various temperature
differences for the FLAT-S prototypes.
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The Pearson correlation coefficient between the heat load and the pressure pulsation rate was calculated
for the FLAT-S prototype and is about 0.86 for a set of 135 data points, which indicates a strong correlation,
as illustrated in Figure 8. Therefore one could hypothesize that the performance of the pulsating cooler is
physically linked to how fast and strongly the fluid pressure oscillates so that the performances are strongly
correlated to the product of pressure oscillations amplitude and frequency. In spite of the high correlation
coefficient the scatter in the data is significant. We hypothesize that this scatter should be less if the void
fraction term shown in Eq. (7) was included.

Figure 8. Pressure pulsation rate versus PHP heat load.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The performance of a novel air to air pulsating heat pipe heat exchanger base on automotive heat
exchanger technology were measured with three different fluid distribution manifold configuration and
R1233zd as working fluid:
1. a single filled OLPHP cooler, with a volume of two liters only, could dissipate up to 650 W (32%
effectiveness) at 30 K maximum temperature difference between the hot and cold air streams,
2. the FLAT-U (U-turns at the hot side, square cross opening at the cold side) yielded the best
performances both in terms of heat load and optimal fluid filling range,
3. The measured air pressure loss was 25 Pa per PHP,
4. the performances are strongly correlated to the product of pressure oscillations amplitude and
frequency.
Further work should investigate if the pressure pulsation rate concept can provide a path towards a semianalytical prediction method of the performances of pulsating heat pipes. Secondly, the use of a more
accurate pressure sensor and longer acquisition time may improve the accuracy of the pressure pulsation rate
determination. Finally, an investigation to determine a manifold structure that minimizes pressure losses in
the turns should be conducted.
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Nomenclature
cp
C
f
Fr
PP
PPR
m
m
Q
T
v

– specific heat capacity, J/kg K
– heat capacity rate, W/K
– frequency, Hz
– filling ratio, – pumping power, W
– pressure pulsation rate, Pa/s
– mass, kg
– mass flow rate, kg/s
– heat load, W
– Temperature, °C
– volume, m3

Greek Symbols
ΔT
– Temperature difference, K
– effectiveness, ∆p
– pressure difference, Pa
– void fraction, Subscripts
a
– air
c
– cold side
e
– evaporator
f
– fluid
i
– inlet
h
– hot side
min
– minimum
max
– maximum
o
– outlet
r
– ratio
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DROP EVAPORATION ON A HEATED SUBSTRATE
WITH SINGLE WALL NANOTUBES COATING
D. Zaitsev, A. Semenov, O. Kabov
Kutateladze Institute of Thermophysics SB RAS
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

The phenomenon of liquid drop evaporation, which takes place in a variety of technological systems in
power engineering, agriculture, medicine, cooling systems, chemical and other industries, has been actively
investigated during the last few years [1–3]. The main objective of the present work is to study the effect of
nanotubes coating on the dynamics and evaporation of the sessile liquid drop when it is heated from the
substrate. It is assumed that due to the multifarious influence (variative wettability, thermal conductivity of
wall layer, surface structure at the micro- and nanoscale) the use of the nanotubes coating allows to intensify
the evaporation process.
We study evaporation of a liquid drop into the open atmosphere. The initial drop volume was less than
1 μl. A drop of liquid is placed on a surface with controlled wettability. The drop is heated until quasistationary heat transfer between the solid substrate and liquid drop. Distilled deionized nano-filtered water
of Milli-Q Company is used as the working fluid. The experiments were made on the experimental stand the
scheme of which is presented in Fig. 1. The base of the test section is an aluminum plate of 15 mm thickness
with the heater attached to its bottom side. A Peltier element with dimensions 40x40 mm2 was used as a
heater. On the upper side of the aluminum plate, the investigated substrate was fixed. Measurement of the
surface temperature of the studied substrate was carried out using a thermocouple, fixed at a distance of 1–2 mm
from the contact line of the liquid drop. The substrate temperature under the drop was 30°C during the
experiment. The experimental setup was covered with transparent box made of PMMA, which has
dimensions of 1000x800x900 mm3. The temperature and relative humidity of air in the box during the
experiments was approx 20°C and 20–30%, respectively.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup
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Two optical methods were used in the work. The first one is the shadow method, consisting of a halogen
light source Edmunds Optics MI-150 connected by a fiber optic lightguide with a lens system that produces
a beam of parallel light of 50 mm in diameter on one side of the working area, and a PointGray fast speed
camera with a 10X Mitutoyo microscope lens, which was connected through Novoflex focusing bellows
from the opposite side. The spatial resolution of such a system was 0.5 μm/pixel, and the shooting frequency
was up to 500 frames per second. Obtained shadow photos of the liquid drop profile were processed by the
KRUSS Drop Shape Analysis software. The second optical technique used is 5 megapixels Imaging Source
camera with 20X Mitutoyo microscope lens, which was placed above the liquid drop and allowed
visualization of evaporation process from the top and control the drop symmetry. If the drop lost its
symmetry, the experiment was repeated.
Two substrates made of copper were investigated. One of them had no coating and was polished to the
root mean square roughness of 20 nm. Another one was coated with single wall nanotubes orientated along
the surface. The coated substrate had the root mean square roughness of 62 nm. The morphology of the
working surfaces was analyzed using a scanning electron microscope (HITACHI S3400N) and atomic force
microscope (Solver Pro NT MDT), Fig. 2.
The experiment began with a preliminary preparation of the investigated substrate, which consisted in a
thorough cleaning of the working surface. Then the substrate was placed in a reservoir with distilled water
for a day. Thereafter, to remove residual water from the surface the substrate was flushed with clean
compressed air designed for cleaning optical components. A liquid drop of pre-set size was placed on the
surface, heated to the desired temperature, using a high-precision dispenser Lenpipet. The lens used in the
shadow method was focused (depth of field was a few hundreds of µm); and after that the periodic shooting
was performed until complete evaporation of the liquid droplet. The upper camera was switched on
simultaneously with the shadow method.
The dependences of the contact angle and specific rate of liquid evaporation on time at different
substrates are shown in Fig. 3. The evaporation rate was calculated as a loss in the droplet mass per unit of
droplet surface area per unit of time. All the data were synchronized to the time of complete evaporation of
liquid droplets. It is seen that the specific rate of evaporation on both substrates increases with time, which
is in agreement with the results of [1, 2] where the evaporation of liquid drops with initial volume of about
100 µl was studied. This increase can be explained by high evaporation rate in the contact line region [4],
contribution of which is higher for smaller drops.

Fig. 2. The SEM image (left) and height histogram (right) of the substrate with the single wall nanotubes coating
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. The dependences of contact angle (a) and specific evaporation rate (b) on time. Blue lines and dots –
data obtained with the polished copper substrate; red – copper substrate with nanotubes coating. The dotted
lines in figure (b) are the trend lines of the corresponding data. Initial temperature of all substrates was
T = 300C. All data was synchronized for the moment of full droplet evaporation. Initial drop volume is 0.45 μl

Also, it is seen that at the final stage of the drops evaporation, the specific evaporation rate for the
drop on the substrate with nanotubes coating is about 20 percent higher in comparison with the polished
substrate. It is worth noting, that at the final stage all the main parameters of both drops (volume, base
diameter, contact angle, …) are very close. This means that the use of the nanotubes coating allows to
intensify the sessile liquid drop evaporation. We expect that with increase of the substrate temperature,
the difference between the specific evaporation rate between the coated and uncoated surfaces will
increase.
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Abstract
The paper presents the results of research on the operation and energy efficiency of a 186 kW gas-fired
condensing boiler operating in a hybrid heat source system. The boiler co-operates with an 81.1 kW
(electric) brine-to-water compressor heat pump, a 27.4 kW air-to-water heat pump and 6 flat solar collectors.
A local, built-in, hybrid heat source is located in a public building and is intended to satisfy the building
needs. The study was conducted over a period of 1 year – from 1 September 2014 to 31 August 2015. The
gas-fired boiler operates in the heating buffer system all year round. The boiler performance is characterized
both in the winter and in the summer season, in terms of the amount of heat produced and the heating power.
The calculations results of the heat generation efficiency obtained in the measuring period are also presented
and compared to the data given in regulations applicable to performing energy audits and issuing energy
certificates. One of the conclusions from the research carried out is that the amount of heat generated
throughout a year is not proportional to the installed power of an energy-generating device, which is first
and foremost related to the device working time. For example, the results of annual measurements indicate
that for the 186 kW gas-fired boiler, its percentage share of the heat generation during the whole year is
51.11%, whereas for the 81.1 kW brine-to-water heat pump, the percentage share of the overall annual
thermal energy production is as much as 43.02%.

KEYWORDS
gas-fired boiler, ground-source heat pump, air-source heat pump, hybrid heat source, solar collector,
efficiency of a gas-fired boiler

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, fossil fuel shortage and environment pollution have resulted in rapid use of renewable
energy sources. Hybrid systems of supplying residential buildings with electricity, heat and domestic hot
water that combine photovoltaic cells, solar collectors, ground and air heat pumps and gas boilers quickly
develop. Combined heating, cooling and power systems including domestic hot water preparation have been
the subject of numerous publications in recent years.
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Table 1.
Example values of efficiency of gas-fired condensing boilers
Data
source

Efficiency of thermal
energy generation

WY , KG

central
heating
[6]

[7], [8]
[9], [10]
[11]

Remarks

From 0.92
to 0.99

domestic hot
water
preparation
From 0.88
to 0.936

0.95
0.88
From 0.95 to 1.0
From 0.92
to 1.08

[14]

1.06

[12]

Up to 1.06

[13]

Up to 1.08
0.98

For central heating system
with thermal load
120-1200 kW and water
inlet temperature to outlet
temperature 70/55oC
for domestic hot water
preparation: for thermal
load greater than 50 kW
as above
Own measurements,
apartments with three
residents, one year
Water inlet
temperature/outlet
temperature - 75/60 oC
Water inlet
temperature/outlet
temperature - 75/60 oC
Nominal efficiency
Usable efficiency

The feasibility and affordability of hybrid photovoltaic-thermal (PV-T) collectors coupled with thermal or
electrical solar heating and cooling systems (absorption chillers or heat pumps) was studied in [1], also
using thermal energy storage. The proposed systems were analysed in 4-5 person households with a 100 m2
floor area and 50 m2 rooftop area suitable for installation of solar collectors. Ten selected locations with
different climatic conditions in Europe were studied.
A least-cost investment methodology that optimizes the hybrid power-residential heating system,
including thermal energy storage, was developed in [2]. Different configurations were considered: gas
boiler-electric resistance heater , heat pump-gas boiler, and heat pump-electric resistance heater.
The hybrid ground heat exchangers of ground-coupled heat pump systems using vertical as well as
horizontal heat exchangers were studied in [3]. The optimum load ratio of horizontal to vertical ground heat
exchangers was found.
The performance of a heat pump with hybrid heat source including solar and air energy using different
refrigerants was simulated in [4]. Based on a lumped parameter model of the heat pump, the characteristics
of the heat pump as the power consumption and coefficient of performance (COP) were established for three
refrigerants R22, R134a, R744 and CO2 . There are no significant differences in the performance of the heat
pump used three different refrigerants. The heat pump with CO2 as the working fluid has a low COP but it
has a good low temperature performance. The efficiency of new power sources (co-generation, trigeneration systems, fuel cells, photovoltaic systems) can be enhanced using heat pipe heat exchangers and
solid sorption heat pumps [5].
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In this paper, the results of experimental investigations of a hybrid heating and domestic hot water
preparation system in a public building are presented.
The wide variety of micro and mini heat sources currently offered by manufacturers makes it possible to
design solutions not only with a single energy-generating device but also with more complex hybrid heat
source systems including two or even more heat generators. Due to technical requirements, e.g. high supply
temperature, or economic limitations, e.g. low cost of purchase, renewable heat sources, such as heat pumps
or solar collectors, often need a traditional heat generator such as a gas-fired boiler. Each stage of
development of this type of solutions – investment, design, construction or operation – is highly complex,
and the comprehensive approach to the problem should not be based on a one-off, fragmentary and out-ofcontext analysis of the device, but on a comprehensive analysis of all aspects of the hybrid solution
operation. Therefore, it seems justified that a comprehensive and multi-criteria perspective should be
adopted to the hybrid heat source – its efficiency should be determined, and well-based reasons should be
found for its application, also in the context of external financing. The considerations presented herein are
limited to the gas-fired boiler assessment and significance in a hybrid heat source in relation to the amount
of generated thermal energy, the share of thermal output, working time and heat generation efficiency. Table
1 presents example data concerning heat generation efficiency in the case of gas-fired boilers operating in
the monovalent mode.
The available data differ significantly and range from 0.92 [6] to 1.08 [13]. This also concerns the
values in a given working point specified by the manufacturer in relation to the seasonal value. The heat
generation efficiency is higher for the heating system compared to the domestic hot water preparation
system. In an overwhelming majority of publications, authors give heat generation efficiency with reference
to the lower heating value of the gas. The efficiency values given in [6-10] are of great practical importance
because they are used by auditors and designers to perform case studies (energy audits, energy efficiency
audits). Based on these audits external funds are granted to co-finance investment projects.
However, the impact of other heat generators was not analysed. It seems justified that a thorough
analysis of complex hybrid heat sources should be performed considering the above.

2. SUBJECT OF THE STUDY
The aim of the analysis is a gas-fired boiler operating in a local hybrid heat source system located in the
modern building of the Headquarters of the State Fire Service in Oświęcim, Małopolska province
(voivodeship). The building and the installations were put in use in September 2011. The headquarters
building is supplied with thermal energy by a local hybrid heat source, the center of which is a buffer tank.
The hydronic system flowchart is shown in Fig. 1. The heat source includes:
KG: a floor-standing Vitocrossal 200 CM2 186 kW gas-fired condensing boiler with a compact
modulating MatriX burner [14],
PC1: a Thermalia 90 81.1 kW (B0W35), 109.3 kW (W10W35) brine-to-water compression (ground
source) heat pump made by the Hoval company, with a lower heat source in the form of
18-metre deep vertical brine probes [15],
PC2: a Belaria 27 27.4 kW (A2W35) air-to-water compression heat pump made by the Hoval
company [15],
KS: Vitosol 100 SV1 flat solar collectors made by the Viessmann company, with the gross surface
area of 6 x 2.51 m2 [16].
The heat source operates for the heating, ventilation and domestic hot water preparation. Due to the
different temperature characteristics, the heat-receiving systems are divided into two groups. The first group
comprises low-temperature heating circuits (60/45oC) with low-temperature parameters (NP)
1-3 (marked in Fig. 1 as R1). The total power of the receivers is 129.2 kW. The second group includes
heating circuits with numbers 4-7 and domestic hot water installation. This group is characterized by hightemperature parameters (WP) (marked in Fig. 1 as R2), with the total power of 231.7 kW and design
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temperature of 80/60oC. The building of the Headquarters of the Local Government Fire Station (Fig. 2) is
located in climatic zone III according to [17]. The facility is composed of three units performing different
functions. The building total cubic volume is 18432.15 m3 [18]. The research was conducted from 1
September 2014 to 31 August 2015 [19].

3. TEST FACILITY AND MEASUREMENTS RESULTS
A new system of control, measurement, and recording of the entire heat source necessary operating
parameters was designed for the needs of the research works. The technological system was equipped with
water flow and heat meters, meters of the electric power network parameters and a masterPLC-type [6] data
acquisition system made by the Altel company. The measuring system flowchart is presented in Fig. 1. A
combustion analysis was performed to assess the gas-fired boiler combustion quality. The technological
system and the measuring system are controlled by a master PLC controller.

Fig. 1. Technological flowchart of the hybrid heat source including the measuring elements. Basic
marking adopted in the measuring system: LC1…LC6 – heat meters, LE1, LE2 – electricity meters, W1 –
domestic hot water meter, GM – bellows gas meter, T1…T22 – temperature transducers, the other
markings are in the figure

Fig. 2. Building of the Headquarters of the local government fire service, south facade of Unit A [18].
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3.1. Thermal energy production
Figures 3, 4 and 5 present the results of thermal energy production measurements.
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Heat, GJ

470.1
395.7

400
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200
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43.02%

0

09.2014 - 08.2015
Gas-fired boiler, KG
Brine-water ground heat pump, PC1
Air-to-water heat pump, PC2
Solar collectors, KS

Solar collectors,
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Fig. 3. Results of measurements of thermal energy production by individual generating devices in the
entire measuring year by amount and percentage
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Fig. 4. Results of measurements of thermal energy production by individual generating devices
in the heating season by amount and percentage
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Fig. 5. Results of measurements of thermal energy production by individual generating devices in
the summer season by amount and percentage
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During the measuring year (Fig. 4) the most significant amounts of thermal energy were generated by
gas-fired boiler KG – 470.1 GJ/year (51.11%), brine-to-water heat pump PC1 – 395.7 GJ/year (43.02%),
air-to-water heat pump PC2 – 35.8 GJ/year (3.89%), and solar collectors KS – 18.2 GJ/year (1.98%). The
amount of thermal energy produced in the heating season is many times larger compared to the heat
generated in the summer season: 878.2 GJ and 41.6 GJ, respectively. For this reason, the percentage share of
energy generated by individual devices in the heating season (Fig. 5) is close to the annual value. In the
summer season, the opposite is the case (Fig. 6) – the most significant amounts of thermal energy were
generated by heat pump PC2 – 25.8 GJ/summer season (62.02%), solar collectors KS – 10.8 GJ/summer
season (25.96%) and gas-fired boiler KG – 5.0 GJ/summer season (12.02%). During the summer, heat pump
PC1 did not operate.

3.2. Thermal power characteristics
Table 2 presents the monthly and annual characteristics of the gas-fired boiler thermal power.
Table 2.
Results of measurements of the gas-fired boiler (KG) thermal output
Period
of
Maximum output,
Mean
analysis
kW
kW
September 2014
152.0
84.0
October 2014
279.0
85.5
November 2014
247.0
87.3
December 2014
329.0
123.8
January 2015
343.0
122.4
February 2015
375.0
120.6
March 2015
319.0
153.9
April 2015
341.0
149.7
May 2015
208.0
112.8
June 2015
203.0
123.4
July 2015
157.0
83.7
August 2015
156.0
85.0
Entire heating
season
Summer season
Year

375.0

119.1

203.0
375.0

95.3
118.8

output,

During the heating season, the gas-fired boiler operated with an average thermal power of 119.1 kW
with a standard deviation of 42.6 kW. For the summer season, the thermal power and the standard deviation
values were 95.3 and 47.3 kW, respectively, which in the whole year under consideration gives the boiler
operation with the average thermal power of 118.8 kW with a standard deviation of 42.8 kW. The typical
values for the winter (heating) and the summer seasons and the entire measuring year are 157.0, 131.0, and
157.0 kW, respectively. The thermal power typical values are close to the gas-fired boiler maximum value of
186 kW. The charts illustrating monthly thermal power values (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) point to the gas-fired
boiler cyclic operation ensuring an appropriate level of temperature in the buffer tank. Thermal power is
supplied to the buffer tank in a wide range from 0 to 375 kW, which momentarily exceeds the boiler
maximum power. This is the effect of the system being cooled down and the occurrence of a difference
between the water temperature at the outlet and the inlet of the boiler higher than 20 K, for which power
values are specified for gas-fired boilers in catalogs.
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Fig. 6. Results of the gas-fired boiler (KG) thermal
power measurements in February 2015

Fig. 7. Results of the gas-fired boiler (KG) thermal
power measurements in June 2015

3.3. Working time characteristics
Table 3 and Table 4 below present the calculation results obtained based on the working time of the gasfired boiler and, as an example, heat pump PC1.

Heating
season
Summer
season
One year
period

18
130
288
164
150
137
193
171
65
40
39
16

3.2
83.9
157.8
203.2
226.3
195.7
107.6
79.6
16.1
3.1
4.7
4.3

0.2
0.6
0.5
1.2
1.5
1.4
0.6
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.3

1.8
15.9
46.8
22.9
104.1
21.1
58.3
44.2
7.8
2.2
2.2
2.0

%
54.4
19.0
29.6
11.3
46.0
10.8
54.2
55.6
48.6
72.8
47.0
45.9

1 296

1 071.2

0.8

233.6

21.8

115

1 411

14.4

1 085.6

h

0.1

0.8

49.9

283.5

-

26.1

Sept 2014
Oct 2014
Nov 2014
Dec 2014
Jan 2015
Feb 2015
Mar 2015
Apr 2015
May
2015
Jun 2015
Jul 2015
Aug 2015

-

Heating
season

1 898

Summer
season

-

One year
period

1 898
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74
327
256
272
222
210
319
202

h
22.9
104.3
172.2
154.8
125.0
140.3
219.1
148.6

16

h
2.9
13.5
44.4
168.9
218.6
172.6
95.7
54.9

16.4
-

1 103.6

-

1 103.6

H
25.8
117.9
216.5
323.7
343.6
312.9
314.8
203.5

0.0
-

771.5

-

771.5

Average length of heat
pump PC1 operation

Total working time

Working time
at 2nd power stage

Working time at 1st
power stage

Number of startups of
heat pump PC1

h

Analysis period

h

Operating time of the
boiler
with
condensation of water

Average length of
boiler operation

Sept 2014
Oct 2014
Nov 2014
Dec 2014
Jan 2015
Feb 2015
Mar 2015
Apr 2015
May 2015
Jun 2015
Jul 2015
Aug 2015

Total working time
(number of boiler pump
starts)

Analysis period

Number of boiler starts

Table 3.
Table 4.
Results of measurements and calculations of the Results of measurements and calculations of the heat
gas-fired boiler (KG) working time
pump (PC1) working time

h
0.3
0.4
0.8
1.2
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.0

16.4
-

1.0
-

1 875.1

-

1 875.1

1.0

-

1.0
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The activation of each energy-generating device is related to transferring thermal energy to the buffer
tank. An exception is the activation of the gas-fired boiler burner where thermal energy cannot be
transferred unless the boiler circulation pump is activated (Fig. 1, where the pump is marked as P2). The
longest working time is found for the brine-to-water heat pump PC1 – 1875.1 hours, 1103.6 of which was
operation at the first degree of the power output and 771.5 hours – at the second. The next longest working
times are for the solar collectors – 1341.4 hours, the gas-fired boiler (KG) – 1085.6 and the air-to-water heat
pump PC2 – 321.1 hours. As presented in Table 3 and Table 4, the annual working time of an individual
device does not depend on the device installed power. The gas-fired boiler (KG) overall working time
during the heating season – 1072.2 h – is almost 75 times longer than the working time measured in the
summer season – 14.4 h. The average duration of the gas-fired boiler operation cycle in the entire year is
0.8 h. The shortest – 0.1 h – was recorded in June and July 2015, and the longest – 1.5 h – in January 2015.
1411 starts were measured when the boiler joined in to operate within the heating system. The calculation
results indicate that during the year the boiler operated using the phenomenon of water vapor condensation
in flue gases for 283.5 hours, which makes up 26.1% of the entire operation during the year. The boiler total
working time per month ranged from 3.1 to 226.3 hours.

3.4. Heat generation efficiency characteristics
The efficiency of thermal energy generation by the gas-fired boiler (KG) during the measuring period
was calculated as the ratio between the thermal energy measured by heat meter LC1 and the measured
amount of natural gas-fired in the boiler multiplied by the gas lower heating value:

WY , KG 

ELC1
VKG  Wd g

(1)

where: ELC1 – thermal energy generated by the gas-fired boiler (KG) and recorded by heat meter
LC1 in GJ, VKG – the boiler recorded natural gas consumption – gas meter (GM) reading reduced by gas
consumption for cooking in m3, Wd g – the gas fuel assumed lower heating value in GJ/m3.
Table 5.
Results of the gas-fired boiler (KG) thermal energy production efficiency obtained from measurements
and from a computer simulation
Analysis period

Effectivenes of heat
production by the
boiler KG in analysed
period

Instantaneous
boiler
efficiency

WY , KG

in
WY
, KG

September 2014
October 2014
November 2014
December 2014

0.49
0.90
0.95
0.99

MIN BOILER
OUTPUT
98.4%

January 2015

0.98

February 2015

0.98

March 2015

0.96

MAX
BOILER
OUPUT
97.6%

Analysis
period

April 2015
May 2015
June 2015
July 2015
August
2015
Heating
season
Summer
season
Entire year

Effectivenes of heat
production by the
boiler KG in analysed
period

Instantaneous
boiler efficiency

WY , KG

in
WY
, KG

0.94
0.81
0.66
0.57
0.62

MIN BOILER
OUTPUT
98.4%

0.96
0.60
0.96

MAX
BOILER
OUPUT
97.6%

Based on the measuring data obtained in the measuring year under analysis, the heat generation
efficiency calculated for the gas-fired boiler (KG) totals WY , KG  0.96 per year, for the heating season –
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WY , KG  0.96 and for the summer season – WY , KG  0.60 (Table 5). The arithmetic mean calculated from
the monthly efficiency values is 0.82, and is therefore not comparable to the annual results of calculation of
generation efficiency WY , KG . An analysis of the measurement data indicates that the monthly heat
generation efficiency was the highest in December 2014 – WY , KG  0.99 . The lowest efficiency value was
found for the device in September 2015 – WY , KG  0.49 . A rising trend can be observed for the changes in
efficiency from October to April. The boiler momentary efficiency for the burner minimum and maximum
power was 98.4% and 97.6%, respectively.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the measurements and calculations carried out, the following conclusions can be drawn:
The amount of thermal energy produced by a given energy-generating device is not proportional to its
installed power but depends substantially on the device working time within the system. The installed power
of the gas-fired boiler KG is 186 kW, but its percentage share of the annual thermal energy production is
51.11%. For the 81.1 kW heat pump PC1, the percentage share of the overall annual thermal energy
generation is 43.02%. These results are also confirmed by the simulation of the hydronic system operation
using the Polysun program.
Energy-generating devices operate cyclically. For this reason, the recorded values of power generated
due to the operation of the devices varied in a wide range, including values exceeding the device rated
power. This phenomenon is related to the fact that the system is considerably cooled at the start-up of the
energy-generating device.
The gas-fired boiler (KG) operation characteristics in the winter and the summer season differ
substantially. In the winter (heating) season, the boiler is activated fast and dynamically with hot water
transferred into the buffer system. In the summer season, long periods occur, even up to a few days, when
water remains cool in the boiler water region.
The heat generation efficiency of the gas-fired boiler (KG) averaged per year is WY , KG  0.96 . In the
heating season, the efficiency value is almost equal to the annual average, but it drops significantly in the
summer season to WY , KG  0.60 . The low value of WY , KG is mainly due to the different way of the boiler
operation in summer when short cycles of the buffer tank loading alternate with long breaks, what in turn,
generates a substantial downtime loss. The average annual efficiency determined based on the measurement
data is close to the values specified in [1-5]. However, the efficiency value calculated in the summer season
differs from those results presented in [1-5] significantly. It seems that for complex systems of hydronic
hybrid heat sources, the average annual efficiency of the boiler should be estimated using simulations
performed by means of computer programs which are based on experimentally verified computational
models.
In a hybrid system, heat generation efficiency is strongly dependent on specific system parameters. Such
dependences should be identified, e.g., by computer simulations in advance and can be a starting point for
design and optimization of complex hybrid systems in which conventional and renewable heat sources are
used.
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Abstract
In many industries, thermal systems; such as electronics coolers and heat pipes, play important roles in energy
consumption. Heat exchangers are one of the main equipment in these systems where heat is transferred from hot
medium to cold medium, therefore, thermal system efficiency relies on heat transfer performance. Normally, these
medium are called working fluids or based fluids such as water, oil, ethylene glycol mixture, etc., and their properties
take parts in heat transfer enhancement in the heat exchangers. Nanofluids; which are mixtures between based fluids and
nanoparticles, are promoted as the working fluids in the heat exchangers because thermal conductivities of the
nanoparticles are higher than those of the based fluids. And the mixture thermal conductivities are raised by the
nanoparticle properties and behaviors. To understand the nanofluid behaviors in turbulence flow, this work focused in
utilizing two nanofluid-flow models to simulate temperature distribution profiles, nanoparticle movement and
convective heat transfer coefficient of nanofluid. The interested nanofluid was aluminium-oxide (Al2O3) nanoparticles
mixed with water, the nanoparticles were varied in three different sizes. Two nanofluid models in current work consisted
of the single-phase model (SPM) and the three-dimensional discrete-phase model (DPM), the numerical analyses in both
models were based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The DPM is based on Eulerian-Langrangian approach
considering nanoparticles as solid phase and based fluid as liquid phase. Results obtained from both models were
compared with experimental results introduced by a literature and found that the DPM results predicted the nanofluid
behaviors closer to the experimental results than those behaviors from the SPM results. The nanofluid with smaller
nanoparticles showed better convective heat transfer coefficients. The DPM could provide the visual profiles of different
phases in the nanofluid and the calculated results with better accuracy than those of the SPM; the error percentages
between the DPM and experimental results were 6.35% and 4.85% at the nanofluid volume fractions of 0.01 and 0.04,
respectively. Consequently, the DPM could be applied in the nanofluid-flow simulation to show the nanofluid behaviors,
one could predict effects of the nanoparticles flowing in the based liquid by using the DPM.

KEYWORDS
Nanofluid, CFD, turbulence flow, single-phase model (SPM), discrete phase model (DPM).

INTRODUCTION
Numerical and experimental studies were carried out by many researchers to evaluate effects of utilizing
nanofluids as working fluid to enhance heat transfer performances. Some analytical and experimental results
[1,2] showed that using nanofluids as working fluid was an efficient method to reduce the thermal resistance
in a heat pipe [3].
Behzadmehr et al. [4] investigated the turbulent flow of Cu-water nanofluid and the mixture two-phase
model was found to be more accurate in the prediction of the Nusselt number than that of the single-phase
model. On the contrary, Bianco et al. [5] investigated the single-phase and two-phase models for turbulent
Al2O3-water nanofluid flow and found the same accuracy between them. Therefore, a comprehensive
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numerical investigation is needed to evaluate the accuracy of each model in heat transfer prediction of
turbulent nanofluids forced convection.
Salman et al. [6] used the Eulerian, mixture and single-phase models to predict laminar and turbulent
forced convective flow of SiO2-ethylene glycol nanofluid in a microtube, and it was reported that the singlephase model gave accurate results. On the contrary, the numerical investigation by Hejazian et al. [7] on
TiO2/water nanofluid flow showed that their two-phase model (the maximum error of 11%) was slightly
better than their single-phase model (the maximum error of 12.41%).
Lagrangian with Discrete Phase Model (DPM) which is an approach of multi-phase modelling,
simulates motion equation of each particle in flow field. In the DPM, the interaction between particles and
fluid occurs by forces acting on particles. The main important phenomena in heat transfer and hydrodynamic
behaviour of nanoparticles in nanofluid flow can be Brownian motion, thermophoresis force, forming liquid
layers around particles, clustering and interaction forces [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
Jang and Chio [10] proposed a theoretical model to capture impacts of nanoparticles on effective
thermal conductivity. They stated that Brownian motion was the significant mechanism on a heat transfer
characteristic of nanofluid. The induced collision between nanoparticles was also found negligible in
comparison with other modes of collision in nanofluid. They concluded that effective thermal conductivity
caused by thin liquid layer around particle played a key role in increased heat transfer rate, especially in
smaller-size of nanoparticles, shown by Yu and Choi [9] as well.
Maiga et al. [15] numerically studied the hydrodynamic and thermal behaviors of nanofluid turbulent
flow, which were composed of saturated water and Al2O3 nanoparticles at various concentrations, flowing
inside a tube submitted to a uniform wall heat flux boundary condition. Numerical results showed that the
inclusion of nanoparticles into the base fluid produced an augmentation of the heat transfer coefficient,
which was found to increase appreciably with an increase of particle volume concentrations.
Tongkratoke et al. [16] studies the numerical methods applied for the single phase turbulence model of
the Al2O3-water nanofluid. Three turbulence models, Standard, RNG and Realizable combined with the wall
function equations, were investigated to distinguished differences among them. All simulated results, then,
were compared with experimental results. The comparisons showed that numerical results did not divert
from each others but their performing times and complications were different. If one develops his own code,
RNG and Realizable models are more complicated. Although the Realizable model provided the best results
but it consumed the longest time period, so the RNG model should be used when time consumption and
errors are significant.
Tongkratoke et al. [17] focused on comparing different turbulent nanofluid simulations which used the
computational fluid dynamics, CFD, with different multiphase models. The Realizable k-ɛ turbulence
model coupled with three multiphase models; Volume of Fluid (VOF) model, Mixture model and Eulerian
model, were considered and compared. The heat exchanger geometry in the work was rectangular as in the
electrical device application and the nanofluid was a mixture between Al2O3 and water. All simulated results,
then, were compared with experimental results. The comparisons showed that numerical results did not deviate
from each other but their delivered-time consumptions and complications were different. If one develops his
own code, Eulerian model was the most complicated while Mixture model and Eulerian model consumed
longer performing times. Although the Eulerian model delivered-time consumption was long but it provided
the best results, so the Eulerian model should be chosen when time consumption and errors play important
roles. From this ordinary study, the first significant step of in-house program developments has started. The
time consumption still indicated that the high performance computers should be selected, and properties
obtained from the experimental studies should be imported to the simulation to increase the result accuracy.
Kumar and Puranik [18] presented numerical simulations of forced convective heat transfer with the
water-Al2O3, water-TiO2 and water-Cu nanofluids in fully developed turbulent flow in a tube with circular
cross-section under constant surface heat flux condition by using a Lagrangian-Eulerian approach. The
comparison simulation results indicated that the Lagrangian-Eulerian approach was more accurate model to
predict forced convective heat transfer with dilute nanofluids (the particle volume concentration less than
0.5%), while the single phase model appeared to be more accurate for higher particle volume concentrations.
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In curent study, we investigated flow of nanofluids inside a circular tube under constant wall heat flux
boundary condition. Ansys Fluent software [19] was used to solve governing equations by means of the
Finite Volume Method (FVM). Two models were carried out for this work: two phase Eulerian-Lagrangian
to evaluate different percentages in predicting nanofluid heat transfer coefficients between the investigated
models and experimental results. Physical effects of some important parameters on the flow behavior for
nanoparticle volume fractions of 1% and 4%, were taken into account as constant and temperature
dependent thermophysical properties. The simulation results were compared with the experimental data of
Bianco et al. [5].

1. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
We referred the Al2O3-water nanofluid experiment introduced by Bianco et al. [11], the circular pipe had a
diameter (D) of 0.01 m and total length (L) of 1 m where the Al2O3-water nanofluid entered the cirular pipe
with a constant heat flux or qs of 5.000 W/m2 as shown in Fig. 1. The Al2O3-water nanofluid flowed under
Reynolds number (Re) ranging from 2.000 to 10.000 and thermophysical properties of water as the base fluid
and the Al2O3 nanoparticles taken were shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Geometry of the rectangular pipe and schematic of fully developed turbulent flow (not to scale pictures)

Table 1.
Thermophysical properties of water and Al2O3 nanoparticles at T = 293 K
Thermophysical
properties

Cp

ρ

k

J/(kg·K)

kg/m3

W/(m·K)

Water

4182

998.2

0.6

Aluminium oxide

733

3880

36

The dimensional governing equations for steady state single-phase model (SPM) are as following.
Continuity Equation


(ρnfV ) 0

(1)

Momentum Equation


(ρnfVV )
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(μ nf V )

(2)
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Energy Equation

(ρnfVC pT )

(knf T )

(3)

In dimensional governing equations for steady state discrete-phase model (DPM), the continuous phase is
treated as a continuum model, while the dispersed phase is solved by tracking a large number of spherical
particles. The dispersed phase can exchange momentum, mass and energy with the base fluid. A
fundamental assumption made was this model is that the dispersed phase was sufficiently dilute such that
particle-particle interaction was almost negligible. The fluid was considered to be a single fluid with two
phases, and the coupling between them was strong [19]. The governing equations for DPM are as following.
Continuity Equation


(ρnfV ) 0

(4)

Momentum Equation


(ρnfVV )


(μ nf V ) Sm

P

(5)

Energy Equation

(ρ nfVC pT )

(knf T ) Se ,

(6)

where Sm is the linked by source terms and Sm is the linked by sink terms [19]. The momentum exchanges
between the particles and the base fluid can be calculated as [20]

Sm

1
δV


Fp

n

(7)

p 1

In the Lagrangian reference frame, the trajectories of particles are calculated by an integrating method
and the force balance equates the particle inertia with the forces acting on the particles. The equation of
particle motion of is as following [20]
mp


dVp
dt

FD

Fg

FL

FBr

FT

Fp

Fv ,

(8)

where Vp is the particle velocity, mp is the particle mass and the right-hand side represents the forces acting
on the particle which are resistance FD, gravity Fg, Saffman’s lift FL, Brownian FBr, thermophoresis FT,
pressure gradient FP and virtual mass forces Fv respectively [20].
FD

 
18μ
(
V
Vp )mp ,
d p2 ρ p Cc

(9)

where Cc is the Cunningham correction factor for the stokes relationship [21].

Cc

1

2λ
(1.257 0.4e
d
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),
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where λ = 0.17 nm is the mean free path for the base fluid and Vc is the continuous phase velocity.

g (ρp

Fg

ρ)

(11)

ρ

 
(
V
Vp ),
ρ p d p (d lk d lk )1/ 4
2Kv1/ 2ρd ij

FL

(12)

where K = 2.594 is the constant coefficient of Saffman’s lift force and dij is the rate deformation tensor
defined as

1
(uij u ji )
2

d ij

ζi

FBr

(13)

πS 0
,
t

(14)

where ζ i are zero-mean, unit-variance-independent Gaussian random numbers and S 0 is defined as
216vκ BT
ρ
π 2ρd p5 p Cc
ρ

S0

6πd pμ 2Cs
FT

k
kp

(15)

Ct K n

k
ρ(1 3Cm K n ) 1 2
kp

1
mpT

2Ct K n

T,

(16)

where Kn is Knudsen number of S02λ/dp;
Cm is momentum exchange coefficient of 1.146;
Ct is temperature jump coefficient of 2.18;
Cs is thermal slip coefficient of 1.147.

Fp

Fv

ρ
Vp
ρp

ρ  
Cvm
Vp V
ρp

V

(17)

dVp
dt

,

(18)

where Cvm is the virtual mass factor with a default value of 0.5.
By solving Eq. (7), the momentum exchange or Sm was obtained through computing the change in the
momentum of particles as they passed through each control volume of the Eulerian base fluid. Because of
the small scale and high thermal conductivity of nanoparticles, the particles can be considered as a lumped
system. Therefore, the energy balance for a particle can be written as
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mpC p

dTp

1
δV

Se

hAp (T Tp )

dt
n

mpC p
p 1

dTp
dt

(19)

(20)

The main assumption of the DPM model approach was represented by the correlations used to evaluate
the forces and heat transfer coefficient which were originally developed for the submicron particles [19].

2. THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF Al2O3-WATER NANOFLUIDS
Thermophysical properties of nanofluids were taken to the governing equations by using the following
equations [22].

2.1. Density
The effective density of the nanofluid containing suspended particles can be evaluated through the
following equation [22, 23]
ρnf

ρp

1

ρf

(21)

2.2. Specific Heat Capacity
An equation to calculate the specific heat of nanofluids based on the heat capacity concept is as [22, 23]
CP, nf

CP,p

(1

)C p,f

(22)

2.3. Dynamic Viscosity
The nanofluid viscosity is an important parameter for practical applications since it directly affects the
pressure drop in the forced convective flow. Therefore, to enable the usage of nanofluids in practical applications,
the increasing viscosity of nanofluids with respect to pure fluids should be thoroughly investigated. The expression
to defermine the dynamic viscosity of Al2O3-water dilute suspensions that contain spherical particles had been
proposed by Maïga et al. [15] and, in this model, the interactions between the particles were neglected as [22, 24]

μnf

123

2

7.3 + 1 μf

(23)

2.4. Thermal Conductivity
The following equations were used as suggested by Maïga et al. [15]

knf

(1 2.72

4.97 2 )kf

(24)

3. NUMERICAL METHOD
The governing equations were discretized by using the finite volume method. In this technique, the
governing equations were integrated over the finite control volumes and their results in a set of algebraic
equations can be solved numerically. Staggered grids have been used where the velocity components were
calculated at the centre of the volume interfaces while the pressures including as well as other scalar quantities
such as temperatures were computed at the centre of the control volumes. The algebraic discretization
equations had been solved sequentially and iteratively throughout the physical domain by combining the line-
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by-line procedure and the well-known TDMA (Tri Diagonal Matrix Algorithm) technique. Pressure and
velocity were coupled using Semi Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations or SIMPLE [14].
Convergence of the iterative solutions was ensured when residuals of all variables were less than 10-6
Moreover, we have used the personal computer (PC), operating with Intel Core i7, 2.67 GHz and 2.79 GHz, 6 GB
Memory and 64 bit operating system [22, 25].

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To perform the simulation, firstly, thermo-physical properties of the Al2O3-water nanofluid were
obtained from literature equations by substituting nanopaticle and based-fluid properties at average
temperature between the nanopaticles and the basedfluid. Then, the properties were placed into the
governing equations, the calculated results were obtained and compared with the experimental results
introduced by Bianca et al. [14] who worked on Al2O3-water nanofluid flowing in a circular pipe under fully
developed turbulent flow. The comparison results were shown in Fig. 2. as calculated nanofluid Nusselt
number obtained from the current work and experimental nanofluid Nusselt number introduced by Bianca et
al. [14] in a range of Reynolds number between 2000 and 10000 and nanofluid volume fraction at 0.01. An
averaged error percentage between both results in Fig. 2. was 11.98% while both results appeared to have
the same trend in an acceptable agreement. These results supported that CFD could provide acceptable
trends in nanofluid-flow predictions.

Fig. 2. Comparison between the simulated results of the single-phase model and experimental data in prediction of the
Nusselt number (Nu) at the nanofluid volume fractions at 0.01

4.1. The Effect of the Grid Independence
Grid independence in any simulations plays an important role because the Grid independence carries out
not only errors but also time consumptions. Grid independence examinations in this study, Fig. 3., were
performed at three different grid sets; which were set according to dimensions of the experimental setup
pipe introduced by Bianca et al. [5], as 397564, 988063 and 1451884 nodes. When 397564, 988063 and
1451884 nodes were investigated with the same thermo-physical properties, time consumptions were 8, 15
and 18 hours, respectively, while averaged error percentages between the calculated and experimental
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results were 21.83%, 11.98% and 9.18%, respectively. One may notice that 988063 and 1451884 nodes
provided less errors than that of 397564 node. Even though the 1451884 node provided the acceptable error
percentage but the 1451884 node consumed 20% more calculation time than that of the 988063 node. The
988063 node provided close results to the 1451884 node with less time consumption, therefore, the 988063
node was selected to perform further simulations.

Fig. 3. Comparison between the simulated results of the single-phase model with different nodes and
experimental data in prediction of the Nusselt number (Nu) at the nanofluid volume fractions at 0.01

4.2. The Effect of the Turbulence Models
Since accuracy of numerical models to simulate Al2O3-water nanofluid flowing in a circular pipe under
fully developed turbulent flow was influenced by characteristics of the models, two interested turbulent flow
models; the Single-Phase Model (SPM) and the Discrete-Phase Model (DPM) were investigated in this
work. Simulated results from both models were compared with the experimental results informed by Bianca
et al. [5]. All thermo-physical properties were calculated and carried out from the previous part. Two sets of
the simulated results were indicated along two lines in Fig. 4. while a set of the experimental results were
displayed in dots. Fig. 4(a) represented the calculated Nusselt numbers obtained from Al2O3-water nanofluid
flowing in a circular pipe under fully developed turbulent flow at the volume fraction of 0.01 in Reynolds
number ranged between 2000 and 10000 and Fig. 4(b) showed the calculated Nusselt numbers obtained
from the same nanofluid turbulent flow at the volume fraction of 0.04 in the same Reynolds number range.
As exhibited in both Fig. 4, the DPM revealed the better predicted results with average error percentages of
6.35% and 4.85% at volume fractions of 0.01 and 0.04, respectively, when the predicted results were
compared with the experimental results of Bianca et al. [5].
The SPM predicted the results with average error percentages of 11.98% and 6.96% at volume fractions
of 0.01 and 0.04, respectively. The later error percentages were higher than those of the former, we noticed
that the SPM did not consider effects of gravity, drag on particles and additional forces, at the same time, the
effects of gravity, drag on particles and additional forces were paid attentions as source and sink terms in
Momentum and Energy Equations of the DPM. We recalled that, in turbulent flow simulations, the effects of
gravity, drag on particles and additional forces play important roles and affect accuracy of the turbulent flow
predictions.
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(a) Volume fraction at 0.01

(b) Volume fraction at 0.04
Fig. 4. Comparison between the simulated results with effective turbulence models and experimental data in prediction of
the Nusselt number (Nu) at the nanofluid volume fractions at 0.01 and 0.04, respectively
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The Al2O3-water nanofluid flowing in a circular pipe; as utilized in the cooling of electronics and nano
technology applications, under fully developed turbulent flow at two different volume fractions of 0.01 and
0.04 in Reynolds number ranged between 2000 and 10000 were numerically investigated and compared with
the experimental data [5]. The nanofluid thermo-physical properties were early evaluated by using literature
equations. Then, the grid independence at 988063 nodes was found to improve accuracy of the simulated
results and calculating time consumptions. The single-phase model (SPM) and the discrete-phase model
(DPM) have been developed to investigate relationships between Nusselt numbers and Reynolds numbers.
The DPM is based on Eulerian-Langrangian approach considering nanoparticles as solid phase and based
fluid as liquid phase, the DPM results predicted the nanofluid behaviors closer to the experimental results
than those behaviors obtained from the SPM results. The higher volume fraction presented the better
convective heat transfer coefficients. The DPM could provide the visual profiles of different phases; solid
and liquid phases, in the nanofluid and the calculated results with better accuracy; about 6.35% error, than
those of the SPM when the volume fraction equaled 0.01 and about 4.85% error at the volume fraction of
0.04. Consequently, since the DPM took the effect of gravity, drag on particles and additional forces into
accounts in the nanofluid turbulent flow simulations, the simulated-result accuracy was important and the
effect of gravity, drag on particles and additional forces could not be neglected in the nanofluid turbulent
flow simulations.

Nomenclature
a
– thermal diffusivity, m2/s
Cp
– specific heat, J/(kg·K)
– diameter of pipe, m
D
d
– diameter of particle, m
h
– heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2·K)
k
– thermal conductivity, W/(m·K)
L
– length of pipe, m
P
– pressure, Pa
q
– uniform heat flux, W/m2
Re
– Reynolds number, Re = ρUD/µ
T
– temperature, K
u, v, w – velocities, m/s
X, Y, Z – coordinates
Greek symbols
β
– ratio of the nanolayer thickness to the original particle radius
ɛ
– porosity of porous medium
κB
– Boltzmann constant, κB = 1.381·10-23 J/K
µ
– dynamic viscosity, kg/(m·s)
ρ
– density, kg/m3
φ
– nanofluid volume fraction
Subscripts
eff
– effective
f
– ﬂuid
i
– inlet
nf
– nanoﬂuid
p
– nanoparticle
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Abstract
The so-called self-sustained electrochemical promotion catalyst or SSEP catalyst is a micro-particulate material
with interfaces between the active catalyst phase, the oxygen ion conductor, and oxygen reduction phase forming
multiple micro-electrochemical cells. We have demonstrated that electrochemical promotion can make the catalyst more
effective than conventional transition metal (Ni, Co) based catalysts and precious metal based catalyst for partial
oxidation (POX) reforming of hydrocarbons. In addition, another SSEP catalyst was designed and synthesized using the
same principle. Experimental results reveal that NOx in emissions can be effectively reduced at a low temperature (300–
400 °C). A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model was created to help quantify the effects of the components in the
microscopic electrochemical cells and of detailed thermal-chemical processes on electrochemical promotion thereby
allowing better understanding and further optimization of the catalysis processes.

KEYWORDS
Self-sustained electrochemical promotion, partial oxidation reforming, reduction of NOX, numerical simulation

INTRODUCTION
Renewable and sustainable clean energy technology has attracted much attention in recent years [1]. In
particular, hydrogen is identified as an ideal energy carrier to support a sustainable energy economy [2].
Among various hydrogen production methods, reforming hydrocarbons, in particular heavy hydrocarbons
into hydrogen or syngas is important due to the high energy density and large hydrogen content of
hydrocarbons and the advantages of existing infrastructures of worldwide production and distribution of
hydrocarbons [3]. According to a recent analysis, today 96% of hydrogen production is from fossil fuels [4]
and 48% is from methane reforming and 30% is from oil reforming. It is estimated that methane and oil
reforming as the main source of hydrogen will be extended for several decades. In the meantime, before allelectric or hydrogen vehicles overwhelm the land of the world, there will be several decades when we have
to deal with a large quantity of emissions or toxic exhaust.
Several approaches such as catalytic steam reforming (SR), partial oxidation reforming (POXR), autothermal reforming (ATR) of light hydrocarbons have been developed to produce hydrogen. POXR of heavy
hydrocarbons have drawn more attentions recently due to its major advantage of high energy density [4].
Non-catalytic POXR processes for heavy hydrocarbons often require temperatures in excess of 1000 °C [5].
At such high temperatures it is required to use special materials, significant preheating, and a complicated
integration of process streams. The use of a catalyst (supported precious or nickel based metals) can
substantially reduce the operating temperature [5], allowing the use of common construction materials such
as steel, and can increase of the system efficiency. A reformer that operates at lower temperature may result
in less insulation or higher power density as well as a longer operation life. For some heavy hydrocarbon
fuels, typical temperature range from as low as 870 °C for catalytic POXR upwards to 1400 °C for noncatalytic POXR [5]. Below 700 °C the performances of the catalysts are poor, even with precious metal
catalysts [6]. Therefore, it would be a great advancement to develop a non-precious catalyst that can operate
at a low temperature and enable a high conversion of heavy hydrocarbons and high yield of syngas.
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In the case of emission/exhaust, the currently existing technology is so-called 3-way catalysts or 3-way
convertors. The 3-way convertor is supposed to eliminate toxic NOx, CO, and residual hydrocarbons (HCs)
from an IC engine. The catalysts often contain precious metals including Pt, Pd, and Rd. Hernandez et al. [7]
studied catalysts for NOx storage and reduction (NSR) in diesel engine emission control. The catalysts
exhibited enhanced NOx removal efficiency for lean burn engine exhaust compared with a standard NSR
catalyst. Hibino group used another similar catalyst for oxidation of methane to produce methanol, carbon
combustion and as a three-way catalyst [8-10]. However, even with the precious metal based catalysts, high
conversion rates for NOx, CO, and HCs only exist in a very narrow range of air/fuel ratio. It is desired to
reduce the cost of the catalysts or reduce the amount of precious metals, expend the range of air/fuel ratio
and reduce the operating temperature for higher durability. In other words, it is required to improve the
catalysts in terms of cost and effectiveness.
Vayenas et al [11–14] discovered an external electric power source sustained electrochemical promotion
of catalysis in the solid-state electrochemical systems, which can accelerate reaction kinetics remarkably.
The mechanism of the promotion is similar to classic promotion where the promoting species is added
during catalyst preparation or from the gas phase. The so-called electrochemical promotion is mainly due to
electrochemical production of short-lived sacrificial promoters Oδ-, which are continuously supplied to the
catalyst/gas interface via electrochemically controlled transport including surface diffusion from the solid
electrolyte support, forming an “outer” electrical double layer (EDL) [14, 15]. The EDL results in nonfaradaic electrochemical modification of catalytic activity or NEMCA effect. However, Veyanas’
electrochemical promotion catalysis system can only work under the external electric power supply. It trades
off electric power for better performances of catalysts. In addition, use of an external power supply is not
easily realized for a reformer mainly due to the difficulties in fabricating the solid oxide electrochemical
cells.
Zhou [16] first designed, synthesized, and tested a self-sustained electrochemical promotion catalyst
(SSEP), which did not contain any noble metal component and did not require an external power source to
sustain electrochemical promotion. The experimental results demonstrate that the SSEP catalyst enables a
significant electrochemical promotion, resulting in a higher conversion of high hydrocarbons and CH4 into
H2 and CO at temperature 350–650 °C than a commercial Pt based catalyst under the same operation
condition. The conversion of a high hydrocarbon in the temperature range of 450–650°C was more than
90% showing a better conversion than the commercial Pt based catalyst. The CH4 conversion was 29.4% at
350 °C and reached 100% at above 550 °C and the maximum selectivity of H2 was on the level of 90% at
450–650 °C under gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 42,000 h -1 [17–19]. Recently, Zhou’s group has
applied the SSEP concept to designing a catalyst for 3-way converter. The results demonstrate that without
precious metal a SSEP catalyst can enable a high catalytic effectiveness in a wider range of air/fuel ratio and
at lower temperatures. In this paper, we will overview our experimental and numerical modeling results on
POXR of high hydrocarbons and methane using SSEP catalysts. We will also present our recent
experimental results on reduction of NOx, CO, and HCs in simulant emissions.

1. SSEP CATALYST FOR POXR OF HIGH HYDROCARBON
The schematic in Fig. 1 illustrate the concept of SSEP. SSEP catalysts should consist of four
components in the form of micro- or nano-particles: a selective anodic phase, selective cathodic phase, O2ions conductor, and electronic conductor. Because of the difference of the electrochemical potentials
between the selective cathode and anode, the oxygen ion are produced at the cathode and will be driven to
the anode through the oxygen ion conductor to participate in the oxidation of the hydrocarbon while the
electrons produced from the oxidation reaction are driven to the cathode through the electronic conductor
and participate in the reduction of oxygen. More importantly, the existence of short-lived promoters that
form the outer electrical double layer (EDL) on the anode may greatly accelerate the partial oxidation
reforming of hydrocarbons. Thus, the electrochemical promotion does not need an external power supply,
or, it is self-sustained.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the concept of SSEP catalysts. The catalysts
consist of four types of microscopic particles: a selective anodic phase,
selective cathodic phase, O2- ions conductor, and electronic conductor.

The basic procedure for the preparation of SSEP catalysts is described in our publications [17–19].
There are two major stages: 1) synthesis of a porous catalysts support composed of yttria-stabilized zirconia
(YSZ) and lanthanum-strontium-manganese oxide (LSM) and 2) loading selective anodic catalysts. The
structure and morphology of the catalysts is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 (a) shows the catalyst support, a
composite of YSZ and LSM. The support is composed of multiple “bone-like” particles with a length of
100–200 nm and diameter of 50 nm. Fig. 2 (b) shows the status of the support after being loaded with Ni, Cu,
and CeO2. Clearly, the Ni, Cu, and CeO2 components coat or cover the “bone-like” support. In this case, the
structure of synthesized catalysts is similar to the desired design of the SSEP catalysts as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of YSZ/LSM catalyst support (a) and catalyst phases of Cu, Ni
and CeO2 was loaded on the YSZ/LSM support (b).

POXR tests were conducted using a fixed bed reforming apparatus that has been described in our
previous publications [17–19]. In the case of high hydrocarbon tests, a liquid hydrocarbon, n-pentadecane
(Alfa Aesar, purity 99.9%) was pumped with a metering pump at 0.1 mL/min (LabAlliances). A funnelshaped fuel/air mixer was installed at the entrance of the reactor to achieve a uniform mixing of air and fuel.
The output is first condensed in a condenser at about 0°C and then to a gas chromatography (GC) (Agilent
6890N).
Previous studies [20–25] also demonstrated that reforming of heavy hydrocarbons were possible at 450–
550 °C on precious metal catalysts and Ni-based catalysts but with much lower conversion and yields. The
baseline Ni-Cu-CeO2 catalyst used in the present study also demonstrate that this catalyst has certain
catalytic activity for POXR of heavy hydrocarbons but its performance is low at temperatures between 450
and 650 °C. The specification of the Pt-CeO2 claims that the catalyst is capable of reforming various
hydrocarbons at temperatures between 400 and 800°C. However, the present results indicate that the SSEP
catalyst or YLNCCe catalyst has a performance superior to all other catalysts used in this study including
the Pt-CeO2 and Ni-Cu-CeO2 catalysts as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. According to Refs. [17–19], this
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achievement is not because the specific surface area of the SSEP catalyst (YLNCCe) is greater than those of
the Pt-CeO2 and Ni-Cu-CeO2 catalysts and not because the Ni and Cu or the active concentrations in SSEP
catalysts are greater. In fact, the specific area of the YLNCCe catalyst is much less than those of the Pt-CeO2
and Ni-Cu-CeO2 catalysts. However, if one of the components required for the SSEP catalyst is removed, for
example, if the ionic conductor YSZ is removed, or the cathode component, lanthanum strontium manganese
oxide, is removed, the conversion and yield will reduce significantly. Thus, the experimental results clearly
demonstrate that the coupled electrochemical promotion is the underlining mechanism for the high
performance of the SSEP catalysts.

Fig. 3. The conversion of catalysts versus temperature in PORX of n-pentadecane.
YLNCCe is a SSEP catalyst. LNCCe is a catalyst without the YSZ ionic conducting
component. YNCCe is a catalyst without LSM cathode component. Ni-Cu-CeO2
is a conventional non-precious metal catalyst. Pt-CeO2 is a commercial catalyst.

Fig. 4. The yield of H2 and CO versus temperature in PORX of n-pentadecane.

2. SSEP CATALYST FOR POXR OF METHANE
In the present study, YNCCe, LNCCe and Ni-Cu-CeO2 enable similar conversion and sensitivities which
are significantly lower than those of Pt-CeO2 and the SSEP catalyst or YLNCCe in the entire temperature
range (Figs. 5 and 6). Doped-zirconia [26] and doped-zirconia supported catalysts were studied [27–29]
previously. The conversion was less than 10% at 600 °C or about 40% at 900 °C. With cerium or yttrium
doped zirconia supports, the conversion of Ni based catalysts was significantly promoted to 60% at 600 °C
or 90% at 850 °C. The previous authors preferred the two-stage combustion and reforming reactions (CRR)
mechanism to the direct partial oxidation mechanism (DPO) for Ni-based catalysts especially at lower
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temperatures (<700 °C). They also speculated that ceria acted as oxygen storage for oxidation of carbon
species and reduction of oxygen. It was assumed that these oxygen species were originated from adsorption
of oxygen in the gas phase not from back-spillover of O- from the boundaries between Ni and oxide
support. The promotion effect of M+ and O- has also been observed on precious metal catalysts (Pt, Pd, and
Rh) on ceria and zirconia supports [30-33]. In fact, it was found that the precious metals on the oxide
supports tended to form M+ and O- whereas Ni predominately formed NiO with adsorbed oxygen. In the
present case, both the YNCCe catalyst that contains both zirconia and ceria and Ni-Cu-CeO2 catalyst enable
similar conversion, hydrogen sensitivity, and CO sensitivity but much less conversion and sensitivities than
that of YLNCCe catalyst or the SSEP catalyst.

Fig. 5. The conversion of catalysts versus temperature in PORX of methane.

Fig. 6. The hydrogen sensitivity of catalysts versus temperature in PORX of methane.

3. SSEP CATALYST FOR 3-WAY CONVERSION
A United States Environment Protection Agency (EPA) new standard 2017 states: Compared to current
standards, the non-methane organic gases (NMOG) and nitrogen oxides (NOx), presented as NMOG+NOx,
tailpipe standards for light-duty vehicles represent approximately an 80% reduction from today’s fleet
average… This will further increase cost of automobile if more platinum group metal (PGM) catalysts are
used in the 3-way converters. We developed a SSEP catalyst with (Ag, Ni)-CeO2 anode component. A fixed
bed reactor was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the catalyst. The results are given in Figs. 7–10. The
simulant car exhaust is typical and as follows: exhaust gas mixture balanced N2, 3000 ppm NO, 3203 ppm
C3H8, 7.94% CO and 11.97% CO2, humidified. For Figs. 7 and 8, the tests were performed at an oxygen
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concentration of 5% to simulate a high air/fuel ratio condition or lean-burn condition. For Figs. 9 and 10, the
tests were performed at 0% (<0.01%) oxygen representing a rich-burn condition. For both conditions, both
NO and HCs were reduced 1–2 orders of magnitude meeting the requirement of EPA. In other words, in a
large range of air/fuel ratio, the SSEP catalyst or the converter with the SSEP catalyst enable a high
conversion rate for both NO and HCs. In addition, the EPA’s requirement can be met at a relatively low
temperature (~300 °C). This effectiveness is superior to those existing 3-way catalysts including those PGM
based catalysts [7–10].

Fig. 7. Concentration of gas component after catalytic conversion when the oxygen concentration was 5%.

Fig. 8. Conversion of NO, CO, and HCs versus temperature when the oxygen concentration was 5%.

Fig. 9. Concentration of gas component after catalytic conversion when the oxygen concentration was 0%.
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Fig. 10. Conversion of NO, CO, and HCs versus temperature when the oxygen concentration was 0%.

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF PORX IN FIXED BED REACTOR
Primary practical conversion processes are steam reforming (SR), dry reforming (DR), partial oxidation
(POX), and autothermal reforming (ATR). To date only SR process has been scaled up for mass production
[34]. However the SR process,
CH 4  H2O  CO  3H2 , H298 = 206.2 kJ/mol

(1)

is highly endothermic. A significant heat supply is required to sustain the reaction. POX process
CH 4  0.5 O2  CO  2H2 , H298 = –36 kJ/mol

(2)

provides an alternative way to generate syngas. In a POX, CH4 is partially oxidized by oxygen (O2) to form
syngas, which is mildly exothermic and energy economical. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulation package, a powerful tool to model and analyze mass and heat transfer, coupled with a chemical
reaction kinetics was used to predict the chemical reaction rate, species concentration and temperature
profile for catalytic POX of CH4. This is very important for further verifying the SSEP mechanism and
guiding catalyst design and development. Thus, a CFD model coupled with detailed chemical and
electrochemical processes for POX of CH4 over the SSEP catalyst in a fixed-bed reformer was developed.
The CFD analysis was performed using ANSYS FLUENT V14.0. The electrochemical processes and
reaction rates were calculated and coupled with the FLUENT solver by using User-Defined Functions
(UDFs). The model catalyst was defined as shown in Fig. 11. Thus, the model catalyst mimics the actual
catalyst particles shown in the micrographs (Fig. 2). The support of the catalyst is rod with alternating YSZ,
the oxygen ion conductor, and the cathode component. On the surface the anode and electronic conductor
components are distributed. The electrochemical reactions occurring on the SSEP catalysts can be written
as follows.

Fig. 11. Schematic of a model catalyst particle.
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On anodic catalysts (anodic phase):
CH4 + 4O2- → CO2 + 2H2O + 8eCO + O2- →CO2 + 2eH2 + O2- ↔ H2O + 2e-

(20)
(21)
(22)

On cathodic catalysts (cathodic phase):
O2 + 4e- ↔ 2O2-

(23)

In a general form of A+D products (CH4 total combustion reaction), where A is the electron acceptor
or oxidizing reactant and D is the electron donor or reducing reactant, the catalytic reaction rate of
electrochemical promotion was [11–15]:
rpro  k pro A D ,

(24)

where rpro was the reaction rate enhancement due to SSEP effect, k pro was the SSEP reaction constant, the
coverage ratios of the electron donor and acceptor,  D and  A were given by:
k D PD exp D  
,
1  k D PD exp D   k A PA exp A  
k A PA exp A  
.
A 
1  k A PA exp A   k D PD exp D  
Combining Eqs. (24)–(26) gave:
D 

rpro  k pro  A D 

k pro k A k D exp A   D  

1  kD PD exp D    k A PA exp A  2

(25)
(26)

,

(27)

where
  E pro 
 .
k pro  Apro exp
 RT 

(28)

The total reaction rate is a superposition of the reaction rate defined by the kinetic model for conventional
promotion over Ni based catalyst, and the reaction rate enhanced by the SSEP effect [11–15]. The total
reaction rate is applied to CH4 total combustion:

r1total  r1  rpro

(29)

where r1total is the total reaction rate of CH4 total combustion over the SSEP catalyst. The reaction rate of
partial steam reforming r2 , total steam reforming r3 , and water gas shift reaction r4 are assumed not to be
affected by the SSEP, thus remain the same as in the Eqs. (14)–(16); r1 is the reaction rate for conventional
reforming reaction (Eq. (2)) without SSEP.
In the above equations,   e A / kbT , where e is the electric charge of an electron, kb is the
Boltzmann constant. Thus, the catalytic rate of electrochemical promotion can be defined by the potential of
the anode,  A , if other parameters are fixed. In order to calculate the anode potential  A , the potential
distribution in the oxygen ion conductor is calculated. The electric potential and current distributions were
evaluated using Ohm’s law and Butler-Volmer equations [35]. The model prediction and experimental data
are compared in Fig. 12. The model prediction and experimental data match very well. The temperature
distributions for a conventional Ni based catalyst and SSEP catalyst in the reactor are different although the
temperature at the reactor surface is the same. The difference of the peak temperatures is ~50 °C. However,
according to a more detailed analysis [35] even when the temperature for the Ni based catalyst is set at the
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peak temperature for the SSEP catalyst, the conversion and sensitivities for the Ni based catalyst is still
much lower than those for the SSEP catalyst set at the same temperature. In other words, the promotion
can’t be explained by the temperature difference but really by the electrochemical promotion.

Fig. 12. Comparison between model prediction and experimental data
for SSEP catalyst (left) and Ni based catalyst (right).
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Fig. 13. Temperature contours in (a) Ni based catalyst (b) SSEP catalyst beds,
at operation temperature 550 ºC, GHSV = 42000h –1 and CH4:O2 = 2.

5. CONCLUSION
We conducted experimental and numerical simulation study of self-sustained electrochemical promotion
or SSEP catalysts for partial oxidation reforming of a heavy hydrocarbon and methane and a SSEP catalyst
for reduction of NOx in a simulant car exhaust. The following conclusions can be made:
1) the SSEP catalysts are superior to the conventional Ni-Cu-CeO2 catalyst and a commercial PGM
based catalyst in terms of conversion, yield, and sensitivities under identical reforming conditions;
2) the SSEP catalysts enable high conversions of NOx and HCs in a wide range of air/fuel ratio or in
both lean and rich burn conditions;
3) for both reforming of hydrocarbons and reduction of NOx in car exhaust, high conversions can be
achieved at lower temperatures with the SSEP catalysts than with the PGM catalyst;
4) the experimental study and numerical simulation verify that the superior performance of the SSEP
catalysts is the result of the electrochemical promotion mechanism which is realized via cooperation
or coupling of the processes occurring in the four major components of the SSEP catalysts: selective
anode, selective cathode, solid-state ionic conductor, and electronic conductor.
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Abstract
Existing technologies to improve the fuel and energy efficiency of gas turbine plants, due to intercooling of cycle
air are analyzed. Advantages of cooling technology with an aerothermopressor are outlined in the report. If the
aerothermopressor is used for cooling of cycle air, it will be compensate for aerodynamic losses along the air path and it
will reduce compression work in the compressor, increase the consumption of the working fluid and, as a result, increase
the gas turbine plant power. The basic schemes of the aerothermopressor installation between the stages of low and high
pressure compressors are considered. Theoretical thermodynamic cycles of such gas turbine plants are presented and the
advantage of using a contact cooler for intercooling of the cyclic air in comparison with surface air coolers for
intercooling is defined in this paper. The tasks are determined, the solution of which will ensure the possibility of
rational organization of cooling processes in the aerothermopressor, which in turn will allow achieving optimal
parameters for increasing the gas turbine plant efficiency and reducing the specific fuel consumption in relation to the
variable climatic conditions of operation.

KEYWORDS
Aerothermopressor, thermogasdynamic compression, gas turbine plant, spray intercooling of cyclic air.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, gas turbine plants are widely used as thermal engines for aircraft, ship and stationary power
engineering due to the modularity of structures, adaptability to automation, high reliability and
manufacturability.
A simple cycle of the gas turbine (Figure 1) has a relatively low thermal efficiency. This is due
primarily to the fact that most of the power (40 ... 60%), produced by turbines, is expended to the drive of
the compressor stages. The power output is higher than higher the ambient air temperature entering the
compressors [1, 2, 3]. Increasing of the ambient air temperature for every 1 °C leads to the GTP power
output is decreased by 0.5 ... 0.9% [3].
One of the ways to improve the performance of gas turbine plants, increase power and reduce fuel
consumption is a transition to a complex cycle. One of the promising methods is using of intercooling in the
compression process, that is, increasing the efficiency of the compressor by isothermally the process of air
compression (approximation of the final compression temperature to the initial one). Consequently, without
loss of power, the temperature of the gases entered the turbine decreases, which has a favorable effect on the
resource of the gas turbine plant, and power of the gas turbine is increased without reducing the resource of
its operation [1].
A supply of water to the airflow channel of the gas turbine compressor is one of the effective ways to
increase the power and efficiency of gas turbine plants. Water under high pressure is injected into the
unsaturated airflow in which it evaporates, due to the difference in partial pressures of water vapor on the
water drops surface and in the airflow and takes heat away from cyclic air for evaporation. Water injection
performs two functions: it takes heat away from the airflow and returns it to the cycle of the gas turbine
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plant. This method for gas turbines is well used and has long been implemented in a wide range of gas
turbine plants.

CC

LPC

HPC

HPT LPT

PT

Fig. 1. A simple cycle of the gas turbine plant

A promising method of liquid spraying is using a thermo-gas-dynamic compression, which allows
combining two physical processes, such as contact cooling of air and the increase of pressure. An
aerothermopressor is used for implement such processes. It should be noted that using of the thermo-gasdynamic compression, as a means of effectively spraying water and increasing the mass flow rate of working
flow and intercooling of gas turbine plants, has not previously been considered.
The difference of the proposed technology is that it provides, due to the intensive heat-mass transfer
processes and high speeds in the air cooler, the effective fine dispersion of liquid. More than the required
amount of evaporated liquid is injected, as a result in more efficient evaporation of remained droplets in the
air flow when compressed in a high-pressure compressor and, accordingly, it creates the necessary
conditions for the isothermal compression process.

1. INTERCOOLING METHODS OF THE CYCLIC AIR OF GAS TURBINE PLANTS
The main aim of the research is proving of the fuel-energy efficiency increase of the gas turbine by
means of the intercooling of the cyclic air by the aerothermopressor. It works of using the thermal potential
of the waste energy to accelerate the air flow to a speed close to sound and evaporation of water with
minimal aerodynamic drag, and to provide efficient fine dispersion of the liquid at the input of a highpressure compressor.
Intercooling of the cyclic air can be accomplished by at least two ways [1]:
- by external cooling, that is, through the heat exchange surface (Fig. 2). This cooling can be realized by
combining a number of consecutive compressor stages with the installation of heat exchangers in the
interstices of the air path. External cooling of air reduces the work of compression, but at the same time
irretrievably removes part of the heat from the cycle;
- by mixing cyclic air with dispersed water, that is, water injected in the form of droplets along
compressor path between its steps [4, 5]. At the same time, water drops are evaporated and divert heat from
the air flow, cooling it.

CC
HE

HPC

HPT

LPC

LPT

PT
Fig. 2. A complex cycle with intercooling of air by using a surface air cooler
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In the gas turbine plant with external intercooling, high-temperature air after the high pressure
compressor stages is cooled by water in the surface heat exchanger and goes to the low pressure compressor
(Fig. 2).
Using of contact cooling of cyclic air has several advantages, unlike the surface one. Such advantages
are follows: power output is increased due to increase of working fluid consumption, efficiency is more
increased due to lower cooling of cyclic air, and emissions of nitrogen oxides are reduced (ecological
humidification). To ensure effective contact cyclic air intercooling of the gas turbine plant, the
aerothermopressor is possible used [6].
The aerothermopressor is a two-phase jet apparatus for contact disperse cooling, in which, by removing
heat from the air flow, the air pressure and air cooling are increased.
There are follows features of the processes taking place in the aerothermopressor. Three characteristic
modes can be distinguished, when a two-phase mixture moves in the evaporation chamber of the
aerothermopressor (Figure 3). The first mode takes place in the region immediately adjacent to the injection
plane, when an effect of the liquid drops drag predominates over all other processes and determines the flow
behavior. In consequence of which the Mach number is increased, the static pressure of the flow is
decreased, and the liquid temperature have risen, approaching the saturation temperature. The high gas flow
rate promotes intensive evaporation of the liquid. The aerodynamic drag of drops in this area predominates
over the positive effect of evaporation. The pressure drop due to the aerodynamic drag in the first mode can
be quite significant and it is 5...15% [7]. Gradually, the difference between the velocity of gas and liquid
decreases and effect of the drops drag is decreased. Increasing the liquid temperature greatly increases the
rate of liquid evaporation and the second mode influence is decisive. In this case, the flow velocity and the
Mach number are decreased, and the total and static pressures are increased (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. An aerothermopressor principle scheme and the behavior of its working parameters:
1 – nozzle; 2 – evaporation chamber; 3 – diffuser; 4 – jet

Then the rate of evaporation is decreased due to a decrease in the surface area of drops and the
difference in the velocity and temperature of the phases is reduced. Surface friction, which was previously
relatively insignificant, becomes the predominant factor on the third mode. In the diffuser, the vapor-gas
mixture rate is decreased and the static pressure is increased.
The total pressure increase in the aerothermopressor can be quite significant and amounts to 5 ... 30%
according to various estimates [7–9].
The aerothermopressor using for cooling the cyclic air has several advantages, namely:
1) high flow velocity (near sound) provides more effective liquid spraying than in traditional contact
ways of cooling the cyclic air;
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2) the air pressure increasing in the aerothermopressor makes it possible to compensate for aerodynamic
losses along the air path and to reduce compression work in the compressor's stages;
3) contact cooling increases the consumption of the working fluid, and as a result, power output is
increased;
4) the aerothermopressor is more compact, structurally and technologically simple in comparison with
traditional surface air coolers;
5) cyclic air saturation with water vapor allows ensuring ecological humidification and, accordingly,
emissions of nitrogen oxides are reduced.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To assess intercooling efficiency by using the aerothermopressor in the gas turbine, following schemes
of gas turbine plants were adopted as the basis for analysis: the first scheme is a simple cycle of gas turbine
plants (Figure 1); the second scheme is a complex cycle of gas turbine plants with intercooling between the
stages of the compressors by using the surface cooler (Figure 2) and by using the aerothermopressor
(Figure 4).
The following input data were taken when analyzing schemes of gas turbine plants: the range of air
temperature at the inlet – ta1 = 15…50 С; pressure ratio of the compressor – с = 12.0…42.0; the
combustion products temperature of the fuel at the combustion chamber outlet – tсc = 1150 °С; fuel – natural
gas. To calculate the GTP cycle parameters and to simulate the aerothermopressor operation, classical
techniques [2, 7, 10] and the software complex developed on their basis were used.

water
CC

ATP

HPC

HPT LPT

LPC

PT

Fig. 4. A complex cycle with intercooling of air by using an aerothermopressor

The theoretical thermodynamic cycle of the gas turbine plant with intercooling between the stages of the
compressors by using the aerothermopressor is shown (Fig. 5). The peculiarity of this cycle is that the air
cooling process 2-3а is accompanied not by pressure decrease (due to aerodynamic drag), but by its increase
by PATP = (Р3а – Р2). It can be seen on the Figure 5 that the cooling in the aerothermopressor is possible up
to a temperature somewhat higher (t3а = 50…70 оС) than in the surface air cooler, where the air temperature
at the exit due to undercooling is t3 = 25…50 оС.
It should be noted that cooling in the aerothermopressor is accompanied by the pressure increase, which
makes it possible to compensate for aerodynamic losses and even slightly increase total pressure. The figure
area (Fig. 5) limiting the cycle processes, in the case of cooling by using the aerothermopressor, will be
larger, than with the surface air cooler, that is S1-2-3а-4а-5-6 > S1-2-3-4-5-6, which indicates an increase of the cycle
efficiency.
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Fig. 5. Thermodynamic cycle of gas turbine plant with intercooling of air by using the aerothermopressor
As a result of evaporative cooling in the aerothermopressor, the air temperature decrease between the
compressor stages is 60…110 °С (Fig. 6, 7), which provides the air pressure increase by
АТP = PATP = 1.04…1.12 (4…12 %). The total consumption of water injected between the stages of
compressors is 3...5 % of the airflow through the compressor.
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Fig. 6. Dependences of inlet pressure (P1) and outlet pressure (P2) of the aerothermopressor,
air flow rate (wair), relative air temperature (T1/T2)ATP and the aerothermopressor
compression ratio (πATP) on the total compression ratio (Σπc) in compressors
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Fig. 7. Dependences of per-unit work (lHPC) inlet air temperature (t1) and outlet
air temperature (t2) on the total compression ratio (Σπc) in compressors
– simple cycle (SC)
– intercooling of air by using the surface air cooler (HE)
– intercooling of air by using the aerothermopressor (ATP)

The decrease power of the compressor allows increasing efficiency of the gas turbine plant by
= 1.5…2.0 % (in comparison with intercooling of air by using a surface air cooler), while the specific
fuel consumption decrease is gef = 5…10 g/(kW·h). At the same time, the GTP specific power is increased
by Nspec = 5…30 kW/(kg/s), which is 1.5 ... 7.0% (Fig. 8)
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Fig. 8. Dependences of specific fuel consumption (gef), efficiency (ηe)
and specific power output (Nspec) on the total compression ratio (Σπc)
in compressors for the simple cycle (SC), the complex cycle with a surface
air cooler (HE) and the complex cycle with an aerothermopressor (ATP).
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– simple cycle (SC)
– intercooling of air by using the surface air cooler (HE)
– intercooling of air by using the aerothermopressor (ATP)

It should be noted that the introduction of the cooling technology of the cyclic air of the gas turbine with
the aerothermopressor is constrained by the following factor: the lack of sufficient experimental data on the
features of aerothermopressor cooling regimes under varying climatic conditions.
The solution of the above problem will provide an opportunity to develop methods for rational
organization of cooling processes in the aerothermopressor, which in turn will allow achieving optimal
parameters for increasing the efficiency of the gas turbine plant and reducing the specific fuel consumption
in relation to the variable climatic conditions of operation.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The analyzing of gas turbine plants schemes, shown in this paper, we can draw following conclusions:
1) The water injection into the airflow, which moving at transonic velocity, provides a more efficient
spraying than the injection by traditional methods (pneumatic or mechanical injectors);
2) The air cooling of the aerothermopressor between the compressor stages is possible practically up to the
inlet air temperature, which provides an air nearly to isothermal compression (the function of the
intercooler);
3) The air compression in the aerothermopressor allows decreasing the compression work in the
compressor (the function of the booster stages of the compressor);
4) The injection and evaporation of water in the aerothermopressor provide the increase in the mass flow
rate of the flow input of the combustion chamber, and, accordingly, the increase power of the gas
turbine plant.

Nomenclature
gef
G''
G'
l
lHPC
Nspec
P
T
w''
w'

– specific fuel consumption, kg/(kW·h)
– air mass flow, kg/s
– water mass flow, kg/s
– length, m
– specific work of the high pressure compressor, kJ/kg
– specific power output, kW/(kg/s)
– pressure, Pa
– temperature, °C, K
– air velocity, m/s
– water velocity, m/s

Greek symbols
η
– efficiency, non-dimentional
Σπc – total compression ratio, non-dimentional
πATP – aerothermopressor compression ratio, non-dimentional
Subscripts
ATP – aerothermopressor
CC – combustion chamber
GTP – gas turbine plant
HE – intercooling of air by using the surface air cooler
HPC – high pressure compressor
HPT – high pressure turbine
LPC – how pressure compressor
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LPT – how pressure turbine
PT – power turbine
SC – simple cycle of the gas turbine plant
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Abstract
Adsorption heat transformation/storage is an environmentally benign and energy saving technology for effective
utilization of low-temperature heat from various sources (renewable heat, thermal wastes, geothermal heat, etc). Two
types of the adsorptive cycles have been suggested, which essentially differ by the way of adsorbent regeneration: either
adsorbent heating (temperature-initiated cycles) or reducing the adsorptive pressure over adsorbent (pressure-initiated
cycles). This communication addresses a preliminary comparison of these cycles from both thermodynamic and dynamic
points of view.

KEYWORDS
Adsorption cooling/heating/storage, Adsorbent regeneration, Entropy generation, Cycle dynamics

INTRODUCTION
The adsorptive heat transformation/storage (AHTS) is an emerging technology gaining more and more
attention for the past decades. A simplest three temperature (3T) AHTS unit exchanges heat between three
thermostats at high (ТH), middle (ТM) and low (ТL) temperatures and transforms heat at three modes: (1)
cooling, (2) heating, and (3) upgrading the temperature potential. Two types of the suggested AHTS cycles
essentially differ by the way of adsorbent regeneration: (i) adsorbent heating up to the temperature sufficient
for the adsorbate removal (temperature-initiated, TI cycles, Fig. 1a), (ii) reducing the adsorptive pressure
over the adsorbent (pressure-initiated, PI cycles, Fig. 1b). In a more wide sense, a single adsorption stage
can also be either TI (cycle a in Figs. 1 and 2) or PI (cycle b in Figs. 1 and 2).
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Fig. 1. P-T diagrams of various 3T AHTS cycles: a – TI cycle (cooling/heating),
b – PI cycle (heat amplification).

The TI cycles are very common and widely used to realize cooling and heating modes [1, 2]. The PI
cycles are much less spread and suggested so far mainly for temperature upgrading mode [3, 4]. In this
work, we endeavour to make a preliminary comparison of the TI and PI cycles from both thermodynamic
and dynamic points of view. We take into account literature data which are plentifully available for TI
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cycles and rarely accessible for PI cycles as well as our own experimental data on a new “Heat from Cold”
(HeCol) cycle recently suggested for upgrading the ambient heat in [4] and studied in [5, 6, 7, 8]. Moreover,
combined TI/PI cycles which have both TI and PI stages (Fig. 2) are also briefly considered. For instance,
cycle a (route 1 2 3 4 1 in Fig. 2) represents a non-isothermal HeCol cycle for heat amplification [4,
5-7]. It can also operate as an adsorptive cycle for short-term heat storage (route 1 4 3 2 1), whereas
cycle b can be applied for long-term heat storage [9].
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Fig. 2. P-T diagrams of combined TI/PI AHTS cycles.

1. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
1.1. Thermodynamic considerations
1.1.1. The first law efficiency. The first law efficiency of the two basic TI and PI cycles (a and b in Fig.
1) depends only on the ratio of heats [1]. If neglect inert masses in the system, for cycle a, the cooling and
heating efficiencies are COPc = Qev /Qdes < 1 and COPh = (Qcon +Qads)/Qdes > 1, respectively. The efficiency
of heat amplification for cycle b is COPa = Qads/(Qev +Qdes) 0.5. For the HeCol cycle, the latter value,
however, has no practical meaning because the heats Qdes and Qev are taken for free from an inexhaustible
natural heat reservoir, such as river, lake, sea, at low temperature TM = 0–20 C [4]. On the contrary, the
useful heat Qads may have a commercial value and be used for heating.
For basic 3T cycles a and b, accounting for the heat capacity of inert masses reduces the above ultimate
COPs. In this case, the first law efficiency also depends on the adsorbate mass ∆w exchanged in the cycle
COPc(∆w) = Qev ∆w/[Qdes ∆w + C(TH – TM)] = COPcid [∆w/(∆w + B)],

(1)

where B = C(TH – TM)/Qdes is the ratio of the sensible heat of all inert masses to the latent heat necessary for
desorption. Therefore, to increase the first law efficiency, the exchanged mass ∆w = wmax –wmin has to be
maximized [10], whereas the inert masses should be minimized [11]. However, for well-designed AHTS
units, the cooling COP approaches its maximum value (Qev/Qdes) already at ∆w (0.1–0.15) g/g and (0.2–
0.3) g/g for the exchange of water and methanol (ammonia), respectively [10].
Much more important is the effect of inert masses on the efficiency of adsorptive cycles for heat storage
(Fig. 2). For instance, for short-term (daily) storage by using the working pair "AQSOA FAM-Z01 – water"
studied in [12], the sensible heat of the AdHEx unit (including HTF, tubes, ﬁns and adsorbent) gives ca.
40% contribution to the useful heat transferred by the HTF to a Consumer. This heat has been accumulated
in the inert masses during the heat storage phase (1 2 3 in Fig. 2b or 4 3 2 in Fig. 2a). The major
thermal masses are the HTF (water) (40%) and the adsorbent itself (27%). The heat released directly in the
adsorption process contributes only 60%. For long-term (seasonal) heat storage, this sensible contribution is
completely lost as the AHTS unit is cooled down to ambient temperature (isostere 2 1 in Fig. 2a or 3 4 in
Fig. 2b). Moreover, in this case, a part of the potentially useful adsorption heat is spent for sensible heating
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of inert masses from ambient temperature Tam to TM, thus additionally reducing the net useful heat. This part
depends on the particular design of the AdHEx heat storage unit, the cycle boundary conditions and the HTF
flow rate. Therefore, more attention should be paid to all these issues for optimization of heat storage
performance.

1.1.2. The second law efficiency. The second law analysis of a 3T adsorptive cycle (Fig. 1) is well
known and presented e.g. in [13, 14]. The Carnot efficiency COPC was calculated for cooling, heating and
temperature amplification modes as
COPCc = (1/TM – 1/TH) / (1/TL – 1/TM),

(2)

COPCh = (1/TL – 1/TH) / (1/TL – 1/TM),

(3)

COPCamp = (1/TL – 1/TM) / (1/TL – 1/TH).

(4)

In fact, eqs. (2–4) give the limiting efficiencies which are fully determined by the three cycle temperature
and do not take into account the particular way of the cycle initiation (TI or PI).
It is well known from the previous broad experience, that the maximum COP c for real adsorptive cycles
initiated by a T-change is significantly lower than predicted for a reversible Carnot cycle (eqs. (2–4)) with
the same boundary temperatures [14, 15]. The main reason of this distinction is the thermal entropy
production caused by the external thermal coupling ∆T = TH – T2 (for desorption) and ∆T = T4 – TM (for
adsorption), which is responsible for about 95% of the total entropy production [14]. Here T2 and T4 are the
initial desorption and adsorption temperatures (Fig. 1a). Indeed, the process of heat transfer during the
adsorber heating (stages 1-2 and 2-3) and cooling (3-4 and 4-1) is highly irreversible. The thermal entropy
generated due to the thermal coupling at desorption stage (2-3) can be calculated as Sdes =

( T1

1
TH

)dq ,

where T is the internal temperature at which the heat dq is effectively transferred during the desorption
stage. If the whole desorption heat is transferred at T = TH, no entropy is generated [10]. If the whole heat is
transferred at T = T2, the maximal entropy is generated Smax = Qdes ( T12 T1H ) . The latter value can be
estimated for the typical TI cooling cycle (Tev = 10 C, Tcon = 30 C, TH = 90 C) with the working pair
"AQSOA FAM-Z02 – water" for which T2 = 46 C and Qdes = ΔHdes Δw = (3.6 kJ/g H2O) [0.22 (g H2O)/(g
ads)] = 790 J/(g ads) [16], thus, giving Smax = 0.3 J/[K (g ads)]. Similar entropy is generated in the adsorber
during the adsorption phase of the cycle. Much less entropy is generated during the isosteric stages of the TI
cycle (1-3 and 3-4 in Fig. 1a).
In ref. [8], the entropy balance was calculated at each stage of the pressure-initiated HeCol cycle and in
each converter element under conditions of an ideal heat transfer. The entropy is generated in
a) the condenser, because the vapour temperature TM differs from the condenser temperature TL;
b) the evaporator, because the liquid adsorptive is moved from the condenser at TL and heated irreversibly to
TM;
b) the adsorber, because the vapour temperature TM differs from the adsorber temperature TH as well as due
to isosteric heating (1-2) and cooling (3-4) of the adsorbent;
d) the adsorber, due to vapour drop from P4 to P1 at desorption stage (4-1) and to vapour jump from P2 to P3
at adsorption stage (2-3).
All these processes of entropy generation are inevitable due to the intrinsic irreversibility of the system.
Processes (a)-(c) that involve sensible heat are similar to those in a common 3T TI cycle and lead to a
similar entropy generation. Process (d) concerns the entropy produced in the adsorber during ad-/desorption
stages. This entropy is lower than for TI ad-/desorption, because both these PI stages are isothermal, so that
there is a zero thermal coupling. The isothermal vapour drop/jump is irreversible, however, results in a small
entropy generation in the adsorber, because the mass ∆wg of gaseous adsorptive compressed/expanded
during the pressure equalization is very low as compared to the difference of adsorbate mass ∆w exchanged
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between isosteres (1-2) and (3-4) of the cycle [8]. The ∆wg-value depends on the "dead" volume of AHTS
unit, but never exceeds 0.01 g/g for well-designed units, so that ∆wg << ∆w 0.2–0.5 g/g.
As a result, the second law efficiency of HeCol cycles is expected to be higher as compared to the common
TI AHTS cycle and even close to the Carnot efficiency, if consider only processes in the adsorber. For the
common TI cycle, the Carnot efficiency in the adsorber can be reached only, if the weak and rich isosters of
the cycle coincide, i.e. for a mono-variant adsorption equilibrium [17]. This encouraging thermodynamic
finding may be extended to any AHTS cycle initiated by a drop of the adsorptive pressure.
1.2. Dynamic considerations
1.2.1. The effect of non-zero power. Strictly speaking, the above statement is true for quasi-equilibrium
PI cycles that are usually not a case in actual practice. Indeed, apart from the efficiency, a high specific
power is another target parameter which is important to develop compact AHTS units. Since this power is
exchanged between an adsorbent bed and a heat transfer fluid (HTF), a certain temperature difference ΔT
between them is necessary to reach a reasonable specific power Wsp (in kW/(kg adsorbent)), according to the
following heat balance equation
Wsp = U (S/m) T,

(5)

where U is the heat transfer coefficient, S is the heat transfer surface area, and m is the adsorbent mass. The
minimal "obligatory" temperature difference can be briefly estimated as T = 10K, if assume the typical
values of Wsp = 1 kW/(kg ads), U = 100 W/(m2 K), and (S/m) = 1 m2/(kg ads) [16]. This thermal coupling
appears in real PI AHTS units and leads to appropriate entropy generation and reduction of the actual
second law efficiency below the high theoretical value predicted above. However, the estimated coupling
(10K) is still much smaller than the typical external thermal coupling in TI cycles (30-50K). Moreover, the
"obligatory" coupling for PI cycles can be further reduced if utilize advanced heat exchangers with (S/m) =
2-4 m2/kg [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Thus, the above conclusion about the higher second law efficiency of PI
cycles still remains valid even for real non-equilibrium PI cycles with the average power of about 1 kW/kg
that can be promising for practical use.

a

b

Fig. 3. a – The experimental (––––) and theoretical (-----) lnP – (–1/T) diagrams of real
HeCol cycle as reported in [5]. Boundary temperatures TL/TM/TH = -20/20/28 С, the HTF
flux f = 1.1 L/min. The CaClBr/SiO2 sorbent. b – the maximum outlet HTF temperature Tmax
vs the HTF rate f. TL/TM/TH = –20/20/28 C. – LiCl/silica, – CaClBr/silica [6].

For PI stages (4-1) and (2-3), which are theoretically isothermal (Fig. 1b), the mentioned "obligatory"
coupling T is caused by cooling/heating of the adsorbent bed due to the heat of desorption/adsorption.
Indeed, the desorption process starts at point 4 and is initiated by the pressure drop from the initial
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desorption pressure P4 to the final pressure P1 = Po(TL) at constant temperature TM. At t = 0, right after this
pressure drop, the driving force for heat transfer equals zero because the system is isothermal and there is no
temperature gradient. At the same time, the driving force for mass transfer is maximal because the pressure
difference ΔP(t) = [Pgr(t) – PL] between the vapour pressure inside and outside the grain/bed is maximal and
equals ΔP(0) = P4 – P1. This pressure gradient causes the diffusion of adsorptive, occupied the pores, out of
the grain. The pressure P inside the grain reduces that, in its turn, initiates desorption of the adsorbate from
the grain surface. This process needs a heat consumption that leads to the grain cooling which creates a
temperature difference ΔT between the grain/bed and the external heat source (HTF) at TM. As a result, the
driving force for heat transfer appears so that the intensive vapour flux causes appropriate heat flux [24] to
generate the significant power Wsp (see eq. (5)). This increases the first law efficiency. On the other hand,
this induced thermal coupling can somewhat reduce the second law efficiency as discussed above.
The predicted cooling of adsorbent bed during PI desorption was experimentally revealed in [5] where a
first lab-scale HeCol prototype loaded with the CaClBr/SiO2 composite sorbent was tested. A thermocouple
located at the adsorber outlet detected the HTF cooling by T 6 C (Fig. 3a). One can guess much stronger
cooling of the granulated adsorbent bed. Hence, the real process of PI methanol desorption occurs in the
non-isothermal mode, different from the theoretically assumed for the ideal HeCol cycle. The deviation of
the real cycle from the ideal one strongly depends on the HTF flux f [5–7]: the cycles approach each other at
f
(see Fig. 3b and the explanation right below).
The same was found for the methanol adsorption stage: a significant HTF heating (by 15–20 C) was
detected ((2-2') in Fig. 3a). For the HeCol cycle, it is the useful effect as the released heat has the
temperature potential sufficient for heating (e.g. in warm floor systems) and, hence, gains the commercial
value [4, 5]. Fig. 3b shows that the maximum outlet HTF temperature gradually approaches the set
(equilibrium) temperature T2 = 28 C when the HTF flux increases [6].
1.1.2. Adsorbent optimal for TI and PI cycles from the dynamic point of view. Here we only briefly
survey the results of our previous analysis of adsorbents dynamically optimal for TI [25] and PI [26] cycles.
The main findings can be generalized as follows:
(i) the dynamically optimal (ideal) adsorbent should have a step-like adsorption isotherm (for PI
process)/isobar (for TI process) with the step positioned at the initial pressure (PI)/ temperature (TI) of
appropriate isothermal (PI)/isobaric (TI) stage. For instance, for PI cycle in Fig. 1b, the step should be at P4
for desorption and at P2 for adsorption [26];
(ii) the adsorbent, which is the best for desorption stage, is the worst for adsorption stage and vice versa.
To compromise between reasonable rates of both adsorption and desorption, the step should be at an
intermediate point between the rich and weak isosteres. The position of this point provides an efficient tool
to manage rates of the HeCol stages;
(iii) the real adsorbent optimal for desorption/adsorption stages of both TI and PI cycles should have
concave/convex segment of the adsorption isobar (TI)/isotherm (PI) between the boundary
pressures/temperatures of the cycle.
We believe that these general findings can be a lodestar for reliable selection of adsorbents, proper for
particular TI and PI cycles, among those already known or for tailoring new adsorbents specialized for the
given cycles.
1.2.3. Direct comparison of TI and PI dynamics. Even if the adsorptive is exchanged between the same
weak and rich isosteres, the initial driving forces for TI and PI processes are different. At the beginning of
TI processes (t = 0), the driving force is the temperature drop/jump so that the heat transfer rate is
maximum, whereas the mass transfer rate is zero [25]. On the contrary, for PI processes, at t = 0 the driving
force is the pressure drop/jump so that the mass transfer rate is maximum, whereas the heat transfer rate is
zero [26]. Hence, one can expect different dynamics of the TI and PI processes [24].
The first direct comparison of the TI and PI dynamics has recently been performed in [27] in the frame
of studying the new HeCol cycle. The aim was to investigate the methanol desorption dynamics initiated by
the pressure drop (4-1) as well as by the temperature jump (4*-1) between the same isosteres of the tested
cycle (Fig. 4a). For the two versions of the adsorbent regeneration stage, the heat for methanol desorption
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was taken at a quite low temperature TM = 2 C, so that both versions can be used for upgrading the ambient
heat in cold countries [4]. A commercial activated carbon ACM-35.4 was used as methanol adsorbent
according to [28]. The boundary conditions for the regeneration were as follows: for the PI stage (4-1) –
TM = 2 C, P4 = 8.2 mbar and PL = 4.7 mbar; for the TI stage (4*-1) – PL = 4.7 mbar, TM* = –6 C and
TM = 2 C.

a

b

Fig. 4. a – P-T diagram of the studied cycles with isothermal (4-1 and 2-3) and isobaric (4*-1 and 2*-3)
transitions between rich (3-4) and weak (1-2) isosteres of the HeCol cycle; and b – Methanol release
curves as a function of time for PI (4-1) (●) and TI (4*-1) (■) stages. Solid line – exponential
approximation.

The main finding of this study is that the kinetic curves for both PI and TI desorption stages are identical
(Fig. 4b). Hence, the regeneration dynamics does not depend on the regeneration path, either isothermal (4-1)
or isobaric (4*-1). The release curves can be well approximated by the exponential function

q

(0.08 g / g ) (1 e

t/

)

(6)

with a single characteristic time τ = 104 6 s regardless the way of the desorption initiation. The same trend
is found for the adsorption dynamics which does not depend on whether the path is isobaric (2*-3) or
isothermal (2-3) (not presented) [27]. Again, both uptake curves are exponential with τ = 78 4 s that is
shorter than for the desorption run. The adsorption boundary conditions were: for the PI stage (2-3) –
TH = 30 C, P2 = 26.2 mbar and PM = 45.1 mbar; for the TI stage (2*-3) - PL = 45.1 mbar, TH* = 39 C and
TH = 30 C (Fig. 4a).
The revealed invariance of ad-/desorption dynamics is somewhat unexpected because isothermal and
isobaric processes are initiated by quite different driving forces as considered above. The invariance is likely to
indicate that heat and mass transfer processes are strongly coupled so that after a short transient period a steady
state regime is established in the adsorbent bed, and this regime is similar, regardless the initial driving force
( P or T) applied. The formation of this steady-state regime for TI adsorption cycle was numerically studied
in [29], and the time interval for setting the stationary mode was found to be ca. 5 s. No similar study has been
done yet for PI adsorption cycles.

2. CONCLUSIONS
Both temperature- and pressure-initiated adsorptive cycles for heat transformation/storage allow an
efficient heat conversion process to be realized. The PI cycles can ensure the higher second law efficiency
due to smaller (or zero) temperature coupling of the adsorber and external heat source/sink. This is true for
quasi-equilibrium PI cycles, however, the real PI process can occur in the non-isothermal mode due to
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significant adsorbent cooling/heating during the desorption/adsorption modes. The preliminary direct
comparison of the TI and PI dynamics for particular HeCol cycle revealed that the kinetic curves do not
depend on the process path, either isothermal or isobaric. Further experimental and numerical study of the TI
and PI dynamics is necessary to answer a question what is the true driving for AHTS cycles – pressure drop
P, temperature jump T, variation of the uptake w or of the adsorption potential F. More attention should
be also paid to dynamic studying PI cycles for heat amplification as well as combined TI/PI cycles for heat
storage.

Nomenclature
B, C – constants in eq. (1)
f
H
m
p
Q
q, w
S
S
T
t
U
W

– HTF rate, L min-1
– heat of desorption, kJ·kg –1
– adsorbent mass, g
– pressure, mbar
– heat, kJ·mol –1
– adsorbate uptake, g·g –1
– heat transfer surface area, m2 g –1
– specific entropy, J·g –1 K –1
– temperature, °C, K
– time, s
– heat transfer coefficient, W m–2 K –1
– specific power, kW·kg –1

Greek symbols
∆
– increment
– characteristic time, s
Subscripts
0
– initial
1, 2, 3, 4 –points of the cycle
L
– low
M
– medium
H
– high
ads
– adsorption
am
– ambient
amp
– amplification
c
– cooling
con
– condenser
des
– desorption
eq
– equilibrium
ev
– evaporator
g
– gas phase
gr
– grain
h
– heating
max
– maximal
min
– minimal
sp
– specific
Superscripts
C – Carno
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Abstract
On base of the proposed methodology for estimating the relative integrated fuel efficiency of power plants, a
comparative analysis of a combined cogeneration-heat pump plant with traditional methods of generating heat was
carried out.
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Cogeneration plants, heat pump sets, boiler, heat power plants, efficiency, heat conversion coefficient, fuel
efficiency, heat power engineering, heat technologies.

FOREWORD
The most effective technology for electric and heat energy generation for the needs of municipal heat
power and heat technologies is combined power generation (CPG) using modern cogeneration plants based
on gas piston engines (GPE) and gas turbine plants (GTP) which work on natural gas or biogas. CPG on such
a base significantly reduces fuel costs in comparison with the traditional separate generation of electric
power at heat condensing power plants (HPP) or on combined heat and power (CHP) and heat at boiler.
Further noticeable increase in energy efficiency of heat generation processes for the needs under
consideration can be achieved by including heat pump plants (HPPs) in the process, which is development of
combined cogeneration and heat pump plants. They will have the highest fuel efficiency in comparison with
all existing in the traditional heat power industry. This is due to a number of factors. Modern CGP based on
GPE and GTP have electric efficiency higher than HPP or CHP – 30–45% and 28–35%, respectively. In heat
recovery boilers, high-temperature waste heat of engines is more efficiently used, resulting in a total
efficiency of installations reaches 85–88%. Such facilities ensure decentralization of electric and heat
production, therefore, on autonomous CGPs are much lower, and sometimes there are practically no losses
in electric and heat networks, reaching 8–12% and 15–30% in centralized systems, respectively. Another
important thing is that they increase the reliability of the entire facility, making it independent of external
networks. Inclusion in the heat generation process of HPSs causes a significant increase in its energy
efficiency, increasing fuel efficiency, thanks to using of almost free low-grade heat of natural, industrial or
domestic origin, as well as high conversion efficiency in this HPP heat into higher-potential heat using CGP
electric power.
The aim of the work is to evaluate the prospects for the use of combined cogeneration and heat pump
plants (CG-HPS) based on GPE and GTP to improve energy efficiency and energy saving in generating heat
in municipal heat and heat engineering, in particular, in drying processes.

1. METHODOLOGY OF EVALUATING FUEL ECONOMICITY OF INSTALLATIONS
A fairly large number of published works devoted to the methods for estimating the fuel efficiency of
power plants generating electric and heat energy, in particular [1, 2, 3], are known. However, they are to
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some extent complex, require additional information, in addition to knowledge of the standard settings of
plants, they do not have universality.
The IET of NASU offers a fairly simple and universal methodology for a comparative assessment of the
relative integrated fuel efficiency of power plants generating heat and electricity and, in essence, forming the
cost of the energy received. The level of potentials of high temperature waste heat fluxes GPE and GTP exhaust gases of engines significantly exceeds the level of the target heat carrier for heat supply and hot
water supply (HS and HWS). In GTP, this source, due to its design features, is practically the only one. In
the GPA, in addition, there are sources with lower temperature potentials. These include the heat of the
engine cooling system and turbocharger, oil cooler. Heat flows from these systems are used in the preheating
stages of the target heat carrier. Thus, the analysis of the performance of combined plants can be carried out
using integral heat fluxes. This allows not only to analyze and compare the characteristics of the fuel
economy of existing plants, but also to use it in carrying out design calculations at the stage of preliminary
selection of power equipment and the payback period of the installation.
The methodology is based on the use of the basic equations of the balances of the heat and electrical
capacities of the units, provided they generate the same amount of electric and heat energy. After the
appropriate transformations and dimensioning of the final expressions, we obtain the functional dependences
of the relative fuel efficiency of the plants compared, described by the relationships of the dimensionless
thermodynamic parameters and their indices (efficiency of the plants thermal coefficients of the engines, heat
coefficients of performance of the HPS). In this case, the comparative bases of different installations may
differ.
When comparing centralized and decentralized (autonomous) power plants, the equations are introduced
with coefficients that take into account the electrical and heat losses in the networks.
When performing a comparative analysis of plants, not only the values of the engine efficiency factors,
but also their heat coefficients, as well as the heat conversion coefficients of the HPS, should be known or
specified. However, in the design tasks when choosing the engine CGP for setting the efficiency, the value of
its heat coefficient, which expresses the ratio of the heat and electrical power of the engine, is unknown. At
the same time, these quantities are physically deterministic and their ratio cannot be changed arbitrarily. By
statistical processing of a sufficiently large number of characteristics of the engines CGP-GPE and GTP, an
empirical dependence of the heat coefficients of the engines on electrical efficiency was obtained. It is
represented by the following expression:
, 25
Kh, CG.P  0,362 e,1CG
.P

(1)

In the graphical form, the dependence is shown in Fig. 1. The left branch of the curve describes the
regularity for engines such as gas turbine plants. The right one, starting from about 0.3 is typical for gas
piston engines. The difference in the values of the heat coefficients is explained by the difference in the
excess air factor in GTP and GPE, which in the first case is higher and, correspondingly, they have a lower
operating temperature and electric efficiency engine. The location and dispersion of the points is also
affected by the difference in the values of the efficiency coefficients of the heat recovery devices. This
dependence can be used in the design process when choosing an engine, when the value of its heat
coefficient is unknown or not specified. Given the satisfactory level of errors describing the dependence, it
can also be used in a comparative analysis of the fuel characteristics of the considered plants.
The paper presents the results of an analysis of the fuel efficiency of several the most common methods
of generating heat and electric energy in heat and power engineering in comparison with its generation on the
basis of combined cogeneration and heat pump technologies.Since the power base of combined installations
is cogeneration plants contributing to energy efficiency, their characteristics are of independent interest.
Therefore, the analysis of the fuel economy of the CGP was primarily carried out by comparison with
alternative, separate generation of electricity at HPPs, and heat in the boiler house.
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Fig. 1. The dependence of heat factor of engine CGP on electric efficiency.

2. COMPARISON OF CGP WITH SEPARATE ENERGY PRODUCTION
Relative integral fuel economy of CGP in comparison with separate generation of electricity and heat at
HPPs and heat in the boiler house

BCG.P  ( H . P. P  B )  1 

bCG. P
1
1
e,CG.P  K h,CG.P
bH .P.P  bB

B


 e,CG.P
e , H . P . P

(2)

or, taking into account the dependence (1),
B CG.P  ( H .P.P  B )  1 

1
, 25
0.362 e,0CG
.P

B


 e, CG.P
e, H .P.P

(3)

The condition for the existence of fuel economy of the compared technologies is the observance of
inequality
, 25
 0.362 e,0CG


.P

 e,CG.P   1

B
e, H .P.P 


(4)

Some results of calculations of the relative fuel efficiency of the technologies under consideration are
presented in Fig. 2. The ranges for the change in the main heat engineering parameters of the plants are
within the following limits: e,CG..P = 0.25–0.428, B  0.75–0.94, e, H .P.P = 0.3–0.4. The calculations of the
CGP did not take into account the electrical and heat losses in the networks, because in both cases the case of
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transport of the generated energy through external networks was considered; the case of a centralized supply
of energy and, consequently, equal losses. With a decentralized scheme for supplying energy to the CGP and
a centralized separate from the HPP and the boiler house, it is necessary to take into account the network
losses of electricity and heat. Thus, the expression for calculating the relative fuel efficiency for this case will
have the form:
B CG.P  ( H .P.P  B )  1 

1
, 25
0.362 e,0CG
.P

B  LHN

(5)

e,CG.P

e, H .P.P  EWN

Fig. 2. The dependence of the relative fuel economy of the CGP at generating energy in comparison
with the B and HPP on the value of the electrical efficiency of engine of CGP at various values
of heat efficiency B (1 – B  0.75 ; 2 – B  0.85 ; 3 – B  0.94 ) and electrical efficiency

of HPP ( e, H . P..P

 0.33 ;e, H .P.P  0.45 ).

Because the values of transport losses in heat and electric networks can reach 8–12% and 15–30%,
respectively, then the values of the loss factors in them, respectively, will be 0.92–0.88 and 0.85–0.7. It is
quite obvious that this will provide even greater fuel economy in the decentralized heat supply systems with
the CGP.
It can be seen that for the cases considered, the relative fuel efficiency of electric heating systems based
on CGP in comparison with the HPP and the boiler house will be at the level of 8–12 to 30–50%. The
highest levels of fuel economy will be observed when replacing old boiler houses with the efficiency of
boilers 0.75–0.85. But even with the replacement of more advanced boilers with the level of efficiency 0.94
at CGP, fuel savings of 4–12% can be achieved with electric efficiency HPP 0.33.

3. COMPARISON OF COMBINED CG-HPS AND BOILER INSTALLATION
A comparison of the fuel efficiency of the two types of heat generation based on the combined
cogeneration and heat pump plant and the boiler using gas fuel, provided that the final product is produced
by the CG-HPP only in the form of heat, can be carried out using the dependence:

B(CG H .P.P )  B  1 

bCG H .P.P
B
B
1
1
'
, 25
'
bB
e,CG.P  K h,CG.P  K H .P.P
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A positive effect in fuel economy will exist only if such inequality is observed:

e,CG.P  Kh,CG.P  K H' .P.S   B

(7)

When compared with a boiler plant operating on a different fuel type than the CGP, the expression for
determining the fuel efficiency in the equivalent of the calorific value of the CGP fuel will be:

.

BCG  H .P.P  B  1 

QNCVF , B
B

1, 25
'
e,CG.P  0,362 e,CG.P  K H .P.S  QNCVF ,CG.P

(8)

Calculations of the relative fuel efficiency of the CG-HPS in comparison with the gas boiler plant are
shown in Fig. 3 in the form of dependences of the efficiency of the electric efficiency CGP with a range of
its variation of 0.25–0.428 for fixed values of COP HPS, equal to 1.5, 3.5, 5. Curves are constructed for the
computational variants of the comparisons with the efficiency boiler plants equal to 0.75, 0.85, 0.94.

Fig. 3. The dependence of the relative fuel economy of the CG-HPS at generation of heat in comparison
with the boiler plant at the value of electric efficiency of engine of CGP at various values of heat
efficiency of B (1 – B  0.94 ; 2 – B  0.85 ; 3 – B.  0.75 ) heat coefficient of performance
of HPP

K H' .P.S  1.5; 3; 5.

It is possible to see a higher efficiency of heat generation in CG-HPS compared to boiler plants, even at
low values of CGP HPP. So, with a value of 1.5 for boilers with efficiency in the range from 0.94 to 0.75
fuel efficiency will vary from 2 to 32%. With a COP of 3.5, this increase in efficiency will be 33–62%. This
clearly demonstrates the prospects of modernization of boiler houses not only with boilers that have low heat
efficiency, but also with more efficient modern boilers.
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4. COMPARISON OF COMBINED CG-HPP WITH AUTONOMOUS HPP USING
NETWORK ELECTRICITY
The choice of ways to use HPS for generating heat in heat supply systems is important in increasing their
energy efficiency. One of such tasks is to evaluate the effectiveness of using combined CG-HPSs instead of
autonomous HPSs that consume grid electricity from a HPP or CHP.
The relative fuel efficiency of CG-HPS in comparison with an autonomous HPU operating on the
network power of a HPP with the same heat of power is determined by the dependence:
BCG  H .P.S  H .P.S  H .P.P   1 



bCG  H .P.S
 1  N  e, H .P.P EWN
bH .P.S  H .P.P
e,CG.P

(9)

It can be shown that the value of the relative electric power of the CG-HPS depends on the thermal
engineering parameters of the installations as follows:

N

N e,CG.P
N e , H . P. S  H . P. P



K H . P. S
K h,CG.P  K H1 .P.S

(10)

At the same time, with the selected parameters of the CGP and the set value of COP of the autonomous
HPS, the COP value of the HPS of the combined CG-HPS is determined taking this dependence into
account.
The dependence (9) can be represented in the following form:

BCG  H .P.S   H .P.S  H .P.P   1 



K H .P.S e, H .P.P  EWN
K H . P. S
 e, H .P.P EWN  1 
1
, 25
1
K h,CG.P  K H .P.S
e,CG.P
0.362 e,0CG
. P  K H . P.S  e , CG. P

(11)

The choice of the parameters of the considered plants, making comparisons of their
characteristics, should be carried out taking into account the dependencies 10, 11.
The advantage of combined CG-HPS in fuel economy in comparison with autonomous
HPSs will be manifested when the following inequality is observed
N  e, H .P.P  EWN  e,CG.P

(12)

From this condition it can be seen that the choice of the ratio of the electric powers used to drive the HPS
in the combined CG-HPS and the autonomous HPS plays an important role both in determining the operating
characteristics of the units and in performing their comparative analysis on an equal basis with the
thermodynamic parameters and thermal characteristics of the units.
Some results of calculating the values of their COP, as well as the relative fuel efficiency of CG-HPS
and autonomous HPS are shown in Figs. 4, 5. Calculations are carried out in the following ranges of changes
in the main parameters: the ratio of the electrical powers of HPSs in the composition of CG-HPS and
autonomous HPS from 0.3 to 0.7; heat coefficients of CGP from 1 to 2, the values of COP of autonomous
HPS from 2 to 5, and in the composition of combined installations from 1.5 to 6, values of electrical
efficiency HPP from 0.3 to 0.4, and electric efficiency CGP from 0,25 to 0,428.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between the values of the heat transformation coefficients of the
combined CG-HPS and autonomous HPS for the given values in the latter from 2 to 5 and the ratio of the
consumed electric powers of these heat pumps equal to 0.3; 0.5 and 0.7.
The shaded area between the curves
equal to 0,3 and 0,7 is the area of really feasible and expedient
values of the COP HPS of the combined installation limited by the change intervals for the autonomous HPS
from 2 to 5, and for the HPS in the combined installation from 1.5 to 6.
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Fig. 4. The dependence of heat coefficient of performance of HPS combined CG – HPS on heat
coefficient of performance of an autonomous HPS for various values of consumed electric powers
combined and autonomous HPS (1 – N  0.7 ; 2 – N  0.5 ; 3 – N  0.3 ) for  e, H . P. P.

 0.33 .

Fig. 5. The dependence of the relative fuel economy CG-HPS in comparison with an autonomous HPS working
on electrical energy of HPP on the value of heat coefficient of performance at various values of the relative
powers electric combined and an autonomous HPS (1 – N  0.7 ; 2 – N  0.5 ; 3 – N  0.3 ) for

e, H .Р.P.  0.33 .
It can be seen that when COP is varied in the range from 2 to 3 at a relative CG-HPS power of 0.3, K'HPS
can only vary in a narrow range from 4.6 to 6. For large relative loads, for example, 0.7 the range of
variation is greater and ranges from 2.4 to 4.9.
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The results of calculating the relative fuel economy of the combined CG-HPS with the change in the
COP HPS of the combined unit for 3 values N are shown in Fig. 5. The change in the dependence of the
relative fuel economy is determined by the peculiarities of the change in the ratios of the values of the COP
of heat pumps, the electrical efficiency values CGP and HPP and the heat coefficient of the CGP engine and
is of a complex nature.
The shaded area corresponds to the area of really possible changes in the COP of the heat pumps shown
in Fig. 4. The range of change in the relative fuel efficiency of the area located between the curves of relative
electric loads 0.3 and 0.7 lies in the range from (25–49)% to (65–68)%. The dependence is constructed for
the variant of operation of a HPP with an electric efficiency – 0.33.
The highest level of profitability is observed in the section of the curve with the relative power of the
HPS CG-HPS equal to 0.3. However, it is sufficiently narrow to change the K HPS range. Further, with growth
N , the economy is reduced. This character of the change is explained by the fact that for smaller values
N and a fixed value of КHPS the share of heat generated by the combined-plant with a higher COP increases
and, consequently, with greater efficiency. As KH.P.S increases, the share of heat that is more efficiently
generated by the CG-HPS HPS increases with a constant value N , and the share of the waste heat of the
engine in this case, which is less efficient, decreases, which affects the fuel efficiency of the combined CGHPS.
Great opportunities to increase the energy efficiency of heat technology can ensure the use of combined
cogeneration and heat pump plants. This applies especially to high-energy technological processes, such as
drying products of the agro-industrial sector, as well as non-food materials.
The main types of industrial drying equipment are convection type dryers, in which atmospheric air is
used as the drying agent.
Generation of heat in drying installations of this type is carried out mainly by two types of heat
generators. The first include steam air heaters based on a steam boiler and steam-air heater. The second
include air heaters with different types of combustion devices using different types of fuels-gas, liquid, solid.
Boiler installations used in drying complexes have heat efficiency at the level of 0.7–0.8. Efficiency air
heaters with furnace devices are in the range 0.6–0.7, which indicates a low energy and exergy efficiency of
heat generation processes in these devices in comparison with combined energy production based on CGHPS. Despite some approximations in the comparative evaluation of the heat efficiency of the types of heat
generators under consideration with a boiler plant, it is possible to use the comparison procedure of the boiler
with CG-HPS, discussed above.
If we take the average value of the heat efficiency value heat generators of dryers, equal to 0.7, then in
the range of variation of electrical efficiency engine CGP from 0.25 to 0.428, and the coefficient of
transformation of heat HP from 1,5 to 5 relative fuel efficiency of dryers when replacing existing heat
generators for combined CG-HPS in accordance with the dependence (5) will increase from 0.18–0.34 up to
0,6–0,73. This indicates a high possibility of reducing fuel consumption for generation of heat in drying
technologies when using combined CG-HPS. Another advantage that reduces the energy consumption of
drying processes of products that require cooling it at the end of the process, in particular in grain dryers, is
the possibility of using the waste heat of the heating fluid cooler HP (air or water) for this purpose.
The implementation of this approach to improve the energy efficiency of the drying process was
demonstrated in the project for the modernization of a grain dryer of a mine type with a capacity of 13.5 t/h
on the basis of a cogeneration plant with a GPE electric and thermal capacity of 315 and 430 kW and a heat
pump with a power of 840 kW. For drying and cooling the grain, the air cooled in the evaporator is used,
which, after exiting the dryer, is fed into the condenser and after heating comes to the drying zone. Thus, the
waste heat of the evaporator and the HPS capacitor is included in the overall heat balance of the process. In
general, this approach reduces the energy consumption of the drying process by at least 1.5–2 times, and the
energy required to remove 1 kg of moisture is brought to 2200–3000 kJ/kg.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. The obtained quantitative estimates of the relative fuel efficiency of combined cogeneration and heat
pump plants in comparison with traditional methods of heat generation using boiler plants and autonomous
heat pump plants consuming grid electricity confirm the higher energy efficiency of combined plants, the
prospects and expediency of their application in municipal heat and heat engineering.
2. The proposed methodology for a comparative assessment of the relative integrated fuel efficiency of
power plants can be used both for conducting a comparative analysis of existing installations and for
carrying out design calculations at the stage of preliminary selection of heat schemes and operating
parameters of plants.
Nomenclature

b
– warrant fuel;
B
– boiler;
CGP – cogeneration plant;
CGP-(HPP-B) – the comparison of cogeneration plant (CGP) with heat electrical station (HPP)
(CG-HPS)-B – the comparison of combined cogeneration heat pump set (CG-HPS) with boiler (B);
(CG-HPS)-(HPS-HPP) – the comparison of combined cogeneration heat pump set (CG-HPS) with
autonomous heat pump set (HPS) working on electrical energy of heat electrical station (HPP);
COP – the coefficient of performance;
GPE – gas piston engine;
GTP – gas turbine plant;
HPP – heat power plant;
HPS – heat pump set;
Kh, CG.P – the heat factor of engine CGP;
KH.P.S – the heat coefficient of performance of autonomous HPS;
K H1 .P.S – the heat coefficient of performance of HPS in CG-HPS;
N

N e,CG.P
N e , H . P. S  H . P. P

QNCVF , B

– the relation of electric powers CGP and HPP in complex CG-HPS and with

independent HPS working on electricity HPP;
– net caloric value fuel of boiler;

QNCVF ,CG.P – net caloric value fuel of CGP in CG-HPS;

e,CG.P – electric efficiency of engine CGP;

e, H .P.P – electric efficiency of HPP;
h, B – heat efficiency of boiler;

 EWN – electric waste network;
 LHN – the coefficient of loss in heat network;
B

– relative fuel economy compared plants.
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Abstract
The issues of application of energy-saving heat pump technologies with the use of non-traditional and renewable
energy sources for increasing the efficiency of equipment of industrial enterprises, heating systems of budget facilities,
agro-industrial complex in the Republic of Kazakhstan are considered.
When introducing modular heat pump system in metallurgical and other industrial enterprises (power
engineering, petrochemistry, machine building, etc.), as well as the agro-industrial complex, housing and communal
services, and objects of the budgetary sphere of the Republic of Kazakhstan, it is planned to obtain a significant
economic, first of all, by replacing traditional heat sources (boilers on solid, liquid fuels, electric boiler houses),
reducing greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere, and improving the environmental situation.
Purpose
Commercialization of a pilot sample of a new modular heat pump system with a thermal power of 400 kW for the
utilization of low-temperature heat waste from industrial processes (wastewater from enterprises, water from the
technical water supply system, etc.) in order to reduce harmful emissions in Atmosphere and simultaneous reception of
heat of higher parameters at a particular metallurgical enterprise - LLP "KSP Steel".
Objective of the project
1. Implementation of works on the production of industrial pilot sample modular heat pump system thermal
capacity of 400 kW. Acquisition of basic and auxiliary equipment, made their installation and commissioning for the
first time in the Republic of Kazakhstan harvested instance modular heat pump system pilot research on the existing
steel plant PF LLP «KSP Steel», test it on a test bench.
2. Development patterns of use modular heat pump system a typical element of the system heat supply pipe
rolling production LLP «KSP Steel».
The technological scheme of the application of heat and modular heat pump system a typical heating element
LLP «KSP Steel».
3. Implementation of pilot studies when the prototype modular heat pump system in thermal circuit LLP «KSP
Steel».Conducted experimental - industrial research when the prototype modular heat pump system in thermal circuit
pipe rolling production LLP «KSP Steel», the expected outcome - Carrying out the new equipment to determine the
optimal operating conditions of the heat pump technology of new generation series of pilot tests.
4. Analysis of the energy, environmental and economic effectiveness of modular heat pump system for recycling
waste heat technical water supply system of the pipe rolling production and the production of heat for heating and hot
water plant.
5. Commercialization of a pilot sample of new equipment at LLP "KSP Steel".
The use of heat pumps will give a 2-4-fold saving of budget funds allocated annually for heat supply (purchase of
various types of fuels, repairs of existing boiler equipment, environmental payments, etc.) in comparison with existing
traditional boiler houses.

KEYWORDS
1. Energy 2. Energy saving 3. Energy efficiency 4. Heat supply 5.Heat pump 6. Cooling tower 7. Technology 8.
Savings 9. Ecology.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the promising areas of efficient use of TH new generation adapted to the harsh climatic
conditions of the Republic of Kazakhstan, is the direction associated with the utilization of low-temperature
waste heat of technological processes of industrial enterprises (enterprises waste waters, water from the
system oborotnogoi continuous-flow water supply, etc.) with the aim of reduce harmful emissions into the
atmosphere and the simultaneous production of heat higher settings [1-24].
Since 2000, Kazakh and Russian scientists (Moscow Power Engineering Institute, JSC "Energy",
Novosibirsk) are working together to develop schemes and technologies of application TH using waste heat
tehnicheskogoo water systems industry (iron and steel mills, power plants, refineries, etc.) to improve the
efficiency of thermal power equipment of these companies [4-24].
The most important prerequisite for the application of a new generation of TH are sufficiently large
amounts of heat emitted from the circulating water in the cooling towers, cooling ponds, rivers (Irtysh et
al.) [4-11,13-16,18,20-24] .
The study of an example of the consumer market over the 2005-2016 Over the past few years in the
ENU conducted studies on the prospects for the use of heat pumps using waste heat cycles of working and
continuous-flow water supply of some industrial enterprises.
In 2016-2020 (According to preliminary agreements and orders enterprises) on a number of real
industrial facilities - JSC " Thermal power plants -2" in Astana, TOO "Ekibastuz Thermal power plants -2,"
thermal power station-2 of JSC "SevKazEnergo", LLP "AES Ust-Kamenogorsk Thermal power plants",
LLP "AES Sogrinskaya Thermal power plants ", JSC "Aluminium of Kazakhstan", JSC
«ArselorMittalTemirtau", LLP" Pavlodar petrochemical plant ", LLP«KSP Steel »(Pavlodar) proposed to
use for the waste heat recovery systems these enterprises Heat pump to significantly reduce greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere, producing high heat settings are appropriate, and the meeting of the Memorandum
of cooperation.
This unique technology is patented in Russia and in the Republic of Kazakhstan and is ready for
practical implementation [12,13,24].
In 2016-2017, the proposed technology, having passed a multi-stage selection in the Ministry of
Energy, the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan, is presented in the National
pavilion "Sphere" (Kazakhstan) of the International Exhibition EXPO-2017.
As a result of the implementation in 2010-2016. A number of state budget and economic research
contracts for commercialization, a specific result is proposed, a sample of a new product is a block-modular
heat pump plant [13,24].
Modular heat pump system, which is a separate multi-stage heat pump system is a metal insulated
container, container framing, walling in the form of three-layer panels, consisting of sheets of corrugated
board with insulation of mineral wool. The dimensions of the door opening allow the installation and
dismantling, if necessary.
All necessary main and auxiliary equipment, control and measuring devices will be installed inside
modular heat pump system , which will be printed out in all 4 of the pipeline for the supply of low-grade
heat transfer medium (discharge water from the Circulating water system) and drain the hot water
temperature in the object 75-800С heating system.
It is planned to supply customers with modular heat pumps with different heat: from 200 kW to 2000
kW.
The proposed project modular heat pump system container species developed as a universal element of
a typical thermal enterprise schemes, ready for practical implementation on any site and planned to be used
on a variety of industrial enterprises, as well as on any objects of public sector, utilities, which are available
in a variety of renewable energy sources;
Its advantages:
- Compactness, versatility in terms of possible applications in enterprises of any type, which are
available in their technological cycles of the Circulating water system;
- Compared to the existing heat pump technology in the world of the proposed project provides a more
energy efficient (COP) and economic performance (the cost of production of 1 Gcal of heat, specific fuel
consumption at the circuits of substitution of traditional heat sources
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The use of the final product - modular heat pump system small and medium power is based on a
unique multi-technology applications TN new generation, developed jointly with Russian specialists (JSC
"Energia", Novosibirsk) in 2007 - 2015 and ready for practical implementation.
The process of deriving income
Heat pump technology is converting low-grade heat energy of the secondary low-temperature thermal
energy into high suitable for practical use, it is not a regular modernization of traditional energy sources and
the introduction of a new, progressive, highly efficient and environmentally friendly method of producing
heat.
When introducing modular heat pump system metallurgical and other industrial enterprises (energy,
petrochemicals, machinery, etc.), as well as agro-industrial complexes, behold, housing and communal
services, public sector facilities of Kazakh-stan planned to obtain significant economic, environmental
effect, primarily due to the replacement of traditional heat sources (boilers for solid, liquid fuel, electric
boiler), reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in weatherp-py.
It is expected to conclude licensing agreements with enterprises for the transfer of intellectual property
rights.
The use of heat pump technology in the above-mentioned companies will return to the heating system
enterprises significant volumes permanently lose heat without additional combustion of traditional fuels,
which will provide significant economic benefits, abandon, in some cases, the purchase of energy from the
outside, while reducing thermal pollution
At the same time, all to disposal the waste heat can be directed to the heat enterprise scheme for
heating and domestic hot water production, administrative and residential buildings, which, in the final
total, will enable significant savings in thermal and electric energy purchased from the Thermal power
plants.
It should be noted that the cost of its own heat pump heat is ~ 2-4 fold lower than the price of
purchased heat, i.e. with the launch of heat pump station there is a real opportunity at a much lower cost to
provide the existing demand for heat.
For example, the introduction of energy-efficient heat pump technologies using alternative heat
sources reached deeper cooling circulating water in the LLP «KSP Steel» and the reduction of costs of the
enterprise for the acquisition of heat and electricity from Thermal power plants -3 Pavlodar.
Currently, the existing scheme of energy production company LLP «KSP Steel» at the expense of the
purchase of heat and electricity from CHP -3 Pavlodar (steam, hot water), the company annually spends
considerable funds for the purchase of heat (about 46 Gcal / h ) and electricity (about 3 billion tenge - data
March 2015).
At the same time the existing cooling towers water recycling system Enterprise emit significant
amounts of thermal energy (according to our estimates, about 280-600 Gcal / hour), with significant costs
on a purchase of electric energy for the operation of cooling towers.
This sensible heat water circulation systems, through which the cooling tower is output to the
atmosphere, is irretrievably lost, that is also not economically feasible.
Getting modular heat pump system using a significant amount of its own heat with temperatures up to
60-850C will also give an opportunity to save a large amount of electricity to be purchased now at Thermal
power plants -3 to ensure the smooth operation of the fan cooling tower equipment.
Below are the results of the integrated calculation of economic effect from the introduction of modular
heat pump system for hot water supply in the rolling production LLP «KSP Steel».
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Table 1.
Comparison of annual operating costs rolling production for hot water from various heat sources (heat
load - 2 Gcal / h)
№
1

2

Title annual cost heat source
Central heating
(From Thermal power plants -3
in Pavlodar)
Heat pump boiler

he cost of annual maintenance costs, cost of
thousand tenge
1 Gcal / h,
tenge / Gcal
72 180
3 313,8

13 160

751,14

Thus, the profitability of projects in the implementation of the source BMHP on industrial-represented
companies are:
1. Significant economic effect, ie, the difference value of the thermal energy to be purchased by
consumers in the Thermal power plants, and produced with the use of heat pumps (2-4 times).
2. Significant reduction of operating costs of businesses using current and direct-flow water supply
system.
3. Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions enterprises and, as a consequence, reduction of environmental
charges.
The main advantages of the product compared to its competitors:
- Products - heat pumps in the block-modular capacity from 200 kW to 2 MW, which is virtually absent
from foreign suppliers and suppli-ers from the other countries, including Kazakhstan;
- A unique, patented technology and a multi-stage application scheme BMHP ready for practical
implementation in industrial plants using alternative energy sources in different regions of the country;
- The proposed technology adaptation to the harsh climatic conditions of the Republic of Kazakhstan
(to -400C)
- The lower the market price of our products compared to peers;
The cost of the proposed Heat pumps (heat capacity up to 2 MW) is significantly lower than the value
Heat pumps equal power overseas manufacturers (Germany, Sweden, and others.). The approximate cost of
thermal power heat pump, which is equal to 1 Gcal / h of the order of 200-220 thousand dollars USA
(compared to foreign heat pumps equal thermal power cost about 350-440 thousand USD).;
- A quality guarantee and service maintenance modular heat pump system established enterprises;
- 100% Kazakh content of the project (equipment in a modular configuration, technology, design,
complex installation and commissioning work, highly qualified scientific and technical personnel);
- The availability of intellectual property.
MAIN RESULTS
1. The heat pump technology for converting low-potential natural energy or the heat of secondary lowtemperature energy resources into high-potential thermal energy suitable for practical use is not just another
modernization of traditional energy sources, but the introduction of a new, progressive, highly efficient and
environmentally friendly method of obtaining heat.
2. Application of the technology and scheme for the use of a new generation of Heat pumps capable of
operating in the cold climatic conditions of Kazakhstan (up to -45°C), using low-grade heat of water from
turbine condensers as a source of low-potential heat, is promising to introduce 37 thermal power stations,
Which will provide opportunities to improve the efficiency of the heat and power equipment of the stations,
will give the state significant savings in budgetary funds, will ensure the increase in heat generating
capacity, without increasing At the same time, consumption of primary fuel (coal, fuel oil), reduce
emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, improve the ecological situation.
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3. For the first time in the Republic of Kazakhstan it is proposed to use for the utilization of the waste
heat of the cooling towers of new generation the heat pump stations on the real industrial site - LLP "KSP
Steel" (Pavlodar).
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Abstract
Adsorption cooling/heat pump systems are considered as an effective alternative to reduce the electrical demand as
they can be driven by solar energy or low-grade waste heat typically below 100°C. Moreover, these systems are
environment friendly since they can use natural refrigerants or alcohols such as CO2, water or ethanol, methanol etc. The
performance of adsorbents used in the system is primarily governed by the surface properties, such as surface area, pore
volume, and pore size, size of granules in powders, crystals. The main hindrance to spreading this technology is the poor
system performance and bulkiness due to the limitation of sorption capacity and the low heat transfer rate inside
adsorber/desorber reactors. Therefore, the selection of innovative adsorbent/refrigerant pairs that possess high
adsorption uptake and fast kinetics becomes a hot research topic for developing high performance adsorption
cooling/heat pump systems. This study presents a promising adsorbent, KOH treated phenol resin, which can be
adsorbed about 2 grams of refrigerant per gram of adsorbent. The new material can help to design an innovative next
generation adsorption cooling/heat pump systems.

KEYWORDS
Adsorbent; Phenol resin; carbon dioxide; ethanol; heat pump.

1. INTRODUCTION
After the imposition of international restrictions on production and use of refrigerants accountable for
ODP and GWP, the research efforts to find an alternative system for heat pumping application have been
intensified worldwide[1–3]. The demand for thermal comfort also increased due to safeguarding the adverse
environmental effect which result in additional consumption of electrical energy. The adsorption heat pump
system has been emerged as a suitable alternative to conventional vapor compression system. This system
works using natural adsorption and desorption phenomenon. The adsorption happens at low temperature and
pressure whereas desorption happens at high temperature and pressure. This system has many advantages
over the vapor compression system, which includes, almost no use of primary energy, use natural refrigerant,
vibration and noise free [4–6]. Low-grade thermal energy can easily drive the system which is abundant in
the current world.
The drawbacks of this environment-friendly system to make its widespread commercialization are the
low coefficient of performance (COP) and large geometry. To improve the performance of the thermal
compressor, the design of the bed and its arrangement in the system are important. The intensification of
specific cooling power is urgent to reduce the size of the system for its widespread commercialization.
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Different approaches are found in open literature to improve the performance of the system. Saha et al. [7, 8]
studied single stage, two-bed silica gel/water adsorption chiller which can be operated by the heat source of
temperature below 100 ºC. In another endeavor, authors have investigated the three-bed, four-bed or even
multi-bed adsorption chillers from the perspectives of increasing efficiency and smoothen the delivered
chilled water temperature [9–11]. To use heat source temperature below 70 ºC multi-stage and multi-bed
approach is taken by many authors [12–16]. Different adsorbent/refrigerant pairs studied so far, for instance,
activated carbon (AC)/ammonia, AC/methanol, AC/R134a, silica gel/water, zeolite/water, etc. to examine
the applicability of the pairs in the system [17, 18]. The use of carbon dioxide (CO2) as refrigerant is getting
popularity due to its negligible environmental impact and higher operating pressure [19]. Adsorption heat
pump using CO2 provides two solutions: (i) reduce the geometry, and (ii) reduce the environmental impact
which contributes positively toward the commercialization. To design a CO2 based adsorption system, CO2
adsorption rate and adsorption amount are the key parameters. Ethanol is another popular refrigerant due to
relatively higher vapor pressure than water and the latent heat of vaporization is around 838 kJ/kg, and its
normal boiling and low melting points are 78°C and -115°C, respectively. The present study emphasized the
adsorption of CO2 and ethanol onto spherical activated carbon, phenol resin (PR) of type KOH6-PR. The
effective uptake of KOH6-PR/ethanol pair is compared with commercial Maxsorb III/ethanol pair using
equilibrium model.

2. MATERIALS
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The phenol resin sample was obtained from Asahi Organic Chemicals Industry Co., Ltd., Japan and was
provided as the raw material. Later it is activated in the laboratory with KOH. The details of the synthesis
process together with the elemental composition of the spherical adsorbent can be found elsewhere [20].
During activation, the weight ratio of KOH/carbonized phenol resin has set to 6. The significant difference
of this sample from widely used Maxsorb III is the pore volume (2.53 cm3/g) which about 50% higher than
that of parent Maxsorb III (1.7 cm3/g) [20, 21]. Figure 1 shows the SEM picture and particle size distribution
of KOH6-PR samples whilst their porosity and elemental composition are found in ref [20]. The other
samples shown in the graph were synthesized in our collaborative laboratory [22, 23]. The particle size
distribution is measured using laser diffraction particle size analyzer SALD-2300 and found adsorbent
samples have narrow particle size distributions and the normalized particle amount reaches 50% at particle
diameters of 23 µm for KOH6-PR.

0
1000

Particle diameter [μm]

Fig. 1. SEM picture and particle size distribution of KOH6-PR adsorbent.

3. EXPERIMENTAL
The isotherm data has been obtained using magnetic suspensions adsorption measuring unit for the
temperature ranges from 30 to 70°C. This system makes it possible to weigh samples contactless [24, 25].
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Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of adsorption characterization measuring unit. Multi-step adsorption
technique is used during the experiment where adsorption temperature kept constant and evaporator
temperature is increased from one set temperature to another after reaching the equilibrium condition for the
fixed relative pressure. About 65 mg of dry adsorbent is taken which is regenerated at 130 C for 4 hours
under vacuum condition (3×10-5 Pa) before starting adsorption experiment. The detail of the experimental
procedures can be found elsewhere [21, 26, 27]. The temperatures and pressure in the evaporator, sorption
cell, and connecting tubes are measured with platinum thermocouples and high accuracy absolute pressure
gauges, respectively. The relative error for the measurement is less than 0.001%.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the adsorption equilibrium and kinetic measurement unit : 1 – magnetic
suspension balance for measuring the weight of the sample; 2 – circulation oil jacket; 3 –
sample basket; 4 – sheathed heater; 5, 7 – isotherm oil bath; 6, 8 – rotary and diaphragm
pump; 9, 10 – CO2 and helium cylinder; T1–T3 – platinum thermocouple; P1–P4 – pressure
gauge; TMP – turbomolecular pump.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3(a) shows the temporal histories of adsorption uptake and pressure of KOH6-PR/CO2 pair
measured at 20°C adsorption temperature. It can be seen from the figure that the adsorption process reach to
its equilibrium condition sharply at constant pressure. Figure 3(b) shows the temporal histories of KOH6PR/ethanol pairs for adsorption temperatures 30°C. At each adsorption step, adsorption uptake increases
until it reaches the equilibrium condition corresponding to adsorption temperature and evaporator pressure.
Adsorption isotherm data have been fitted precisely with Tóth and Dubinin-Astakhov (DA) isotherm
equations. The isosteric heat of adsorption has been evaluated employing the widely used ClausiusClapeyron (CC) equation [28]. The isotherm data show that the excess amount of CO2 adsorbed in KOH6PR are nearly 1.6 g/g where the absolute uptake after volume correction is found 2.2 g/g. The maximum
adsorbed amount of ethanol for KOH6-PR is found nearly 2 grams per gram of adsorbent. To the best of our
knowledge, these are the maximum adsorbed amount found in open literature and it is significantly higher
than that of the commercially available Maxsorb III. These data are essential for designing CO 2 or ethanolbased adsorption refrigeration, cooling, heat pump and gas storage systems. The adsorption isotherm models
and isosteric heat of adsorption equation are provided below.
Tóth model,
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where,
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Dubinin Astakhov (D-A) model,
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Fig. 3(a). Temporal history of adsorption uptake and pressure of KO6-PR/CO2 pair at 20 °C.
Fig. 3(b). Temporal history of KOH6-PR/ethanol pair at adsorption temperature 30 °C.
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Fig. 4(a). Adsorption isotherm data of CO2 onto different adsorbents.
Fig. 4(b). Adsorption isotherm of ethanol onto different adsorbents.
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Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the equilibrium uptake of some promising adsorbents studied so far. Figure
4(a) shows the absolute amount of CO2 uptake onto KOH6-PR, parent Maxsorb III, Maxsorb III based
composite and ACF A-20. The maximum uptake for PR-KOH6/CO2 is about 2.2 g/g followed by parent
Maxsorb III which is 1.4 g/g. The ethanol uptake onto KOH6-PR and other AC based adsorbents is shown in
Fig. 4(b). The equilibrium uptake of PR-KOH6/ethanol shows the highest value 1.98 g/g followed by WPTAC and M-AC, equilibrium uptake values of 1.8 g/g and 1.6 g/g, respectively.
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Fig. 5(a). Plot of ln(P) vs 1/T at different uptake range for KOH6-PR/CO2 pair.
Fig. 5(b). Comparison of effective uptake for KOH6-PR/ethanol and Maxsorb III/ethanol pair
using evaporation, condensation and desorption temperature 10, 30 and 85 °C, respectively.

The isosteric heat of adsorption is calculated using CC equation by means of equilibrium adsorption
data which is shown in Fig. 5(a). Data presented in this figure is generated from direct pressure and
temperature measurements during adsorption. All experimental data yielded straight lines with regression
coefficient >99%. The slopes of the line yield the value of Qst/R. The average values of isosteric heats of
adsorption is found for KOH6-PR/CO2 pair is 21.3 kJ/mol. The isosteric heat for KOH6-PR/ethanol pair is
about 46.1 kJ/mol. Figure 5(b) compared the effective uptake of KOH6-PR/ethanol pair and Maxsorb
III/ethanol pair. It can be seen from the figure that the effective uptake (ΔW) of KOH6-PR/ethanol pair is
almost 48% higher than Maxsorb III/ethanol pair which indicates the excellent performance of new
adsorbent KOH6-PR/ethanol.
Figure 6 shows the P-T-W diagrams of the PR-KOH6/ethanol pair. The ideal cycle for the same
adsorbent-refrigerant pair is superimposed therein. Each cycle consists of two isosteric and two isobaric
processes. In adsorption process (1→2), the pressure is kept constant at Pe. The refrigerant evaporates in the
evaporator and adsorbed by the adsorbent via the valve V1 (see Fig. 7). In the pre-heating (2→3) process,
the sorption element is isolated and heated at constant concentration using a high temperature heat source
and hence the pressure increases from Pe to Pc. In desorption process (c→d), the refrigerant desorbs and
goes to the condenser via the valve V3 at pressure Pc. In the pre-cooling process (d→a), the adsorbent bed is
cooled at a constant concentration which makes the pressure decrease from Pc to Pe. The effective uptake
(ΔW) shown in Fig. 6 is a key parameter to compare the performance of PR-KOH6/ethanol pair with other
popular isotherm pairs.

5. CONCLUSION
The main conclusions of the present study can be summarized as: (i) the adsorption heat pump systems
can be considered as the promising alternatives of conventional vapor compression systems considering
energy crisis and environmental impact. (ii) The adsorbent PR-KOH6 shows promising adsorption
characteristic which can be used to design innovative adsorption cooling and/or heat pump system. (iii) PRKOH6/ethanol and PR-KOH6/CO2 both pairs showed highest amount of adsorption capacity than other
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adsorbent/refrigerant pairs found in the open literature. (iv) The effective uptake for PR-KOH6/ethanol is
48% higher than that of the Maxsorb III/ethanol pair at the similar operating condition.
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Fig. 6. P–T–W diagram of KOH6-PR/ethanol pair where ideal cooling cycle is
superimposed. The evaporation, condensation and desorption temperature are assumed 5, 30
and 80 °C, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of two bed adsorption heat pump system. Evaporative refrigerant is being adsorbed
in the left side bed through valve V1 and desorbed refrigerant is being condensed through valve V3.
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Nomenclature
b
bo
E
n
P
Ps
Qst
R
T
T0
t
W
Wo

– Tóth constant, k/Pa
– equilibrium constant of Tóth model
– adsorption characteristic energy, kJ/mol
– exponential constant of D-A equation
– equilibrium pressure, kPa
– saturated pressure, kpa
– isosteric heat of adsorption, kJ/mol
– universal gas constant, J/(mol.K)
– temperature, K
– reference temperature, K
– heterogeneity factor
– equilibrium adsorption uptake, g/g
–maximum adsorption uptake, g/g

Greek symbol
– constant parameter
Subscript
CC – Clausious – Clapeyron
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1

Abstract
Nowadays nanofluid applications contribute in many thermal systems; especially in heat exchangers, heat pipes and
coolers which are designed to reduce their sizes and to fit global technology requirements. Although these thermal
systems are developed to be smaller but they still release heat; in some cases, heat flux of the small systems is the same
as that of the larger systems. This heat flux has to be transferred by using efficient working fluids and heat exchangers;
the nanofluids emerged as the working fluid for this purpose. Since the nanofluilds have been paid attentions
increasingly and continuously, this work pinpointed to study nanofluid heat transfer enhancements by using an in-house
model and investigating effects of different parameters in the model; different grid nodes, effective viscosity models,
boundary layer thickness models, thermal conductivity models. The in-house program has been developed to improve its
performance in accuracy and time consumption points of views. The nanofluid in this study was Cu nanoparticles mixed
with water and simulated under laminar fully developed flow condition through a rectangular pipe as in an electronics
circuit application. The simulated results were compared with the experiment results and showed that various viscosity
models carried diverse result accuracy, Maïga model delivered the best results among all viscosity models. The thermal
conductivity models; Maxwell, Brownian motion, and Yu and Choi models, were numerical studied individually and
conjointly. The mixing thermal conductivity models between Maxwell model as the static part and Yu and Choi model
as the dynamic part of the model provided the closest simulated results to the experimental results by 2.25% error at 1%
volume fraction and 3.23% error at 2% volume fraction. The promoted in-house program has shown its abilities in
predicting the nanofluid characters with less time consumption and simple to modify for other nanofluid applications;
notably, industries which are interesting in the nanofluid applications can adjust this program with less complications

KEYWORDS
Nanofluid, in-house program, single phase model, laminar flow.

INTRODUCTION
Heat exchangers are one of important equipment in every thermal system such as radiators in vehicle
applications, boilers and condensers in power plants, evaporators, condensers and heat exchangers in
refrigerating applications, etc. In heat exchangers, hot or higher-temperature fluid transfers its heat to cold or
lower-temperature fluid until their temperatures are equivalent, therefore, working fluids inside the heat
exchangers play significant roles in heat transfer processes. Nanofluids have emerged and presented their
performances as working fluids in heat exchangers and other applications; heat pipes, machining and
grinding processes, etc [1]. Nanofluid consisted of two main parts; one is base fluid and another is solid part
or nanoparticles. Nanoparticles (typical particle diameter scales of 1–100 nm) can be prepared from metallic
or nonmetallic materials such as Al2O3, CuO, Cu, SiO, TiO, etc., their thermal conductivities are typically
order-of-magnitude higher than those of the base fluids even at low concentrations, resulting in significant
enhancements in the heat transfer coefficients [2].
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Many researches have paid attentions in investigating and developing nanofluids for industrial and
commercial scales experimentally and theoretically. Investigating nanofluids numerically is one of
affordable method for young scientist and easy to understand because this method is based on theories, as
well as anyone can establish his/her own investigation and continuously develop existing numerical
simulations. There are several approaches which can be used to simulate nanofluid flow such as singlephase flow, two-phase flow and fluid flow through porous media. In the single-phase approach, the
combination is considered as one homogeneous fluid or no slip condition [3]. Kakac and Pramuanjaroenkij
[1] updated reviewed information about Nanofluids as they have shown their advantages and potentials in
improving heat transfer rates when the nanofluids are applied as working fluids in thermal systems.
Numerous researcher groups concentrating on the nanofluids have increased continuously and focused
deeply into various fields; theoretically, experimentally and numerically. Their updated review work
summarized the important published works on nanofluid preparations, properties, experimental and
numerical heat transfer behaviors. They categorized two main nanofluid simulations and discussed in details
as the single-phase modeling and the two-phase modeling; the former is the combination of nanoparticles
and base fluid considered as a single-phase mixture with steady properties and the two-phase modeling
which the nanoparticle properties and behaviors are considered separately from the base fluid properties and
behaviors.
Ghazvini and Shokouhmand [3,4] analytically and numerically studied forced convection flow of CuOwater nanofluids with 0–4 % volume fraction of nanoparticles as coolant through a microchannel heat sink
with constant heat flux (the heat sink at the bottom and the insulated top). Two common analytical
approaches were used; the fin and the porous media approaches. The effects of nanoparticle volume
fractions, Reynolds number, channel aspect ratios and porosities on temperature distribution, as well as
overall heat transfer coefficient were investigated. The results appeared that the fin approach exhibited a
bigger value for both dimensionless temperatures for nanofluid and dimensionless temperatures for solid
than the porous media approach. From both approaches, an increase in bulk temperature, channel aspect
ratios led to particle speed and Brownian motion increased and due to that, a better heat transport would be
possible. An increase in porosity led to an increase in dimensionless temperatures in both approaches.
Tongkratoke et al. [3, 5] applied the single-phase model as the numerical method to analyze the heat
transfer performance of the Al2O3-water nanofluid, based on the theoretical models. The nanofluid was
assumed to flow under laminar fully developed flow condition through a rectangular pipe as in the circuit
application. This work also studied the effects of the Maxwell and Yu and Choi models as the thermal
conductivity models. The models were used in the simulation domain alternately, named the mixing models,
which were different from the works done before which used only one effective model in each simulation.
From their calculated results, applying only the Yu and Choi model [6] gave similar results to the mixing
thermal conductivity models (Yu and Choi model coupled with Maxwell model at the wall boundary) in Pe
between 4000 and 6000. But, in Pe between 2500 and 4000, the mixing thermal conductivity models
provided closer results to the experimental results than those of the single model. They noticed that the
thermal conductivity models at the wall boundary affected the accuracy of the calculation in the low Pe
range. The lower errors of these mixing models in the low Pe range may be caused by heat accumulation
which were calculated and affected the heat transfer coefficients directly.
Narahari et al. [7] numerically investigated the transient free convection flow of nanofluids between two
long vertical parallel plates in the presence of thermal radiation by considering prescribed wall temperature
(PWT) and prescribed wall heat flux (PWHF) at one boundary while the other boundary was maintained at
the initial fluid temperature. They considered five different types of water-based nanofluids; copper (Cu)water, silver (Ag)-water, copper oxide (CuO)-water, titanium oxide (TiO2)-water, and aluminium oxide
(Al2O3)-water and presented exact analytical solutions for the nanofluid velocity, temperature, skin friction,
and Nusselt number are derived in the form of rapidly converging series with the help of Laplace transform
technique. They claimed that their results could be used to validate other numerical solutions of nanofluid
transient free convection flow in a vertical channel for limiting cases.
Ghasemi et al. [8] numerically studied effects of CuO/distilled water nanofluid on heat dissipation in
electronic components. They occupied Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations to study the
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rectangular and circular cross-sectional shaped heat sinks, and influence of their sectional geometry on the
flow and heat transfer characteristics; they solved three-dimensional governing equations for fluid flow and
heat transfer by using finite volume method. Both two-phase and single-phase models were investigated in
this work, their numerical results were compared with experimental results from their literature. They also
claimed that the two-phase model was more accurate than the single-phase model. However, their results
revealed that nanofluid working in the heat sink part performed better heat transfer rate than that of the base
fluid heat sink and the heat sink with rectangular channels possessed lower thermal resistance than that of
the heat sink with circular channels at the same Reynolds number and cross section area.
Akbar et al. [9] introduced their numerical research on the ciliary induced transport by metachronal
wave propagation in hydromagnetic flow of copper-water nanofluids through a parallel plate channel. They
simulated the nanofluid flow under the physiological constraints such as creeping flow to obtain linearized
and exact solutions for the resulting boundary value problem. However, they considered the very large
metachronal wavelength to induce magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow and claimed that their computations
were applicable as simulations of flow control of in nano-magneto-biomimetic technologies.
Sivakumar et al. [10] presented their experimental and numerical investigation of the thermal
performance of three different nanofluids; ethylene glycol-based CuO, water-based CuO, and Al2O3 in a
serpentine-shaped microchannel heat sink (ranged from 810 μm to 890 μm in hydraulic diameter and made
of copper). They conducted experiments of nanofluid flows with the Reynolds number ranging from
approximately 100 to 1300 and found that the nanofluids improved heat transfer rates compared to base
fluids water and ethylene glycol. Although, their investigation on the heat transfer coefficients of three
different nanofluids revealed that the nanofluid CuO/EG had the highest heat transfer coefficient as a result
of the material's property, they encouraged young researchers to work on nanofluids by varying nanoparticle
size and concentration to discover new results.
Snoussi et al. [11] introduced their 3D numerical simulations of laminar flow and heat transfer
characteristics of a rectangular-shaped microchannel heat sink (MCHS) using nanofluids; Al2O3/water and
Cu/water, with volume fraction ranged from 0% to 2%, Reynolds number ranged from 100 to 1000 and a
heat flux ranged from 100 to 300 W. They performed their simulations by using the computational fluid
dynamics software (FLUENT) to show friction factors, convective heat transfer coefficients, wall
temperature and pressure drops for various particle volume concentrations and Reynolds numbers and
validated their results with experimental results from literatures. They claimed that the base fluid (water)
enhanced the heat flux with a very weak effect on the heat transfer coefficient but the heat transfer
performance of Al2O3/water and Cu/water nanofluids was about 14% to 20% better than that of the base
fluid.
In this work, we numerically investigated the Cu-water nanofluid flow with our in-house program based on
finite volume method with the SIMPLE algorithm and analyzed the heat transfer performance of the
nanofluid. The Cu-water nanofluid simulation was developed under fully developed laminar flow condition
through a rectangular pipe as fluid flow in electronic applications. Two different volume fractions of Cuwater nanofluid were chosen in this work at 0.01, and 0.02. All governing equations for the nanofluid flow
written in terms of the three-dimension dimensionless variables were solved continuously. Effects of
simulated grid independence, nanofluid viscosity models, the mixing thermal conductivity model [5] and
different number of simulating nodes next to the wall according to boundary layer thicknesses were
numerically evaluated and discussed. The mixing thermal conductivity model; Yu and Choi model [6]
coupled with Maxwell model [12], was brought to prove their ability in predict nanofluid heat transfer
performance.

1. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
We referred the Cu-water nanofluid experiment introduced by Qiang and Yimin [13], therefore, the square
channel had a width (W) of 6 mm and total length (L) of 1 m where the Cu-water nanofluid entered the channel
with a constant inlet temperature or T (Tin) of 293.15 K and uniform axial velocity or V(in) as shown in Fig. 1.
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The Cu-water nanofluid flowed under Reynolds number (Re) ranging from 850 to 1150 and thermophysical
properties of water as the base fluid and the Cu nanoparticles taken were shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Geometry of the rectangular pipe and schematic of fully developed laminar flow (not to scale pictures)

Table 1.
Thermophysical properties of water and Cu nanoparticles at T = 293.15 K [13]
ρ
kg/m3
981.3
8930

Cp
J/(kg·K)
4189
383.1

Thermophysical
properties
Water
Сopper

k
W/(m·K)
0.643
386

Governing equations consist of Continuity Equation, Momentum Equation and Energy Equation as
following
Continuity Equation
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Energy Equation
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Where the dimensionless parameters are defined as
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2. THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF COPPER/WATER NANOFLUIDS
Thermophysical properties of nanofluids were taken to the governing equation by using the following
equations [3].
2.1. Density
The effective density of the nanofluid containing suspended particles can be evaluated through the
following equation [3, 14].
nf

p

(1

)

f

(7)

2.2. Specific Heat
An equation to calculate the specific heat of nanofluids based on the heat capacity concept is as [3, 14];
CP, nf

CP, p

(1

)C p, f

(8)

2.3. Dynamic Viscosity
The nanofluid viscosity is an important parameter for practical applications since it directly affects the
pressure drop in the forced convection. Therefore, to enable the usage of nanofluids in practical applications,
the increasing viscosity of nanofluids with respect to pure fluids should be thoroughly investigated. In this
paper the effective dynamic viscosity of Cu-water nanofluids was calculated by using following model [3]. The
expression for determining the dynamic viscosity of dilute suspensions that contain spherical particles had been
proposed by Einstein [15] and, in the model, the interactions between the particles are neglected as [2, 3]
nf

(1 2.5 )

f

There are four more viscosity models taken into accounts in this work;
Brinkman [16]
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1
nf

(10)

f

) 2.5

(1

Batchelor [17]
nf

2

(6.2

2.5

1)

(11)

f

Putra et al. [18]
nf

0.159867 )e ( 0.033333

( 0.206667

0.0173333)T
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And Maïga et al. [19]
(123

nf

2

7.3

1)

(13)

f

2.4. Thermal Conductivity
Three classical thermal conductivity models; Maxwell [12], Koo and Kleinstreuer [20] and Yu and Choi
[6] models, were taken into accounts in this work. Maxwell [12] proposed an equation to calculate the
effective thermal conductivity of solid-liquid mixtures consisting of spherical particles as [3]

k nf

kp

2k f

2(k p

kf )

kp

2k f

(k p

kf )

kf

(14)

Noticeably, effects of the size and shape of the particles and particle interactions were not included in
Maxwell equation, the base-fluid thermal conductivity of a mixture decreases, the thermal conductivity ratio
(thermal conductivity of nanofluid divided by the thermal conductivity of base fluid) increases. When it
comes to the nanofluids, the situation is more complicated due to the fact that the viscosity of the base fluid
affects the Brownian motion of nanoparticles and that in turn affects the thermal conductivity of the
nanofluid [2, 3].
Koo and Kleinstreuer [20] With the Brownian motion of nanoparticles, the thermal conductivity of
nanofluids can be assumed as the combination of two parts as [5]

k nf

k static kbrownian

(15)

The classical Maxwell model [12] presented is used for the static part, whereas the increase in the
conductivity due to Brownian motion of particles, k brownian, was modeled as

k brownian 5 10 4

f

C P, f

0.0017 (100 )

T
f ,
pd p
B

0.0841

(16)

(17)

where f can be taken as 1 due to lack of experimental data [5].
Yu and Choi [6] modified the Maxwell [12] model, effects of the liquid nanolayers formed around
nanoparticles were considered that nanoparticle and the layer around it were considered as a single particle
and the thermal conductivity of this particle was determined by using effective medium theory [3].
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k nf
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)3

kf

(18)

where β is the ratio of the nanolayer thickness to the original particle radius and β = 0.1 was taken to
calculate the nanoﬂuid eﬀective thermal conductivity [3].
2.5. The Effective Mixing Thermal Conductivity Models
Numerous simulation works utilized only one effective thermal conductivity model as mentioned above
to apply on their simulated domains, Tongkratoke et al. [5] introduced the mixing model or the combination
of two effective thermal conductivity models on only one considered domain was introduced. They took two
out of three models; Maxwell [12], Koo and Kleinstreuer [20] and Yu and Choi [6] models. The
combinations consisted of two models as shown in Fig. 2; Maxwell [12] coupled with Koo and Kleinstreuer
[20] models, Maxwell [12] coupled with Yu and Choi [6] models, Koo and Kleinstreuer [20] coupled with
Maxwell [12] models, Koo and Kleinstreuer [20] coupled with Yu and Choi [6] models, Yu and Choi [6]
coupled with Maxwell [12] models, and Yu and Choi [6] coupled with Koo and Kleinstreuer [20]. The mixing
effective thermal conductivity model was compared with the individual effective thermal conductivity
models; Maxwell, Brownian motion, and Yu and Choi models and found their advantages in the singlephase approach [5].

Fig. 2. Geometry of the rectangular pipe for the effective mixing thermal conductivity modelsfrom
Tongkratoke et al. [5] (not to scale pictures)

3. NUMERICAL METHOD
The governing equations were discretized by using the finite volume method. In this technique, the
governing equations were integrated over the finite control volumes and their results in a set of algebraic
equations can be solved numerically. Staggered grids have been used where the velocity components were
calculated at the centre of the volume interfaces while the pressures including as well as other scalar quantities
such as temperatures were computed at the centre of the control volumes. The algebraic discretization
equations had been solved sequentially and iteratively throughout the physical domain by combining the lineby-line procedure and the well-known TDMA (Tri Diagonal Matrix Algorithm) technique. Pressure and
velocity were coupled using Semi Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations or SIMPLE [14].
Convergence of the iterative solutions was ensured when the residuals of all variables were less than 10-6 and
the grids used in the computations consisted of 100 × 6 × 6, 100 × 50 × 50 and 200 × 100 × 100 grid nodes in
the x, y and z directions, respectively. Moreover, we have used the personal computer (PC), operating with
Intel Core i7, 2.67 GHz and 2.79 GHz, 6 GB Memory and 64 bit operating system [3, 5].
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since thermal properties of the nanofluids, such as density and specific heat, play important roles in
nanofluid heat transfer enhancement, it is necessary to mention that the nanoﬂuid properties were chosen at
average temperature between water and the nanoparticle temperatures by applying the density correlation
from Pak and Cho [14] and the specific heat correlation from Pak and Cho [14]. The in-house computer
code (the single-phase model) has been developed and the numerical results from the in-house code were
validated with experimental results obtained from Qiang and Yimin [13] for the Cu-water nanofluid who
performed the experimental study on the fully developed laminar flow in a rectangular pipe.
Fig. 3. showed calculated Nusselt number (Nu) which were compared with the Nusselt number obtained
from Qiang and Yimin [13] in Reynolds number (Re) ranged from 850 to 1050 and the nanofluids volume
fractions at 0.01. The results for nanofluid volume fractions at 0.01 in the high Reynolds number range
(from 1000 to 1050) were close, average error percentages between the calculated Nusselt number and
experimental Nusselt number of the nanofluid volume fractions at 0.01 were 5.64. But, in the low Reynolds
number range (from 850 to 1000), the calculated values situated away from the experimental values
noticeably, and this error may be caused by the permeability effects of the Cu-water nanofluid flows.

Fig. 3. Comparison between the simulated results and experimental data in prediction of the Nusselt number
(Nu) at the nanofluid volume fractions at 0.01

4.1. The Effect of the Grid Independence
The grid-independent examinations were performed for the Cu-water nanofluids. For the Cu-water nanofluid
as shown in Fig. 4., three sets of the grids were (100 × 6 × 6), (100 × 50 × 50) and (200 × 100 × 100) according to
the channel setup by Qiang and Yimin [13] with time consumptions as 3, 4 and 6 hours, respectively. Fig. 4.
indicated the compared results among different grid sets and the experimental results from the literatures.
The average errors of 7.71%, 5.64% and 5.58% obtained for Cu-water nanofluid flow with (100 × 6 × 6),
(100 × 50 × 50) and (200 × 100 × 100) grids, respectively, therefore the (100 × 50 × 50) set with acceptable
error and time consumption was chosen to apply for our continued investigations. Although the results from
(100 50 50) set were diverged from the experimental results more than another set but the results were
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acceptable. Since both grid sets provided similar trends for the results which were close to the experimental
results but the (100 50 50) set occupied more time consumption which was an important issue in this
work, so the (200 100 100) set was chosen for the next examinations to improve the accuracy of the
code in the short time range.

Fig. 4. Comparison between the simulated results with different gird nodes and experimental data in
prediction of the Nusselt number (Nu) at the nanofluid volume fractions at 0.01

4.2. The Effect of the Viscosity Models
To develop the single-phase model performance continuously, the nanofluid viscosities were
considered and determined. Relationships between Re number and Nu number were investigated by five
viscosity models. The 5 different viscosity models to represent nanofluid viscosity values as Einstein [15],
Brinkman [16], Batchelor [17], Putra et al. [18] and Maïga et al. [19] were applied. In the considered Re
range of the Cu-water flow, the viscosity model proposed by Maïga [19] provided the best results; closer to
the experimental results than those provided by other models [15–19]. Fig. 5. also revealed the average
errors of 10.11%, 6.88%, 4.52%, 4.52% and 2.29% obtained from simulated Einstein [15], Brinkman [16],
Batchelor [17], Putra et al. [18] and Maïga et al. [19] nanofluid viscosity model, respectively. Our in-house
single-phase model had been continuously developed by applying Maïga [19] viscosity model.

4.3. The Effect of the Mixing Thermal Conductivity Model
The classical thermal conductivity models; Maxwell [12], Koo and Kleinstreuer [20] and Yu and Choi
models [6], were applied to the in-house computer code and average errors of the results taken from applying
the classical models. The mixing thermal conductivity model was defined by our previous work as the
combination between the static and Brownian or dynamics parts. The static part was used in nodes near channel
walls since the nanofluid velocity was low in this area and the dynamics part was represented in nodes in the
middle of the flow channel because the nanofluid velocity was higher than that near the walls. For the Cu-water
nanofluid flow, the mixing thermal conductivity model; which coupled the Brownian or dynamics part
represented by Yu and Choi model [6] with the static part represented by Maxwell model [12] at the wall
boundary, expressed its performance by providing the closest numerical results to the experimental results, the
average errors of 2.92%, 2.73%, 2.53%, 2.47%, 2.25% and 2.31% obtained for Maxwell [12] coupled with
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Koo and Kleinstreuer [20] models, Maxwell [12] coupled with Yu and Choi [6] models, Koo and Kleinstreuer
[20] coupled with Maxwell [12] models, Koo and Kleinstreuer [20] coupled with Yu and Choi [6] models, Yu
and Choi [6] coupled with Maxwell [12] models and Yu and Choi [6] coupled with Koo and Kleinstreuer [20]
of the mixing effective thermal conductivity models, respectively. Fig. 6. illustrated the effects of the mixing
thermal conductivity models on the simulated results in prediction of Nusselt number (Nu) with experimental
data presented by Qiang and Yimin [13] at the Cu-water nanofluid volume fraction of 0.01.

Fig. 5. Comparison between the simulated results with different viscosity models and experimental data in
prediction of the Nusselt number (Nu) at the nanofluid volume fractions at 0.01

Fig. 6. Comparison between the simulated results with different the mixing thermal conductivity model and
experimental data in prediction of the Nusselt number (Nu) at the nanofluid volume fractions at 0.01
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4.4. The Effect of a Different Number of Nodes Next to the Wall in the Mixing Thermal Conductivity
Model
The mixing thermal conductivity model simulated the thermal property of the wall nodes with Maxwell [12]
model and the thermal property of the channel nodes with Yu and Choi [6] model, which were different from each
other, because a boundary layer on a channel wall plays an important role to the viscous effect in the fluid flow
and Maxwell [6] model is a static model which is suitable for the boundary layer character. To study the effect of
the boundary layer thickness in this numerical study, a number of nodes next to the wall which were occupied by
Maxwell [6] model in the mixing thermal conductivity model were varied as 1, 5, 8 and 10. Fig. 7(a). and 7(b).
shown the relationships between the Nu number and the Re number ranging from 850 to 1050 at 0.01 and 0.02
nanofluid volume fractions when the a number of nodes next to the channel wall were varied. From Figs. 7(a) and
7(b) the simulated results obtained from 8 (Maxwell model) wall nodes or 1.6 mm (0.2 mm height for each node)
did affect the nanofluid Nu number in the Re number ranging from 850 to 1050 and these proper nodes provided
the lowest average errors of 2.25% at 1% volume fraction and 3.23% at 2% volume fraction. Since the 8 Maxwellmodel wall nodes were fitted in the boundary layer of the nanofluid flow, the 8 Maxwell-model wall nodes could
provide the best simulated results when the mixing thermal conductivity model was applied.

(a) Volume fraction at 0.01

b) Volume fraction at 0.02

Fig. 7. Comparison between the
simulated results with effective
mixing thermal conductivity
models containing different
nodes next to wall and
experimental data in prediction
of the Nusselt number (Nu) at
the nanofluid volume fractions at
0.01 and 0.02, respectively
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In-house computer code for the single-phase nanofluid flow model has been developed to investigate the
effects of the grid nodes, the effective viscosity, the boundary layer thickness and the mixing thermal
conductivity models on the nanofluid heat transfer enhancement in the channel which can be utilized in the
cooling of electronics and nano technology applications. The Cu-water nanofluids were chosen to find their
relationships between Nusselt numbers and Reynolds numbers. The current work was started from in-house
code validation with the experimental results introduced by Qiang and Yimin [13], for the Cu-water
nanofluid flow. In-house code was improved its performance by searching for the grid dependents for the
Cu-water nanofluid and It was found that the different proper grid set for the Cu-water nanofluid; (100 × 50 × 50)
for the Cu-water nanofluid simulations. The proper viscosity model which suited to each nanofluid was
studied, Maïga [19] viscosity model provided the best numerical results compared with other viscosity
models and Maiga [19] viscosity model was applied to in-house code for further investigation. Then, the
mixing thermal conductivity model, Yu and Choi model [6] coupled with Maxwell model [12], was proved
to improve the accuracy of the numerical results for the Cu-water nanofluids studied. The mixing thermal
conductivity model was also studied for the numbers of nodes near the walls or the static part and we found
that this part related to the boundary layer thickness. At the end, the mixing thermal conductivity model was,
again, demonstrated to help in improving the accuracy of single-phase nanofluid flow model. In-house
computer program was proved to be used in the Cu-water nanofluid flow. We recalled that the nanofluid
could enhance the heat transfer performance when compared its results with the base fluid, the numerical
investigation was not only improved by putting the proper thermophysical properties but the mixing thermal
conductivity model could also improve the accuracy of the numerical results.

Nomenclature
a
– thermal diffusivity, m2/s
Cp
– specific heat, J/(kg·K)
–
diameter of pipe, m
D
– hydraulic diameter, (mm)
Dh
d
– diameter of particle, m
h
– heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2·K)
k
– thermal conductivity, W/(m·K)
L
– length of pipe, m
P
– pressure, Pa
Pe
– Peclet number, Pe = Re·Pr
Pr
– Prandtl number, Pr = Cpµ/k
q
– uniform heat flux, W/m2
Re
– Reynolds number, Re = ρUD/µ
T
– temperature, K
U, V, W – velocities in each coordinate, m/s
u, v, w – velocities, m/s
X, Y, Z – coordinates
Greek symbols
β
– ratio of the nanolayer thickness to the original particle radius
ɛ
– porosity of porous medium
κB
– Boltzmann constant, κB = 1.381·10-23 J/K
µ
– dynamic viscosity, kg/(m·s)
ρ
– density, kg/m3
– nanofluid volume fraction
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Subscripts
eff
– effective
f
– ﬂuid
i
– inlet
nf
– nanoﬂuid
p
– nanoparticle
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Abstract
Including a Heat Pump (HP) into the thermal scheme of a steam-water power plant instead of a steam condenser
seems logical. In this scheme, the HP transforms all energy of heat release (70% of the thermal energy that released
during the fuel combustion) from 100 to 120°C and transfers this energy back to the tank evaporator. But, until now, it
did not make sense, if the value of HP coefficient COP is 2–3. This is because all the electricity generated by the Power
Plant would have to be consumed for the operation of HP.
Realization of this thermal cycle is possible, when the value of the coefficient COP of HP exceeds value of COP  4.
The implementation of this thermal cycle will allow us to burn 30% of organic fuel for produce the same electrical
power. And while maintaining the value of steam turbine thermodynamic efficiency of 30%, the efficiency factor of
using the thermal energy of organic fuel burning will be equal to 95–97%.
Today it is known that the Pressure Gradient Elastic Waves (PGEW) appear in gases under certain conditions. Thus, we
can create a new type of HP, using the PGEW phenomenon. There are reasons to believe that new HPs will have a
higher efficiency than the Freon HPs.

KEYWORDS
Pressure Gradient Elastic Waves (PGEW), heat pump (HP), Steam-water power plant including HP, coefficient of
energy performance (COP)

INTRODUCTION
A HP is characterized by a range of operating temperatures, and the efficiency of its operation is
characterized by the value of the coefficient of performance of thermal energy COP.
COP 

Qh Qc  P

.
P
P

(1)

Here Qh is the thermal energy, which is transferred into a hot volume; P is the physical work of the HP
(equal to the energy expended on its operation);  QC is the thermal energy, which is taken from the cold
volume during cooling. Expressions (1), as well as the expressions given below in the text, are correct for
both energy values and corresponding powers.
The COP value in most modern economical HPs, using Freon refrigeration cycles is 2–3 (depending on
the range of temperatures). The creation of a new generation of HPs with a higher COP value is a very
important direction of energy industry development. The example below illustrates the advantages that can
be obtained when HPs with a COP value of more than 4 will be manufactured.
Today it is known that the Pressure Gradient Elastic Waves (PGEW) appear in gases under certain
conditions. We can create a new type of HP, using the PGEW phenomenon. There are reasons to believe that
new HPs will have a higher efficiency than the Freon HPs.
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1. STEAM-WATER POWER PLANT INCLUDING A HEAT PUMP

Today at a steam-water power plant the generated electric power E0 forms the part 30% of the thermal
energy Q f 0 that is released during fuel combustion. That is, the efficiency  of this power plant generator is
E0
 0.3. As this take place, 70% of the thermal energy Q f 0 forms part of the heat pollution.
Qf 0
This energy is carried away by the steam-water mixture after the turbine at 100°C and transmitted to the
cooling water in the steam condenser. The steam condenses in the condenser and water with a temperature of
100С is returned to the boiler-evaporator by the pump.
Figure 1 shows a simplified scheme of a modernized power plant including a HP instead of a steam
condenser.

equal to  

Fig. 1. Power Plant scheme, including a HP for reinjection of thermal energy emitted
as heat pollution

As in conventional power plants, steam at a temperature of 120°C and at a pressure of 6 bar is supplied
to the generator turbine. Part 30% of the steam’s energy is converted into electricity. A steam-water mixture
at 100°C comes out from the electric generator at the near atmospheric pressure. But, a scheme shown in
Figure1 has obvious advantages: 70% of the total energy, which was previously emitted, is now returned by
the HP and used for steam production. However, until now, it did not make sense to consider the thermal
circuit shown in Figure 1. This is because all the electricity generated by the power plant would have to be
consumed for the operation of a HP, if the value of coefficient COP  3, and additional electricity would be
required from the electrical grid.
We can estimate what the coefficient COP value should be for the realization of the power plant thermal
cycle (Figure 1). Let introduce the following notations:
Q – the thermal energy that is used for water evaporation in the tank evaporator;
Q f – the heat generated by an organic fuel during combustion;
Qh – the thermal energy that is returned to the tank evaporator by the HP;
QC – the thermal energy that is taken from the cold heat transfer agent (in our case it is a steam-water
mixture at a temperature of 100 ° C) by the HP;
P – the physical work of the HP (the electricity used for the HP operation);
E – the electric energy that is directed from power plant to consumers;
 – the efficiency of the electric generator;
k – the part of electricity that is used for the HP operation taken from all electricity that is consumed for
the own needs of the power plant.
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We can obtain the following expressions, by considering the energy flows in the apparatus of the power
plant thermal scheme, Figure 1.
Q  Q f  Qh ,

(2)

Qh  QC  P ,

(3)

1
P.
k

(4)

Q  E 

The part of the thermal energy 1  Q which was previously (without a HP) thermal emission now
enters the HP and is the energy QC .

1  Q  QC .

(5)

Using the expressions (1), (2), (4), and (5), we can obtain the expression for the value of the ratio
E P.

E  COP  1 1

 .
P
1 
k

(6)

Using (6), we can determine the minimum threshold value of coefficient COP for a HP, assuming that
E  0.
1 
.
(7)
COPmin  1 
k
That is, all the generated electricity goes to meeting the power plant’s own needs. Assuming the
efficiency of an electrical generator equal to   0.3 and k = 0.95, we obtain the value COPmin  3.5.
We have to take into account the real heat losses and the use of electricity for internal consumption.
Regardless, the plant must produce electricity. Therefore, we will consider the more realistic minimum
threshold value of COPmin  4.0 .
Using the expressions (1), (2), and (5), we can obtain an expression for the value of the ratio Q f P .
Qf
P



COP  1
 COP .
1 

We can obtain the value of power plant efficiency 

(8)

E
by dividing expression (6) by expression (8).
Qf

(In currently operating power plants, when a HP is absent, the efficiency

E0
is close to the value of the
Qf 0

E
 0.3. The small difference is in accounted for by heat losses and
Q
consumption of electricity for the power plant’s own needs.)
E
But for power plant including HP, analysis of the obtained ratio shows that the value 0 grows very
Qf
rapidly with increasing COP (see Figure 2).

efficiency of the electric generator  
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Fig. 2. The efficiency of the organic fuel utilization

When COP = 3.5, the efficiency

E
E
 0 , when COP increase, the value
asymptotically approaches
Qf
Qf

1.0.
It is important to emphasize that the efficiency of the electric generator, within which the
thermodynamic cycle takes place, remained unchanged,   0.3 . The HP reinjects energy of heat release
back to the input of the thermal cycle and the amount organic fuel required is reduced. That part (~ 70%) of
organic fuel, which energy was spent as heat pollution, is now unnecessary.

2. PRESSURE GRADIENT ELASTIC WAVES
In the papers [1–4] and patent [5] the concept of Pressure Gradient Elastic Waves (PGEW) was been
proposed and substantiated. PGEWs are elastic waves in gases propagating at the sound velocity.
The concept of PGEWs is based on following four fundamentals:
 Any effect on a gas, leading to appearance of a pressure gradient, can be modeled by the field of
volume forces.
 A zone of density fluctuation in a gas can be represented as a micro-volume on whose boundaries
pressure forces act.
 Pressure forces are “rapidly acting" forces having the rate of change faster than the sound velocity.
 Any disturbance associated with the gas density fluctuations generates an elastic wave (the
Huygens‘ Principle for gases).
We will discuss these four fundamentals more detail.
The first statement is based on practical observations. If there is a pressure gradient in the gas volume,
this means that the gas molecules are rearranged under the influence of an external forces created by an
external field. This may be the force driving a gas system to accelerate moving (rotation, acceleration,
deceleration), or influence of gravitation, or influence of electromagnetic field on ionized gas.
The second statement is the basis of the studies of free convection phenomenon. Free (natural)
convection is a spontaneous fluid flow arising from fields of volumetric (mass) forces (gravitational,
centrifugal, electromagnetic, etc.). This field of mass forces creates a pressure gradient inside a fluid. From
the work of Rayleigh to modern articles [6, 7], the concept of Free convection studies the Archimedes forces
acting on the boundaries of micro-volume, when the micro-volume includes the fluid with density
fluctuation.
We only extend this idea to the case of a sound density fluctuation.
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Third statement argues that the pressure forces (determining the Archimedes force) act on the boundaries
of the region of the sound density fluctuation (moving with the sound velocity).
Indeed, the pressure in a gas is determined by the average velocity of the gas molecules – vm . The Maxwell
distribution of molecules with respect to velocities makes it possible to determine this velocity by the
formula
vm 

8RT
RT
.
 1.6



(9)

Here R is the universal gas constant R = 8.31 J/Kmol; T is the temperature, K;  is the molar
mass, kg/mol.
The sound velocity for an ideal gas is determined by the formula
a

RT


Here γ is the adiabatic exponent, which has the largest value γ = 1.67 for monatomic gases. And for
monatomic gases, the formula for calculating the sound velocity has the following form
a  1.29

RT
.


(10)

Thus, comparing (9) and (10), it is clear that the average velocity of gas molecules vm , which determines
the effect of pressure forces, is always greater than the sound velocity.
Fourth statement is the Huygens‘principle for gases. This statement was confirmed mathematically in the
book [8]. The wave equation was obtained on the basis of the obvious condition of the existence of a positive
d
and under the assumption of the existence of a disturbance associated with a density
derivative
dP
fluctuation.
PGEWs arise when there is a pressure gradient in the gas volume (for example, during rotation), with
the simultaneous existence of density fluctuations in this volume (powerful sound). Under these conditions,
the "buoyant" and "submerging" forces act on the zones of compression and rarefaction of the sound wave.
Those forces create PGEWs. The fronts of compression and rarefaction of PGEW are propagated along the
vector of pressure gradient, but in opposite directions. The compression front moves in the direction of
increasing pressure, and the front of the rarefaction moves towards a lower pressure zone. The propagation of
these waves in a closed volume leads to energy transfer, which manifests itself as heating the high-pressure
zone and as cooling the low-pressure zone.
As can be seen from the above arguments the existence of PGEWs follows naturally from established
four physical principles (mentioned above) and does not require additional evidence. The articles [1–4]
accumulate experimental results confirming the concept. Particularly, the experiments are presented, the
results of which cannot be explained without involving the PGEWs concept.
It is important to emphasize that the direction of heat transfer by PGEWs is determined by the pressure
gradient and does not depend on the temperature gradient. Thus, we can create a new type of HPs, using the
PGEW phenomenon. There are reasons to believe that new HPs will have a higher efficiency than the Freon
HPs.
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3. CONCLUSIONS
1. The thermal scheme of a modernized power plant including a HP instead of a steam condenser is
considered. This power plant has obvious advantages: 70% of the total energy, which was previously emitted
as thermal pollution, is now returned by the HP and used for steam production. The implementation of this
thermal cycle will allow us to burn ~ 30% of organic fuel for produce the same electrical power instead
100% that is burning today. And the efficiency factor of using the thermal energy of organic fuel burning
will be equal to 95–97%.
2. Realization of this thermal cycle is possible, when the value of the coefficient COP of HP exceeds the
minimum value of COP  4.
3. Today it is known that the Pressure Gradient Elastic Waves appear in gases, when there is a pressure
gradient in the gas volume (for example, during rotation) with the simultaneous existence of density
fluctuations in this volume (powerful sound). The propagation of these waves in a closed volume leads to
energy transfer, which manifests itself as heating the high-pressure zone and as cooling the low-pressure
zone. Thus, we can create a new type of HP, using the PGEW phenomenon.
4. There are reasons to believe that new HPs will have a higher efficiency than the Freon HPs.
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Abstract
This work addresses the study of methanol ad-/desorption dynamics for two adsorptive cycles aimed at upgrading
low temperature heat. The first one is the common heat amplification cycle driven by a temperature jump. The second
one is a novel “Heat from Cold” (HeCol) cycle recently proposed for upgrading the ambient heat in cold countries [1].
In the latter cycle, the adsorbent is deemed to be regenerated by a drop of the adsorptive pressure, whereas the heat
needed for desorption is supplied from a natural heat reservoir at a quite low temperature close to 0 C (non-freezing
water basins, such as river, lake, sea, etc). The aim of this study is to compare the methanol sorption dynamics
initiated by the pressure drop as well as by the temperature jump between the same isosters of the tested cycles. A
commercial activated carbon ACM-35.4 was used as an adsorbent. It has been shown that the dynamics for these two,
quite different, ways of the process initiation are almost identical. The release/uptake curves can be described by
exponential function with the characteristic time 104 and 78 s, respectively. This corresponds to the specific power 0.91.2 kW/kg which is acceptable for practical realization of AHT cycles for upgrading low temperature heat.

KEYWORDS
Adsorptive heat transformation, activated carbon, methanol, driving force, HeCol cycle.

INTRODUCTION
Adsorption heat transformation (AHT) is attracting increasing attention because of its ability of
effective conversion/storage of waste and renewable heat [2, 3]. At the moment, the AHT has made a
significant progress and several adsorptive chillers/heat pumps have already appeared in the market [4].
These units are commonly driven by a temperature difference between the ambient (290–310 K) and an
external heat source (330–400 K) which is used for adsorbent heating and regeneration. Recently, a novel
AHT cycle “Heat from Cold” (or HeCol) has been suggested for amplification of the temperature potential
of the ambient heat in cold countries [1].
The common HeCol cycle (1-2-3-4) suggested in [1] operates between three thermostats with constant
temperatures TL, TM and TH, and consists of two isosters and two isotherms (Fig. 1a). The main feature of
this cycle is that regeneration of adsorbent is performed at constant temperature TM by dropping the vapour
pressure over the adsorbent (stage 4-1). This pressure drop is ensured exclusively by low ambient
temperature. Therefore, the regeneration does not need any supply of heat that has commercial value. The
initial adsorbent state (point 1 on Fig. 1a) corresponds to temperature ТM and pressure of the adsorptive
vapour РL = Р0(ТL), where Р0(ТL) is the saturation vapour pressure at low temperature ТL of the ambient air.
Due to the low pressure РL, the equilibrium adsorbate uptake w1 = w(ТM, РL) is small. Then, the adsorbent is
heated up to temperature ТH (isoster 1-2). At point 2, the adsorber is connected to an evaporator maintained
at ТM which generates the constant vapour pressure РM = Р0(ТM). This pressure jump causes the vapour
adsorption that leads to an increase in the equilibrium uptake up to w2 = w(ТH, РM) (point 3 on Fig. 1a). The
evaporation heat Qev is absorbed in the evaporator at TM and the useful adsorption heat Qads is released at
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constant temperature ТH (isotherm 2-3) in the adsorber and supplied to the heating circuit of a Consumer.
Then, the adsorber is disconnected from the evaporator and cooled down to temperature ТM (isoster 3-4). At
point 4, the adsorber is connected to the condenser maintained at the low temperature ТL and pressure РL =
Р0(ТL). This pressure drop results in the adsorbate removal to restore the initial uptake w1 = w(ТM, РL) (point
1). The heat Qdes needed for adsobate desorption is supplied to the adsorbent from the water basin at
temperature ТM (isotherm 4-1). The desorbed vapour is collected in the condenser releasing the heat Qcon to
the ambient, and the cycle is closed.
Qev
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Fig. 1. P-T diagram of pressure-driven (a) and temperature-driven (b) 3T adsorptive cycles.

The suggested HeCol cycle is pressure-initiated (PI) and significantly differs from a classical adsorptive
cycle (Fig. 1b) in which the adsorbate is exchanged along isobars (4-1) and (2-3). The adsorbent is
regenerated due to the temperature jump from T4 to T1 at constant pressure PM, thus being temperatureinitiated (TI). Adsorption is initiated by a temperature drop from T4 to T1 (Fig. 1b) and takes place at
constant pressure PL. The first law efficiency and the useful heat are close for both cycles.

Fig. 2. P-T diagram of the studied cycles with isothermal (4-1 and 2-3) and isobaric
(4*-1 and 2*-3) transitions between rich (3-4) and weak (1-2) isosters.

To find out which type of the desorption initiation (adsorbent regeneration) is preferable from the
dynamic point of view, appropriate comparison of the both cycles is needed. The aim of this work has been
to compare the dynamics of desorption (4-1 and 4*-1) and adsorption (2-3 and 2*-3) stages for two AHT
cycles driven by pressure and temperature variations (Fig. 2). For both cycles, the heat for methanol
desorption is taken at a quite low temperature TM = 2 C, so that they can be used for upgrading the ambient
heat in cold countries. A commercial activated carbon ACM-35.4 was used as methanol adsorbent according
to [5, 6].
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1. EXPERIMENTAL
Activated carbon ACM-35.4 (CECA Arkema group) has the average pore size d = 2.3 nm, the specific
surface area S = 1200 m2g-1, and the specific pore volume V = 0.69 cm3g-1. The tested cycles were plotted on
the isosteric chart of the working pair "ACM-35.4 – methanol" taken from [7]. The three temperatures which
uniquely define the tested AHT cycles were fixed at TL = -30 C, TM = 2 C, and TH = 30 C or TH* = 39 C
(Fig. 2) that are typical for HeCol cycles [1]. The specific mass Δqeq of methanol exchanged in this cycle
was 0.08 g/(g-carbon). The boundary conditions for the regeneration were as follows: for the PI stage (4-1) –
TM = 2 C, P4 = 8.2 mbar and PL = 4.7 mbar; for the TI stage (4*-1) – PL = 4.7 mbar, TM* = -6oC and TM =
2 C. The boundary conditions for the adsorption stages were: for the PI stage (2-3) – TH = 30 C, P2 = 26.2
mbar and PM = 45.1 mbar; for the TI stage (2*-3) – PL = 45.1 mbar, TH* = 39 C and TH = 30 C.
Dynamic comparison of pressure- and temperature-initiated adsorption at higher temperature is of great
interest. For this purpose, additional dynamic experiments were carried out for adsorption transition between
the same isosters but at higher methanol pressure and boundary temperatures (Fig. 3). The boundary conditions
for isothermal adsorption (5 → 6) were T = 60 C and the pressure jump 125 → 204 mbar, and for isobaric
adsorption (5* → 6) – P = 204 mbar, the temperature drop 71 → 60 C. Such condition can be interesting, for
example, for hot water production.

Fig. 3. P-T diagram of the studied adsorption stages for low (2-3 and 2*-3)
and high temperature heating (5-6 and 5*-6).

The dynamics was studied in a custom-built kinetic set-up presented in [6] (Fig. 4). The experimental
kinetic set-up consisted of the three main parts: a measuring cell with the studied adsorbent, a buffering
vessel and a condenser/evaporator with liquid methanol. Loose grains of the carbon were placed on a metal
support of the measuring cell as a monolayer. Diameter of the grains was 2.2-2.5 mm. The carbon mass was
fixed at 500  2 mg.
To measure the dynamics of pressure-initiated desorption the measuring cell was filled with methanol
vapour from the evaporator to reach the initial desorption pressure P4 = 4.7 mbar. The adsorbent was cooled
down to the desorption temperature TM by thermostat T1. After setting the adsorption equilibrium, the
measuring cell was disconnected from the evaporator. The buffering vessel was filled with methanol vapour
from the evaporator to reach the methanol pressure 3.6 mbar. To start the desorption run, the measuring cell
was connected to the buffering vessel which led to a drop of the methanol pressure in the cell to 3.7 mbar.
This initiated the methanol desorption from the sample which resulted in the gradual increase in the
methanol pressure P(t) to the final (equilibrium) pressure P1 = 4.7 mbar. This pressure was recorded each 1 s
by an absolute pressure transducer Barocel™ 600 with an accuracy of ±0.15%. The pressure evolution P(t)
was used for calculating the methanol uptake/release q(t) as

qt   qeq  Pt   Pt  0 Pt    Pt  0

(1)

The accumulated error in the absolute methanol loading was ±10-3 kg/kg that leads to the accuracy of the
differential methanol loading q(t) equal to ±3%.
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Fig. 4. Schematics of the kinetic set-up.

For temperature-initiated desorption the measuring cell was filled with methanol vapour at the pressure
PL = 4.7 mbar and the adsorbent was cooled down to the initial desorption temperature TM* = -6 C be
thermostat T2. To initiate methanol desorption, the adsorbent was heated up to the final desorption
temperature TM = 2 C by switching from thermostat T2 to T1. Experiments for temperature- and pressuredriven adsorption were carried out in a similar way.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main finding of this study is that the kinetic curves for both PI and TI desorption stages are identical
(Fig. 5a). Hence, the regeneration dynamics does not depend on the regeneration path, either isothermal (4-1)
or isobaric (4*-1). The release curves can be well approximated by the exponential function (Fig. 4a)

q  (0.08  g / g )  (1  e t /  )

(2)

with a single characteristic time τ = 104  6 s regardless the way of the desorption initiation (Table 1). This
time allows an upper limit of the specific rate of methanol desorption R0  q   0.8 g/(kg·s) to be
calculated as well as the maximum specific power Wmax supplied to the adsorbent at short desorption time
Wmax  H  q /  = 0.95 kW/kg, where ΔH is the heat of methanol desorption (1230 kJ/kg [6]).

a
b
Fig. 5. Methanol release (a) and uptake (b) curves as a function of time for pressure- (4-1) and (2-3) (●) and
temperature-initiated (4*-1) and (2*-3) (■) stages. Solid lines – exponential approximation.
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Table 1.
Characteristic time τ, specific sorption rate R0 and maximum specific power Wmax
for various experimental runs.
Run
1→4
1 → 4*
4→1
4* → 1
2→3
2* → 3
3→2
3 → 2*
5→6
5* → 6
6→5
6 → 5*

τ, s

R0, g/(kg·s)

Wmax, kW/kg

115

0.7

0.9

104

0.8

0.95

78

1.0

1.3

68

1.2

1.4

58

1.4

1.7

49

1.6

2.0

The same trend is found for the adsorption dynamics which does not depend on whether the path is
isobaric (2*-3) or isothermal (2-3) (Fig. 5b). Again, both uptake curves are exponential with τ = 78  4 s
(Table 1) that is shorter than for the desorption run. Accordingly, the initial adsorption rate R0 = 1.0 g/(kg·s)
and the maximum useful power Wmax = 1.3 kW/kg are also larger. The specific useful power corresponding
to the conversion degree 80% W0.8 = 0.5 kW/kg. It means that for generating 5 kW of heating power 10 kg of
carbon is necessary that is reasonable and acceptable for practical realization of the HeCol cycle. More
compact HeCol units can be expected if utilize smaller grains of the carbon or advanced adsorbents which
exchange more methanol in the cycle [8, 9].
For the TI desorption, the initial power can be used to evaluate the heat transfer coefficient  between
the carbon grains and the metal support from the heat balance at t = 0:

  S  T  Wmax  m .

(3)

Here S is the heat transfer surface area (S = 0.0006 m2 in our case), and T is the initial temperature
difference (T = TM –TM* = 8K). The obtained -value is equal to 9710 W/(m2 K) that is close to the
values found in [6]: 75±10 W m-2 K-1 and 135±15 W m-2 K-1 for adsorption and desorption, respectively.
A similar independence of dynamics from the type of ad-/desorption initiation was found for the reverse
processes (Fig. 6) and processes at higher pressure/temperature (Fig. 7). For the same T- or P-variation, all
the desorption runs are faster than the adsorption runs (about 15% in terms of the characteristic time, Table
1). This can be due to a convex shape of the methanol sorption isotherm for ACM-35.4 which is profitable
for faster adsorption [10].

a

b

Fig. 6. Methanol uptake (a) and release (b) curves as a function of time for pressure- (1-4) and (3-2) (●)
and temperature-initiated (1-4*) and (3-2*) (■) runs. Solid lines – exponential approximation.
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a
b
Fig. 7. a) Methanol uptake curves for pressure- (5 → 6) (●) and temperature-initiated (5* → 6) (■) runs;
b) Methanol release curves for pressure- (6 → 5) (●) and temperature-initiated (6 → 5*) (■) runs. Solid
line – exponential approximation.

The revealed invariance of ad-/desorption dynamics is somewhat unexpected because isothermal and
isobaric processes are initiated by quite different driving forces, namely, the fast pressure or temperature
change, respectively. Indeed, for the PI desorption process, at t = 0, right after the pressure drop, the driving
force for heat transfer equals zero because the system is isothermal and there is no temperature gradient. At
the same time, the driving force for mass transfer is maximal. This is opposite to the TI desorption, for
which at t = 0, right after the temperature jump, the driving force for heat transfer is maximal, whereas the
driving force for mass transfer is zero. The invariance is likely to indicate that heat and mass transfer
processes are strongly coupled so that after a short transient period a steady state regime is established in the
adsorbent, which seems to be similar, regardless the initial driving force (P or T) applied. The formation of
this steady-state regime for TI adsorption cycle was numerically studied in [11], and the time interval for
setting the stationary mode was found to be ca. 5 s. At longer time, the heat and mass transfer processes are
strongly coupled and can not be separately considered. No similar study has been done yet for PI adsorption
cycles.
Mathematical modeling of PI (4→1) and TI (4*→1) desorption by utilizing the model presented in [11]
confirms that the PI and TI dynamic curves are close to each other at the conditions of HeCol cycle. Analysis of
the average grain temperature during the desorption process shows that after 5 s the temperature of the grains
during the PI desorption becomes close those during TI desorption. This means that shortly after the start of the
process driving force of both PI and TI desorption becomes equal which led to equal kinetic curves.
Since isosters (1-2-5) and (3-4-6) are lines with the constant uptakes w1 and w2, the independence of
dynamics of the transitions between them on the transition path may indicate that the process rate can be
written as A = -k(T) [w(t) – w(t = )], where k(T) = ko exp[-Ea/(RT)] is the temperature dependent rate constant,
Ea is the apparent activation energy, and R is the universal gas constant. If so, the temperature dependence of
the characteristic time (T) = 1/k(T) = exp[Ea/(RT)]/ko can be used to determine Ea (Fig. 8). The apparent
activation energy is equal to 9 kJ/mol and 10 kJ/mol for adsorption and desorption runs.

Fig. 8. The Arrenius plot ln(k) vs (-1/T) for the
studied adsorption (■) and desorption (●) runs.
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3. CONCLUSIONS
Dynamics of the methanol ad-/desorption on/from the loose grains of activated carbon ACM-35.4 was
studied for flat configurations of adsorbent bed and two heat amplification cycles – pressure- and
temperature-initiated (PI and TI).
The most important findings are: 1) the sorption dynamics does not depend on the way of the process
initiation, either PI or TI; 2) all the dynamic curves can be described by exponential function with a single
characteristic time equal to 104 and 78 s for the desorption and adsorption, respectively; 3) the maximal
specific power reaches 0.9 kW/kg for the desorption runs and 1.2 kW/kg for the adsorption runs which can
be considered acceptable for practical realization of the HeCol cycle.

Nomenclature
A, R0 – specific sorption rate, g·(kg·s)
Ea – apparent activation energy, kJ·mol-1
-1

d
H
k
p
Q
q, w
S
S
T
t
V
W

– pore size, nm
– heat of desorption, kJ·kg-1
– rate constant, s-1
– pressure, mbar
– heat, kJ·mol-1
– adsorbate uptake, g·g-1
– specific surface area, m2g-1
–surface area, m2
– temperature, °C, K
– time, s
– specific pore volume, cm3g-1
– specific power, kW·kg-1

Greek symbols

– heat transit coefficient, W/(m2K)

– characteristic time, s

Subscripts
0
– initial
1, 2, 3, 4 – the first point, the second, the third and the forth point in the cycle
0.8
– 80% conversion
L
– low
M, M* – medium
H, H* – high
ads
– adsorption
con
– condenser
des
– desorption
eq
– equilibrium
ev
– evaporator
max
– maximal
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Abstract
Nowadays heat pump systems are used to recover the heat from waste water from different sourses and produce hot
water for household and communal purposes. In this research comparative thermodynamic analysis of performance for
a water-to-water single-stage vapor compression heat pump using several HCs, HCFCs and HFCs which belong to
refrigerants of different generations is presented. A multi-criteria approach for optimal selection of refrigerants was
used as scientific tool. Results of theoretical experiments of vapor compression heat pump system with the evaporator
temperature range 0–25 C and condenser temperature 60 C and 83 C showed that the COP of R1234ze was higher
than that of R600a, R152b by about 6.7–17.3%, 8.25–20.5%, and 1.7–14.4%, respectively, at condenser temperature
60 C; however results are different if at condenser temperature is 83 C: the average COP of R600a was higher than
that of R1234ze and R152b by about 7.7–14.7%, 9.3–15.8%, and 7.5–15.6%, respectively. COP displays a positive
correlation with the evaporator temperature as well as a negative correlation with the condenser temperature. The
complete analysis of all factors, including environmental safety, indicates that R1234ze and R600a refrigerants should
be preferred as the working fluids for using in the water-to-water single-stage vapor compression heat pump for the hot
water supply and heating purposes in industrial applications.

KEY WORDS
Water-to-water single-stage vapor compression heat pump, refrigerant, low-potential heat, coefficient of
performance, thermodynamic properties, R600a, R1234ze, R1234yf, R152a, R290.

INTRODUCTION
Refrigeration and climate technology in developed countries consumes up to 15% or more of produced
electricity per year. Today capacity refrigerating and climatic equipment market in the European Union is
about 30 billion Euros, and only in Germany – 10 billion Euros. The growth rate of this market in individual
countries is 20-30% per year. Russia has a steady growth rate of consumption (25% per year) [1–2].
Refrigerants, coolants and oils - have been and remain the objects of constant thermophysical research
throughout the world. Despite the fact that the principle of obtaining artificial cooling based on changing
phase state has not changed, the cooling and air-conditioning industry is invariably evolved and expanded,
which directly affects the applicability of a particular refrigerant in a certain period of time.Refrigerants have
changed over the years, mainly in response to safety and environmental issues (Fig. 1).
The standards and codes that guide the application of refrigerants in cooling and air-conditioning
industryare getting more strict as well [3].
Since January 1, 2020 the European Union has introduced a ban on the using of refrigerants with a
global warming potential (GWP), greater than 2500, and since 01.01.2025 – a ban on refrigerants with
GWP < 150.
D.Sc. Tsvetkov O.B. et al [1–2] have determined the following requirements for any refrigerants in
modern conditions, they are:
– Ozone-Depleting Potential (ODP);
– Global Warming Potential (GWP);
– toxicity;
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– fire and explosion hazard;
– ease in detecting leaks;
– critical parameters and thermodynamic properties;
– transfer properties;
– heat and mass transfer characteristics;
– freezing and thermal decomposition temperatures;
– solubility in lubricating oils;
– compatibility with the materials used in engineering and water;
– cost.

First generation
1830-1930s
Whatever worked, Ethers, CO2,
NH3, SO2, HCs, H2O, CCl, …

Second generation
1931-1990s
Safety and duravility, CFCs,
NH3, HFCs, H2O

Fourth generation
2010sDesirable properties: zero/low
ODP, low GWP, high efficienty,
relatively short armospheric
lifetime, HCs and HFOs…

Third generation
1990-2010s
HCFCs, NH3, HCs, H2O, CO2,
HFCs,…

Fig. 1. Generation of refrigerants

Nowadays scientists try to understand if climate change causes from direct consequences or from
indirect consequences such as energy-related emissions. There are thousand works showing advantages and
disadvantages of the certain refrigerant [4–7].
Clearly, future discovery of ideal refrigerant that combines all the desirable properties is highly unlikely.
However, algorithms for searching of a refrigerant with desirable combinations of properties has been
described and founded application in ejector cooling cycle [8].
The aim of this study is to compare the thermodynamic performances of the high-temperature water-towater vapor compression heat pump system using several HCs, HCFCs and HFCs which belong to
refrigerants of different generations and to recommend more suitable substance based on theoretical
calculation and analysis.

HEAT PUMP SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In the work we consider the operation of refrigeration system which is simulated by the reverse Rankine
cycle. The main processes in the single-stage vapor compression cycle include isentropic compression,
isobaric cooling (condensation, subcooling), throttling, and isobaric cooling (evaporation, superheating). The
following design specifications are chosen: evaporator and condenser temperatures, tev = 20 C, tcond = 60 C
and tcond = 83 C; cold carrier temperature at the heat pump inlet/ outlet (temperature of the low potentional
heat source), tlow1/tlow2 = 35/30 C; hot carrier temperature at the heat pump inlet/outlet, thigh1/thigh2 = 47/57 C
and 70/80 C; condenser/ evaporator pressure ratio – Pr < 9. The temperature range of cold space is the most
typical of the industrial cooling water system outlet.
The refrigerants used in this analysis are: natural refrigerants, such as R290A, R600a; third generation
refrigerants R142b and R152a, and finally, fourth generation refrigerants, such as R1234yf, R1234ze (Table 1).
The results obtained from the theoretical calculation are presented and commented in this work from the
energetic point of view.
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The temperature range of hot space is set basing on the most typical values for municipal and industrial
high-temperature heating and hot water supply system inlet.
The heat pump thermodynamic cycles in the Log(p)-h diagrams were prepared for each of the selected
refrigerants. All calculations and diagrams were carried out with the help of freeware CoolPack ("CoolPack
– IPU," n.d.) ver. 1.46, freeware REFPROF ver.8 (NIST Standart Reference Datebase 23) [11–12] and
Microsoft Excel 2010.
The thermodynamic cycle for R600a is shown in the Log(p)-h diagramat tev = 20 C, tcond = 60 C
(Fig. 2) and at tev = 20 C, tcond = 83 C (Fig. 3) as an example.The thermodynamic cycles for the other
selected refrigerants have the same order except values of parameter for each state point.
The performance and efficiency of the water-to-water single-stage vapor compression heat pump were
estimated as described in [13].
Table 1.
Main Characteristics of Refrigerants [9–12]

Refrigerant/
parameter

R290
Propane
Series

R600a
Hydrocarbons
HC

Natural refrigerants
Chemical
formula
Molecular
mass, kg/kmol
Normal
Boiling Point
at р = 1 atm, К
Critical
Temperature,
K
Critical
Pressure
(absolute), рcr,
bar
Critical
Density, kg/m3
Ozon
Depletion
Potential, ODP
Global
Warming
Potential,
GWP
Safety class*

R142b

R152a

R1234yf

R1234ze

HCFC

HFC

HFO

HFO

Ethane Seriesfluids/
third generation
refrigerants
CHF2CH3CClF2*
CH3

Hydrofluoroolefins fluids/
fourth generation refrigerants
CF3CF=CH2

CF3CH=CHF

66.05

114.04

114.04

283.15

249.05

243.66

254.17

407.98

410.26

386.41

94.7

109.4

42.7

36.846

41.4

45.16

33.82

36.4

220.48

225.5

446.0

368

475.55

470.0

0.0

0.0

0.065

0

0

0

3

0.01

2000

140

4

7

А3

А3

А2

А2

A2L

A2L

C3H8

С4Н10

44.1

58.1

100.5

230.91

261.2

370

*Classification: A2 – non-toxit, midly-flammable with higt velocity of flammability; A2L – non-toxit,
midly-flammable with low velocity of flammability; A3 – non-toxit, flammable.
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3//

3/

2/

2

3

4

1

1/

Fig. 2. The log(p)-h diagram for R600a at variable evaporation temperature,
including tev = 20 C, tcond = 60 C

3//

2

3

4

1

2/

1/

Fig. 3. The log(p)-h diagram for R600a at variable evaporation temperature,
including tev = 20 C, tcond = 83 C

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Bazing on the parameters from diagrams all the necessary data were calculated for all refrigerants and
presented in Table 2.
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In this work we have tried to adapt a multi-criteria optimization for making comparative analysis for
choosing “desirable” rerfigerant for our heat pump system.
For the multi-criteria problems the local criteria usually have a different physical meaning, and
consequently, they have incomparable dimensions. It complicates the solution of a multi-criteria problem and
makes it necessary to introduce the procedure of normalizing criteria or making these criteria dimensionless.
There is no unique method for the criteria normalizing and choice of method depends on statement of
problem having a subjective character [8].
Table 2.
Calculated parameters for using refrigerants at tev = 20 C, tcond = 60 C
Refrigerant/
parameter
Vaporizer specific
heat load,
qvap, kJ/kg
Condenser specific
heat load,
qcond, kJ/kg
Subcooler specific
heat load,
qs cool, kJ/kg
Total heat pump
specific heat load,
qhp, kJ/kg
Compressor specific
work,
lcomp, kJ/kg
Exergy efficiency
ratio, ηe
Coefficient of
perfomans COP, μ
Heat equivalent of the
electric
power, consumed by
compressor,
qc power, kJ/kg

R290

R600a

R142b

R152a

R1234yf

R1234ze

269.5

279.0

176.0

251.29

100.0

120.0

316.1

315.0

200.0

283.27

116.0

136.0

8

8

8

8

8

8

324.1

323.0

208

291.27

124.4

144.0

48.2

44.0

32.0

45.83

20.4

18.0

0.45

0.48

0.4

0.43

0.42

0.52

6.72

7.34

6.5

6.36

6.1

8.0

53.41

48.75

44.44

50.78

22.6

19.94

Multi-criteria comparative analysis algorithm is realized in the following way.
Thermodynamic properties and design characteristics of vapor compression cycle are calculated for
specified external conditions.
The “desirable” value of criterion Di = Dmax and Di = Dmin have been chosen for each of the criterion.
The value of Di depended on thermodynamic mean of each parameter, e. g. for “total heat pump specific
heat load” Dmax = qhp = 324.1 kJ/kg and Dmin = qhp = 124.41 kJ/kg were chosen as data.
If the absolut value of parameter should strive for a minimum value, than D 0 absREFi can be obtained as (1)

D 0 abs REF

i

Di D m in
.
D m ax D m in

(1)

If the absolut value of parameter should strive for a maximum value, than D 0 absREF can be obtained as (2)
i
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D 0 absREF
i

Dm ax Di
.
Dm ax Dm in

(2)

The best value of design characteristics DabsREF is chosen for each criterion among all concurrent
refrigerants.
Composite criterion DabsREF is defined by
n

DabsREF

D 0 absREF .
i

(3)

i 1

Minimum value of DabsREF - criterion corresponds to best refrigerant among concurrent working fluids.
Trade-off search of working fluid control variables X is formulated as a fuzzy nonlinear programming
problem with n non-compatible criteria (economic, environmental, and thermodynamic), m decision
variables, and k nonlinear constraints:
Optimize K [Kth(Х), Kec(Х), Ken(Х)]

(4)

GLi £ Gi (X) £ GUi , I = 1,2,…, k

(5)

subject to
XLi £ Xi £ XUi , i = 1,2,…, m

(6)

where Kth(Х), Kec(Х), Ken(Х) represent the fuzzy local criteria of thermodynamic, economic, and
environmental efficiency; Х(X1, X2, …, Xm) is a vector of control variables; GLi, GUi, are respectively the
lower and upper limits for the constraints Gi(X) and XLi, XUi are respectively the lower and upper bounds for
the control variables.
There are several methods of finding “good” solutions to the above problem in thermoeconomic analysis
based on scalar optimization. However, as example, the attempts to resolve the CGAM problem [14, 15] via
single objective paradigm illustrate a conflict among different approaches and lack of compromise decision
[8]. Multicriteria approach is based on synergetic combination of formal and informal making-decision
procedures to select a trade-off solution of problem. There are no entirely formal mathematical tools to
resolve a multicriteria problem and additional exogenous information is needed.
In the present study, a next sequence of decision-making steps in fuzzy thermoeconomic analysis of
refrigeration system is applied [8, 16].
Determination of the Pareto optimal (or compromise, or trade-off) set XP as the formal solution of
multicriteria problem to minimize a conflict source of uncertainty;
Fuzzification of goals as well as constraints to represent an ill-structured situation;
Informal selection of convolution scheme to switch over a vector criterion K[Kth(Х) Kec(Х), Ken(Х);] into
scalar combination of the Kth (Х), Kec(Х), and Ken(Х);
Evaluation of the final decision vector XoptÎ XP to minimize a vagueness source of uncertainty.
The complete set of design criteria is considered in Table 3 where calculation results for R290A, R600a;
R142b, R152a, R1234yf, R1234ze are given.
Results of comparison are shown in Fig. 4 (column a) where thermodynamic advantages of such
refrigerants as R600a, R152a and R1234ze are demonstrated obviously. R142b has the worst value of the
Global Warming Potential; it was taken into account during the calculation procedure.
The similar calculation stages were made for the same groups of the refrigerants at another condition,
videlicet tev = 20 C, tcond = 83 C. Diagram with multi-criteria selection of refrigerants for water-to-water
single-stage vapor compression heat pump is shown in Fig. 4 (column b). In fact theoretical results indicate
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the preservation of the trend in refrigeration choice. Both natural refrigerant R600a and new fourth
generation’s refrigerant R1234ze have obvious advantages.
Table 3.
Assessment of design criteria for using refrigerants
Refrigerant/
K R290A R600a R142b R152a R1234yf R1234ze Dmax Dmin
D
parameter
Total heat pump
specific heat load, K1 324.1 323.0
208
291.27
124.4
144.0
324.1 124.4 199.7
qhp, kJ/kg
Exergy efficiency
K2
0.45
0.48
0.4
0.43
0.42
0.52
0.52
0.4
0.12
ratio, ηe
Coefficient of
perfomans COP, K3
6.72
7.34
6.5
6.36
6.1
8.0
8.0
6.1
1.9
μ
Ozon Depletion
K4
0.0
0.0
0.065
0
0
0
0.065
0.0
0.065
Potential, ODP
Global Warming
K5
3
0.01
2000
140
4
7
2000 0.01 1999.99
Potential, GWP
Flammability
K6
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
index*
*Flammability index based on the refrigerant’s safety class
In order to obtain the results in the theoretical assessment of a water-to-water single-stage vapor
compression heat pump using three chosen refrigerants, two different condenser temperatures were set as
60 and 83 C versus a wide range of evaporator temperatures (range between 0 and 25 C).

a b

Fig. 4. Multi-criteria selection of refrigerants for water-to-water single-stage vapor
compression heat pump: a) at tev = 20 C, tcond = 60 C; b) tev = 20 C, tcond = 83 C

It was obtained that the average COP of R 1234ze was higher than that of R600a, R152b by about 6.7–
17.3, 8.25–20.5, and 1.7–14.4%, respectively, at condenser temperature 60 C (Fig. 5a). However results are
different if at condenser temperature is 83 C: the average COP of R600a was higher than that of R1234ze
and R152b by about 7.7–14.7, 9.3–15.8, and 7.5–15.6%, respectively (Fig. 5b). COP displays a positive
correlation with the evaporator temperature as well as a negative correlation with the condenser temperature.
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a

b

Fig. 5. Variation of coefficient of performance with evaporator temperature:
a) for tcond = 60 C, b) for tcond = 83 C

When the evaporating temperature and the condensing temperature are 20 and 60 °C, COPh of R600a
and R1234ze are 7.37 and 8.0 respectively, so this theoretical cycle is becoming more closer to ideal Karnot
cycle. When the evaporating temperature and the condensing temperature are 20 °C and 83 °C, COPh of
R600a and R1234ze are 4.3 and 3.89 respectively.
The change in exergy efficiency ratio ηe as a function of evaporator temperature for R600a, R152a and
R1234ze is demonstrated in Fig. 6.
It was obtained that exergy efficiency ratio ηe doesn’t change a lot for each temperature value and ηe
difference between R600a, R152a and R1234ze is 7.7–13.5%; ηe of R600a and R1234ze were higher than
that of R152a for a range of condenser and evaporator temperatures. It also slightly decreases with the
evaporator temperature increase (2–5%).

a

b

Fig. 6. Variation of exergy efficiency ratio ηe with evaporator temperature:
a) for tcond = 60 C, b) for tcond = 83 C

CONCLUSIONS
To find balance between high performance and environmental safety of working fluids for HPS is an
extremely important goal for heating and cooling industries. In fact, a refrigerant that combines all the
desirable properties and has no undesirable properties does not exist.
Thermodynamic analysis based on a multi-criteria approach to optimum selection of refrigerants is
useful tool for engineering calculations.
Theoretical results indicate that both the natural working fluid R600a and new fourth generation’s
refrigerant R1234ze have good cycle performances in a water-to-water single-stage vapor compression heat
pump cycle. Therefore the complete analysis of all factors, including environmental safety, allows us to draw
a conclusion that the R-1234ze and R600a refrigerants should be preferred as the working fluids for using in
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the water-to-water single-stage vapor compression heat pump for the hot water supply and heating purposes
in industrial applications.
Nomenclature
HFC: Hydrofluorocarbon;
HFO: Hydrofluoroolefin;
ODP: Ozone Depletion Potential;
GWP: Global Warming Potential,
COP: Coefficient of Performance;
p: Pressure (kPa);
t: Temperature ( C).
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Abstract
In this study, the entropy generation of the components of an air to air heat pump operated in cooling mode, using
R410A refrigerant, was experimentally carried out in terms of environment air temperatures between 25°C to 30°C. For
this purpose, a computer program was also improved by means of Engineering Equation Solver (EES). During the
experiments, temperature, the pressures, and the power delivered to the compressor and the blowers are recorded. As the
environment air temperatures increased between 25°C to 30°C, the entropy generated in the compressor, outdoor unit
and indoor unit increased. But, the entropy generated in the capillary tube decreased between 25°C to 28.5°C and then
increased between 28.5°C and 30 C. The minimum entropy is generated in the indoor unit while the maximum one is
generated in the compressor.

KEYWORDS
Heat pump, cooling, entropy generation, R410A.

INTRODUCTION
Heat pumps are the energy transporting devices that mainly consist of compressor, outdoor unit, indoor
unit and expansion valve. They are used for cooling and heating applications including domestic,
commercial and industrial as well. They are generally classified in terms of the source (heat extracted) and
sink (heat rejected) as air to air, air to water, water to water and water to air, ground to air and ground to
water. Air source heat pumps are most widely used because of advantageous of air over water and ground.
In addition to this, they require low maintenance and repair cost as they are compared with the water source
and ground source.
There are different types of refrigerants used for heat pump applications. Because of harmful influences
including ozone layer depletion and global warm influence, CFC (chlorofluorocarbons) and HFCF
(hydrochlorofluorocarbons) type refrigerants are restricted to use by international agreements. There are
other types of refrigerants called azeotropic refrigerants and near azeotoropic refrigerants. Among the near
azeotropic mixtures, R410A, mixture of 50% R32 and 50% R125 by mass, widely used in the heat pump
and air conditioning applications, has advantageous over the other refrigerant mixtures. R410A has more
advantages than R407C in view of the characteristics of condensation heat transfer and pressure drop [1].
Studies on R410A as a near azeotropic refrigerant are generally based on the first and second law of
thermodynamics.
The first and second laws of thermodynamics were applied to the vapor compression refrigeration
system using the R134A, R407C and R410A as refrigerants as the influences of superheating and subcooling
are taken into consideration. It was shown that the superheat and subcooling temperatures are directly
influential on the system performance like the condenser and evaporator temperatures [2]. In the vapor
compression refrigeration system using R-410A as a refrigerant, the first and second laws of
thermodynamics were applied to the refrigeration system. A computer code was developed by means of EES
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software to determine the irreversibilities and exergy losses of each system element and it was found that
evaporation and condenser temperatures have been found to play a major role in exergy losses [3]. Heating
performance of an air to air heat pump was experimentally carried out in terms intermediate pressure by means
of R410A vapor-injection technique for compressor frequencies including 60 Hz and 100 Hz. It was found that
intermediate pressure and mass flow rate of injection stream should be decreased in order to have the higher
capacities and performance at a compressor frequency of 100 Hz while that should be decreased in order to
have the higher capacities and performance at a compressor frequency of 60 Hz [4]. Three alternative
refrigerants to R410A such as R32, D2Y60 and L41a are experimentally compared from cooling and heating
capacities, performance and compressor discharge temperature point of view in an air source heat pump. R32
has advantageous over R410A from the standpoint of cooling and heating capacities, L41a and D2Y60 are
better than R410A in terms of coefficient of performance and compressor discharge temperature, respectively
[5]. The influences of refrigerant charge quantity, solar radiation intensity, environment air temperature,
compressor rotational speed, and initial water temperature on the thermal performance of the solar assisted heat
pump are theoretically investigated for refrigerant R410A. It resulted that the amount of refrigerant increased,
the energy absorbed from the collector and the compressor power increased. The coefficient of performance
(COP) of the heat pump at the compressor rotational speed of 1500 rev/min is larger than the COP at 3300
rev/min [6]. The performance of a variable water volume air to air heat pump (ASHP) system is theoretically
and experimentally investigated annually for refrigerant R410A. It was observed that the coefficient of
performance of the heat pump changes between 2.0 and 4.0 for the different operating conditions [7].
It is clear from the literature survey that there is no study dealing to investigate the entropy generation of
the main components in terms of environment air temperatures. In this study, the influence of environment
air temperatures ranging from 25°C to 30°C on the entropy generation of the air to air heat pump main
components such as compressor, outdoor unit, indoor unit and capillary tube is theoretically and
experimentally carried out for near azeotropic refrigerant R410A refrigerant. For this aim, a computer
program is improved by means of EES software [8].

1. MATERIAL AND METHOD
The air to air heat pump used in the experiments include a semi-hermetic compressor, air-cooled condenser
(outdoor unit), expansion valve (capillary type), dry expansion evaporator (indoor unit) as main elements and fourway valve as an auxiliary element. It is operated in the cooling mode using R410A as refrigerant and schematically
depicted in Fig. 1 [9]. The experimental works were carried out at the environment air temperatures between 25°C
to 30°C. The power delivered to the semi hermetic compressor and blowers, temperatures, and pressures at the
state points and relative humidity of indoor air are measured and recorded.

Fig.1. Air to air heat pump in cooling mode [9]
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The indoor unit is depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Indoor unit of the air to air heat pump [9]

The outdoor unit of the air to air pump is depicted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Outdoor unit of the air to air heat

Change of entropy with time for an open system can be written as [10]

dSc.v.
dt

.

.

ms
i

ms
e

.
Q c.v. .
Sg
T

(1)

The following assumptions are valid in the entropy generation analysis.
The change in pressure except the semi hermetic compressor and capillary tube in the air to air heat
pump system is ignored.
It is supposed that any thermodynamic property at any state point doesn’t change with time.
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It is also supposed that variations in kinetic and potential energies in the air to air pump are almost
negligible.
As the above assumptions are taken into consideration, the entropy generation equations of the
components including the semi-hermetic compressor, air cooled condenser (outdoor unit), dry expansion
evaporator and capillary tube are can be expressed as
Compressor
.

.

S g , comp

m ( s2 s1 )

(2)

Outdoor unit
.

.

S g , ou

s2 )

(h4 h2 )
Tou

s1 )

(h5 h1 )
Tiu

m ( s4

(3)

Indoor unit
.

.

S g,iu

m ( s5

(4)

Capillary tube
.

.

S g , ct

m (s5

s4 )

(5)

The total entropy generation of the heat pump can be written as
.

.

S g, t

.

.

.

S g, comp S g, ou S g, iu S g, ct

(6)

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The influence of environment air temperature on the entropy generation of the components was
experimentally carried out in the air to air heat pump system. A computer program was improved for
this aim.
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Fig. 4. Change of entropy generation in the compressor in terms of environment air temperature
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Fig. 4 shows the entropy generation of the compressor in terms of the environment air temperature.
During the compression process, main sources of entropy generation are fluid friction and nonquasi
equilibrium compression. As the environment air temperature rises, the pressure ratio of the compressor
rises. This increase in pressure ratio of the compressor results in increase in the fluid friction and sudden compression
process, thereby raising the entropy generation in the compressor as shown in Fig. 4. As the environment air
temperatures rises from 25°C to 30°C, the entropy generated in the compressor rises from 0.96 kW/K to 1.09 kW/K.
The entropy generation in the compressor rises 13.55% at the temperature range studied.
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Fig. 5. Change of entropy generation in the outdoor unit in terms of environment air temperature

The variation of entropy generation in the outdoor unit in terms of the environment air temperature is
depicted in Fig. 5. The main reason for the entropy generation in the outdoor unit is heat transfer at a finite
temperature difference between the outdoor unit and the environment air and the entropy flow. As the
environment air temperature rises, the heat transfer between the outdoor unit and the environment air
reduces, but the entropy flow rises. The entropy generation caused by the entropy flow is more than the
entropy generation caused by the heat transfer. This caused the entropy generation in the outdoor unit to
rise. The entropy generation in the outdoor unit ranged 0.19 kW/K to 0.217 kW/K. At the environment air
temperatures ranging from 25°C to 30°C the entropy generation in the outdoor unit rises 14.21%.
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Fig. 6. Change of entropy generation in the indoor unit in terms of environment air temperature
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The variation of entropy generation in the indoor unit in terms of the environment air temperature is
depicted in Fig. 6. Like the outdoor unit, the entropy generation in the outdoor unit is caused by heat transfer
at a finite temperature difference and the entropy flow. It is seen from Fig. 6 that the change in the entropy
generation can be neglected in the environment air temperature range tested (25/30°C) in this experimental
work. The entropy generation of the outdoor unit rises 0.0007 kW/K to 0.00077 kW/K. The entropy
generation in the indoor rises 10% at the tested temperature range.
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Fig. 7. Change of entropy generation of the capillary tube in terms of environment air temperature

Fig. 9 shows the change of entropy generation of the capillary tube in terms of the environment air
temperature. The main reason of the entropy generation in the capillary tube is the expansion of the
refrigerant. Around 25°C, the entropy generation of the capillary tube has a maximum value of 0.158 kW/K.
As the environment air temperature raises, firstly the entropy generation of the capillary tube reduces until it
reaches to a minimum value of 0.137 kW/K at a temperature of 28.5°C and then it rises. The entropy
generation in the capillary tube reduces by 12.8% between 25°C and 28.5°C while it rises around 8.69%
between 28.5°C and 30°C.
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Fig. 9. Change of total entropy generation in terms of environment air temperature
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The variation of total entropy generation in terms of the environment air temperature is depicted in Fig. 9. As the
environment air temperature increases from 25°C to 30°C, the total entropy generation increases from
1.23 kW/K to 1.45 kW/K. Total entropy generation of the air to air heat pump raised 0.044 kW/K per 1°C at the
tested temperature range.

2. CONCLUSIONS
The influence of environment air temperatures ranging from 25°C to 30°C on the entropy generation of
the components in the air to air heat pump system using R410A as refrigerant was experimentally carried
out by using a computer program improved.
The main consequences of this work can be outlined below.
• At the environment air temperatures between 25°C to 30°C, the entropy generated in the
compressor, outdoor unit and indoor unit increased. But, the entropy generated in the capillary tube
reduced between 25 C to 28.5°C and then raised.
• The minimum entropy is generated in the indoor unit as 0.0007 kW/K while the maximum one is
generated in the compressor as 1 kW/K at the environment air temperatures ranging from 25°C to
30°C.
• The entropy generated in the compressor increased from 0.96 kW/K to 1.09 kW/K. The percentage
increase in the entropy generation in the compressor is 13.26 at the outdoor temperature ranging
from 25°C to 30°C .
• The entropy generated in the outdoor unit raised 0.19 kW/K to 0.217 kW/K. The entropy generation
in the outdoor unit raised 14.21%.
• The entropy generation of the indoor unit raised 0.0007 kW/K to 0.00077 kW/K. The entropy
generation in the indoor raised 10%.
• The total entropy generated in the air to air heat pump ranged 1.3 kW/K to 1.45 kW/K on average.
At the outside air temperatures tested during the experiments, the total entropy generated raised by 1
approximately 1.50%.

Nomenclature
c.v
e
h1
h2
h4
h5
i

ṁ
s1
s2
s4
s5

Ṡ g,comp
Ṡ g,ct
Ṡ g,iu
Ṡ g,ou
Ṡ g,t
T0
Tiu
Tou

– control volume
– exit
– enthalpy of refrigerant at compressor inlet, (kj/kg)
– enthalpy of refrigerant at compressor outlet, (kj/kg)
– enthalpy of the refrigerant at the inlet of the indoor unit, (kj/kg)
– enthalpy of the refrigerant at the outlet of the indoor unit, (kj/kg)
– inlet
– refrigerant flow, (kg/s)
– entropy of refrigerant at compressor inlet, (kj/kg K)
– entropy of the refrigerant at compressor outlet, (kj/kg K)
– entropy of the refrigerant at the inlet of the indoor unit, (kj/kg K)
– entropy of the refrigerant at the outlet of the indoor unit, (kj/kg K)
– entropy generated in the compressor, (kW/K)
– entropy generated in the capillary tube, (kW/K)
– entropy generated in the indoor unit, (kW/K)
– entropy generated in the indoor unit, (kW/K)
– total entropy generated in the heat pump, (kW/K)
– environment airtemperature, (°C)
– indoor unit boundarytemperature, (°C)
– outdoor unit boundarytemperature, (°C)
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dSc.v.
dt

– change of entropy in terms oftime in the control volume, (kW)

Subscripts
comp – compressor
ct
– capillary tube
g
– generation
iu
– indoor unit
ou
– outdoor unit
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Abstract
Systems of passive cooling are useful supplement to any system of active cooling (heat pumps, ets) which
substantially increases the reliability of whole cooling system. Systems of vertical fins are of widely used in modern
technical solutions for passive cooling. Our recent experimental results and theoretical ones are presented. For the first
time we demonstrate that the main reason of a low efficiency of heat sink is a nonuniform air flow in the inlet of fin
system. Visualization results of free convective flows in fins are presented. It was discovered that in the steady-state
regime air flow is running only through central part of the fins system. Significant contribution of radiative heat transfer
between heat sink and environment is discussed.

KEYWORDS
Free convection, swirlers, visualization, inlet flow, radiative heat transfer

INTRODUCTION
Systems of passive cooling are very useful supplement to any system of active cooling (heat pumps, ets)
which substantially increases the reliability of whole cooling system. It is worthy to emphasize that passive
cooling of powerful electronic devises is quite old but still actual engineering problem. Systems of vertical
fins are of widely used in modern technical solutions for passive cooling (see Fig.1). Nevertheless there is
problem related with a low efficiency of the compact passive cooling system. Therefore serious research
efforts are necessary in order to improve the efficiency of compact heat sinks.
There are two obvious factors which effect on the heat flow from the heat sink with vertical fins. The
first factor is the difference between air temperature T a and the temperature the fin surface Tf. The second
one is the heat transfer coefficient , which is proportional to the local air velocity v [1]. The increasing of
the product of these factors is the contradictory engineering task [2, 3]. The convective heat flow q from the
heat sink is expressed as

q

 T

f



( x, y, z )  Ta ( x, y, z ) (v)ds

S

For given constructive parameters of the sink and given air temperature the higher heat flow q the higher
efficiency of the heat sink. It is worthy to note that we didn’t measure heat flow directly. Instead we used
simplified method: measuring temperature of cooled substrate at three given points and the given power of
heaters. We make conclusion about changes of q by comparison of results for different conditions.
We present our experimental results and theoretical estimations. For the first time we demonstrate that
the main reason of a low efficiency of heat sink is a nonuniform air flow in the inlet of fin system.
Visualization results are presented. It was discovered that steady-state air flow is running only through a
central part of the fins system. It was shown also that another fins run only at heat conductivity mode and
radiative heat transfer mode.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of fins of a heat sink

1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For experimental researches was designed and manufactured the experimental heat sink. The heat sink
has the height L is 400 and width 300 mm with vertical aluminum fins of 50mm high, located at a distance
of d which is equal to 10 mm from each other along the cooled substrate. Heat sources were simulated by
two flat heaters - the upper (180 W) and the lower (90 W) heaters. Heaters were on the opposite side of the
substrate. Some experimental data are shown in Fig. 2. Below we compare all experimental results with data
in Fig. 2ю Air inlet is at h = 0.

Fig. 2. Typical temperature profile along cooled substrate

The continuity equation of hydrodynamics gives the relationship between vertical velocity V z of
uprising air and its horizontal velocity Vx
Vz Vz

 0,
z
x

or qualitatively
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Vx ~ Vz

d
.
L

(1)

We use the Exp. (1) in order to make special wedge shaped swirlers different sizes. It was discovered
that efficiency of the heat sink depends on the positions, number and sizes of swirlers. Our best result is that
swirlers decreased temperature of the cooled substrate about 1 degree of Celsius. The maximal thickness of
swirlers was about 2 mm. Main physical reason of low efficiency of swirlers is that for laminar flows local
disturbances decay quickly enough. It was found during our visualization experiments that for majority
cases disturbed uprising flow relax to pure vertical laminar flow on the way 5 cm. For visualization we used
vapor of TiCl4 which has practically zero buoyancy but well observed during experiments without special
illumination. Visualization results will be demonstrated during our report.
It is well known that at free convective flows the heat transfer coefficient  is directly proportional to
the averaged air velocity. On the height z the air velocity v(z) can be estimated by the following expression
vz  ~ gzT .

Here g is the gravity,  is the thermal expansion coefficient of air, T is the temperature difference
between uprising air and air temperature in the inlet of heat sink. During our experiments it was established
that prevention (decreasing) of thermal contact of uprising air with relatively cold air substantially improves
the heat efficiency of the heat sink. Indeed, we have increases air velocity and enhanced heat transfer
coefficient. In particular, with the same fins totally closed by the thin aluminum screen, the temperature of
cooled substrate dropped on 4 C in compare with data in Fig. 2. If there was some contact uprising flow
with cold air outside fins the efficiency of the heat sink decreased. At least two measurements at the same
day have been made for every small new design of the heat sink. It is worthy to note that for more long fins
some optimization of possible heat contacts with cold air has to be made and heat efficiency can be
enhanced by swirlers in upper part of fins.
It was demonstrated that the main reason of a low efficiency of heat sink is a nonuniform air flow in the
inlet of the vertical fin system. The physical reason of this phenomenon is high sensitivity of weak natural
convection flows to the temperature difference between the heat sink and environment. This temperature
difference is higher at the central part of vertical fins system.
For laboratory setup it was found the there was a significant contribution of radiative cooling of the heat
sink with environment. For such low temperatures main reason of this significant contribution is low
efficiency of convective heat transfer of fins with air. Efficiency of radiative cooling can be enhanced by
covering all fins by a thin layer of black paint (acrylic paint). In particular covering all fins with black paint
temperature of cooled substrate decreased on 4.2 C. Optimization of radiative cooling is under progress
now.

2. CONCLUSIONS
The thermal performance of the model heat sink with vertical aluminum fins was experimentally
investigated. It was discovered that its low efficiency is explained by a nonuniform distribution of the inlet
air flow. Significant part of air flow rate runs through central part of the vertical fins system. For conditions
our experiments according to theoretical simulations averaged convective heat flow through one channel
between two fins in the central part of heat sink is about 10 W. It was established that the radiative heat
transfer between fins and cold environment plays significant role. About 30% of our heat sink power is
outputted by radiation. Special painted structure by black paint on aluminum fins can increase reliability and
efficiency of thermal performance of heat sink with vertical fins.
Several engineering solutions aimed to improving thermal performance of heat sink with vertical fins
have been proposed and tested. It was shown that for laminar flow of uprising air the local swirlers are not
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highly effective tool. Much more effective is the formation closed channels for air, which increase velocity
of natural convection of heated air and enhance heat transfer coefficient.

Nomenclature
d
– distance between neighbouring fins, m2/s
g
– gravity, m2/s
L
– height vertical fins, m
q
– convective heat flow, W
S
– surface area of fins, m2
T
– temperature °C
V
– air velocity, m/s
z
– position in vertical direction, m
Greek symbols

– heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2K)

– gas thermal expansion coefficient, 1/K
Subscripts
a
– air
f
– fin
x
– transversal direction
z
– vertical direction
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Abstract
This paper proposes approach of calculation of permissible heat fluxes of heat pipe and suggests solutions to
optimize structure and capillary-porous material properties for organization of heat and mass transfer processes
occurring into heat pipe. Simulation algorithms and their program realization are developed with application of
MathCad. The method was successfully applied for wicks creation and heat pipe development. Heat pipe with different
wicks and the cooling systems for high-power LEDs are presented.

KEYWORDS
Heat pipe, wick, thermal resistance, LED, cooling system, heat sink.

INTRODUCTION
The reliability and the life time of majority of electronic components are all closely related to junction
temperature [1, 2]. The increasing power and shrinking size of electronic components presents growing
thermal management challenges. This is very actual for LEDs. Temperatures arise on 11 C leads to
decrease of life time and luminous power on 15 % in 10000 hours (Fig. 1) [3].
Cooling systems (Fig. 2) can be active and passive, independence on methods of heat dissipation by heat
conduction and convection. Passive cooling is no longer appropriate to deliver the cooling requirement.
Active cooling (liquid cooling, thermoelectric cooling and etc.) can deliver the required thermal
performance but they have high volume capability and cost. Effective cooling should require negligible
temperature gradient between heat source and radiating components.
The best devices for effective heat transfer with lowest thermal resistance are heat pipes [2–10]. They
have emerged as effective thermal solution, particularly in high heat flux applications and in situations
where any combination of non-uniform heat loading, limited airflow over the heat-generating components,
and space or weight constraints exists. The main applications of heat pipes deal with the problems of
environmental protection and energy and fuel savings (Table 1, Table 2).

Table 1.
LED luminaire with heatsink system on the base of heat pipe [1–5]
Potentional customer

Application

Plants, storages, hangars
Municipal services
Sports organizations

Lighting for large area high-ceilinged rooms
Street lighting
Lighting of sport halls, playing fields, maneges, tennis courts, pools
and others sport buildings
Lighting of winter gardens and greenhouses, storages
High-power searchlights, airfields lighting

Agriculture
Defense technology,
aviation
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Table 2.
Application of cooling system on the base of heat pipe [4–10]
Potentional
customer
Air-, spacecraft
Radar engineering
Laser technique
Power electronics
Supercomputer
Personal computer
Building industry
Solar energy
Stirling engines

Application
Thermal control of spacecraft, cooling of airborne electronics
Cooling of active phased antenna arrays
Cooling of LEDs and optoelectronic components with high heat flux, temperature
control of heat source
Cooling of located bipolar transistors, thyristors of a new generation, power diodes,
heat removal from the hard-to-reach heat sources of electronic circuits
Cooling of supercomputers and high-loaded servers, noise minimizing from cooling
systems
Cooling of CPU and GPU
Utilization of low potential heat, condition systems
Heat abstraction from solar panels, utilization of solar energy for water heating and
heat accumulation
Heat supply to working body from external source

Fig. 1. Useful life of high brightness white LEDs at different operating temperatures [3]

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

Fig. 2. Cooling systems: a – natural air cooling, b – forced air cooling, c – liquid cooling,
d – cooling system on the base of heat pipes, e – compressor cooling, f – thermoelectric
cooling, g – thermosonic cooling

DETERMINATION OF PERMISSIBLE HEAT FLUXES IN THE HEAT PIPE
The most important heat pipe design consideration is the amount of heat flux that heat pipe is capable to
transferring. There are certain limitations [6–11] that one had to look upon it for the heat pipe to be designed
properly and to perform the requirements that are imposed on cooling system for powerful electronics. The
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maximum heat transport capability of heat pipe is governed by several limiting factors: viscous limit, sonic
limit, entrainment limit, boiling limit, capillary limit.
Viscous limit. In long pipes and at low temperatures, the vapor pressure difference between evaporator
and condenser regions of heat pipe may be extremely small, and the effect of viscous friction on the vapor
flow may dominate over the pressure gradients caused by the imposed temperature field. In this situation,
the vapor may stagnate, the circulation of the working fluid is limited, that, consequently, limits the heat
transfer through the pipe. Calculation of heat flux under viscous limit was performed by Busse’s equation.
Relationship between the overall pressure drop in the vapor phase and the absolute pressure in the vapor
phase was taken less than 0.1. The limit is important undergoing startup process from frozen state.
Sonic limit. At low vapor pressures, vapor velocity at the exit of the evaporator may reach the speed of
sound. Then the evaporator cannot respond to further decrease in the condenser pressure, vapor flow is
chocked, thus limiting the vapor flow rate. Calculation of heat flux under sonic limit was performed by
idealizing one-dimensional vapor flow of perfect gas with negligible frictional effect.
Entrainment limit. The vapor flow exerts shear force on the liquid in the wick which flows opposite the
direction of the vapor flow. If the sheer force exceeds the resistive surface tension of the liquid, the vapor
flow entrains small liquid droplets (Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities). The entrainment of liquid increases the
fluid circulation but not the heat transfer through the pipe. If the capillary force cannot accommodate the
increased flow, dry out of the wick in evaporator may occur. The drag force on liquid is proportional to
liquid surface area in wick pores, whereas the resisting surface tension force is proportional to the pore size
normal to the drag force. Ratio of the drag force to the surface tension force is proportional to the pore size
and decreases as the pore size diminishes. Calculation of heat flux under entrainment limit was performed
when the Weber’s number reaches unity.
Boiling limit. At high temperatures, nucleate boiling may take place producing vapor bubbles in the
liquid layer. The bubbles may block the wick pores and decrease the vapor flow. Presence of the bubbles
decreases the conduction of heat through liquid layer limiting the heat transfer from the heat pipe shell to the
liquid which is by conduction only. Boiling limit was determined by nucleate boiling theory and comprise of
two separate phenomena: bubble formation and the subsequent growth or collapse of the bubbles.
Calculation of heat flux beyond which bubble growth was performed by performing pressure balance on
bubble and using the Clausius–Clapeyron equation to relate the temperature and pressure.
Capillary limit. There is continuous vapor flow from the evaporator to the condenser and liquid flow
from the condenser to the evaporator through the wick in operating heat pipe. These flows are possible
because of existingvapor pressure gradient Δpv and liquid pressure gradient Δpl along length of heat pipe.
Capillary pressure Δpcmax due to the meniscus formed at the liquid–vapor interface is necessary for liquid
flow back to evaporator. There are pressure gradients taking place at evaporator Δpephase and condenser
Δpcphase due to phase change and Δpg due to gravity too. Δpephase and Δpcphase is typically negligible and
therefore has been omitted. Capillary structure of wick is able to provide circulation of liquid up to a certain
limit. The heat flux under capillary limit was calculated from (1)

pc max

pl

pv

pephase

pcphase

pg .

(1)

Capillary pressure Δpcmax was calculated using nonlinear partial differential Young–Laplace equation.
Applying the one-dimensional approximation to the momentum equation liquid pressure gradient Δpl and
vapor pressure gradient Δpv were calculated by Chi approach using Poiseuille and modified Blake–Kozeny
equations [7]. Δpg was considered as a sum of normal hydrostatic pressure drop and axial hydrostatic
pressure drop. This limit depends on the permeability of the wick structure and the properties of the working
liquid.
We used this approach for mathematic modelling of heat and mass transfer processes into heat pipe and
for calculating heat-transfer limitations of low-temperature heat pipes. Simulation algorithms were realized
by MathCad. This program enables to be predicted the performance of mesh heat pipes, rectangular-groove
heat pipes. These codes are especially helpful in design of steady state heat pipe and are executable on
Window/PC computing platforms. Numerical investigation of heat and mass transfer processes into heat
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pipe (evaporation, condensation, capillary transport, etc.) were carried out. This approach allows us to
compare heat transfer characteristics of the heat pipe by using different materials and coolant. These
analyses allow to plot curves, and the best design and fabrication of heat pipe is where it operates within
these envelope limits. The small capillary driving force generated by grooves is adequate for low-power heat
pipes when operated horizontally or with gravity assistance. When used in conjunction with mesh, the
performance can be considerably enhanced. Combination of the two wick types showed to be very effective
and significantly improved the performance.

WICKS FOR HEAT PIPE
The method was successfully applied for wicks creation. Various types of wicks were developed (Fig.
3).

Fig. 3. Wicks for heat pipes

Methods for wick modifying were developed (Fig. 4). The influence of methods for wick modifying on
the wetting of the surface was investigated. These researches allowed to select the optimum coating
conditions and to create wick with controlled wetting properties. To order to increase hydrophilic properties
oxidation were used. Controlled chemical oxidation, anodization, thermal oxidation are convenient way to
modify the wettability of wick. The unique morphologies and high surface energy of CuO nanostructures
allow us to achieve extreme wettability without introducing large parasitic thermal resistance.

Fig. 4. Hydrophilic and hydrophobic wicks
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DEVELOPMENT OF HEAT PIPES AND COOLING SYSTEM ON THE BASE
OF HEAT PIPES
By employing simulation data heat pipes with developed wick (Fig. 3) were designed (Fig. 5).
Calculated results were compared with the experimental data to increase confidence of the proposed
approach. Experimental data had good correlation with theory. Peculiar properties in contrast to traditional
heat pipes: vibrostability (particles of sintered copper powder can crumble and wick can delaminate from
envelope); resistance to deep freezing; absence of sintering powders excludes their treatment from
technological process resulting in cost reduction. The conducted operational tests confirmed the high quality
of the developed heat pipes. Maximum heat capacity is up to 85 W, working orientation: gravity
independence, thermal resistance: 0,1– 0,3 K/W.

Fig. 5. Heat pipe (envelope – copper, working liquid – water, dimension (LxD) : 280 mm x 10 mm)

These heat pipes are used to create passive cooling system for powerful LED industrial lamps DSP012 100-001 U1 "PROMLIGHT" and DSP01-2 150-001 U1 "PROMLIGHT" (joint development of the
laboratory of physical and chemical hydrodynamics of HMTI and Center of LED and Optoelectronic
technologies of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus) (Fig. 6).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. Photos of cooling system on the base of heat pipes (a), powerful LED industrial lamps
DSP01-2 100-001 U1 "PROMLIGHT" (b)
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Innovative thermal heat sink system allows to: use high-powered LED (up to 500 W), decrease weight
of luminaire in 2.5–4 times in comparison with traditional LED luminaires, reduce LBH, increase LED’s life
time (Table 3) [12]. The investigations of powerful LED industrial lamps showed the validity and reliability
of the designed-in engineering solutions under different temperature conditions of operation and orientations
in space (Figs. 7, 8).
Table 3.
Comparison of heat sinks on the base of heat pipes, copper and aluminum rods
P, W

T0, ˚C

W, W

20
300

600/353
40

20
200

400/235
40

20
100

200/118
40

ТLED, ˚C
76.7
131.9
162.7
96.1
152.5
183.5
59.0
97.1
118.3
73.3
117.5
138.8
41.3
60.8
72.0
61.4
81.1
92.3

Type of heat sink
HP
Cu
Al
HP
Сu
Al
HP
Cu
Al
HP
Cu
Al
HP
Cu
Al
HP
Cu
Al

Tmin, ˚C
53.3
36.1
208.6
73.7
56.4
49.8
44.1
32.1
27.4
64.4
52.4
47.6
33.8
27.4
24.6
53.9
47.5
44.7

Note:
1) thermal power P can be from 0.5 to 0.85 of electric power of LED W, table shows the maximum value of
electrical power / minimum value of electrical power;
2) HP – heat sink on the base of heat pipes (mass of heat pipe: 83 g; L × D: 270 mm × 10 mm), Cu – heat sink on
the base of copper rods (mass of copper rod: 189 g; L × D: 270 mm × 10 mm), Al – heat sink on the base of
aluminum rods (mass of aluminum rods: 57 g; L × D: 270 mm × 10 mm)

a

b

Fig. 7. Thermograms of LED industrial lamps DSP01-2 100-001 U1 "PROMLIGHT"
at horizontal orientations and at ambient temperature 20 С (a) and 35 С (b)
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a

b

Fig. 8. Thermograms of LED industrial lamps DSP01-2x100-001 U1 "PROMLIGHT"
at vertical orientations and at ambient temperature 20˚С (a) and 35˚С (b)
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Abstract
A 2D numerical simulation of velocity and temperature fields for laminar low flow regimes have been carried out
for laboratory experimental loop thermosyphon with vertical electrically heated circular tube as flow up section.
Calculations have been done for the case of full-length heating of flow up section at constant heat flux density on the
heated wall. The variant of loop design with negligibly small hydraulic losses due to local drag reduction and friction on
down comer compared with hydraulic losses due to friction in flow up tube has been considered.
Laminar flow regime as the regime of most complex friction factor behaviour in buoyancy driven flows was the
subject of the analysis. On the basis of calculated velocity and temperature fields in heated zone the longitudinal change
of friction factor and heat transfer coefficients have been determined. In general, according to 2D numerical simulation
the wall shear stresses are mainly affected by the change of wall velocity gradient due to practically continuous velocity
profiles deformation along the whole heated zone. The form of velocity profiles and the extent of their deformation in
its turn depend upon the wall heat flux density and the hydraulic diameter. It is shown that in single-phase loop
thermosyphon where fluid flow is governed exclusively by buoyancy forces wall shear stresses change along the heated
zone in a complex way and friction factor for use in 1D calculations can not be described by simple correlations in the
form of ξ = a/Reb. In all calculated regimes including the lowest considered wall heat flux density the Nusselt numbers
exceeds that for stabilized forced flow with constant thermophysical properties. After decreasing with the distance from
the inlet to the heated section Nusselt numbers achieve minimum values and then start to increase.

KEYWORDS
Loop thermosyphon, viscous-gravitational flow, buoyancy forces, natural circulation, heat transfer, friction,
numerical simulation.

INTRODUCTION
It is no need to say that natural circulation loops or loop thermosyphons are heat removal systems which
have many industrial applications of different purpose. In recent years natural circulation heat removal
mechanism is considered for passive safety systems in new design nuclear power plants. Besides, some
advanced nuclear plant designs rely on natural circulation to remove core power under normal operation
(startup, normal power operation, and shutdown), and some designs rely on natural circulation to provide
cooling of the containment. Many applications including passive safety systems of nuclear power plants
operate at low parameters, very often low flow conditions of single phase heat transfer medium are realized.
So the availability of the reliable engineering and design calculation methods of flows driven exclusively by
buoyancy forces is an actual problem. In particular it is important for the analysis of start up regimes of
passive safety systems of nuclear power plants.
Natural circulation systems may have low driving force and need to be started from the state of rest.
Start-up from rest is one of the key issues in assessing the reliability of these systems. There is always a
finite time lag before these systems attain their optimum intended performance level. The predicting models
applicable for low flow conditions can be quite different from those applicable for high flow conditions. For
example, in many cases under low flow conditions the three-dimensional flow effects occur and traditional
1D approach may not predict the behaviour of natural circulation systems with reasonable satisfaction. Also
the performance of these systems is strongly dependent on the operating conditions and system geometry
[1, 2].
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In spite of long year (since early 1950s) experimental, analytical and numerical investigations natural
circulation loops remain to be the subject of research till today. The state of the art of correct friction factor
calculations can be taken as an example. Fig. 1, which is adopted from review [1], presents experimental
friction factor ξ versus Reynolds number dependences obtained by different authors in natural single-phase
circulation in loops of different configurations.
As it is seen from Fig. 1 all experimental points are divisibly higher the ξ values of curve 1 that is the
ξ(Re) relationship for stabilized laminar isothermal flow. The attempts to generalize the ξ(Re) dependence in
the form of ξ = a/Reb do not result in universal correlation. In fact one have a set of pure empirical functions,
which are valid for concrete loop designs within the range of regime parameters limited by the concrete
experiments.

Fig. 1. Experimental friction factors at natural
circulation of water in round cross-section channels in
thermosyphon loops of different configurations (revive
[1]); 1) isothermal stabilized laminar flow

Despite the fact that the results presented in Fig. 1 have been published in [1] more than 35 years ago the
state of the problem in general have not been changed till today [2 5].
No suitable predicting recommendations for heat transfer and friction for the above regimes have been
proposed for engineering practice and correlations for forced flow are commonly used which to large extent
overpredict the real flow velocities [1 5]. In particular the predicting friction factor correlations for fully
developed isothermal flows is very often used in calculation of loop thermosyphons [2 4].
To our point of view this approach is not fully correct because the form of velocity profiles in real
buoyancy-induced circulation flows differs from fully developed isothermal velocity profiles.
The velocity field pattern in buoyancy driven flows is in a transforming state in streamwise direction.
Besides the flow field is forming under the conditions of considerable variety of thermophysical properties of
working liquid. So the velocity field structure is highly complex, especially for laminar flows.
The analysis of measured circulation velocity and longitudinal heated wall temperature distributions in
the experimental natural circulation loop in [6, 7] with the use of 1D approach showed that the developing of
the appropriate predictive correlations for heat transfer and friction is not a trivial problem. In general case
hydrodynamic pattern of natural convection flows is dependent upon channel cross section configuration,
channel hydraulic diameter, channel length to hydraulic diameter ratio and flow orientation relatively to
gravity acceleration vector.
In general case for the above conditions friction factor ξ must be a function of a number of parameters
[8 10]: ξ = ξ(z/dh, Re, Pr, μw/μf, Gr), where dh hydraulic diameter, μw and μf dynamic viscosity of liquid
at wall and bulk liquid temperatures.
Therefore even if the absence of well-grounded recommendation for calculations of pure buoyancy
driven flows in tubes makes one to use in 1D calculations correlations for forced flow one must at least take
into account such obvious factors as temperature variety of thermo-physical properties of liquid (viscosity
first of all) and its influence on friction factor and heat transfer coefficients change under the additional
effect of natural convection on forced flow [8 10].
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According to definition the friction factor is

τw

ξ 2
ρu
8

μ

u
r

,

(1)

r r0

where τw is wall shear stress, ρ liquid density at bulk temperature, ū circulation velocity, (∂u/∂r) r r0
velocity gradient at the wall.
For the forced flow the effect of physical properties variability on friction factor can be taken into
account by applying the correction of the form [8, 9]

ξ
ξ0

μw
μf

n

,

(2)

where ξ0 is the friction factor at constant properties, n > 0. In general case n = n (z/dh, Re, μw/μf), that is n ≠ const.
The most complex ξ dependence on cross-sectional viscosity varying is at laminar flow regimes.
Unfortunately not many quantitative experimental data on friction-viscosity variability dependence and a
few predictive correlations are available for today. All of them are classified among forced flows.
A following correlation for n in the eq. (2) for friction factor for flow up section of the loop can be used
in 1D calculations as the first step [8, 9]

d
n C Pe h
lt

m

0.062

μw
μf

,

(3)

where C = 2.30 , m = 0.3 at Pe·(dh/l) ≤ 1500 and C = 0.535 , m = 0.1 at Pe·(dh/l) > 1500. In eq. (3) Pe is
Peclet number, lt heated tube length.
For the same directions of forced and natural convection at qw = const the local Nusselt number at
current cross-section can be determined as [9]

Nu
Nu v

Grq
1
B Re

0.27

,

(5)

where Nuv is Nusselt number for viscous flow with constant physical properties. B = 5.40 X-1 + 312 X 0.25 at X ≤ 0.07
1 z
and B = 240 at X > 0.07; X
; Grq = gβdh4qw/(ν2·λ) Grasghof number.
Pe d h
It is also worth noting that under the influence of thermo-gravitational forces on forced laminar flow the
stability loss of such flow and transition to turbulence occurs at lesser Re numbers. For example for circular
tube the above transition takes place at Re = Recr < 2300.
The adjusted length, at which the viscous-gravitational flow loses stability, that is the length of stability
loss Χ* can be estimated by the empirical correlation [9]
X* = 12.9 (Grq/Re)–0.8

(6)

The transition to turbulent flow takes place at somewhat greater X value [9]
X = Xcr ≈ 1.3 X*
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To verify the validity of correlations (2) (5) for the conditions of buoyancy driven flows the additional
information is necessary. This information can be obtained from physical experiments for different loop
thermosyphons as well as from the results of numerical simulation of the velocity and temperature fields in
heated zone.
In present work the 2D numerical simulation of velocity and temperature fields in circular tube with
reference to laboratory loop thermosyphon [6, 7] has been carried out. The above thermosyphon was
designed for studying natural circulation of boiling liquid at low pressures. At low pressures boiling the
single-phase convection region can be relatively very long so low flow single phase experiments and their
analysis were the part of the investigation. The present article presents the numerical results for laminar flow.

1. NUMERICAL MODEL AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The laboratory experimental natural circulation loop of rectangular configuration described in details in
[6, 7] has been considered as the object of numerical modeling. The schematic diagram of the loop is
presented in Fig. 2,a. The flow up (heated) 1 and flow down 3 legs of the loop are joined to the cooling
section 2 at the top of the loop. One of the structural features of the loop is large aspect ratio between the
down leg cross sectional area and that of the heated leg. This detail of construction made it possible to
substantially reduce pressure losses in flow down line (down comer). So the flow characteristics can be
considered as somewhat upper limiting case for buoyancy driven flow for given heat flux for specific cross
sectional geometry and hydraulic diameter of the heated leg.
A diagram of the corresponding numerical model of the loop is shown in Fig. 2,b. The simulated loop
was a closed by liquid ensemble from annular and circular tube. Circular (heated) tube was placed coaxially
inside the annular tube. Annular tube was the down comer of the simulated loop. The heated tube height was
specified equal to the loop test section height, and cross-sectional area of annular gap was equal to cross
sectional area of the experimental loop down leg. Thus the simulated circulation conditions were made more
realistic in terms of the circulation in experimental loop. So the axially symmetric 2D problem has been
formulated.

b)

a)

1

flow up (heated)
section;
2 cooling section;
3 down comer;

1 flow up tube;
2 – cooler;
3 – down comer;

Fig. 2. Configuration of the experimental loop [6, 7] (a) and its numerical model for 2D simulation (b)

For steady state laminar flow the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy at the absence
of inner heat sources and energy dissipation being written in cylindrical coordinate system has the form (Uz
and Ur projections of the velocity vector on coordinate axes, z-axe is directed vertically, r-axe is directed
along the tube radius)
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Here ρ, h, T, p are density, enthalpy, temperature and pressure, FBz is the projection of buoyancy force vector
FB on z-axe.
The expression for buoyancy force vector, which appears in the system of conservation equations and
which is the driving force of motion can be written in general case as FB(r,z) = g[ρ(r,z) ρr(z)], where g is
vector of gravity acceleration and ρr is local reference density. For inner gravity flows (in closed space
bounded by solid walls) the reference density is chosen according to the type of inner flow under
consideration [11]. In our calculations ρr(z) was considered as cross-section averaged density at current
coordinate z in down leg of the loop.
Boundary conditions were formulated according to the experimental ones in [6, 7]. They are the constant
heat flux density on the wall of the heated section and adiabatic conditions on the other surfaces except the
cooler zone. The loop cooler was simulated as volumetric heat sink of the cylindrical shape which height was
equal to the upper gap in Fig. 2,b. The total capacity of the cooler was equal to the input heat power.
The system of conservation equations (7) (10) was solved numerically with the use of control volume
method within the ANES CFD-code [12].

2. 2D SIMULATION RESULTS
2.1. Velocity profiles and friction factors
The 2D numerical simulation have been carried out for distilled water circulation at heat flux densities
which correspond to laminar flow regimes in the experimental loop [6, 7]. The flow was considered to be
laminar along the entire length of the heated zone when adjusted coordinate X at the inlet cross section was
less than Xcr, the latter was estimated according to eqs. (6) (6,a). The calculation results presented in this
paper have been obtained for three flow up tube diameters: 5.4; 9.1 and 15 mm. The height of heated section
varied from 1.3 to 1.8 m.
The calculated friction factors for heated section 1.3 m long for two almost twice different tube inner
diameters (5.4 and 9.1 mm) and the same heat flux density qw = 2 kW/m2 are shown in Figs. 3 4.
The solid lines 3 in the Figs. 3,a and 4,a are the result of numerical simulation. Dashed-point lines 4 in
the same figures correspond to eq. (2) for current Re(z) numbers. The longitudinal Re number change with
liquid viscosity variation along the heated zone are shown in Figs. 3,b and 4,b. As a whole the Re number
inlet and outlet values under heating conditions can differ from each other from 20 to 40 % or more
depending on heat flux density and hydraulic diameter, the less the diameter the higher the Re number
change.
The dashed lines 1 and 2 in Figs. 3,a and 4,a are the friction factors calculated for finite length circular
pipe at constant physical properties for inlet and outlet liquid temperatures under heating conditions at
given qw.
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As it follows from the Figs. 3 4 the friction factor in buoyancy induced flows changes along the tube in
a complex way and is highly influenced by the hydraulic diameter. It is also seen that formula (2) noticeably
uderpredicts longitudinal ξ distribution.
In both cases simulated ξ values always remain higher than that calculated according to eq. (2) if Re
number is determined at local bulk liquid temperature. The discrepancy increases downstream and for higher
hydraulic diameter one can observe different qualitative behaviour.

b)
a)
Fig. 3. Calculated friction factors and Re(z) numbers for heated section 1.3 m long for qw = 2 kW/m2 and
d = 5.4 mm as a function of adjusted length; a) calculated friction factors as a function of adjusted
length for d = 5.4 mm and qw = 2 kW/m2; b) change of the local Re(z) number along the tube under
heating conditions; 1) – isothermal friction factor at Re = 163 (corresponds to heated zone inlet); 2) –
isothermal friction factor at Re = 227 (corresponds to heated zone outlet); 3) – numerical simulation, 4) –
eq. (2) with account to Re(z) change under heating conditions

b)
a)
Fig. 4. Calculated friction factors and Re(z) numbers for heated section 1.3 m long for qw = 2 kW/m2 and
d = 9.1 mm as a function of adjusted length; a) calculated friction factors as a function of adjusted
length for dh = 9.1 mm and qw=2 kW/m2; b) change of the local Re(z) number along the tube under
heating conditions. 1 – isothermal friction factor at Re = 307 (corresponds to heated zone inlet); 2 –
isothermal friction factor at Re = 370 (corresponds to heated zone outlet); 3 – numerical simulation; 4 –
eq. (2) with account to Re(z) change under heating conditions

Local (at given cross section along the tube) ξ value is the result of two main effects – viscosity decrease
with temperature in near wall region and velocity gradient change due to velocity profile deformation.
Velocity profiles calculated for water circulation near the inlet to the heated zone (z/d = 3.85) and almost at outlet
from it (z/d = 139.0) for the tube of d = 9.1 mm and two wall heat flux densities qw = 7.0 and 20,0 kW/m2 are
shown in Figs. 5,a and 5,b.
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As it is seen from Figs. 5,a b the form of velocity profiles noticeably changes along the heated zone, the
extent of velocity profile deformation increasing with the wall heat flux density increase.
The velocity profiles deformation is accompanied by the increase of velocity gradient in near wall flow
region and the increase of the wall shear stress as a consequence.
More over as it follows from Fig. 5,c where the longitudinal change of absolute value of wall velocity
gradient is presented the velocity gradient increase takes place along the full length of heated tube. That is
the evidence of the absence of velocity profile stabilization along the heated zone.
The wall velocity gradient increase is balanced out by the liquid viscosity decrease with temperature in
near wall flow region (see Fig. 5,d). So the outcome longitudinal wall shear stress behaviour is a function of
more strong effect at current flow cross-section. More over the result effect depends not only on wall heat
flux density but also on channel cross-section form and hydraulic diameter.
Calculated friction factors as a function of adjusted length for two tubes which differs by inner diameters
are shown in Fig. 6,a. The heating conditions of regimes presented in Fig. 6 are characterized by close values
of the Reynolds number. In the first case (curve 1 in Fig. 6,a) the Re number calculated according to physical
properties at local bulk liquid temperature for qw = 15 kW/m2 and d = 5.4 mm changed from 540 at the inlet
to the heated section to 1070 at the outlet from it. In the second case (curve 3 in Fig. 6,a) the corresponding
Re number varied for qw = 10 kW/m2 and d = 9.1 mm from 720 at the inlet to 1040 at the outlet from the
heated zone.

a)

c)

b)

d)

Fig. 5. Calculated longitudinal change of velocity profiles, liquid viscosity and wall velocity
gradient. a) b) velocity profiles at two cross sections of heated tube with 9.1 mm inner
diameter, calculated for two wall heat flux densities at water circulation; c) longitudinal
change of absolute value of wall velocity gradient corresponding to these regimes; d) change of
liquid viscosity in near wall region due to wall temperature increase; a) qw = 7.0·103 kW/m2, 1 –
z/d = 3.85, 2 – z/d = 139.0; b) qw = 20.0·103 kW/m2, 1 – z/d = 3.85; 2 – z/d = 139.0; c), d) 1 –
qw = 7.0·103 kW/m2, 2 – qw = 20.0·103 kW/m2
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One can clearly see from Fig. 6,a the qualitatively different ξ(Χ) behaviour for two diameters. The ξ
values calculated according to eq. (2) are also shown if Fig. 6,a (lines 2 and 4). It follows from the
comparison of curves 1 4 that under the conditions of exclusively buoyancy induced circulation wall friction
changes along the heated zone in a complex way and friction factor distribution can not be described by a
simple relationships of the form ξ = a/Reb. In most cases the effect of velocity profiles deformation is
predominant as related to the effect of viscosity change. The shape of velocity profiles and the extent of their
deformation in its turn depend upon hydraulic diameter.
The shape of velocity profiles for two tube diameters (5,4 mm and 9,1 mm) is shown in Fig. 6,b as an
example. Though qualitatively the shape of both profiles is M-like it is clearly seen from Fig. 6,b that the
deformation of the velocity profiles becomes more intensive with inner tube diameter increase.

a)

b)

Fig. 6. Calculated friction factors and velocity profiles for different inner diameters of heated tubes.
a) calculated friction factors as a function of adjusted length; b) calculated velocity profiles at
the outlet from the heated zone (z = 1.28 m); 1) qw = 15 kW/m2, d = 5.4 mm, numerical simulation,
2) eq. (2) for the regime 1 conditions; 3) qw = 10 kW/m2, d = 9.1 mm, numerical simulation; 4) eq.
(2) for the regime 3 conditions; b): 5) qw = 10 kW/m2, d = 9.1 mm; 6) qw = 15 kW/m2, d = 5.4 mm

2.2. Heat transfer coefficients
In this section heat transfer coefficients and corresponding to them Nusselt numbers change along the
heated zone under the conditions of continuously transforming velocity field will be considered.
Calculated heat transfer coefficients for different tube diameters at relatively low wall heat flux density
qw = 2 kW/m2 is shown in Fig. 7,a. The longitudinal change of temperature difference (t w tl ) for the same
regimes is shown in Fig. 7,b. In fact quantity inversely proportional to heat transfer coefficient is presented
in Fig. 7,b. As distance from the inlet to the heated section increases heat transfer coefficients firstly decrease
in monotone way up to some value of longitudinal coordinate z (correspondingly (t w tl ) difference
increases) and then with further z increase heat transfer coefficients practically does not change. As it is seen
from Fig. 7,a at qw = idem heat transfer coefficients decrease with tube inner diameter increase. For the same
inner diameter of the heated tube the higher the qw the higher heat transfer coefficients.
The calculated Nu/Nu* ratio as a function of longitudinal coordinate z are presented in Fig 7,c. Here Nu
is local Nusselt number at buoyancy driven flow in natural circulation loop and Nu * = 4.36 is stabilized Nu
value at forced flow of liquid in circular pipe at constant thermophysical properties at wall boundary
condition qw = const. In all calculated regimes including the lowest considered wall heat flux density the
Nusselt numbers exceed that for stabilized forced flow with constant thermophysical properties (Fig. 7,c).
The calculated temperature differences (t w tl ) as a function of dimensionless longitudinal coordinate
z/d for the conditions of relatively high wall heat flux densities (qw = 15 and 10 kW/m2) and sufficiently long
up flow (heated) sections (with dimensionless lengths z/d up to 400) are presented in Fig. 8. As it is seen
from Fig. 8 at relatively high qw the plot (t w tl ) as a function of (z/d) passes through the maximum
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(correspondingly Nu z/d dependence has minimum) that is in general case at some distance from the inlet
to the heated section the heat transfer coefficients start to increase. This effect manifests itself appreciably at
relatively high wall heat flux densities qw for long enough heated sections (at dimensionless distances z/d
about 160 200 and longer see Fig. 8).
At low qw the domain of minimum on the Nu versus z curve is highly wide and in the case of short tubes
it can exist the interval, where practically α does not change along the tube. For short tubes this apparent
“stabilization” of heat transfer coefficients corresponded to the adjusted coordinates X = (1/Pe)·(z/dh) half as
much as that for forced flow with constant physical properties.
As a whole the obtained results are quite expectable. Heat transfer intensity in discussed above flows is
governed by mechanism of velocity profiles transforming and the conditions of liquid passing over the wall
surface. According to calculation results velocity profiles change continuously along the full length of the
heated zone and at some distance from the inlet liquid in near wall region starts to accelerate (the velocity
profiles take the M-like form Figs. 5 6).
Near wall liquid velocity increase must lead to heat transfer enhancement and the increase of heat
transfer coefficients. More over in the case of very long tubes laminar flow regime loses stability when
adjusted coordinate X achieves the X* value (see eq. (6)) and transition to turbulent flow regime takes place.
It also enhances heat transfer. Analysis of natural circulation in the loop at turbulent flow is the subject of
subsequent stage of the investigation.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 7. Change of the heat transfer coefficients (a),
temperature difference (t w tl ) (b) and Nu/Nu*
ratio (c) along the heated zone at qw = 2 kW/m2
for different inner tube diameters; 1) d = 15 mm;
2) d = 9,1 mm; 3) d = 5,4 mm; Nu* = 4,36
stabilized Nusselt number for forced flow with
constant physical properties at qw = const
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CONCLUSIONS
With reference to the experimental laboratory natural circulation loop a 2D numerical simulation of
velocity and temperature fields for laminar low flow regimes have been carried out. It is shown that in
natural circulation loop where fluid flow is governed exclusively by buoyancy forces wall shear stresses
change along the heated zone in a complex way and friction factor for use in 1D calculations can not be
described by simple correlations in the form of ξ = a/Reb . The account of the temperature viscous change
effect, which though is a substantial factor, does not improve predicting accuracy. In most cases the effect of
the velocity profiles deformation, which acts oppositely to viscous decrease with temperature, is
predominant. The form of velocity profiles and the extent of their deformation in its turn depend upon the
hydraulic diameter.

Fig. 8. Change of the temperature difference (t w tl ) along
the heated zone for different wall heat flux densities and
inner tube diameters; 1) qw = 15 kW/m2, d = 5.4 mm; 2)
qw = 10 kW/m2, d = 9.1 mm; 3) qw = 10 kW/m2, d = 15 mm

Continuous velocity profiles transforming along the heated zone leads to the qualitative difference of
Nu = f(z) dependence from that for the case of heat transfer at forced flow of liquid with constant
thermophysical properties. In general case as distance from the inlet to the heated section increase the
Nusselt numbers firstly decrease in monotone way, achieve minimum values and then starts to increase.
This effect manifests itself appreciably at relatively high wall heat flux densities qw for long enough
heated sections (at dimensionless distances z/d about 160 200 and longer).
At low qw the domain of minimum on the Nu versus z curve is highly wide and in the case of short tubes
it can exist the interval, where practically α does not change along the tube. This apparent “stabilization” of
heat transfer coefficients corresponded to the adjusted coordinates X = (1/Pe)·(z/dh) half as much as that for
forced flow with constant physical properties. For the same inner diameter of the heated tube the qw increase
leads to the increase of heat transfer coefficients. In all calculated regimes including the lowest considered
wall heat flux density the Nusselt numbers exceed that for stabilized forced flow with constant
thermophysical properties.

Nomenclature
d, dh
g
Nu
Pr
Pe
q
r
r0

inner tube diameter, hydraulic diameter, m; for circular tube d = dh
gravity acceleration, m/s2
Nusselt number, Nu αd h / λ , dimensionless
Prantl namber, dimensionless
Peclet number, Pe = Re·Pr, dimensionless
heat flux density, W/m2
radial coordinate, m
inner tube radius, m
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Re
t
tl
U
z

Reynolds number, dimensionless
temperature, oC, K
bulk liquid temperature, oC, K
velocity, m/s
longitudinal coordinate, m

Greek symbols
heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2·K)
α
β
коэффициент термического расширения, 1/K
λ
heat conduction, W/(m·K)
cinematic viscosity, m2/s
ν
ξ
friction factor, dimensionless
X = (1/Pe)·(z/dh) or X = (1/Re)·(z/dh) adjusted coordinate, dimensionless
Subscripts
w wall
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Abstract
The urgency of the work is conditioned by the need to switch to gaseous fuels and hybrid power units in motor
vehicles and to sustainable power supply of autonomous objects of consumption. Problems of development and research
of improved configuration of gas accumulator with solid sorbents utilization are considered. Results of a parametric
study based on the CFD model of charging modes of the low-pressure natural gas accumulator are described. The
influence of gas recirculation on the dynamic characteristics of charging under conditions of thermal control of the
adsorbent layer by means of a heat pipe is analyzed.

KEYWORDS
Natural gas, accumulator, heat pipe, sorbent, charging, modeling

INTRODUCTION
The all round increase in the quantity of automobiles in the 21 st century leads to additional
contamination of the atmosphere with harmful substances, especially in megapolises. One of the variants of
solving this problem is the passage to hybrid power plants and gaseous types of fuel for the motor transport.
The development of the hybrid technology will improve the ecology of cities and lead to qualitatively new
solution of energy supply. The joint use of double-fuel internal-combustion engines (ICE) and of electric
motors permits one to avoid the operation of an ICE in the mode of low loadings and to realize the
recuperation of kinetic energy. On termination of an electric discharge, the ICE is engaged and the
automobile is converted into a typical hybrid, in which the disadvantages of these two motors are leveled
and their advantages are combined. The use of a double-fuel internal combustion engine and of sorption
accumulators leads to a minimum increase in the weight due to the alternative storage of the gas, does not
require an extended infrastructure for hydrogen charging and additional charging stations, cuts down the
expenditures on compressor and cryogenic equipment.
The sorptive technology of storage of gaseous fuel is becoming more competitive and profitable as
compared with traditional technologies from the viewpoint of decreasing energy expenditures and
environment protection [1, 2]. In the recent decade, the successful development and introduction of sorptive
facilities have been enhanced by the advances achieved in the area of heat regeneration and heat transfer
intensification in the porous layer and in the organization of multistage cycles. By no means unimportant is
the orientation to the application of highly efficient sorbing materials such as pressed (briquetted) and
monolithic activated coals, metallic organic frameworks, composite materials based on metal hydrides,
super activated carbon (MAXSORB III) and graphite mixture [3, 4].
The investigations running at the Laboratory of Porous Media are aimed at the creation of an effective
method of storage and transportation of the most widespread gases such as ammonia, methane, and
hydrogen [2, 3]. The aim of the present work is the creation of a mobile regulated system of low-pressure
natural gas accumulation with the use of microporous fibrous carbon materials and heat pipes. The main
factor of the increase in the efficiency of the operation of such systems is the provision of uniform and fast
cooling/heating of the sorbent. Heat pipes with a metallic sintered powder structure, contour pipes, and
thermosyphons are convenient passive heat-transmitting devices for thermal regulation of the sorption
elements of power plants [5]. Among the main parameters that determine the serviceability of heat pipes
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there are the limiting heat flux, thermal resistance, and the temperature range of stable functioning. The high
heat transfer coefficient equal to about 10 3–105 W/(m2 K) makes it possible to substantially decrease the
heat transfer surface and the time of nonstationary heating/cooling regime. For implementing efficient
charging of the systems of gas accumulation, it is expedient to use cryogenic or low-temperature heat pipes
(Table 1, Fig. 1) proceeding from the range of the working temperatures of the vapor space, and the type of
the adsorbate-sorbent isotherm. The choice of the working fluids also rests on the entire complex of physical
properties, with the fluid to be of high quality with a minimum content of gases, dissolved solid particles
and of other fluids.
Table 1.
Figure of merit and temperature range for various working fluids of heat pipes
Working
fluid
Heptane
Water
Ammonia
Pentane
Acetone

Melting
point, K
183.15
273.15
195.15
140.15
178.15

Boiling point at atmospheric
pressure, K
371.15
373.15
240.15
301.15
330.15

Recommended
temperature range
273-423
303-473
213-373
253-393
273-303

Figure of merit
1.16Е+10
1.78Е+11
7.02Е+10
1.49Е+10
3.2Е+10

Fig. 1. Useful temperature range (ºC) of working fluids for cryogenic and low heat pipe applications [6]

To satisfy the requirements of the efficiency and safety of operation of the gas accumulator in each specific
case, it is necessary to analyze the thermodynamic process of charging with account for the nonequilibrium
and exothermal character of adsorption. The cooling of the sorbent in the process of charging promotes the
initiation of adsorption and exerts its influence on the dynamics of adsorption of gas molecules. The
charging pursues the goal of maximizing the quantity of natural gas in the accumulator volume at a given
pressure and a steady-state temperature. The operation of the accumulator in a cumulative regime depends
on the sorber construction and regime parameters. The weak heat exchange in the sorbent layer with low
thermal conductivity leads to an increase in its temperature and to a decrease in the gas storage. Usually this
shortcoming is obviated by increasing the heat transfer surface (mainly by adding metal fins) or by inserting
highly heat conducting graphite particles or using foil inserts in the porous sorbing layer. The process of
heat transfer can be enhanced by using a large number of pipes in the sorbent volume for heat carrier
pumping, but such kind of systems of liquid cooling make the construction exceedingly complex and reduce
the useful volume of the sorbing filter. The presence of a finned heat pipe aids in a more uniform cooling of
the sorbent layer. Of interest is the study of the effect exerted by the organization of “adequate” gas flow
with the aid of the circulation loop on the increase in the rate of heat transfer in the sorbent layer and on the
working characteristics of the thermally regulated accumulator.
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1. DESCRIPTION OF THE SORBER-ACCUMULATOR AND SCHEME OF
RECIRCULATION CHARGING
The sorber-accumulator of gaseous fuel is a pressurized container with one or two valves containing a
sorbent-filler. It is intended for carrying out the adsorption/desorption reaction and of the processes of gas
compression/expansion for accumulating gaseous fuel and its subsequent extraction. The application of
sorbents increases the density of gas storage two-to-three times as compared to a compressed gas (at the
same pressure).
According to the method of charging suggested in [7], the gas (the substance of storage) previously
cooled outside the container passes through the storage medium (for example, sorbent). To attain efficient
dissipation of the energy liberated as a result of the interaction of the substance and the storage medium (for
example, reaction of adsorption), there is a circulation loop. The storage substance (gas) is used directly as
an energy carrier, with the container being integrated into the circulation loop that passes through the
outside heat exchanger.
Figure 2 presents the scheme of recirculation charging a ring sorber-accumulator with a hydrogenous
gas. In contrast to [7, 8], it was suggested to use a heat pipe with a liquid heat exchanger and an electric
heater for decreasing the negative effect of the sorption heat and temperature gradient. The presence of two
successively located heat exchangers makes it possible to alter the heat flux direction along the heat pipe
and to use it for cooling or heating the sorbent layer in the course of charging/discharging the accumulator.
The cycle of charging the accumulator in the recirculation regime consists of two stages. At the first
stage, when in one of the end faces there is an orifice for gas supply and the second end face is dummy, the
vessel is filled with a gas under the condition of variable pressure and of constant mass flow rate in a
nonflow-through regime. The pressure in the accumulator rapidly attains the nominal value, because the
sorbent has no time for being cooled, and its absorbing ability remains not high. The duration of the first
stage depends on the magnitude of the gas mass flow rate and the temperature level.

10

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the recirculation charging of the thermally regulated sorber-accumulator of
natural gas: 1 – housing, where 1a and 1b, inlet and outlet valves; 2 – sorbent; 3 – heat pipe; 4 – liquid
heat exchanger; 5 – electric heater; 6 – compressor; 7 – pressure regulator; 8 – external heat
exchanger/cooler (for pumping the gas being stored 8 and of cooling the liquid 9); 10 – standard gas tank

At the second stage, use is made of the inlet and outlet valves of the accumulator. The operational
principle of the recirculation scheme involves the organization (after the attainment of the nominal pressure)
of “advective” flow of the gas being stored in the sorbent layer by supplying it to the accumulator inlet at a
low temperature and its removal at the exit at a higher temperature. Part of the gas is adsorbed, whereas the
other part (filtered through the sorbent layer) passes (through the outlet valve located on the other side of the
accumulator) into the circulation loop transporting part of the energy owing its origin to the intrinsic
enthalpy, the adsorption reaction heat, and to the compression energy. Thereafter this gas is mixed with the
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additional portion of the gas (with initial temperature T 0) supplied from a reserve standard tank for
sustaining the specified flow rate at the inlet to the accumulator and of the pressure in the recirculation
system, whose values are controlled by reducing gears. Next, the enriched gas flow is pumped by a
compressor through the external heat exchanger-cooler and is directed again into the accumulator. The heat
exchanger with a cooling medium, say, ammonia or nitrogen, can be installed at the charging station and can
be connected with the gas circulation loop periodically. The temperature in the sorbent layer decreases with
time, and the gas being stored is accumulated in it due mainly to the adsorption. This process may be
repeated until the attainment of the needed storage conditions. The specified store of the gas is obtained due
to the multiple partial reservation of the gas flow after it passed through the sorbent and external heat
exchanger-cooler.
Thus, in this charging scheme, the gas, which simultaneously is an adsorptive and energy carrier, is
stored in the dynamic regime in the sorbent layer (in conformity with the current pressure and temperature
values), and part of it continues its circulation in the loop. The storage temperature can be regulated by
changing the power of the external heat exchanger by selecting the working fluid (nitrogen, for example), its
flow rate, and temperature.

2. MODELING OF THE GAS ACCUMULATOR
Of interest for studying are the nonstationary processes of heat and mass transfer and sorption in the gas
accumulator in the course of charging. The filler for the sorber-accumulator was activated carbon fiber of
Busofit TM 055 type. The adsorption isotherms for methane for the selected microporous sorbent at a
temperature above the critical one are described well by Dubinin-Astakhov’s equation:
  A  n

P
aeq  a exp      at , mod  T  T0   , A  RTln cr
P
  E 

0
0

T 
 
 Tcr 

2

(1)

with the modified thermal coefficient of limiting adsorption [5]:
at, mod 

ln   b /  a,crmod 

 Tcr  Tb 

 0.00341 ,

(2)

where ρcra,mod = 2ρcrliq . The empirical coefficients in the equation of equilibrium, state for the initial
experimental isotherm of adsorption at T 0 = 243K were equal to a00 = 0.149 kg/kg and E/R = 1015.
For formulating and solving the problem of nonstationary heat and mass transfer in the sorption
accumulator we applied the program complex ANSYS Fluent 14.5. The computational CFD model [5] is
based on determining 2D mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations, which for the final volume
of the pseudohomogeneous porous medium are written in the form of the differential equations of transfer of
the corresponding quantities with the source terms owing their origin to the phenomenon of physical
adsorption:
S M    1  ε t  ρs

a
;
τ

S H   ΔH st S M .

(3)

The model is supplemented with the approximate equation of kinetics:
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The thermodynamic properties of the free gas were specified by the equation of state of an ideal
compressible gas:
(5)
 g = PM g /  z g Rg T  .
The isosteric heat of sorption can be obtained by applying the well-known Clapeyron-Clausius equation to
Eq. (1), assuming the gas phase ideality:
α
T E2


ΔH st  z g  A  t, mod
 2 Rg T  .
2
A



(6)

Note that all equations were used in axisymmetrical nostationary formulation. The specificity of the
processes of heat and mass transfer in a porous medium complicated by the phenomenon of physical
adsorption was taken into account by the additional subprogram (UDS) that included a set of certain user’s
functions (UDF). The splitting algorithm was used to seek the velocity and pressure fields and the pressurebased coupled algorithm for the remaining parameters.
The rather high adequacy of the proposed model to the results of the tests of the accumulator-sorber [9]
with one inlet hole made it possible to use the model for studying the characteristics of charging the
accumulator with two valves in the circulation loop. For this purpose, the earlier assumptions were
supplemented with the condition of gas supply to the inlet: the accumulator gas is cooled to a fixed storage
temperature Tg.st and enters the accumulator with a constant mass velocity G 0 In the case of recirculation
charging, the mass inlet boundary conditions were given at the inlet to the accumulator and pressure-outlet
ones at the exit from it, after the nominal; pressure was reached.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The choice of the construction of the gaseous fuel accumulator and of the regime of its charging was
dictated by the necessity of creating a maximum store of a gas in a minimum period. In the case of the given
level of storage pressure, which cannot be exceeded for safety reasons (with account for the strength of the
structure materials), the capacity of the gas sorber-accumulator is determined by the ability of the system to
dissipate energy and to be cooled.
At the present stage, a series of computational experiments has been carried out intended for elucidating
the parameters that would control the characteristics of charging the sorber-accumulator in the recirculation
regime. We tested a cylindrical accumulator of volume 11.5 L with stainless steel housing and two valves. A
ring layer of a microporous sorbent of length 1.6 m could be cooled/heated by a built-in heat pipe (of outer
diameter 0.02 m) without finning and a heat pipe with outer finning in the form of lobe ribs (with a step of
32 mm, thickness 0.8 mm, and height 42 mm). Such large aluminum fins with slots (reduced porosity 0.25),
on the one hand, favor the increase of the efficient thermal conductivity of the layer and, on the other hand,
do not prevent the gas passage in the longitudinal direction. Figurer 3 presents the results of modeling in the
form of dynamic characteristics of accumulator charging with an operating heat pipe, both with and without
finning. The characteristics of charging in the recirculation regime without heat removal by a heat pipe are
given for comparison. In all of the variants of circulation, the intake of the model gas (methane) cooled
down to a temperature of 243K occurred with the same mass velocity 3 g/s for 40 min. It is seen that the
charging of the accumulator, thermally regulated by the “advective” heat transfer of the gas and by a heat
pipe with penetrable fins yielded the highest (as compared with other scenarios considered) increase in the
volume density of methane storage up to 137 vSTP/v. A noticeable increase in the sorbent layer temperature
as a result of the absorption of gas molecules was prevented by the efficient operation of the rationally
finned heat pipe which led to an asymptotic decrease in the porous material layer temperature almost to
243K at the end of the process. The results of computations in the form of evolution of the pressure,
temperature, volume, and gravimetric density of stored methane in the course of the most efficient, from
those considered, techniques of accumulator filling are generalized in Fig. 4.
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Note that on all graphs given the characteristics averaged over the sorbent layer volume are given. On
the initial portion of the time coordinate axis, at the point 160 s, when charging pressure has attained a
stationary state, the scale of the time axis was changed for better illustration. It follows from the analysis of
the data that the increase in the flow rate from 3 to 12 g/s led to the reduction in the time of attaining a

а)

б)

Fig. 3. Comparison of the change in the sorbent temperaturte (a), volume density (b) of stored
methane in the process of accumulator charging (V = 11.5 L) in the gas recirculation regime for
an idle and operating heat pipe both without fins and with penetrable finning (porosity 0.25)

charging pressure of 5 MPa from 102 s to 20 s, with the layer temperature being decreased from 298 to
278K. The further prolonged pumping of methane with a temperature of 243K for 2400 s provided the
sorbent cooling to 252 and 245K and the volume density of storage equal to 133 and 137 vSTP/v. For all four
values of the mass flow rate, the rate of gas supply exerted no substantial effect on the rate of change in the
average temperature of the sorbent, since the time of stabilization was long enough and the temperature
behavior was determined first of all by the boundary condition for the energy conservation equation and
sorption of heat. Nevertheless, as follows from Fig. 5, at the initial stage of charging, different temperatures
corresponded to the same pressure, and the character of its change depended on the magnitude of the inlet
gas flow. On attainment of a charging pressure of 5 MPa, a slow decrease in the temperature to a stationary
value was observed. In this case, the magnitude of sorption, as the initial characteristic, changed extremely
slowly, following, with a delay, the pressure and temperature of the sorbent. The volume density of methane
storage, in all of the variants considered, tended to an equilibrium value, equal to ~140 vSTP /v. Thus, the
parameter of the mass flow rate turns to be of little importance in the case of long-term charging, if it is
considered from the point of view of gas storage. Nevertheless it should be selected within certain limits for
the reasons of safety and arrangement of the regulator. At large flow rates the period of attainment of the
charging pressure will be too short, the sorbent will not have time for being cooled and prepared for intense
absorption of methane, which will lead to a risky increase of the pressure in the accumulator-sorber.
The characteristics of the sorption accumulator charging in the recirculation regime can be controlled by
changing the supplied gas temperature. The fluid temperature at the exit from the external heat exchangercooler determined the gas temperature at the inlet to the accumulator. The gas is preliminarily cooled
outside the accumulator to a specified temperature and is pumped through a porous sorbent layer
transporting part of the sorption energy and the intrinsic enthalpy. Figure 5 illustrates the change in the
dynamic characteristics of the accumulator in the process of charging in the recirculation regime without a
heat pipe with a mass flow of gas at the inlet equal to G0 = 0.003 kg/s. As follows from the analysis of the
data, the reduction of the gas temperature at the inlet from 243K to 193K led to a decrease in the average
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temperature of the sorbent layer from 290K to 220K in 4800 s and to an increase in the adsorbed and
compressed mass of methane from 1 to 1.13 kg. The advantage of this new scheme is the possibility of
additional cooling of the gas prior tom its admission into the sorbent layer .

a)

b)

Fig. 4. Change in the pressure (a), temperature (b),
volume and gravimetric density (c) of methane storage in
the sorbent layer in the process of recirculation charging
of the accumulator with a heat pipe with penetrable
finning for different mass flow rates of the gas (G0, g/s)
at the inlet

c)

a)

b)

Fig. 5. Change in the temperature, mass, and volume density of stored methane in the process of accumulator
charging (with an idle heat pipe) in the recirculation regime for different values of the supplied gas temperature
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CONCLUSIONS
 An improved configuration of the gaseous fuel accumulator with a microporous sorbent and built-in
thermal regulation device (heat pipe), inlet and outlet valves to organize gas recirculation and increase the
efficiency by reducing to a minimum the reaction heat and increasing the heat transfer rate in the sorbent
layer has been suggested.
 A physical model of the gaseous fuel accumulation and the corresponding computational CFD
model have been developed with the use of the program complex ANSYS Fluent 14.5. The models account
for the characteristic features of nonequilibrium sorption and compression of the gas with account for its
recirculation and usage as an energy carrier in the course of charging of the accumulator equipped with a
heat pipe.
 The technology of filling the accumulator with methane has been developed under the conditions of
gas recirculation and in the presence of a two-phase system of thermal control. It is shown that thermal
regulation makes it possible to control the distribution and level of temperature in the sorbent layer and to
influence the dynamics of natural gas accumulation at a low pressure.

Nomenclature
a – current adsorption, kg/kg
Ds0 – phenomenological constant
Ea – activation energy, J/kg
E – sorption characteristic energy, J/kg
G – inlet mass flow rate, g/s
ΔH st – isosteric heat of adsorption, J/kg
Ks0= 15 Ds0/R2p
Mg – molecular mass of gas, kg/mol
n – exponent or structural heterogeneity parameter
P – pressure, MPa
R g – gas constant, J/(mol·K)
Rp – effective radius of particle or fiber, m
SM – volumetric mass source, kg/m3
SH – volumetric heat source, J/m3
T – temperature, K
zg – the compressibility factor
Greek Letters
 – heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2·K)
t – thermal coefficient of the limiting adsorption, 1/K
ε – sorbent bed porosity
ρs – density of solid phase, kg/m3
ρ – sorbent bed density, kg/m3
ρg – gas density, kg/m3
gr,s – gravimetric storage density of gas in sorbent bed, wt. %
ρvs – volumetric storage density of gas in sorbent bed, vSTP/v
τ – time, s
Subscripts
a – adsorbate
b – boiling point
cr – critical
eq – equilibrium condition
g – gas
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mod
– modificated
s – sorbent
0 – initial value.
Abbreviations
CFD – computational fluid dynamics
HP – heat pipe
STP
– standard temperature 293.15 K and pressure 101/3 кПа
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Abstract
The numerical calculation of the heat and mass transfer processes occurring in a flat vapor chamber (VC) is based
on the use of experimental data on the real pore distribution of the powder capillary structure (CS) obtained by mercury
porosimetry.
Since the thickness of the vapor channel in he flat VC is about 0.1 mm, the pressure drop in the vapor phase is
comparable to the pressure drop in the liquid.
The joint consideration of the processes of heat and mass transfer allows to find the distribution of the diameters of
the meniscus of the liquid on the area of the CS and the corresponding distribution of vapor pressure and flows, the
temperature of vapor and wall.
From the mathematical point of view, the developed calculation method is based on the finite difference method.
An iterative method is used to solve the resulting systems of equations describing the distribution of temperature and
capillary pressure.
In accordance with the model, a VC with a continuous CS on the entire inner surface is considered. Heat supply is
carried out on a limited area on one side of the VC. Condensation occurs over the entire area of the opposite side of the
VC.

KEYWORDS
Heat pipe, vapor chamber, capillary structure, finite difference method.

INTRODUCTION
In the theoretical description of heat and mass transfer processes in heat pipes of traditional transverse
dimensions (about 10 mm), the pressure drop in the vapor phase is neglected due to its negligibility in
comparison with the hydraulic resistance to the fluid flow in the CS. In ultrathin, sub millimeter thickness,
flat heat pipes-VC, the pressure drop in the vapor phase is significant and comparable to the hydraulic
resistance of the liquid, and at very thin (about 0.1 mm) transverse dimensions of the vapor channel exceeds
the pressure drop in the liquid. Therefore, in this paper, to evaluate the possibility of manufacturing an
ultrathin VC with a thickness of about 0.15 mm on the basis of theoretical methods, a model of a VC was
considered, including a flat thin-walled case, on the inner surface of the walls of which there is a thin layer
of powder CS. In the thermo physical calculation, it is assumed that the vapor channel is a narrow slit of flat
shape, enclosed between the layers of the CS and free from any fastening elements-stiffness, although the
real design should include them.
The only suitable heat carrier applying for ensuring requirements of the Specification regarding
temperature level of work and heat transport properties is water. Accordingly, chemically compatible with
water case material and capillary structure – copper, which also has high thermal and technological
properties.
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Thus, in this work, we considered a flat ultrathin VC with a CS obtained from copper powder, the
properties of which are thoroughly studied at the Powder Metallurgy Institute for different grades of copper
powder and different methods for producing a capillary-porous powder layer.

1. CALCULATION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THIN VAPOR CHAMBER
The numerical calculation of the heat and mass transfer processes occurring in a flat VC is based on
the use of experimental data on the real pore distribution of the powder CS obtained by mercury
porosimetry [1].
Since the thickness of the vapor channel in the flat VC is about 0.1 mm, the pressure drop in the vapor
phase is comparable to the pressure drop in the liquid. Calculations have shown that the pressure drop in the
vapor is satisfactorily described by the expression for the gas flow in a narrow rectangular channel.
The joint consideration of the processes of heat and mass transfer allows to find the distribution of the
diameters of the meniscus of the liquid on the area of the CS (capillary pressure) and the corresponding
distribution of vapor pressure and flows, the temperature of vapor and wall of VC.
From the mathematical point of view, the developed calculation method is based on the finite difference
method. CS and VC body are represented as a two-dimensional set of nodes. An iterative method is used to
solve the resulting systems of equations describing the distribution of temperature and capillary pressure.
In accordance with the model, a VC with a continuous CS on the entire inner surface is considered. Heat
supply is carried out on a limited area on one side of the VC. Condensation occurs over the entire area of the
opposite side of the VC.
The basic provisions of the physical model of heat and mass transfer processes in the VC are
formulated:
1) The evaporation of the coolant occurs on one side of the VC, only in the heat supply zone.
Condensation occurs over the entire area of the opposite side of the VC.
2) Transport of the liquid coolant is carried out by the CS on the entire inner surface of the body. Since
the evaporation zone is located only on a limited area of one hundred VCs, the movement of the liquid
coolant should be considered as two-dimensional.
3) To calculate the pressure drop in the vapor, it is assumed that the vapor flows in the vapor channel
are equal in mass flow and opposite in the direction of the corresponding fluid flows in the CS.
It is possible to obtain a picture of the transport of the coolant in the CS through calculating the
capillary pressure distribution over the area of the CS. To perform this calculation we divide the VC into
sufficiently small rectangular elements (Fig. 1). The number of elements along the VC – m, the number of
elements across the VC – n. Within each element we consider capillary pressure and permeability
coefficient to be constant. Each element corresponds to the set of two numbers (i, j), where i – the number of
the element along the VC (changes from 1 to m), j – the number across the SC (changes from 1 to n). From
the double set of the numbers for convenience, let's move on to the single number: w = ( j – 1) · (m + i); w
changes from 1 to w0 = n · m. The equation of balance of volume of the liquid coolant to the CS in the
element number w is given by

J w1w  J w1w  J wmw  J w mw  I w ,

(1)

where Jw – flows of coolant in an element w of the neighboring elements;
Iw – the flow of the liquid coolant in the element w.
The relationship between the coolant flow and capillary pressure is described by the expression

J αw 





k αw S αw
pα  pw  pgαw  pvαw ,
μ l lαw

where Sw – surface area of the interface between the elements  and w;
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kw – coefficient of permeability of the material between the centers of the elements  and w;
lw – distance between the centers of elements  and w;
p, pw – capillary pressure in the elements  and w;
pgw – hydrostatic pressure difference between the centers of  and w elements;
pvw – pressure drop in vapor between the centers of the elements  and w;
µ – dynamic viscosity of the liquid coolant.
The values used are calculated as follows
w  1
In case α  
w  1
w  mb
In case α  
w  mb

( w  1),
: S  δ 2  bw ;
( w  w0 ) αw

lαw 

aα  a w
;
2

kαw 

k α aα  k w a w
,
aα  a w

( w  mb),
b b
k b  k wbw
: S w   2  aw ; lw   w ; k w   
,
( w  w0  mb  1)
2
b  bw

where 2 – the thickness of the CS;
a – element size  along the CS;
b – element size  across CS;
k – coefficient of permeability in the element .
pgw = lglwsin,

(3)

where l – density of the liquid coolant;
g – acceleration of free fall;
 – the angle of inclination of the CS to the horizon (negative if the element  is below the element w
and positive otherwise).
w  m,
In case   
φα = 0
w  m

To calculate the differential pressure in the vapor, it is assumed that the vapor flows in the vapor
channel between neighboring elements are equal in mass flow and opposite in the direction of the
corresponding fluid flows in the CS, which is expressed by the expression

J α w   J vα w

ρv
ρl

(4)

Expression describing the gas motion in a narrow rectangular channel is used to calculate the vapor
pressure distribution [2]
1 pvαw Av3Wv
J vαw 
,
(5)
12 μ v lαw
where Jvw – vapor flow through the vapor channel section corresponding to the boundary of  and w
elements;
Av and Wv – thickness and width of the vapor channel (Av < Wv);
v – vapor viscosity.
From expressions (1) to (5) can be obtained for capillary pressure pw
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pw 



 (1  fk
α



k αw S αw
pα  pgαw  I w
αw )μ l l αw
,
k αw S αw
α (1  fk αw )μ l lαw



(6)

where designated

f 

12 v  l
Av2  l  v

(7)

At w = 1, 2,..., w0 equations (6) form a system of linear algebraic equations to determine the capillary
pressure values in all elements.
Respectively for vapor pressure
fv
p vw 

l

S αw

α

fv

p v  I w

αw


α

S αw
l αw

(8)

At w = 1, 2,..., w0 equations (8) form a system of linear algebraic equations to determine the vapor
pressure values in all elements.
The developed program for calculating the distribution of capillary pressure and vapor pressure in a VC
with a powder capillary structure uses an iterative method for calculating systems of equations (6)–(8).
If the capillary pressure corresponding to the maximum pore size of CS is achieved in the calculation in
a certain element, then the partial dewatering of CS in this element and the corresponding decrease in
permeability are taken into account.
The calculation of the temperature field of the heat-dissipating wall of the VC case is based on the
determination of the temperature of the vapor Tvw in each VC element, which is carried out using the
dependence of the vapor pressure on the temperature on the saturation line.
The expression for the temperature values Tsw of the elements of the heat-dissipating wall of the VC can
be used to obtain expressions for the heat flux entering the element w at the condensation of vapor on the
square of the condensing Scw at heat transfer coefficient αc

qw  α c Scw (Tvw  Tsw ) ,

(9)

where designated
fv 

Av2 ρ v
12μ v ρ l

(10)

The heat flux coming out of the element w at heat transfer from the outer surface of the VC element of
the same area to outer medium having temperature T0 at the heat transfer coefficient α0

qw  α 0 Scw (Tsw  T0 )

(11)

Equating the last two expressions, we obtain for the temperature of the element w of the heatdissipating wall
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Tsw 

α cTvw  α 0T0
αc  α0

(12)

i

Fig. 1. Splitting the VC area into rectangular elements

The calculation of the wall temperature of the VC on the site to which heat is applied is made on the
basis of the expression for the heat flux transferred from the powder capillary structure to the vapor
Qe  α e Se Te ,

(13)

where Qe – the heat flow to the VC;
αe – heat transfer coefficient at evaporation;
Se – area of the heating zone;
∆Te – temperature difference between the VC wall in the evaporation zone and the vapor.

2. RESULTS OF THERMAL CALCULATION AND DISCUSSION
Thermo physical calculation of the VC was carried out according to the above developed calculation
method and the developed calculation programs for different design parameters of the VC. Due to a
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predetermined small thickness of the VC calculation was done for thin items VC: the thickness of the walls
was considered to be 0.005 mm, the thickness of the CS 0.003 mm. In all cases considered VCs with layers
of the CS on each side of the case; only for the VC thickness 0.15 mm was considered a hypothetical VC
with a single layer of the CS on condensing wall of the case.
The pore size of the CS was adopted in all cases equal to 0.00001 m. The effective thermal conductivity of CS
40 W/(mK). The coefficient of heat transfer at evaporation from a fully saturated CS 10000 W/(m2K), the
coefficient of heat transfer at condensation 2500 W/(m2K)/ Heat transfer coefficient at convection from the
outer surface of the SC case to the cooling medium having temperature 20°C was taken equal to 8 W/(m2K).
Fig. 2 (a, b, c, d) shows the calculated dependence of the maximum temperature difference over the
heat- dissipating surface on the thickness of the vapor chamber at different thermal loads (from 2 to 5 W).
Fig. 3 (a, b, c, d) shows the calculated dependence of the maximum differential pressure in the vapor
channel depending on the thickness of the vapor chamber at different thermal loads (from 2 to 5 W).
As can be seen from Fig. 2, with VC thicknesses less than 0.2 mm, the temperature difference along the
heat-dissipating surface for all thermal loads increases sharply, what is explained by the increase in the
pressure drop in the vapor phase, inversely proportional to the third degree of the vapor channel thickness.
For thermal loads of 4 W and 5 W, the maximum temperature difference along the heat-dissipating
surface is in the permissible range, but, as can be seen from Fig. 4, this is provided by an unacceptably high
overall temperature level of the VC case, at which the thermal properties of the vapor improve and its
thermal transfer ability increases.
As can be seen also from Fig. 4, at a thermal load of 2 W, the average temperature of the VC case is
close to 60°C. However, the temperature difference on the heat-releasing surface at the thickness of the VC
0.2 mm reaches about 20°C due to low thermo physical properties and consequently low heat transfer
capacity of vapor.

а

b

c

d

Fig. 2. Maximum temperature drop along the heat- dissipating surface depending on the thickness of
the vapor chamber at different thermal loads
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а

b

c

d

Fig. 3. Maximum pressure drop in the vapor channel depending on the thickness of the vapor
chamber at different thermal loads

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be made according to the thermo-physical analysis:
– at the specified heat load (5 W), convective unilateral cooling of the VC cannot provide an acceptable
surface temperature; the calculated value of the average surface temperature is 102°С (heat transfer coefficient
at free convection from the VC surface was considered quite significant and equal to 8 W/(m2·K); this is
provided only with the vertical position of the heat-release surface). The acceptable temperature of the heatrelease surface (about 50°C) is provided only with the heat load of 2 or less W.
– the required temperature drop over the heat-release surface (max. 5°C) is provided only with a heat
load of 5 W for the VC with a thickness of 0.15 mm and heat load of 4 W; 5 W for the VC with a thickness
of 0.2 mm. This is explained by the favorable combination of the thermo-physical properties of the water
vapor at the reached temperature; however, the surface temperature of the VC is about 100°С, while it is
unacceptable for household operation of the VC.
Thus, the recommendations that can be formulated according to the results of the thermo-physical
analysis of the VC are the following:
– It is necessary to reduce the heat load on the heat-producing elements of the VC;
– It is necessary to provide, at least partially, a heat sink from the heated side of the VC body;
– It is necessary to find ways of the VC thickness increase at least up to 0.3 mm.
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Abstract
The results of experimental study of the operation of closed loop two phase heat transfer devices i.e.
thermosiphones with an extended zone of evaporation and condensation are presented. The volume of the fluid optimal
for filling the devices is determined, the length distribution of the evaporator and condenser wall temperature
temperatures is obtained.

KEYWORDS
Thermosiphone, vapour dynamic thermosiphone, inner circulation inserts, thermal resistance, evaporation,
condensation.

INTRODUCTION
Vapour dynamic thermosiphones are invented and patented in Porous Media Laboratory of the State
Scientific Institution “A.V. Luikov Heat and Mass Transfer Institute” of the National Academy of Sciences
of Belarus [1]. Such devices can be used to utilize the heat of industrial plants or air conditioning systems.
Another possible purpose of the devices is to stabilize the temperature at various points in the closed volume.
The options for using heat exchangers on thermosyphones are presented in [2, 3].
At the Porous Media Laboratory of the State Scientific Institution “A.V. Luikov Heat and Mass Transfer
Institute” of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus and at the Department of Industrial Heat Power
Engineering and Ecology of the Educational Institution “Sukhoi State Technical University of Gomel” a
joint study is being conducted concerning closed loop two phase heat transfer devices – i.e. thermosiphones
with an extended zone of evaporation and condensation.

1. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS
A series of experimental works was carried out for the study of the performance efficiency of
thermosiphones, the structure of which is shown in Fig. 1.
During the experiments heat flux to the thermosiphones was changing, as well as the degree of filling-up
of the device with heat transfer agent and the position of the thermosiphones in space. Distilled water and
ethyl alcohol were used as heat transfer agents. The volume of working fluid filled in was 250 ml (1/4 of the
evaporator volume), 500 ml (1/2 of the evaporator volume), 750 ml (3/4 of the evaporator volume). Angles
of inclination of the thermosiphones relative to horizontal plane were 0 , 30 , and 45 . Heat flux to the
evaporator: from 148.5 to 490.5 W (from 1642 to 5423 W/m2).
Before the main experiments, a series of qualification tests was carried out. The results obtained are in
satisfactory agreement with previous studies [4], which allows us to conclude on the reliability of the chosen
research methodology and the reliability of the results obtained. The maximum error in determining the
thermal resistance of the device did not exceed 16%.
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In Figs. 2–3 the difference in thermal resistance and average temperature values of the wall of a
thermosiphone without inner circulation inserts and of a vapour dynamic thermosiphone is shown. The
thermosiphone without inner circulation inserts has 25–30% higher thermal resistance and wall temperature
values than those of the vapor dynamic thermosiphone.

a

b
Fig. 1. Thermosiphone without inner inserts (a) and vapour dynamic thermosiphone with inner cylindrical
channels (b): 1 – evaporation zone; 2 – transport zone; 3 – condensation zone
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the variations of average temperatures of the evaporator and condenser vs heat flux to the
classical and vapour dynamic thermosiphons (solid line – averaging line of the evaporator; dotted line –
averaging line of the condenser; 1 – vapour dynamic thermosiphone; 2 – classical thermosiphone)
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This is connected with the specificity of the circulation of vapour-liquid mixture inside the device.
Condensate from the lower part of the vapour-dynamic thermosiphone condenser is discharged to the
evaporator by lower tube of the transport zone where evaporation occurs in an annular mini-channel. Such
scheme of the arrangement of movement of vapour-liquid mixture with separate movement of heated and
cooled flows contributes in the improvement of the conditions of washing of the walls of condenser tubes in
the region of top generatrix of the evaporator and the condenser and thus stabilizes the thremosiphone
operation at small angles of inclination. Arrangement of the parallel-plate duct in the evaporator contributes
in facilitating heat transfer agent boiling.
The thermosiphones filled with distilled water operate by 30% more efficiently than thermosyphones
operating on ethyl alcohol. This is connected with better thermal physical water parameters of water.
The use of ethyl alcohole as a heat transfer agent enables to extend the range of the thermosiphone
operation in the region of small heat loads. The temperature of the beginning of the operation of the
thermosiphon operating on ethyl alcohole is 65 C while such temperature of the thermosiphone operating on
distilled water is 75 C.
The design of thermosiphone presented can be used in heat exchangers for the recovery of heat
exhausted from industrial emissions (smoke fumes, sewage waters, ventilation systems, heat of compressor
units). External view of such heat exchangers is presented in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. Thermal resistance vs heat flux to
classical and vapour dynamic thermosiphones:
1 – classical thermosiphone filed with water;
2 – vapour dynamic thermosiphone filled with
water; 3 – classical thermosiphone filled with
ethyl alcohole; 4 – vapour dynamic
thermosiphone filled with ethyl alcohole
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Fig. 4. Recuperator on the basis of the vapour dynamic thermosiphone
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CONCLUSION
From the results of the study of heat exchange process during evaporation and condensation of model
liquids (distilled water, ethyl alcohol) in classical and vapour dynamic thermosiphones conducted for the
purpose of development of the efficient heat exchange apparatuses of different technological designation the
following conclusions can be drawn:
1. It is established that the change of the position of the vapour dynamic thermosiphone with inner
circulation inserts in space in a vertical plane in the range of the increase of the angle of inclination from 0 to
40 degrees at the volume of filling with water and ethyl alcohole equal to 1/4 and 1/2 of the evaporator
volume has no considerable influence on heat exchange rate. The influence of the angle of inclination to a
horizontal plane is observed in the range of low heat fluxes up to 350 W and for filling-up of the
thermosiphone to 1/2 volume of the evaporator. With the increase of inclination angle a slight increase of the
heat exchange rate was observed in the zone of evaporation as well as in the zone of condensation, which
resulted in reducing wall temperatures approximately by 5oC. Higher values of average temperatures of the
walls of the evaporator and condenser of the thermosiphone without inner circulation inserts operating on
water as well as on ethyl spirit are recorded in a horizontal position of the device in space.
2. Optimal volume of liquid inside the device without inner circulation inserts should be more than 1/2
of the evaporator volume and for the device with inner circulation inserts – no more than 1/2 of the volume
of evaporator and no less than 1/4 of the volume of the evaporator.
3. Thermosiphones filled with distilled water operate by 30% more efficiently than thermosiphones filled
with ethyl alcohol. This is connected with better thermalphysic parameters of water (thermal capacity of
water is 4.181–4.287 kJ/kg·K; thermal capacity of ethyl alcohol is 2.889–3.810 kJ/kg·K in the temperature
range 50–140oC).
4. The use of ethyl alcohol as a heat transfer agent enables to extend operating range of the device in the
region of small heat fluxes. The temperature of the beginning of the operation of thermosiphon operating on
ethyl alcohol is 65oC and of that operating on a distilled water is 75oC.
5. It is determined that till reaching heat flux density 1500 W/m2 (water and ethyl alcohol) in the
thermosiphone without inner circulation inserts operating parameters with high rate circulation of vapourliquid mixture are not set. Because of this an increased thermal resistance of the device is observed.
6. It is established that the operation of the thermosiphone of classical design without inner circulation
inserts is characterized by thermal resistance increased by 25–30% as compared with the vapour dynamic
thermosiphone.
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Abstract
In order to solve the problem of heat dissipation of the high power LEDs, a novel integrated flat heat pipe was
proposed in this paper. A series of experiments was conducted at different heat fluxes, different charge ratios and
various inclined angles to research the thermal performance of the flat heat pipe. Deionized water served as working
fluid. The results showed that the flat heat pipe had favorable startup characteristic and the surface temperature along the
height direction of the rib column distributed uniformly. The efficiency of the rib column could reach 97.7% under the
forced convection condition. Moreover, the thermal resistance of the evaporator reduced to 0.34 K/W when the heat flux
was up to 2.0·105 W/m2 under the forced convection condition. The optimal inclined angle of 0rad was recommended.
The research indicated that the novel integrated flat heat pipe had high thermal conductivity and excellent isothermal
performance, providing an effective cooling method for the application of high power LEDs.

KEYWORDS
Flat heat pipe, startup characteristic, temperature uniformity, thermal performance.

INTRODUCTION
Heat dissipation is becoming an urgent problem as the electronic equipments become more and more
integrated. “Hotspot” occurs when the highly concentrated electronic products operate and the “hotspot” has
terrible influence on its performance, reliability and lifetime. So anther critical issue for the electronic
devices is to flatten the temperature distribution rapidly. LED is considered to be a new generation of
lighting source with high brightness, low power consumption, long lifetime and high reliability. However,
about 80% of the input power is converted into heat when the high power LED chips on work (e. g. Cheng
[1]). The junction temperature of the LED rises rapidly owing to the generated heat. The efficiency of the
LED light output and light intensity are decreasing as the junction temperature increases. The problem of
heat dissipation is gradually becoming the bottleneck for the application of high power LEDs. In addition,
the size of the LED chip is very small, so the “hotspot” is another difficulty to overcome. With high thermal
conductivity and favorable isothermal performance, the flat heat pipe is becoming a potential cooling device
for the application of high power LEDs.
There are a lot of investigations on the conventional annular heat pipes, while the reports on the flat heat
pipes are relatively few. In order to understand the operational mechanism of the flat heat pipe better, it is
necessary to do some research on the flat heat pipe. In previous research by Wang [2], the thermal
characteristic of three different kinds of LED substrates was discussed, and the results showed that the thermal
performance of the vapor chamber was the best when the heat power was above 5 W. Stéphane Lips et al.[3]
investigated the performance of the flat heat pipe with groove wick. The research indicated that the nucleate
boiling limitation did not occur when the flat heat pipe was not in horizontal position, and the dryout of the
evaporator stemmed from the capillary limitation. Wong et al.[4] performed a visualization test on an operating
flat heat pipe, with water, methanol and acetone being used as the working liquid respectively. The results told
us that there was a slightly difference among the three minimum thermal resistance of the vapor chamber. Ji et
al.[5] developed an extended vapor chamber, and the copper foam was used as capillary wick. The results
showed that the minimum thermal resistance of the vapor chamber was 0.03 K/W and the dryout did not occur
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when the heat flux was up to 450 W/cm2. Ahmed et al. [6] conducted a series of experiments to test a vapor
chamber with 2 mm high and 50 mm diameter at different filling amounts. They found that the best charge ratio
was 30% for most of the working fluids in the tests. The thermal performance of the vapor chamber was much
better using water than methyl alcohol as working fluid. J. C. Hsieh et al.[7] proposed a coronary-stent-like
model used in hybrid wick structure, improving the thermal performance of the flat plate heat pipe. The results
indicated that with the increasing number of the mesh layers, the critical heat flux was decreased.
In this work, an experimental study was performed to investigate the thermal performance of an integrated
flat heat pipe. The major modification between the integrated flat heat pipe and the traditional one was the
condenser which consisted of 49 rib columns. The copper foam functioned as the capillary wick. The startup
process and the temperature distribution along the height of the rib column were obtained. The thermal
resistance of the evaporator within a certain range of heat flux under different inclined angles and charge ratios
was presented in this article. The results showed that this kind of integrated flat heat pipe had good startup
characteristic: the heat pipe could achieve stable working condition after 34 minutes under the forced
convection condition. The surface temperature along the height direction of the rib column distributed
uniformly and the efficiency of rib column reached 97.7% under the forced convection condition. Moreover,
the thermal resistance of the evaporator reduced to 0.34 K/W when the heat flux was up to 2.0·105 W/m2. The
results indicated that the novel integrated flat heat pipe had high thermal conductivity and excellent isothermal
performance, providing a potential cooling method for the application of high power LEDs.

1. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
The experimental system is shown in Fig. 1 The experimental system mainly consists of heating control
system, the test section, insulation section and data acquisition system. The heating control system includes
a DC power supply (HY1792), four cartridge heaters and a copper block. The heating power is provided by
four cartridge heaters driven by the DC power supply. We can obtain the required heating power during the
experiments by adjusting the input voltage or current.

Agilent 34970A
Computer
Flat heat pipe

Copper block
DC power supply
Cartridge heater

Insulation material

Fig. 1 The experimental setup

The overall height of the copper block is 140 mm. The top surface of the copper block used as the
heating surface whose diameter is 23 mm. There are three small holes whose diameter is 1 mm for the
installation of the thermocouples. The temperature measured along the axis direction of the copper block is
used to calculate the heat flux on the heating surface based on the linear relationship. The conductive silver
paste is used between the upper surface of the copper block and the undersurface of the flat heat pipe to
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ensure that the copper block contact with the flat heat pipe closely, reducing the contact thermal resistance
effectively. Except the top surface of the copper block, the rest surfaces are surrounded by insulation
materials to reduce the heat loss. A fan whose power is 3.6 W is installed above the flat heat pipe used for
the forced convective condition. In order to measure the temperature distribution of the flat heat pipe, nine
thermocouples are arranged on the outer surface of the flat heat pipe. The experimental data is collected by
Agilent 34970A which is connected to a computer to record and output the data.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE FLAT HEAT PIPE
The structure of the novel integrated flat heat pipe mainly including three sections is shown in Fig. 2: an
evaporator section (copper plate), a condenser section (49 rib columns) and copper foam wick. The material
of the evaporator is copper and the condenser is aluminum alloy. A layer of compressed copper foam is
placed on the inner surface of the copper plate and the thickness of the copper foam layer is 1mm which is
compressed from 2 mm thickness copper foam.

1
2

3

Fig. 2. Structure of the novel integrated
flat heat pipe (1 – copper plate; 2 –
copper foam wick, 3 – rib columns)

Fig. 3. Detailed locations of thermocouples

Fig. 4. Picture of copper foam

The condenser section is composed of 49 rib columns (see Fig. 2). The overall height of the rib column is
30 mm and the cross-sectional area is 6×6 mm2. The spacing between two adjacent rib columns is 6 mm. There
is a small hole with 2 mm diameter inside each of the rib columns. A sliced copper foam bar is inserted in the
small hole whose cross section is 1×1 mm2. The tips of the sliced copper foam bars contact with the copper
foam layer (evaporator) closely. The sliced copper foam bars and the compressed copper foam layer function as
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the capillary wick together to provide capillary force to ensure the condensate return to the evaporator
smoothly. The copper foam has a special advantage which is different from the conventional capillary wicks:
the copper foam has different sizes of cores because of its topology structure. The larger cores have high
permeability which affords enough space for the vapor, reducing the flow resistance and speeds up the velocity
of the vapor stream and the smaller ones have large capillary pressure which can provide enough capillary force
to guarantee the condensate to return to the evaporator. So the copper foam has both large capillary pressure
and high permeability, it is a potential material serving as the capillary wick. Nine thermocouples are attached
on the surface of the flat heat pipe for the sake of obtaining the temperature distribution and all the
thermocouples are calibrated before the tests. The detailed locations of the thermocouples are shown in Fig. 3.
The black spots represent the thermocouples. Fig. 4 shows the picture of copper foam
The main difference between the novel integrated flat heat pipe and the conventional flat heat pipe is the
condenser structure. The condenser section consists of 49 rib columns and each rib column is regarded as a
miniature heat pipe. The working principle of the flat heat pipe is the same with the conventional one though the
structure is more complex. The working liquid evaporates after absorbing heat from the evaporator and then the
vapor with the latent heat flows into the interior of the rib columns under the tiny differential pressure. Afterwards,
the vapor condenses on the inner surface with the latent heat releasing to the rib columns. By this way, the latent
heat carried by the vapor is transmitted to the rib columns. At last, the heat is lost in the surrounding environment.
The condensate flows back to the evaporator successfully under the capillary force. The heat is continuously taken
away through the circulation of the working liquid. Each rib column is regarded as a miniature heat pipe, and the
temperature of entire condenser is well-distributed owing to the high thermal conductivity and excellent isothermal
performance of heat pipe, greatly improving the efficiency of the rib column.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DATA REDUCTION
The evaporator part and the condenser part are tightened with bolts, and a sealing ring made of silicone
is used between the two parts to prevent the steam from leakage. Before sealing of the flat heat pipe, the
inner surface of the copper plate and the interior of the rib columns are cleaned with kerosene and deionized
water sequentially. And then put the two parts in a ultrasonic cleaner for 15 minutes to remove the tiny dirt
remained on the surface to ensure that there are no non-condensable gases produced which can destroy the
vacuum of the heat pipe. Keeping a certain degree of vacuum is very important for the performance of the
flat heat pipe. A certain volume of gasless deionized water is filled into the flat heat pipe in which the
pressure is reduced to 2.4·10-4 Pa after evacuation. The filling ratio is defined as the liquid volume divided
by the entire cavity volume inside the integrated flat heat pipe. The experimental data is recorded and output
when the test reaches a steady state (Generally, the flat heat pipe can be considered to be in the stable
situation whose temperature fluctuation is within 1 K during 30 minutes).
The calculation of the heat flux: we know that except the top surface of the copper block, the rest ones are
wrapped with insulation materials to reduce the heat loss, so the top surface can be regarded as an adiabatic
surface. And the heat transfer can be considered as a one-dimensional steady heat conduction process. So the
heat flux can be calculated according to the Fourier law: q” = – k  dT/dx. In the formula, q” is heat flux, W/m2;
k is the thermal conductivity of copper, W/(m·K); dT/dx is the temperature gradient of the copper block, K/m.
The uncertainty of the heat flux density is 3.89% in the measurements, which is mainly caused by the
uncertainty of thermocouple, machining accuracy and coefficient of thermal conductivity. The uncertainty
of the thermocouple is 0.3 K because of nonstandard welding and the machining accuracy is 2%. The
coefficient of thermal conductivity is found in the physical properties table, so its uncertainty can be
negligible. The uncertainty of the heat flux can be calculated as follows

q
 k   δT   δx 
   
 

q
 k   δT   δx  ,
2

2

2

where x is size of flat heat pipe, m; T is the minimum temperature measured by the thermocouple.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Startup process
The startup process is a very important transient behavior of the heat pipe. It is a thermal equilibrium process
between the flat heat pipe and the surrounding environment. So the startup of the flat heat pipe is influenced by its
heat capacity and the intensity of heat convection. Whether the stable work condition to be reached smoothly or
not depends directly on the startup characteristic. In this study, we use the variation of the temperature measured
on the center axis of the aluminum alloy plate to represent the startup process of the flat heat pipe. Fig. 5 shows the
startup process of the flat heat pipe at different heat fluxes under the natural convection condition. From Fig. 5, we
can see that the temperature increased from the ambient temperature gradually.

Fig. 5. Startup process under different heat fluxes

Fig.6. Startup process under different convection
conditions

After a period of time, the variation of the temperature is not obvious (temperature fluctuation is within 1 K
during 30 minutes), indicating that the flat heat pipe has been on a stable working condition. It is an important
guarantee for proper work of the flat heat pipe that the temperature without drastic fluctuation during the
startup process. The temperature curves indicate that the increased rate of temperature is becoming larger with
the rising of the heat flux. There is no much difference for the startup time under different heat fluxes, that is to
say different heat fluxes have no obviously effect on the startup characteristic. While different cooling
conditions have a significant impact on the startup of the flat heat pipe. Fig. 6 shows the startup process of the
flat heat pipe under natural convection condition and forced convection condition respectively. The charge ratio
is 40% and the heat power is 15 W. It is can be seen that the startup time under the forced convection condition
is far less than that under the natural convection condition when the flat heat pipe under the same heating
power. The startup time is about 32 minutes under the forced convection condition, while it needs 114 minutes
to reach thermal equilibrium state under the natural convection condition. The main reason is that the
convective heat transfer coefficient is much larger under the forced convection condition, strengthening the
convective heat transfer, and speed up the thermal equilibrium between the flat heat pipe and the surrounding
environment. The startup time of the flat heat pipe is greatly reduced under the forced convection condition.
In order to understand the influence of charge ratio on the startup characteristic of the flat heat pipe, we
conducted a series of experiments under different charge ratios. The heating power is 15 W under natural
convection condition. From Fig. 7, we can see that the startup process of the flat heat pipe under different
filling ratios is almost unanimously. There is no drastic fluctuation during the startup process and the time
required to reach thermal equilibrium state is almost the same. The temperature is slightly different when the
flat heat pipe reached the stable working condition. So we can draw a conclusion that filling ratios have no
much effect on the startup characteristic of the flat heat pipe.
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4.2 The temperature distribution
The temperature is evenly distributed on the outer surface of the condenser. The condenser consists of
49 rib columns, and each rib column is regarded as a miniature heat pipe. The results show that the
temperature is quite uniform along the height direction of the rib column owing to the high thermal
conductivity and excellent isothermal performance of the flat heat pipe. The efficiency of the rib column
expressed with ηf is an important indicator evaluating the heat dissipation of the rib column.

Fig.7. Effect of different charge ratios on the
startup process

Fig. 8. The temperature distribution along the height
of the rib column versus different heat fluxes

The actual heat dissipation is based on the average temperature of the rib column and the ideal heat loss
is depended on the base temperature of the rib column. The more uniformly the temperature distributes, the
much higher the efficiency of the rib column is. The average temperature of the rib column directly affects
the convective heat transfer. Fig. 8 shows the temperature distribution along the height direction of the rib
column under the forced convection condition. The charge ratio is 30%. From Fig. 8, we can get the
information that the surface temperature of the rib column decreases gradually along the height direction
and the variation of the temperature is not evident. The maximum temperature difference is 1.2 K between
the base and the top of the rib column when the forced convective heat flux is up to 1.18·105 W/m2 and the
efficiency of the rib column can reach 97.7%, improving the convective heat transfer effectively. The
efficiency of the rib column is calculated as follows

ηf 

 hUH (Tm  Tf )
,

 0 hUH (T0  Tf )

(2)

where  is the actual heat dissipation of the rib column, W; 0 is the ideal heat dissipation of the rib
column, W; h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2·K); U is the perimeter of the rib column, m;
H is the height of the rib column, m; Tm is the average temperature of the rib column, K; T0 is the base
temperature of the rib column, K ; Tf is the surrounding temperature, K.
4.3. Thermal resistance of the evaporator
The thermal resistance of the evaporator is an significant indicator of the performance of the flat heat
pipe and it is affected by many factors, such as heat fluxes, the structure of capillary wick, charge ratios,
cooling methods, inclined angles, and so on. In this paper, the thermal resistance of the evaporator was tested
at different fluxes and various inclined angles. Fig. 9 presents the thermal resistance of the evaporator within a
range of heat flux and at various inclined angles under the forced convection condition. The charge ratio is 40%.
We can see that the thermal resistance of the evaporator decreases with the increasing of the heat flux at the same
inclined angle and the minimum thermal resistance can be obtained when the flat heat pipe is in horizontal
orientation. The thermal resistance of the evaporator decreased from 0.46 K/W to 0.34 K/W when the heat flux
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increased from 2.43·104 W/m2 to 2.0·105 W/m2 when the flat heat pipe in horizontal situation. The reason for this
phenomenon is that only a small part of the liquid boils when the heat flux is lower.

Fig. 9. Effect of inclined angles and heat fluxes
on the thermal resistance

Fig. 10. Effect of charge ratios on the thermal
resistance

There is a layer of liquid film attached to the inner surface of the evaporator, and the thermal conductivity
of the liquid film enlarges the overall thermal resistance of the evaporator. With the increasing of the heat flux,
more and more working liquid is becoming boiling, taking more heat away, and the liquid film is becoming
thinner, making a contribution to reducing the thermal resistance of the evaporator. The gravity has nonignorable effect on the performance of the flat heat pipe when it is under different inclined angles. The thermal
resistance of the evaporator rises with the increasing of the inclined angles. The account for the results is that
the condensate can’t flow back to the evaporator smoothly when the flat heat pipe under various inclined angles
and the flow resistance becomes larger with the increasing of the inclined angle. We can see that dryout did not
happen until the heat flux increased to 2.0·105 W/m2. So a conclusion can be drawn that with a certain range of
the heat flux, the thermal resistance of the evaporator decreases as the heat flux increases. The best thermal
performance of the flat heat pipe can be obtained when it is operating in horizontal orientation.
Charge ratio is an important parameter which has great influence on the thermal resistance of the flat heat
pipe. Dryout may be occurred in the evaporator if the charge ratio is too small and if the liquid is larger than the
best charge ratio, the thermal resistance will be increased. Because only part of the liquid boils and there is a layer
of liquid film attached to the inner surface of the evaporator, increasing the thermal resistance of the evaporator. In
addition, the liquid will block the vapor channel. Fig. 10 shows the effect of charge ratios on the thermal resistance
of the evaporator. Form Fig. 10 we can see that the charge ratio of 30% is the best value when the heat flux is less
than 1.16·105 W/m2 and while the heat flux exceeds 1.16·105 W/m2, the thermal resistance of the evaporator at the
charge ratio of 30% increased sharply. The thermal resistance increased from 0.19 K/W to 0.73 K/W as the heat
flux raised from 1.16·105 W/m2 to 1.2·105 W/m2. It is obviously that dryout appears when the heat flux is larger
than 1.16·105 W/m2. Charge ratio of 40% and 50% gave larger thermal resistance than the charge ratio of 30%,
and the dryout did not happen when the heat flux is up to 2.0·105 W/m2.
The thermal resistance of the evaporator can be calculated as follows

Rvc  (Tvc,Cu  Tvc,Al ) /  net ,

(3)

net  qA ,

(4)

total  U  I ,

(5)
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total  net +loss ,

(6)

where total is the total heat power, W; net is the net heat power, W; loss is the heat loss, W; U is the
voltage read from the DC power supply, V; I is the current read from the DC power supply, A; Tvc,Cu is the
average temperature of the copper plate, K; Tvc,Al is the average temperature of the aluminum alloy plate; A
is the heated area, m2.
The total heat power supplied by the cartridges is not equal to the net heat power which is transmitted to
the flat heat pipe, because part of the heat lost into the surrounding. In order to obtain a more accurate heat
power, we calculate the heat flux by using the Fourier law.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In order to solve the problem of heat dissipation of the high power LEDs, a novel integrated flat heat
pipe was proposed in this paper and the deionized water acted as the working liquid. A series of experiments
was conducted under diffident conditions to research the thermal performance of the flat heat pipe. From the
tests, we can draw several conclusions as follows:
(1) Under the same cooling condition, the time of the novel integrated flat heat pipe reaching to stable
working state is basically unchanged at different heat fluxes. However, different cooling methods have
significant impact on its startup characteristic: under the natural convection condition, the startup time is
approximately 114 minutes while it needs only about 32 minutes to reach thermal equilibrium state under
the forced convection condition. The startup time is greatly reduced under the forced convection condition.
(2) With high thermal conductivity and excellent isothermal performance, the temperature is evenly
distributed along the height direction of the rib column. The maximum temperature difference is 1.2 K
between the base and the top of the rib column when the forced convective heat flux reaches 1.18·105 W/m2,
and the efficiency of the rib column can reach 97.7%.
(3) Within a certain range of the heat flux, the thermal resistance of the evaporator decreases with the
increasing of the heat flux at the same inclined angle and the minimum thermal resistance can be obtained
when the flat heat pipe is in horizontal orientation. Dryout does not happen until the heat flux increases to
2.0·105 W/m2 at the charge ratio of 40% and 50%.
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Abstract
This work is devoted to study of the thermo-hydraulic efficiency of porous cylindrical channels at the phase
transition of evaporating and at boundary conditions of the third kind. As a result of executed researches the
calculations of efficiency of cylindrical porous channels during evaporation of a water flow (once-through steam
generator) were carried out. A smooth-wall pipe was used as a reference surface for comparison. As a parameter of the
thermo- hydraulic efficiency was used ratio Q/N, where Q – quantity of heat consumed for evaporation of a liquid, N –
power necessary for pumping coolant. In the calculation of the thermal characteristics was performed recalculation of
known relations for the boundary conditions of the second kind for the case of their use under the boundary conditions
of the third kind. Flow rates in compared channels (as well as the Reynolds number at the channel inlet) were taken to
be equal. During calculations were used the following regime-design parameters of the model. The porous material copper metal felt, porosity Ө = 0.7–0.9; Reynolds number at the inlet to the channel Re = 2300–10000; diameter of
channel 0.005–0.05 m; temperature difference twall – tinlet = 1–5 C; temperature of saturated liquid at the inlet of channel
360 C, Bi number were taken to be Bi = 2; 4; 40; ∞. During calculations it was found that for these conditions, at
evaporation of the same amount of liquid, porous channels may have significantly shorter length compared to the
smooth wall channels. However, for these conditions, failed to find the regime – the design parameters for which the
pressure drop (accordingly the power consumed for pumping coolant) in the porous steam generator would be lower
than in the smooth-wall steam generator. Total was calculated 1440 regime-design points that characterize the structural
parameters of the model.

KEY WORDS
Porous steam generators; thermo-hydraulic efficiency; boundary conditions of the third kind.

INTRODUCTION
The limitations of the world's energy resources requires a search for energy-saving technologies. One
way in this direction is to study the possibility of using energy-efficient porous heat exchange elements. An
earlier digitally simulated study of thermal-hydraulic efficiency of porous heat exchange channels with a
single phase liquid coolant flow [1], showed the presence of domains of both, regime and design dependent
parameters where possible energy gain in comparison to the smooth-wall heat exchanger channels. However,
the biggest interest would be to investigate thermal-hydraulic efficiency of the highly porous channels in the
phase transition of coolant evaporation. As a reference surface for comparison let's choose a smooth pipe,
working as a once-through steam generator.
It should be noted that the analysis of the literature showed [2–4], that most of the researches of thermal
phase transition from boiling to evaporation (in the smooth-walled and porous channels) was carried out for
the boundary conditions of the second kind, i.e. at a constant heat flux on channel wall. However, as shown
by a study on the effectiveness of porous thermal-hydraulic channels for single-phase heat transfer medium,
the energy effect can be achieved with the boundary conditions of the first or third kind, i.e. when specifying
the channel wall either a constant temperature, or with a known law of heat at ambient temperature.
Let's consider the problem of finding thermal-hydraulic efficiency of porous cylindrical channels at the
phase transition of coolant evaporation and at the boundary conditions of the third kind. For this case we will
use the formulas for the calculation of heat transfer in the cylindrical channels with smooth wall at boundary
conditions of the second kind with a further recalculation of these relationships for the boundary conditions
of third kind.
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2. BOILING INTO SMOOTH-WALLED CYLINDRICAL CHANNELS (PIPES)
2.1. Zone of nucleate boiling
At creation of methodology for calculating thermal characteristics of smooth and porous channels, we
assume that the liquid at the inlet to the channel is on the saturation line. According to [2], in the zone of the
nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient is defined by the formula
  1 1  7  109 (wmixr / q)3 / 2 (0.7o / 1 )2 ,

where

2
1   к  (0.7o )2 ,

(1)
(2)

here к – heat transfer coefficient in the water flow phase within a pipe or channel, which is calculated by the
formula
Nu d 

к d




( / 8)Re  Pr  C t
,
k  4,5  (Pr2/3  1)

(3)

where
k = 1 + 900/Re;  = (1.82 lg Re – 1.64) ; Ct – amendment on flow nonisothermality.
For drop liquids at w/t = 0.08÷40

Ct = (f /w)n,

(4)

where n = 0.11 – while heating the liquid; n = 0.25 – while cooling the liquid.
In formula (4)  is coefficient of dynamic viscosity, indices f and w means relating to the mean
temperature and the wall temperature, respectively. Value о in formula (1) is boiling heat transfer
coefficient in a large volume. Calculating value о using formula

о = 4.34q0.7(p0.14+1.3510–2 p2),

(5)

where q is value of the specific heat flux in W/m2; р is pressure in МPа; о is heat transfer coefficient in
W/(m2K). Value wmix = wo[1+x(/–1)] in formula (1) is the average speed of the water-steam mixture,
m/s. Here wo is a flow speed, m/s;  and  – respectively, the density of the liquid and vapour on the
saturation line; х – expendable mass vapour content.
As it is seen, the formula (1), that used for determine heat transfer coefficient , contains the heat flux q.
Let's substitute in equation (1) the value of the heat flux q, written for the boundary conditions of third kind.
According to [5], for boundary conditions of the third kind can be written the following relationship:
(1/κ) = (1/α)+(1/κ’), or κ = (ακ’)/(κ’+α), where
κ’ = (Bi·λ/d).

(6)

So, we can write
   Bi   


d
 (t1  t s )
q  (t1  t s )  
 Bi     


 d


(7)

In the relations (6), (7) are used the following notations:
α – local heat transfer coefficient from the fluid flowing in the pipe to an inner wall surface; κ’ – local heat
transfer coefficient from the inner wall to the environment; κ – local heat transfer coefficient from the fluid
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flowing in the pipe to the environment; t1 – ambient temperature; t (s ) – (mass-average) temperature of the
liquid at the saturation line in this cross section.
For a round pipe, for the parameter κ’, according to [5], we can write the next relationship:

1
d
d
d
,

n 1 
 2 c
d 1d1

(8)

where d, d1 – inner and outer diameters of the tube; δ – wall thickness; λc – thermal conductivity of the wall
material.
At substituting in equation (1) value of q = (t1  t( s ) ) = f(α) from equation (7), we can notice that in
this case the value  is contained as in the left so in right side of the equation. Therefore, the equation (1) is
non-linear algebraic equation regarding to the value the heat-transfer coefficient , that can't be resolved
analytically in explicit view. When calculating the value  according equation (1) should use the method of
successive approximations. The value of the specific heat flux recorded by the formula (7) for the boundary
conditions of the 3rd kind should be also inserted in the formula (5) for heat transfer coefficient αo (at the
boil in a large volume).

2.2. Calculation of boiling heat transfer in cylindrical smooth wall channels at dryout zone
As it is known [2–4], at boiling liquid in the smooth-walled pipe, with an increase in the value of mass
consumable steam content, starting with a certain value, called the boundary vapor content, dispersed flow
regime occurs, when starting the drying of the liquid film on the wall. Vapor-liquid stream begins to move in
a vaporized mixture of steam and liquid droplets. Thus there is a significant deterioration in the heat
exchange channel. According to [6] the relation for the calculation of the boundary vapour content between
pre-crisis zone and supercritical zone can be represented as follows.

~ = [ρwμ’/(σρ’)](ρ/ρ”); ρw = w – mass velocity.
~ ), where w
xbond.= 0.3+0.7exp(–45 w
g

(9)

The heat transfer coefficient in the dryout zone was calculated from the equation proposed by [7]:
Nu  0.028Re0.8Pr0.4 ( / )1.15 ,

(10)

where Nu  d / ; Re  wd / v – the Reynolds number is calculated using the reduced speed of steam
w r  (ρw)x/ρ . Here d – diameter of the channel; λ˝ – thermal conductivity of a vapour.

3. CALCULATION OF HEAT TRANSFER IN THE MOVEMENT OF TWO-PHASE
FLOW IN POROUS MATERIALS
The problem of experimental study of heat transfer at moving steam mixture through porous media
addressed in dissertation of Kalmykov I. V. [8]. Based on the generalization of experimental data the author
has received of the following generalized relationship characterizing heat exchange when moving steamwater mixture through porous media
V / VLO  1  810 x (w)0

 1  x
,


x

(11)

where V – volumetric heat exchange coefficient at motion of two-phase vapor-liquid flow through the
porous material, W/(m3K); VLO – volumetric heat exchange coefficient inside of the porous material at
moving of the liquid at a rate equal to the total rate of the mixture (the amount of heat absorbed by the fluid
per unit time per unit volume of the porous body), W/m3K; (w)0 = m /FCS – filtration rate of the mixture
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(mass flow rate, kg/m2s; m – full mass flow rate of mixture, kg/s; Fcs = d2/4 – cross-sectional area of the
channel, m2; ν – coefficient of cinematic viscosity of the fluid on the saturation line, m2/s;  – coefficient of
surface tension of the liquid, N/m; х – mass content of steam in the flow.
To find value of VLO was used recommended by Kostornov A.G. in [9] relationship to calculate the heat
transfer inside the porous metal-fibrous material when moving through a single-phase coolant.
NuV = 0.007Re1.2
where NuV = V(β/α)2/λl, Re 

(12)

w0    , index l refers to the parameters of fluid.

l
As seen from the expression (16), it does not include in explicit form of the porous structure
characteristic parameters, such as particle size, or flow resistance coefficients  и β. This makes it possible
to use these expressions for virtually any porous materials.
In calculating the specific heat flux, which is passed to the coolant during evaporation in a porous
cylindrical channel, we used the expression obtained in Lukisha [10]:
I ()
q  (hV )1/ 2 1
(1) ,
I0 ()

(13)

where I0(γ) and I1(γ) – modified Bessel functions of the first kind of zero and first order, respectively; λ –
coefficient of thermal conductivity of the porous material. For it's calculation the material of the frame of the
wick, the thermal conductivity of liquid and vapor at saturation line have to be taken in to consideration;
2
h d 2
– parameter characterizing
hV – the intensity of the volume of the intraporous heat transfer;  2  V

the intensity of the of the intraporous heat exchange; d – diameter of channel;  = Т–ts, where Т – the
temperature of the porous structure, ts – the coolant temperature at the saturation line;  (1) = Тw –ts is the
temperature difference between the porous frame and cooler inner surface of the wall.
According to [13] at boundary conditions of the 3rd kind for value  (1) = Tw –ts could be written the
following expression:




I ()  


0

(1)  


 I () 
 I () 
1 
 0
Bi
por



,

(14)

(d / 2)
where  = t∞ – ts ; Bi por 
;

 por
Substituting the value  (1) from (14) in (13), we obtain the following expression for the specific heat
flux, which is passed to the heat carrier in the porous cylindrical channel at boundary conditions of the third
kind:
q  (h)1 / 2 

I ()  
1


I () 
 I ()
0
1
Bi
por

(15)

If to look on the value of the criterion of Bio from formula (15), written for the solution of the problem
in a porous channel, we can see that it is bound by the following relationships with the criterion of Bio,
written to solve the problem in the smooth-walled channel.
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Bi sm 


(d / 2)
  d
; Bi por 
; Bi por  Bi sm 
2 por
 por


(16)

4. CALCULATION OF HYDRAULIC RESISTANCE AT THE MOTION OF TWO-PHASE
VAPOUR-LIQUID FLOW IN SMOOTH-WALL CHANNELS
When calculating the hydraulic resistance at the motion of two-phase vapour-liquid flow in the pipes and
channels, the method developed by Lockhart and Martinelli [11], is commonly used. The essence of it is that
the pressure gradient due to friction in the two-phase flow is usually expressed in terms of coefficients,
which are multiplied by the respective gradients in the single-phase flows, i.e.
 dp 
 dp 
 dp 
 dp 
  2L   , or  
 G2   ,
 
 dz tw. ph
 dz  L
 dz tw. ph
 dz G

where (

dp

dp

(17)

dp

is pressure drop due to friction in the two-phase flow; ( )L and ( )G are respectively,
)
dz tw. ph.
dz
dz

the pressure drop for a liquid or gas, if a liquid or gas occupied the entire cross section of the pipe;  2L and
 G2 are empirically determined coefficients; z is a coordinate.

Lockhart and Martinelli [11] found that the coefficients  2L and  G2 are the function of the parameter
X2, which is determined as follows
X

2

dp

(

dz

)L

(

dp
dz

)G .

(18)

Chisholm and Sutherland [12] proposed an analytical expression for the dependences  2L,G  f ( x) in the
following form
 2L  1 

C
1
 2 , G2  1  CX  X 2
X X

(19)

L

K G .
G
L

(20)

where
C

1
K

Herein K is the slide factor. Basing on a simple model, Zivi [13] found that for the vapour-water flow
K  L G  .
13

(21)

After the analysis of the correlations (17)–(21) it becomes apparent that the system of equations allows
us to calculate the pressure drop in the channels and pipes at the motion of two-phase vapour-liquid flow.
To calculate the parameter X

2

(

dp
dz

)L

(

dp
dz

)G , we use the correlations that characterize the pressure

drop in a single-phase flow at different velocities (Reynolds numbers) of motion of the cooler Dejch [1984].
In the general case, the pressure drop across the pipe at the motion of a single-phase liquid or gas (vapour)
heat carrying agent is calculated as per the formula [14]:
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P   

2
l uav
,

d 2

(22)

where ξ is the pipe resistance coefficient; l, d are, correspondingly, the length and the diameter of the pipe,
m;  is the density of the liquid (gas), kg/m3; uav is the average velocity of liquid along the cross section in
the pipe, m/s.
For laminar flow at Reynolds number Re ≤ 2300, the coefficient of resistance is determined from the
correlation [14]:
ξ = 64/Reo.
(23)
To calculate the coefficients of hydraulic resistance for transitional and turbulent areas of the flow in
smooth-wall pipe next correlations were used:
S. S. Kutateladze [15]

ξ ≈ 6.3·10– 4 Re0.5,

Blasius in Dejch [14]

ξ = 0.3164 Re–1/4,

and Nikuradze in [14]

ξ= 0.0032 + 0.221/Re–0.237.

When calculating values (

dp
dz

)L and (

dp
dz

(24)
(25)
(26)

)G in formulas (17), the following values of Reynolds numbers

have to be used:
ReL = Reo (1– x),

ReG = Reo x (μ′/μ″),

(27)

where Reo is Reynolds number at the channel inlet; x is the mass expendable vapour content of the flow; μ′
and μ″ are, correspondingly, coefficients of dynamic viscosity of liquid and vapour at saturation line.

5. CALCULATION OF HYDRAULIC RESISTANCE IN POROUS CHANNELS
WITH HIGH HEAT CONDUCTIVITY AT TWO-PHASE VAPOUR-LIQUID MOTION
OF HEAT CARRYING AGENT
Calculation of hydraulic resistance in porous channels with high heat conductivity at two-phase vapourliquid motion of heat carrying agent will be performed as per the method similar to Lockhart-Martinelli’s
method [11], [16]. According to this method, which Yu. A. Zeigarnik and I. V. Kalmykov applied to the
motion of two-phase vapour-liquid adiabatic flows in porous media [8], [17], the calculation of the frictional
resistance of adiabatic two-phase mixture in porous channels is performed as per the formulas:
 P 
 P 
 P  L   2L , or 
 P  G  G2 ,






tw. ph. por

tw. ph. por

(28)

where ( P /  )L and ( P /  )G are pressure drops at the flow through a porous structure of a liquid phase
only in the quantity that the mixture contains, or of steam phase only. These values are calculated as per the
equation (42), in which corresponding mass filtration velocities of each phase are used as mass filtration
velocities w = G.

 dP
 vG  vG 2 ,
dZ
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where α and β are inertial and viscosity coefficients of a porous material resistance; μ and v are dynamic
viscosity coefficient and specific volume of liquid; G is mass flow rate of liquid through a porous material.
According to Lockart and Martinelli [11], parameters ФL and ФG are the function of Martinelli parameter
2
X  (ΔP /  )L /( P /  )G . The following formula can be written for X parameter Zeigarnik[17]:
 1  x       1    G 1  x    1  x        1  Re
.
X2 

   
    
 x       1    G G  x    x        1  Re

(30)

The connection between parameter Х and L and G can be expressed analytically [11, 16]:
L2 = 1+C/X+1/X2, G2 = 1+CX+X2.

(31)

After processing test data, Zeigarnik Yu. A and Kalmykov I. V. in [17] concluded that coefficient C is
the function of mass filtration velocity (ρw)0 = G, physical characteristics ( and ), and hydraulic
characteristics of porous structure (coefficients  and ):
    
C  4.0 
 
 G  

0.4

.

(32)

6. THE ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR CALCULATING THERMO PHYSICAL
AND HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS OF TWO-PHASE FLOW
UNDER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF THE THIRD TYPE
The full description of re-calculation of the original equations from boundary conditions of the second
type to the boundary conditions of the first type will include a fairly large amount of material and can be the
subject of a separate article. In essence, the method can be summarized as follows. A cylindrical channel is
divided into separate 1 mm long sections, within which calculation is performed for fixed values of specific
heat flow rate. The specific heat flow rate in the inlet section is calculated as per the known heat hydraulic
characteristics. Further, taking into consideration the lateral surface area of the sector, total amount of heat
absorbed in this sector is calculated. After that, the increment of steam content at the sector and the value of
steam content in the final section of the sector are calculated. Based on average thermo physical properties of
the flow at the sector, pressure drop within 1 mm long sector and the power to pump the heat carrying agent
within the sector are calculated. Further, based on the existing calculated data, specific heat flow rate in the
final section of the sector, the average value of the specific heat flow rate at the sector and the total amount
of heat that is transferred to the flow at the sector on the second iteration step are determined. Calculation
within a 1 mm long sector continues as long as the total values of heat absorbed at the sector that were
calculated in two consecutive iteration steps do not coincide with the desired accuracy. Further, the
calculation is made for the next sector. The initial calculated values of thermo physical characteristics for the
subsequent sector are to be taken equal to the calculated values in the final section of the previous sector.
Calculation of the length of the evaporation channel is performed until the value of steam content takes the
value of 1. It should be noted that with the same mass flow rates of cooler, the total quantity of heat that is
used for evaporation of the flow in both cases are the same.

7. THE RESULTS OF RESEARCHES
During calculations were used the following regime-design parameters of the model. The porous
material - copper metal felt, porosity Ө = 0.7–0.9; Reynolds number at the inlet to the channel Re = 2300–
10000; diameter of channel 0.005–0.05 m; temperature difference between ambient temperature and the
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temperature of the liquid at the channel inlet t1∞ –tinlet = 1–5 C; temperature of saturated liquid at the inlet of
channel 360 C, Bi number were taken to be Bi = 2, 4, 40, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106.
The graphs of calculated dependences for geometric efficiency coefficient of porous channels kF and for
ratio of pressure drops ΔPpor /ΔPsm as function of criterions Re and Bi are shown on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2
respectively (at tinlet = 360 C, d = 0.005 m, Δt = t1∞ –tinlet = 3 C).
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Fig. 1. The value of the geometric effectiveness ratio
of the porous steam generator kF = Lsm/Lpor = f(Re, Bi)
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Fig. 2. The ratio of pressure drops in the porous
steam generator and in a steam generator with
a smooth wall ΔPpor /ΔPsm = f(Re, Bi)

As seen from these graphs, larger values of parameter kF and respectively smaller values of parameter
ΔPpor /ΔPsm are at the beginning and at the end of given range of criterion Bi. Therefore graphic dependences
of values kF, ΔPpor /ΔPsm, Lpor, Lsm as a function of Re number for channel with smooth wall and as a function
of Re number and porosity Ө for the porous channel are shown in Figures 3–6 for criterion Bi = 4 (at tinlet =
360 C, d = 0.005 m, Δt = t1∞ –tinlet = 3 C). Figures 7–10 show the same dependences for criterion Bi = 105
(at tinlet = 360 C, d = 0.005 m, Δt = t1∞ –tinlet = 3 C). Fig. 11 and Fig. 13 show the dependences of the
quantities kF and ΔPpor /ΔPsm as a function of the channel diameter d (at a value of porosity Ө = 0.9, the
temperature difference t1∞ –tinlet = 3 C, Re = 104 and at value of criterion Bio Bi = 105). Figures 12 and 14
show the dependences of the quantities kF and ΔPpor /ΔPsm as a function of the temperature difference Δt =
t1∞ –tinlet (at a value of porosity Ө = 0.9, the diameter of the channel d = 0.005 m, Re=104 and at value of
criterion Bio Bi = 105).
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Fig. 3. The value of the geometric effectiveness ratio
of the porous steam generator kF = Lsm/Lpor = f(Re, θ);
Bi = 4

Fig. 4. The ratio of pressure drops in the porous
steam generator and in a steam generator with
a smooth wall ΔPpor /ΔPsm = f(Re, θ); Bi = 4
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Fig. 6. The length of the porous steam generator;
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Fig. 13. The ratio of pressure drops in the porous
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Fig. 14. The ratio of pressure drops in the porous steam
generator and in a steam generator with
a smooth wall ΔPpor /ΔPsm = f((T = t1∞ – tinlet); Bi = 105

8. CONCLUSIONS
Performed calculations showed the following:
1. During calculations it was found that for these conditions, at evaporation of the same amount of
liquid, porous channels may have significantly shorter length compared to the smooth wall channels.
2. However, for these conditions, failed to find the regime – the design parameters for which the pressure
drop (accordingly the power consumed for pumping coolant) in the porous steam generator would be lower
than in the smooth-wall steam generator.
3. Larger values of parameter kF and respectively smaller values of parameter ΔPpor /ΔPsm are at the
beginning and at the end of given range of criterion Bi.
4. The dependences of the geometric effectiveness ratio kF of the porous steam generator on the channel
diameter d and on the difference of the ambient temperature and the temperature of the liquid in inlet of the
channel (T = t1∞ – tinlet are inversely proportional.
5. The dependences of the ratio of pressure drops in the porous steam generator and in a steam generator
with a smooth wall ΔPpor/ΔPsm on the same variables (d and ΔT) are directly proportional.
6. Performed calculations show the need for further research.
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Abstract
Absorption refrigeration chillers are perfect systems to improve energetic efficiency when working as waste heat
recovery systems. In the present paper results of the four different NH 3-H2O (ammonia - water) absorption refrigeration
systems are shown. NH3-H2O absorption circuits allow to achieve chill temperatures in real exploitation conditions,
which is useful in air conditioning processes based on ice water systems. These cycles may be used to improve the
energetic efficiency through applying them in e.g. trigeneration systems in residential buildings, what may also bring
financial benefits. In the case of NH3-H2O absorption refrigeration chillers there is a possibility to achieve lower
temperature than in the LiBr-H2O systems. In the present paper ammonia absorption circuits and a new proposal of
ammonia cycle combined with a compressor system are described.

KEYWORDS
Energy efficiency, Energy systems, Heat exchangers, Thermal systems

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently the ORC (Organic Rankine Cycle) systems are widely considered as systems allowing to
manage the waste heat obtained from technological processes in the industry. In [1] there are described
possibilities of effective management of waste heat drived from biogas, refrigerating and cogenerative
installations, and other sources, using ORC systems and Kalina cycles. In comparison with the ORC cycle,
the Kalina cycle integrated with refrigeration installations allows to achieve better efficiency which is proved
in [2–4]. The Kalina cycle may be modified through introducing there an absorption refrigeration subsystem,
which improves the total efficiency of the cycle as described e.g. in [5, 6]. There is also some literature on
Kalina systems in which a ejector refrigerating system is applied [7]. However, these systems are less
energy-efficient [8].
In general, absorption refrigeration chillers (NH3-H2O and LiBr-H2O) are perfect systems to improve
energetic efficiency when working as waste heat recovery systems. LiBr-H2O refrigeration cycles are good
systems that enable the low temperature heat recovery. There are various known configurations of these
systems and they allow effective exploitation of waste heat sources potential. One of the substantial
disadvantages of these systems is the ability to reach a temperature theoretically not lower than 0 C due to
water crystallisation processes [9]. On the other hand, the NH3-H2O refrigeration cycles integrated with
Kalina cycle allow not only to reach low temperatures below 0 C, but also give the ability to work as
electric power generation systems.
Constant search for effective solutions for heating circuits motivates to designing new configurations of
absorption circuits. What is new in this paper, is the description and calculation results for hybridised
ammonia Kalina cycle, where a possibility of its cooperation with compression refrigeration circuit and
absorption circuit is presented. Performed calculations show the influence of work of the compressor on the
efficiency of the absorption circuit.

2. NH3-H2O ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION CYCLES
Principle of operation of the ammonia-water absorption cycle is associated with thermodynamical
equilibrium of two substances, out of which the first (propulsive) forces the working fluid through and the
second (working fluid) transfers the heat supplied to the system. NH3 is the working fluid and water is the
absorbent. In the absorber, due to lack of thermodynamic equilibrium between two substances, ammonia is
sucked from the area of lower pressure (evaporator or turbine outlet). Then it is transported by water into the
generator, where the strong solution of water and NH3 is evaporated. Ammonia is recovered from the
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mixture during rectification. Weak solution of water and NH3 returns from rectifier to the absorber, whereas
the separated NH3 becomes involved in refrigeration (e. g. in ammonia absorption refrigeration chiller) or
energetic processes (e. g. in Kalina cycle).
The scheme of NH3-H2O absorption systems is given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. NH3-H2O absorption systems. A) ammonia refrigeration system, B) ammonia parallel
hybrid system for chill and electric current production, C) Kalina cycle for electric current
production, D) ammonia serial hybrid system for chill and electric current production.
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Schemes depicted in Figure 1 relate to the following respectively:
A) NH3-H2O absorption refrigeration cycle [6].
This cycle operates only in order to produce chill. Theoretically the cycle allows to reach even –30
C temperature.
B) NH3-H2O absorption refrigeration cycle and electric current generation in the configuration of
parallel hybrid.
This cycle operates depending on the demand: either in order to produce usable chill or electric
current. In case of a lower demand for chill or a total lack of such demand it is possible to increase
the value of supply pressure at the inlet of turbine thus obtaining higher efficiency during electric
current generation. The system is equipped with turbine (expander) operating in power conditions
similar to ORC cycles.
C) Kalina absorption cycle [7].
The system is equipped with an expander (turbine) that enables electric current generation – it is not
able to produce electric current itself.
D) NH3-H2O absorption refrigeration cycle and electric current generation in the configuration of serial
hybrid.
This cycle operates in a serial system, which directly subordinates the work of turbine to the demand
for chill in the evaporator system.
Figure 2 shows the concept of new ammonia compression-absorption cycle. Theoretically this system
has a number of advantages, such as the ability to produce electric current and chill when we have excessive
high temperature heat, or chill production using compression system when we have a peak demand. There
may be a certain technical difficulty in this case, that is creating a technology that would allow a very good
separation of dampness from the ammonia.

Fig. 2. Trigeneration ammonia hybrid compression-absorption system
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3. CALCULATION EQUATIONS FOR THE NH3-H2O CYCLES
In order to perform calculations for the presented cycles, literature connected with determining the
properties of mixtures of NH3 with various substances used in refrigeration technology was analysed [11–
19]. Properties of NH3-H2O mixture described by correlations ascertained on the basis of the Gibbs [15]
equation were used in the calculations.
In order to determine thermodynamic parameters of the cycles, commonly known methodology for
equations of mass balance, concentration balance and energy balance were used.
Total mass balance for particular elements of the cycle:
N

m i

0.

(1)

i 0

Mass concentrations balance of LiBr-H2O mixture for subsystems, in which the mixture is present:
N

m i xi

0.

(2)

Q 0 .

(3)

i 0

Energy balance for particular elements of the cycle:
N

hi m i W

i 0

4. CALCULATION RESULTS FOR NH3-H2O CYCLES
Comparative calculations of these cycles were performed for various generator supply temperatures.
Calculation results for characteristic points of the cycle are shown in Table 2. Heat fluxes are presented in
Table 3.
Table 2.
Calculation points in the ammonia absorption cycles (Fig. 1)
Kalina cycle
Cycle
point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Serial hybrid

Parallel hybrid

T

P

m

T

P

m

K
303
301.4
333
341.8
301.4
303.1
430.9
430.9
400.8

MPa
0.622
10.16
10.16
10.16
10.16
0.622
10.16
10.16
10.16

kg/s
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.04
0
0.04

K
303
301.4
333
341.8
301.4
303.16
430.9
430.9
400.8
327.2
327.2
283.3
283.3
288.3

MPa
0.622
10.16
10.16
10.16
10.16
0.622
10.16
10.16
10.16
2.16
2.16
0.622
0.622
0.622

kg/s
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.04
0
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

T

K
303
302.9
330
337.6
302.9
303
325
325
303.91
300
300
283.3
283.3
288.3
288.3
303.9
500 10.16 0.04 466.09 10.16 0.04 333.58
303.91
283.3 0.622 0.04 327.2 2.16 0.04 288.3
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Refrigeration cycle

P

m

T

P

m

MPa
0.622
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
0.622
0.622
0.622
0.622
1.167
1.167
0.622
0.622

m/s
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.156
0.156
0.156
0.044
0.0004
0.043
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.043
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.021

K
303
302.9
330
337.6
302.9
303
325
325
303.91
300
300
283.3
283.3
288.3
288.3

MPa
0.622
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
1.167
0.622
0.622
0.622
0.622

kg/s
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.156
0.156
0.156
0.044
0.0004
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
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Table 3.
Powers and heat fluxes in the absorption cycles (Fig. 1)
Figure
Heat flux in the turbine steam superheater
Power generated in the turbine
Power consumed by cycle pump
Heat flux in the absorption cycle regenerator
Heat flux in the generator
Heat flux in the rectifier
Heat flux in the absorber
Heat flux in the condenser
Heat flux in the evaporator
Heat flux in the refrigeration regenerator
Energetic efficiency (COP)

1A

1B
1C
1D
1.8308
21.49
15.8
1.905
16.96
10.2
0.0025
0.0025
0.045
0.045
25.07
25.07
28.74
28.7
59.6
59.6
59.7
59.7 kW
3.42
3.42
8.71
8.7
56.06
56.06
55.597
56.1
50.7
25.36
45.1
50.5
25.28
44.6
0.58
0.29
0.58
0.801333 0.431371 0.247917 0.80117

Energetic efficiency of the absorption cycles was defined as a ratio of the effect obtained to the incurred
energy volumes. Efficiency of NH3+H2O refrigeration cycle is similar, as in the case of single-effect LiBr
+H2O system and the power supply parameters are also similar.
COP

Q par Wth
Qgen Q rek

.

(25)(4)

In the case of trigeneration system (Fig. 6) COP is determined on the basis of the following relationship:
Q par Wth
COP
.
(26)(5)
Qgen Q rek Lcom
In Table 4 there are calculation results of the trigeneration circuits for various values of mass flow rate of
ammonia flowing through the compressor. Figure 3 shows the heat flux in the evaporator (Qev) and heat flux
in the condenser (Qcon) as a function of mass flow rate of the refrigerant. Figure 4 shows the change in COP
of the whole system in dependence on theoretical work done by the compressor. Efficiency improvement of
the whole COP cycle can be observed in the case of big amounts of chill produced in the evaporator as a
result of increased work of the compressor Lcom.
Table 4.
Trigeneration system calculation results for alternating power supply
of the compression system Lcom according to Figure 2.
Mass intensity of the mixture at the intake to the generator
Mixture temperature at the intake to the circuit pump
Ammonia temperature at the intake to the condenser
Mixture temperature at the intake to the generator
Pressure on the low pressure part of the circuit
Pressure on the high pressure part of the circuit
Percentage concentration of ammonia
Mass flow rate of the refrigerant at the intake to the turbine
Power generated in the turbine
Power consumed by the pump
Heat flux exchanged in the absorber
Heat flux exchanged in the regenerative exchanger
Heat flux exchanged in the steam superheater
Heat flux exchanged in the steam generator
Heat flux exchanged in the rectifier

m1 [kg/s]
T1 [K]
T10 [K]
T3 [K]
P1 [MPa]
P2 [MPa]
y15
m16
Wth
Wp
Qabs
Qreg
Qsup [kW]
Qgen
Qrek
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0.2
303
300
330
0.622759
1.167286
100%
0.021
1.9057
0.0025
56.0661
25.07395
1.8308
59.6399
3.4266
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Mass flow rate in the compressor
part of the circuit
Heat flux exchanged in the
condenser
Heat flux exchanged in the
evaporator
Heat flux exchanged in the
refrigerating regenerator
Compressor work
COP efficiency of the circuit

m21
[kg/s]

0.001

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

0.03

0.035

0.04

Qcon

26.6138

31.611

37.8576

44.1041

50.3507

56.5973

62.8438

69.0904

75.337

Qpar

26.4514 31.0984

36.9073

42.7161

48.5249

54.3338

60.1426

65.9514

71.7602

Qregch

0.3048

0.3583

0.4253

0.4922

0.5591

0.6261

0.693

0.76

0.8269

Lw

0.08754

0.4377

0.8754

1.313

1.7509

2.1886

2.6263

3.0641

3.5018

COP

0.4606

0.533

0.6225

0.7106

0.7976

0.8834

0.9679

1.0514

1.133

Fig. 3. Heat flux in the evaporator (Qev) and heat flux in the condenser (Qcon)
as a function of mass flow rate of the refrigerant flowing through the compressor part of
the circuit.

Fig. 4. Total COP as a function of variable theoretical work of compression.
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Analysing the results it can be noticed that for the same parameters of heat flux transferred to the
generator it is impossible to achieve similar heat fluxes in the evaporator of refrigeration system. Heat flux
transferred from the evaporator is dependent on the amount of fluid transferred to it. Operation of the turbine
in the parallel system imposes separation of the mass flux between simultaneous work in the turbine and as a
result, this system achieves lower values of obtained heat flux in the evaporator than in the case of serial
system. Hybrid serial system is unable to reach the same parameters as classic absorption refrigeration
system due to the pressure at the outlet of turbine system.
In the parallel system it is possible to increase the pressure at the inlet of turbine and change the expense
depending on the demand for chill or electricity. As a result, if one of these products is of crucial importance,
then this system may be more beneficial.
In the serial system, when simultaneous demand for great values of chill and electricity occurs, then the
serial system is more efficient in this case.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This paper discusses in short the NH3-H2O hybrid systems. These circuits may be used to improve the
energetic efficiency through applying them in e.g. trigeneration systems in residential buildings.
In the case of ammonia-water absorption refrigeration chillers there is a possibility to achieve lower
temperature than in the LiBr-H2O systems. When such systems are integrated in a compressor hybrid system,
it is possible to produce useful cool and power with cycle efficiency more than 1.0.
In the case of trigeneration ammonia circuit hybridised with a compressor system, increase in total COP
value over 1.0 was obtained. It is due to the application of compressor cycle, in which COP may be higher
than 2 depending on the working fluid. It is possible that after optimisation of the cycle operation in higher
pressure conditions of the turbine system the efficiency of the circuit related to electric current generation
may rise even more. Hybridisation of the absorption refrigeration circuit with a compressor system may
provide better efficiency in comparison with absorption-only circuits.
NH3-H2O refrigeration systems have one disadvantage that very often excludes them from common
technical solutions. It is the fact that NH3 is a dangerous agent and, therefore, staff specialised in handling of
equipment which operates on this agent is required.
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Abstract
A technique for determining the refrigeration machine modernization optimal variant, which under the set operating
conditions has a minimum of the reduced costs, is proposed. This technique is based on modern thermoeconomic
methods of diagnostics and optimization of thermotransformers. The calculation results of a chiller energy, exergy,
techno-economic characteristics at various versions of modernization of evaporator and condenser, for which the
corresponding characteristics of the arrangement of heat exchanging surfaces and compressor brands were varied, are
presented. The comparison of chiller optimization options made it possible to decide the replacement of which from
these blocks provides the maximum thermoeconomic effect.

KEYWORDS
Thermoeconomic optimization, modernization, exergy analysis, coefficient of performance.

INTRODUCTION
According to specialists, in different industries of Ukraine from 50 to 90 % of existing refrigerating
machines are morally and technically obsolete and have low energy efficiency. In these conditions the only
possible way to improve the refrigerating machine efficiency while minimizing capital costs is only its
modernization, which consists in replacement of the separate scheme elements.
The real practice of refrigeration equipment modernization is unfortunately carried out without the use
of modern thermoeconomic methods of choice of the best solutions. It appears insufficient to adequately
take into account the multifactor nature of this task.
Modernization should be understood not simply replacement of obsolete equipment, but the selection of
equipment that is serially released and as close as possible to its characteristics to the optimal solution for
this refrigerating machine. At the same time, possible variants of the refrigerating machine equipment
replacement should be selected from the standpoint of the produced cold cost. This approach analyzes the
change in the technical and economic parameters of the installation in conjunction with the indicators of
thermodynamic efficiency and evaluates the contribution of each irreversibility to the cost of the final product,
minimizing the total cost of the life cycle, which includes both operating and capital costs for the scheme.

1. THERMOECONOMIC OPTIMIZATION
The purpose of the work is to create and implement an experimentally and theoretically sound method
of refrigeration units modernization, which provides a minimum of reduced costs for reconstruction at the
variants of inefficient equipment replacement, taking into account the real conditions of its operation.
At creation the technique the recommendations of the works of T. Kotas, H. Denges and R. Selbas were
taken into account.
The thermoeconomic feasibility of modernization can be estimated by solving the following equation

sys
ЕD, k
Z k
,
 τ operсk,i
 ar
xi
xi
xi
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where Ξsys – cost of the system operating reduced to the year of its service, EUR; xi – variable parameter;
oper – operating time of the installation in the year, hr; сk,i – specific cost of local exergy loss, EUR/(kW·hr);
ED,k – exergy destruction in element, kW; ar – recovery factor; Z k – initial capital cost of the system
element, EUR.
The specific cost of local exergy loss сk,i in eq. (1) is determined from expression

сk,i  ce π k,i 

аr
ςk ,
τ oper

(2)

where се – specific cost of the primary energy flow entering the system (compressor drive), EUR/(kW·hr);
k,i – coefficient of structural bonds; ςk – coefficient of an element capital cost, EUR/kW.
In equation (1) the value ED, k xi determines the effect of a variable parameter in the process on
losses from irreversibility in a system element, and the value Z k xi takes into account the effect of the
parameter xi change on the element cost.
The coefficient of structural bonds k,i in eq. (2) is represented as
 E tot 
k,i   l 
 xi 

 ED,k

 xi

,



where Еltot – total exergy losses, kW.
Exergy destruction in the installation, which corresponds to the minimum of reduced costs, is equal

 ED, k

 xi


ar
Z k
.
  

τ operсk,i xi
opt

Since modernization it is important to use standard heat exchangers from a certain parametric series
because it is impossible to continuously vary the parameters of the heat transfer surface itself, since the diameter of
the pipes, the number of pipes rows, the step and the size of the ribs vary discretely. The coefficients of the heatengineering efficiency of the evaporator and the condenser are selected as the variables. At set temperatures of
the heat carrier or coolant at the entrance to the heat exchangers these coefficients changes due to the variation
of pipes diameter, number of pipes rows, but already in strict accordance with their nomenclature step.
The coefficients of the heat-engineering efficiency of the evaporator and the condenser are chosen as the
varied parameters xi:
ηev  1  exp  NTU ev ;

ηcd  1  exp  NTU cd ,

where NTUev and NTUcd – number of heat transfer units of the evaporator and the condenser accordingly.
At the set temperatures of the hеаt-transfers at the input to the heat exchangers values ηev and ηcd
changes are achieved due to the variation of pipes diameter, number of pipes rows, but already in strict
accordance with their nomenclature step.
Operating costs of refrigeration plant for the relevant year are determined by the ratio

Csys  τoper ce Ncm ,

(3)

where Ncm – compressor drive power, kW.
The capital component of system costs, that is, the sum of money returned to the bank for the year is
determined as
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m

Z sys  аr  Z k ,
k 1

where m – amount of the system elements.
To find the optimal variant of the refrigerating machine equipment, which provides a minimum of
reduced costs, the relation (3) was represented by two functions in the form:
 E
f1   τ operсk,i  D,k
 ηk


 ;
opt

f 2  ar

Z k
,
ηk

(4)

where ηk – coefficient of the heat-engineering efficiency of the k-th system element.
In equations (4) the function f1 is responsible for the operating cost component, namely shows the
change of electric power consumption caused by an increase or decrease of exergy destruction in all
elements due to the replacement of the condenser. Function f2 is responsible for changing the capital
component of the installation cost during modernization of condenser or evaporator. The minimum of the
reduced costs corresponds to the point of intersection f1 and f2 at their graphical representation, depending
on the apparatus heat-engineering efficiency.
In optimizing was used the capital cost function of k-th element representing capital cost of an element
depending on its efficiency [1]. As a modernization object a water-cooling plant (chiller) on the basis of the
Maneurop MT 64 compressor is considered. Heat transfer surface area of the condenser Fcd = 56.1 m2.
Сhiller is equipped by a shell-tubular evaporator with internal tube boiling of a refrigerant. Internal diameter
of evaporator pipes din,p = 0.012 m, length of tubular elements – 1.5 m, amount of tubular elements – 61.
Compressor drive power in the project mode Ncm = 4.27 kW, refrigerating capacity Q0 = 11.82 kW.
It is established that the maximum thermoeconomic effect of modernization is achieved at in case that
replacement of the shell-tubular evaporator on a plate evaporator, whose parameters were found as a result
of thermoeconomic optimization, is carried out in a chiller. Next, with fixed design characteristics of the
compressor and evaporator, the condenser is optimized with an assessment of the thermoeconomic effect for
the entire chiller. Similarly, with the fixed design parameters of the evaporator and the condenser an optimal
compressor was selected for a set hydraulic refrigerant loop.
The most important factors that need to be varied when looking for the optimal solution for the
modernization of the chiller are: planned operating period noper; cost of electric energy cе, EUR/(kW·hr);
operating time of the plant in the year oper, hr.
The results of thermoeconomic modernization of the chiller evaporator are presented in Table 1.
Table 1.
Characteristics of the chiller when upgrading the evaporator
for noper = 10 years, τoper = 5000 hr per year, cе = 0.049 EUR/(kW·hr)

Mass flow of refrigerant mf, kg/s

before
modernization
0.071

after
modernization
0.11

Compressor drive power Ncm, kW

4.27

4.79

Refrigeration capacity Q0, kW

11.82

16.80

Heating capacity of the condenser Qcd, kW
Heat-engineering efficiency of the evaporator ηev

15.8

21.5

0.178

0.44

2.768

3.507

0.0343

0.0268

Chillers parameters

Coefficient of performance 
Specific cost of the cold cQ 0 , EUR/(kW·hr)
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In Fig. 1 shows the results
cе = 0.057 EUR/(kW·hr) at varied noper.

of

condenser
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0
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f i , EUR
1200

f
f2f
2
f1 1

1000
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optimization

f
f

f1 1
f2 2
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200
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a)

ηкд

ηcd

min

0
0,40 0,45 0,50 0,55 0,60 0,65 0,70 0,75 0,80

b)

ηcd

ηкд

Fig. 1. Optimal values of ηcd at: a) noper = 5 years; b) noper = 10 years

The comparison of chiller optimization variants allowed us to decide on the replacement of which from
these blocks provides the maximum thermoeconomic effect. Thus the percentage increase of the refrigeration
coefficient when evaporator is upgraded is Δε = 25.3 % and the decrease in the specific cost of cold is
ΔсQ0 = 22.7 %. Further upgrading of the condenser leads to an increase of Δε by another 8.94 % and the
decrease of ΔсQ0 by 4.92 % at noper = 10 years. Accordingly for the compressor Δε = 9.32 % and ΔсQ0 = 6.34 %.

2. ANALYSIS OF ENDOGENOUS AND EXOGENOUS EXERGY DESTRUCTION
The complexity of the modernization task is to optimally "insert" a new element into the old structural
scheme and at the same time not to reduce the effectiveness of other interrelated elements of the scheme.
Because as a result of the changes made to the design of one element destruction of exergy in the remaining
elements of the refrigeration machine may increase. In this connection in order to find a technically possible
potential for increasing the efficiency of the installation it is necessary to conduct an extended thermodynamic
analysis with the isolation of endogenous and exogenous components of destruction in the elements.
The results of the exergy analysis of the chiller at various variants of the modernization of condenser
and compressor are given below. According to his results the character of the distribution of exergy losses in
the chiller elements is determined taking into account their nonequivalence. The analysis was carried out
according to the method [1], which is based on the theory of exergy cost. The calculation of the chiller static
characteristics was previously executed according to the recommendations of work [2]. REFPROP 8.0 was
used to calculate the thermophysical properties of the refrigerant R22.
As variable geometric parameters the diameter of the condenser pipes and the number of their rows in
the course of air flow were taken. Other characteristics of the refrigerating machine hydraulic circuit have
not changed. The air temperature at the inlet to the condenser was assumed to be 32 ºC. The water
temperature at the inlet to the evaporator is 12 ºС. The consumption of water through the evaporator is 1 l/s.
The air flow through the condenser is 2.88 m3/s.
Several variants of the geometry of the air condenser heat transfer surface were compared:
Variant A – heat transfer surface area Fcd = 56.1 m2, internal pipes diameter din,p = 0.012 m, number of
pipes rows in the course of air flow nrows = 3;
Variant B – Fcd = 77.9 m2, din,p = 0.009 m, nrows = 6;
Variant C – Fcd = 53.0 m2, din,p = 0.015 m, nrows = 3;
Variant D – Fcd = 112.1 m2, din,p = 0.012 m, nrows = 6;
Variant G – Fcd = 39.0 m2, din,p = 0.009 m, nrows = 3.
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In Fig. 2 shows the change of exergy losses in the chiller elements during modernization of the
condenser from variant A to variant B. In this case the diameter of the condenser pipes was reduced, but the
number of their rows was increased.

Fig. 2. Change of exergy losses ΔEl in the chiller elements when replacing the air condenser
from variant A to variant B:
– exergy product of k-th element; – exergy losses due to
residual exergy flow;
– endogenous exergy destruction (malfunction "MF");
–
exogenous exergy destruction in the k-th element caused by the condenser;
– exogenous
exergy destruction in the element caused by the throttle valve;
– exogenous exergy
destruction in the element caused by the evaporator

As be obvious from Fig. 2 at a decrease of the pipes diameter to 9 mm and an increase of the number of
pipes rows up to 6 (variant B) endogenous exergy destruction (malfunction "MF") in the chiller elements are
decreased. In the condenser it decreased by 0.35 kW, in the throttle – by 0.1 kW, in the compressor – by
0.06 kW. In turn the reconstruction of the condenser hydraulic circuit resulted in a slight increase of the
anomaly in the evaporator by 0.01 kW. The part of the exergy destruction associated with the residual
exergy flow in the condenser has also increased. According to the terminology of the theory of exergy cost
the residual exergy flow in the refrigeration plant is the flow of coolant (air) that cools the condenser. In
addition one can see that the losses of exergy in the compressor absorb the losses in other elements. To a
greater extent these losses are associated with a condenser and a throttle and in a smaller one – with an
evaporator.
In Fig. 3a shows the change of exergy losses in the chiller elements when replacing the condenser from
variant A to variant C. In this case the difference was only in the diameter of pipes, the number of pipes rows in
both versions was the same. As can be seen the transition to tubes of greater diameter din,p = 0.015 m (variant C)
leads to decrease of the exergy destruction endogenous component in the evaporator. In other the character
of the distribution of exergy losses is similar to the previous variant. It is possible to note a much smaller
change of exergy losses in the elements.
In Fig. 3b shows the change of exergy losses in the chiller elements at replacement the condenser from
variant A to variant D. In this case the modernization of condenser will result in the increase of the number
of pipes rows in the course of air flow while maintaining the former diameter of the pipes. As possible to see
from Fig. 3b with an increase of the pipes rows number takes place increase of exergy losses in the
evaporator. Compared with the previous variants it can be noted somewhat more significant reduction of the
exergy destruction endogenous component in the condenser.
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In Fig. 3c shows changing of the exergy losses in the chiller elements when replacing the condenser
from variant A to variant G. It should be noted that a decrease of the condenser pipes diameter while the
number of pipes rows stored unchanged fundamentally changes the character of exergy losses distribution in
comparison with other variants. At variant G the endogenous component of the exergy destruction in the
condenser increases, which is due to an increase of the condensation temperature and an increase of pressure
losses on the refrigerant side. At the same time there is a decrease of the exergy destruction endogenous
component in compressor, but the exogenous component of the exergy destruction in the compressor caused
by the losses in the condenser increases.

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 3. Change of exergy losses ΔEl in the chiller elements when replacing the air condenser
from: a) variant A to variant C; b) variant A to variant D; c) variant A to variant G
(nomenclature are given in Fig. 2)

Thus it is possible for the results of the condenser analysis can be to conclude that an increase of the
pipes diameter with the same number of pipes rows leads to a decrease of exergy destruction in the each
element. With the increase of the number of pipes rows in the condenser the destruction of the exergy in the
compressor, condenser and throttle decreases, but in the evaporator increases.
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In Fig. 4 the character of the distribution of exergy losses when replacing the compressor is presented.
As can be seen the transition to the Tecumseh (L'unite Hermetique) TAG5568E compressor leads to a slight
increase of the endogenous component of exergy destruction in the compressor and to the reduction of
exogenous component. In general the replacement of the compressor has affected the distribution of exergy
losses in the condenser and evaporator. In comparing to the base model Maneurop MT64 these losses have
decreased.

Fig. 4. Change of exergy losses ΔEl in the chiller elements when replacing the Maneurop MT64 compressor
with Tecumseh (L'unite Hermetique) TAG5568E compressor
(nomenclature are given in Fig. 2)

3. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we propose a technique for thermoeconomic modernization of a refrigerating machine. The
approach used makes it possible to significantly narrow the range of parameters variation when searching
for optimal modernization conditions. That is based on the following principle: "in the technical system
there is an element or a combination of elements the change of exergy losses in which has the greatest effect
on the efficiency of the system as a whole". It allows getting the effect from the installation optimization
without changing the total amount of capital investments, but only by changing the character of their
distribution between the separate "most influential" elements.
The most significant advantages of the method of thermoeconomic modernization are:
- complex, taking into account thermodynamic and techno-economic indicators, determination of the
optimal variant of heat exchange and compressor equipment for the modernized scheme, which ensures a
minimum of reduced costs for the set technological operating conditions;
- determination in the technological scheme of the elements that most influence on the thermoeconomic
efficiency of the entire installation;
- determination of the technically possible limit for increasing the efficiency of the each scheme
element;
- determination of exergy cost of cold.

Nomenclature
ar
C
с
d

– recovery factor
– operating costs, EUR
– specific cost, EUR/(kW·hr)
– diameter, m
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ED
El
F
m
mf
N
NTU
xi
Z

Z

– exergy destruction, kW
– exergy losses, kW
– surface area, m2
– amount of the system elements
– mass flow, kg/s
– drive power, kW
– number of heat transfer units
– variable parameter
– capital cost, EUR
– initial capital cost, EUR

Greek symbols

– coefficient of performance
– coefficient of the heat-engineering efficiency
η
Ξ
– reduced costs, EUR

– coefficient of structural bonds
ς
– coefficient of an element capital cost, EUR/kW

– time, amount of clock, hr
Subscripts
cd
– condenser
cm – compressor
e
– primary energy, electric energy
ev
– evaporator
in
– internal
k
– system element number
oper – operating
opt – optimal
p
– pipes
sys – system
tot
– total
tv
– throttle
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Abstract
To study the radiation heat transfer in complex radiating systems, it is necessary to use geometrical radiation
factors. For spiral surfaces, factors associated with a cylindrical spiral surface are proposed. The limiting case of
configuration these characteristics are completely absent in the scientific and technical literature. Analytic expressions
for the coefficients for an infinitely long spiral is considered. Analytical expressions are presented for the view factors
(radiative configuration factors) associated with the flat right cylindrical spiral surface. Such cylindrical spiral systems
are widely applied as electrical resistance heating elements for coaxial double heat pipes of complex configuration,
high-speed gas flow heaters, electronic radio tubes, lighting devices, and other appliances used for industrial, scientific
and domestic purposes. Derivation of the view factors is based on the invariant principles and the results presented in
[1–3].

KEYWORDS
Radiation configuration factor, Long flat cylindrical spiral, Right flat cylindrical spiral surface, View factor.

INTRODUCTION
An expanding scope of engineering problems related to the radiation heat transfer poses the problems of
determining the fraction of ray energy emitted from the radiating surface i and reaching the irradiated surface
j. This implies the need for improving the methods of obtaining the geometric invariants of radiation – the
radiation configuration factors (RCFs) Fi–j and the mutual surfaces of the radiating surface including the
corresponding RCFs.
At present one can cite only two reference works [4, 5] and the monograph [6], which give information
about the RCFs for various radiating systems at the level acceptable from the viewpoint of engineering
practice. Before the handbooks [4, 5] were published the data on the RCF analytic and numerical forms for
specific configurations of emitting systems were presented in a broader manner than in other works, and still
insufficiently completely, in the monograph [6]. In the above works as well as in the periodical scientific and
technical literature there is, however, no information about the diversity of kinds of radiating systems for
which there had been the computed results for RCFs in the analytic or graphical forms. For example, the
spiral and helical radiating systems belong to almost unexplored objects. The latter systems are dealt with in
the only work [7], where the Moebius band RCFs were computed.

Examples of the use of electric heaters (tubular and spiral) in engineering and everyday life are
well known. Let us imagine an example of such application in scientific research. There is a paper
[11] on gas-jet synthesis of diamond-like films from the H2 +CH4 gas mixture flow. It uses a system
where a cylindrical spiral shines on a coaxially positioned thread. Here, too, a certain difficulty in
calculating and investigating radiant heat transfer is the absence of geometric factors for the spiral
in the world scientific, technical and reference literature.
The work [2], which is a further development of work [1], the problem is posed on the analytic
estimation, in the first approximation, of the RCFs for the spiral radiating systems with a filament of
arbitrary cross section. For this, the approach proposed in papers [8] and [3] is used, of which [8] is
recommended for use in reference book [4].
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VIEW FACTORS OF CYLINDRICL SPIRAL SURFACE
Right Circular Cylinder
We now proceed to the consideration of a planar cylindrical spiral formed by an infinitely long band of
constant width, which is “rolled up” on an imaginary cylinder of radius R. In paper [2] various view factors
of the spiral are discussed. The case of a long spiral when L >> R is the most intriguing for practice. By
virtue of the closure and symmetry of the system the self-irradiated surface An of the cylindrical flat spiral
takes a part (fraction) of the lateral inner surface A1 of the cylinder (Fig. 1) used for the construction of the
emitting and self-irradiated system in the following proportion: An /A1 = hc /H. Here H is the flank pitch of the
spiral, hc is the width of the emitting band of the spiral measured in the direction parallel with the symmetry
axis of the system: hc = h/cosα (h is the emitting strip width (the spiral band width measured along a normal
to the band edges), α is the inclination angle of the spiral turn), Fig. 2. It follows from here that
Fn–n /Fn–1 = An /A1 = hc /H, and the RCF for the self-irradiation of spiral is
h 1  2 A11 A2 1  F2 3  
Fn  n  
H cos 

A3

L

A1

A2

R

Fig. 1. Right circular cylinder

Here are some auxiliary formulas proposed by V.P. Soloviev (Brigham Young University, Provo, UT,
USA). They detail the results of the work [9] and facilitate the necessary calculations.
A1 = 2RL,
A3 = R2,

A2 = R2,
A2
R
.

A1 2 L

View Factor (disk A2 to parallel coaxial disk A3 of the same radius R) [10]:

FA2  A3 





2
2
1
X  X 2  4 , where X  2  L2 , X  2  L2 , lim FA  A  0
0.
2
3
L 
2
R
R

Tape of thickness h is rolled around a cylinder:
a1 is the area of the lateral surface of the cylinder not covered by the tape;
a2 is the area of the interior surface of the tape, A1  a1  a2 .
The interior surface of the tape a2 is defined parametrically by
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Fx = R cos2u
y = R sin2u

0  v  1, 0  u  N,
where N is number of full rotations around cylinder

z  h1  h2 u h1 v
2R

h  h1 cos , cos  

2R   h1  h2 2
2

Additional geometrical parameters, which can be used for definition of the spiral surface are shown in
Fig. 2.

h2

h1

a2
a1

a2

h2

L

h1

h



Fig. 2. Geometry of the right flat cylindrical spiral surface
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The case of the infinitely long spiral  L   
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RESUME
The formulas for geometric radiation factors are obtained for radiators of a spiral shape. The absence in
the scientific and technical literature of the geometric description of the radiation of the spiral is
compensated.
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Abstract
The report is devoted to the experimental study of a bubble departure diameter, bubble departure frequency and
nucleation sites density at pool boiling of a pure refrigerant R141b, solution of R141b / surfactant Span-80 (0.1 wt.%)
and a nanofluid of R141b / surfactant Span-80 (0.1 wt.%) / TiO2 nanoparticles (0.1 wt.%) on stainless steel and teflon
surfaces at heat fluxes range from 3.0 to 7.5 kW·m-2. It is shown that the nanoparticle additives to the refrigerant R141b
significantly reduce the number of active nucleation sites per unit area at pool boiling in comparison with pool boiling of
the pure R141b and of the solution of surfactant in R141b. It is found that the number of active nucleation sites per unit
area at the boiling on the teflon surface for pure R141b and for the solution of surfactant in R141b is significantly lower
than on the stainless steel surface. The bubble departure frequency at the boiling of the nanofluid on the teflon surface
and on the stainless steel surface and at the boiling of R141b and of the solution of surfactant in R141b on the teflon
surface is significantly lower than at the boiling of R141b and of the solution of surfactant in R141b on the stainless
steel surface. Analysis of the experimentally evaluated internal characteristics of the boiling process for objects of study
at different heat fluxes at pressure 1.01·105 Pa using the mechanism-based correlation allows predicting a significant
reduction in the heat transfer coefficient at the nanofluid of R141b/surfactant/TiO2 pool boiling. The prospects of the use
of Span-80 surfactant additives to enhance the heat transfer coefficient at pool boiling of R141b are discussed.

KEYWORDS
Nanofluid, Pool Boiling, Bubble Departure Diameter, Bubble Departure Frequency, Nucleation Sites Density, Heat
Transfer Coefficient

INTRODUCTION
Nucleate boiling is the most complex heat transfer process, and invariably empirical correlations or
correlations having a mechanistic basis had been proposed in the literature [1, 2]. The correlations serve a
useful purpose in their application to engineered systems. However, because of their limited range of
applicability, they can rarely be applied with confidence to new situations [2]. At present, the use of the
nanofluids in the heat transfers processes is of the great interest. Therefore, the problem of predicting the
heat transfer coefficient (HTC) at pool boiling of the nanofluid is important. Numerous studies have shown
the impossibility to evaluate the HTC of nanofluids at pool boiling using traditional models. Mechanistic
models grounded on basic principles can alleviate this problem [2]. Mechanism-Based Correlations are the
most physically reasonable models for predicting the nucleate boiling process. These models take into
account the internal characteristics of the boiling process such as the vapor bubble departure diameter, the
vapor bubble departure frequency and the nucleation sites density.
It should be mentioned that some models, which are widely used in practice, despite the fact that they
take into account the internal characteristics of the boiling process, cannot be attributed to the MechanismBased Correlations. These models include Stephan and Abdelsalam model [3] (that takes into account only
the bubble departure diameter), Tolubinskiy model [4] (that takes into account the product of bubble
departure diameter and bubble departure frequency). The true Mechanism-Based Correlations are Mikic and
Rohsenow model [5], Benjamin and Balakrishnan model [6], RPI model [7] (that take into account the
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bubble departure diameter, bubble departure frequency and active nucleation sites per unit area) etc. The
widespread use of these models in practice is limited by the lack of reliable information about the internal
characteristics of the boiling process. During the last decades, a number of attempts to develop correlations
or models for predicting of these parameters have been made, but with limited success [2]. In general, only a
few papers were devoted to the effect of nanoparticles on the internal characteristics of the boiling process,
for example [7–11].
The aim of this work was to evaluate the effect of nanoparticle additives on the internal characteristics
of the boiling process of a model refrigerant R141b and a model nanofluid of R141b/TiO2 nanoparticles on
the heater surfaces made of stainless steel and teflon at the heat flux densities that are characteristic for the
evaporators of refrigeration systems. In authors’ opinion, this information can be useful to the explanation of
the effect of nanoparticles additives on HTC at nanofluids boiling and to the estimation of applicability of
the Mechanism-Based Correlations to predict the HTC at pool boiling.

1. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
1.1. Research objects
In the presented study, the refrigerant R141b (1, 1-dichloro-1-fluoroethane), CAS № 1717-00-6
(manufactured by Zhejiang mr refrigerant co. ltd, China) was selected as the base fluid for nanofluid
preparation. TiO2 nanoparticles were used as the additives. According to the manufacturer's information, the
size of the nanoparticles in the powder does not exceed 25 nm, СAS № 1317-70-0 (Sigma-Aldrich).
The material of nanoparticles (TiO2) was chosen because of its chemical stability, well-developed
technology of their production and low cost. The refrigerant R141b was chosen as the base model substance
for several reasons. Firstly, this refrigerant is liquid at ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure, so it is
convenient for nanofluid preparation and for studying its boiling processes. Secondly, the refrigerant R141b
and widely used refrigerants (R134a, R410A and others) belong to the same group of hydrohalocarbons.
Therefore, the obtained patterns of the boiling process of the model system R141b/nanoparticles can be
extended to the hydrofluorocarbon refrigerants.
We did not succeed in preparation of a colloidally stable system R141b/ TiO2 nanoparticles without the
use of surfactants [12]. This fact contradicts the information given in [13], where the authors report on the
stability of the nanofluid of R141b/TiO2 nanoparticle without the use of any surfactants. A colloidally stable
system R141b/TiO2 nanoparticles was prepared only with the use of Span 80 surfactant. For this purpose,
type and concentration of the surfactant providing the best colloidal stability were found.
It should be taken into account that not only nanoparticles but also surfactant additives will contribute to
the change in thermophysical properties of the base fluid and internal characteristics of the boiling process
[14, 15]. Therefore, the research objects of this work are: the refrigerant R141b without nanoparticle and
surfactants additives – R141b; solution of the refrigerant R141b and Span80 surfactant (0.1 wt.%) –
R141b/Surf.; nanofluid consisting of the refrigerant R141b, Span80 surfactant (0.1 wt.%) and TiO2
nanoparticles (0.1 wt.%), – R141b/Surf./TiO2.
A two-step method of the nanofluid preparation was applied. It consisted the following stages:
sonication of the mixture of nanoparticles, surfactant and refrigerant for 30 minutes using Codison CD 4800
bath at frequency of 42 kHz and power of 0.07 kW; mechanical dispersion in a bead mill filled with balls of
ZrO2 with a diameter of 2 mm for 12 hours; sonication for 30 minutes.
Stability of the nanofluid in time was checked by measuring the average size of nanoparticles in R141b
by the spectral turbidity method. Practical realization of this method consisted the measuring of the optical
density of the nano-refrigerant sample in the optical cell dependence on the transmitted light wavelength
(wavelength range λ = 500–700 nm). For this purpose, Shimadzu UV-120-02 spectrophotometer was used.
Preliminary studies given in [12] showed the good colloidal stability of the nanofluid for 3 months. The
photos of the samples in the sealed optical cells with an optical path length of 4.05 mm are shown in Fig. 1.
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1.2 Experimental facility and experimental technique
The scheme of the experimental facility and the optical cell in test experiment with R141b/Span 80 are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

Fig. 1. The snapshot of samples of nanofluid of R141b /Surf./TiO2 (99.80 /0.10 /0.10 wt. %)
in comparison with pure R141b in sealed optical cells in 1 hour after preparation.

Fig. 2. Facility for study of the internal characteristics of the boiling
nanofluids: 1 – Condenser; 2 – Resistance thermometer; 3 – Heater;
4 – Light source for creating a stroboscopic effect; 5. – Pulse
generator; 6, 9 – Power supply; 7 – Hermetic electric connector;
8 – Resistance coil; 10 – Multimeter.

Fig. 3. The snapshot of the experimental cell for
study the internal characteristics of pool boiling
process at atmospheric pressure

The boiling of the research objects was performed on a thin-walled stainless steel capillary 3 (heater)
and on the same capillary covered with a thin layer of teflon. The diameter of the capillaries was 2.00 and
2.05 mm, respectively. For the heat supply, a stabilized power supply BVP Electronics Power Supply 30V
50A was used. Variation of the power supplied to the heater 3 was 0.01 W. The snapshots of the boiling
process were taken using the camera (Canon EOS 1100D) and a stroboscope. The light source in the
stroboscope was the set of 10 light emitting diodes (1 W) with a peak wavelength of 650 nm. The camera
and the light source of the stroboscope were located at an angle of 90 °. The optical cell where the boiling
process was performed was isolated from other light sources during the experiments.
In the experiment, the duration of the light emission was 0.3 ms and the intervals between flashes were
2.4–5.0 ms. It should be noted that the use of a stroboscopic effect allows obtaining digital images of fast
processes at high resolution (depends on a camera), which is much higher than the images taken by highspeed cameras of the low price range. The disadvantage of this technique is the layering of images of the
rising bubbles on each other.
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The internal boiling characteristics (bubble departure diameter, bubble departure frequency and
nucleation sites density) were studied experimentally under atmospheric pressure in the range of heat fluxes
from 3.0 to 7.5 kW·m–2. Such an interval of the heat flux densities is characteristic for evaporators of
refrigeration systems [16]. The use of the stroboscopic effect at fixing an image on a camera's matrix
allowed to estimate the frequency of the vapor bubbles departure when processing the graphics objects.
These data have been obtained by processing the snapshots of boiling liquid using the AutoCAD. The mean
bubble departure diameter Db and the mean bubble departure frequency f were calculated from 100–160
bubbles.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fig. 4 shows the process of boiling of the research objects under atmospheric pressure and at heat flux
6.60±0.03 kW·m-2 on teflon surface obtained according to the procedure described in Section 1.2.

Fig. 4. Visualization of pool boiling process of R141b (left), R141b/Surf. (center)
and R141b /Surf./TiO2 (right) at heat flux 6.60±0.03 kW·m-2 on teflon surface.

The dependences of mean bubble departure diameter Db , mean bubble departure frequency f and
nucleation sites density N from heat flux at P=0.1013 MPa for the research objects are shown in Figs. 5–7.
As it follows from the obtained experimental results, the number of nucleation sites for the teflon
surface significantly reduces (by a reduction in surface roughness with stainless steel surface). At the same
time, the number of nucleation sites at the boiling of the nanofluids, both on stainless steel and teflon
capillaries, is commensurate and very small in comparison with the boiling of pure R141b. Probably the
number of active nucleation sites on stainless steel surface at the boiling of the nanofluids decreases because
the small cavities are filled with nanoparticles [20].
An interesting result describing the effect of nanoparticle additives on bubble departure diameter was
obtained. The bubble departure diameter at boiling of the nanofluid on the stainless steel surface is greater
than at boiling of pure R141b. In contrast, at boiling of the nanofluid on the teflon surface, the bubble
departure diameter is significantly lower than for pure R141b.
The performed study shows that the highest bubble departure frequency is observed at boiling of pure
R141b and R141b / Surf. on the stainless steel surface.

3. PREDICTION OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
In order to make preliminary conclusions about the effect of nanoparticle additives on the intensity of
the boiling processes, the calculation of the HTC at pool boiling using a physically based model was made.
In this paper semiempirical model RPI (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute) proposed by Kurul and Podowski
[17] was selected as the basis. This model was successfully used to describe the heat transfer process at
boiling of nanofluids by Gerardi et al. [7], Nikulin et al. [8]. The RPI model takes into account the following
heat transfer mechanisms: the latent heat of vaporization to form the bubbles – qe; heat for the reformation
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of the thermal boundary layer following the bubble departure (quenching heat flux) – qq; heat transfer to the
liquid by convection in the area outside the influence of bubbles – qc.
Thus, the total heat flux qtot during the boiling is calculated as
qtot  qe  qq  qc .
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Fig. 5. Dependence of mean bubble departure diameter from heat flux of pure R141b, R141b /Surf.
and R141b /Surf./TiO2 on stainless steel surface (left) and teflon surface (right)
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Fig. 6. Dependence of mean bubble departure frequency from heat flux of pure R141b, R141b /Surf.
and R141b/Surf./TiO2 on stainless steel surface (left) and teflon surface (right)
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Fig. 7. Dependence of nucleation sites density from heat flux of pure R141b, R141b /Surf. and
R141b /Surf./TiO2 on stainless steel surface (left) and teflon surface (right)

For each part of total heat flux qtot the calculation expressions can be written using the information on
bubble departure diameter Db, frequency f, nucleation sites density N and thermophysical properties of a
boiling liquid. For the latent heat qe the expression can be written as





qe   6vap  r  N f  Db3 ,

(2)

where ρvap is vapor density of boiling liquid; r is latent heat of vaporization; N is nucleation sites density.
The expression for qq can be written as
qq 

2  k Tw  Ts 






N f  Db2 1 f ,

(3)

where k is thermal conductivity of liquid; α is thermal diffusivity of liquid.
The heat flux by free convection from the heater area not perturbed by bubbles was calculated as

 



qc  1   4 N  Db2  Ac hc Tw  Ts  ,

(4)

where Tw and Ts are the temperatures of heater surface and of saturated liquid, respectively; Ac is the end of
area influenced by bubbles slipping from the bottom surface of the cylindrical heater. This area can be
calculated as Ac   8  Db  d  N , where d is heater diameter.
In our study the heat transfer coefficient at free convection was calculated by equation [18]
hc 



k
0.5 Grliq  Prliq
d



0.25



 Prliq Prw



0.25

,

(5)

where Pr is Prandtl number; Gr is Grashof number.
To calculate the HTC for a given heat flux density qtot and for determined internal characteristics of the
boiling process, an additional equation was used
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qtot  hboil Tw  Ts  .

(6)
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During the calculation of total heat flux components the thermophysical properties of pure R141b were
taken from Refprop Database [19]. Properties of R141b/Surf. and R141b/Surf./TiO2 were taken equal to
pure R141b, because of low concentration of surfactant and nanoparticles.
As it follows from the calculations of the HTC at pool boiling of the research objects (for heat flux
densities characteristic for evaporators of refrigeration machines), the system of R141b/Surf./TiO2 provided
the lowest HTC at comparing with R141b and R141b/Surf. - see Fig. 8. A decrease in the HTC at boiling of
nanofluids was also recorded in many papers [20, 21]. At the same time, there are many studies pointing to
the intensification of the heat transfer at boiling after the addition of nanoparticles to the base fluid [20, 21].
For an explanation of this contradiction, the experimental data of the influence of nanoparticles additives on
internal characteristics of pool boiling is needed. There is lack of this information in the literature.
Therefore, some experiment attempts were made by authors in this study. According to the obtained in our
study experimental results, the decrease in HTC can be explained by a significant decrease in the number of
nucleation sites at boiling of the nanofluid of R141b/Surf. / TiO2. Probably, the number of active nucleation
sites decreased because the small cavities were filled with nanoparticles [20]. In addition, the bubble
departure frequency at boiling on the teflon surface and the surface with deposited nanoparticles decreased
due to the high adhesion energy [20]. This effect also led to a decrease in HTC at pool boiling. In the future,
the authors plan to realize the experimental investigation of HTC at pool boiling at considered in this study
objects and conditions with using the set up [8] for the comparison of the calculated and experimental
results.
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Fig. 8 Dependence of calculated HTC of pure R141b, R141b/Surf. and R141b /Surf./TiO2 from
heat flux at pressure 1.01·105 Pa on stainless steel surface (left) and teflon surface (right)

CONCLUSION
– Nanoparticle additives to a refrigerant R141b lead to a significant reduction in number of nucleation
sites during its boiling compared to the boiling of R141b and R141b/Surf.
– The number of nucleation sites at boiling of R141b and R141b/Surf. on the teflon surface is
substantially lower than on the stainless steel surface.
– The frequency of vapor bubble departure during the boiling of a nanofluid of R141b/Surf./TiO2 on
the teflon surface and on the stainless steel surface, as well as during the boiling of R141b and R141b/Surf.
on the teflon surface is substantially lower than at boiling of R141b and R141b/Surf. on the stainless steel
surface.
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– The use of the experimental data on the internal characteristics of the boiling process of pure R141b,
R141b/Surf. and R141b/Surf./TiO2 at different heat fluxes at pressure 1.01·105 Pa at calculation by
mechanism-based correlation allows predicting a significant reduction in the heat transfer coefficient for a
nanofluid of R141b / Surf./TiO2 pool boiling.
– The expediency of the use of a surfactant Span–80 additive to enhance the HTC at pool boiling of
R141b is shown.

Nomenclature
CAS is the unique numerical identifier assigned by theT is the temperature, K
Chemical Abstracts Service to a chemical substance
Greek symbols
Db is the mean bubble departure diameter, m
α
is the thermal diffusivity, m2·s-1
d
is heater diameter, m
β
is the volume expansivity, K-1
f
is the mean bubble departure frequency, s-1
ν
is the kinematic viscosity, m2·s-1
Gr
is Grashof number, Gr  gd 3 Tw  Ts   2
ρ
is the density, kg·m-3
-1
h
is the heat transfer coefficient, W·(m·K)
HTC is the heat transfer coefficient
Subscripts
k
is the thermal conductivity, W·(mK)-1
boil boiling
N
is the nucleation sites density, sites·m-2
liq is the liquid properties
Pr
is Prandtl number, Pr=ν/α
s
the properties at saturation
q
is the heat flux, W·m-2
vap is the vapor properties
r
is latent heat of vaporization, J·kg-1
w
the properties at a wall temperature
с
convection
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Abstract
A methodological approach to determine the optimal design heat load matching current changeable climatic
conditions and providing efficient performance of air conditioning system with maximum annual refrigeration effect has
been proposed. According to this approach a value of optimal design total heat load (refrigeration capacity of
refrigeration machine for air conditioning system) providing the maximum annular cooling capacity output and a value
of stable heat load as basic heat load covered with high efficiency performance of refrigeration machine at nominal heat
load are calculated. The values of unstable heat loads as booster loads for ambient air precooling covered with low
efficiency performance of refrigeration machine at partial heat loads that cause energetic losses are calculated by
remained (rest) principle as difference between them and need application of energy conserving methods of air
conditioning for example with accumulation of excessive refrigeration capacity at decreased current heat loads and its
using at increased current heat loads

KEYWORDS
Air conditioning system, air cooler, heat load, refrigeration capacity, changeable climatic conditions.

INTRODUCTION
A lot of publications are devoted to improving a thermal comfort in living compartments [1–7] and the
performance of air conditioning systems by intensification of heat transfer processes in heat exchangers
(evaporators and condensers) [8–14] and increasing the energetic efficiency of refrigeration machines
through advanced scheme decisions [15, 16] and waste heat recovery refrigeration technics [17–20]. In a
number of investigations the air conditioning is considered as one of technologies for combined cooling,
heating and power (electricity) [21–24]. Some of principal technical innovations and methodological
approaches in waste heat recovery refrigeration might be successfully applied for traditional vaporcompression refrigeration technologies of air conditioning systems, in particular, two-stage air cooling,
booster ambient air precooling by using an excessive refrigeration capacity accumulated at decreased heat
loads to cover peak heat loads and so on [25–27].
Decreasing an electricity consumption and enlarging a duration of efficient performance of vaporcompression refrigeration machines of air conditioning systems at nominal or closed to nominal heat loads
are the most attractive reserves of enhancing their energetic efficiency. These reserves can be realized by
choosing optimal design heat loads on air conditioning systems, i.e. optimal installed compressor
refrigeration capacities, and their rational distribution matching current changeable climatic conditions and
providing maximum annual refrigeration effect need further investigation.
The goal of the analysis is to develop a methodological approach to determine the optimal design heat
load matching current changeable climatic conditions and providing efficient performance of air
conditioning systems with maximal annual refrigeration effect.
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IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY OF AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
IN CHANGEABLE CLIMATIC CONDITIONS THROUGH RATIONAL HEAT LOAD
DESIGNING
The efficiency of air conditioning systems and their vapor-compression refrigeration machines
performance depends on a duration of their operation year around and can be estimated by annual
refrigeration output. The longer duration of air conditioning system refrigeration machine operation year
around, the larger annual refrigeration output generated, and both of them are the results of proper design
heat loads selected closer the current heat loads corresponding to changeable climatic conditions.
The values of annual refrigeration output in ratio value as full annual refrigeration output ∑(Q0 ∙ τ),
kW∙h, related to unite of air mass flow rate: ∑(Q0 ∙ τ) / Gв , or ∑(q0 ∙ τ), kW∙h/(kg/s), where Q0 –
refrigeration capacity, kW;∙τ – time duration, h; Ga – air mass flow rate in air cooler, kg/s, in dependence on
design specific refrigeration capacity q0 = Q0 / Ga, kW/(kg/s), of installed refrigeration machine for
temperatures of cooled air ta2 = 10 and 15°С and climatic conditions of Nikolaev region, Ukraine, 2015 year,
are presented in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. Annual refrigeration output in ratio values ∑(q0 ∙ τ) (at air mass flow rate Ga = 1 kg/s) against
design specific refrigeration capacity q0 = Q0 / Ga of installed refrigeration machine for temperatures of
cooled air ta2 = 10 and 15°С: ∑(q0 ∙ τ)10 – at ta2 = 10ºС; ∑(q0 ∙ τ)15 – at ta2 = 15ºС

As Fig. 1 shows, the annual refrigeration output ∑(q0 ∙ τ)10 for cooling air to the temperature ta2 = 10ºС
at specific refrigeration capacity q0 = 34 kW/(kg/s) is evaluated as ∑(q0 ∙ τ)10 = 60 MW∙h/(kg/s) and
achieved with high rates of its summation.
Because of sharply falling rate of arising the summation of increments ∑(q0 ∙ τ)10 the further increase in
specific refrigerating capacity q0 from 34 to 40 kW/(kg/s) does not result in appreciable increment in the annual
refrigeration output ∑(q0 ∙ τ)10. At the same time a further increase in designed refrigeration capacity q0 of installed
refrigeration machine causes considerable increase in its capital expenses by 20…30%. Thus, the specific
refrigeration capacity q0 = 34 kW/(kg/s) is considered as rational one to calculate a full designed refrigeration
capacity Q0 of installed refrigeration machine according to the total air mass flow Ga, kg/s: Q0 = Ga∙q0, kW.
With this specific refrigeration capacity q0 is calculated as q0 = ξ·сa·(tamb – ta2), kW/(kg/s), where ξ –
total-to-sensible air heat decrease ratio (total heat decrease of air related to sensible heat decrease or
inversely proportional value of sensible heat rate) calculated as a ratio of total heat extracted from the wet
air during cooling (an air enthalpy decrease including the heat of water vapor condensation) and sensible
heat extracted; сa – specific heat capacity of wet air.
To prove a methodological approach to determine the optimal design heat load, matching current
changeable climatic conditions, the values of specific refrigeration capacity q0.15 for cooling ambient air
from its current temperature tamb to the temperature ta2 = 15°С and q0.10 for cooling ambient air from tamb to
ta2 = 10°С and specific refrigeration capacity q0.10–15 as their difference q0,10–15 = q0.10 – q0.15 for cooling air
from ta2 = 15°С to ta2 = 10°С with air temperature depression Δta = 5°С have been calculated for climatic
conditions in Nikolaev region in July 2015 (Fig.2).
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Fig. 2. Current values of ambient air temperature tamb , specific refrigeration capacity q0.15 for cooling
ambient air from tamb to ta2 = 15°С and q0.10 for cooling ambient air from tamb to ta2 = 10°С and specific
refrigeration capacity q0.10–15 = q0.10 – q0.15 for cooling air from ta2 = 15°С to ta2 = 10°С with air
temperature depression Δta = 5°С for July 2015

As can be seen, with cooling of the ambient air from tamb to the temperature ta2 = 15°C the fluctuations in the
current heat load q0.15 on the air cooler of the air conditioning system, i. e. in the current cooling capacity of the
compressor of refrigeration machine, are very significant. This is caused by daily changes in the temperature tamb
and relative humidity φamb of ambient air with decreasing the temperature tamb at night to 15°C and lower with
corresponding drops of the heat load q0.15 on the air cooler to zero. Such significant changes in the current heat
loads q0.15 on the air cooler of the air conditioning system, i. e. in the current cooling capacity of the compressor of
refrigerating machine q0.15, point out that if the design maximum current heat load is chosen, this will result in a
significant amount of an excessive refrigeration output in the temperate hours of day arround.
Corresponding regulation of the refrigeration capacity of the compressor of the refrigeration machine in a
wide range of heat loads is accompanied by a decrease in its effective and electrical efficiency, and by an
increase in the specific work of compression and electric energy consumption per 1 kW of cooling capacity too.
At the same time, when air is being cooled from ta2 = 15°C to ta2 = 10°C, the fluctuations in the heat load
on the air cooler of air conditioning system q0.10–15 = q0.10 – q0.15 are relatively small: 11...13 kW/(kg/s).
Thus, the behavior of the heat load on the air cooler of the air conditioning system is different:
significant changes in the heat load q0.15 for cooling of the ambient air from temperature tamb to ta2 = 15°C
and a relatively stable heat load q0.10-15 for cooling of air from temperature ta2 = 15°C to ta2 = 10ºC at the
boiling temperature t0 = 3...5ºС of refrigerant boiling directly in the evaporator-air cooler or at a lower
boiling temperature t0 = 1...2ºС of refrigerant boiling in the evaporator-cooler of the intermediate coolant
(brine) to the temperature tw = 3...5ºС.
The less fluctuations of the current heat load on the air cooler, i.e. the closer the selected design heat load on
the air cooler to the relatively stable value of the current heat load, the lower energy losses caused by the operation
of the compressor refrigerating machine in partial modes. Obviously, the range of refrigeration capacity
controlling according to heat load can be narrowed by dividing the current heat load range on the air cooler in two
parts: the relatively stable basic part of it, q0.10–15 = q0.10 – q0.15 = 11...13 kW/(kg/s) while cooling air from the
temperature ta2 = 15°C to ta2 = 10°C, and its extremely unstable part q0.15 of preliminary cooling of the
ambient air from its current temperature tamb to ta2 = 15°C.
Such approach provides the preferable conditions for choice of the most effective method to control the
refrigeration capacity, which ensures minimum energy losses due to operation of the refrigeration machine
compressor in partial modes within a narrow range of unstable heat loads.
So, with regards to relatively stable heat load q0.10–15 for cooling air from temperature ta2 = 15°C to ta2 = 10ºC
as compared with extremely unstable heat load q0.15 for cooling air from the ambient temperature tamb to ta2 = 15ºC,
the stable heat load value q0.10–15 is chosen as design basic stable part q0.10–15 = q0.10 – q0.15 of the total heat
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load q0 = 34 kW/(kg/s) on the whole air cooler of air conditioning system determined according to maximum
annual refrigeration capacity generation (Fig. 1).
Accordingly, the rest part of the total heat load q0 = 34 kW/(kg/s) on the whole air cooler might be used
for precooling the air from the current changeable ambient temperature tamb to ta2 = 15°C and be determined
according to a remained principle as q0.A10 = 34 – q0.10–15.
So, the total unstable current heat load q0.10 for cooling ambient air from the changeable current ambient
temperature tamb to ta2 = 10°C can be covered by two stage ambient air cooling: air precooling by using
boost specific refrigeration capacity (to cover changeable current heat load) q0.A10 and air deep cooling by
using basic refrigeration capacity (to cover relatively stable heat load) q0.A10 (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Current values of ambient air temperature tamb , changeable current heat load q0.10 for cooling
ambient air from current temperature tamb to ta2 = 10°С covered by boost specific refrigeration capacity
q0.A10 = 34 – q0.10–15 and by basic specific refrigeration capacity q0.10–15 =q0.10 – q0.15 for cooling air from
ta2 = 15°С to ta2 = 10°С with air temperature depression Δta = 5°С for July 2015

As Fig. 4 shows, a design boost specific refrigeration capacity q0.A10 = 34 – q0.10–15 generally covers
current heat loads q0.15 for precooling the air from the ambient temperature tamb to the temperature ta2 = 15°C,
except some the warmest quite short periods of daylight hours.
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Рис. 4. Current values of ambient air temperature tamb , changeable current heat load q0.15 for cooling
ambient air from current temperature tamb to ta2 = 15°С covered by boost specific refrigeration capacity
q0.A10 = 34 – q0.10–15 for July 2015
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So as design (installed) specific refrigeration capacity q0.10 = 34 kW/(kg/s) is chosen a bit lower than
maximal annual refrigeration output ∑(q0 ∙ τ)10 (Fig.1) to keep a high rate of arising the summation of
increments ∑(q0 ∙ τ)10 it is quite evidently that in the most hot days the ambient air will not be cooled to desirable
low temperatures ta2 = 15 or 10ºС because of refrigeration capacity deficit Δq0.10d = q0.10 – 34 kW/(kg/s) and
Δq0.15d = q0.15 – 24 kW/(kg/s) (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5. Monthly variation of specific refrigeration capacity q0.10 and q0.15 required for cooling of ambient
air from its current temperature tamb to the temperature ta2 =10 and 15ºС and values of refrigeration
capacity deficit Δq0.10d and Δq0.15d for climatic conditions in Nikolaev region in July 2015: q0.10 – for
ta2 = 10ºС; q0.15 – for ta2 = 15ºС
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Fig. 6. Current values of ambient air temperature tamb , decrease in ambient air temperature Δt10 and Δt15
while cooling ambient air from tamb to ta2 = 10°С and to ta2 = 15°С, deficit air temperature decrease Δt10d
and Δt15d in comparison with its potentially possible decrease Δt10 and Δt15 from current values tamb
down to ta2 = 10°С and ta2 = 15°С (Nikolaev, Ukraine, July, 2015)

However this deficit of air temperature decrease Δt10d caused by deficit of refrigeration capacity Δq0.10d
is practically insignificant in comparison with potentially possible values of temperature drop Δt10 while
cooling to ta2 = 10°С and this deficit takes place only 3–4 days within 2–3 hours in July for climatic
conditions in Nikolaev region (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6).
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Such approach provides the preferable conditions for choice of the most effective method to control the
refrigeration capacity, which ensures minimum energy losses due to operation of the refrigeration machine
compressor in partial modes within a narrow range of unstable heat loads.

CONCLUSIONS
A methodological approach is proposed for determination of rational design heat loads on the air
conditioning system taking into account the current climatic conditions of operation, which is based on the
hypothesis of dividing the whole range of changeable current heat loads into a basic relatively stable part of
heat load, which is covered with high energy efficiency due to the operation of the refrigeration compressor
in the nominal mode, and the booster part of heat load for precooling of ambient air.
The total heat load in both relatively stable and unstable heat load ranges is determined with account of
the maximum annual refrigeration output to cover the current heat loads, a basic relatively stable part of the
total heat load is calculated as difference of current changeable heat loads q 0.10–15 = q0,10 – q0,15 and the
booster part of heat load for precooling of ambient air is determined according to a remained principle as
q0.A10 = 34 – q0.10–15.
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INCREASING THE FUEL EFFICIENCY
OF INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEM ON THE BASE OF GAS ENGINES
BY ABSORPTION CHILLER SCAVENGE AIR COOLING
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Machine-Building Educational Scientific Institute
Admiral Makarov National University of Shipbuilding
Heroes of Ukraine Avenue, 9, Mykolayiv, Ukraine
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Abstract
An advanced scavenge air cooling system for reciprocating gas engines of integrated energy system for combined
electricity, heat and refrigeration generation has been developed. New method of deep scavenge air cooling and
stabilizing its temperature at increased ambient air temperatures and three-circuit scavenge air cooling system with
absorption lithiumbromid chiller and wet-type cooling tower was proposed. Such cooling system does not require
constructive changes in the existing scavenge air channel of gas engine and needs only an addition heat exhanger for
cooling scavenge air cooling water in closed contour of scavenge air low-temperature intercooler. A chilled water from
absorption chiller is used as a coolant. The efficiency of engine scavenge air deep cooling and stabilizing its temperature
at increased ambient air temperatures was estimated by reducing the gas fuel consumption compared with radiator
cooling.

KEYWORDS
Integrated energy system, gas engine, scavenge air, absorption lithiumbromid chiller, fuel consumption.

INTRODUCTION
Reciprocating gas engines (RGE) found a widespread application in integrated energy systems (IES) or
so called trigeneration systems for combined electricity, heat and refrigeration generation. They are
manufactured as cogeneration modules equipped with heat exchangers for producing hot water used also as
a heat source for absorption chiller [1–3].
The specific fuel consumption of gas engines increases with arising turbocharger (TC) suction air and
scavenge gas-air mixture temperatures at the inlet of engine cylinders. The cooling problem arises especially
actually for scavenge air, which heat is rejected traditionally to surroundings by radiator (cooling tower of
dry type) through intermediate water cooling contour of engine low-temperature intercooler. The efficiency
of such heat rejecting system drops sharp with increasing ambient air temperature above 25…30°С, when it
becomes impossible to cool scavenge air to appropriate temperature of about 40°С. If scavenge air
temperature exceeds the maximum temperature restriction of 50°С the engine efficiency drops sharp. For
protection of engine from negative impact of high scavenge air temperature on the thermal conditions in the
combustion cylinders the scavenge air temperature of about 40°С is maintained automatically by reducing
gas supply to engine and, accordingly, engine load.
At high ambient air temperature exceeding scavenge air temperature above 40°С causes engine
performance at part load modes, that results in increasing specific gas fuel consumption compared with rated
load mode. So, for maintenance of gas engine on rated load or close modes it is necessary more decrease in
temperature of cooling water in intermediate cooling contour of low-temperature intercooler. For this
purpose a chilled water received in absorption chiller might be used.
The goal of the research is improving the fuel efficiency of IES on the base of reciprocating gas engines
(RGE) while operation at increased ambient air temperatures through using an absorption lithiumbromid
chiller (ABCh) for deeper scavenge air cooling in comparison with radiator cooling.
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To evaluate the effect of gas engine scavenge air deeper cooling compared with its radiator cooling, data
on the dependence of fuel consumption and power output of gas engine on ambient air temperature at the
inlet of the radiator or the temperature of scavenge air cooling water are required. On the base of monitoring
results it is possible to obtain data on joint influence of the ambient air temperatures at the radiator inlet and
of the air temperatures at the inlet of turbocharger upon the engine fuel efficiency.
A method for treatment of the monitoring data on the influence of both temperatures to obtain the data
on separate dependence of fuel consumption (power output) of gas engine on the ambient air temperature at
the inlet of the radiator and, respectively, on the scavenge air cooling water temperature was developed [4].

INVESTIGATING THE EFFICIENCY OF IMPROVED GAS ENGINE SCAVENGE AIR
COOLING SYSTEM
The efficiency of cooling gas engine scavenge air is investigated for IES of combined energy supply at
the factory “Sandora”–“PepsiCо Ukraine” (Nikolaev, Ukraine). The integrated energy system is equipped
with 2 cogeneration Jenbacher gas engines JMS 420 GS-N.LC (rated electric power NeISO = 1400 kW, heat
power Nh = 1500 kW) and absorption lithiumbromid chiller, designed and assembled by “Sinapse”–“GE
Energy” (Kiev) and “Khladotechnika” (Nikolaev). The heat of engine scavenge air is rejected to the
environment by radiator as cooling tower of dry type.
The absorption chiller utilizes the heat of engine exhaust gas, high temperature scavenge air, engine
jacket and lubricant oil cooling water to produce a chilled water with temperature of about 7°С for
technology process cooling and conditioning of air in engine room by central conditioners.
The scheme of conventional integrated energy system of factory “Sandora”–“PepsiCо Ukraine” is
presented in Fig. 1. The engine room intake air is cooled in the central conditioner by chilled water from
absorption lithiumbromid chiller and the engine turbochargers take air from engine room.
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Fig. 1. The scheme of integrated energy system (trigeneration system) of factory “Sandora”–“PepsiCо
Ukraine”: GE – gas engine; OC – oil cooler; JC – jacket cooler; ExhB – exhaust gas boiler; ICLT and ICHT –
low- and high-temperature intercoolers of charged gas-air mixture; F – intake air filter; AC – intake air
cooler; ACh – absorption chiller; P – pump
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Intercooler of scavenge air consists of two stages: high-temperature stage (ICHT), in which cooling of
scavenge air-gas mixture is followed by heating water for absorption chiller, and low-temperature stage
(ICLT), from which the heat is rejected to the environment by radiator-cooling tower of dry type.
Some results of monitoring daily variation of volume gas supply Bе and electric power output Nе of gas
engine JMS 420 GS-N.LC automatically changed to maintain a charged gas-air mixture temperature at the
level of about 40°С are presented in Fig. 2 [5].
In summer hot day time interval τ = 9…20 h the ambient air temperatures are rather high:
tamb = 30…35°С, that makes impossible reliable cooling of scavenge gas-air mixture by radiator to
appropriate temperature rate of 40°С. This results in automatically reducing gas supply to engine followed
by decreasing load to maintain gas-air mixture temperature at the level of 40°С (Fig. 2).

a

b

Fig. 2. Daily variation of volume gas supply Bе (a) and electric power Nе (b) of gas engine with time τ
(July 17, 2011)

A performance of gas engine on part load modes (τ = 9… 20 h) is followed by increase in specific gas
consumption bе by (20…30)∙10–3 m3/(kW∙h) (Fig. 3), i.e. 8…12% compared with engine full loading at
temperatures tamb and tin more low 25°С (τ = 2…9 h).

Fig. 3. Daily variation of engine specific volume gas consumption bе with time τ (July 17, 2011)
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A reduction of time duration of engine performance at part load modes (τ = 9…21 h, Fig. 3) and
decrease of specific gas consumption bе is possible by addition decreasing temperature of scavenge air
cooling water by absorption chiller before it entering the engine low-temperature intercooler ICLT to
maintain a scavenge gas-air mixture temperature at the appropriate level of 40°С with variation of ambient
temperatures tamb.
A principal scheme of improved three-circuit scavenge air cooling system with absorption
lithiumbromid chiller and wet-type cooling tower is presented in Fig. 4. Such cooling system does not
require constructive changes in the scavenge air channel of gas engine and needs only an addition heat
exhanger for heat transfer between the circuits connected to the closed water circuit of a traditional scavenge
air cooler.
Thus chilled water with temperature tc = 7ºС is directed from absorption chiller to addition plate water
cooler, inserted into the current closed water cooling contour, to cool a cooling water at the inlet of the
engine low-temperature intercooler ICLT (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. The scheme of modified trigeneration system with addition cooling of cooling water for lowtemperature intercooler of scavenge gas-air mixture: GE – gas engine; OC – oil cooler; JC – jacket cooler;
ExhB – exhaust gas boiler; ICLT and ICHT – low- and high-temperature intercoolers of scavenge gas-air
mixture; F – intake air filter; ACh – absorption chiller; P –pump; Heat Exh – heat exhanger

The results of monitoring of JMS 420 GS-N.L engine fuel efficiency were presented in the form of data
sets on dependence of fuel consumption Be = f(tamb) and engine power output Ne = f(tamb) upon the ambient
air temperature tamb at the entrance to the radiator of scavenge air cooling for the various air temperatures tin
at the inlet of the turbocharger. The goal of monitoring data sets Ne = f(tamb) and Be = f(tamb) treatment is to
calculate the magnitude of the change in power Ne and fuel consumption Be, caused by the change in the
ambient air temperature tamb at the entrance to the radiator of scavenge air cooling by 1°С, that is Ne/tamb
and Be/tamb, to evaluate the effect of the application of developed scavenge air cooling system.
The results of treatment of data for variation of electrical power output in absolute values Nе and
relative values Nе/NеISO compared to ISO value with changing ambient air temperature tamb at the inlet of
radiator for scavenge air cooling and also power output drops Nе/t/NеISO for 1°С increment of ambient air
temperature ∆tamb = 1°С at the inlet of radiator for scavenge air cooling at various air temperatures at the
inlet of turbochanger tin = 20…30°С for Jenbacher gas engine JMS 420 GS-N.LC at about rated electrical
power output Nе = 1250…1400 kW (NеISO = 1400 kW) and at part loads Nе = 850…1000 kW are presented
below in Figs. 5–8.
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Fig. 5. Decrease of electrical power output Nе versus increasing ambient air temperature tamb at the inlet of radiator for
scavenge air cooling at various air temperatures at the inlet of turbochanger tin = 20–30°С for Jenbacher gas engine
JMS 420 GS-N.LC at about rated electrical power output Nе = 1250–1400 kW (a) and at part loads Nе = 850–1000 kW (b)
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Fig. 6. Decrease of electrical power output in relative values Nе/NеISO compared to ISO value versus
increasing ambient air temperature tamb at the inlet of radiator for scavenge air cooling at various air
temperatures at the inlet of turbochanger tin = 20…30°С for Jenbacher gas engine JMS 420 GS-N.LC
at about rated electrical power output Nе = 1250–1400 kW (a) and at part loads Nе = 850–1000 kW (b)
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Fig. 7. Increase of electrical power output drop Nе/∆t for 1°С increment of ambient air temperature ∆tamb = 1°С at
the inlet of radiator for scavenge air cooling versus increasing ambient air temperature tamb at the inlet of radiator at
various air temperatures at the inlet of turbochanger tin = 20–30°С for Jenbacher gas engine JMS 420 GS-N.LC at
about rated electrical power output Nе = 1250–1400 kW (a) and at part loads Nе = 850–1000 kW (b)
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Fig. 8. Increase of electrical power output drop for 1°С increment ∆t of ambient air temperature ∆tamb = 1°С at
the inlet of radiator for scavenge air cooling in relative values Nе/∆t/NеISO compared to ISO value versus
increasing ambient air temperature tamb at the inlet of radiator at various air temperatures at the inlet of
turbochanger tin = 20–30°С for Jenbacher gas engine JMS 420 GS-N.LC at about rated electrical power
output Nе = 1250–1400 kW (a) and at part loads Nе = 850–1000 kW (b)

The results of treatment of monitoring data on volume gas fuel consumption in absolute values Bе and
relative values Bе/BеISO compared to ISO value and also increase in volume gas fuel consumption Bе/∆t and
increase in engine specific volume gas fuel consumption bе/∆t for 1°С increment ∆t of ambient air
temperature ∆t = 1°С at the inlet of radiator for scavenge air cooling with changing ambient air temperature
tamb at the inlet of radiator are presented in Figs. 9–12.
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Fig. 9. Decrease of volume gas fuel consumption Bе versus increasing ambient air temperature tamb at the inlet of
radiator for scavenge air cooling at various air temperatures at the inlet of turbochanger tin = 20–30°С for
Jenbacher gas engine JMS 420 GS-N.LC at about rated electrical power output Ne =1250…1400 kW (a)
and at part loads about Ne =850–1000 kW (b)
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Fig. 10. Decrease of volume gas fuel consumption in relative values Bе/BеISO compared to ISO value versus
increasing ambient air temperature tamb at the inlet of radiator for scavenge air cooling at various air
temperatures at the inlet of turbocharger tin = 20–30°С for Jenbacher gas engine JMS 420 GS-N.LC at
about rated electrical power output Ne =1250–1400 kW (a) and at part loads about Ne =850–1000 kW (b)
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Fig. 11. Increase of volume gas fuel consumption Bе/∆t for 1°С increment ∆t of ambient air temperature ∆tamb = 1°С at the
inlet of radiator for scavenge air cooling versus increasing ambient air temperature tamb at the inlet of radiator at
various air temperatures at the inlet of turbocharger tin = 20–30°С for Jenbacher gas engine JMS 420 GS-N.LC at
about rated electrical power output Ne =1250–1400 kW (a) and at part loads about Ne = 850–1000 kW (b)
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Fig. 12. Increase of engine specific volume gas fuel consumption bе/∆t for 1 °С increment ∆t of ambient air temperature
∆t = 1°С at the inlet of radiator for scavenge air cooling versus increasing ambient air temperature tamb at the inlet of
radiator at various air temperatures at the inlet of turbocharger tin = 20–30°С for Jenbacher gas engine JMS 420 GSN.LC at about rated electrical power output Ne = 1250–1400 kW (a) and at part loads about Ne = 850–1000 kW (b)
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Thus, from Fig. 12, a, at operation of JMS 420 GS-N.L at about rated power (1200–1400 kW) and high
ambient air temperatures tamb = 30–35°С at the inlet of radiator for scavenge air cooling and at the TC intake
air temperatures tin = 25–30°С the engine specific volume gas fuel consumption increase ∆bе/∆t for 1°С increment
of ambient air temperature ∆t = 1°С at the inlet of radiator may be assumed of about (0,5–1,0)10–3 m3/(kW∙h). A
three-circuit scavenge air cooling system with ABCh (Fig. 4) allows to maintain practically unchangeable
scavenge air cooling water temperature of about tcw = 10–12°С with the temperature of cooled water from
ABCh of 7°С and ambient air temperatures tamb = 30–35°С. So such system can provide scavenge air cooling
water temperature decrease of about 20–25°С compared with conventional scavenge air cooling system with
radiator, that results in reduction of engine specific fuel consumption by about bе = (10–12)∙10–3 m3/(kW∙h), i.e.
about 4–5% decrease in specific fuel consumption at increased ambient air temperatures tamb = 30–35°С. At
part loads 850–1000 kW a reduction of specific fuel consumption is nearly twice higher (Fig. 12, b).
The efficiency of deep scavenge air cooling by absorption chiller and stabilization of its temperature for
JMS 420 GS-N.L results in reduction of the cost of 1 kW generated electricity by 5–7% compared with
traditional radiator cooling.

CONCLUSIONS
A treatment of monitoring data on fuel efficiency of gas engine JMS 420 GS-N.L in integrated energy
system for combined electricity, heat and refrigeration generation has proved non-effective performance of
conventional scavenge air cooling by radiator at increased ambient temperatures. The improved gas engine
scavenge air cooling system with absorption chiller recovering waste heat of engine was proposed.
An advanced scavenge air cooling system allows to maintain practically stable scavenge air cooling
water temperature of about 10–12°С with the temperature of cheeled water from absorption chiller of 7°С at
high ambient air temperatures. Due to this such system can provide reduction of engine specific fuel
consumption by about 4–5% as compared with conventional radiator scavenge air cooling at increased
ambient air temperatures 30–35°С. At part loads a reduse in specific fuel consumption is much more.
Such cooling system does not require constructive changes in the existing scavenge air channel of gas
engine and needs only an addition heat exhanger for cooling scavenge air cooling water in closed contour of
scavenge air low-temperature intercooler.
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Abstract
The processes of air cooling at the gas turbine unit inlet by absorption lithium-bromide chiller have been analyzed.
The computer programs of firms-producers of heat exchangers were used for the GTU inlet air cooling processes
simulation. The absorption lithium-bromide chiller refrigeration capacity reserve (the design heat load excess over the
current heat loads) generated at the reduced current heat loads on the air coolers at the GTU inlet in accordance with the
lowered ambient air parameters has been considered. The absorption lithium-bromide chiller refrigeration capacity
reserve is expedient to use at increased heat load on the air cooler. To solve this problem the refrigeration capacity
required for cooling air at the GTU inlet has been compared with the excessive absorption lithium-bromide chiller
refrigeration capacity exceeding current heat loads during July 2017.
The scheme of GTU inlet air cooling system with using the absorption lithium-bromide chiller refrigeration
capacity reserve has been proposed. The proposed air cooling system provides GTU inlet air precooling in the air cooler
booster stage by using the absorption lithium-bromide chiller excessive refrigeration capacity. The absorption chiller
excessive refrigeration capacity generated during decreased heat loads on the GTU inlet air cooler is accumulated in the
thermal storage.
The results of simulation show the expediency of the GTU inlet air cooling by using the absorption lithiumbromide chiller re-frigeration capacity reserve, which is generated at reduced thermal loads, for the air precooling in the
air cooler booster stage. This solution pro-vides the absorption lithium-bromide chiller installed (designed) refrigeration
capacity and cost reduction by almost 30%. The solution to increase the efficiency of GTU unit inlet air cooling through
using the absorption chiller excessive refrigeration potential accumulated in the thermal stor-age has been proposed.

KEYWORDS
Cooling, waste heat recovery chiller, air, heat load, refrigeration capacity reserve.

INTRODUCTION
The use of heat recovery refrigeration machine (HRRM), transforming the heat into the cold, for
example, the heat of the exhaust gases, can increase the efficiency of gas turbine unit (GTU) at high
temperatures of the ambient air tamb [1–3]. Absorption lithium-bromide chiller (ALBC) provide cooling air
to a temperature of about 15 ºС [1, 2].
To reduce the installed (project) the ALBC refrigeration capacity and hence its cost, it is possible by
the way of accumulation of excess cold, which is formed at low current temperatures of the ambient air at
the inlet of GTU, and its use for pre-cooling air at its elevated temperatures.
The purpose of the study is the analysis of the ratio of the excess heat load and the reserve of cooling
capacity ALBC, which is formed with reduced heat loads on the air cooler AC at the GTU inlet and its
accumulating over a certain time period (for example, 3 days), and its using to pre-cooling the air during
elevated heat loads.
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RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION
The scheme of the cooling system at the inlet of the GTU with using the ALBC cooling capacity
reserve in the booster stage ACB of the pre-cooling stage is shown in Fig. 1.
The ALBC's cooling capacity reserve, and hence the reduction of its installed (project) value, is
determined by the ratio of the AC project heat load at the inlet of the GTU and the current ambient air
parameters. Preliminary specific (at air flow Ga = 1 kg / s) heat load of the AC (set specific ALBC cooling
capacity) take with understating q016pr = 16 kW/(kg/s) compared with q024pr = 24 kW/(kg/s) required for
cooling of the ambient air to the 15 ºС, taking into account the fact that the rest is covered by the use of an
excess cold in the air cooler booster stage ACB.
The specific heat load of both air coolers (AC and ACB) is taken q024pr = 24 kW/(kg/s), based on the
maximum annual cooling effect (annual fuel savings) with decreasing the air temperature at the GTU inlet in
the ALBC to ta2 ≈ 15 ºС [3]. Then the total project heat load on the AC is determined as
Q016pr = q016pr ∙ Gp = 16 ∙ 40 = 640 kW, where Ga = 40 kg/s – air consumption through the AC.
In determining the ALBC cooling capacity reserve, the project heat load Q016pr = q016pr ∙Ga = 640 кВт,
where q016pr = 16 kW(kg/s), is compared with the current heat load required to cooling the ambient air at the
GTU inlet in the ALBC to the temperature ta2 ≈ 15 ºС according to current ambient air parameters.
EG
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Ambient
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CT

Ambient
air
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ACB

GTU

Ambient
air

Cooled air
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Fig. 1. Principal scheme of the cooling air system at the inlet of the GTU with using the ALBC
cooling capacity reserve in the AC booster stage ACB: C –the compressor; T – the turbine; CC –the
combustion chamber; P – the pump; EG – the exhaust gases; EC – the economizer of water heating
for the ALBC; AC and ACB – the basic and the booster air cooler; AcLT and AcHT – the lowtemperature and the high-temperature cold storage accumulators, respectively, filing in the ACB and
in the ALBC back line

The reduction of the heat load of the basic stage of the AC with the corresponding reduction of the
installed cooling capacity of the ALBC is possible only when the necessary current cold consumption of the
AC and the ACB to the temperature ta2 ≈ 15 ºС at the GTU inlet less than the projected heat load of the basic
AC (ALBC project cooling capacity).
Accordingly, the ALBC's cooling capacity reserve is defined as Q016exc = Q016pr – Q024 = 640 – Q024, kW,
and its deficit is Q016def = Q024 – Q016pr = Q024 – 640 , kW, where Q024 is the current heat load of both AC and
ACB. The balances coincide if the selected project heat load of the basic AC is successfully selected, taking
into account the fact that the rest is covered by the use of the ALBC's cooling capacity reserve in the precooling air booster stage ACB.
In doing so, it is necessary to take into account the specific climatic conditions and the periods taken for
the account (for example, 3 days), which depends on the accumulation of the cooling capacity reserve. The
distribution of heat loads of air cooling rates is determined by the gradual (for example, every 3 days)
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utilization of the reserve cooling capacity for pre-cooling air in the booster-stage ACB, as evidenced by the
approximation of its reserve and deficit for the basic AC and booster-stage ACB for the current period.
The results of the proposed approach to the determination of the effect of the pre-cooling of the air in
the booster stage ACB in the form of a decrease in the established (project) ALBC cooling capacity for
climatic conditions in Yuzhnoukrainsk city, Mykolayiv region, during July 2017 are presented in Fig. 2, 3.
In fig. 2 shows the current cooling capacity consumption (current heat load on AC) Q024 for cooling the
ambient air to the temperature ta2 ≈ 15 ºС at the inlet of the GTU (without the use of the ALBC's cooling
capacity reserve), the design heat load for the basic AC Q016pr = 640 kW (lowed to take into account the use
of the ALBC's cooling capacity reserve to cover the rest of the current heat load), as well as the total value
of the accumulation of surplus (reserve) Q016exc and the deficit Q016def of the design heat load (the
installed cooling capacity Q016pr = 640 kW compared to the current heat load on Q024 without using the
ALBC's cooling capacity reserve, the excess (reserve) Q0Ac16ecx of the design heat load Q016pr = 640 кВт
compared to the current heat load Q024 when using the ALBC's cooling capacity in the booster air cooler
ACB during July 2017, Yuzhnoukrainsk city, Mykolaiv region.
As can be seen from Fig. 2, the total for July 2017 surplus (reserve) of ALBC's cooling capacity
Q016exc, formed at reduced heat loads, significantly exceeds its deficit Q016def at high heat loads. At the
same time, the stable growth of the ALBC deficit Q016def takes place as of July 20, 2017, due to the constant
excess of the values of the current heat load Q024 (without the accumulation and use of the ALBC's cooling
capacity reserve) of the project load Q016pr =640 kW, taken from the point of view application of
accumulation and use of the ALBC's cooling capacity reserve.
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Fig. 2. Current values of the temperature tamb and the relative humidity φamb of the ambient air, the cooling
capacity consumption (current heat load) Q024 for cooling the ambient air to the temperature ta2 ≈ 15 ºС at
the inlet of the GTU, as well as the total for the accumulation of excess (reserve) Q016exc and the deficit
Q016def design heat load (installed cooling capacity the ALBC) Q016pr = 640 kW compared to the current
heat load on Q024 without using the ALBC cooling capacity reserve, excess (reserve) Q0Ак16exc of the
project heat load Q016pr = 640 kW compared to the current heat load Q024, using the ALBC cooling
capacity reserve in the booster air cooler ACB

Using the ALBC cooling capacity reserve in the booster stage ACB provides a decrease in the ALBC
installed cooling capacity by the value of the design heat load Q0.8pr = q0.8pr ∙Ga =8∙40 = 320 kW, that is
approximately 30% compared to the base Q024pr = q024pr ∙Ga = 24∙40 = 960 kW.
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The results of calculating the deficit Q0def and the reserve Q0exc of the project heat load
Q016pr = 640 kW compared to the current, the difference Q0exc-def between the reserve and the deficit, using
the cooling capacity reserve for every three days, is presented in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the accumulated
cooling capacity reserve during each three days is enough to cover its deficit.
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Fig. 3. The current values of the temperature tamb and the relative humidity φamb of the ambient air, the
total deficit of Q0def and the excess Q0exc of the project heat load Q016pr = 640 kW as compared to the
current, difference Q0exc-def between the reserve and the deficit of cooling capacity at use of the reserve
of cooling capacity every three days, the balance of the cooling capacity reserve Q0exc-def(month) at the
end of the month after its use to cover the deficit during July 2017

A fairly significant excess of the ALBC cooling capacity at the end of the month Q0exc-def(month)
indicates the possibility of its subsequent use by reducing the established ALBC cooling capacity less than
Q016pr = 640 kW with its replacement by the reserve cooling capacity, that is, redistribution of the heat load
between the cooling stages in the direction of increasing the load on the pre-cooling booster stage.
CONCLUSIONS
Cooling of air at the inlet of the GTU with the use of the ALBC's cooling capacity reserve, which is
formed at reduced heat loads, for preliminary cooling of the air in the booster stager of the air cooler AC B
provides a reduction of 30% of the installed cooling capacity, respectively, and the cost of the ALBC.
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Abstract
The efficiency of transformation of cogeneration gas engine module exhaust heat into the cold by the absorption
Li – Br chiller was analized. The presence of significant heat losses caused by contradictory conditions of joint
performance of absorption Li – Br chiller and cogenerative gas engine module on the temperature of return heat fluid
(heating water) at the exit of absorption Li – Br chiller and its temperature at the inlet of cooling system of cogenerative
gas engine was revealed. The two-stage absorption-adsorption chiler with absorption Li – Br chiller as a hightemperature stage and adsorption chiller as a low-temperature stage (according to the temperature of heating water) was
considered. Using of an adsorption chiller for the transformation of heat of return heating water after the absorption Li – Br
chiler was proposed.

KEYWORDS
Trigeneration, gas engine, adsorption chiller, absorption lithiumbromid chiller, heat transformation.

INTRODUCTION
Gas engines that operate on natural gas and alternative gaseous fuels (biogas, etc.) are increasingly used
in integrated power supply installations [1–3]. Leading manufacturers produce combustion engines as
cogeneration modules with standard heat exchangers to produce hot water or steam through the use of
exhaust gas heat, charged air or gas-air mixture, of engine jacket cooling water and lubricating oil [1, 2].
Although the cogeneration modules are easy to be integrated into the heat and cold supply systems, the
analysis of the energy efficiency of such trigeneration systems shows the presence of significant heat losses
during transformation of cogeneration gas engine module exhaust heat into the cold by the absorption Li – Br
chiller caused by a mismatch in the thermal conditions of the absorption Li – Br chiller effective operation
and cogeneration gas engine module performance with using the return heat water as a coolant.
So, from the condition of maintaining the thermal state of the gas engine ensuring its reliable operation,
the temperature of the heat water from absorption Li – Br chiller which is returned to the cogeneration
system of the gas engine as a coolant, is limited by its specification value t = 70°С. When it exceeds this
value the excess heat is discharged into the atmosphere by radiator.
RESEARCH RESULTS
The solution of the problem of increasing the efficiency of the transformation of gas engine exhaust heat
into the cold was considered for the trigeneration plant of integrated electric, heat and cooling supply of the
“Sandora”–“PepsiCо Ukraine” plant in Nikolaev, Ukraine. The trigeneration plant includes 2 cogeneration
gas engines JMS 420 GS-N.LC GE Jenbacher (electric power of one engine is 1400 kW, thermal power is
1500 kW), in which the heat of the exhaust gases, of the charge air-gas mixture, of the engine jacket cooling
water and lubricating oil is used for heating water. The heat of hot water is transformed by the AR-D500L2
Century absorption Li – Br chiller into a cold (2000 kW refrigeration capacity), which is spent for
technological needs and for the operation of central air conditioners that provide ambient air cooling in the
engine room from which it is sucked into the engine turbocharger (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Scheme of a typical system for transformation of waste heat of the gas engine cogeneration module
JMS 420 GS in the absorption Li – Br chiller: UB – utilization boiler; СRC – cooler of the return coolant; Р –
pump; cooling tower 2 of dry type for emergency heat release

In accordance with the existing scheme, at a return water temperature at the outlet from absorption Li – Br
chiller, for example 75...80°C, i.e. above its specification value t = 70°C for the inlet of the gas engine heat
exchangers ensuring the optimum thermal state of the gas engine, some of the return water is cooled in the
cooler of the return coolant CRC with the removal of excess heat into the atmosphere through the cooling
tower 2 of dry type. It is not advisable to return the excess heat to absorption Li – Br chiller, because of its
lower temperature level 75...80°С in comparison with the specification temperature of the hot water at
the inlet of absorption Li – Br chiller about 90°С, since the decrease in the temperature of the hot
water at the inlet of absorption Li – Br chiller causes falling the efficiency of heat transformation into
the cold-reducing the coefficient of performance ζ, which is a ratio of the cooling capacity generated to
the heat used.
The decrease in the temperature Δt of heating water in absorption Li – Br chiller is usually not more
than Δt = 15°C, at which the temperature of return hot water after the chiller is not lower than 75°C (with
the temperature of hot water at the outlet of gas engine module of 90°С) that is higher than the required
temperature of coolant at the gas engine inlet t = 70°C, which maintains the thermal state of the gas engine
at the safe level. So this needs to discharge the excess heat into the atmosphere by the emergency cooling
tower 2 of dry type. Due to the heat losses corresponding to the heat extracted into the atmosphere, the
thermal coefficients of the heat recovery system of the gas engine are significantly lower than the coefficient
of performance of the absorption Li – Br chiller, which causes a substantial decrease in the cooling capacity.
At the same time, using the same absorption Li – Br chiller as a second low-temperature stage is not
advisable, since when the temperature of the heating water is lowered, the cooling capacity of the chiller is
greatly decrease (Fig. 2).
Therefore, in order to exclude these heat losses, an adsorption chiller can be applied as a low-temperature
stage thermotransformer after the existing absorption Li – Br chiller. According to manufacturer's data, their
adsorption chillers are quite effective at the temperature of the heating water of 68°C. The scheme of the
proposed two-stage absorption-adsorption system of heat utilization is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. The percentage of the values of heating water heat Qg and of the cooling capacity of the absorption
Li – Br chiller Q0 depending on the temperature of the heating water tg

Fig. 3. Scheme of two-stage absorption-adsorption system for exhaust heat of gas engine cogeneration
module utilization: UB – utilization boiler; СRC – cooler of the return coolant; Р – pump; cooling tower 2
of dry type for emergency heat release

According to this scheme, a part of the heat of hot water from the gas engine cogeneration module is
transformed into a cold in absorption Li – Br chiller, as in the basic scheme, with lowering its temperature to
about 75°C. Then, a hot water with a temperature of about 75°C is cooled in adsorption chiller with its
temperature drop of about 8°C, that results in lowering its temperature to about 67°C. Using in the
adsorption chiller a part of about 69% of the total hot water flow rate, two return water streams with
temperatures of 75°C after absorption Li – Br chiller and 67°C after adsorption chiller are formed. Their
mixing results in the temperature of joint return flow of about 70°C at the inlet of gas engine cogeneration
module.
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The values of the coefficients of performance for the adsorption and absorption refrigeration machines,
as well as the basic and proposed heat utilization systems, are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The values of the coefficients of performance for adsorption chiller ζADch , for absorption Li – Br
chiller ζABch , for the basic utilization system with an absorption Li – Br chiller ζbUS and for the advanced
utilization system with two-stage absorption-adsorption chiller ζaUS

Knowing the amount of heat of the hot water used in the chillers, as well as their coefficients of
performance, the cooling capacities of both chillers were calculated, as well as their total value for the
advanced heat utilization system with two-stage absorption-adsorption chiller (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. The values of the total cooling capacity Q0.S of the advanced gas engine heat utilization system with
two-stage absorption-adsorption chiller and absorption Li – Br chiller of the first stage Q0ABch (tg = 90°C)
and absorption Li – Br chiller of the second stage Q0ADch (tg = 75°C)

CONCLUSIONS
By utilizing the excess heat of gas engine cogeneration module, that is normally discharged into the
atmosphere, in the advanced heat utilization system with two-stage absorption-adsorption chiller, an
increament of about 20% in the cooling capacity is obtained. Besides, using the adsorption chiller for utilization of
low-potential heat of the return hot water after absorption Li – Br chiller provides an increase of the coefficient of
performance for the whole heat utilization system from ζ = 0.5 for the basic system to ζ = 0.7 for the advanced
utilization system with two-stage absorption-adsorption chiller.
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Abstract
The article is devoted to the study of transient processes in thermosyphons. Dependences for main temperature
characteristics of control objects have been found out. Thermosyphon is viewed as an object of control system. Gases
flow rate changing is considered as inlet distribution. Temperature at different parts of thermosyphon is used as a
transient response. Calculations of saturation temperature changes are presents depending on flue gases temperature.
Comparison of both calculated and experimental data shows the satisfactory agreement.

KEYWORDS
Thermosyphon, temperature, thermal resistance, flue gases, time constant, transient response.

INTRODUCTION
The follows construction of heat exchanging surfaces is a popular method in order to decrease flue gases
temperature at the outlet of metallurgical furnace. Traditionally these surfaces are made of coil tube systems.
Nowadays thermosyphons start to play an important role in flue gases heat utilization units. Closed twophased thermosyphons have proved to be important equipment for high temperature flue gases cooling in
recent decades. Thermosyphons have the number of unique properties: simplicity of manufacturing, absence
of additional pump systems, isothermal conditions at considerable heat exchanging surface area, significantly
heat conduction capacity. Despite of growing interests to that technology transient processes in
thermosyphons have been insufficient investigated.
Initially, thermosyphons (heat pipe tubes) theory was offered and described by Dann, Reay [1979].
Later, Fotiev et al. [1985, 1992, 1998] designed and constructed different types of heat pipes for industrial
using. Today, Ural Mining and Metallurgical Company with Ural Enegro Cvetmet suggested to use
thermosyphons at utilization boilers for metallurgical industry. Recent studies focused on identifying the
cause of boilers operating problems under state variables.

1. THE COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH
Previous work [1-4] was focused mainly on description of operating plant. The present paper is devoted
to study of thermosyphons systems operation under transient processes. Restricted data about temperature
changing in different parts of thermosyphons demand clarification at full-scale tests. Thermal flows model in
different part of heat pipes need to be confirmed under real operation conditions.
The purpose of this study is to describe thermosyphons temperature changing according to different
operational conditions of a plant. At the beginning we performed computable model with points of
measurements and calculations values. In order to describe resulting curves of feedback differential
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equations of time-temperature transformation have been solved. The approach we have used in this study
aims to simplify the model and well defined initial conditions. The study revealed successful agreement of
experimental data with calculated resultson the assumption that step disturbance has been used instead of the
linear one.

1.1. The description of the object
All tests used in this work were aimed to receive experimental data from operating equipment in order to
determine coefficient for presenting model.
Experiments were carried out at copper molding “Sviatogor” factory in Krasnouralsk. Tools for heat
flow measurements were placed at heat utilization plant after reverbertory furnace №2.
A charged material was batched into the furnace. Inside temperature was held about 1500С by means of
gas burners. Chemical reactions produced flue gases with the flow rate of 7500095000 m3/h and
composition: N2 = 66,5%, CO2 = 6,5%, H2O = 16%, SO2 =1,5%, О2 = 9,5%. In order to decrease gases
temperature heat utilization boiler was mounted at the furnace outlet. Due to insufficient space heat
utilization boiler was assembled with curved flue duct (Fig. 1). Water cooling screens covers flue duct walls.
From inside waste-heat flue duct was made with water cooling screens. As one can see, the surface of
thermosyphons was used for dust sedimentation and heat exchange.
Air heater surface was positioned at the end of curved gas duct and consist of 12 metal blocks in four
rows. The first two rows were made of brass, the rest – of steel. Air flow was heated up to 200–300С.

Fig. 1. The common view of the heat recovery boiler with thermosyphons

Thermosyphon (heat pipe) has a form of two-side-welded tube Dann, Reay [1979] filled with water by
one third (Fig. 2).
The lower part of heat pipe (evaporation zone) was placed in “hot” field where the water was heated,
boiled and evaporated. The vapor was rising up to condensation zone. In order to cool the steam with
simultaneous drum water heating condensation zone is constructed as heat exchanger “tube-in-tube” type.
For the sake of simplicity this study is aimed to investigate the thermosyphons operation processes from
automatic control theory point of view. In order to solve this problem an object (thermosyphon) equation should
be written down. Experimental and regime parameters of thermosyphon have been used to receive the solution.
Our investigation resulted in transient response, time constant and delay time obtaining. In this case the
transient response can be considered as a process of inlet parameters changing and system’s reaction on it.
The advantage of using analytical dependencies are that numerical experiment could be used instead of
industrial one. The peculiarities of transient response studying with this way can be found in A. P. Baskakov,
V. A. Munts et al. [5, 6].
The calculation results can be obtained by using either accurate and correct mathematical description of
technological processes or numerical model design on bases of technological parameters relations.
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Single thermosyphon was investigated in order to consider the heat transfer from gases with temperature
tg to boiling water in drum. The heat of hot gases with temperature t1 was transferred from the external
surface at the evaporation zone to internal one with temperature t2 by means of heat conductivity.
Liquid boils and energy transfers to boiling water with saturation temperature that is proportional to the
latent heat inside of thermosyphons.

Fig. 2. Structure of thermosyphon: tb – boiler drum temperature, ts – saturation temperature, lc – length
of condensation zone, t1, t2 – temperature values in and out of the condensation zone, le – length of
evaporation zone, t3, t4 – temperature values in and out of the evaporation zone, tg – gases temperature

1.2. Heat calculation of thermosyphon
Let us determine a thermal resistance for every step in the considered scheme of heat transfer.
A thermal resistance of heat exchange from gas to a surface
R1 

1
π  α1  le  d ex

(1)

A thermal resistance of heat conduction at the evaporation zone
R2 

1
π  λ  le  d ex

(2)

Similar to eqs. (1, 2) was calculated thermal resistance of the evaporation process (R3), thermal
resistance of the heating agent condensation in thermosyphone (R4), thermal resistance of the condensation
zone (R5), thermal resistance of heat transfer from external surface to a cooling one (R6).
Total thermal resistance can be found as follows
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6

R   Ri  R1  R2  R3  R4  R5  R6

(3)

i 1

We might suppose that boiling has a bubble nature in thermosyphons of a relatively large diameter.
According to M. A. Micheev [7], the following dependence can be recommended for calculating the heat
transfer coefficient at bubble water boiling
αe 

3.4  ps0,18
q2 / 3 ,
1  0.0045 ps

(4)

where рs – bar; q – W/m2. That equation can be used at pressure span from 1 up to 200 bars.
The vapour condenses on inside thermosyphone surface and the condensate dropped out as continuous
film. Average heat-transfer coefficient in laminar flow area is calculated by the Nusselt formula [8]
α c  0.9434

g  r  ρ c2  λ 3c
,
μ c  t  lc

(5)

where r – specific heat of evaporation, kJ/kg.
Heat transfer coefficient both at boiling and evaporation stages is temperature dependent which
necessitates refining all temperature values: t4 = t3 = tb + QR4; ts = t4 + QR3; t1 = t2 = tg – QR4; ts = t1 – QR3.
Herewith, saturation temperatures at second and fourth equation must match.

2. THERMOSYPHONE AS A CONTROL OBJECT
Preliminary calculations have shown all characteristic temperatures are increasing as well as gases
temperature at the inlet from 900°С up to 1000°С. Heat consumption has been changedin different zones,
respectively: for steel heating at the evaporation zone 237 kJ; for boiling water at the evaporation zone
260 kJ; for steel heating at the condensation zone 24.8 kJ. As can be seen from the above the heat flow in the
 24.8

 100  5.1 %  .
condensation zone is negligible in comparison with that in the evaporation zone 
 237  260

Values of saturation temperature and temperature of thermosyphone wall can be consideredalmost similar for
first approximation. Thereafter saturation temperature variation in the heat pipe can be calculated in
accordance with changing of the temperature of flue gases at boiler

М м  см  М wt  сwt  dts
dτ



t

g

 ts
Re

  t

s

 t bd 
,
Rc

(6)

where Re and Rc are sums of thermal resistance of the evaporation and the condensation zones:
Re = R1 +R2 +R3; Rc = R4 +R5 +R6.
Thermal resistance is calculated with due regard to well known dependences Re = keFe, Rc = kcFc.
Thereafter, eq. (6) can be rewritten

М м  см  М wt  сwt  dts
dτ





 ke  Fe  tg  ts  kc  Fc  ts  tbd 

Saturation temperature is calculated under steady state condition dt/d = 0 at τ = 0.
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ts,0 

k e  Fe  t g,0  k c  Fc  t bd

(8)

k e  Fe  k c  Fc

In order to reduce equation (8) to dimensionless way it should be divided by (keFe +kcFc).

М м  см  М wt  сwt  dts
ke Fe  kc Fc

dτ







ke Fe
kc Fc
ts  tbd 
tg  ts 
ke Fe  kc Fc
ke Fe  kc Fc

Let us introduce dimensionless temperature   ts tbd and dimensionless time: σ  τ 
The solution of d  c   is received by taking integral of this eq.:
d





s

(9)

ke  Fe  kc  Fc
.
M M  cM  M wt  cwt



d
 d
c   0



  c  c  s,0  exp 

(10)

Temperature ts change was calculated for thermosyphons (Fig.1) under the following conditions: diameter
896 mm; length of the evaporation zone 3.34 m; length of the condensation zone 1,5 m; initial gas temperature
tg,0 = 900°С, final gas temperature tg,f = 1000°С. Calculation results are presented in Fig. 3. It can be observed
from Fig. 3 that duration of transient processes comprised 10 minutes at step changing of gas temperature.

Fig. 3. Changing of saturation temperature at step increasing of gases temperature
from 900°С up to 1000°С

At initial moment of saturation time the temperature is equal ts,0; supplied and removed heat flows are equal

ke  Fe  (tg,0  ts,0 )  kc  Fc  (ts,0  tbd )  0

(11)

On exposure to gas temperature from tg,0 up tg, the saturation temperature in the heat pipe rises from
initial ts to t. If one subtracts equation (11) from (9), one can get

М м  см  М wt  сwt  dts
dτ

 ke  Fe  (tg  ts )  tc  Fc  (ts  t bd )  ke  Fe  (tg ,0  ts,0 ) 

(12)
 tc  Fc  (ts,0  t bd )  ke  Fe  (tg  tg ,0 )  (ke  Fe  kc  Fc )  (ts  ts,0 )
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Using traditional marks to describe automatic control objects tg – tg,0 = x and ts –ts,0 = y, one can receive
equation of a single capacity object as
T

dy
 y  Ky  x
d

(13)

Time constant is written as the following complex (with time dimension)

T

M M  cM  M wt  cwt
ke  Fe  kc  Fc

(14)

Andregulation factor is
Ky 

ke  Fe
ke  Fe  kc  Fc

(15)

Time constant is calculate under the following conditions: tube mass Мst = 40.74 kg; water mass in the
thermosyphone Мw = 5.18 kg; water heat capacity cwt = 4.19 kJ/(kgK); steel heat capacity
cm = 0.46 kJ/(kgK); gases – water heat transfer coefficient ke = 50 W/(m2·К); heat transfer coefficient form
heat-carrier medium to coolant kc = 1000 W/(m2·К); heat exchanging surface area at the evaporation zone
Fe = 0.87 m2; heat exchanging surface area at the condensation zone Fc = 0.36 м2. Under that condition time
constant is equal to 100 seconds, regulation factor – 0.1.
Heat inertia of the real furnace does not allow the step changing of the temperature. Strong schedule of
the furnace operation is considered to be another reason of it.
In Fig. 4 we present changing of gas flow rate with furnace stop, changing of gases temperature at the oulet
from convective flue duct, changing of saturation temperature in thermosyphones. Approximation to get the gas
temperature change dependency over time to the linear plot of gases temperature change has been derived (Fig. 4).
Eq. (7) can be rewritten as the following one when gases temperature is linearly changed in time
tg  tg,0  α  τ.

М м  см  М wt  сwt  dts
dτ

 ke  Fe  (tg,0  a  τ  ts )  tc  Fc  (ts  tbd )

(16)

Initial gases temperature can be calculated by using correlation (8) at τ = 0. Furthermore the gases
temperature is linearly decreasing up to the final tc.
(c)

(b)

(a)
Fig. 4. Changing of fuel flow rate (а) and emperature
at the oulet from convective flue duct (b); changing
of saturation temperature at the different
thermosyphones (c)
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Using above mentioned methods equation of saturation temperature changing in heat pipe assumed in
dimensionless way. Both parts of eq. (16) have to be divided by ke  Fe  kc  Fc . All these changes resulted in

М м  см  М wt  сwt  dts
ke  Fe  kc  Fc

dτ



ke  Fe  tg ,0  kc  Fc  tbd
ke  Fe  kc  Fc

 ts 

ke  Fe  a  τ
ke  Fe  kc  Fc

(17)

Here  is dimensionless a temperature;  is dimensionless a time. It is evident, all these manipulation
can lead to dimensionless equation as the following one
d
 0       ,
d

where ϑ 

ke  Fe  a М м  см  М wt  сwt 
.

t bd
(ke  Fe  kc  Fc ) 2

(18)

Solution of last equation can be found in [9] as

()  0        C1  exp() , where integration constant is obtained from initial condition σ = 0, ϑ = ϑ0.
()  0  [1    exp()]

(19)

3. CONCLUSION
Matching of calculation in accordance with (19) and experimental data is presented at Fig. 4. Calculations of the
saturation temperature were made at time interval from 90 to 160 min. Disturbance took place at 90th min. At 150th
min boiling inside thermosyphone is stopped. After thatthermosyphone and water inside are cooling.
Comparison of linear approximation for gases temperature changing and saturation temperature variety shows good
agreement in regulation factor value (in both cases it is equal 0.1, as for the real operating thermosyphone).
Calculated characteristics such as time constant and regulation factor were obtained. Thermosyphone is used as
control object with step disturbance by means of gases temperature changing. Mass heat capacity of thermosyphone
metal and water inside them, heat transfer coefficient at the evaporation and the condensation zones affected the time
constant value. Investigation results have shown satisfactory agreement between calculated and experimental data under
the substitution of linear disturbance with step changing of gases flow rate.

Nomenclature

c
F
k
L, l
p
Q
q
R
d
T
r
М

– specific heat at constant pressure, J/(kg°C), J/(kgK)
– area, m2
– thermal conductivity, W/(m°C), W/(mK)
– length, m
– pressure, kPa
– heat flow, W
– heat flux, W/m2
– thermal resistance, K/W
– diameter, m
– temperature, °C, K
– specific heat of evaporation, kJ/kg
– mass, kg

Greek symbols

– heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2K)
1
– heat transfer coefficient between gases and the wall, W/(m2K)
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δ


– thermal conductivity, W/(mK)
– dynamic viscosity, m2/s
– mathematical constant
– wall thickness of thermosyphon, m
– time, s

Subscripts
c
– condenser
e
– evaporator
p
– pressure
s
– saturation
m
– metal
wt
– water
bd
– boiler drum
in
– internal size
ex
– fexternal size
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Abstract
Heat transfer devices based on two-phase loops (TPL) technology can convert heat and kinetic energy
from steam jet condensation into motive power for the circulation of a working fluid. TPL systems with
capillary pumps can be used for transferring heat in the direction of gravity. This paper presents some
configurations of TPL systems with liquid and steam injection flow rate control and examines the experimental
data for cooling systems. In particular, a loop heat pipe with an injector-condenser (LHPI), which uses a steam
jet pump (SJP) as a key component, can be used in cooling systems with increased heat transfer distance.

KEYWORDS
Heat transfer devices, two-phase loops (TPL), steam jet condensation, steam jet pump (SJP), injection flow rate,
loop heat pipe with injector-condenser (LHPI)

Nomenclature

k
M
V
C
d
R

-temperature, °C, K
– pressure, Pa
-heat load, W
-heat flux, W/m2
-gravitational acceleration, m/s2
-injection coefficient
-mass flow rate, kg/s
-specific heat, J/kg/K
- specific latent heat, J/kg
-elevation of the liquid and steam
phase in the LHPI, m
-adiabatic constant
-Mach number
-speed of steam, m/s
-speed of sound, m/s
-steam nozzle outlet diameter, m
-universal gas constant, J/mole/K

L

-length, m

T
P
Q
q
g
U
𝑚̇
c
ℎ𝑙𝑣
H

Greek symbols



𝜂
𝜎


-molar mass, mole
-dynamic viscosity, m2/s
-coefficient of surface tension, N/m
-inclination angle (from horizontal), o

Subscripts
h
: heater
s,v : steam, vapor
l
: liquid
amb : ambient
cw : cooling water
in
: input
out : output

INTRODUCTION
Steam jet pumps (SJP), a simple mechanical device discovered at the end of the 19th century, are
used to pump liquid, gas, or slurry in various industrial processes. Despite their long history of use, an
accurate explanation of the physical processes involved remains the subject of current research in twophase flow modeling.
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In an SJP, a motive fluid (steam) is accelerated to sonic or supersonic speed, moving through a
converging–diverging nozzle to create negative pressure in the area beyond the nozzle exit. As a result,
the fluid to be pumped gets entrained and mixed with the motive fluid. The transfer of mass, momentum
and heat from the motive fluid to the entrained fluid facilitates the latter’s acceleration.

Fig. 1. Steam jet pump and its sections.

An SJP has the following four sections (see Fig. 1):
- a steam nozzle, where the motive medium is accelerated to sonic or supersonic speed;
- a liquid nozzle, which holds the entrained medium exiting the steam nozzle;
- a mixing section, which may be called the heart of the SJP, with highly complex hydrodynamics
(two-phase flow) taking place inside;
- a diffuser, which increases fluid pressure at the SJP’s exit.
Steam jet pumps have been studied by a number of researchers both experimentally and
computationally, with the particular goals of improving operational behavior [1], boosting the
performance of heat pump systems (especially those used for cooling at high ambient and heating at low
ambient temperature conditions [2]), putting it to practical use in district heating systems [3] or for
emergency core cooling and feedwater supply system in advanced nuclear reactors [4-9], etc. Recent
research on steam injection techniques has been mostly focused on internal heat exchange and flash tank
cycles [10]: steam injection techniques, however, have not yet been clearly defined.
There are well-known heat transfer devices based on two-phase loops (TPL), such as loop heat pipes
(LHP) [11-15] and loop thermosyphons (LTS) [16], which have recently gained acceptance and been
used in a variety of space- [17; 18] and earth-based engineering solutions [19]. Among these, TPL
devices with circulating steam and liquid flows are particularly interesting, especially loop heat pipes
with injector-condensers (LHPI) which use SJPs as key components [20; 21]. Steam jet condensation in
its own liquid and its use in injector-condensers for liquid circulation and heat transfer at pressures below
100 kPa need more research. Understanding these processes can be useful for creating capillary pumpbased heat transfer devices with high resistance to the effects of unfavorable acceleration.
Basically, heat transfer in an LHPI is accomplished as follows. The flow of steam generated in the
heat pipe evaporator passes the nozzle and enters the injector-condenser. Inside the injector-condenser’s
small cavity, the steam jet effectively condenses and meets with a constantly injected liquid. As a result
of the energy exchange between them, the steam jet’s thermal and kinetic energy transform into potential
energy, essentially becoming the hydraulic head (that is to say, the pressure difference between the liquid
inlet and the area beyond the steam nozzle exit (Fig.1)). This pressure difference makes the working
fluid circulate through the closed loop with the injection coefficient (or multiplicity of circulation flow)
U, the ratio of the mass flow rate of the circulating liquid 𝑚̇𝑙 to the mass flow rate of the steam 𝑚̇𝑣 .
The value of U can be calculated using the heat balance equation 𝑚̇𝑣 ℎ𝑙𝑣 = 𝑚̇𝑙 𝑐𝑙 (𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑛 ), where
𝑇𝐿𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝐿𝑜𝑢𝑡 are liquid temperatures at the SJP inlet and outlet (exit), respectively. The heat transfer
over the desired distance is carried out via a heat exchanger (heat sink) present within the loop. Thus,
circulation of the working fluid in an LHPI is accomplished mainly by maximally utilizing the kinetic
and thermal energy of the inundated steam jet.
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In this study, a novel test strategy has been developed and carried out to investigate steam jet
condensation in the injector of a capillary-pump-based TPL, including special hardware and field tests.
The following hardware has been developed specifically for the study:
- a TPL heat pipe design with a capillary pump and an injector-condenser transferring heat in the
direction of gravity, applicable for use in various cooling systems;
- an injector-condenser capable of working with low steam pressure;
- other components, including evaporators, condensers and heat exchangers.
Extensive field tests have been performed over the last several years. The presented results include
TPL performance as a function of heat input/heat output, orientation and different cooling conditions
and operational characteristics under the influence of unfavorable accelerations.

1. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Figure 2 shows the scheme of a loop heat pipe with an injector-condenser (LHPI). The LHPI consists
of the evaporator 1 (at the top) and the heat exchanger 10 (at the bottom), with a looped pipe for the
circulation of the working fluid between them. The loop length is sufficient for transferring heat along
the desired distance (heat transfer distance). The injector-condenser can be placed either outside (Fig.
2a, LHPI-ex) or inside (Fig. 2b, LHPI-in) the evaporator.

Fig.2 (a; b). The experimental loop heat pipe with an injector-condenser (LHPI): (a) injector outside the
evaporator (LHPI-ex); (b) injector inside the evaporator (LHPI-in). 1 – evaporator; 2 – wick (capillary structure);
3 – steam escape ducts; 4 – compensation cavity; 5 – liquid channels; 6 – steam collector; 7 – injector nozzle; 8 –
mixing section and diffuser; 9 – liquid line; 10 – heat exchanger (heat sink). The points A to F, J and K are reference
points for temperature measurement. The figure shows the gravity direction 𝑔⃗ and orientation angle of . LHPI
position in the figure is =900.
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The wicks used in the study are made of porous nickel and titanium with average pore diameters of
1 and 10 µm, respectively (Fig. 3 shows the electron microscope scans).

Ni wick x 4000

1 μm

Ti wick x 500

10 μm

Fig. 3. The porous wicks used in the study (scanned with an electron microscope).

The wick functions as a capillary pump that joins the evaporator, the injector-condenser and the heat
exchanger within a closed loop. The closed loop of an arbitrary configuration consists of smooth-walled
steam channels with escape ducts 3, a nozzle 7 with an internal diameter of 1.4 mm and liquid channels
5 with the internal diameter of 2 mm. Water is used as the working fluid. The LHP, the steam and water
nozzles, the mixing section and the diffuser are made of stainless steel as separate parts (they were joined
by argon welding). The maximum flow rate of the capillary pump is 0.79 kg/h at the heat load Q = 500
W and has a maximum operating pressure of 0.70 bar. During the experiment, it continuously supplied
saturated steam. Temperature was measured using type T (copper/constantan) thermocouples and
recorded using OWEN data acquisition systems.

Inside the SJP, steam and water come into direct contact with each other. The transfer of
heat, mass and momentum between the phases occurs across the contact interface. The
geometric features of the mixing section strongly affect the local hydrodynamics. The physical
characteristics of steam, water and the SJP geometric specifications are listed in Table 1.
Table 1.
The parameters of steam, water and SJP geometry.
________________________________________________
Steam inlet pressure (kPa)
20–70
Steam inlet temperature (K)
323–363
Water inlet temperature (K)
293–323
Steam nozzle outlet diameter (mm)
1.4
Water nozzle outlet diameter (mm)
2.7
Mixing section neck diameter (mm)
2
Diffuser outlet diameter (mm)
3
Steam nozzle length (mm)
10
Mixing section length (mm)
10
Diffuser length (mm)
15
Total length (mm)
35
_______________________________________________________________________
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The operational characteristics of the LHPI-ex with a nickel wick have been measured with an
unfavorable orientation of the LHPI (the condenser and the evaporator above are positioned vertically
as shown in Fig. 2a,  = 900), with various conditions of cooling.
LHPI-in No.1 with a titanium wick has been examined using a centrifuge with acceleration of up to
9g at the 90 degree angle . Figure 4 shows the centrifuge, including the rotation axis and the location
of the heat pipe.

Fig. 4. The centrifuge and the location of the heat pipe.

The impact of increasing the effective heat transfer distance from 1 m to 3 m has been studied using
LHPI-in No.2 with a nickel wick at  = 900. The increase to heat transfer distance was accomplished by
increasing the flow resistance of the liquid circulation loop. The heat exchanger in LHPI-in No.1 and
No.2 was water-cooled with a water temperature of (20 – 40) 0С and a mass flow rate through the
exchanger of 80 l/h.

Figure 5 shows the reference point temperatures TA-E and the injection coefficient U of the
LHPI-ex with a nickel wick and unfavorable pipe orientation ( = 900, Fig. 2a) as a function of
heat flux q and heat load Q in the heat input area at various cooling conditions.
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Fig. 5. Reference point temperatures TA-E and the injection coefficient U of the LHPI-ex with a nickel wick and
unfavorable pipe orientation at  = 900 as a function of heat flux q and heat load Q in the heat input area at
various cooling conditions: (I) – Tamb=20 0C, Тcw=20 0C and 𝑚̇𝑐𝑤 =80 l/h; (II) – Tamb=20 0C, Тcw=40 0C and
𝑚̇𝑐𝑤 =80 l/h. Points A – E, at which LHPI-ex temperature was taken, are shown in Fig. 2a.

Figure 6 (a; b) demonstrates the difference between the operational characteristics of LHPI-in No.1
at accelerations of 1g and 9g, and LHPI-in No.2 upon increasing the effective heat transfer distance from
1 m to 3 m. The operational characteristics of the LHPIs are presented as relationships of the LHPIs’
reference point temperatures and the injection coefficient U and the heat parameters - heat load Q and
heat flux q - at the heat input area. The results shown are for the most unfavorable LHPI orientation at
 = 90°. For  = 0° and -90°, the reference point temperatures decreased by 5-10% in comparison to 
= +90°.
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Fig. 6 (a; b). Reference point temperatures (the heater temperature Тh, the liquid temperature at the exit from the
injector Тin and the liquid temperature at the entrance to the evaporator Тev –points F, J and K in Fig. 2b,
respectively) and the injection coefficient U with unfavorable LHPI orientation at  = 900, as a function of heat
flux q and heat load Q: (a) LHPI-in No.1 with a titanium wick for accelerations of 1g and 9g; (b) LHPI-in No.2
with a nickel wick for effective heat transfer distances of 1 m and 3 m.

Apparently, the nine-fold increase in acceleration (Fig. 6a) and threefold increase in heat transfer
distance (Fig. 6b) have only weak effects on the reference point temperatures of the LHPIs but noticeably
change the value of the injection coefficient U. These changes are caused by a small uncompensated
column in the steam escape ducts and the injector nozzle. The increase to acceleration and heat transfer
distance also increases the minimum heat load Q for LHPI start-up. The minimum start-up heat load is
represented in Figs. 5 and 6 as the minimal value of the heat load Q, for which the reference point
temperatures T and the injection coefficient U have been measured.
It is also must be noted that the LHPI start-up process depends on the temperature of the fluid
entering the injector. As the temperature rises to (40-50) °C, the injector start-up becomes impossible
since the steam cannot fully condense upon exiting the steam nozzle and the operation of the injector
fails. This occurs due to the fixed sizes of the injectors used. Consequently, in order to make the startup possible again, the fluid at the injector inlet must be cooled down to (25-30) °C.

3. CALCULATION MODEL
The design of a capillary structure for LHPI can be accomplished by optimizing the effective radius
of capillary structures, taking into consideration the pressure drops in all elements of the LHPI [15]. The
capillary limit of the LHP can be presented as:
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P max 

2   (Tv )
,
ref

(1)

and the capillary pressure during the operation of the LHPI can be presented as:

P   

2 (Tv )
 Pex  Pin ,
ref



ref
rmen

1.

(2)

Here, ref is the radius of the largest pores in the interval of the radiuses of the most populated pores
of the CS (see Figure 7), while rmen is the radius of the evaporating meniscus in CS. The integral pore
distribution function (r) versus pore radius and the photograph of the used porous wicks are shown in
Figures 7 and 3.
The effective pore radius ref can be estimated either by the air bubble method or by the known pore
distribution function; the difference in the results obtained by these two methods usually does not exceed 10%.
We have also introduced factor , ranged between 0 and 1, to reflect physically the degree of usage of the
pumping potential of the menisci. When the maximum transport performance of the loop is achieved, its value
is 1. Further loading of the system could lead the menisci to penetrate into the CS bulk, causing an eventual
path of steam phase into the liquid core and the consequent interruption of the LHPI operation. As a rule, factor
 = 0.75 for the nominal heat load.
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Fig. 7. Integral pore distribution function (r) versus pore radius (mercurial pore meter):
a) Nickel wicks; b) Titanium wicks

Here we define an imaginary capillary pump as the domain of a wick saturated with liquid phase,
having the menisci as a pumping element and the liquid pressure drop in the porous structure as the
internal hydraulic resistance, (Pin). The remaining hydraulic resistances of the loop are grouped and
considered in the external pressure drop (Pex). A set of large pores in the upper part of the wick plays
an important role, providing comfortable hydraulic conditions for the exhaustion of the steam phase;
they serve as a set of mini-collectors for steam output: therefore we have also relayed this part of the
hydraulic drop ( PCS , v ) as a component of the external pressure loss.
The components of pressure drops are defined as follows:
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Pex  Pv (Tv , M )  Pcs ,v  Pl  Pg ,

(3)

Pin  Pcs ,l ,

(4)

where Pv (Tv , M ) is the pressure drop in the steam nozzle; Pcs , v is the steam pressure drop in the
two phase zone (evaporating meniscus) through the collector pores of the CS; Pl is the pressure drop
in the liquid transport line; Pg is the hydrostatic pressure drop; and Pcs ,l is the liquid pressure drop in
the fine pores of the CS. Equation (3) represents the pressure drop for LHPI.
The basic pressure drop in the steam channels is the pressure drop in the steam nozzle, where the
motive medium is accelerated to sonic speed, that is,

Tv
Pv
Tv2

ρv

Pv2

Vv

ρv2
Vv2

Fig. 8. The isentropic flow of the perfect gas through the converging nozzle.

The pressure drop in the steam nozzle and the components at the exit of the steam nozzle
are defined as follows:

∆𝑃𝑣 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) = 𝑃𝑣 (𝑇𝑣 ) − 𝑃𝑣2 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) ;
𝑃𝑣2 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) = 𝑃𝑣 (𝑇𝑣 )[1 +

(𝑘−1)𝑀2
2

𝑘

𝑇𝑣2 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) = 𝑇𝑣 [1 +

]1−𝑘 :

𝜌𝑣2 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) = 𝜌𝑣 (𝑇𝑣 )[1 +

𝑉𝑣2 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) = √2

(5)

(𝑘−1)𝑀2
2

𝑘 𝑃𝑣 (𝑇𝑣 )
𝑘−1 𝜌𝑣 𝑣

C(𝑇𝑣 ) = √𝑘 ∙ 𝑅
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The mass steam flow rate at the exit of the steam nozzle - 𝑚̇𝑣2 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) and critical heat load 𝑄𝑐𝑟 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) are defined as follows:

𝑚̇𝑣2 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) = 𝜌𝑣2 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) ∙ 𝑉𝑣2 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) ∙ 𝜋 ∙

𝑑2
4

𝑄𝑐𝑟 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) = 𝑚̇𝑣2 (𝑇𝑣 , 𝑀) ∙ ℎ𝑙𝑣 (𝑇𝑣 )

(7)

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (
𝑄𝑐𝑟
𝑇𝑣 , 1) = 𝑚̇𝑣2 (𝑇𝑣 , 1) ∙ ℎ𝑙𝑣 (𝑇𝑣 ), by Mach number M = 1: it is the LHPI’s sound limit.

In the liquid transport line, the laminar flow can be assumed by considering the range of heat loads;
thus the pressure drop is given by:

Pl  D(U )  Q
D(U ) 

(8)

128 l (Tl ) U Lef ,l

 l (Tl )hlv (Tv ) dl4

(9)

The gravity influence is calculated by:

Pg  (l (Tl )  v (Tv )) H n g ,

(10)

where n is the dimensionless acceleration factor (micro or macro gravity) and H is the elevation of the
liquid and steam phase in the loop over the primary evaporative surface of the evaporator.
The liquid hydraulic losses in the CS, which usually yields a significant contribution to the pressure
drop balance of LHPIs, can be defined through the Darcy flow with the introduction of the permeability
K. We suggest the existence of a functional relationship between the permeability K and the effective
radius of pores ref of the CS. We derive this relationship from the approximation of experimental data
for different wicks fabricated by metal powder sintering. It shows this data plotted together with the
parabolic correlation curve, which fits within a standard deviation of 6 %.
Consequently, the permeability of CS for the liquid phase can be expressed by:

K l  K 0  ref2 , K 0  b
(11)
18
where K0  0.035 for fine pores in the range ref = (0.5 – 15) m and b = (0,55-0,75).
For the given curve of pore size distribution, measured for each fabricated wick by the mercurial
pore meter, the effective radius ref defines a conventional division between groups of fine and large
pores, as illustrated in Figure 7. We also consider that fine pores (up to ref) are assigned to the liquid
phase, while large pores are assigned mostly to the steam phase (beyond ref). Therefore, for the steam
phase pressure drop in the CS we propose a modified correlation for the permeability as follows:

Kv 

(ref max )   (rmen )
(ref max )

K 0  ref2 max ,

(12)

which holds in the range ref  rmen  ref max . As rmen approaches ref, Kv gets its maximum value, while
for rmen > ref max, we set Kv = 0. The porosity distribution function (r) is defined by the pore radius
distribution function through (r )  b   (r ) . From this equation, we find that (ref max )   b and
define lp  (rmen )  (ref ) .
With the above definitions, we can express the pressure drops in the CS as a function of the heat
load Q. For the liquid phase:
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Pcs ,l 

Bl
Q .
ref2

(13)

The coefficient Bl depends on the CS geometry. For a cylindrical geometry, it is given by:

Bl 

l (Tv )
1
1  dCS ,ex
ln 
2 K 0 hlv (Tv ) l (Tv ) linp  dCS ,in


 ,


(14)

For the steam phase, the pressure drop in the CS is given by:

Pcs , v 
Bv 

B

v
2
ef max

r

Q ,

lef 
b
v (Tv )


K 0 lp v (Tv )hlv (Tv ) Ainp

(16)

,

(17)

where  (> 1) is the reduction factor of the CS cross-section in the zone of steam grooves, defined as

  Ainp /( Ainp  Avg ) , and Ainp and Avg are the area of heat input surface and total cross-section
area of the steam grooves, respectively. In the case of rmen > ref max, we set Bv = 0.
The existence of large pores and their relative quantity is very important for an evaporating system
with “inverted meniscus”. On the one hand, the increase of the large pore fraction raises the probability
of steam inrush through the wick, impairing the LHP’s operational behavior; on the other hand, it
improves the collection of steam.
The effective length of steam flow in the two-phase zone of the CS l ef can be defined from
experimental data as:

lef  (8...10)  ref  ,

(18)

where  is the coefficient of the pores’ tortuosity, the value of which was derived from experimental
data. For the CS used in the present study,  = (4...6). Substituting the derived relationships in Equation
(3), we have:

 B

Pex   2 v  D   Q  Pg  Pv .
 ref max




(19)

As a result of the solution of Equations (2) to (19), the relationship for the heat load Q  Q(ref )
can be expressed as a function of the CS effective pore radius:

Q(r , M , U ) 

  2 (Tv )  ref  [Pg  Pv (Tv , M )]  ref2
 Bv
 2
 2  D(U )  ref  Bl
 ref max


Formula (20) gives the hydrodynamic limit of the LHPI.
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Figures 9 and 10 present the results of calculations of the LHPI with the experimental parameters
from Figure 2 and Table 1.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the sound and hydrodynamic limit for the water LHPI.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the sound and hydrodynamic limit for the methanol LHPI.

As can be seen from the results for the water LHPI, the sound limit comes earlier than for the
hydrodynamic one: the opposite is true for a methanol LHPI. This corresponds quite well with the
experimental data (see Fig. 6).

4. DISCUSSION
The analysis of experimental results demonstrates that the problem of a significant increase in
the distance between the source and the receiver of heat (heat transfer distance) without significant
loss in heat transfer effectiveness can be solved through the use of a LHPI (U > 1, Fig. 2).
Indeed, in LHPs with a single circulation flow (U = 1), the area of evaporation and condensation
along the heat transfer distance is spatially divided with an uncompensated liquid column that has
the maximum hydrostatic pressure in the unfavorable 90 degree angle  position. Increasing the heat
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transfer distance raises the hydrostatic pressure of the liquid column, resulting in a sharp reduction
of the wick capillary action moving the working fluid and, consequently, in a substantially lower heat
transfer effectiveness.
In LHPIs with a multiple circulation flow (U > 1), condensation takes place in close proximity
to evaporation, while the area of evaporation and heat removal is spatially divided with a liquid
circulation loop of a length sufficient to accomplish heat transfer. In particular at  = 90°, the
uncompensated liquid column is insignificant in comparison to the heat transfer distance, so the latter
can be increased substantially without risking a substantial increase to the flow resistance of the
circulation loop as well. As follows from Fig. 6b, increasing the heat transfer distance threefold
causes insignificant changes in the operational characteristics of LHPI-in No.2 but noticeably lowers
the injection coefficient and raises the minimum heat load Q sufficient for the pipe start-up. The
effects of increasing the unfavorable acceleration upon the LHPI’s operation are tantamount to
increasing the heat transfer distance.
LHPIs with higher injection coefficients, U > (15 - 20), are a better fit for practical applications
such as the liquid cooling of heat sources. Heat sources and sinks, each with a capacity no greater
than that of the main heat source at the LHPI evaporator, are placed in series along the circulation
loop. The quantity and total capacity of the heat sources and exchangers are limited by the heat
transfer capacity of the heat pipe. In the next series of experiments, LHPI-in No.2 is augmented with
an imitation of a flat electronic circuit board and an additional heat exchanger. The working fluid
flowed through the grooves in the board’s inner cavity.
The experiments have shown that for the heat load range of Q = (300 - 600) W at the LHPI-in
No.2 evaporator, the injection coefficient U = (10 - 40) and the circuit board temperature of around
50 0С, the circulating fluid can pick up from the plate heat loads of up to 150 W. This demonstrates
that a LHPI can be used for manufacturing distributed thermal control systems for various devices in
space- and earth-based conditions.

5. CONCLUSION
The possibility of using loop heat pipes with an injector-condenser (LHPI) in cooling systems
with an increased heat transfer distance has been shown for the first time. This includes operation in
adverse conditions where the use of some other heat pipes might be more problematic.
Among the LHPI features demonstrated in the experimental results are the following:
- high resistance to the effects of unfavorable acceleration;
- the possibility to construct thermal control systems with heat pickup at any multiple
spatial locations;
- a relatively high rate of heat pickup (up to 100 kW/m2) in combination with low thermal
resistance (around 0.1 K/W) in operational conditions not suitable for other heat pipe types;
- difficulty starting up the LHPI under higher temperatures (around 50 0С), in particular
when starting up in the hot state immediately after stopping, due to insufficient steam jet
condensation in the injector.
- the presented calculation model gives a good coincidence of the calculated and
experimental data.
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Abstract
The usage of heat absorption water-ammonia refrigeration units (AWRU) in atmospheric water generation systems
is considered. A basic design of periodic operation AWRU is described. A method for thermodynamic calculations and
analysis of absorption water-ammonia refrigeration units of periodic operation (AWRU PO) cycles and modes of
operation is presented. Specific refrigerating capacity depending on the composition of water-ammonia solution, the
temperature of the heating source, the ambient temperature of the environment is calculated. It is shown that increasing
the temperature of the heating source from 65°C to 95°C leads to minimum temperature in the cooling zone decreasing
from 7°C to minus 17°C. Low-temperature ambient air at 25°C enables attaining the maximum value of refrigerating
capacity of AWRU PO by increasing the proportion of ammonia in the initial composition from 0.3 to 0.5, and this
enables lowering of the heating temperature from 95°C to 65°C.

KEYWORDS:
Amonia-water absorption, periodic operation refrigerator, thermodynamic analysis, atmospheric water generation.

INTRODUCTION
It is a common knowledge that one of the most valuable resources in the future of our planet is going to
be fresh water, and the demand for water resources is already one of the main factors in global logistics of
contemporary world, and this trend will only grow in the foreseeable future. One of the developments in
water production technology is mechanical air dehumidification – condensation of water vapor on the
surfaces with a temperature below the dew point. In this case, there are great prospects for the methods
associated with the work of independent generators of cold – chillers that are guaranteed to provide the
temperature below the dew point temperature. A necessary condition for operation of compression
refrigeration machine is the availability of electrical energy. At the same time, the majority of countries
facing water scarcity are limited in energy resources, too. Often the readily available source of energy in
there is the sun [1].
In this regard there have been developed original schemes of absorption water-ammonia refrigeration
units of periodic operation (AWRU PO) based on solar collectors, which differ with autonomy and
independence from the sources of electrical energy, and unlike heat-analogues (steam jet and lithiumbromide absorption) can be operated with air cooling of their heat-dissipating elements [2].
The method of thermodynamic calculations and analysis of AWRU PO cycles and of the design for
atmospheric water generation system. The dependencies between the refrigerating capacity of periodic
operation AWRU and operating parameters (composition of water-ammonia solution, the temperature of the
heating source and the ambient temperature of the environment).
It is shown, that:
a) Increase in the temperature of the heating source from 65°C to 95°C leads to minimum temperature in
the cooling zone decrease from 7°C to minus 17°C;
b) By increasing the outside temperature, the refrigerating capacity of AWRU PO is decreased.
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c) Low-temperature ambient air enables attaining the maximum value of refrigerating capacity of
AWRU PO by increasing the amount of ammonia in the generation zone initial composition. Thus, better
value of refrigerating capacity can be obtained at 25°C temperature of atmospheric air by increasing the
proportion of ammonia from 0.3 to 0.5, and this also enables lowering of the heating temperature from 95°C
to 65°C.

1. A METHOD OF CALCULATION FOR AWRU PO CYCLE
A scheme of flows in AWRU PO during different phases of its work is shown in Fig. 1. In the initial
time, when AWRU PO zones are at the same temperatures equaling ambient temperature, the composition of
the working fluid (WAS) is the same in both zones. In the charging period, the heat flux Qh arrives to the
AWRU PO generator (left part in Fig. 1.a) at the temperature t h . The absorber-evaporator (right part in
Fig.1.a) is at ambient air temperature ( t w ) and removes the absorption heat Qa .

a

b
Fig. 1. The diagram of the heat and mass flows inside the operating AWRU PO operation during
the charging phase; b) operation during the cooling phase

During the charging period (Fig. 1.a), there occurs the movement of mostly lower boiling component
(ammonia) from the generator-absorber (G–A) into the absorber-evaporator zone (A–E). Herewith a
temperature in G-A is increased from ambient temperature toward the temperature of the heating medium
( th ), the rate of change is slightly influenced by the initial composition of WAS. At the end of the
evaporation process, the temperature in the G–A is at its maximum, the pressure in the system is also at
maximum, and the temperature in A–E can be assumed constant and equal to tw . At the same time, the
maximum proportion of ammonia in the WAS is in the A-E, and the minimum – in the G–A.
In the cooling phase (Fig. 1.b), the heat flow from the heat source is blocked, and the outside air is
supplied to the outer surface of the G-A, leading to its cooling to ambient environment temperatures. Due to
the equilibrium shift in the WAS, when the temperature in the G–A is lowered, the system moves into a state
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of reduced pressures. In the internal volume of AWRU PO, the system pressure falls to the minimal (in the
initial time) value Pmin . At this point, saturated with ammonia WAS in the A-E starts to boil with heat
removal from the outside air flow. Upon cooling of WAS, a thermal flow Q0 from the environment into the
G-A appears due to the temperature difference, that flow is a refrigerating capacity of the AWRU PO. The
generated vapor of ammonia is absorbed in the G-A zone with a heat of absorption Qa transferring to the
environment with the corresponding temperature t w . In this process, there is a monotonic increase of
pressure with a corresponding increase of temperature in the A-E zone. The air flow that washes over the
outer surface of the A-E is cooled to temperatures below the dew point, and the water condensate
devaporates out of it. The cooling process takes place until the establishment of thermal equilibrium in
zones G-A and A-E.
For the practical implementation of such a device, it is necessary to estimate its specific cooling
capacity qo when operating under different climatic conditions, with the prospect of maximal utilization in
the arid tropical zones of the planet. This refrigerating capacity is determined by the amount of heat,
removed from air while it cools below the dew point temperature, relatively to refrigerant’s mass. In
connection with this, the initial data must include temperature and humidity of atmospheric air and the
potential maximum temperature of the heating source th .
At the initial stage of the calculation, there was specified an initial equilibrium composition of WAS,
denoted as xbeg (in the liquid phase) and y beg (vapor phase). When calculating, the volumes of WAS in GA and A-E zones are assumed equal. Considering equal temperatures of all system elements
t wG  A  t wA E before operation, the composition of the phases are defined as:
a) for the liquid phase:

xG  Abeg 

mG  A( x ) A
mG  A( x ) A  mG  A( x )B

 xA Ebeg 

m A E ( x ) A

,

(1)

m A E ( x ) A  m A E ( x ) B

b) for the vapor phase:

yG  Abeg 

mG  A( y ) A
mG  A( y ) A  mG  A( y )B

 y A Ebeg 

m A E ( y ) A
m A E ( y ) A  m A  E ( y ) B

,

(2)

where m is the mass of solution components, kg; A – ammonia, B – water.
During the charging period (Fig. 1.a), some mass of ammonia vapor and water vapor transfers from the
zone G–A to the zone A–E. The maximum possible value of the proportion of ammonia in the liquid phase
in the A-E is determined by the following relationship:

x A E max 

mA E ( x ) A  m(Ax )

.

(3)

mA E ( x ) A  m(Ax )  mA E ( x )B  m(Bx )

Respectively, the mass in the G–A proceeds to decline:

xG  Amin 

mG  A( x ) A  m(Ax )
mG  A( x ) A  m

A
( x)

,

(4)

 mG  A( x )B  m

B
( x)

where m(Ax ) and m(Bx ) – respectively, the mass of ammonia and water in the liquid phase, transferred from
G-A to A-E, kg.
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The values of xGmin
and the values of xGmax
are linked by their thermodynamic parameters – pressure
A
A
and temperature.
The aim of the thermodynamic calculation of AWRU PO is to define the operating range with the
estimation of specific cooling capacity, which determines the performance of installation for the
atmospheric water generation by mechanical dewatering (ensuring the temperature of wall and air contact
area is below the dew point).
The calculation was carried out for a range of regime parameters:
a) the temperature of the heating source (generator wall) th = 65–95°С;
b) the temperature of the "cold source" (ambient air temperature) tw = 25–45°С;
The water-ammonia solution (WAS) is used as the working fluid. The calculations assume the
maximum operating temperature in the cooling area to be tob = 10°C.

2. THE RESULTS OF CALCULATION AND THEIR ANALYSIS
The analysis of received results shows that with the ambient air temperature rising, the minimum
pressure in the system Pmin (for a fixed WAS composition in the area of generation) increases, moreover the
increase is higher for larger values of ammonia fraction in G-A ( X min ). This suggests that the increase in
ambient air temperature and pressure rise in the system means the temperature in the cooling area increases
too, i.e. the cooling capacity of AWRU PO decreases. This dependency is even more noticeable at higher
numerical values of X min .
The analysis of the dependency in Fig. 2 shows that with increasing temperature of the heating source,
the temperature in the cooling zone is reduced. Thus, when th = 65°С, tob = 7°С, but when th = 95°С, t ob =
minus 17°С. The composition of WAS in the generation area has only a little effect on the minimum
temperature in the cooling zone, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
To assess the cooling capacity of AWRU PO there was conducted the calculation of current operating
parameters of WAS in operating zones during the processes of charging and discharging. Using the formulas
(3) and (4), and neglecting the amount of ammonia in the vapor phase, we obtain the dependencies of
current parameters (primarily the temperature in A-E zone) during the discharge period.
To estimate the specific cooling capacity of AWRU PO in the range of real modes of operation (the
cooling area temperature is not above 10°C), there was carried out a calculation of average integral values of
the heat of vaporization of ammonia (rср00) for the operation period of "charge-discharge". The value of rср00
is depending on the pressure and temperature.
During the operating period, the specific cooling capacity is calculated from the mass of evaporated
ammonia m(Ax ) with the equation:

qo  m(Ax )  rcp 00

(5)

The Fig. 4 represents the obtained dependencies of the AWRU PO specific cooling capacity, calculated
by formula (5). Analysis of the curves in Fig. 4 shows that the cooling capacity increases with the
temperature of the heating source, as expected. Thus, when t w = 25°С and X min = 0.3, at t h growth from 65
to 95 °C, the value of q0 changes from 650 to 2800 kJ. When t w = 35°C, the value of q0 is increased from
50 kJ to 1200 kJ. When ambient air temperature is t w = 45°C, the operating mode of AWRU PO cannot be
implemented at temperatures of the heating medium below 95°C.
At low ambient air temperatures, sufficiently high cooling capacity can be achieved by increasing the
amount of ammonia in WAS in the generation-absorption area ( X min ). Thus, similar values of q0 = 2650 kJ
when t w = 25°C can be obtained at t h = 95°C and X min = 0.3, as well as at t h = 65°C and X min = 0.5.
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a

b

Fig. 2. The minimal temperature in the cooling zone depending on the composition of WAS in the
generation zone and the temperature of heating source at the fixed ambient temperature: a) tw = 35°С;
b) tw = 45°С; 1–7 – the temperature of heating source, respectively 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95 °C

Fig. 3. The minimal temperature in the cooling
zone depending on the temperature of heating
source and the composition of WAS in the
generation zone at the fixed ambient temperature
tw = 35°С; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 – the composition of
WAS with minimal fraction of ammonia X min ,
respectively 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5.
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a

b
Fig. 4. The specific cooling capacity of AWRU PO, depending on the mixture composition in the
generation zone and the temperature of heating source, at the constant ambient temperature: a) t w = 25°С;
b) t w = 45°С; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 — the temperature of the heating source, respectively 65, 70, 75, 80, 85,
90, 95 °С
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3. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.

By increasing the temperature of heating source, the proportion of ammonia in the G-A zone is reduced,
allowing to obtain higher potential capacity of absorption process during the cooling phase, i.e. to
increase the specific cooling capacity of AWRU PO and the performance by water extraction from the
air. Since the temperature rise of the heating source from 65°C to 95°C, minimal temperature in the
cooling area decreases from 7°C to minus 17°C.
When the ambient air temperature increases, the specific cooling capacity of AWRU PO decreases, and
this tendency is especially noticeable at higher ammonia fraction in the generation area.
The performed estimation of specific cooling capacity of the AWRU PO has shown that it increases
along with the temperature of heating source, and at lower ambient air temperatures, this trend is more
obvious.
At low ambient air temperature, the maximal values of specific cooling capacity of the AWRU PO can
be obtained, by increasing the amount of ammonia in the generation area.
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Abstract
We proposed to use absorption-type cooling systems with a water-ammonia solution as a working liquid as cooling
units in regions with an excess of solar energy. We noted that low energy characteristics of heat-using refrigeration
cycle, with main problems associated with non-calculated losses of refrigerant (ammonia) during transportation through
AWRU refluxer hamper a widespread use of absorption water-ammonia refrigerating units (AWRU) in systems for
obtaining of water from atmospheric air. This contribution is particularly noticeable in operation of AWRU in a wide
range of outdoor air temperatures. We performed modeling of heat and mass exchange processes of a lifting section of
an AWRU refluxer to find methods for elimination of ammonia transportation losses. At the heart of model
representations were equations of heat and mass balances, and we took into account resistance of a diffusion process at
radial movement of a vapor flow to a wall of a refluxer in modeling. A preliminary analysis of thermal resistance of
reflux film showed its small contribution to the total resistance and we ignored it subsequently. As a result of modeling,
we found a significant (up to 36 °C) temperature difference between a flow inside a refluxer and its wall. Experimental
studies of a serial AWRU confirmed the modeling results. The obtained results made possible to propose the original
design of a heat-insulating casing of an AWRU refluxer with variable thermal resistance with a corresponding change in
the outside air temperature. This gave possibility to increase energy efficiency from 18 to 36 % and productivity of
systems for obtaining of water from atmospheric air.

KEYWORDS
Reflux condenser, absorption water-ammonia refrigerating units, modeling

INTRODUCTION
Household absorption refrigerators based on absorption water-ammonia refrigeration units (AWRU) are
popular with consumers due to a wide range of operating temperatures - from minus 24 ... minus 18 С to 12
С, which allows long-term storage of various food products.
The ARU working fluid is a water-ammonia solution with the addition of an inert gas (hydrogen, helium
or their mixture) that is environmentally safe, i.e. has zero values of the ozone-depleting potential and
potential of the "greenhouse" effect.
AWRUs have a number of unique qualities:
a) noiselessness, high reliability and long service life, absence of vibration, magnetic and electric fields
during operation; b) the possibility of using several different energy sources in one device, both electric and
non-electric; c) the ability to work with low-quality sources of electrical energy with a voltage in the
network of up to 160 V.
Their advantages are also the minimal cost in comparison with existing types of household refrigeration
equipment.
At the same time, AWRUs have increased power consumption in comparison with similar compression
models. In our opinion, this situation is due not only to the imperfection of their refrigerating cycle, but also
to the lack of appropriate scientific and engineering developments.
The relatively low AWRUs energy efficiency causes a narrow area of their use, mainly as minirefrigerators, and a small share in the domestic refrigeration market.
When searching for energy-saving AWRU regimes, special attention must be paid to the efficiency of
ammonia transport to the evaporator, especially under operating conditions at low outside air temperatures.
At present, there is a paradoxical situation – at low temperatures in the room, AWRU energy consumption
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increases. This position is determined by the modes of cleaning and transportation of ammonia in the
elevating part of the reflux condenser. In the well-known AWRUs designs, which are designed for operation
in the positional control mode, the lifting section of the reflux condenser performs the function of final
purification of the ammonia vapor from the water vapor. The geometric dimensions of the reflux section are
determined not by calculation, but from the experience of practical development and the layout of the
working elements in the concrete AWRU. For example, in all modern AWRU designs, the inner diameter of
the lifting section does not exceed 18 mm. This limitation is associated with the problems of completely
removing of the vapor-gas mixture from the reflux condenser and condenser into the absorber and
evaporator during the starting period. With a larger pipe diameter, the front of the gas-vapor mixture is
degraded, some of the inert gas remains in the reflux and condensation zones and significantly reduces the
intensity of these processes.
The length of the reflux section is determined by the location of the condenser and the AWRU rectifier.
In single-chamber absorption refrigerators this is approximately 0.8 m, in double chamber - about 1.25 m.
The lower part of the lift section of the reflux condenser in the generator zone is closed by a common
heat-insulating jacket. The thickness of the heat-insulating jacket on the lift section of the reflux condenser
is not calculated, but is actually determined by the arrangement of the elements of the generator assembly
having a complex spatial configuration. The upper part of the lift section of the reflux condenser remains
free (not closed with thermal insulation).
Thus, ammonia vapor purification after the rectifier occurs both in the zone of installation of the thermal
insulation (partially) and in the open sections of the lifting reflux condenser. In the ideal mode, at the end of
the lifting section of reflux condenser, the ammonia purification process ends, the reflux flows into the
rectifier, and the pure ammonia vapor enters the condenser.
At the same time, with the existing approach to the design of the reflux section, ideal modes of its
operation are practically unrealizable. This is due to a non-optimal choice of the dimensions of the open and
heat-insulated zone and thickness of the heat-insulating jacket in the lower part of the reflux condenser.
As a result of this approach, either the crude ammonia vapor enters the condenser, or the condensation
of ammonia begins already at the top of the lift section of the reflux condenser. Both these factors adversely
affect the refrigerating capacity of the evaporator and AWRU energy efficiency.
The first factor is easily eliminated by increasing the surface of the heat exchanger, for example, by
installing ribs or by increasing the length of the tube due to the zigzag bending of the pipe in the vertical
plane.
The second factor can be eliminated by increasing the thickness of the thermal insulation coating of the
lower part of the reflux condenser, but it will have an adverse effect on AWRU operation in a wide range of
ambient temperatures - to cause condensation of ammonia vapors.

1. MODELING THE HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER MODES IN AWRU REFLUXER
AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED
In general, based on general physical concepts, two modes of the reflux condenser operation can be
distinguished:
a) the mode of cleaning the vapor mixture, when the wall temperature exceeds the condensation
temperature of ammonia;
b) partial condensation of pure ammonia vapors.
With the ideal operating mode of the reflux condenser, the "a" mode is realized.
The initial data for modeling are:
a) the dimensions of the lifting section of the reflux condenser;
b) the coefficients of thermal conductivity of the wall material of the reflux condenser pipe ( S ) and
the warm insulation material;
 ;
c) the mass flow rate of ammonia vapor at the outlet of the lifting section of the reflux condenser Gex
d) the parameters of the vapor mixture flow at the inlet of the lifting section of the reflux condenser
(temperature, mass concentration).
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At the inlet of the lifting section of the reflux condenser comes a vapor water-ammonia mixture with the
 , Gent
 .
parameters ent ,  ent
At a partial reflux at the initial (lower) section due to the difference in wall and flow temperatures,
ammonia concentration in it increases. The equilibrium temperature of the vapor mixture flow (  )
decreases, and at the next higher section of the reflux condenser, the wall temperature will be lower than at
the initial stage.
By changing the wall temperature along the height of the reflux condenser, there will be axial heat
transfers along the pipe section ( Qax ).
Chilled reflux countercurrent flows of the vapor mixture along the inner wall of the reflux condenser.
The heat of reflux ( QD ) after reflux heating ( QF ) is discharged to the environment ( Qenv ) both in the
installation area of the thermal insulation jacket and from the free surface of the pipe.
Calculation shows that in order to ensure a complete purification of the ammonia vapor stream under the
severe conditions of ARU operation, the thickness of the thermal insulation of the refluxing section in the
form of a fiberglass cloth should be 3...4 mm thick.
We realized model concepts of thermal and hydraulic modes of an AWRU refluxer in the Simulink
simulation environment of the MATLAB program.
According to the above algorithm, we performed calculation of temperature fields for a refluxer with a
diameter of 161.4 mm. Pipe material is structural steel (din=45 W/(mK)). Thermal insulation material of a
casing is a fiberglass cloth (λti=0.056 W/(mK)).
A WAM flow with a temperature varying in dependence on the ambient air temperature goes to the inlet
of AWRU refluxer.
Taking into account the same results, we set mass flow rates at the inlet of a refluxer at thermal loads:
70; 100 and 150 W. Further, we modelled thermal modes of a refluxer of a size of 0.20 m with 20
elementary sections the size of 0.01 m.
We considered two options of refluxer operation: without heat insulation of a lifting section and
operation under ideal adiabatic conditions.
In the first case, the modeling went at temperatures: 10; 17; 25 and 32 °C, and in the second case, at 10
and 25 °C. The lower limit of the modeling range (10°C) corresponds to the international class of
performance of a household appliance SN⁎, and the upper limit ‒ to the moderate climate [1].
Analysis of modeling results made it possible to reveal a significant calculation difference of
temperatures between a WAM flow and a wall of a AWRU refluxer.
Table 1 shows the data obtained.
Table 1
Calculation difference of temperatures difference between a WAM flow and a wall of an AWRU refluxer
Lifting area refluxer without thermal insulation
Thermal loading
Ambient air temperature, °С
of AWRU solar
10
17
25
generator, W
70
19
18
15
100
29
28
28
150
36
34
32
Lifting area refluxer with thermal insulation coating
Thermal loading
Ambient air temperature, °С
of AWRU solar
10
–
25
generator, W
70
13
–
16
100
23
–
23
150
28
–
28
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An analysis of the results obtained showed that the minimum temperature difference between a WAM
flow and a wall of an AWRU refluxer takes place under adiabatic operation conditions of a refluxer when
there is no environmental effect.
The obtained results confirmed the well-known fact [2, 3] about inoperability of AWRU of a standard
structure under conditions of low ambient temperature (10 °C) and minimum thermal loads on a
thermosyphon generator (70 W).
When a thermal load increases, a launch of AWRU starts (at 100 and 150 W). At 100 W of thermal
load, the temperature at the outlet of a refluxer is 64 °C. At a pressure in the system of 2.0 MPa, mass
concentration of a vapor WAM is 0.997, i.e., almost pure ammonia is moving. At a thermal load of 150 W,
the temperature at the outlet of a refluxer is 73 °C, and mass concentration is 0.994.
Starting with the ambient air temperature, which corresponds to 17 °C, even at a minimum load, almost
pure ammonia vapor flows into a condenser. At the same time, there is a WAM flow with the mass
concentration of 0.990 at half a length of a refluxer (in the upper part).
At 25 °C and a thermal load of 150 W, a vapor front advances to the end of a refluxer and a regular
WAM cleaning mode is realized.
The same effect takes place with a thermal load of 70 W, but at an ambient air temperature of 32 °C
already.
Under adiabatic conditions, passing of a WAM BAC flow at outdoor air temperature of 10 °C takes
place even with a minimum thermal load of 70 W. We can determine this mode by the wall temperature of a
refluxer, which in some tests [2, 3, 4] is about 65 °C. The temperature corresponds to the minimum
temperature in a refrigerating chamber and temperature at the end of boiling of WAM not exceeding 170 °C.
The limitation on boiling temperature relates to an exponential increase in intensity of corrosion processes
in a heat input zone of a solar generator [5].
With a thermal load of 100 W in the final section of a refluxer, temperature reaches 88 °C, which
corresponds to a mass concentration of ammonia in WAM flow ‒ 0.985, and at a thermal load of 150 W,
flow temperature is 93 °C and a mass concentration is 0.970.
At an air temperature of 25 °C and a thermal load of 70 W, temperature of a WAM flow at the outlet of
a refluxer is 81 °C, and the mass concentration of ammonia in WAM flow is 0.996, at a thermal load of 100
W and 150 W – temperatures are, respectively, 88 °C and 93 °C, and mass concentrations are 0.985 and
0.977.
We verified the above modeling results in the framework of experimental studies. We got convergence
sufficient for engineering calculations, which does not exceed 5 °C.
We proposed an original refluxer casing with variable thermal resistance for energy-saving operation of
AWRU in a wide range of outside air temperatures (10‒32 °C) (Fig. 1, 2).
The casing is installed in the upper part of an AWRU refluxer and is capable of changing of heat
exchange conditions on the outer surface of a refluxer.
A base of the principle of operation of the new heat-insulating casing is an effect of changing the
volume of bellows 24 at internal pressure changes.
The internal pressure in bellows 24 depends on saturation temperature of liquid partially filling bellows
24, which in turn is determined by the temperature of the outside air.
The additional casing on refluxer 3 has the form of a coaxial cylinder with an air cavity in the
intertubular space.
There are two modes of operation of refluxer casing 3:
a) "adiabatic" mode with a fully enclosed intertubular space;
b) "open" mode with the access of external air to the internal cavity.
Here the term "adiabatic" implies not a complete absence of heat exchange of a wall of the refluxer 3
with the surrounding medium, but only the possible minimum.
The intertubular gap should be made taking into account recommendations [6] ‒ if an air gap is equal to
or less than 5 mm, convection is completely absent and the process of heat transfer goes in the thermal
conductivity mode.
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The thermal resistance of the air gap of 5 mm thick at a temperature of 70 °C is 0.17 (K·m 2)/W. The
thermal resistance of the open section of the refluxer 3, taking into account convective and radiant
components of the total heat transfer coefficient, will lie in the range of 0.067‒0.110 (K·m 2)/W. The total
thermal resistance to the process of heat transfer through the additional casing of the refluxer 3 will be not
less than 0.40 (K·m2)/W, that is, almost 4 times more than in the case of an open section.
Estimating calculations showed that a heat flow in the section of the refluxer of 0.20 m length with a
temperature difference between a WAM flow and the outside air of 60 °C will be 0.15 W, that is, one can
speak about almost adiabatic mode in the area of installation of the additional casing at a typical thermal
load of an AWRU refluxer of 12–15 W.
The presence of common axis 17 ensures movement of casing flaps 15 and 16. Fig. 2a shows the casing
in the "adiabatic" mode of operation, and in Fig. 2b ‒ in the "open" mode.
The "adiabatic" mode of operation of the bellows is realized with the minimum temperature of the
outside air.
When the temperature of the outside air increases, so does saturation temperature of low-boiling liquid
partially filling bellows 24 and, correspondingly, saturation pressure. The growth of the internal pressure
causes movement of the end walls of bellows 24, which lead to movement of flaps 15 and 16 of the
additional casing through axes 22 and 23.
When designing bellows 24, with respect to rigidity, dimensions and type of low-boiling liquid, it is
necessary to provide for both the "adiabatic" mode of a fully enclosed casing and the maximum opening
mode for operation under conditions of high ambient air temperatures.
At intermediate values of outside air, bellows 24 must provide a partial air passage to the inner volume
of a casing.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the lifting section of the refluxer with an
additional casing: 3 – lifting part of the refluxer; 11 –
stationary heat-insulating casing of a generator unit; 13 and
14 – washers for fastening the additional casing; 15 and 16
– flaps of the additional casing; 17 – axis of fastening of an
additional casing; 18 – slot for the axis; 19 – hole for the
axis; 20 and 21 – semi-oval plates; 22 and 23 – fastening
axes; 24 – bellows

а
b
Fig. 2. Cross-sections of the lift section of the refluxer with an additional casing: a) closed position of the
additional casing with minimum outside air temperatures (adiabatic approximation); b) open position of the
additional casing at elevated outdoor temperatures; 3 – lifting part of the refluxer; 15 and 16 – flaps of additional
casing; 17 – axis of fastening of an additional casing; 20 and 21 – semi-oval plates; 22 and 23 – fastening axes;
24 – bellows
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Thus, the proposed design of the AWRU reflux condenser with a heat-insulated casing of a variable
design will allow, in an automatic mode (without user participation), to ensure the most efficient modes of
ammonia transportation to an evaporator and the corresponding growth of both the cooling capacity and
systems for obtaining of water from the ambient air throughout the daylight hours.

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF MODELING THE HEAT AND MASS EXCHANGE
PROCESSES IN AWRU REFLUXER
We found a significant calculation difference of temperatures (from 10 to 36 °C) between a WAM flow
and a reflux wall in all operation modes. We should consider this result when adjusting a thermal load in an
AWRU solar generator by a temperature sensor installed on a wall of a refluxer.
Studies showed that in order to reduce losses during transportation of ammonia vapor to an AWRU
evaporator, thermal insulation in a lifting part of a refluxer is suitable at low ambient air temperatures
(10–17 °C) only.
The analysis showed also that installation of thermal insulation throughout the whole lifting section of
an AWRU refluxer contributes not only to reduction in losses during transportation of ammonia, but also to
a decrease in time of the output of a refrigeration unit to the operation mode.
The conducted experimental researches showed convergence of modeling results and real characteristics
acceptable for engineering design, for example, temperature fields of a wall of a refluxer – no more than
5 °С.
Taking into account the results of the modeling, we proposed the original design of an AWRU refluxer,
which is able to change heat exchange conditions when the ambient air temperature changes automatically
without user intervention.
The obtained results make possible to increase energy efficiency of AWRU significantly (up to 36 %)
and, accordingly, proportionally to increase productivity of a solar system for obtaining of water from
atmospheric air under temperature conditions that are changing during daylight hours.
The found regularities can find application in the design of domestic and commercial absorption
refrigerators, which operate according to SN class in the range of air temperatures in the room of 10–32 °C
[7]. A preliminary estimation of the method of changing of heat exchange conditions in the zone of a
refluxer of household Ukrainian device Ash-160, type "Kiev", showed an increase in energy efficiency from
18 to 36 %.
We should note that the conducted studies do not take into account the orientation of elements of
AWRU in space, and the key point is maximum sun orientation at creation of high-performance solar water
producing systems [8]. With a daily movement of the sun over the sky, one should also carry out movement
of an AWRU refluxer in space. In this case, appropriate modeling is necessary for not only heat and mass
exchange, but also for modes of reflux flow along inclined surfaces.

3. CONCLUSIONS
1. We developed a technique for modeling of heat and mass exchange modes of AWRU refluxes in the
composition of solar water producing systems from atmospheric air. A distinctive feature of the presented
technique is accounting for resistance to mass transfer in the process of diffusion of water vapor from the
center of a flow to a wall of a refluxer. We confirmed the reliability of the modeling methodology in the
course of experimental studies of a typical household absorption refrigeration unit. The method made
possible analytical determination of numerical values of a temperature difference between a vapor WAM
flow and a refluxer wall. We can use modeling results to design systems for automatic control of energysaving modes of AWRU at operation in a wide range of outdoor temperatures.
2. We developed an approach to creation of systems of energy-saving management of AWRU in a wide
range of outdoor air temperatures (10‒32 °C) at operation in solar systems for obtaining of water from
atmospheric air. The base of the approach is changing of heat exchange conditions at the outlet of a refluxer
in the automatic control mode using a bellows filled with a low-boiling liquid.
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The general condition of the energy industry
Over the past 100 years, energy has become the most important industry. No other sphere of human
activity can do without the consumption of a large amount of energy. For the production of all types of
energy, mankind uses a huge amount of fossil fuels. This fuel needs to be extracted from the depths of the
Earth, processed and delivered to numerous power stations that produce electrical and thermal energy of the
specified parameters. This work is occupied by millions of people around the world. Still 50 years ago,
everyone believed that all problems would be quickly resolved through nuclear energy, but this did not
happen. Nuclear power, of course, occupies a significant share in the overall balance of energy production,
especially in some countries, but this share has not become dominant throughout the world. The
environmental problems that have arisen as a result of the use of a large number of fossil fuels, energy wars
and major accidents at power plants, especially nuclear ones, have forced humanity to rethink its attitude
towards the development of traditional energy.
In the past 30 years, very rapid development around the world has received alternative energy. In a
short period of time, in some countries, the share of alternative energy has already reached 10-15%. At the
same time, if in previous years traditional power engineering developed mainly on a centralized basis
through the construction of large power plants with a capacity of several hundred megawatts, alternative
energy develops to a greater extent on the principle of decentralization, by building small power plants with
a capacity from several kilowatts to several tens of megawatts. With the advent of alternative energy, people
have the opportunity to provide themselves with energy received at their own small power plants. This is a
huge advantage.
Traditional energy and alternative energy have their advantages and disadvantages. The most important
advantage of traditional energy is its reliability and stability. At this stage of energy development, we cannot
completely abandon the traditional energy and use fossil fuels.
A huge advantage of alternative energy is the complete absence of negative impact on the environment
and its availability almost everywhere.
Over the past 30-40 years, energy consumption around the world has more than doubled. If this
development trend continues, then in 20-30 years, humanity will need twice as many power stations to meet
its energy needs. This is a very large amount of work. However, there is another way of developing energy.
This is an increase in the efficiency of using primary energy sources, both traditional (fossil fuels) and
alternative ones.
At this stage of development, it is very important to rethink the existing approaches to the development
of the energy sector and identify the main long-term development paths. It is important not to allow
erroneous directions, as it was in the past. So, for example, from the middle of the last century the rapid
development of nuclear energy began. At that time, it was believed that nuclear energy would completely
replace all other sources of energy by the end of the century. Over 50 years, about 450 power units were
built. However, at the moment, more than 120 power units are stopped for one reason or another. Only in
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France does the share of nuclear energy in electricity production take a dominant role, all other developed
countries have recently refused to develop this industry. Thus, the rapid development of nuclear power in
the second half of the last century was either a mistake, or simply premature.

Traditional energy
Centralized traditional energy has two major drawbacks (in addition to environmental problems),
which currently remain unresolved:
1. Large losses when transporting energy to the consumer. The loss of electrical energy over long distances
(taking into account the transformation at substations) is at least 10-15%. The loss of heat energy during
transportation to the consumer at best is at least 20-30%, and in some countries, these losses are more than
50%. To this we should add that the majority of traditional power plants have an efficiency of 30-60%. It
follows from this that the total efficiency of using the initial fossil fuel taking into account all losses does
not exceed 20-40%. If these losses are excluded, the efficiency of the energy sector will increase
dramatically.
2. Significant changes in the amount of electricity

Fig. 1. A typical graph of load in the electrical network

consumption during the day and during the year. The graph below shows clearly that within a day the
consumption of electrical energy is significantly changing. At night, electricity consumption is less than
10% of the daily maximum load. Depending on the season, the load on the electrical network is also
significantly different. In the summer, the peak daytime load is much longer than in the winter.
Rapid development of alternative energy leads to another failure of the electrical load in the network.

Fig. 2. Changing the load in the electrical network, taking into
account the work of solar power plants (Source: CAISO)

At noon, private solar power stations have a maximum output of electrical energy. This leads to a sharp
decrease in the consumption of electrical energy from the network. After 16:00, when the sun begins to set,
the consumption of electricity from the network increases dramatically. This creates additional problems for
traditional energy [1].
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Any fluctuations in the load of the electrical network lead to additional losses in thermal engines and an
increase in the total fuel consumption.
However, at the same time, load fluctuations in the network contain a huge reserve of capacity of
existing power plants. If, at the time of the load failure in the network, the thermal engines continue to
generate electricity and store it in special batteries, then at the peak of the load, the power plant can deliver
up to 30-60% more electricity than the rated power of the installed engines.

Hybrid power plants
As already noted, traditional thermal power plants have one big advantage. This is the reliability and
stability of electricity generation. Most alternative sources of energy are unstable and depend on weather
conditions. If we combine traditional and alternative energy sources in one complex, then the energy supply
will be stable and more efficient. In this case, it will be possible to combine the advantages of the two
systems.
The first example of such a power plant is a hybrid installation with solar photovoltaic panels and gas
piston generators.

Fig. 3. Hybrid solar power plant with standby diesel generators

In this case, in the presence of solar energy, photovoltaic panels operate, and gas piston generators are
launched at night.
The second example of a hybrid power plant is an installation with wind generators, solar photovoltaic
panels and gas piston generators.

Fig. 4. Hybrid power plant with wind generator, solar panels and backup diesel generators

Also very interesting and effective project. In this case, both wind energy and solar energy are used,
and in the event of a shortage of electrical energy, traditional generators are launched. To increase
efficiency, the project also provides for accumulating batteries for accumulating alternative energy.
Such projects are certainly a big step forward, but there is nothing new in this. Similar projects simply
copy existing energy systems at the moment. Simply, all kinds of generators are assembled on one site and
run in parallel. In such projects, traditional generators are mostly idle and only switched on if there is a lack
of generation from alternative sources. Solar photovoltaic panels and wind generators in similar projects
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also have excess capacity to provide sufficient power supply with minimal parameters of a source of
alternative energy.
In order to ensure maximum use of installed power equipment, similar projects should be equipped with
highly efficient energy storage devices. It is very important. Only in this case we will be able to make
maximum use of alternative energy sources and minimize the consumption of fossil fuels.

Energy storage devices
At the moment, a very large number of different types of energy storage devices have been developed,
both electrical and thermal.

Fig. 5. The field of application of various energy storage technologies.
Image Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration

In the ideal case, it would be possible to accumulate excess heat energy in the summer, and use it in
winter for heating. But this is only an ideal case. It is quite difficult to create such thermal energy storage
devices. From the graph shown, it is clear that at this point in time, a large amount of energy can be stored
and stored for a long time only by two technologies: compressed air and pumped storage power plants. The
latest technology is widely used today throughout the world. The use of compressed or liquefied air is much
more promising.
The technology of compressed or liquefied air has the following advantages:
 Allows you to store a large amount of energy indefinitely;
 The technology of compression and liquefaction of air is sufficiently worked out;
 Sufficiently simple equipment for storage of compressed air;
 High efficiency of using compressed air for energy storage;
 The compressed and liquefied gas can be transported over long distances without significant losses
or transported through pipelines;
 Compressed and liquefied air with simple devices can easily be converted into electricity, heat and
cold.
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Fig. 6. Gas turbine power station with underground storage of compressed air

In the world practice, attempts have already been made repeatedly to create powerful energy
accumulators based on compressed air. The simplest example of using this technology is a gas turbine plant
with storage of excess air in underground storage. The compressor of the gas-turbine unit consumes 30-40%
of the useful capacity of the turbine for its operation. Therefore, if the compressor is switched off for a while
and only compressed air stored in the storage is used in the turbine, the turbine's power will increase by 3040%. This effect can be used for peak loads in the electrical network. For the sake of this goal, similar
projects have been developed. However, they have not been widely used until recently due to the low energy
recovery factor. The problem is that the air is very hot during the compression process. Approximately 6075% of the energy spent on air compression is converted into heat energy. In the process of storing
compressed air in the underground storage, it cools and part of the energy is irretrievably lost. In addition,
when using pre-compressed air as it is used, the pressure gradually decreases, which also causes energy
losses.
However, these shortcomings can be eliminated.
First, it is possible to apply isothermal compression of air. Similar technologies are already being used
by some researchers. Thereby, there will simply not be any losses when storing compressed air.
Secondly, when using traditional thermal generators of electrical energy, as a rule, we have an excess of
thermal energy. So, for example, when diesel or gas piston gas generators operate, the exhaust gas
temperature is at least 450 ° C, which is simply released into the environment. This heat energy can be used
to heat the air and thereby compensate for the loss of temperature of the compressed air.
Thirdly, if we have a constant consumer of thermal energy, the heat of the compressed air can be used
to heat the coolant, which is then fed to the consumer. When the energy storage device is discharged, the air
temperature can be restored by using fuel or an alternative energy source.
Particularly of great interest are systems of underwater storage of compressed air. In this case
practically all drawbacks of this technology of energy storage are eliminated. The pressure of compressed
air in underwater storage will always be stable and equal to the pressure of the water column. The pipeline
to the underwater storage will also serve as a storage for compressed air. The cost of such a construction
does not require large financial costs.
Some results of the research
The high efficiency of hybrid plants can be demonstrated by the example of a small autonomous power
plant with a capacity of 10 kW, which was designed for conducting experimental studies.
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Fig. 7. Hybrid solar power plant with compressed air storage.

The composition of this pilot plant includes the following elements:
Solar photovoltaic power plant with a capacity of 10 kW;
Two-stage compressor;
The compressed air accumulator in volume of 30 m3;
Turbine generator with a power of 5 kW;
Reserve petrol generator capacity of 5 kW.
With intensive solar radiation, this unit provides power to consumers, and excess electrical energy is
used to drive the compressor, which pumps compressed air into the storage. We make maximum use of all
the electrical energy received from solar panels. The front panels of the compressed air accumulator are also
subjected to solar radiation, which leads to additional heating of the air. At night, compressed air is supplied
to the turbogenerator, which provides the generation of electrical energy. In parallel with this, a gasoline
generator can be started. At the same time, the exhaust gases of the gasoline generator are used to further
heat the air to a temperature of 350 ° C, which increases the generation of electricity by the turbogenerator.
The efficiency of fuel use is significantly increased.
The graph shows the energy costs for air compression (red color) for adiabatic, polytropic, and
isothermal processes. And also the energy production (blue curve) with polytropic expansion of air with an
initial temperature of 350 оС. It can be seen from the graph that, under certain conditions, compressed air
storage can provide more electricity than is spent on its compression.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Fig. 8. The graph of energy consumption for air compression
and useful power when it expands in an expander

If the air is isothermally compressed, we can get 1.5-2 times more energy than was spent to compress this
air. However, this requires an additional source of thermal energy, traditional or alternative.
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Fig. 9. Graph of energy storage efficiency using compressed air technology

The most efficient thermal energy storage can be built on the principles of phase transition. The
simplest of these is the thermal system with the transition of water from the liquid state to the ice. In this
case, the temperature can be increased by means of heat pumps.
Increase the efficiency of hybrid plants based on heat pumps
Since the middle of the last century, heat pumps have been very widely used in almost all areas of
human life. Reciprocating refrigeration units are used in everyday life, in the food industry for freezing and
storing food, in trade networks, in medicine, air conditioning systems to create comfortable living conditions
and so on. Such a wide application of piston pumps allowed to bring this technology to a sufficiently high
degree of perfection. Millions of companies around the world are releasing heat pumps for various purposes
today.
However, heat pumps have a sufficiently large potential for obtaining and accumulating energy in large
quantities, which will significantly improve the efficiency of the energy sector.
In this regard, first of all follows the work of the American company Axiom Exergy. In every major city
millions of refrigerating units are operated: household refrigerators, freezers, refrigeration chests,
commercial refrigeration equipment. In sum, all this equipment consumes a huge amount of electrical energy
and, at the same time, mainly in the daytime. If all this huge amount of refrigeration equipment is equipped
with thermal accumulators, even small ones, then with their help it is possible to substantially reduce the
peaks of electric energy load in the network. Simply at the time of peak load, all the cooling units will be
shut down, and the accumulation of cold will occur at the time of the failure of the load in the electrical
network.
Similar work is carried out by the American companies Ice Energy, Calmac for air conditioning
systems. The refrigerating units they develop accumulate cold in the form of ice at night, when a reduced
nighttime electricity tariff operates, and in the daytime the heat of melting ice is used to cool the air. Thus,
there is an equalization of the electrical load in the network and significantly reduces the cost of air
conditioning.
Modern heat pumps have a heat conversion coefficient (COP) of the order of 4 to 5. However, this is
far from the limit. In 2013, the American company SEDNA AIRE USA INC patented the design of a heat
pump with a solar panel. In this case, the thermal solar panel was included in the main cycle of the heat
pump [2]. The vapor of the heat carrier after the compressor enters the solar panel for additional heating. As
the temperature of the coolant vapor increases, the pressure automatically increases. The solar panel works
as an additional heat compressor. Thus, the required power of the piston compressor is reduced. The
experiments were carried out on a standard domestic air conditioner with a cooling capacity of 5.3 kW. The
coefficient of conversion of the heat of this air conditioner without the use of a thermal solar panel was just
below 4. After the inclusion of a thermal solar panel in the cycle, this figure was more than 10. Thus, the
efficiency of the heat pump increased by more than 2.5 times. This is a very good result.
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Graph 10. Results of testing a standard air conditioner and air
conditioner with a solar coolant vapor superheated

However, the design of the solar thermal panel, proposed by the American company SEDNA AIRE
USA INC, is not the most successful and effective.
The design provides for a sufficiently long pipeline, which has a relatively large hydraulic resistance.
Thus, in the process of heating the coolant vapor, there is of course an increase in pressure, but a rather large
part of it is spent on overcoming the hydraulic resistance of the pipeline itself.
In connection with this, we carried out research to optimize the construction of the superheater of the
heat carrier vapor.

Fig. 11. Thermodynamic cycles of a standard air conditioner and air conditioner with a solar superheater

It is also very promising to create hybrid power plants based on heat pumps.
In recent years, some companies have begun to produce heat pumps that have a compressor drive from
a gas piston or gas turbine engine. The effect is quite significant. The total heat output of such a heat pump
exceeds the calorific value of the spent fuel.
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Fig. 12. Hybrid heat pump with self-contained gas piston drive

CONCLUSIONS and directions for further research
The efficiency of both conventional power plants and alternative generators can be improved by
designing hybrid systems that must include traditional energy generators, alternative generators and
energy storage systems. It is the use of efficient storage systems for electrical and thermal energy
that will significantly reduce the use of fossil fuels and significantly expand the scope of alternative
energy sources, including transport.
The use of heat pumps in combination with solar heaters will make it possible to widely use the
low-potential thermal energy of the environment.
The aim of this research is the development of hybrid power plants and efficient energy storage
systems. And also a wide application of heat pumps in order to use low-potential heat of the
environment.
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Abstract
The scope of this study is an experimental evaluation of the evaporation heat transfer in a loop thermosyphon without porous coating, and determinate its thermal resistance and temperatures of the thermosyphon components. Compared with conventional loop heat pipes, the suggested vapordynamic loop thermosyphon can provide decreased evaporator wall temperature, it has small hysteresis during the increasing/decreasing of heat load, easily manufacturing and
low cost.
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INTRODUCTION
Thermosyphons are the subject of great interest. Thermosyphons can be used as heat exchangers for the
electronic cooling, as recuperators of alternative energy sources and for upgrading their potential with the
help of heat pumps. Cooling systems requirements of modern electronic devices, in which a significant
amount of heat is released, are constantly growing due to the increase in the degree of integration and increase in the frequency of active elements switching. To meet these requirements, it is necessary to reduce
the thermal resistance between the electronic components and the environment to maintain the temperature
on the device not more than 80°C with a significant heat dissipation capacity.
Heat-loaded elements of electronic devices, which must be cooled, are often located on the different
parts of the electronic circuit. Currently, in the well known loop heat pipes (LHP) there is an unsolved problem that limits its evaporator length due to the decrease of its wick permeability.
The suggested vapordynamic loop thermosyphon (VLT) doesn’t have such a limitation on the evaporator
length compared to LHP. Also, such thermosyphon can remove heat over the long distances compared to
conventional heat pipes [1]. VLT is the convenient device, its evaporator can remove heat of several discrete
heat sources. Thus, one evaporator of VLT is able to replace several LHP evaporators working in parallel.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF THE VAPORDYNAMIC LOOP THERMOSYPHON
On Fig. 1 the photo of the experimental setup is shown. VLT was designed in the Laboratory of porous
media in Luikov Heat and Mass Transfer Institute for research of processes of heat and mass transfer with
phase change of the working fluid in mini channels (evaporator and condenser).
VLT was installed on the table and fixed to the tripod with possibility of height difference changing between the evaporator and the condenser (deflection angle). Distilled water was used as a working fluid. Electric heater was used for evaporator heating, its power consumption was regulated by a laboratory autotransformer and controlled by a wattmeter. Evaporator was covered with thermal insulation. Thermostat was
used to control temperature of the condenser (cooling fluid – water).
Working fluid flow rate of the thermostat was high in order to achieve the best cooling conditions and to
ensure a uniform temperature of the condenser. Refueling was carried out using filling channel. Also noncondensed gas was pumped out through this filling channel before the beginning of each experiment. Tem-
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perature at various points of the VLT was measured and recorded using thermocouples and the automated
complex Agilent Technology 34970A.

Fig.1. Vapordynamic loop thermosyphon (VLT): 1 – evaporator; 2 – vapor pipe; 3 – condenser; 4 – input of the cooling fluid flowing from thermostat; 5 – output of the cooling fluid from
thermostat; 6 – liquid pipe; 7 – filling channel. Red spots – thermocouples position disposed on
the experimental setup surface

The scheme of the VLT is presented on Fig. 2. Inside the envelope of the evaporator there is a liquid
pipe disposed to transfer the working fluid from the condenser. In the evaporator there are several processes
of heat and mass transfer not typical for conventional loop thermosyphons. For example, there are 3 following zones for the heat transfer along the evaporator: 1) heating the working liquid up to the saturation line, 2)
nuclear boiling of the liquid in the annular channel, 3) film evaporation and partial dehumidification of the
evaporator envelope.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the vapordynamic loop thermosyphon: 1 – evaporator; 2 – condenser
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Significant vapor pressure losses (∆P) due to the local hydraulic resistances of the vapor and liquid
pipes, as well as incomplete recovery of pressure in the condenser must be compensated by the hydrostatic
liquid column (PGH) in the liquid pipe, Fig. 2. Equalization of pressures along the thermosyphon is a necessary condition for VLT successful operation, but not sufficient condition to provide low thermal resistance.
According to Fig. 2, under the high heat load applications, the hydrostatic liquid column rises up to condenser
and blocks the condensation surface. It’s resulting in an increase in the overall thermal resistance of
VLT [2, 3].

MEASURING EQUIPMENT AND BASIC TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF VLT
Cooling of the thermosyphon condenser was performed using the liquid from thermostat mLw U10 with
the accuracy of maintaining the temperature ±0.5°C. The electric heater was used to heat the VLT evaporator. The measurement accuracy of the heat flux supplied to the evaporator was ±1%. The material of the
thermosyphon walls is copper. The surface of VLT was covered with thermal insulation. Temperature field
along the surface of the VLT evaporator was measured by copper-constantan thermocouples with a wire
thickness of 0.2 mm. The temperature of the liquid at the entry and exit of the cooling jacket heat exchanger
disposed on the VLT condenser was recorded by chromel - alumele thermocouples. Data processing was carried out by Agilent 34970A. Additionally the mercury thermometer was used to calibrate the thermocouples.
The temperature measurement accuracy was ±0.4ºC. The working fluid used is distilled water; the heat flux
density on the evaporator surface was from 1.8 up to 21.5 kW/m2. The VLT parameters are shown on the
Table 1.
Тable 1
Main dimension parameters of VLT
Main units
Condenser
Vapor pipe
Liquid pipe
Evaporator

Outer diameter, mm
4
4
3
10

Envelope thickness, mm
0.5
0.5
0.35
0.8

Length, mm
460
300
220
200

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
Vapordynamic loop thermosyphon was installed in a laboratory stand with the fixation of the evaporator
in horizontal position. The thermosyphon was filled with distilled water and noncondensed gas was
pumped out through the filling pipe. The surface of the VLT evaporator was covered with thermal insulation to avoid additional heat losses. The power of the electric heater was switched s tep by step to ensure a stationary temperature distribution along VLT. The process was repeated at different temperatures of the cooling fluid in thermostat. A series of experiments with the change of the horizontal condenser position relatively to horizontal evaporator position in the space (by tilting thermosyphon in the
transverse axis) was carried out.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Profiles of the average temperature field along evaporator, vapor pipe, liquid pipe and the cooling jacket
depending on the heat load and temperature of cooling jacket of condenser are shown on Fig. 3. Due to the
large flow rate of cooling liquid, temperature difference between the inlet and outlet was less than reliable
measurement accuracy in the cooling jacket. In this regard, the temperature of the cooling jacket was assumed equal to the thermostat temperature.
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Fig. 3. Temperature field evolution on the surface of the evaporator, and inside vapor channel
as a function of time for heat loads 80 W, 100 W and 120 W. Temperature of the cooling liquid
inside the condenser heat exchanger – 40ºС (а), 50ºС (b), 70ºС (c) and 80 ºС (d). Working fluid is distilled water

Table. 2 is presented experimental results in a convenient form for analysis. Experimentally obtained
thermal resistances of thermosyphon as a function of heat load and condenser temperature are presented.
Тable 2
Thermal resistance of thermosyphon main units as a function of heat load and temperature of cooling liquid
in the heat exchanger
Tc, ºC
40

50

70

80

Heat load, W
80
100
120
80
100
120
80
100
120
80
100
120

R, ºС/W
0.37
0.36
0.39
0.35
0.36
0.35
0.26
0.28
0.29
0.23
0.24
0.23
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Re, ºС/W
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.03
0.02

Rc, ºС/W
0.31
0.30
0.34
0.29
0.32
0.31
0.20
0.25
0.26
0.17
0.21
0.21
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The main parameter that determines quality of the thermosyphon as a heat removal device (from the heat
source to the environment) is thermal resistance. It is important to experimentally determine total thermal
resistance of device R, resistance of the evaporator Re and condenser Rc with aim of analyzing operation of
the device.
Total thermal resistance R is defined as the sum of the thermal resistances of the evaporator and the condenser
R = Re + Rc
Thermal resistance of the evaporator and total thermal resistance of VLT decreases with growing of
cooling jacket temperature. When cooling temperature of the condenser approaches saturation point, working
fluid easier transforms into vapor after returning to the evaporator.
The profiles of VLT thermal resistances (total, evaporator, condenser) as a function of heat load are
shown on Fig. 4. The temperature of liquid in cooling jacket is 80°C.

Fig. 4.Thermal resistance of thermosyphon R, condenser R cond and evaporator R evap as a function of heat load changing. The temperature of the cooling liquid in heat exchanger – 80ºС

The temperatures of evaporator and temperature of condenser for two different heat loads (30 and 40 W)
are shown on Fig. 5. The transient process is observable when heat load changes from 30 to 40 W. Thermal
resistance of VLT increases sharply when heat load increases from 30 W (R = 0.2 K/W) to 40 W (R = 0.25 K/W)
and, afterwards, practically stop changing.

Fig. 5. Temperatures on evaporator in process of thermal resistance growth as a function of time. Heat
loads applied: 30 W and 40 W. 1 – temperature of the condenser; 2 – liquid temperature at the exit of liquid channel; 3 – average evaporator temperature; 4 – vapor temperature near the entrance of vapor pipe
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Fig. 6 shows evaporator temperatures depending on the condenser angle of inclination to horizon
(change of the heights difference between mutual arrangement levels of condenser and evaporator). With the
applied heat load of 50 W, thermosyphon correct operation remains from vertical position to angle of inclination λ = 25º. At smaller inclination angles violation of condensate flowing regime (to the evaporator) occurs.
Also this leads to partial draining of the evaporator and accumulation of fluid in the condenser [4].

Fig.6. Temperatures on evaporator as a function of condenser inclination angle (tilt) to evaporator. Thermocouples readings: 1 – vapor temperature near the entrance of vapor pipe; 2 – average evaporator temperature; 3 –
liquid temperature at the exit of liquid channel. Temperature of condenser – 40oC. Heat load applied: 50 W

CONCLUSIONS
New design of flexible vapordynamic loop thermosyphon with elongated horizontal evaporator and condenser was suggested and tested experimentally. This thermosyphon can be used for simultaneous cooling of
several different heat sources. The study of the working device showed its efficiency and possibility of using
this type of thermosyphons for cooling high heat density chips and other electronic components.
The thermal resistance of VLT does not exceed 0.4 K/W with nominal loads applied (below 150 W),
evaporator thermal resistance not exceed R = 0.1 K/W.
The heat transfer rate between the evaporator and the working fluid signally changes for different temperatures of the condenser coolant. As the temperature of the coolant increases, the heat transfer in the evaporator increases and its thermal resistance decreases. Also it decreases with increasing of applied heating
load (and increasing of fluid circulating speed respectively). The low thermal resistance of the extended
evaporator ensures the temperature uniformity for the electronic device components.
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Abstract
Fast and high-quality freezing of meat dumplings during the "white month" in Mongolian families is a very acute
problem. Prepare dumplings in very large quantities, an average of 1,000 pieces, regardless of the standard of living of
the Mongolian family. In home refrigerators, such a quantity of dumplings can not be frozen at one time, so another
solution is needed for this task. It is this necessity that led to this work. To accelerate the process of freezing dumplings
in the natural winter cold, a freezing plate operated on the principle of thermosyphon was used. The results of the
dumplings freezing experiment using a freezing plate in the natural cold are presented in the paper.

KEYWORDS
Freezing, heat pipe, freezing plate, natural cold

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the experimental study was to find a way to increase the efficiency of the meat
dumplings freezing process using natural cold with a freezing plate, which function on the principle of
thermosyphon. The main elements of the experimental equipment were freezing plates with a capacity of
0.52 and 0.42 W, operating on the principle of thermosyphonб charged with R134a refrigerant by method of.
The experiments were conducted at the Refrigeration Technology Laboratory of the Mongolian Technical
University of Science and Technology. The experiments were carried out using an analytical method of
investigation. The weight of the charged refrigerant was determined by the Pylilo’s method. Vacuuming was
carried out before refilling the freezing plates. The results of the experiments were processed using the
calculation technique of the Excell program.

1. EXPERIMENTS
The use of natural cold is a rational solution, since it does not require complicated and expensive
production and operation of equipment, it saves material and energy resources and does not negatively affect
the ecological situation. In Mongolia, for about 210 days a year, the air temperature is below 0 degrees, so
the problems of developing technologies for using natural winter cold for freezing and storing products are
very relevant. Experiments were conducted to freeze dumplings with the help of freezing plates in order to
determine the possibilities of shortening the duration of the process.
The design of the freezing plates is shown in Fig. 1, its general technical characteristics are presented in
Table. 1.
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a

b

Fig. 1. Experimental models of freezing plates: a) plate No. 1, b) plate No. 2.

Table 1
Technical characteristics of the freezing plates
Plate No. 1
R134a
440
1050
1.6
0.52
0.30

Engineering factors
Refrigerant
Width, mm
Length, mm
Mass, kg
Power, W
Quantity of charged refrigerant, kg

Plate No. 2
R134a
450
510
0.8
0.42
0.20

In Mongolia, for about 210 days a year, the air temperature is below 0 degrees, so the problems of
developing technologies for using natural winter cold for freezing and storing products are very relevant.
Experiments were conducted to freeze dumplings with the help of freezing plates in order to determine the
possibilities of shortening the duration of the process.

1.1. Experiment 1
At the first stage of the study, the influence of the ambient temperature on the cooling time of the
freezing plates was determined. The freezing plates 1 and 2 (Fig. 2) were installed in the open air, with an
interval of 5 minutes their temperature was measured. The results of measurements are shown in Fig. 3.

a

b

Fig. 2. Freezing plates 1 (a) and 2 (b) with temperature sensors
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the temperature of the freezing plates on the cooling time.
For 130 minutes, the air temperature changed from –15.9 to –16.8C. The temperature of the first freezing plate
reached –16.7C within 40 minutes, after which it dropped by 1–1.2C below the ambient temperature. The temperature
of the second freezing plate equaled the air temperature in 30 minutes, and after 80 minutes it became lower than the air
temperature. This is due to the evaporation of refrigerant in the internal space of the freezing plates.

1.2. Experiment 2
The second stage of the study consisted of comparative experiments on freezing dumplings on open air
on plates Nos. 1 and 2, functioning on the principle of a two-phase thermosyphon, and on a tin plate in the
form of a conventional pallet (Fig. 4). The frost was carried out for 80 minutes at an air temperature of –
25C.

a

b

c

Fig. 4. Meat dumplings on freezing plates: a) No. 1, b) No. 2, c) conventional tin plate.
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After every 5 minutes, the temperature of the surfaces of the plates and the frozen product were
recorded. In Fig. 5 shows the temperature change of the thermosyphon freezing plate No. 1 and the
conventional tin plate during the experiment.

Fig. 5. Graphs of the temperature change of the freezing plate No. 1 and the stiff plate-pallet.

The graphs show that the temperature of the freezing plate No. 1 has reached the outside air temperature
of –25.3°C within 40 minutes. The temperature of the tin plate was equal to the air temperature in 80
minutes, that is, the tin plate is cooled twice as slowly as the freezing plate No. 1.
The primary objective of the study was the determination of the freezing time of the product and
a comparison process performance using different equipment. Graphs of temperature change on meat
dumplings on the freezing plate No. 1 and the tin plate for frost using natural cold are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Change of temperature of meat dumplings in the process of
freezing
on the freezing plate No. 1 and on the tin plate-pallet

It can be seen from the graphs that at an ambient temperature of –26C dumplings on the freezing plate
1 are cooled to air temperature and frozen in 35 minutes. The temperature of the dumplings on the tin plate
becomes equal to the air temperature after 50 minutes, that is, 15 minutes later. After 50 minutes, the
temperature of the dumplings on the freezing plate continues to fall and is set 2.5C below the air
temperature. This is explained by phase transitions inside the plate No. 1, which operates on the principle of
thermosyphon.
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2. MATHEMATICAL PROCESSING OF RESULTS
The mathematical processing of the experimental data has been performed for the description processs
and the possibility of calculating the dependence of the temperature variation of the freezing plates Nos. 1
and 2, operating on the principle of thermosyphon,. Based on the dependence of the temperature of the
freezing plates 1 and 2 on the air temperature, two regression equations were obtained. From these two
equations, in calculating the variance of the mean square deviation, the equation was deduced:
y = 0.0696x2 –1.367x–11.207,

(1)

The determination coefficients are R12 = 0.8656 и R22 = 0.9496.
Using the equation, it is determined that the capacity of the freezing plate No. 1 is higher than that of the
plate No. 2.
The results of a mathematical analysis of the experimental data are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Dependence of the temperature of the freezing plates Nos. 1 and 2 on the ambient temperature.

3. CONCLUSION
It was experimentally established the following:
 the temperature of the freezing plates falls below the ambient temperature by 0.9–1.2C;
 the temperature of the freezing plate is 2 times faster than the temperature of the tin plate-pallet,
reaches the ambient temperature;
 the time of freezing meat dumplings by means of a freezing plate, which operates on the principle of
thermosyphon, is 2 times less than when frozen in natural cold without the use of such a plate.
In the preparation and conduct of research, own results and information of other actors, published in
scientific publications [1–6], was used.
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Abstract
This paper describes a novel design of a LHP Dual Evaporator Block which consists of two ALTOM evaporator
modules integrated with two parallel compensation chambers. This thermal architecture is advantageous in comparison
with typical one-wick evaporators with one compensation chamber due to (1) the possibility to distribute the evaporator
modules over a heat source which leads to an increase in the LHP performance (thermal conductance and maximum
heat transfer capacity) and (2) the insensitivity of the LHP operation to the Evaporator Block orientation, resulting in
better performance in body force fields. The experimental results demonstrate that such evaporators can transfer up to
900W and that the LHP operates reliably and steadily in any orientation.

KEYWORDS
Dual Evaporator, Modular Evaporator, Loop Heat Pipe, Heat Loop, Power Electronics Thermal Management,
Two-Phase Heat Transfer System, Altom

INTRODUCTION
The global trend towards a continuous increase of environmentally sound technologies in the production
of electricity, with reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, has resulted in the development of
environmentally friendly electric traction transportation as a main “green” and efficient alternative to
vehicles using gasoline or other hydrocarbon fuels. Along with famous players such as Tesla, which
announced expected car sales of at least 1 million per year by 2020, most of the world's auto giants joined the
race, with expected sales of 1-2 million electric vehicles per year by 2025: Volvo - 1 million by 2025,
Renault - Nissan from 1.5 million by 2020 [1]. According to the International Energy Agency's prognosis,
the European fleet of electric vehicles alone will have at least 200 million units by 2030 [2].
The rejection of internal combustion engines in favor of electric motors leads to radical changes in the
approach to vehicle design. In essence, except for the cooling system, the majority of the electric car systems
differ fundamentally from their predecessors, incorporating recent technological advances. Meanwhile, the
cooling system has retained its conservative single-phase design. Circulating pumps, expansion tanks,
radiators, hoses, valves, clamps etc. with some modifications have moved from classic vehicles to electric,
retaining the whole set of their shortcomings. As an important technological breakthrough in the
development of thermal management systems for electric vehicles, we foresee a transition to a two-phase
thermal architecture using capillary (for example, LHP) and/or mechanically driven heat loops with an
evaporation-condensation cycle for cooling the electric vehicle equipment. This will bring a number of
advantages inherent to two-phase loops in comparison with single-phase loops.
Capillary driven heat loops are fully passive, hermetically sealed devices (versus the one-phase loops
that need a mechanical pump) and, consequently:
(1) No external power source is necessary for fluid circulation
(2) No “accompanying electronics” are needed for control of the 2-phase loop
(3) No moving mechanical elements
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(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Better heat transfer performance
No maintenance during its lifetime
More than 3-times longer lifetime expectations
No noise
Less mass and volume characteristics
No plumbing!

For a comparative analysis and illustration of the advantages of a two-phase heat loop over a one-phase
cooling system, a special demonstration test setup has been designed and manufactured by Allatherm
(Fig.1.).

Fig. 1. Demonstration stand (Test setup) for comparative analysis of advanced two-phase
cooling loop with capillary pumps (on the right) and one-phase cooling loop with mechanical
pump (on the left).

The setup consists of two heat loops with the same dimensions. To ensure equal conditions, the same
cartridge heaters are used in both, and the same heat sinks (condenser for two-phase loop and heat exchanger
for one-phase loop) are placed into the glass jar where chilled water is circulating. Heat load is applied to
same sized cold plates. A standard cold plate is used in the case of the one-phase heat loop and a novel
design of the cold plate, with two embedded parallel evaporator modules (two Altoms) is used in the twophase loop. Tests are conforming better thermal performance of the two-phase loop in comparison with the
one-phase system.
The use of two-phase heat loops for electric motor cooling requires their deep integration at the motor
design level. However, the thermal management of motor control power electronics, such as inverters, used
to convert direct current electricity from a battery into alternating current to power a motor, is normally
performed by cold plates. A typical EV inverter consists of several insulated-gate bipolar transistors and
power diodes. Considering that the efficiency of modern converters is in the range of 90-97%, the generated
heat during a car operation can vary in the range of 0.5-5 kW [3].
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The novel ALTOM [4] modular technology, developed by Allatherm, can be applied directly for invertor
cooling. This technology provides the possibility to integrate several evaporator modules (called Altoms)
into one or several cold plates within the same heat loop, thus increasing its heat transfer capabilities and
improving overall thermal conductance, while remaining practically in the same dimensions as the cooled
device.
An experimental study of the parameters of the two-phase heat loop, where the heat source is placed on a
cold plate with two evaporator modules built-in by ALTOM technology and connected by two parallel
compensation chambers has been performed. The tests were conducted for different spatial positions of the
heat loop. The results of this study are presented below.

1. LHP DESIGN
1.1. LHP main parameters and layout
The studied two-phase heat loop by the principle of action is a Loop Heat Pipe (LHP) but has significant
differences in the design of the evaporator. In our case, instead of a single evaporator with a compensation
chamber, a dual evaporator block is used in the form of a cold plate with two evaporators integrated into it.
The dimensions of the evaporator block L x S x H are 200 mm x 100mm x 20 mm.

Fig. 2. LHP layout. Evaporator1, Evaporator2, Cold Plate, Compensation Chamber1 and
Compensation Chamber2 constitute the Evaporator Block

Table 1.
Dual Evaporator LHP with two Compensation Chambers LHP Main Parameters
LHP Element
Evaporator (1&2)
Compensation
Chamber (1&2)
Cold Plate
Heater Block
Wick
Vapor Line
Liquid Line
Condenser

ID,
mm
13.8

OD,
mm
15.4

Width,
mm
-

Height,
mm
-

Length,
mm
160

14
6.5
2.5
1.5
2

13.8
3
2
2.5

16
100
50

18
20
30

100
135
96
155
2000
2000
2000
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AISI 316
AISI 304
AL 6061
AL 6061
AISI 304
AISI 304
AISI 304
AISI 304
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The design of the evaporator block is discussed in more detail in paragraph 1.2. The vapor and liquid
lines are made of stainless steel tubes of 2000 mm length. The condenser is a coiled tubing with a length of
2000 mm and a revolution diameter of 60 mm, placed in a tank with running water circulating through the
chiller. The distance between the evaporator block and the condenser is 500 mm. Ammonia was used as the
working fluid. The layout of LHP is presented in Fig.2. and Fig.3., and the main parameters are given in
Table 1.

b)

c)
a)
Fig. 3. Photos and main dimensions of LHP (a), Evaporator with heater Block (b) and Condenser inside
the chilled water jar (c).

1.2. Evaporator Block with ALTOM⑭ modules
The evaporator block is manufactured using the modular ALTOM technology, which is presented in
detail in our recent publication [4]. The Block photo is shown in Fig. 3b.
The two Altom⑭ evaporators are located along the plate at 15 mm from the edges of the plate. The marking
⑭ means that the outer diameter of the evaporator wick is 14 mm. The working part of each of the
evaporators corresponds to the length of the plate and is equal to 135 mm. The evaporators inside the plate
are placed as close as possible to the heating zone, considering the location of the mounting holes for the
fixation of cooled devices.
The particularity of the evaporator block design is that the evaporators have through liquid channels in
the wicks and two common compensation chambers, one on each side of the evaporators. Compensation
chambers are located at about 15 mm from the cold plate to avoid thermal contact with it and are connected
to each other through the liquid channels of the evaporators by secondary wicks. The geometric dimensions
of the compensation chambers are chosen so that they do not exceed the dimensions of the cold plate.
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The liquid is fed through the bayonets inside both wicks at the same time and is further distributed by means
of the secondary wick. The vapor through vapor channels of the wicks is moved in a collector located on the
side of the plate.
The symmetrical arrangement of the compensation chambers ensures the stability of operation of the
heat loop in the presence of fields of acceleration of different directions that inevitably arise during motion.
This is important issue for the application of this type of cold plates on transport.

2. TEST SETUP
The experimental study of the LHP in various spatial orientations is a way to test its parameters under
the action of acceleration fields of different directions. In this case, gravity plays the role of the acceleration
field. For the convenience of rotation, we placed the heat loop on a moving flat platform. A heater block was
installed on the surface of the saddle-cold plate. It was a dummy of a power diode. The temperature was
monitored by 12 T-type thermocouples. The layout of the thermocouples is shown in Fig. 4., and their
designations and description of control points are given in Table 2. LHP was not thermally insulated during
the tests but heat losses to ambient due to natural convection was taken into account (3-7 % of total applied
power).

Table 2
Designation and description of thermocouples
TC_HB
TC_CP1
TC_CP2
TC_EV1
TC_EV2
TC_CC1
TC_CC2
TC_LLout
TC_LLin
TC_VLin
TC_Vout
AMB

Heater block
Cold plate. Point 1.
Cold plate. Point 2.
Evaporator 1
Evaporator 2
Compensation chamber 1
Compensation chamber 2
Liquid line out
Liquid line in
Vapor line in
Vapor line out
Ambient temperature

Fig. 4. Points of thermocouple locations (red dots) on the LHP

Some additional thermocouples were used on the cold plate and condenser during the first stage of the
test campaign (not shown in picture). The temperature measurements where performed by ADAM
dataloggers and were collected and processed by Allatherm computer code developed in the graphical
programming language LabVIEW. Sampling rate of data was 0.25 Hz with a resolution of 16-bit. All figures
in the following paragraph (Test Results) are screenshots from the computer during the test elaborations.
LHP orientations during the test campaign are shown in the Fig.5
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Horizontal Position of LHP g0_LHP

Horizontal Position with compensation chamber 1 above
Evaporator Block: g0_CC1up

Horizontal Position with compensation chamber 2 above
Evaporator Block: g0_CC2up

Position with Evaporator Blok 0.5m below condenser
(Gravity assisted LHP operation): g+_CDup

Position with Evaporator Blok 0.5m above condenser
(LHP operation against gravity): g–_EVup

Fig. 5. LHP orientation in gravity field during the testing.

3. TEST RESULTS
The test campaign consisted of two stages: maximum power (stage 1) and thermal performance in
different orientations (stage 2).
During the first stage, the maximum heat transfer capacity of the LHP was tested in the most unfavorable
orientation (g–_EVup). The LHP is capable of transferring more than 900W without dryout, with 900W
being the limit of the heating system for this setup. However, degradation of thermal conductance
characteristics has been observed above the level of 650W. This effect has been accomplished by high-power
hysteresis. As it can observed from the Fig. 6, at the power step down (690W), after power increase of up to
810W, the values of the LHP cold plate temperatures (CP1, CP2, CP3) are significantly greater than for the
power step up (from 500W to 680W). This high-power hysteresis can be associated with the effect of
evaporation front deepening into the wick (heat exchange in evaporation zone) and an increased heat leak
into the compensation chamber. High-power hysteresis in LHPs is well known and a detailed analysis of the
operational mode of such LHP can be found in [5]. Experimentally it was established that the front starts to
move inside the wick at heat input levels of above 650W (see Fig.7, where no high-power hysteresis was
observed).
To recover the LHP from the degraded mode of operation, it is necessary to reduce the power below the
hysteresis limit. This was performed in the first experiment (Fig. 6): the heat input has been reduced to 300W
from power step 690W and no hysteresis was observed in the following power profile 300W-500W-300W.
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Fig. 6. LHP Temperature profile for g–_EVup orientation as a function of input power: high
power hysteresis. Chiller T=20°C; Position g-EVup.
Thermocouple numbers: 1-CC1; 2-CC2; 3-CP1; 4-CP2; 5-LLout; 6-VLout;7-EV1;8-EV2;9VLout; 10-LLin; 11-CDin; 12-CP3.

Tests of stage 2 were performed 4 months after the stage 1 for different environmental conditions:
ambient temperature was 10-12°C higher (up to 30-32°C) and chilled water temperatures were also
significantly higher. Fig.8 demonstrates the stable operation of the LHP in g0_LHP position (see Fig.5) for
the power input profile 350W-175W-350W-650W-350W-500W-100W. Overall, the LHP conductance
(Power divided on the difference between the cold plate average temperature and the coldest LHP
temperature – liquid line inlet) is around 30-35W/K.

Fig. 7. LHP Temperature profile for g–_EVup orientation as a function of input power: no
high-power hysteresis. Chiller T=12°C Position g-EVup.
Thermocouple numbers: 1-CC1; 2-CC2; 3-CP1; 5-LLout; 6-CP2; 7-VLout; 8-EV1;9-VLout;
10-LLin; 11-CDin; 12-CP4.

The results of the test for a 350W power input, five different orientations and two chilled water
temperatures (18 and 26 °C) are shown in Fig.9. It is clear that the orientation of the LHP in the gravity field
has minor influence on its performance. Additionally, the LHP operates properly without any changes in
temperature profiles during manipulations (changing of the LHP position).
The same type of the test has been conducted for 650W. The results are presented in Fig. 10. It confirms
the statement that the ALTOM design LHP is a gravity force independent heat transfer device for the given
specification of the thermal management system (high and moderate power levels, 0.5m between heat sink
and heat source).
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Fig. 8. LHP Temperature profile for g0-LHP orientation as a function of input power:
Chiller T=26°C.
Thermocouple numbers: 2-CP1;3-CP2;4-VLin; 5-VLout; 6-CC2; 7-CC1; 8-LLin; 9-LLout
10-EV1; 11-EV2; 12-AMB

a)

b)
Fig. 9. LHP Temperature profile for different orientations and constant power input 350W:
Chiller T=18°C (a) T=26°C (b).
Thermocouple numbers: 1-HB; 2-CP1;3-CP2;4-VLin; 5-VLout; 6-CC2; 7-CC1; 8-LLin; 9LLout 10-EV1; 11-EV2; 12-AMB
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Some difference can be observed in the temperatures of the compensation chambers (see positions
g0_CC2up and g0_CC1up), which has no impact on the temperatures of the cooled unit (HB) and the cold
plate (CP1 and CP2). The vapor phase is always present in the compensation chamber during the LHP
operation. As soon as one of the two compensation chambers is in the upper position over the second
chamber, the vapor bubble will migrate to this chamber due to buoyancy (small temperature increase).

Fig. 10. LHP Temperature profile for different orientations and constant power input 350W:
Chiller T=18°C (a) T=26°C (b).
Thermocouple numbers: 1-HB; 2-CP1;3-CP2;4-VLin; 5-VLout; 6-CC2; 7-CC1; 8-LLin; 9LLout 10-EV1; 11-EV2; 12-AMB

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a novel thermal management system with a dual evaporator, integrated
into the cold plate and based on the modular approach with elementary building units called Altoms.
The Altom technology provides the opportunity to design two-phase cold plates for power electronic
thermal management (for instance, electric vehicle invertor cooling) with a different number of evaporators,
with various heat transfer capacities (up to tens of kW), geometrical dimensions, thermal interface surfaces,
volume(s) of compensation chamber(s), etc. easily and quickly.
The experimental results demonstrate that the dual evaporator can transfer up to 900W with overall LHP
conductance of more than 30 W/K. The LHP performance is insensitive to the orientation in gravity. Thus,
robust operation of the LHP in the fields of acceleration in altered directions is expected.
The modular Altom method for design and development of modern advanced two-phase thermal
management systems is the way for achieving cost reduction and opening new terrestrial areas of LHP/CPL
applications: from space to earth.
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